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VIrTKAM ARCIrivE: PENTAGON Srunv TRACrs
Tsrr DECADES or GROwING U.S. INVOLVE-
MENTA

(By Nell Sheehan)
A massive study of how the United Sta'e3

went to war in Ind1,chlna, conducted by the
Pentagon three years ago, demon-strates that
four administrations progressively developed
a sense of commitment to a non-Communist
Vietnam, a readlnews to fight the North to
protect the South, and an ultimate frustra-
tion with this effort-to a much greater ex-
tent than their public statements acknowl-
edged at the time.

. The 3,000-page analysis, to which 4,000
pages of omcIal documents are appended, was
commissioned by Secretary of Defense Rob-
-ert S. McNams.ra and covers the American
involvement in Southeast Asia from World
War I1 to May, 1968--the start of the peace
talks In Paris after President Lyndon B.
Johnson had set a limit on further military
commitments and revealed his intention to
retire. Most of the study and many of the
appended documents have been obtained by
The New York Times and will be described
and presented in a series of articles beginning

Today.
Though far from a complete history, even

at 2.5 million words, the study forms a great
archive of government decision-making on
Indochina over three decades. The study led
its 30 to 40 authors and researchers to many
broad cc-nclusions and specific findings, in-
cluding the following:

That the Truman Administratlon's deci-,
sion to give military aid to France in her colo-
nial war against the Communist-led Viet-
minh "directly involved" the United States
In Vietnam and "set" the course of American
policy.

That the Eisenhower Administration's de-
cision to rescue a fledgling South Vietnam
from a Communist takeover and attempt to
undermine the new Communist regime of
North Vietnam gave the Administration a
"direct role in the ultimate breakdown of the
Geneva settlement" for Indochina in 1954.

That the Kennedy Administration, though
ultimately spared from major escalation deci-
sions by the death of its leader, transferred a
policy of "limited-risk gamble," which it in-
herited, into a "broad commitrrnt" that
left President Johnson with a choice between
more war and withdrawal.

That the Johnson Administration, though
the President was reluctant and hesitant to
take the final decisions, Intensified the co-
vert warfare against North Vietnam and be-
gan planning in the spring of 1964 to wage
overt war, a full year before it publicly re-
vealed the depth of its Involvement and its
fear of defeat.

That this campaign of growing clandestine
military presure through 1964 and the ex-
panding program of bombing North-Vietnam
In 1965 were begun despite the judgment of
the Government's, intelligence community
that the measures would not cause Hanoi
to cease its support of the Vietcong insur-
gency In the South, and that the bombing

Source: New York Times, June 13 & 14, 1971.
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was deemed militarily ineffective within a
few months.

That these four succeeding administra-
tions built up the American political, mill-
tary and psychological stakes in Indochina,
often more deeply than they realized at the
time. with large-scale military equipment to
the French In 1950; with acts of Sabotage
and terror warfare against North Vietnam
beginning in 1954: with moves that encour-
aged and abetted the overthrow of President
Ngo Dinh Diem of South Vietnam in 1963;
with plans, pledges and threats of further
action that sprang to life in the Tonkin Gulf
clashes in August. 1964; with the careful
preparation of public opinion for the years
of open warfare that were to follow; and
with the calculation in 1965, as the planes
and troops were openly committed to sus-
tained combat; that neither accommodations
Inside South Vietnam nor early negotiations
with North Vietnam would achieve the de-
sired result.

The Pentagon study also ranges beyond
such historical judgments. It suggests that
the predominant American interest was at
first containment of Communism and later
the defense of the power, influence and pres-
tige of the United States, in both stages ir-
respective of conditions in Vietnam.

And it reveals a great deal about the ways
in which several administrations conducted
their business on a fateful course, with much
new information about the roles of dozens
of senior oMcials of both major political par-
ties and a whole generation of military
commanders.

The Pentagon study was divided into
chronological and thematic chapters of nar-
rative and analysis, each with its own docu-
mentation attached. The Times--which has
obtained all but one of nearly 40 volumes-
has collated these materials into major seg-
ments of varying chronological length, -from
one that broadly covers the two decades be-
fore 1960 to one that deals intensively with
the agonizing debate In the weeks following
the 1968 Tet offensive.

The months from the beginning of 1964 to
the Tonkin Gulf incident in August were a
pivotal period, the study makes clear, and
The Times begins its series with this phase.

VAST STUDY OF WAn ToOK A YEAR
(By Hedrick Smith)

In June, 1967, at a time of great personal
disenchantment with the Indochina war and
rising frustration among his colleagues at the
Pentagon, Secretary of Defense Robert S.
McNamara commissioned a major study of
how and why the United States had become
so deeply involved in Vietnam.

The project took a year to complete and
yielded a vast and highly unusual report of
Government self-analysis. It was compiled
by a team of 30 to 40 Government officials,
civilian and military, many of whom had
helped to develop or carry out the policies
that they were asked to evaluate and some
of whom were simultaneously active in the
debates that changed the course -of those
policies.

While Mr. McNamara turned over his job
to Clark M. Clifford, while the war reached
a military peak in the 1968 Lunar New Year
offensive, while President Johnson cut back
the bombing of North Vietnam and an-
nounced his plan to retire, and while the
peace talks began in Paris, the study group
burrowed through Government files.

The members sought to probe American
policy toward Southeast Asia from World
War II pronouncements of President Frank-
haTV D. Roosevelt into the start of Vietnam
peace talks In the spring of 1968. They wrote
nearly 40 book-length volumes backed up
by annexes of cablegrams, memorandums,
draft proposals, dissents and other doU-
ments.

MANY INCONSISTENCTES

Their report runs to more than 7,000
pages-1.5 million words of historical nar-
ratives plus a million words of documents-
enough to fill a small crate.

Even so, it is not a complete or polished
history. It displays many inconsistencies and
lacks a single all-embracing summary. It is
an extended internal critique based on the
documentary record, which the researchers
did not supplement with personal Interviews,
partly because they were pressed for time.

The study emerged as a middle-echelon
and official view of the war, incorporating
material from the top-level files of the De-
fense Department into which flow papers
from the White House, the State Department,
the Central Intelligence Agency and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Some important gaps appear in the study.
The researchers did not have access to the
complete *files of Presidents or to all the
memorandums of their conversations and
decisions.

Moreover, there are other important gaps
in the copy of the Pentagon study obtained
by The New York Times. It lacks the sec-
tion on the secret diplomacy of the Johnson
period.

But whatever its limitations, the Penta-
gon's study discloses a vast amount of new
information about the unfolding American
commitment to South Vietnam and the way
in which the United States engaged itself
in that conflict. It is also rich in insights
into the workings of government and the
,reasoning of the men who ran it.

Throughout the narrative there is ample
evidence of vigorous, even acrimonious, de-
bate within the Government-far more than
Congress, the press and the public were per-
mitted to discover from oMcial pronounce-
ments.

'But the Pentagon account and its accom-
panying documents also reveal that once
the basic objective of policy was set, the in-
ternal debate on Vietnam from 1950 until
mid-1967 dealt almost entirely with how to
reach those objectives rather than with the
basic direction of policy.

The study related that American govern-
ments from the Truman Administration on-
ward felt it necessary to take action to pre-
vent Communist control of South Vietnam,
As a rationale for policy, the domino theory-
that if South Vietnam fell, other countries
would inevitably follow-was repeated in
endless variations for nearly two decades.

CoNFTrDENCE AND APPREHENSIONS

Especially during the nineteen-sixties, the
Pentagon study discloses, the Government

-was confident that American power-or even
the threat of its use-would bring the war

. under control. -
But the study reveals that high officials In

the Johnson Administration were troubled by
the potential dangers of Chinese Commu-
nist intervention and felt the need for self-
restraint to avoid provoking Peking, or the
Soviet Union, into combat involvement.

As some top policy makers came to ques-
tion the effectiveness of the American effort
in mid-1967, the report shows, their policy
papers began not only to seek to limit the
military strategies on the ground and in the
air but also to worry about the impact of
the war on American society.

"A feeling is widely and strongly held that
'the establishment' is out of its mind," wrote
John T. McNaughton, Assistant Secretary of
Defense, in a note to Secretary McNamara in
early May, 1967. Mr. McNaughton, who three
years earlier had been one of the Drincipal
planners of the air war against North Viet-
nam, went on to say:

"The feeling is that we are trying to impose
some U.S. Image on distant peoples we can-
not understand (any more than we can he
yottnger generation here at home), apd tMt

we are carrying the thing to nbtiurd lengths.
Related to this feeling is t.he increaesd polar-
ization that is taking place in the United
States with seeds of the worst split in our
people in more than a century."

At the end of June, 1967, Mr. McNamara-
deeply disillusioned with the war-decided
to commission the Pentagon study of Viet-
nam policy that Mr. McNaughton and other
high officials had encouraged him to under-
take.

Mr. McNamara's instruct ions, conveyed
orally and evidently in writing as well, were
for the researcher to pull together the Penta-
gon's documentary record and, according to
one well-placed former official, to produce an
"objective and encyclopedic" study of the
American involvement.

BROADEST POSSIBLE INTERPRETATION
The Pentagon researchers aimed at the

broadest possible interpretation of events.
They examined not only the policies and mo-
tives of American administrations, but also
the effectiveness of intelligence, the me-
chanics and consequences of bureaucratic
compromises, the difficulties of imposing
American tactics on the South Vietnamese,
the governmental uses of the American press,
and many other tributaries of their main
story.

The authors reveal, for example. that the
American intelligence community repeat-
edly provided the policy makers with what
proved to be accurate warnings that desired
goals were either unattainable or likely to
provoke costly reactions from the enemy.
They cite some lapses in the accuracy of
reporting and intelligence, but give a gen-
erally favorable assessment of the C.I.A. and
other intelligence units.

The Pentagon researchers relate many ex-
amples of bureaucratic compromise forged by
Presidents from the conflicting proposals of
their advisers.

In the mid-fiftles, they found, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff were a restraining force, warn-
ing that successful defense of South Viet-
nam could not be guaranteed under the
limits imposed by the 1954 Geneva accords
and agreeing to send in American military
advisors only on the insistence of. Secretary
of State John Foster Dulles.

In the nineteen-sixties, the report found,
both Presidents Kennedy and Johnson chose
partial measures, overriding advice that some
military proposals were valid only as packages
and could not be adopted piecemeal.

In examining Washington's constant diffi-
culties with the governments in Saigon, the
study found the United States so heavily
committed to the regime of the moment and
so fearful of instability that it was unable
to persuade the South Vietnamese to make
the political and economic reforms that
Americans deemed necessary to win the al-
legiance of the people.

Though it ranges widely to explain events,
the Pentagon report makes no summary ef-
fort to put the blame for the war on any
single administration or to find fault with
individual officials.

The writers appear to have stood at the
political and bureaucratic center of the pe-
riod, directing their criticisms toward both
left and right.

In one section, Senator Eugene J. Mc-
Carthy, the antiwar candidate for the 1968
Democratic Presidential nomination, is char-
acterized as "impudent and dovish." and as
an "upstart challenger." At another point
in the same section the demands of Adm.
U.S. Grant Sharp, commander of Pacific
forces, for allout bombing of North Vietnam.
are characterized as "fulminations."

For the most part, the writers assumed a
calm and unemotional tone. dissecting their
materials in detached and academic manner.
They ventured to answer key questions only
when the evidence was at hand. They found
io conclusive answers to some of the most

S 8979
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widely asked questions about the war, in-
cluding thec:

Precisely how was Ngo Dinh Diem returned
to South Vietnam in 1954 from exile and
helped to power?t

Who took the lend in preventing the 1958
Vietnam elections required under the Ge-
neva accords of 1954-Mr. Diem or the Amer-
icans?

If President Kennedy had lived, would he
have led the United States into a full-scale
ground war in South Vietnam and an air
war against North Vietnam as President
Johnson did?

Was Secretary of Defense McNamara dis-
missed for opposing the Johnson strategy
in nid-19Gf or did he ask to be relieved be-
cause of disenchantment with Administra-
tion policy?

Did President Johnson's cutback of the
bombing to the 20th Parallel In 1968 signal
a lowering of American objectives for the
war or was it merely an effort to buy more
time and patience from a war-weary Ameri-
can public?

The research project was organized in the
Pentagon's ofleo of International Security
Affars-IS.A., as it is known to Govern-
ment insiders-the polltLien-mil itary affairs
branch, whose head Is the third-ranking
oficimal in the Defense Department. This was
Assistant Secretary McNaughton when the
study was commissioned and Assintant Sec-
retary Pal C. Warnko when the study was
completed.

'IT RFMAMNS MCNAMARA'S STUDY'
In the fall of 19068, it was transmitted to

Mr. Warnke, who reportedly "signed off"' on
it. Former officials say this meant that he
acknowledged completion of the work with-
out endorsing its contents and forwarded it
to Mr. Cllfiord.

-Although it had been completed during
Mr. Clifford's tenure, "in everyone's mind it
always remained Mr. McNamara's study."
one omcial said.

Because of its extreme sensitivity, very
few copies were reproduced-from 6 to 15,
by various accounts. One copy was delivered.
by hand to Mr. McNamara, then president
of the World Bank. His reaction is not
known, but at least one other former poli-
cy maker was reportedly displeased by the
study's candor.

Other copies were said to have been pro-
vided to President Johnson. the State De-
partment and President Nixon's staff, as
well as to have been kept for Pentagon files.

The authors, mostly working part-time
over several months, were middle-level offi-
cials. drawn from I.S.A. Systems Analysis,
and the military staffs in the Pentagon, or
lent by the State Department or White
House staff. Probably two-thirds of the group
had worked on Vietnam for the Government
at one time or another,
. Both the writingeand editing were de-
scribed as group efforts, through individu-
als with academic qualifications as histori-
ans, political scientists and the like were
In charge of various sections.

For their research, the Pentagon depended
primarily on the files of Secretary McNamara
and Mr. McNaughton. William P. Bundy,
former Assistant Secretary of State for Far
Eastern Affairs, provided some of his files.

For extended periods, probably the most
serious limitation of the Pentagon history is
the lack of access to White House archives.
The researchers did possess the Presidential
decision papers that normally circulated to
high Pentagon omtcis, plus White House

- messages to commanders or ambassadors in
Saigon. These provide insight into Presiden-
tial moods and motives, but only intermit-
tently.

An equally important handicap is that the
Pentagon researchers generally lacked rec-
ords of the oral discussions of the Nationu

Security Council or the most intimate gath-
erings of Presidents with their closest advis-
ers, where decisions were often reached.

As the authors themselves remark, it is
common practice for the final recommenda-
tions drafted before a key Presidential deci-
sion to be written to the President's spoken
specifications on the basis of his reactions to
earlier proposals. The missing link is often
the meeting of the Administration's inner
circle.

Also, because the Pentagon history draws
almost entirely on internal Government pa-
pers, and primarily papers that circulated
through the Defense Department, the picture
of so important a figure as Secretary of State
Dean Rusk remains shadowy. Mr. Rusk was
known as a man who rarely committed him-
self to paper and who, especially during the
Johnson Administration, saved his most sen-
sitive advice for solitary talks with the Presi-
dent.

In the late months of the Johnson Admin-
istration, the lack of records of such meet-
ings is a considerable weakness becaue, as
the historians comment, Mr. Johnson oper-
ated a split-level Government. Only his most
intimate advisers were aware of the policy
moves he was contemplating, and some of
the most important officials at the second
level of government-Assnstant Becretaries
of State and Defense-were late to learn the
drift of the President's thinking.

The Pentagon account notes that at times
the highest Administration officials not only
kept information about their real intentions
from the press and Congress but also kept
secret from the Government bureaucracy
the real motives for their written recommen-
dations or actions.

"The lesson in this,"' one Pentagon his-
torian observes, "is that the rationales given
in such pieces of paper (intended for fairly
wide circulation among the bureaucracy, as
opposed to tightly held memoranda limited
to those closest to the decision maker), do
not reliably indicate why recommendations
were made the way they were." The words in
parentheses are the historian's.

Another omission is the absence of any
extended discussion of military or political
responsibility for such matters as civilIan
casualties or the restraints imposed by the
ruies of land warfare.

rECESSARtLY FRAGMENTED ACCOUrNr

The approach of the writers varies marked-
ly from section to section. Some of the his-
torians are analytical nnd incisive. Others
offer narrative compendiums of the most
important available documents for their pe-
riods, with little comment or interpretation.

As a bureaucratic history, this account is
necessarily fragmented. The writers either
lacked time or did not choose to provide a co-
herent, Integrated summary analysis for each
of the four administrations that became in-.
volved in Vietnam from 1950 to 1968.

The Pentagon account divides the Kennedy
period, for example, into five sections-deal-
ing with the key decisions of 1961, the
strategic-hamlet programs, the build-up of
the American advisory mission in Vietnam
the development of plans for phased Ameri-
can withdrawal, and the coup d'etat that
ousted President Diem,

In the Johnson era, four simultaneous
stories are told in separate sections-the land
war in South Vietnam, the air war against the
North, political relations with successive
South VietnaRMese government and the se-
cret diplomatic search for negotiations-.
There is some overlapping, but no single
section tries to summarize or draw together
the various strands.

The over-all effect of the study, nonethe-
less, is to provide a vast storehouse of new
information-the most complete and in-
formative cents! archive- available thus far
on the Vietnam era. ( s tkt.;)

Txis or DocUMENTs

Following are the texts of key documents
accompanying the Pentar-on's sturly of the
Vietnam war, for the i)eri'xi December, 19G3.
through the Tonkin Gulf incident in August,
19G4, and its nftermath. Except where ex-
cerpting is specfled, the documents are
printed verbatim, with only unmistakable
typographical errors corrected.

MCNABIARA RrroT TO JoYINSON ON TE
SITuATION IN SAIGON IN 1963

(Memorandum, "Vietnam Situation," from
Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara to
President Lyndon B. Johnson. Dec. 21. 1963.)

In accordance with your request this
rnorning, this is a summary of my conclu-
slons after my visit to Vietnam on Decem-
ber 19-20.

1. Summary. The situation is very disturb-
ing. Current trends, unless reversed in the
next 2-3 months, will lead to neutralization
at best and more likely to a Communist-
controlled state.

2. The new governmer.t is the greatest
source of concern. It is in' ecisive and drift-
Ing. Although Minh states that be, rather
than the Committee of Generals, is making
decisions, it L not clear that this is actally
no. In any event, neither he nor the Com-
inIttee are experienced in political adminis-
tration and so far they show little talent
for it. There is no clear concept on how to
re-shspe or conduct the strategic hamlet
program; the Province Chiefs, most of whom
are new and inexperienced, are receiving
little or no direction because the generaLs
are so preoccupied with essentially political
affairs. A specific example of the present
situation is that General [name illegiblej
is spending little or no time commandIng III
Corps, which is In the yital zone around
Saigon and needs full-time direction. I made
these points as strongly as possible to Minh,
Don, Kim. and Tho.

3. The County Team is the second major
weakness. It lacks leadership, has been
poorly informed, and is not working to a
common plan. A recent example of confu-
slon has been conflicting USOM and military
recommendations both to the Government
of Vietnam and to Washington on the size
of the military budget. Above all, Lodge
has virtually no official contact with Harkins.
Lodge sends in reports with major mill-
tary implications without showing them to
Harkins, and does not show Harkins impor-
tant incoming traffic. My impression is that
Lodge simply does not know how to conduct
a coordinated administration. This has of
course been stressed to him both by Dean
Rusk and myself (and also by John McConel,
and I do not think he is consciously reject-
ing our advice: he has just operated as a
loner all his life and cannot readily change
now.

Lodge's newly-designated deputy. David
Nes, was with us and seems a highly com-
petent team player. I have stated the situa-
tion frankly to him and he has said he would
do all he could to constitute what would in
effect be an executive committee operating
below the level of the Ambassador.

As to the grave reporting weakness, both
Defense and CIA must take major steps to
improve this. John McCone and I have dis-
cussed it and are acting vigorously in our-
respective spheres.

4. Viet Cong progress has been great dur-
ing the period since the coup, with my best
guess being that the situation has in fact
been deteriorating in the countryside since
July to a far greater extent than we realIzed
because of our undue dependence on dis-
torted Vietnamese reporting. The Viet Cong
now control very high proportions of the
people in certain key provinces, particularly
those directly south and west of Saigon. The
Strategic Hamlet Program was seriously over-

.

.
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*'meoded in those provinces, and the Viet
Con: has been able to detroy mnny hamlets,
while others have been abandoned or in come
enses betrayed or pilnred by the govern-
ment's own Self Defense Cnrps. In these key
provinces, the Viet Cong have destroyed at-
most. all major roads. and are collecting taxes
an will.

As remedil measures. we must get the
government to re-illocate its military forces
so that its efferti-e strenth in these prov-
inces is essentially doubled. We alo need to
have major increases in both military and
USOM staffs, to s17's that will give us a re-
liable, independent U.S. appraisal of the
status of operations. Thirdly. realistic pacl-
fleation plans must be prepared. allocating
adeo.uate time to secure the remaining gov-
ernment-controlled areas and work out from
there.

This gloomy picture prevals predominantly
in the provinces around the capital and in
the Delta. Action to accomplish each of these
objectives was started while we were in Sai-
gon. The situation in the northern and cen-
tral areas is considerably better, and does not
seem to have deteriorated substantially in
recent months. General Harkins still hopes
these arens may be made reasonably secure
by the latter half of next year.

In the gloomy southern picture, an excep-
tion to the trend of Viet Cong success may
be provided by the possible adherence to the
government of the Cao Da and Hoa Hsio
sects, which total three million people and
control key areas along the Cambodian bor-
der. The loa Hao have already made some
sort of agreement, and the Cao Dat are ex-
pected to do so at the end of this month.
However, it is not clear that their influence
will be more than neutrall-ed by these agree-
ments. or that they will in fact really pitch
in on the government's side.

5. InfIltration of men and equipment from
North Vietnam continues using (a) land cor-
ridors through Laos and Cambodia: (b) the
Mekong River waterways from Cambodia;
(c) sonme possible entry from the sea and the
tip of tne Delta. The best guess Is that 1000-
1500 Viet Cong cadres entered South Vietnam
from Laos In the first nine months of 1963.
The Mekong route (and also the possible sea
entry) Is apparently used for heavier weap-
ons and ammunition and raw material
which have been turning up in Increasing
-numbers in the south and of which we have
captured a few shipments.

To counter this infiltration, we reviewed in
Saigon various plans providing for cross-
border operations into Laos. On the scale
proposed. I am quite clear that these would
not be politically acceptable or even mill-
tarily Clective. Our firat need would be im-
mediate U-2 inapping of the whole Laos and
Cambodian border, and this we.are preparing
on an urgent basis.

One other step we can take Is to expand
the existing limited but remarkably effective
operations on the Laos side, the so-called
Operation IIARIDNOSE, so that it at least
provides reasonable intelligence on move-
ments all the way along the Laos corridor;

.plans to expand this will be prepared and
presented for approval in about two weeks.

As to the waterways, the military plans
presented In Saigon were unsatisfactory, and
a specIal naval team is being sent at once
from Honolulu to determine what more can
be done. The whole waterway system is so
vast, however, that effective policing may be
Impossible.

In general, the infiltration problem, while
serious and annoyin., is a lower priority than
the key problenv discussed earlier. However,
we should do what we can to reduce it.

6. Plans for Covert Action into North Viet-
nam were prepared n-s we had requested and
were an excellent job. They present a wide
variety of aabta;e and psychological opera-
tions against North Vietnam from w ch I
believe we should aim to select tho' that

provide maximum pressure with minimum
risk. In accordance with our direction at
the meeting, Genera1 Krulak of the JC.9 is
chairing a group that will lay out a program
in the next ten days for your consideration.

7. Possible neutrali7atlon of Vietnam is
strongly opposed by Minh, and our attitude
is somewhat suspect because of editorials by
the New York Times and mention by Walter
Lippniann and others. We re-isured them as
strongly as possible on this-and- In some-
what more general terms on the neutraliza-
tion of Cambodia. I recommend that you
convey to Minih a Presidential message for
the New Year that would also be a vehicle
to stress the necessity of strong central di-
rection by the government and specifically
by Minh himself.

8. U.S. resources and personnel cannot use-
fully be substantially increased I have di-
rected a modest artillery supplement, and
also the provision of uniforms for the Self
Defense Corps, which is the most exposed
force and suffers from low morale. Of greater
potential significance, I have directed the
Military Departments to review urgeptly the
quality of the people we are sending to Viet-
nam. It seems to have fallen off considerably
from the high standards applied in the origi-
nal selections in 1962, and the JCS fully agree
with me that we must have our best men
there.

Conclusion. My appraisal may be overly
pessimistic. Lodge, Harkins, and Minh would
probably agree with me on specific points,
but feel that January should see significant
Improvement. We should watch the situation
very carefully, running scared, hoping for the
best, but preparing for more forceful moves
If the situation does not show early signs of
improvement.

194 MCNAMARA REPORT ON STEPs To CHANGE
THE TaEND OF TIE WAR

.(Excerpts from memorandum, "South Viet-
name," from Secretary of Defense McNamara
to President Johnson, March 16, 1964.)

1. U.S. ODJEC-rVES IN SOUTH VIMNAM
We seek an Independent non-Communist

South Vietnam. We do not require that it
serve as a Western base or as a member of a
Western Alliance. Vietnam must be free, how-
ever, to accept outside assistance as required
to inaintain Its security. This assIstance
should be able to take the form not only of
economic and social pressures but also police
and military help to root out and control in-
surgent elements.

Unless we can achieve this objective in
South Vietnam, almost all of Southeast Asia
will probably fall under Communist domi-
nance (all of Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia),
accommodate to Communism so as to re-
move effective U.S. and anti-Communist in-
fluence (Burma). or fall under the domIna-
tion of forces not only explicitly Communist
but likely then to become so (Indonesia tak-
ing over Malaysia). Thailand might hold for
a period with our help, but would be under
grave pressure. Even the Philippines would
become shaky, and the threat to India to the
west, Australia and New Zealand to the south,
and Taiwan, Korea, and Japan to the north
and east would be greatly increased.

All these consequences would probably
have been true even If the U.S. had not since
1054, and especially since 1061, become so
heavily engaged in South Vietnam. However,
that fact accentuates the Impact of a Com-
munist South Vietnam not only in Asia, but
in the rest of the world, where the South
Vietnam conflict Is regarded as a test case of
U.S. capacity to help a nation meet a Com-
mnunist 'war of liberation."

Thus, purely intermsnof foreign policy,
the stakes are high. They are increased by
domestic factors.

rr. MISXTH U.S. POUTcT I SOUTH VTSIrAM
We are now trying to help South Vietnam

defeat the Viet Cong, supported from the

North, by means short of the unrillried urse
of U.S. combat forces. We are not nting
against North Vietnam eycpt by a very
modest "covert" program operated by South
-Vietnamese (and a few Chinese National-
ir-ts)-a program so limited flat It is unlikely
to have any r-ignifleant effect. In Laos, we
are still working largely within the frrme-
work of the 1962 Geneva Accords. In Cam-
bodia we are still seeking to keep Sihanouk
from nbandoning whatever neutrality he
may still have n.d fulfilling his threat of
reaching an accommodation with Hanoi and
Peking. As a consequence of these policies,
we and the GVN have had to condone the
extensive use of Carnbdlan and Laotian
territory by the Viet Cong, both es a sanc-
tuary and as infiltration routes.

1964 MeMO BY Jon1 Csirrrs OF STArr
DiscuSSrNo WIDENING or THE WAR

(Memorandum from Gen. Maxwell D. Tay-
lor, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
to Secretary of Defen'e McNamara, Jan. 22,
1904, "Vietnam and Southeast Asia.")

1. National Security Action Memorandum
No. 273 makes clear the resolve of the Presi-
dent to ensure victory over the externally di-
rected and supported communist insurgency
in South Vietnam. In order to achieve that
victory, the Joint Chiefs of Staff are of the
opinion that the United States must be pre-
pared to put aside many of the self-imposed
restrictions which now limit our efforts, and
to undertake bolder actions which may em-
body greater risks.

2. The Joint Chiefs of Staff are tncreas-'-
ingly mindful that our fortunes in South
Vietnam are an accurate barometer of our
fortunes in all of Southeast Asia. It is our
view that if the US program succeeds in
South Vietnam it will go far toward sta-
blitzing the total Southeast Asia situation.
Conversely, a loss of South Vietnam to the
communists will presage an early erosion of
the remainder of our position in that sub-
continent.

3. Laos, existing on a most fragile founda-
tion now, would not be able to endure the
establishment of a communist--or pseudo
neutralist-state on its eastern flank. Thai-
land, less strong today than a month ao by
virtue of the loss of Prime Minister Sarit,
would probably be unable to withstand the
pressures of infiltration frotn the north
should Laos collapse to the communists In
Its tu-n. Cnmbodia apparently has estimated
that our prospects in South Vietnam are not
promising and, encourarged by the actions
of the French. appears already to be seeking
an accommodation with the communists.
Should we actually suffer defeat in South
Vietnam, there is little reason to believe that
Cambodia would maintain even a pretense
of neutrality.

4. In a broader sense, the failure of our
programs in South Vietnam would have'
heavy influence on the judgments of Burma,
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Japan. Taiwan,
the Republic of Korea, and the Repsblic of
the PhilippInes with respect to US durabil-
ity, resolution, and trustworthiness. Finally.
this being the first real test of our determi-
nation to defeat the communist wars of na-
tional liberation formula. It is not unreason-
able to conclude that there would be a cor-
responding unfavorable effect upon our image
in Africa and in Latin America.

5. All of this underscores the pivotal posi-
tion now occupied by South Vietnam In ofir
world-wide confrontation with the commu-
nists and the essentiality that the conflict
there would be brought to a favorable end
as soon as possible. However, It would be un-
realistic to believe that a complete suppres-
sion of the insurgency can take place in
one or even two years. The British effort in
Malaya is a recent example of a counterin-
surgency effort which required approximate-
ly ten yea's befe the bulk of the rural
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poputat ion wan, brought completely under
Control of thl government, the pOice were
abde to maintain order, and the armed force
were able tO liniate the gorilla strong-
holds.

6. The Joint Chiefs of Stafl crc convinced
thri, in keeping; with the guidance in N5AM
273. the Unloed S-it oim-t makc plain to
thelnicml(yn trdetrmiot nation1tose- the?!ft-

amo canpaipo tihr it;h to a favorable cos-
Clusion. To do this. W eMut. prepare for
whatever levl of r ivity rny tAe required
and, being pirpared, nnmit then procend to
take actions as rnce-sary to chievs our pur-
poses snrly and promptly.

7. Our corcieraliom. furthermore, can-
not be confined entrely to South Ietnam.
Our experience in the war thus far leads
is to conclude that In this rc-pect, we are
not now giving ruflicient attention to the
broader area problems of Southeast Asia.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff believ that our po-
siton I Carmbodia, our attitude toward
Laos, our actions in Thailand, and )ur great
effort in South Vietnam do not cramrrise a
compatible and Integrated UtS police for
Southeast Asia. US objectives In Southeast
Asia cannot be achieved by either economic,
politi-st. or tIsltitciry me-surea alone. All
three ields must Le inte-rart Into a single,
broad US program for Southeast Asa. Tho
mcasores roctarorelnded In t.his rmenorandum
are a partial contribtin to such a program.

8. Currently we and the South Vietnamese
are fighting the war on the enemy's t rma.,
He lass determined the locale, the timing,
and the t eica c-f the battle while our ac-
tions are essentally re-active. One reacan for
this is the fact that we have obliged our-
selves to labor uinder reif-impctned restric-
tions with respect to mneding external aid
to the Viet Cong. These restrict icns include
keeping the war wl7hIn the boundaries of
South Vietnam, avoiding the direct use of
US combat forces, and limitng US drection
of the ca mpign to renderIng advice to the
Government of Vietnam. There restrictions,
while they may make cur Interational posi-
tion Imore readily defensible, all tnd to
make the task in Vietnam nore complex
time-consuming, end in the end, more costly.
In addition to compnIrtatng our own prob-
1em. these self-Imposed restrictions moy well
now be conveying slgnals of Irresoluton to
our enemies--encour-gine them to higher
levels of vigor and greater risks. A reversal
of attitude and the adopting of a more ag-
gressive program would enhance greatly our
ability to control the doL;ree to wich esca-
lation will occur. It appears probable that
the economic and agrcultural discappoint-
ments suffered by Communist China, plus
the current rift with the Soviets. could cause
the commauns to think twice about un- -
dertaking a large-scale military adventure Ins
Eovutheast Asia.

9. In adverting to actions outsde of South
Vietnam, the Joint Chl-Ifs of Staff are aware
that the focus of the counterinsurgency
battle lies In South Vitacm Itself, and that
the war must certainly be fought nod won
primarily in the minds of the Vietnamese
peoplC. At the same ttmc, the ald now corm-
Ing to the Viet Cong from outside the coun-
try in men, resources, advice, aiad direction
is sulfciently pret SIn the aggregate to be
significant-both as heln and as encourage-
ment to the Viet Cong. It Is our conviction
that if support of the Insurgency from out-
side South Vietnm In terms of operatonal
direction, personiel. and material were
Stopped completely. the cirrccter of the war
iI botith Vietnam would be substantially
and favorably atte:-ed. Blcc.use of this con-
viction, we are wholly i' fvvr of executing
the covert actions rteinst North Vietnam
WhIch yott have recently proposed to the
Predetit. We believe, however, that It would
he idle to conclude that these effort will
have a decisive effect on the communist de-
termination to support the insurrency; and

it Is our view that we nut thersfor be

prepared fully to undertake a much higher
ievAl of activity, not only for its beneficial
thetical effort, but to rake plain our resolit-
tion, both to our friends and to our enemIes,.

10. Accordin-ly, tho Jont Chiefs of Staf?
consAder that the United States must make
rr.Iy to conduct. increaingly holder ac-
tion in Southeanst ArIa; rpeciftcaly as to
Via-i mr to:-a. s -goto the US military commander
rckponsthliities for the total US program in
Vietnams.

b. Inc c the Government of Vetnam totur over to the United States military com-
iantrt-, temporarily, the ctual tactical di-

rectIon of tho war.
c. Charge the tned . aates military com-

mander with complete responsibility for con-
duct of the program against North Viettinnm.

d. Overfly Laos and Cambodia to whatever
extent ts necessary for acqutsition of opera-
tional intelligence.

e. nduce the Government of Vietnam toconduct overt ground operations in Laos ofsufficlent scope to impede tile flow of per-sonnel and material southward,
f. Arm, equip, advise, and support theOver noent of Vietnamtin ,itie conduct ofaertal bombing of critical targets in North

Vitn rnd in mining the sea approaches
to that country.

g. Advise and support the Government ofVietnam ln its conduct cf large-scale crm-roannrd raids against critcal targets in NorthVietnam,
h. Conduct aerial bomobinFg of key North

SVietnam target., using US resources underVietnamnesit cover, and wIth the Vietnamnese
openly easuming responsibIlity for the ac-tions.

I. Commit additional US forces, as neces-sary, in support of the combat action with-In buth Vietnam.
j. Commit US forces as necessary in directacttonny --gatnt North Vietnan.

1 t Is our convicting that any or allof the foregot1g actions may be required
o enhance our position In Souitheast Asia.

The past few months have ditnlosed. thatcusndorably higher levels of effort are de-manded of us if US obectivws are to beattaIned.
12. The governmental reorganization

which followed the cos d'etat in Saigon
I completed very soon, giving basis .for concluding ,lst how strong the Viet-namese Government is going to be rand howtouch of tic load they will be able to bearthenselvs. Additionally, the five-month

dry season, which is just now eglnnrng, lliiafford tih Vietnamese an op ertucalty to ex-hibit theIr ability to reverse the unfavor-able sitmatIon in the critical Mekong Delta,The Joint Chiefs of Staff will follow those
important developments closely and will
recommend to you progressively the execu-

. tIo of such of the above actions a areconsidered railftarily required, provIding,In each case, their detaticd assessment ofthe risks involved.
13. The JoInt Chiefs of Staff consider thatthe strategic Importance of Vietnamas andof Southeast Asia warrants reparatio-.s for

the actions above aRd recommenj that the
substance of this memorandum be discussedWith the Secretary of State.
11r. THE PEsENTa SITIATZON 11 SOrT VIErNAM

The key elements in the present situation
are as follows:

A. The military tools and concepts of the
GVN-US efforts are generally sound and
adequate. Substantially more can be done
In the effective employment of military forces

*Mr. McCone emphaslres that the QVN/
US program can never be considered com.
pletely satisfactory so long a it permits
the Viet Cr-ag a asnctuary In Cambodia and
a -ontino ing uninterrupted and unmolosted
soure-s cst 3pply and reinforcermot from

rnd in the economic and civlc action areas.
Tiese improvemen! may require some SClF-
tivo Increases in the U.S. precener-. bit it
does not appear likely that malor rquip-
mn-ct replacement and additions in US
personnel are indicAted under current pol-
Icy.

13. The U S. poliy of reduicior; exIsles per-
sonn where Somth Vietnamese are in a
position to assume the functir,nr t still
rolnd. Its tapplilation will not idad to any
major rmiuettonts in the near future, but
adherence to this policy as cuch has a soundeffect in portraying to the U.S and theworld that we continue to regard the waras a conflict the South Vtnarncs e mut
win and take ultimate responesihity for.
Substantial reductions in the nunM-Lers ofU.S- military training personnel should be
pocsible before the end of l9f5. However, theU.S. should continue to reiterate that Itwill provide all the assistance and advice
required to do the job regardless of howlong It takes.

C. The situation has unquestionably been
growing worse, at least since Septeracler:

1. In terms of government control ofthe countryeIde, about 40% of the I'rtterv
Is under Viet Cong control or predoreinantinfluence. In 22 of the 43 provinces, tie Viet
Cong control 50% or more of the ta-] area,including 80% of Phuoc Tuy; 90%. of Binh
Duong; 75% of Rau Ngha: 90% of LongAn; 90% of Kien Tuong; 90% of Dinh
Tuong; 90'% of KRen-Hoa and 85 of An
Xuyen.

2. Large groups of the population are nowshowing signs of apathy and indifference,
and there are sorte etgns of frustration
within the U.S. contingent.

a. The ARVN and paramitlitary desertion
rates, and particularly the latter, are highand increashig.

b. Draft-dodging is high while the Viet
Cong are recruiting energetically and effec-
tively.

c. The morale of the hamlet militIa andof the Self Defense Corps, on which the se-cnrity of the hamlets depnrs, is poor andfalling..
3. In the last 9 days the weakenirg of

the governmrnt'a position has been particus-
.larly noticeable. ,

4. The polItical control structure ret-end-
Ing from Saigon down into the hamlets
disappeared following the November coup.

5. North Vietnamese support, always sig- -
nlficant, has been increasing...

D. The greatest weakncs in the present
situation is the uncertain viability of the
Khanh government. Khan himself Is a -svery able man within his experience, but hedoes not yet have wide politeal appeal andhis control of the army itself is uncrtaln-

E. On the positive side, we have found
many reasons for encouragement In the per-
formance of the Khanh Government to date.Although Its top layer Is thin, it is highly
responsive to U.S. advice, and with a good
grasp of the basic elements of rooting out tthe Viet Cong. . . .

2. Retaliatory Action. For example:a. Overt high and,'or low-level reconnas-
over North Vietnam to assIst in Iccatnc and
identifying the sources of external aId tothe Vliet Cong.

b. Rtaliatory bombIng strikes and com-
mando raids on a tit-for-tat basis by theGVN against NVN targets (communication
centers, training camps, infiltration routes,
etc.)

c. Aerial mining by the GVN aircraft (pos-
sIbly with U.S. assistance) of the major NVN
ports.

3. Graduated Overt Military Pressure by,GVN and U.S. Forces.
This program would go beyond reaetig

on a tit-for-tat basis. It would include air
attacks against military and possibly Indu-
trial targets. The program would utl-ze
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the combined resources of the OVN Air
Force and the U.S. Farmgate Squadron, with
the latter reinforced by three squadrons of
rl-57s present iIn Japan. Before this pro-
gram could be implemented it would be
nece-sary to provide some additional air de-
fense for South Vietnam and to ready U.S.
forces in the Pacific for possible escalation.

The analysis of the more serious of these
military actions (from 2 (b) uipward) re-
veAled the extremely delicate nature of such
operations, both from the military And polit-
ical standpoints. There would be the prob-
lenm of marshalling the ease to justify such
action. the problem of communist escala-
tion, And the problem of deling with the
pressures for premature or "stacked" negotia-
tions. We would have to calculate the effect
of such military actions against a specified
political objective. That objective, while
being cost in terms of eliminating North
Vietnamese control and direction of the in-
surgency. would in prncttcl terms be directed
toward collapsing the morale and the self-
nrmsurance of the Viet Cong cndres now op-
crating in .sstsh VietnanAnd holstering the
morsle of the Khanh regime. We could not,
of courne. be sture that our objective could be
achieved by any means within the practical
range of our options. Moreover, and perhaps
most importnntly. unless and until the
Khanh government han established Its posI-
tion and preferably is making significant pro-
gress in the South, An overt extension of
operations into the North carries the risk of
being mounted from an extremely weak base
which might at any moment collapse and
leave the posture of political confrontation
worsened rather than improved.

The other side of the argument is that the
young Khnnl Government [two words illeg-
iblcI reinforcement of some significant
sources angninst the North and without (words
illegible I the incountry program, even with
the expansion discussed in Section (words 11-
legible j may not be sufficient to stem the tide.

[Words illegible[ balance, except to the
extent suggested in Section V below, I [words
illegible egainat initiation at this time of
overt GVN And/or U.S. mlitry [word illeg-
ibidl against North Vietnam.

C, Initiate Measures to Improve the Situa-
tion in South Vietnnm.

There were and are sound reasons for the
limits imposed by present policy-the South
Vietnamese must win their own fight; U.S.
intervention on a larger scale, and/or GVN
actions against the North, would disturb key
allies and other nations; etc. In any case.
it is vital that we continue to take every
reasonable measure to assure success in South
Vietnam. The policy choice is not an "either/
or" between this course of action and p-
sible pressures against the North; the former
is cesential without regard to our decision
with respect to the latter. The latter can,
at be,0, only reinforce the former.

The following are the actions we believe
can be taken in order to improve the aitua-
tion boh in the imt(iediate future ind over
a lozrger-tvrm periO. To emphnaizo that a
new purme ihn" bgun, the mnineaures to be
taken by the Khamrh government should be
described by some term such an "South Viet-
nam's Program for National Mobilization."

Basic U.S. posture
1. The U.S. at all levels must continue

to make it emphatically clear that we are
prepared to furnish assistance and support
for as long as it takes to bring the insurgency
under control.

2. The U.S. at all levels should continue
to ''make it clear that we fully support the
Khanh government and are totally opposed
to any further coups. The Ambassador
should instruct all elements, including the
military advisors, to report intelligence in-
formation of possible coups promptly, with
the decision to be made by the ambassador
whether to report such information to
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Khanh. However, we must recognize that our
chances would not be great of detecting
and preventing a coup that had major mili-
tary backing.

3. We should support fully the Pacifica-
tion Plan now announced by Khanh (de-
scribed in Annex B), and particularly the
basic theory-now fully accepted both on
the Vietnamese and U.S. side--of concen-
trating on the more secure areas and work-
ing out from these through military opera-
tions to provide security, followed by neces-
sary civil and economic actions to make the
presence of the government felt and to pro-
vide economic improvements. . . .

v. POSSIBLE LATER ACTIONS

If the Xhanh government takes hold vig-
orously-inspiring confidence, whether or
not noteworthy progress has becn made-
or if we get hard information of significantly
stepped-up VC arms supply from the North,
we may wish to mount new and significant
pressures against North Vietnam. We should
start preparations for such a capability now.
(See Annex C for an analysis of the situa-
tion in North Vietnam and Comimunit
Chuina.) Specifically, we should develop a
capability to initiate within 72 hours the
"Border Consrol" 00 and "Retaliatory Ac-
tions," referred to on pages 5 and 6, and
we should achieve a capability to initiate
with 30 days' notice the program of "Grad-
uated Overt Military Pressure." The reason-
ing behind this program of preparations for
Initiating action against North Vietnam is
rooted in the fact that, even with progress
in the pacification plan, the Vietnamese
Government and the population in the
South will still have to face the prospect of
a very lengthy campaign based on a war-
weary nation and operating against Viet
Cong cadres who retain a great measure of
motivation and assurance.

In this connection, General Khanh stated
that his primary concern Ls to establish a
firm base in tho South. He favors continua-
tion of covert activities against North Viet-
nam, but until such time as "rear-area se-
curity" has been established. he does not wish
to engage in overt operations against the
North.

In order to accelerate the realization of
pacification and particularly in order to den-
Igrate the morale of the Viet Cong forces, it
may be necessary at some time in the future
to put demonstrable retaliatory pressure on
the North. Such a course of action might
proceed according to the scenario outlined
in Annex D. -

vi!. RECOMMENDATIONS

I recommend that you instruct the appro-
priate agencies of the U.S. Government:

1. To make it clear that we are prepared
to furnish assistance and support to South
Vietnam for as long as it takes to bring the
insurgency under control.

2. to make it clear that we fully support
the Khrnh government and are opposed to
further coups.

3. To Aupport a Program for National Mo-
bilization incisciling a national service law)
to put South Vietnam on a war footing.

4. To assist the Vietnamese to increase the
armed forces (regular pus paramilitary) by
at least 50,000 men.

5. To assist the Vietnamese to create a
greatly enlarged Cvil Administrative Corps
for work at province, district and hamlet
levels.

6. To assist the Vietnamese to improve and
reorganize the paramilitary forces and in-
crease their compensation.

"Authority should be granted immedi-
ately for covert Vietnamese operations Into
Laos, for the purposes of border control and
of "hot pursuit" into aos. Decision "hot
jnrrsuit" into Cambodia should await fur-
ther study of our relations with tat country.
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7. To assitA the Vietnamese to create an

offensive guerrilla force.
8. To provide the Vietnamere Air Force

25 A-IH aircraft In exchange for the pres-
ent T-283.

9. To provide the Vietnamese Army aidi-
tional M-113 armored personnel carriers
withdrawingg the M-114s there), additional
river boats, nnd approximately $5-10 million
of other additional material.

10. To announce publicly the Fertilizer
Program and to expand it with a view within
two years to trebling the amount of fertilizer
made available.

11. To authorize continued high-level U.S.
overflights of South Vietnam's borders snd to
authorize "hot pursuit" and South Vietna-
imese ground operations over the Laotian line
for the purpose of border control. More am-
bitious operations into Laos involving units
beyond battalion size shmild he authorized
only with the approval of Souvanna Phouma.
Operations across the Cambodian border
should depend on the state of relations with
Camboiia.

12. To prepare immediately to he in a posi-
tion on 72 hours' notien to initiate the full
range of Lanotan and Cambodian "Border
Control" actions (beyond those authorized
In I'arngrnph 11 above) and the "Retalatory
Actions" against North Vietnam, and to he
in a position on 30 days' notice to initiate
the program of "Graduated Overt Military
Pressure" against North Vietnam.

U.S. PREPARATION FOR RETALIATION AND

REJECTION or OTHER ACTIoNs

(Excerpts from National Security Action
Memorandum 288. "U.S. Objectives in South
Vietnam," March 17, 194. as provided in the
body of the Pentagon study. The words in
brackets are the study's. The-paragraph in
italics is the paraphrase by a writer of the
study.)

[The United States' policy is] to prepare
immediately to be In a position on 72 hours'
notice to initiate the full range of Laotian
and Cambodian "Border Control actions" . . .
and the "Retaliatory Actions" against North
Vietnam, and to be in a position on 30 days'
notice to initiate the program of "Graduated
Overt Military Pressure" against North Viet-
nam. ...

We seek an independent non-Communist
South Vietnam. We do not require that it
serve as a Western base or as a member of a
Western Alliance. South Vietnam must be
free, however, to accept outside assistance as
required to maintain its security. This as-
sistance should be able to take the form not
only of economic and social measures but
also police and military help to root out and
control Insurgent elements.

Unless we can achieve this objective in
South Vietnam. almost all of Southeast Asia
will probably fall under Communist domi-
nance (all of Vietnam. Laos. and Cambodia),
accommodate to Communism so as to remove
effective U.S. and anti-Communist influence
(Durma), dr fall under the domination of
forces not now explicitly Communist but
likely then to become so (TIndonema taking
over Malaysin). Thailand might hold for a
period without help, but would be under
gravo pressure. Even the Phlippines would
become shaky, and the threat to India on the
WVest, Australia and New Zealand to the
South, and Taiwan, Korea. and Japan to the
North and East would be greatly Increased.

All of these consequences would probably
have been true even if the U.S. had not since
1954. and especially since 1961, become so
heavily engaged in South Vietnam. However,
that fact necentuates the impact of a Com-
raunist South Vietnam not only in AsIa but
In the rest of the world, where the South
Vietnam conflict Is regarded as a test case of
U.S. capacity to help a nation to meet the
Communist "war of liberation."

Thus, purely in terms of foreign policy, the
stakes ar high. . . .
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We are now trying to help South Viet-
nam defeat tho Viet Cong supported from
the North. by menns short of the unquali-
fled use of U.S. combat forces. We are not
acting agaiit North Vietnam except by a
modest "covert." program operated by South
Vietnmcse (mud a few Chinese National-
lsts)- program So limited that it is un-
likely to have any signiilcant effect. . . .

There were and are some sound reasons for
the limits imposed by the present policy-
the South Vietnamese must win their own
filht: U.S. intervention on a larger senle,
nndeor OVN nations against the North,
would disturb key n1lies and other ntions:
etc. In any case, it is vitnl that we con-
tinue to take every reaonnble measure to
assure success in South Vietnam. The pol-

icy choice is not an "cither/or" between this
course of action and possible pressure
against the North: the former is essential and
without regard to our decision with respect
to the latter. The latter can, at best, only
reinforce the former. ...

Many of the actions described in the suc-
ceeding paragraphs fit right into the frame-
work of the [pacifcatlonl plan as an-
nounced by Khanh. Wherever possible, we
should tie our urgings of such actions to
Khanh's own formulation of them, so that
he will be carrying out a Vietnamese plan
and not one imposed by the United
States ...

Among the alternatives considered. but re-
jected for the time being . . . were overt
military pressure on North Vietnam, neutral-
iration, return of U.S. dependents, furnish-
ing of a U.S. combat unit to secure the
Saigon area, and a full takeover of the com-
rnand in South Vietnam by the U.S. With
respect to this last proposal, it Was said that

. . . the judgment of all senior people in
Saigon, with which we concur, was that the
possible -military advantages of such action
would he far outweighed by adverse psycho-
logical impact. It would cut across the whole
basic picture of the Vietnamese winning
their own war and lay us wide open to hos-
tile propaganda both within South Viet-
nam and outside.

CADLE FRoM PRESIDENT TO LODGE ON
ESCALATION CONTINGENCEs

(Cablegram from President Johnson to
Henry Cabot Lodge, United States Ambassa-
dor in Saigon, March 20, 1964.)

1. We have studied your 1776 and I am
asking State to have Bill Bundy make sure
that you get our latest planning documents
on ways of applying pressure and power
against the North. I understand that some
of this was discussed with you by Mc-
Namara mission in Saigon. but as plans are
refined it would be helpful to have your
detailed comments. As we agreed in our
previous messages to each other, judgment
is reserved for the present on overt military
action in view of the consensus from Saigon
conversations of McNamara mission with
General Khanh and you on judgment that
movement against the North at the present
would be premature. We have (sici share
General Khanh's judgment that the im-
mediate and essential task is to strengthen
the southern base. For this reason our plan-
ning for action against the North is on a
contingency basis at present, and immediate
problem In this area Is to develop the strong-
est possible military and political base for
possible later action. There is additional in-
ternational reason for avoiding immediate
overt action in that we expect a showdown
between the Chinee and Soviet Communist
parties soon and action against the North
will be more practicable after than before
a showdown. But if at any time you feel
that more immediate action is urgent, I
count on you to let me know specifically the
reasons for such action, together with yotmr
recommendations for its size and isshe.

2. On dealing with de Gaulle, I continue to
think it may be valuable for you to go to
Parn after Bohlen han made his first try.
(St ate is sending you draft instruction to
Bohlen, which I have not yet reviewed, for
your comment.) It ought to be possible to
explain in Saigon that your miaslon is pre-
elsely for the purpose of knocking down the
idea of neutralization wherever it rers Its
ugly hend and on this point I think that
nothing I more important than to stop
neutralist talk wherever we can by whatever
means we can. I have made this point myself
to Mansfileld and Ltppmann and I expect to
use every public opportunity to rotate our
ponition firmly. You may want to convey our
concern on this point to General Khanh and
get his Idema on the best possible joint pro-
gram to stop such talk in Saigoq, in Wash-
ington, and in Paris. I imagine that you have
kept General Khanh abreast of our efforts
In Paris. After we see the results of the
Bohlen approach you might wish to sound
him out on Paris visit by you.

DaArr RmsoLuToN 7r0 CONOnS ON Ac'oris
IN SOUTIF.AT ASIA

(Draft Resolution on Southeast Asia, May
25, 1964, as provided in the body of the
Pentagon study. The mafor paragraphs of
the rcsolut ton as approved by Congress ap-
pcar in the article accompanying the texts
today.)

Whereas the signatories of the Geneva
Accords of 1954, including the Soviet Union,
the Communist regime in Clina, and Viet
Nam agreed to respect the independence
and territorial integrity of South Viet Nam,
Laos and Cambodia; and the United States,
although not a signatory of the Accords,
declared that it would view any renewal of
aggression in violation of the Accords with
grave concern and as seriously threatening
international peace and security:

Whereas the Comn-iuist, regime in North
Viet Nam, with the aid and support of the
Communist regime in China, has systemati-
cally flouted its obligations under these Ac-
cords and has engaged in aggression against
the independence and territorial integrity of
South Viet Nam by carrying out a systematic
plan for the subversion of the Government
of South Viet Nam, by furnishing direction,
training, personnel and arms for the con-
duct of guerrilla warfare within South Viet
Nam, and by the ruthless use of terror
against the peaceful population of that
country;

Whereas in the face of this Communist
aggression and subversion the Government
and people of South Viet Nat have bravely
undertaken the defense of their independ-
ence and territorial integrity, and at the
request of that Government the United
States has, in accordance with its Declaration
of 1954, provided military advice, economic.
aid and military equipment;

Whereas in the Geneva Agreements of
1962 the United States, the Soviet Union, the
Communist regime in China, North Viet Nam
and others solemnly undertook to respect the
sovereignty, independence, neutrality, unity
and territorial integrity of the Kingdom
of Laos:

Whereas in violation of these undertakings
the Communist regime in North Vlet Nam,
with the aid and support of the Communist
regime in China, has engaged in aggression
against the independence, unity and ter-
ritorial integrity of Laos by maintaining
forces on Laotian territory, by the use of
that territory for the infiltration of arms and
equipment into South Viet Nam, and by pro-
viding direction, men and equipment for per-
sistent armed attacks against the Govern-
ment of (words illegible);

Whereas in the face of, this Communist
aggression the Government of National Uni-
fication and the non-Communist elements in
Laos have striven to maintain the conditions

of unity. independence and neutraity envi-
sioned for their country in the Geneva Agree-
menrts of 1962;

Whereas the United Ststes has inIo territo-
rial, military or politil n ambitions in South-
east Asia, bit desire only that the peoples
of Soutlh Viet Nam. Laos nnd Cambodia
should he left in peace by their nee'hbors to
work out their own die;t.ini.q in their own
way. nnd, therefore. its objective is that the
Asttus established for these countres in the
Geneva Accords of 1954 and the Geneva
Agreements of 1062 should be restored with
eftTetive menns of enforcement;

Whereas it is eMntinl that the world fully
understand that the American people are
united in their determination to take all
steps that may ho necessary to a-Ist the
peoples of South Viet Nam and Laos to min-
t-in their independence and political in-
tegrity.

Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Sen-
-ate and House of Reprenntatives of the
United States of America in Congress as-
aemobled:

That the United States regards the pres-
ervation of the independence and integrity
of the nations of South Viet Nam and Laos
as vital to its national interest and to world
peace;

Sec. 2. To this end, if the President deter-
mines the necessity thereof, the United
States is prepared, upon the request of the
Government of South Viet Nam or the Gov-
ernment of Laos, to use all measures, in-
cluding the commitment of armed forces to
assist that government in the defense of
ito independence and territorial integrity
against aggression or subversion supported,
controlled or directed from any Communist
country.

Sec. 3. (a) The President'is hereby author-
ized to use for assistance under this joint
resolution not to exceed $- during the
fiscal year 1964, and not to exceed 3-
during the fiscal year 1965, from any appro-
priations made available for carrying out the
provisions of the Foreign Assistance Act of
1961, as amended in accordance with the
provisions of that Act, except as otherwise
provided in this joint resolution. This au-
thorization is in addition to other existing
authorizations with respect to the use of
such appropriatIons.

(b) Obligations incurred in carrying out
the provisions of this joint resolution may be
paid either out of appropriations for military
assistance or appropriations for other than
military assistance except that appropria-
tions made available for Titles I. Iil, and VI
of Chapter 2, Part I, of the Foreign Asistance.
Act of 1961, as amended, shall not be avail-
able for payment of such obligations.

(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of'
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1901, as
amended, when the President determines it to
be important to the security of the United
States and in furtherance of the purposes
of this joint resolution, he may authorize the
use of up to $ - of funds available under
subsection (a) in each of the fiscal years
1964 and 1965 under the authority of section
614 (a) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961,
as amended, and is authorized to use up to
$ of such funds in each such year pur-
suant to his certification that it is inad-
visable to specify the nature of the use of
such funds, which certification shall be
deemed to be a suficient [words illegiblej.

(d) Upon determination by the head of
any agency making personnel avaiinble under
authority of section 627 of the Foreign As-
sistance Act of 1961. as amended, or other-
wise under that Act. for purposes of assis-
tance under this joint resolution. any officer
or employee so made available may be pro-
vided compensation and allowances at rates
other than those provided by the Foreign
Service Act of 194. as amended, the Career
Compensation Act of 1949, as amended, and

.
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-!L to the extent necessary to carry out the
purposes of this joint resolution. The Pres-
ident shall pre'.cribe regnulatlons under which
such rates of compensate Ion and allowances
may be provided. In addition, the President
may titli'e such provisions of the Foreign
Service Act of 1946. a-s amended, ns he deems
approprinte to npply to personnel of any
iruicy carrying out functions under this
joint resolution.

CABLF FRoM TAY.oR WARNING ON THE "MARCH

NoRTH" CAMPAIGN
(Excerpts from cablegram from Ambassa-

dor Taylor in Saigon to the State Depart-
ment, July 25, 1964.)

The GVN public campaign for "Marching
North" (reported E.IBTEL 201) may take
several courses. In the face of US coolness
and absence of evidence of real grassroots
support outside certain military quarters, it
ray die down for a while although it Is hard-
1y likely to disappear completely. On the
other hand, the proponents of a "Quick Solu-
tion" may be able to keep it alive indellnitely
as an active issue, in which case it is likely
to foment an Increasing amount of dissatis-
faction with the US (assuming that we con-
tinue to give it no support) to the serious det-
riment of our working reintions with the
GVN nd hence of the ultimate chances of
success of the in-country pacifIcation pro-
gram. In such a case, Vietnamese leaders in
and out of government, unable to find a vent
to their frustration in "Marching North" may
seek other panaceas in various forms of
negotiation formulas. General Khanh may
find in the situation an excuse or a require-
ment to resign.

Finally, this "March North" fever can get
out of hand in an act of rashness--one mav-
erick pilot taking off for Hanoi with a load of
bombs-which could touch off an extension
of hostilities at a time and in a form most
disadvantageous to US-interests.

Faced with these unattractive possibilities.
.we propose a course of action designed to do
several things.

We would try to avoid head-on collision
with the GVN which unqualified US opposi-
tion to the "March North" campaign would
entail. We could do this by expressing a will-
Ingness to engage in joint contingency plan-
ning for various forms of extended action
against GVN (sic). Such planning would not
only provide an outlet for the martial head of
steam now dangerously compressed but
would force the generals to look at the hard
facts of life which lie behind the neon lights
of the "March North" slogans. This planning
would also gain time badly needed to stabil-
ize this government and could provide a use-
ful basis for military action if adjudged in
our interest at some future time. Finally, it
*would also afford US an opportunity, for the
first time, to have a frank discussion with
GVN leaders concerning the political objec-
tives which they would envisage as the pur-
poses inherent in military action against the
DRV. . . .

It would be important, however, in Ini-
tiating such a line of action that we make a
clear record that we are not, repeat, not as-
suming any commitment to supplement such
plans..

U.S. NOTE TO CANADA ON POINTs ros ENVOY
To RELAY To HANOI

(United States note delivered at the Cana-
dIan Emba-sy in Washington, Aug. 8, 1964,
for transmission to J. Blair Seaborn, Cana-
dian member of the International Control
Commis-'ion.)

Canadians are urgently arked to have Sea-
born during August 10 visit make following
points (as having been conveyed to him by
US Government since August 6):

A. Re Tonkin Gulf actions, which almost
certainly will come up:

1. The DRV has stated that Hon Ngu and
Hon Me islands were attacked on July 30.
It should he noted that the USS Maddox
was all of that day and In the afternoon
of the next day, over 100 miles south of
thoe islands, in international waters near
the 17th parallel, and that the DRV attack
on the Maddox took place on August 2d,
more than two days later. Neither the Mad-
dox or any other destroyer was in any way
asociated with any attack on the DRV
islands.

2. Regarding the August 4 attack by the
DRV on the two US destroyers, the Amen-
cans were and are at a complete loss to un-
derstand the DRV motive. They had decided
to absorb the August 2 attack on the grounds
that it very well might have been the result
of some DRV mistake or miscalculation. The
August 4 attack, however-from 'the deter-
mined nature of the attack as indicated by
the radar, sonar, and eye witness evidence
both from the ships and from their pro-
tecting aircraft-wns, in the American eyes,
obviously deliberate and planned and ordered
in advance. In addition, premeditation was
rhown by the evidence that the DIV craft
were waiting in ambush for the destroyers.
The attack did not seem to be in response to
any action by the South Vietnamese nor did
it make sense as a tactic to further any dip-
lomatic objective. Since the attack took place
at least 00 miles from nearest land, there
could have been no question about terri-
torial waters. About the only reasonable
hypothesis was that North Vietnam was in-
tent either upon making it appear that the
United States was a "paper tiger" or upon
provoking the United States.

3. The American response was directed
solely to patrol craft and installations' act-
ing in direct support of them. As President
Johnson stated: "Our response for the pres-
ent will be limited and fitting."

- 4. In view of uncertainty aroused by the
deliberate and unprovoked DRV attacks this
character, US has necessarily carried out pre-
cattionary deployments of additional air
power to SVN and Thailand.

B. Re basic American position:
5. Mr. Seaborn should again stress that US

policy is simply that North Vietnam should
contain itself and its ambitions within the
territory allocated to its administration by
the 1954 Geneva Agreements. He should
stress that US policy in South Vietnam is to
preserve the integrity of that state's territory
against guerrilla subversion.

6. He should reiterate that the US does not
seek military bases in the area and that the-
US is not seeking to overthrow the Commu-
nist regime in Hanoi.

7. He should repeat that the US is fully
aware of the degree 

t
o which Hanoi controls

and directs the guerrilla action in South
Vietnam and that the US holds Hanoi di-
-rectly responsible for that action. He should
similarly indicate US awareness of North
-Vietnamese control over the Pathet Lao
movement in Laos and the degree of North
Vietnamese involvement in that country. He
should specifically indicate US awareness of
North Vietnamese violations of Laotian terri-
tory along the infiltration route into South
Vietnam.

8. Mr. Seaborn can again refer to the many
examples of US policy in tolerance of peace-
ful coexistence with Communist regimes,
such as Yugoslavia, Poland. etc. He can hint
at the economic and other benefits which
have accrued to those countries because their
policy of Communism has confined itself to
the development of their own national terri-
tories stnd has not sought to expand into
other areas-

9. Mr. Beaborn should conclude with the
following new points:

a. That the events of the past few days
hould add credibility to the statement made

time, that -U public and official pa-

tience with North Vietnamese sTr1;',inn is
growing extrrnely thin."

b. That the US Congres.lon Resolution
was p-ssed with near unanir-- ', !rongly
re-affirmIne the unity and det=rr--oaon of
the US Government and people r:. O nly with
respect to any further attacks On US mill-
tary forca but more bradly to co'.nnue to
oppose firmly', by all necessary rr.7Ans. DRV
efforts to subvert and conquer 5--ath Viet-
nam and L.aos.

c. That. the US ha-s come to the iew that
the DRV role in South Vietnam and Laos
is critical. If the DRV persists in Its present
course, it can expect to continue to suffer the
consequences.

d. That the DRV knows what t must do
if the peace is to be restored.

e. That the US has ways and means of
measuring the DRV's participation in, and
direction and control of, the war on South
Vietnam and in Laos and will be carefully
watching the DRV's response to what Mr.
Seaborn is telling them.

WILLIAM BuNDY MEMO ON Ac'noNs AVALALE
To U.S. ArEx ToNsli-

(Excerpts from second draft of a rmormoran-
dum, "Next Courses of Action in $outheast
Asia," by William P. Bundy, Assi-*ant Secre-
tary of State for Far Fastern Affairs, Aug.
11, 1964. A summary was cahbed to the
Pacific command and the emba-ss-s in Saigon
and Vientiane on Aug. 14 with requests for
comments. According to the Pentazon study,
the full draft was edited in the office of
Assistant Secretary of Defense John T. Mc-
Naughton. Words that were deleted at that
time are shown below in double parentheses;
words that were inserted at that time are
shown in italics. Small cap type denotes un.
derlining in the original document. A'.so, ac-
cording to the McNaughton oice's editing,
the second paragraph, beginning "We have
agreed . . . ," was to be moved below, to
follow the heading "Phase One-'Military
Silence' (through August).")

1. INTRODUCTION
This memorandum examines the courses of

action the U.S. might pursue, conmencing
in about two weeks, assuming that the Com-
munist side does not react further the [sic]
the events of last week.

We have agreed that the intervening period
will be in effect a short holding passe, in
which we would avoid actions that would
in any way take the onus off the Communist
side for escalation . . .

U!l. ESENTIAL ELEMENTS OF U.S. PC'LICT

A. sorrH vIrr-NAM is still the main theater.
Morale and momentum there must be main-
tained. This means:

1. We must devise means of action that,
for minimum risks, get maximum results
((for minimum risks)) in terms of riorale in
SVN and pressure on NVN.

2. We must continue to oppose any Viet-
Nam conference, and must play the :rcaspect
of a Laos conference very carefully. We must
particularly avoid any impression of rushing
to a Laos conference, and must show a pos-
ture of general firmness into which %n even-
tual Laos conference would fit without seri-
ous loss.

3. We particularly need to keep cur hands
free for at least limited measures against the
Laos infiltration areas. . .

C. Solution. Basically, a solution in both
South Viet-Nam and Laos will require a com-
bination of military pressures and some form
of communication under which Hanoi (and
Peiping) eventually accept the idea of get-
ting out.* Negotiation without continued
pressure, indeed without continued military
action will not achieve our objectives in the
foreseeable future. But military pressure
could be accompanied by attempt, to com-

Footnot at end of article.
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nimirnte With Hanoi and iprhnls PeIpinr-
tlhrough third-country channels, through
side conversat ions around a laos conference
of any sort- -tttovmO.t always that we make it
clear both to the Commun:,ts and to South
Viet.-Na that he pressure will continue
until wel hivetc nerlved our bjectves. After,
11r ONLY ^rrin,. we hivo ((rt ablishd a))
know fiat North Vifnamese are hurting and
that flbr clear patty I imof pressure has di a-
prll'd sspiicims of our moomes, we could
((then) icept a con ference broadened to
include the Viet-Nntl issuc. (The UN now
looks to be ow. ' a conitication forum,
though this could concevahly change.)

XV. TIMING AND !sFQENcE OF ACTIONS

A. Ph ase One--"MiHftory StIencc" (through
August (re p. 1)
(A.) ,. I(ti 1asc Tlro-imited pressurcs (Sep-
tei71iwer irouih Peehrer)

There are a n mber of limited actions we
couldi teAe that would tend to maintain the
Iotiatiive ind theit morale of the IVN and
Khauh, but that would not involve mnjor
risks of escalation. Such actions Miuld he
such as to fore-shadow stronger measures
to come, thoosh they would not in them-
selves go far to change Htanoo's basic actions.

1. 34A operitions could b overtly Po-
knowledied find justified by the GVN. Ma-
rine operations could be strongly defended
on the bitIs of continued DRV sea inilitra-
tion, and successes could be publicized.
Leafier operations could also be admitted and
defended, gain on the grounds of meeting
DRV efforts in the South. and their impunity
(we hope) would tend to have its own morale
value in both Vietnams. Air-drop operations
are rouse doubtful; their justification is
good and less citar than the other operatons,
and their succe-s-e have been few. With the
others admitted , 'hey could be left to speak
for them-elvet-and of course security would
forbid any -ention of speclte operations
before thy succeeded.

2. Joint planning between the US and
the GVN already covers pesatble actions
against the DRiV and also against the Pan-
handle. It can be used in itself to maintain
the morale of the GVN leadership. as well as
to control and inhibit any unilateral GVN
moves. With 34A outlined, it could be put
right into the satne frmonework. We would
not ourselves publicize this planning but it
could be leaked (as it probably would any-
way) vith desirable effects in Hanoi and
elsewhere.

3. Stpped-up training of Vietnamese on
jet aircraft should now be undertaken in any
event in lii:ht of the presence of MIG's in
North am. The JCS are preparing a
plan, and the existence of training could
be publicized both for its morale effect in the
GVN and as a signal to Hanoi of poesible
future action.

4, Cros-border operations into the Pan-
handle couid be conducted on a limited scale.
To be succofti. ground operations would
have to be so larre in scale as to be beyond
what the GVN can spare, and we should not
at this time consider maJor US or Thai
ground action from the Thai side. But on the
air tide, there are at least a few worthwhile
targets in the Infiltration areas, ad these
could he hit by US. and/or (( [deleted
phrase illeglbleI and by)) GVN air. Prob-
ably we should use both (query if US strike
should bit tinder a ino-d llrgible cover)
US & GN; probably we shoulri sold pub-
lIcity so a Int to mbar-s iSouvanna the
Cotrnuntst side mlinht -;tawk. but in the
past they have been silent on this area. The
strikes sioho probably be tined and plotted
on the top to bring them to the borders of
North Vietnam at the end of December.

5. DESOTO patrols could be reintroduced
at some point. Both for present purposes and
to maintain the credibility of our account of
the events of last week, they mut be cieArly
dissociated from 34A operation both in frc

rod in physical appearance. [ISentence
deleted here is ileb-the.' In terms of course
patterns, we should probaty avoid peonctra-

tlona of 11 miles or so arid stay at least 20
miles off: whatever the importance of rna-rt-
Ing our vIew of trrltrtat wat ra, it is less
than the international drawbacks of rppcar-
Ing to provoke attack undluly;. J Previrits sen-
tence is mrked itn hatiwritIng "disarre."

6. Speclof tit-for-tat ntlons could bo
truertaken fir atny VC or DRIV irtit'y

suited to the Ireatieot. Deleted sentence
irrible.] Thnsi' r i u'd be "ctitts of eppor-
tunity." A- air-on 377 poitta out, the VC
have "unit cr1 rty t-;i-k s" such r mining

(orr attacks) in the On Plvr., sabotage
o' majr c-POL stocks, a'ri terrorst attack. on
US depeidnts. Th'- fit -1two, at east. wold
lend themselves to prornpt and precise
reprisl, e.g., by Intrinl the iaiphong chan-
nel ad ntacking the Halphong POL storage.
Terrorism ap ut t US Weenticnta would he
harder to fInd the rrTAt reprisal target, nnd

reprisal his s' nee dit id-antattes in that it
could be asked why this was dfferent from
the regular patern of terrorism against
South Vietnrirnese. However, wee should ionk
at possible [deleted word is illegible[ classes
for fit-for-tat situations.

7. The seenace nd mix of US and GVN
actions needs careful thought. At this point,
both the GVN role ((and) ) in the actiots
and the rationales directly ((rl ted) ) relat-
inq the actions to what is heintg done to the
GVN should b emp aszed. Overt 34A
actions should ((certainly) be the first
moves, and the GVN mitht go first in air
attacks on the Panhandle. But there tire
advantages In other respects to action re-
lated to US forces. If v-e lost an aircraft in
the Panhandle ((or a U-2 over the DRV) )
we could act hard and fast, and of conurs'
simIlarly for any attack on the DESOTO
patrols. The loss of a U-2 over NVN d es nat

offer ai good a case. Probably the sequence
should be played somewhat by ear.

Sum-mary. The above actions are in general
limited and controllable. However, If w3
accept-as of course we must-the necessity
of prompt retaliatIon esCeciaIly for attacks
on our own forces, they could amount to at
least a pretty high note level that might
stlmsulate some pressure for a conference.
The problem is that these actions are inot in
themselves a truly coherent program a c
strong enough pressures either to bring
Hanoi around or to sustain a pressure pos-
ture into sone kind of dtscussions. Hcre,
while we might communicate privately to
Hanoi while all this was going on, we should
continue absolutely opposed to any con-
ference.

(B.) C. Phase Three-More Serious
Pressures. (Janssary 1965 san-d fotowing ).

All the above actions would be foreshad-
owing systematic military, action against
the DRV, andd we mIght at so-mc painrt co-
clude that such actIon was required either
because of incidents ariting fromth soabe
actions or because of doteriora ion ir the
sltuatlon in South Viet-Nam, particularly if
there were to be clear evIdence Of g atiY

increased infiltraton frem the nort. lo- -
ever, in the absence of such major new de-
velopmcnts, we shciuld probbli te thinking
of a conting-ncy date,- as su,-Sted by Am-
bassador Taylor. of 1 January 1(l. P)61 bte
categories of acton ((are)) b--i-n-ng at
aiout that tme, are:

1. Action against infiltration route and
ferilltle' Is probably -the best 'etnitg ern-
bit. It teould follow Iog,!aly the acttosss In
the Sept.-Dec. Phase Tun. It could be justi-
fled by evIdence that infiltration Wi con-
tinuing and, in all probablity, incaling.
The famIly of lnfiltration-related targets

starts with clear military installations near
t- borde-s. It can be extended almost at will
nsrtehward, to inmiot pogresive dange that

would have P aeanlnefl eim.i-' e'Th-t
and wod i-ay to- kc-i 0.."n ra'

t
o'i

2. Artists in the DVt so-i" -- c-td
miilI ta.y-re ated nrt-e's (tit d e's to be

the ntact upwar .in. t O atin .and

thn mining of Ilpoti'-' 1'-rb--r (i pr) e
, lmpr a imt .na-7) , d b'-''-c'-

I-aiilar nawotat' n'' -on ',n:i'-n' k"y

brIdge a'ni ra"lr'-:tAll of the-e ild proh-
ably be d gre d 'n i' ta aroil -jor cI lla'
caT in a.

3. i-yond the-sn po nts it I probaby not
useful to think i t l-e pre-nt time. .,.

*We have n-evr deied pe-srly what we
mcan 'by gciuinr 1 t"w-ii s-ti-one, what
proofs, and what ftttitre 'isanies we would
acept. A stcimall op should -work oct ts
over the- nxt tointh. The trfionrs e want
thte DRV t neke are priiabi'i tareac:

(a) 'Step raining and sending p:rsoanel

to tiqe liar it SVN an ca'
(h) top serving arms and suppli to

SVN a rd Laos.
(e) Stop tirectirg and cntralin g military

action-s in SVN arid Lao-s.
(d) Ord-tr the VC and PL to stop their

fn.srgencirs and military ati'sns.
(e) Remore VM forces and cadres from

SVU and Laos.
(f) See that 7C and PL stop attacks and

incidents in SVN and Leos.
(g) See tht V arid PL ceaSE aesTstance

to governm-nt forces.
(h) See that VC and PL tirn in ueapc'rns

and relinqtiish i-ses.
(i) See that VC and PL surrender for am-

tcsty or epatriation.
This is isn Ph a-se One also.

SUtMMAn or TAYTcoa's Rrrorr SmNr TO

McNAansa BY JotT Cilrrs

(Excerpts from Samsarn-y ,f Ambc.ssatdor
Taylor's first rtsalon report frost Sigon, on
Aiq. 10, 1164, c transmitted n Auig. 14 by
Col. A. R. Brotsnfcid, act 'q-sp'c-eial assotant
to the Joint Chiefs of ste '-- conterin-
srgency and special actiitc.e to Secretary
McN amra, through Col. Alfred J. F. Moody,
the Secretary's military assistant. Cofenel
Browrfield's covering mieror-ndas said this
summary hod also b-n st''ppf-ed to Gen.
Earle G-. Wheeler, Charman of the Joint
Chiefs, and to Deputy S-cretar- of Dfesnce
Cyrus R. Vancce, for thcir appearance before
the house Armc-aSCriCes CoMmimtee on
Asg. 18.)

. . . The basis of a-hIs mriport nd monthly
reports hereafter are the rosut of a country-
wide canvnca; of r-n-roonsible U.S. a Endior md
observers. The canva s dealt with: Army
and public morale, com'ix' t of
military sits; USGVN cotnterpart rela-
tionshipa, and e'Tectiveness of GVN oTc.

, In broad terms, the canvas a u&-c-eur-

- prisintly optimi t the op - t-on'al '' s

of botlh the civil and military o-- i s

This feeling of op-timim exceeds that el mcst
senior US officials in Salon. Future reports
should deterrmin who is rrght.

va= cot-t ruSIATIo
Strategy

The communslt strategy as delfne-d by
North Vietnam and the puppet Natienal LIb-
eration Front is to seek a p icaI setIe-
ment favorable to the cmnmunlsts. This
poutcol Obsjt-ct-'$t to be achieved by eas,
prsing ti- throig "nC'utr-al-m" sln I'h
Nalieta.d Liberation Front ms'chinn-rv, et.n
then the technique of a coe'tic-!n goern-

Tactics .
'iThe V tactics are to harass, ctseridc e'i

tererize the VN population and ItS letier-
ship Into a state of demorsnlzaton w'tb-
cut e.n attennst to defet the RVNAF 0- -1.-4
an., ootnqucr term-s-in by mlIitar'y means, Lot
QVN pogre ch<nld ba nmsaured ag ti;
this trategy Ad these tctica.

I
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Status Extensive intelligence programs are under- anel lack of resolve. Continuoin and effective

In terms of equipment and tmining the way to improve our intelligence capability by pressure should be implied to the Commu-
VC are heter armed and led today than ever the end of the year. nists in both the IPDJ nd panhandle. Con-
In the pa.t. OVN OVFRALL 5JECT8ISV seqiuent'ly, concuir in continued ILFCCE of

VC infiltrat.ion continues from Laoe and Increase in percentage of population con-- DtV, panhandle nlnd PDJ. Concur in attempt,
Camnbodnt. trol represents progress toward stabilizing torSeCire ePhOuumpttndicoT1Inued T-2 and

No IndIatton that the VC are experiencing the in-country situation. Using July figures Trinngle opertionn. Resumptin of 34A ac-
any dtmcuilty in replacing their losses in men as a base, the following percentages should tions and Desoto Patrols in considered appro-
and equipment. be attainable. private. Each can be carefully conducted to

No rea.sn to believe the VC will risk their avoid interference with the other.
gains in an overt. military confrontation with In' 7. Par III At 1.
OVN forces. although they have a sizable Concur that South Vietnam is current hot

force with considerable oTensive cspabillty Rural Urban spot and maIn concern In S E. Asia. RVN
in the central hIghlandn. July - D. cannot be reviewed apart frorm S.E. Asia. It

Ju31 Dec 1. July 31 Dec 31
GVN SIATON 1964 194 1964 is merely an area in a large theater occupied

pace cram a h _ by the same enemy. Action to produce sig-
GPN tonlVN control 33 40 44 47 nifIcant results in terms of prernnure on DRV

The slow pace of Cho CI campaign and the VC controi.... 20 16 is 14 and improvements of morale in RVN must
wenkness, of hin government hs caused Contested........ 47 44 42 39 entail risk. TemptAtion toward zero action
Rhanh to uve the M:'rolh North theme to - - .--- ----- and zero risk must be avoided.
rally the homefront, and offset the war wear- 11 MISSION ODJF.CTIVs 11. Para III C.

US observers feel the symptoms of do- Do everything possible to bolster the Khanh Concur with the the;ia ret forth that we

featism are mre in the minds of the in- Government. make clear to all that military pressure will

experienced nnd untried leadership in Si- Improve the in-country pacification cam- continue until we achieve our objectives. Our

gon than in the people and the Army. pain against, the VC. actions munt keep the Communists appre-
We may face mounting pressure from the Concentrating efforts on strategically im- hensive of what further steps we will take if

OVN to win the wnr by direct attack on. Hn- portant areas such as the provinces around they continue their aggression. In thin me-

not which if resisted will cause local politi- Saigon (The Hop Tac Plan). gard, we have already taken the large initial
clans to seriously consider negotiation or 10- Undertake "show-window" social and step of putting U.S. combat forces into

cal soldiers to consider a military adventure economic projects in secure urban and rural Southeast Asia. We must maintain this

without US consent. areas. posture; to reduce it would have a dangerous

For the present, the Khanh government Be prepared to implement contingency impact on the morale and will of all people
has the necessary military support to stay in plans against North Vietnam with optimum in Southeast Asia. And we must face up to
power readiness by January 1, 1965. the fact that these forces will be deployed for

It is estimated that Khanh has a 50/50 Keep the US public informed of what we some time and to their need for protection

chance of lasting out the year. are doing and why .... from ground or air attack. RVN cannot pro-
The government is ineffective, beset by in- - vide necessary ground security without de-

experienced ministers who are jealous and, PAcIFIc COMMANDER's EVALUATION or graduation of the counterinsurgency effort

suspicious of each other. WAsIINOTON's ACTION ScENARIO and has little air defense capability. A con-
Kanh does not have confidence or trust in (Excerpts from cablegram from Adm. U.8- overcome the insurgency, would lose U.S.

most of his ministers and is not able to form Grant Sharp, commander of Pacific forces. 'our allies in Southeast Asia and represent a
them into a group with a common loyaJty to Joint Chiefs of Stnff, "Next Courses of defeat for the United States.
and purpose. Action in Southeast Asia," Aug. 17, 1964.)

There is 1o one in sight to replace Khanh. 12. Para IV A I
Khanh has, for the moment, allayed the 2. Recent U.S. military actions in Laos Knowledge of success of 34A operations

friction between the Buddhists and Catho- and North Vietnam demonstrated our intent would have a highly beneficial effect morale
lies. to move toward our objectives. Our opera- in the RVN. Suggest that these operations

Khanh has won the cooperation of the tions and progress in Laos constitute one step might be leaked to the press rather than
Ho Hao and Cao Dat. along the route. Our directness and rapidity overtly acknowledging them. 34A operations

Khanh hns responded to our suggestions of reaction in bombing North Vietnamese should be resumed to keep up external pres-
for improved relations between GVN and US - installations and deploying U.S. combat sure on the DRV. . . .
Mi.sion. forces to Southeast Asia were others. Each 20. In considering more serious pressure,

The population is confused and apathetic. step played a part. Their effect was to In- we must recognize that Immediate action is
Khanh has not succeeded in building ac- terrupt the continually improving Com- required to protect our present heavy mil-

tive popular support in Saigon. munist posture, catch the imagination of tary investment in RVN. We have Introduced
Poputlation support in the countryside is .the Southeast AsIan peoples, provide some large amounts of expensive equipment into

directly proportionate to the degree of ovN lift to morale, however temporary, and force RVN and a successful attack against Bien
protection.0- CIICOM/DRV assessment or reassessment of Iloa, Tan Son Nhut, Danang, or an installs-

There are grounds to conclude that no so-' U.S. intentions. But, these were only steps tion such as a radar or communication site
phisticated psychological approach is neces- along the way. What we have not done and would be a serious psychological defeat for
sary to attract the country people to the must do is make plain to Hanoi and Peiping U.S. MACV reports that inability of GVN to
GVN at this time. The assurance of a rea- the cost of pursuing their current objectives provide requisite degree of security and
sonably secure life is all that is necessary. and impeding ours. As essential element of therefore we must rely on U.S. troops. iACV

The success of US attacks on North Viet- our military action in this course is to pro- has requested troops
nam. although furnishing a psychological ceed in the development of our physical locations mentioned above. My comments on
lift to the QVN, may have whetted their ap- readiness posture: deploying troops, ships, this request arc being transmitted by sepa-
petite for further moves against the DRV ... aircraft, and logistic resources in a manner rate message. In addition to the above, con-

Military which accords a maximum freedom of action. sideration should be given to creating a U.S.
This is the thrust we should continue to pur- base In FIN. A U.S. base In RVN would pro-The reulpa ramilitary personnel sue, one which is intended to provide more vide on mor e i n of ou t to

strengths are slowly rising and by January than one feasible course for consideration as vide one More Indication of our Intent to
1965 should reach 98% of the target strength the changed and changing Southeast Asian remains It .E. Asia until our objectives are
of 446,000. situation develops. Remarks in the para- achieved. It could also serve as a U.S. com-

The RVNAF desertion 'rate has decreased graphs which follow are submitted in light mand point or control center In event of the
to .572% or 7,1 the rate of last March. of this assessment and with the view that chaos which might follow another coup.

Three- VNAF squadrons of A-1Il aircraft pressures against the other side once insti- By an acknowledged concrete U.S. (as re-
will be combat ready by 30 September 1904 pressusgnttbe othedencinsi ceived) commitment, beyond the advisory ef-
and the fourth by 1 December 1964 with a tuted should not be relaxed by any actions fort, it informs the Communists that an overt
two to one pilot to cockpit ratio. or lack of them which would destroy the attack on the RVN would be regarded as a

The evaluation of RVNAF units reports the benefits of the rewarding steps previously threat td' U.S. forces. Such a base should be
following number combat effective: taken in Laos and North Vietnam. - accessible by air and sea, possessed of well

28 of 30 regiments. 3. Para I. developed facilities aid installations, and lo-
100 of 101 infantry, marine and airborne The proposed two weeks suspension of op- . cated in an area from which US. operations

battalions. rations is not in consonance with desire to could be launched effectively. Danang meets
11' of 20 ranger battalions. get the message to Hanoi and Peiping. Pierce these criteria. . . .
10 of 20 engineer battalions. Arrow showed both force and restraint. Fur- 22. In conclusion, our actions of August 5
The principal defects are low present for there demonstration of restraint alone could have created a momentum which can lead to

duty strengths and weak leadership at the easily be interpreted as period of econd the attainment of our objectives in S.E.
lower levels. Both are receiving corrective thoughts about Pierce Arrow and Leventa Asia. We have declared ourselves forcefully
treatment. leading thereto as well as sign of weakness both by overt acts and by the clear readiness

I'

S 8987
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to do more. It is most important that we not
lose this momentum.

STATE DEPARTMr.NT Ar's RrEorT ON ACTioN
TAT:rN ArrR ToNIlN

(Part VIII. "Immedinte Actions In the Pe-.
riod Prior to Decision." of an outline for
Assistant Secretary Bundy, Nov. 7, 1904.
Markings indicnte that it was drafted by
Deputy Assitant Secretary of State Marshall
Green.)

The US, together with the RLG and GVN,
are involved in a number of operations-
34-A, Yankee Team, Reece, and RLAF T-28
ops-dosigned to warn and harass North
Vietnam and to reduce enemy capabilities
to utilize the Lao Panhandle for reinforcing
the Vietcong in South Vietnam and to cope
with PL/VM pressures in Laos. The US also
has under consideration Dc Soto Patrols and
Cross Border Ground Operations. The pres-
ent status and outlook of theme operations
are described below, together with a check-
list of outstanding problems relating to each
of the field of operations.

In general the working group is agreed
that our aim should be to maintain present
signal strength and level of harassment,
showing no signs of lessening of determina-
tion but also avoiding actions that would
tend to prejudge the basic decision.

A. PLAN 34-A

Although not all of Oplan 34-A was sus-
pended after the first Tonkin Gulf incident,
in effect little was accomplished during the
remainder of August and the month of Sep-
tember. Several successful maritime and
airborne operations have been conducted
under the October schedule. A schedule for
November is under discussion and will prob-.
ably be approved November 7.

1. Maritime operations
Since the resumption of Marop slnder the

October schedule, the following have been
completed:

Recon L Day (Oct. 4) Probe to 12 miles
of'Vinh Sor.

Recon L + 2 (Oct. 10) Probe to 12 miles
of Vinh Sor.

Loki IV L + 5 Junk capture failed 32 &
45 E L 8 (Oct. 28/29) Bombard Vin Son
radar and Mul Dal observation post.

The following operation was refused ap-
proval:
. 44c L + 10 Demolition by frog men sup-
ported by fire team of bridge on Route 1.

Currently approved is:
34B L + 12 (Nov. 4, on) Bombardment of

barracks on Hon Matt and Tiger Island.
The following maritime operations remain

on the October schedule and presumably
will appear on the November schedule along
with some additional similar operatons:

L + 13 Capture of prisoner by team from
PTF.

L + 15 Junk capture.
L+ 19 Bombard Cap Mu Ron and Iges.

Island.
L+25 Bombard Yen Phu and Sam Son

radar.
L+28 Blow up Bridge Route 1 and bom-

bard Cap Mul Dao.
L+30 Return any captives from L+1 15.
L+31 Bombard Hon Ne and Hon Me.
L+30 Blow up pier at Phuc Lo and bom-

bard Hon Ngu
L+38 Cut Hanoi-Vinh rail line.
L+41 Bombard Dong Ho and Tiger Island.
L +24 Bombard Nightingale Island

2. Airborne operations
Five teams and one singleton agent were

in place at the beginning of October. Since
then one of the tams has been resupplied
and reinforced. The remaining four were
scheduled to be resupplied and reinforced
but weather prevented flights. These opera-
tionls, plus the dropping of an additional
team, will appear on the November schedule.

Two of the teams carried out successful

actions during October. One demolished a
bridge, the other amilvshed a north Viet-
namee patrol. Both teams suffered casual-
ties, the latter sumient to cast doubt on
the wisdom of athe action.

3. Psyenological operations
Both black and white radio broadcasts have

been mndte daily. Black broadcasts have av-
eraged eight to ten hours weekly, white broad-
casts sixty hours weekly.

Letters posted through Hong Kong have
averaged about from 60 to 100 weekly.

During September and October only one
leaflet delivery was made by air. This was
done in conjunction with a resupply mission.

The November schedule will call for a large
number of leaflet and deception operations.

Reconnaissance flights
An average of four flights per week have

covered the bulk of Oplan 34-A targets.
Problems

1. Surfacing of Marops--The question of '
whether to surface Marops reinains unre-
solved. While Washington has suggested this
be done, General Khanh has been reluctant
to do so. It is argued that surfacing the
operations would enable the US to offer some
protection to them; the counterargument
postulates US involvement in North Vietnam
and consequent escalation.

2. Security of Operation-The postpone-
ment of an operation, whether because of un-
favorable weather or failure of Washington
to approve at the last moment jeopardizes the
operation. Isolation of tears presents
bazards.

3. Base Security-After the Bien Ho shell-
ing some attention has been given to the
security of the Danang base. Perimeter guard
has been strengthened, but action remains to
be taken for marine security, although a
survey is underway.

4. Team welfare-In-place teams Bell and
Easy have been in dire need of supplies for
several weeks. Weather has prvented re-
supply, which will be attempted again dur-
ing the November moon phase.

5. NVN Counteraction-The capability of
the North Vietnamese against Marops has
Improved somewhat, although not yet sufMi-
ciently to frustrate thesm operations.

B. YANKEE TEAM OPEaATIONS

For several months now the pattern of
Yankee Team Operations has (words illegi-
ble) a two-week period and about ten flights
during the same time interval (words illeg-
ible) for Panhandle coverage. Additionally,
we have recently been authorized a maxi-
mum of two shallow penetration flights daily
to give comprehensive detailed coverage of
cross border penetration. We have also re.
cently told MACV that we have a high prior-
ity requirement for night photo recce of key
motorable routes in Laos. At present about
2 nights recce flights are flown along Route 7
areas within a two-week span.

YT supplies cap for certain T-28 corridor
strikes. Cap aircraft are not authorized to
participate In strike or to provide suppressive
fire.

Pending questions include: (a) whether
YT strikes should be made in support of
RLAF T-28 corridor operations; (b) whether
YT recce should be made of areas north of
20 parallel; (c) YT suppressive attacks
against Route 7. especially Ban Ken Bridge;
and (d) YT activity in event of large-rcale
ground offenive by PL (this issue has not
arisen but undoubtedly would, should the
PL undertake an offensive beyond the capa-
bilities of Lao and sheep-dipped That to
handle.)

C. T-2 OPERATIONS
There are now 27 T-28 (including three

RT-28) aircraft in LAos, of which 22 are in
operation. CINCPAC has taken action, in
response to Ambassador UngWe's rqust to
build this inventory back up to-40 aircraft

for which a pilot capability, including Thai,
is present in Lon.

The T-28's are conducting the following
operations:

I. General harassing activities against
Pathet Lao military installations and move-
ment, primarily in Xieng Khouinng and Sam
Nena Provinces. This also includes efforts to
interdict Route 7.

2. Tactical support missions for Operation
Anniversary Victory No. 2 (Saleumsay). the
FAR-Meo clearing operation up Route 4 and
north of Tha Thom.

3. Tactical support for Operation Victori-
ous Arrow (Sone Sal), a FAR clearing opera-
tions in southern Laos.

4. Strikes on targets of opportunity, in-
cluding in support of FAR defensive actions
such as at Ban Khen northwest Thakhek.

5. Corridor interdiction program. The orig-
Inal targets under this program have been hit
and plans are now underway to hit four ad-
ditional targets (including in the Thepone
area), plus restriking some of the original 13
targets. Ambassador Unger has submitted for
approval under this program 6 additional
targets. -

6. The Ambassador has been authorized to
discuss with the RLAF RT-28 reconnaissance
in northwest Laos along the area just north
of and to the east and west of the line from
Veng Phou Kha-Muong Sai.

In recent weeks, the T-28's have been drop-
ping a large number of surrender leaflets on
many of their missions. These have already
led, in some cases, to PL defections.

US participation in SAR operations for
downed T-28s, is authorized.

We are faced by the following problems in
connection with the T-28's:

1. Authority for Yankee Team aircraft to
engage in suppressive strikes in the corridor
area, in support of the T-28 strike program
there, has not been given asyet.

2. Also withheld is authorization for YT
suppressive fire attack on Ban Ken Bridge on
Route 7.

3. We are investigating reports of greatly
increased truck movement along Route 7 as
well as enemy build-up of tanks and other -
equipment just across the border in NVN.
Counteraction may be required Involving at-
tack on Ban Ken.

4. That involvement. Hanoi claims to have
shot down a T-28 over DRV territory on Au-
gust 18 and to have captured the Thai pilot
flying the plane. Although the information
the North Vietnamese have used in connec-
tion with this case seems to be accurate, it is
not clear the pilot is alive and can be pre-
sented to the ICC. The possibility cannot be
excluded, however, nor that other Thai pi-
lots might be captured by the PL.

6. The DRV claims T-28's have violated
North Vietnamese airspace and bombed/
strafed NVM villages on August 1 and 2, and
on October 16 and 17 and again on October
28. The charges are probably accurate with
respect to the first two dates (along Route
7) and the Ilst one (Mu Gia Pass area). The
October 16 and 17 strikes were actually., in
disputed territory which was recognized by -
the 1954 Geneva Agreements as being in
Laos.

6. The Pathet Lao has called to the atten-
tion of the ICC T-28 strikes in the corridor
area and called for the ICC to stop them and
inform the Co-Chairmen. The ICC has al-
ready agreed to investigate another PL
charge concerning alleged US/SVN activities
in the corridor area in violation of the
Geneva Agreements.

D. DE SOTO PATOLS
Further DeSoto Patrols have been held in

abeyance pending top-level decision. Am-
bassador Taylor (Saigon's 1378) sees no ad-
vantage in resuming De~oto Patrols ercept
for essential Intelligence purposes. He be-
lives we'should t e our actions to Banoi's
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support of Viet Cong not to the defense of
purely U.S. iniere'ts.

:. Cso:;'s I'OIU01IR c.TrIND OP-iATONS
Earlier in the year several erght-man re-

connniscance teims were parnhuted into
.ins as part, of Operation lnlvng hen. All

of these tean nre lom-ntrd by the enemy
and only four survivors returned to .JVN.
As a result. of Traping iena, Cron Border
Around Operation have been carefully re-
viewed and COMUSMACV ha rstted that he
believes no effect ieC Cro.mv order Ground
Operations can be implemented prior to
January 1, 1965 at the earliest.

r. COVrnT OPERATIONS IN LAOS

Considerat ion is being given to improving
nrdnose (Includin rreat-r Thai involve-

mont) and getting Hlnrir--se to operate more
effectively in the corridor infiltration areas.

No change in st atus of Kha.
0. OTIIEn SENSrTIVE INTEI LIGENCE OPERATIONS

These include 'Queen Bee", "Box Top"'
"Lucky Dragon" and "Blue Springs",

1964 MEMO FROM THE JOINT Csasr.'s ON SP-
TEMBERS COVERT RAIDS

(Mcmorandu m from Ma. Gen. Rollcn H.
Anthis, an Air Force aide to the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, to Assistant Secretary of State Bundy
and Assistant Secretary of Defense McNaugh,-
ton, Aug. 27. 1694. The subject of0the memo-
randum was qfecn as "OPLAN 34A-Sep-
ternber Schedulc.")

1. Attached hereto is COMUSMACV'8 pro-
posed schedule of 34A actions for September.

2. All of the actions listed have either been
specifically approved previously or are similar
to such approved actions. For example, Ac-
tion (3) (d) was specifically approved by
comnideration of JCSM-420"-4 dated 19 May
1964, while Action (3) (b) is similar to a

s previously approved action against a security
post.

3. The method of attack has been changed
in some instances from destruction by in-
filtration of demolition teams to the concept
of .standoff bombardment from PTFs. These
actions are so indicated in the attachment.

The proposed September 34A actions are
as follows:

(1) INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION ACTION

(a) 1-30 September-Aerial photography
to update selected targets along with pre and
post-strike coverage of approved actions.

(b) 1-30 September-Two junk capture
missions; remove captives for 36-48 hours
interrogation; booby trap junk with anti-
disturbance devices and release; captives re-
turned after interrogation: timing depends
upon sea conditions and current intelligence.

(2) PsYcHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS

(a) 1-30 September-In conjunction with
approved overflights and- maritime opera-
tions, delivery of propaganda leaflets, gift

. -kits, and deception devices simulating re-
supply of phantom teams.

(b) 1-30 September-Approximately 200
letters of various propaganda themes sent
through third country mail channels to
North Vietnam.

(c) 1-30 September-Black Radio daily
30-minute programs repeated once, purports
to be voice of dissident elements in North
Vietnam.

Id) 1-30 September-White Radio broad-
cast of eight-and-one-half hours daily, prop-
aganda "Voice of Freedom".

(3) MARITIME OPERATIONS
(a) 1-30 September-Demolttion of Route

1 bridge by infiltrated team accompanied by
nl'ire rapport. teams, place short-delay charges
against spans and caissons, place antiperson-
nel mines on road approaches. (This bridge
previously bit but now repaired).

(b) 1-30 September-Bombard Cape Mu.I
Dao observation post with 81 MM mortars
.and 40 MM guns from two PTP's.

(c) 1-30 September-Demolitton of an-
other Route I bridge (see map),concept same
as (3) (a) nhove.

(d) 1-30 September-Bombard Sam Son
radar, same as (3) (b).
' (e) 1-30 September-Bombard Tiger Is-
land bRrracks. sameas (3) (b).

(f) 1-30 September-Bombard Hon Ngu
Island, same a's (3) (b).

(r) 1-30 Sptenbcr-Tiombnrd Hon Matt
Island, same as (3) (b) and run concurrently
with (3) (f).

(h) 1-30 September-Destruction of sec-
tion of Ilanot-Vio railroad by Infiltrated
demolition team supported by two VN marine
squads, by rubber boats from PTF's, place
short-delay charges and antipersonnel mines
around area.

(1) 1-30 September--Bombard Hon Me Is-
land in conjunction with (3) (a) above, con-
cept same as (3) (b).

(j) 1-30 September-Bombard Cape Flaise
gpn positions in conjunction with (3) (h)
above, concept same as (3) (h).

(k) 1-30 September-Bombard Cape Mu
Ron in conjunction with junk capture mis-
sion, concept same as (3) (b). (4) Airborne
Operations-Light-of-moon period 16-28
September.

(a) Four missions for resupply of inplace
teams.

(b) Four missions for reinforcement of in-
place teams.

(c) Four missions to airdrop new psyops/
sabotage teams depending upon development
of drop zone and target information. These

- are low-key propaganda and intelligence
gathering team with a capability for small-
,cale sabotage on order after locating suitable
targets.

(5) Dates for actual launch of maritime
and airborne operations are contingent upon
the intelligence situation and weather con-
ditions.

TziE COVERT WAR

The Pentagon papers disclose that in this
pbase .the United States had been mounting
clandestine military attacks against North
Vietnam and planning to obtain a Congres-
sional resolution that the Administration
regarded as the equivalent of a declaration
of war. The papers make it clear that these
far-reaching measures were not improvised
in the heat of the Tonkin crisis.

When the Tonkin incident occurred, the
Johnson Administration did not reveal these
clandestine attacks, and pushed the previous-
ly prepared resolution through both houses
of Congress on Aug. 7.

Within 72 hours, the Administration, draw-
ing on a prepared plan. then secretly sent a
Canadian emissary to Hanoi. He warned Pre-
.mier Pham Van Dong. that the resolution
meant North Vietnam must halt the Com-
munist-led insurgencies in South Vietnam
and Laos or suffer the consequences." [See
text, Page 36.1

The section of the Pentagon study dealing
with the Internal debate, planning and ac-
tion In the Johnson Administration from the
beginning of 1964 to the August clashes
between North Vietnamese PT boats and
American destroyers-portrayed as a critical
period when the groundwork was laid for
the wider war that followed-also reveals
that the covert military operations had be-
come so extensive by August, 19G4, that That
pilots flying American T-28 fighter planes
apparently bombed and strafed North Viet-
namese villages near the Laotian border on
Aug. 1 and 2.

Morever, it reports that the Administration
was able to order retaliatory air strikes on
less than six hours' notice during the Tonkin
incident because planning'had progressed so
far that a list of targets was available for
immediate choice. The target list had been
drawn up in May, the study reports, along
with a draft of the Oongrvesioal resolution--

all na part of a proposed "cenario" that was
to build toward openly acknowledged air at-
tacks on North Vietnam.

Simultaneously, the papers reveal. Secre-
tary McNamara and the Joint Chiers of Staff
also arranged for the deployment of air stril-e
forces to Boutaheast &-in for the opening
phases of the bombing campaign. Within
hours of the retaliatory nir strikes on Aug. 4
and three days before the pa.s-age of the
Congressional resolution, the squaIdrons be-
gnn their planned moves. [See text.

PRO(n.RESSIVFE[Y ESCALATING PRESSURE

What the Pentagon ppers call "an elab-
orate program of covert military operations
against the state of North Vietnam" began
on Feb. 1, 1964, under the code name Opera-
tion Plan 34A. President Johnson ordered the
program, on the recommendation of Secretary
McNamara, in the hope, held very faint by
the Intelligence community, that "progres-
sively escalating pressure" from the clandes-
tine attack might eventually force Hanoi
to order the Vietcong guerrillas and the
Pathet Lao to halt their insurrections.

In a memorandum to the President on
Dec. t1, 1963, after a two-day trip to Viet-
nam, Mr. McNamara remarked that the plans,
drawn up by the Central Intelligence Agency
station and the military command In Saigon,
were "an excellent job."

"They present a wide variety of sabotage
and psychological operations against North
Vietnam from which I believe we should aim
to select those that provide maximum pres-
sure with minimum risk," Mr. MNamara
wrote.

President Johnson. in this period, showed a
preference for steps that would remain "non-
committing" to combat, the study found.
But weakness in South Vietnam and Com-
munist advances kept driving the planning
process. This, in turn, caused the Saigon Gov-
ernment and American officials in Saigon to
demand ever more action.

Through 1964, the 34A operations ranged
from flights over North Vietnam by U-2 spy
planes and kidnappings of North Vietnamese
citizens for intelligence information, to para-
chuting sabotage and psychological-warfare
teams into the North, commando raids from
the sea to blow up rail and highway bridges
and the bombardment of North Vietnamese
coastal installations by PT boats.

These "destructive undertakings," as they
were described in a report to the President
on Jan. 2, 1964, from Maj. Gen. Victor H.
Krulak of the Marine Corps, were designed
"to result in substantial destruction, eco-
nomic loss and harassment." The tempo and
magnitude of the strikes were designed to
rse in three phases through 1964 to "targets
Identified with North Vietnam's economic,
and industrial well-being."

The clandestine operations were drected
for the President by Mr. McNamara through
a section of the Joint Chiefs organization
called the Office of the Special Assistant for
Counterinsurgency and Special Activities,
The study says that Mr. McNamara was kept
regularly informed of planned and con-
ducted raids by memorandums from General
Krulak, who first held the position of special
assistant, and then from Maj. Gen. Rollen
H. Anthis of the Air Force, who succeeded
him in February, 1904. The Joint Chiefs
themselves periodically evaluated the op-
erations for Mr. McNamara

Secretary of State Dean r.usk was also in-
formed, if in less detail.

The attacks were given interagencyy clear-
ance" in Washington. the study says. by co-
ordinating them with the Stats Department
and the Central Intelligence Agency, includ-
ing advance monthly schedules of the raids
from General Anthis.

The Pentagon account and the documents
show that Wllam P. Bundy. the Assistant
Deeretary of Btate for Far Eastern Affairs,

I ft .
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and John T. McNaughton, head of the Penta-
gon's politico-milltary operations as the As-
sist ant Secretary of Defense for International
Security Affairs were the senIor civilian of-
ficinIs who supervised the distribution of the
schedules and the other aspects of irnter-
agency coordination for Mr. McNamara and
Mr. Busk.

The annlyrt notes that the 34A program
differed in a significant re.*pect from the rla-
tively low-level and unsuccessful intelligence
and sabotna:e operations that the C.I.A. had
earlier been carrying out in North Vietnam.

The 34A attacks were a military effort un-
der the control in Saigon of Gen. Paul D.
Harkins, chief of the United States Military
Assistance Command there. Ile ran them
through a special branch of his command
called the Studies and Observations Group.
It drew up the advance monthly schedules
for approval in Washington. Planning was
done jointly with the South Vietnamese and
it was they or "hired personnel," apparently
Asian mercenaries, who performed the raids,
but General Harkins was in charge.

The second major segment of the Admin-
istration's covert war against North Victnam
consisted of air operations in Laos. A force
of propeller-driven T-28 fighter-bombers,
varying from about 25 to 40 aircraft, had
been organized there. The planes bore Lao-
tians Air Force markings, but only some be-
longed to that air force. The rest were man-
ned by pilots of Air America (a pseudo-pri-
vate airline run by the C.I.A.) and by Thai
pilots under the control of Ambassador
Leonard Unger. [See text

AID FOR THE BOMBING RAIDS

Reconnaissance flights by regular United
States Air Force and Navy jets, code-named
Yankee Team, gathered photographic in-
telligence for bombing raids by the T-28's
against North Vietnamese and Pathet Lao
troops in Laos.

The Johnson Administration gradually
stepped up these air operations in Laos
through the spring and summer of 1964 in
what became a kind of preview of the bomb-
ing of the North. The escalation occurred
both because of ground advances by the North
Vietnamese and the Pathet Lao and because
of the Administration's desire to bring more
military pressure against North Vietnam.

As the intensity of the T-28 strikes rose,
they crept closer to the North Vietnamese
border. The United States Yankee Team jets
moved from high-altitude reconnaissance at
the beginning of the year to low-altitude re-
connaissance in May. In June, armed escort
jets were added to the reconnaissance mis-
sions. The escort jets began to bomb and
strafe North Vietnamese and Pathet Lao
troops and installations whenever the re-
connaissance planes were fired upon.

The destroyer patrols in the Gulf of Ton-
kin, code-named De Soto patrols, were the
third element in the covert military pres-
sures against North Vietnam. While the pur-
pose of the patrols was mainly psychological,
as a show of force, the destroyers collected
the kind of Intelligence on North Vietnamese
warning radars and coastal defenses that
would be useful to 34A raiding parties or, In
the event of a bombing campaign, to pilots.
The first patrol was conducted by the de-
stroyer Craig without incident in February
and March, in the early days of the 34A
operations.

SEPARATE. CHAIN OF COMMAND

The analyst states that before the August
Tonkin incident there was no attempt to in-
volve the destroyers with the 34A attacks or
to use the ships as bait for North Vietnam-
ese retaliation. The patrols were run through
a separate naval chain of command.

Although the highest levels of the Admin-
istration sent the destroyers into the gulf
while the 34A raids were taking place, the
Pentagon study, as part of its argument that

a deliberate provocation wa not intended,
in eircct says that the Administration did
not believe that the North Vietnamese would
dare to attacks the ships.

But the study makes it clenr that the
physical presence of the destroyers provided
the elements for the T6nkin clash. And im-
mediately after the reprisal air strikes, the
Joint Chiefs r'f Staff and As.;istant .;ecrtary
of Defense McNaughton put forward a "prov-
ocatirn strategy" proposing to repeat the
clash as a pretext for bombing the North.

Of the three clements of the covert war,
the analyst cites the 34A raids mn the most
important. The "unequivocal" American re-
sponsibility for them "carried with it an im-
plicit symbolic end psychological intensifica-
tion of the U.S. commitment," he writes. "A
firebreak had been crossed."

The fact that the intelligence community
and even the Joint Chiefs also rave the pro-
gram little chance of compelling Hanoi to
stop the Vietcong and the Pathet Lao, he
asserts, meant that "a demand for more was
stimulated and an expectation of more was
aroused."

WARNING BY THE JOINT CHIEFS

On Jan. 22, 1964, a week before the 31.A
raids started, the Joint Chiefs warned Mr.
McNamara in a memorandum signed by the
Chairman, Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor, that while
"'we are wholly in favor of executing the
covert actions against North Vietnam . . .
it would be idle to conclude that these ef-
forts will have a decisive effect" on Hanoi's
will to support the Vietcong.-

The Joint Chiefs said the Administration
"must make ready to conduct increasingly
bolder actions," including "aerial bombing of
key North Vietnam targets, using United
States resources under Vietnamese cover,"
sending American ground troops to South
Vietnam and employing "United States
forces as necessary in direct actions against
North Vietnam."

And after a White House strategy meeting
on Feb. 20, President Johtison ordered that
"contingency planning for pressures against
North Vietnam should be speeded up."

"Particular attention should be given to
shaping such pressures so as to produce the
maximum credible deterrent effect on Hanoi,"
the order said.

The impelling force behind the Adminis-
tration's desire to step up the action during
this period was its recognition of the steady
deterioration in the positions of the pro-
American government in Laos and South
Vietnam, and the corresponding weakening
of the United States hold on both countries,
North Vietnamese and Pathet Lao advances
in Laos were seen as having a direct impact
on the morale of the anti-Communist forces
in South Vietnam, the central American
concern.

This deterioration was also concealed from
Congress and the public as much as possible
to provide the Administration with maxi.
mum flexibility to determine its moves as it
chose from behind the scenes.

,THE ROOT OF THE PROBLEM
The United States found itself particularly

unable to cope with the Vietcong insurgency,
first through the Saigon military regime of
Gen. Duong Van Minh and later through that
of Gen. Nguyen Khanh, who seized power
in a coup d'etat on Jan. 30, 1964. Accord-
Ingly, attention focused more and more on
North Vietnam as "the root of the problem,"
in the words of the Joint Chiefs.

Walt W. Rostow, the dominant intellectual
of the Administration, had given currency
to this idea and provided the theoretical
framework for escalation. His concept, first
enunciated in a speech at Fort Bragg, N.C., in
1961, was that a revolution could be dried
up by cutting off external sources of sup-
port and supply.

Where North Vietnam was concerned, Mr.
* Roatow had evolved another theory-that a

credible threat to bomb the industry Hanol
had so painstakingly constructed out of the
ruins of the French Indochina War would
be enough to frighten the country's leaders
into ordering the Vietcong to halt their ac-
tivities in the South.

In a memorandum on Feb. 13, 1964, Mr.
Rostow told Secretary of State Rusk that
President Ho Chi Minh "ban an Industrial
complex to protect: he I1 no longer a guerrilla
fighter with nothing to lose."

The Administration was firmly convinced
from Interceptions of radio tramc between
North Vietnam and the guerrillas in the
South that Hanol controlled and directed the
Vietcong. Intelligence Analyses of the time
stated, however, that "the primary sources
of Communist strength in South Vietnam
are indigenous," arisingr out of the revolu-
tionary social aims of the Communists and
their identification with the nationalist cause
during the independence struggle against
France in the nineteen-flifties.

The study shows that President Johnson
and most of his key advisers would not accept
this intelligence analysis that bombing the
North would have no lasting effect on the
situation in the South, although there was
division-even among those who favored a
bombing campaign if necessary-over the ex-
tent to which Vietcong fortunes were de-
pendent on the infiltration of men and arms
from North Vietnam.

William Bundy and Mr. Rusk mentioned
on several occs9sions the need to obtain more
evidence of this infiltration to build a case
publicly for stronger actions against North
Vietnam,

Focus TURNS To BomBiNG
As the Vietcong rebellion gathered

strength, so did interest in bombing the
North as a substitute for successful prosecu-
tion of the counterInsurgency campaign in
the South, or at last as an effort to force
Hanoi to reduce guerrilla activity to a level
where the feeble Saigon Government could
handle it.

This progression in Administration think-
ing was reflected in Mr. McNamara's reports
to President Johnson after the Secretary's
trips to Vietnam in December and March.

In his December memorandum recom-
mending initiation of the covert 34A raids,
Mr. McNamara painted a "gloomy picture"
of South Vietnam with the Vietong con-
trolling most of the rice and population
heartland of the Mekong Delta south and
west of Saigon. "We should watch the situa-
tion very carefully," he concluded, "run-
ning scared, hoping for the best, but pre-
paring for more forceful moves if the situa.-
tion does not show early signs of improve-
ment."

Then, in his memorandum of March 16 on
his latest trip, Mr. McNamara reported that
"the situation has unquestionable been grow-
ing worse" and recommended military plan-
ning for two programs of "new and significant
pressures upon North Vietnam."

The first, to be launched on '72 hours'
notice, was described as "Border Control and
Retaliatory Actions." These would include
assaults by Saigon's army against infiltration
routes along the Ho Chi Minh Trail network
of supply lines through southeastern Lace,
"hot pursuit" of -the guerrillas into Cam-
bodia; "relatiatory bombing strikes" into
North Vietnam by the South Vietnamese Air -
Force "on a tit-for-tat basis" in response to
guerrilla attacks, and "aerial mining . . .
(possibly with United States assistance) of
the major . . . ports in North Vietnam." The
words in parentheses are Mr. McNamara's.

BEYOND A TIT-Fos-TAT BASIS
The second program, called "Graduated

Overt Military Pressure," was to be readied
to begin on 30 days' notice. "This program
would go beyond reacting on a tit-for-tat
basis.' Mr. MCNamaMa told the President. "I
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would include air nttacks gninst military
and possibly industrial targets." The raids
would be carried out by Saigon's air force
and by an Amerienii nir commando squadron
code-named Farmate, then operating in
South Vietnnm with pines aenrying South
Vietnamese markings. To conduct the air
strikes, they would be reinforced by three
squadrons of United States Air Force D-57
jet bombers flown in from Japan.

President Johnson approved Mr. MeNa-
mara's recommendations at a National Se-
curity Cotunil meeting on March 17. 1064.
directing that pinning "proceeds energeti-
cally."

Mr. McNamara had advocated trying a
number of measures to improve the Saigon
Government's pcrformnnee first, before re-
sorting to overt escalation. "There would be
the problem of marshaling the case to jus-
tify such action, the problem of Communist
escalation and the problem of dealing with
pressures for premature or 'stacked' negoti-
ations," he remarked in his March memoran-
dum.

His description of negotiations echoed a
belief in the Administration that the Gov-
ernment of General Khan was incapable
of competing politically with the Commu-
nists. Therefore, any attempt to negotiate
a compromise political settlement of the war
between the Vietnamese themselves was to
bo avoided because it would result. in a
Communist take-over and the destruction of
the American position in South Vietnam.

Similarly, any internal accommodation be-
tween the opposite Vietnamese forces un-
der the vague "neutralization" formula for
Vietnam that had been proposed hy Presi-
dent Charles de Gaulle of France that June
was seen as tantamount to the same thing.
a Communist victory. In his March memo-
rnndum. Mr. McNamarn mentioned the dan-
gerous growth of "neutralist sentiment" in
Saigon and the possibility of a coup by neu-
tralist forces who might form a coalition
government with the Communists and invite
the United States to leare.

A "SOLUTION" IN DLSFAVOS
William Bundy would Inter refer to this

possibility as a "Vietnam solution" that
must be prevented.

In a glimpse into the President's thoughts
at this time, the study shows he was con-

. cerned with the problem. Mr. Johnson told
Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge in a cable-
gram to Sngon on March 20, 1904. that he
was intent on "knocking down the Idea of
neutraii'ation wherever it rears its ugly head,
and on this point I think nothing is more im-
portant than to stop neutralist talk wherever
we can by whatever means we can." [See
text. 

Mr. Lodge was opposed to planning for
"massive it'struction actions" before trying
what he described as "an essentially diplo-
'natic carrot and stick approach, backed by
covert military means".

This plan. which Mr. Lodge had been
proposing since the previous October, in-
volved sending a secret non-American en-
voy to Hanoi with an offer of economic aid.
such as food imports to relieve the rice short-
aces in North Vietnam. in return for calling
off the Vietcong. If the North Vietnamese
did not re-pond favorably, the stick-unpub-
licized and unacknowledged air strikes, ap-
parenty with unmarked planes-would be
applied untIl they did.

The Preldent's message of March 20
shared Mr. Lodge's opinion that it wm still
too earl' for open assaults on the North.

"As we arred in rur p-:ino message to
each other," Mr. Johnson cabled, "judgment
is reserved for the present on overt military
action in view of the consensus from Saigon
conversations of McNamara mission with
General Khanh and you on judgment that
movement against the North at the present
would be premature. We . . . share General
Khanh's judgment that the Immedite and

essential task is to strengthen the soruthern
base. For this reason, our planning for notion
against the North is on a contingency basis at
present, and immediate problem in this
area is to develop the strongest pos.ilhe mili-
tary and political base for possible later
action."

Mr. Johnson added that the Adminlstra-
tion also expected a "showdown" soon in
the Chinese-Soviet dispute "and action
against the North will be more practicable"
then.

P'USTITNO, TET TT.5TATINO

This and the other sporadic insights the
study gives into Mr. Johnson's thoughts and
motivations during these months leading up
to the Tonkin Gulf incident in August Indi-
cate a President who was, on the one hand,
pushing his Administration to pnn energe-
tically for escalation while. on the other,
continually hesitating to translate these
plans into military action.

The glimpses are of a Chief Executive
who was determined to achieve the goal of An
independent, non-Communist South Viet-;
nam" he had enunciated in a national se-
curity action memorandum in March, yet
who was holding back on action to achieve/
that goal until he believed they were abso-
lutely necessary.

Above all, the narrative indicates a Pres-
ident who was carefully calculating interna-
tional and domestic political conditions be-
fore making any of his moves In public.

By the latter half of April, 1964, according-
ly. planning for further attacks against the
North had matured sufficiently through sev-
eral scenarios for Secretary Rusk, William
Bundy and Gen. Earle 0. Wheeler, the Army
Chief of Staff, to review the plan with Am-
bassador Lodge at a Saigon strategy meeting
on April 19 and 20.

The scenario envisioned escalation in three
stages from intensification of the current
clandestine 34A raids, to "covert U.S. sup-
port of overt . . . aerial mining and air strike
operations" by Saigon to "overt joint . . .
aerial reconnaissance, naval displays, naval
bombardments and air attacks" by the United
States and South Vietnam.

The analyst does not mention any provision
in the April planning scenario for a Congres-
sional reolution -that would constitute au-
thority to wage war; he refers instead to
"Presidential consultations with key Con-
gressional leaders." But the idea of a resolu-
tion was already current by them. The author
reports its first emergence fn discussions
in the State Department in mid-February,
1964, "on the desirability of the President's
requesting a Congressional resolution, draw-
ing a line at. the borders of South Vietnam."
He cites a Feb. 13 letter to Secretary Rusk to
this effect from Mr. Rostow, then chairman
of the State Department's Policy Planning
Council.

At the April Saigon meeting and in the
weeks immediately afterward, the author
says, "a deliberate, cautious pacing of our
actions" prevailed over a near-term escala-
tion approach being pressed by the Joint
Chiefs and Mr. Rostow.

One reason for this, the study explains,
was that the Administration recognized that
it "lacked adequate information concerning
the nature and magnitude" of infiltration of
trained guerrilla leaders and arms from the
North and was beinning a major effort to
try to gather enough concrete evIdence to
justify escalation If this became necsrsary.

RosTow Pt.TA To cLARrICATON
"For example." the study reports. "citing

the 'lack of clarity' on the 'role of external
intrusion' in South Vietnam. chairman of
the Interagency Vietnam coordinating com-
mittee) on the eve of [a March visit to at-
tempt to 'oome back from Saigon with as
lucid and agreed a picture' as possible
on the extent of the infiltration and its In-
fluenee on the Vietcong."

The direct outcome of Mr. Husk's April
virlt to Saigon was hIs rnerement to try
Amhnsador Lodge's carrot-and-stick ap-
pronach. On April 30, 1964, the Secretary flew
to Ottawa and arran'red with the Canadian
Government for J. Iialr Senhorn Canada's
new representative on the International Con-
trol Commission, to convey the offer of
Unitcr1 States economic aid to Premier Don
when Mr. Seaborn visited anoi in June.

On May 4 General Khanh, sensing a de-
eclino in his fortunes and beginning to an-
don the Idea of strengthening his govern-
ment to the point where it could defeat the
Vietcong in the South, told Ambassador
Lodge that he wanted to declare war quickly
on North Vietnam, have the United States
start bombing and send 10.000 Special Forces
troops of the United States Army into the
South "to cover the whole Cambodian-Lao-
tian border." Mr. Lodge deflected the sug-
gestions.

Secretary McNamara, on a visit to Saion
May 13. was instructed to tell General Khanh
that while the United States did not "rule
out" bombing the North, "such actions must
be supplementary to and not a substitute for
successful counter-insurgency in the South"
and that "we do not intend to provide mili-
tary support nor undertake the military ob-
jective of 'rolling back' Communist control
in North Vietnam."

But on May 17. when the Pathlet Lao
launched an offensive on the Plaine des Jarres
that threatened to collapse the pro-Ameri-
can Government of Premier Souvanna Phou-
rna and with It "the political underpinning
of United States-Laotian policy," the study
declares, this "deliberate, cautious approach"
to escalation planning was suddenly thrown
into "crisis management."

The Administration immediately turned
the Laotian air operations up a notch by
intensifying the T-28 strikes and, on May 21,
by starting low-altitude target reconnais-
sance by United States Navy and Air Force
jets over areas held by the Pathet Lao and

Sthe North Vietnamese.
In Washington, the chief planner, William

Bundy, assisted by Mr. MNaughton and Mr.
Sullivan, worked up a 30-day program cul-
minating in full-scale bombing of the North.
He submitted it as a formal draft Presidential
memorandum for consideration by an ex-
ecutive committee of the National Security
Council.

For a number of reasons, this May 23
scenario was never carried out as written. The
President. in fact, delayed another nine
months the scenario's denouement in an air
war.

But the document is important because it
reveals how far the Administration had pro-
gressed in its planning by this point and be-
cause a number of the steps in the scenario
were carried out piece-meal through June
and July and then very rapidly under the
political climate of the Tonkin Gulf clash.

For the military side of the scenario, the
President's order of March 17 to plan for
retaliatory air strikes on 72 hours' notice and
for full-scale air raids on 30 days' notice had
borne fruit in Oneration Plan 37-64.

This plan had been prepared in the Hono-
lulu headquarters of Adm. Harry D. Felt,
commander in chief of Pacific forces, or
CINCPAC, and had been approved by the
Joint Chiefs on April 17. It tabulated how
many planes and what bomb tonnages would
be required for each phtse of the strikes,
listed the targets in North Vietnam with
damage to be achieved, and programed the
necessary positioning of air forces for the
raids. A follow-up operation plan, designated
32-64, calculated the possible reactions of
China and North Vietnam and the American
ground forces that might be necessary to
meet them.

The Joint Staff bad refined the bombing
plan with more target studies. These esti-
mated that an initial category of targets as-
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sociated with Infiltration, such as bridges
and depots of arminition nnd petrolem,
could be deat ryedI In only 12 days if all the
aIr power in lirhe r;ev.vern PncIfle were uced.

Forr the political !irle of the scnvarIo, re-
comrmendoruts from Wili Bmt v u y and Mr.
RIusk had prod(Iued ire evidence of lnfiIt1ra-
tion by the Nort h for public release to justify
escalation. Wlliorrm .. Jorden, a former corre-
spondent o The Nes York Times who had
become a State Deportment official, had
gone to South Vietnam and had pulled to-
gether the data available there for a possible
n-w State Department white paper.

rPNTSOON vrRsON OF SC5NAtnIO
Here is the enrraro as the Pentearon

conlyst quotes it. The words in parentheses-
tud the nitmb'rs designating the length of
time to 'D-day--were in the original se-
nailo nud the word!; in brnckets were in-
serted by the nnaly;t for clarrfeaton:

"1. '-tall off any 'conference (Laos cr] Viet-
nam until D-Day.'

"2. Intermediary (Canadian?) tell North
Vietnanm in Feneral terms that U.S. does not
want to dertroy the North Vtetnsnm regime
(and indeed is wiling 'to provide a carrot')
but is determined to protect South Vietnam
from North Vietnam.

"3. (D-30) Presidential speech in general
terms launching Joint Jtesolution.

"4. (D-20) Obtain joint resolution approv-
Ing past actions and authorizing whatever
is necessary wtth respect to Vietnam.

"Concurrently: An effort should be made
to strengthen the posture In Soth Vietnam.
Integratin- (in' erlarding in a single chain
of commrandi the South Vietnamese and U.S.
military nd civilian elements critical to
pacifIca tin. down at least to the district
level. migit he undertaken.

"5. (D-1i) Direct CTNCPAC to take all pre-
positlionin oand oristc actions that can be
takers 'quietly' for the D-Day forces . . .

"G. (D-15) Oct Khanih's agreerient to start
overt South Vietnamese air attacks against
targets in the North (see D-Day item 15 be-
low), and inform hirn of U.S. guarantee to
protect South Vietnnmo in the event of North
Vietnanese nand/or Chinese retaliation.

"7. (D-14) Consult with Thallnd and the
Philippines to get permrtss.Ion for U.S. deplov-
ment; and consult with them plus UK.,.
Australia, New Zealand and PakIstan, ank-
Ing for their open political support for the
undertokinor and for their participation in
the re-enforcing action to be undertaken In

.ranticlpation of North Victnarrese and/or
Chinese retalition.

"8. (D-13) Release an expanded 'Jordan
Peport,' Including recent photography and
evidence of thE communication ret giving
full docunent-atton of North Vietnamese sup-
ply and dirocicon of the Vietcong.

"9. (D-12) Direct CINCPAC to begin rmov-
ing forces and making specific plans on the
asturmption that strilkes will be made on

D-Day (see Attachmient B* in backup mate-
rials for deployrent).

"10. (D-10) Khant makes speech demand-
ing that North Vietnam stop agression,
threatening unspecified military action if he
does not. (le could refer to a 'carrot.')

"11. (D-3) Discussions with allies not
covered In Item above.

"12. (L-3) PresIdent Informs U.S. public
(and thereby North Vietnam) that action
may come, referring to Khanh speech (Item
10 above) and declaring support for South
Vie tna:m1r.

"13. (D1-1) hmnh announces that all ef-
forts have failed snd that attacks are im-
minent. (Again he refers to limited goal
and possibly to 'carrot.')

"14. (D-Day) Recone U.S. dependents.
"15. (D-Day) Launch first strikes. .

Initially, mine their port and strike North
Vietnam's transport and related ability
(bridge, trains) to move south; and then-
agtinht targets which have maximum i psy-

ehllo'ical effect on tie Nortih'rswillincnres
to ntop' ins''rgerev--PO (pr trolermr, oil Acnd
It urIc nt storage, erer% d m-"fir id , har-
rarlis/trainIng nreas, bride- ralro'sd yards,
port fne1ites, comunic-rtIo. nnd Indcur-
trl InitIally. tires stri'' 'ould ti by
-,uth V ettenmCrso nircrrf t

; tire" cofld then
be vxatideh'd by addIng; FIrmr ito er U.S.

Arfrrft, or any eom!na t.n of threm.
"16 (D-Doy) Cali for co'fr.nc rr-oi eViet-

inam (nd go to U,.). State the limited ob-
jective: Not to overthrow the Nrth Vietnam
regime nor o destroy tile coutonry, but to
stop D.r.V.-directed efforte tn the South. Es-
sential that It be made cleat that attc kes on
the North will cont in (li.e., no ecase-fire)
until (a) -trrrorism, arrmed at tacks. aid
nrroeid resistance to pacification efforts Ir' the
Soith shop, and (b) commruirsrnlcation on the
networks out of the North are conducted en-
tirely in ircoderd form."

THE ANALYST'S rssINIToN
The last parA raph was to provide a atlo

deliriltion of what the Administratlon meant
whern it later spoke publicly about "negtia-
tions,"'a definition the analyst describes as
"tant tammomt to unconditional surrrender"
for the other aide.

The covering memorandum on trhe scenario
pointed out that military action voiuld riot
begin until after "favorable action" ott the
joint Congressional resoltitton. Wilram
Bundy drafted the resolution May 25.

Attached to the scenario were assessments
of possilak Soviet, Chinee and North Viet-
name-e reactions. The included a provlstr-n
for rei'iforcing the Sorth Vietnamese Army
"by U. S.ground forces prepositioned in South
Vietnam or on board ship nearly" If Hanoi
reacted ibv intensifying Vietcong activity In
tie he m 

t
hi

After metings on May 2 and 25. the
Executive Committee of the National Se-
curity Counacll-Including Secretaries Husk
arid McNamara, John A. MCone, Director of
Central Irtelligerre ri, and McGeorgo B jundy,
lresld-nt'alassistant for natlotr.l ecurity-
decIded to recomreind to the lre. ident only
plecereal elements of the scenario. Among
these were the sending of th. Carnadtan emis-
sary to iarrot ard the move for a joint Con-
grcisional resolution.

The docunmentt do rot provide a clear ex-
planation for tieir decision, the antr.lyst says,
although an Irmportant factor seems to bheve
been concern that "our lirilted objectives
Insight have been obccuret" if thie Admnls-
tratron had begin a chain of actits to step
up the war at this point.

Whether political considerations in !a
election year also prompted' the President to
limit tire proposed escalation is a qustIon
that Is not addressed by the study here. The
narrative does attribute such motives to Mr.
Johnson's similar hesttton to take major
overt actions In the following month, June.

In any care, the account. explains, th.,
urgency was tken out of the Laos crisis
by a Polish diponrattc initiative on May
27 for a new Laos conference that wonild
rot Include disectssions of Vctnrnm, a maJor
fear of the Administration. The President
instructed hit senior Pdvlsers to convene an-
other strategy conference in Itonolulu at the
begrnnng of June "to review for . . final
approval a series of plans for effective ac-
tion."

On his way to the conference, after attend-
Ing the finmeral of Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Nehru in New Delhi, Secretary Rusk stopped
off in Salgon for conversatiois with General
Rhanh and Arrbas-Ador Lodce,.

The AmbasaRdor and Gen. WIlliam C.
Westmoreland, who was replacing General
Harkins s chief of tire Mlitary Assistance
Command in Saigon, flew to llonolulu with
ScrarR usk for the strategy session at
Admirr Felt's headquartra there on June 1
and 2, 1964. Thev were JoIned by William
Bundy, Mr. McNanara, Cefneral Taylor, Mr.
McOone and Mr. Sullivau.

While he hn previouriv rom i'- lpat-
I1rte. Ar. fmI-"' lef re'ommir-mrin at
HoOinl rteM'rrd his r it; nT'rvouxe',t
over Vhe sir o , of the Sntton reiine. ie
arnie'd for bornhir the NoNrth soon

The arnryst writs: it."In sw-r to Serr-
tary fMskO -qcry not toth VetntmeC

poprrar atottt. -1lh srunpcrtd Man-s
revolutionary tm, the Amlqbor-dor '1t ted
hiii contvicin r'-at most suspect for the
VC woMdfader-c a- s on aornie 'counterrer-
rorism nesires' were besot ccainst the
D.V."'--ti ercrRtc Reprtli7 -of ( morth)
Vimtnram.

Admriral 'tt'. r-co- of the first dy'S ses-
sWon qunts Mr Oo'Ifo as p'-'inge that "a
seec ive tornnqir ccs psrin saost mrli ry
targe' 'In the N-rti" s- "boiter male
ani edre the- pomrlation In the S th a feel-
Ing of unity

Tim Ifonolult ceu-lone coneontrattd on
r.n nir war, rr ning over i ent itcimplica-
tions, down to sucin detet'sa 4the kind of
antialrcRft or;unr Nerh VI-tnam had and
how difflmult th'e defensC mIght mane at-
tacts on partilar targ-ts. Py row the
Joint Chief had imnproved en Adiniri Feit's
Opertlon Plan 37-4 to th. point of pro-
tretng the first vrIc if n compreherive
list of 9 tr.rgel-, f ere t-ri ans to indultstries,
that Mr. M- in'rand ''r'-ident Johnson
wiuld m'' to nrlct the s-'ul sites te be

Struck when Insttaned ai rtsidss began In the
coning yar.

OhIatrxinng a C nr c!c-nal re-ol 'utlon
'-prior to wider U .. S. section in Southes t
Asia" was a rmaJor topie. The analyst para-
phrases and quotes from Wiliam Bundy's
nmemorandun of record on the second day's
talks to suimr.ze the isruss'on nce'rn-

inrif the resolution:
"Ambassmrdor Lordg' quesioned the need

for it if w ere to confine our actions to
'tit-for-tit' air attack, a mCLAt North Viet-
nm. sowvr cr"tr't"' liN mn. an.d
Uik and C IAtoo.. Dir -l'or M"CCone elm rgud

" 
favor of the re- lrtlon. In supp t, M -

Narmra pointed - the in- to gurntie
Sot Vm d''efNe n anst reit'atory
etr attacks arn r InSmIreIdraItic t.ac-

ns by Ny an' a 'nai and Cornimnnt
C111im. Ire c ed nt !t mn!i'ht be n'rnar

' to amijnr unf lm . . . I; deploy nm
many a rse' n "", crn. rik "oted' that
Coen of the nin-tair runircent.t' 'om-'t
involve the cnllini ntp of 'ierv alaas
a touchy Con-creslonal issuc. Ie also stated
that public opinion ,,our Southeast AsIa
policy wa .badty d Uided in the United
States at the moment nd that, therefore,
the Preaident IIne'edtn an atfir-ation of sup-
port:"

"General Taylor coed 1ht there waE a
danger of reasoning 'urse!ves Into inac-
tion," the memomran'um goeson "Frorn a
mirlitr point of view lie said the US.
could function inSoutheat Asia about as
well as anywhere in the world except Cuba."

MOSE TIMES FsOR'sTIMATs
The urpchot of tihe conference, however,

was that major actions "sho'rld be clayed
for sone tlne yet," the i'toran r ys. A
rpa.rate briecng papmr tht W ,-isamL ilndy
prepared for Sceretars tR k to use in cmi-
mun!csting the c nmeer--fi lni it 1!1
President at a White Houu mcetinrg lte ron
the afterrnoon of Jrmnae 3 coureled more ttinmr
"to refine our plans and estimates." Mr.
Bundy enmbphantd tho need for nn "trgen'"
puhile relations erenpaton nt home to "get
at the basIc doubt of the value' of Sou.he.st
Asia rnd the Imortance cf ofmr stake thereT"

Se'ret-r-y McNam-rn. Genre ral Taylor and
Mr. McCone Jrned Scretary iunk in masking
the Juror 3 re ccmt to tie Frestdent on tLe
lfonoluilu conferes-ce. is accumentary record -
of this Wiite hicsrse meeting is not avaliable,
but the study deduces the resident's re-
atIon and d tnlcs from i thlm subsequent
actions t.ken by hIs aenIor iC vts.

I
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twr 2, 1971
%Vlore dec c nilltary ioinms were con-

ern, iithrne 1 dnt eny recognized
the n"-' for more nl hrttr ifnonmition,
hit did ino u'n te ['-i ,of nr-ency ic-

t rding .. picqut io' " Ix analyst savs.
INe notCs tl t nihe ranie day nA the White

nuon m e t in' p li'y 1- f,- oIiJ -
Screary 0 M minra told he JAInt Chls
iat he wanted to ileet wNh hm on Jun
B to , laer "to i f north \!et-

n. -' tar iii troop ('10n Capa-

it one ment of the Slay 23 enrio,
the psitOnIne if fores for later action, be-
an to) fal lut0 inve rhit aftir ie WhIt

House nep ing. Te Peningn study say
lit'Anoncomminiting molnry nWions . . .

weei gicen cimo dat spvl "
On iJn ir .q .MIr, ra dii'Cted the

Army t() r- k . "nim( iiate ction. ... to Im -
provC t ile C Ic idess nd C('ires status

of it U ainterel presoc ed for p sihble use I 

The Seretary's directIve ;icii aly or-
1dered the Arm n t anument sxwks previously
haCed With Thalland's ar 'mIt t KOrnt,

a toWn 'AiOh of th -cLiotil n -bor, to sup-
port Ac ntial comilat ertin by a Ui td
S wea Army infancy br adn nd to giv

rAt prmiy .t the Ckiawa Ary Forw'rd
Depot to shkn n - r-in o"tb
equipment" that would be i-rlqird by
another Army inifantr br'ade fin' to the
Island a " W ha-e on suiddn notice.

The 're-'dent 'Iso apparentlyy encoxir-
aged" th;I intensIfled p)blIc-re'etlcns cain-
paign recommended by V liiam Bundy nnd

t Other Hanculii confernce participants.
the st Qs r.

"In Juno CStte and Dfen wDepartment
rources ma ,- ;)neted IeaIs to the prensi
arm11n- U . intin lon-- to portits allies
nd od cits treI"aty comitments.i in
Sunhe. As5a," th analyst plins.v cittnti
i-crralI -r'u ce" that moi itIn The New ork
Times, The lin'trion al -c focused pub-
icittr Jun' end int uly on itts
mVilitary prepoi onliig rove. T he exgmen-
tat n of the Army war stocks at Korat in
i onnd was en "extensive press cover-

ngc. the count sys, citing a dispatch In
'h Tim0 s on June 21, 194.

And va t the anI'st cac" "th broad
purpose of thee p-itioning move-t serve
w; step in t 1

he operation pLn;S-wa not ex-
plained to the pu'l Ic

DOWNING I .T0 'ONAVY JFTS

The Auminiistration did openly step up Its
air operations in L" in mid-June, aftor the
enemy pro idedI It with a ratlionle of ielf-
defense. On Juoe Gand 7 tw o Navy jets on
low-altitude target reconnaasance flights
were shotd-wn- bx enemy round fire. Wash-
ington immniiately added arrcd escort jets
to the r. onna sissance flights wdl on June 9
the eceort je-s sruck Pathet Lao gun posi-
tions and attacked a Pathet Lao headquar-
te.

A sinlar s--aI.tlatn of the T-2 operations
and the iii'n'.em(wn't of Thai pilots was Un~-
of' clally- s'aknowed.din V Wa'Oington, I]-
though the 'r"'sponsbilty for these opera-
M 5on as laid to the Laotilan Government.
And i-b cqur't strIk4' by the AmerIcan

CscOrt 0 1' ' enmiy pnoi-tions were not
nmd pub-lic.

At thn --- '1'ju the Rry l Laotlan Air
Force iy strnihcltd with more
T-219'. and Amicain p-no-; hegan conduct-
il ,tre-i '' ' or' op rrit'iois i-nld night re-
cmnmil ''4"e' 'V-tt for a sce sful counter-
offenlyve by t !e Lao t

ian Army to protect the
key position of M ong Soul.

l1rciliicivrs or Ton-KIn P'RIoD
here. in chronological seqience, are high-

ilghts r)( the period covered In this article:
Y-CRARY 1934

Start of ()praton Plan S4A program of
ClanldetIne loll'tary operations against North
ViCtnam;

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD - SENATE
MAlocif, 1964

Pa40 for "ne and sniicant prersuires
on North Vletnii" irfet' by Mr. McNnamnra

oi r "uro from Vctnnm since n-a Govern-
.'I Gto Gen. Nuyen rKhanh ernsidered un-

to'Improve S>uthlf'na noutlock.
'r'.tJo. Inon pprove, ciha lienry

Cabot Lodge. UnIiited 0.ates Anbansador in
hoinat 'our planning for action against

i Nor Is is ilO a *itcnntingency ba v,'Is a. the
A 

--t LntD(j"

ATl!'' i'14

r1rios for e'calalin reviewed in Slgon
by Mr. Lodge, Wiltan1 P. Bundy, Dean hiusk,
cn. Earle C. Whcler. Plans cover dtalls

(i f lthi u up UnIfted Stat 5s nitlltar in-
volvcrnt to conform wIth Admlnistraton
convliton that Hano controls Vietcong. Ex-
tcnt of Banod's involvemrent, should bo
"proven to the satisfaction of our own public
of our allies and of the neutralIsts," tiecord-
i1,,1 to Mr. Ruk.

List of 94 potentIal target for bombing in
North drawn up by Jont Chiefs.

mALy, IPS
General Khann asks United Stat-cs attacks

ns the North, tells Ir. Lodge Salgon wants
to declare war on North Vietnam. Mr. Me-
Namvrit does inot "rule out" possibilIty of
b<omlIbIng, but stresses "such actions must be
sluii)p!ementary' to and not a substttute for"
success against Vietcoog in South. Mr. Lodge
cables Mr. Rusk that United States cannot
"expect a much better performance" from
Salgo Government "unless something" in
th sway of tUnltcd States action is fortheom-

William Bundy sends President 30-day
rEscnario for graduated isliltary pressure
against the North that would culirnate in

L -"l bombing attacks. Includes joint
Congressional resolution "authoising what-
c-ver Is necessary with respect to Vietnmr."

Jun, lse4

Iionolulu strategy roeeting Amnbasssdor
Lcode urges "a selectIve bombing campaign
agcisnst riflitary trgets in the North" to
boltr shaky morale In South. ie ri questions
r-eid for Congressionl resolution; Mr. Riuk,
'r. McNamara, John McCone of CI.A. sup-

pcrt it.
Prepartory military deployments under

way in Southeast Asia.
J. Blair Seaborn, Canadian diplomat, meets

secretly In Hanol xwith Pham sVan Dong,
North Vietnam's Prenier, warns of "the
greatest devastation" that would result from
escalation by North Vietnam.

President resists pressure to ask for Con-
gressi'onal resolution immediately and to step
up the war effort.

Mr. Johnson queries C.IA. on dominon
theory." Agency replies only Cambodia Is
likely to "quickly succ mbr to Coniunisrm"
if Laos and South Vietnam fall, bit says
U.S. prestige would be danmaged.

I. JULY, 19644
General Khanh announces "March North"

propaganda campaign.
South Vietnarn-ce naval commandos raid

two North Vietnamnese islands in Gulf of
Tonkin. Part of goingg operatIonal capahl-
ities" of 34A program, the pentagon study
says.

At'OUsT 104
Destroyer Maddox, on Golf of ionklin in-

tcillcence patrol, attacked by North Vietna-
moese raIders. Joined by the C. Turner Joy,
atflacked again by torpedo boat, history re-
ports.

Lees than 12 hours after news of second at-
tacit reachps Washington, bimbers on way to
North Vietnam on reprisal raiders from car-
rtvr.

Tonkin Gulf resolution, drafted by Ad-
ministration, introdued. Administration of-
ficials t -stifi'; Mr. Naara disclaims
knnwledgc South Vistnamese attacks on
Island.. tesoution passed.

What study calls "an important threshold
In the war"-U.S. reprisal air strikes against

S 8993
North-crossed with "virtually no domestic
criticism."

FIsMNrsa. SBUT T{rETlrAiNT
PresIdent Johnson wa > rojectint an im ace

of firmness hut rmocleratic1n, the -nd- no'es-.
in early June, he firt req e aed cno then
rejected a draft frons Mr. Rotow for a major
policy "'ech on Sioutliast Asia chat t'-'ck
an ress ve approach, "and ins: ca-I reltid
'on news-s conferences ni p-echo h1 c.ther
omeila to slate the oiiieial Vew", tie ac-
count contini-es. "In contrast to the risto,
approach, Ithe PresdenltsI ness conference
on 23 June and Secretry Ruk's sprech at
WIlliams College, 14 June, emphasized the
U.S. deterirminatlon to support It- Suthast
Asian allies, but avoided anly direct chal-
lenge to Hanoi and Peking or any hnt of
Intent to increase our mItary con mmitm(ent."

A formal question the Presideint sublit-
ted to the C L.A. in June also indicated what
waa on lils mind. "Would the rcst of Smith-
east Asia nesassarlly fall if Laos and Soutsh
Vietnam camo under North Vietnarnese con-
trol?" he asked. The agency's reply on June 9
challenged the domino theory, .Idely be-
lieved in one form or ariotiaer w l' i e
Administration.

"Wit-h the possible exception of C--
bodia," the ClA. meniorandum said "i- Is
lIkely that no natirni in the nrea wo id
quickly succumb to Communism a-, a result
of the fall of La and South Vie'-tnarc Fur-
therinore, a continuation of the pre"ad of
Communism In the area wouldd no he in-
exorable, and any spread which ild occur

Would take time-time in whlch the tot-l
situation might change in anry number of
ways unfavorable to the Communist cause."

The C.I.A. analysis concedc-d that the less
of South Victns ad fJnci-s "would be pro-
foundly damaging to the U.S. positIon in the
Far Last" and would raIse the prestce of
China "as a leader of world Conm'.ursns"
at the expense of a nore odrte Sovit
Union. But the analysis argud that so long
as the United States could retaIn its island
bases, such as those ton Okinawa, Guam. the
Philippines and Japan, It could wield enouci
mIlitary power in Asia to deter Cina tnd
North Vietnam from ovcrt military aggres-
sion against Southeast Asia In general.

SOME VERAGE AVAILAILE

Even in the "worat case," if osth Viet-
nam and Laos were to fall through "a clear-
cut Communist victory," the Unted Sstes

.would still retain sonicleverage to affect the
final outcome in Southeast Asia, according
to the analysis.

It said that "the ext-ent to which indivd-
ual countries would move away from the
U.S. towards the Communists would he si-
nificantly affected by the substance asd
manner of U.S. policy In the period following
the loss of Laos and Soith Vietnam."

As in the case of the earlier C.I.A. analysIs
stating that the real roots of Vietcongstrength lay in South Vietnam, the study
shows that the President and his senior of-
ficials were not inclined to adjust policy
along the lInes of this analysis challenging
the domino theory.

Only the Joint Chiefs, Mr. Riostow and
(Ceneral Taylor appear to hove accptd te
domino theory in Its literal sense-that all of
the countries of Southeist Asia, from Ca M-
hodila to MalaysIa, would tu.Nbl attmn -
ally into the Communist camp if tihe lincs-
pin, Smith Vietnam, were knocked (it, cnd
thit tse Un!ted States position in the rest
of the Far East. from Indonesia throurih tie
Philippines to Japan and Korea, would also
be irrevocably harmed.

Yet the President and most of his closet
civilian advisers-Mr. Rusk, Mr. McNamara
and McGeorge Bundy-seein to have regarded
tise struggle over South VI tnian in mre or
less these terms. ISe text.I

In .1964, the Administration also feared
an outbreak of other "wars of national liber-
ation" in the Asian, African and Latin



S8991 Co
Amercan em!1tr'-., and, Mr. MNamara
wrote in hia Mairch6 I miniorndim to the
Preident. "the Sour ishVietnamrs conflict is re-
garded as a test eae."

TIM Tirn ST or CHINA

The tmirue-r in emi Viel ram avs like-
wise boiuiii w11) t tie ide of "coriteitniog
Cih!." ei ' poteri nt lnow over Sou sir-
east A-ia w-u sewd ci a Iallhie threat
by Mr. luk ircen1se of his World War TI ex-
perience in StiR sri the victory of Mao To-
tunre's revoliron it ii (china.

But behind three foreign-poliey axionsa
about doriotr eCfee s. ea of liberation and
the contaIlnit of Chhlia the study reveals
a deeper pereptlon among the Presld-nt and
his aiden i,,hat the Unit ed St ctes was now thie
most powerful nai ion in Ithe vword arid that
tire outcome iInSo h Vlet sns would (rmon-
straic the wi and thre nbillv of the United
states to have its way iII world aftairs.

The studY conveys n imprecs-iion that the
war was thus considered lens important for
what it. mans to the South Vietnamese peo-
ple than for what it rreart to the position of
the United States In the world.

Mr. McNai'hton would later capsulize this
perception irs a memorandum to Mr. Mc-
Namara seeking to apportion American aIms
In South Vietnam:

"70 pct.--To avoid a humsiiating U.S. de-
feat (to our reputation as a guarantor).

"20 pct.-To keep SVN (and then adjacent)
territory from Chinese hands.

. "10 pct.--To permit the people of SVN toenjoy a better, freer way of life.
"Also-To nimerge from crisis without un-

eceptable taint from methods used.
"Not-To 'help a friend,' although it would

be hard to stay in if asked out."
. The words in parentheses are Mr. Mc-
Naughton 's.

Thus, he had reasoned is another memo-
randum, even if bombing North Vietnam did
not force hanoi to call off the Vietcong, "it
would demonstrate that U.S. was a 'good doc-
tor' willing to keep promises, be tough, take
risks, get bloodied and hurt the enremy badly."

CONFrDENCE AT TliE TOP
And while the study shows doubt and

worry in tie Adrninistration, it also reveal
an underlying confidence among the decision
makers rAt the top, whose attitude would
count, that if this mightiest nation resolved
to use its vast power, the other side would
buckle.

Mr. Rostow would articulate thls confi-
dence ir a nienioranduns to Secretary Ruskthat fall: "I know well the anxieties aid
complications on our side of the line. But
there may be a tendency to underestimateboth the anxieties and corrplications orr theIother side and atso to uriderestin-ate thatIlimited but real osargin of inmfuenc er onthes
outcome that flows from the simple fact
that we are the greatest power in the world--t
If we behave like it."It

Accordingly in mid-June, the Adminis- t
trations carried oUt another element of theMay 23 scenario, the element that had first
been formulated by Amibassador Lodge as his r.carrot anid stick." Ors June i1, at the Ad-
mninstrutluims request, Mr. Seaborn, the new aCurnadian representative on the International
Control Conmiiisuion, paId the first of his two Cscere cal:- on PremePr Don in Hanoi, aVwualsogers nughit to cone-y to Northa
Vietrin tirrotgh Mr. hSeaborn the ore pr- c
else emnd I tres enfrig oseaninlug of the prepara- Astory iIt ry deplonients to Southeast 0
Asia tia tuIt ws public!rtng c-na a vaguer
level In ublinc.nlrkin May, Mr. xl[dge hnd l'sirgei an unaeKnowler ed air strike o some Jtarget In tire North "a a prelude to his [Mr a
Seahornaf arrival" If the Vieteong had re- -Cently corrmittled soni terrorist act "of the aProper magnitude" In the Soth, but the e
President apparently did not see at to got al
on the suggestion by June.

The analyst &ays Mr, Bsborn stressed to &
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Premier Dong that. whIn the lntefr ftaif
inilitonis in S'itheasi. Astin wer' limited! Po
it- itenirorm "'r-'-senlail pnseurIl: ,-ip
tince wi not 'r1iple-o. Tre UnitC Sat
wr. frll aware of th-' (rree to which lian
eontr-lIel the VWi0Cone, Mr. Seaborn P;i
.n 'in the event of esetlon the gresto

dr-s-a-I onl") aWo1ld of coorno result for th
-itV.ite "

.NO SFOarr T On T T 'Ca o ,'

The North Vietnamrene Premier, the stu!
re late, "folly norerstood the sero1sne
arnd import of the wiring conveyed by Se
brrn" Whether Mr. Senhorn also proferre
the "car-rot" of food and other econcvni
nil Is not, reported.

At the June 3 meetIrr; at the While Hous
tho President had ralo apparently approve
continued work for the Cograi nai rco
lotion, the bitterian rams, cause plan
ring for it continue apace. "Its intense
purpose," the historian comments, "was t
dramatiMe and make char to other-na
tions the firm renolve of the United StateGovernment in an election year to sup
port the President in taking whateve
action was necessry to resist Communis
sgore-ion in Southeast Asia."

By June 10. there was "firm support" from
rost of the foreigsr-poicy-making machioer'
of the Covearnmeit for obtaining the resort
ton, although the account notes that at ar
interagency mocAting that day "five tain
dsgr-ecable questions' were identified fywhich the Adminitration wouid have to providLe convincing answers to assure publi

support."
"These included (i Does this imply a

blank check for the PresIdent to go to war
in Southeast Asia? (2) What kinds of force
oould he employ under this authorization?
(3) What change Ilbthe situation (If any)
requires the solution now? (4) Can't our
objectives be attained by means other than
U.S. military force? (5) Does Southeast Asia
mean enough to U.S. national interests,

Despite the prospect. of having to an er
these questions publely. Willaim Bundy
wrote In a memorandum for a second inter-
agency meeling on June 12, the Administra-tIon required a Conressaona resolution in-
med itelyas "a continuing demonstration
of U.S. firmness and for complete flexibility
In the hands of the executive in the coming
politic-al months." While the United States
did not expect "to move in the near ruturo
to military action against North Vietnam "
se said, events in South Vietnam or Laos
right force it to reconsider this positIon.

POSTPoNEDO R T1E PrESENT
Lut In the opinion of the analyst, the

President in June, 191. already felt 'the
political conventions just around the corner
and the election issues regarding Vietnam
clearly drawn," and to he recoled at ths
dine from the repercussions of major escal -
ion and of seeking a Congmosslonal resolu-
ion. At a high-level meeting on both sib-
ects June 15. McGeorg lriinidy, the historian
ays, brought Presidential tguIdance to See-
etarles Rusk and McNamai-a in the form of
White House memorandum tnat postponed

L decision for the present.
On July 1P, he started a "March North"

amnpaign of rrilitant loans and oratory at
"unification rally" in Sagon The am cla,
. e analyst puts it. Air Marshal Nguyy, then chief of the South Vietnamese
ir Force. "spilled the beans to reporter"
o Joint planning that the United Statm
nd the Saion Government fndi secretlyeen conducting since June, with President
ohnsn's approval, for ground ard ir as-
aults in Laos. The planning envisioned
eventual battalion-sIze attacks by Saion's
rny and air strikes by the Suth Vietnam-
s- wagrnat Communisttinfiltration routes
long the lo Chi Minh Trail network
In ar'e r ,otlon meeting on July 23 with

c '-:J syrr, who ba~d jinst repiazed Wr
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-d' "or" ,A Amhv-..olror Genrral I1ha-ih sar-
cI rertu'-ei tha, North Virlernom-e draft"- had
- been n prisoner with Iteng ge

ma1 In f-i'tIng Inithe isrilsemn p m c'ro Tlie Untli- d tates should reriflece. he rali,
d, that the war hld enIred a phase that caledSt for new me-asres.
e Ar-T-irueM uTru-ti inr.rie

Driving anl ichr thwrled mr-ting on Jily
2-, (ionrral K bhanh a- ked Ambas--dor Ta ory w rete to reigu. The A nsi a d'or a ed

A him not t do s-i a-lnd c l Wastir en
- ,uIg that the Unlted Sfae-s und"'-take

ci covert joint planning with thl- Sotth V'et-
.c samese for bombing the North.

The S ate DepartrentI. the study saya i--
m hdia ly au th o r 17fd A m birsc-a r ir r T ay lor ' to

d tll Khanh thre U S. 0. had conslfieer d a'as

-. on North Vietnam that might byrin, or x-

Sanple, if the prc:ure from (isdent Soth
d Vietnarmese factions became imo great. He

o munt keep Ihis cn
1dential"

S 'o restrain the South Vietnamese mtlitar-y,
-- the Ambcanniecor was also auithor-luced to un-
- dertake joint planning for an air campaign
r The Pentagon narrative Ekims over the
t last few days in July. 1964, but a summary

of a command and control study of the Ton-
y kin Glf incident done by the Defer-se De-
- apartment's Weapons System E valualon
- Group In 1965, whIch the Times obtain

along with the Penagon narratives, fills in
the events of these few days.

r The study discloses that after a Natlonal

Security Council meeting called on July 25,
apparently to discuss these critical deveoc-
ments in Saigon, the Joint Chiefs prmipeaeia ar strikes by runmftrked p-ies flown by non-
AmerIcan crewss against several tamrest In
North Vietnam, including the coastal bases
for HanoI's flotilla of torpcdo boats.

Assistant Secretary McNarghton sent the
Joint Chiefs' macmoriidum to Secretary
Rusk on July 30, the study reports, the same
day that a chaIn of events was to unfod
that would make it innecesary to carr-u' out
the Joint Chiefs' plan, even IT the PresIdent
hadastd to accept it.The Pentaon narrative now renmarks thatthe clandestire 34A raids against Nontith V!et-
narm--after getting of to what the Joint
Chiefs had called "a slow begInnIng" in a
report to Mhr, McNamara on May 19-pIcked
up in tempo and size during rhe summer,
although the analyst provides few details.
The Joint Chiefs had informed Mr. McN-
mara that trained sabotage teams, electronic-
intelligence-gathnering equipment. C-123
transport for the air-drops and fast PT bua'z
for the coastal raids were giving the pro-
gram "growing operational Capabilities. (See
text.)

ATTAcK ON TWO TasANDs
At midnight on July 30, South Vietnamese

naval commandos under General Wesmore-
land's command staged an amphIblous raId
on the North Vietnamese Islands of Hon Me
and lion Neu In the Gulf of Tonkin.

While the assault was occurring.the UnitedStates destroyer Maddox was 120 to 130 nuiles
away, heading niorth rInto the gulf on the
year's second De Soto inteligence-garnerrng
patrol. Her saIling orders said she was not
to approach lser than eight nautical milesto the North Vietnamese coast and four nau-
tical miles to North Vietnamese islands in
the gulf,

The account does not sry whether the
captain of the Maddox had been informed -
about the 34A raid. lie does state that the '
Maddox altered corse twice on Aug. 2 to
avoid a conCentration of three North Viet-
nanrese torpedo boats and a fleet of junrksthat were stIll Ppsrching the seas around the
Islands for the raiders.

The destroyer reached the northernmost
paint of tier e signed patrol track the same
day and beAdcd south again

"When the (North VietnameseJ PT boabegAis their high-gpeed rsnn at ber, &t&

I
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distance of approximately 10 miles, the de-
stroyer was 23 miles from the cost and
heading further into int ernat ional waters,"
the study says. ''Appnrently," it explains,
't hese bonta . . . hnd mistaken Maddox for
a South Vietnnmrre escort vessel."

In the ensuing engcnrment. two (if the
torpedo boat.s were damaged by planes
ainciched from the aircraft carrier Ticon-
droga, stationed to the south for rensons
the study does not. explain. A third PT boat
u:cs knocked dead In the water, sunk by a
direct hit from one of the Maddox's flve-inch
go ns.

NEW ORDERS FOR MADDOX
The next day, Aug. 3. President Johnson

ordered the Maddox reinforced by the de-
stroyer C. Turner Joy nd dIrected that both
destroyers be sent back luto the gulf, this
time with instructIon, not to approach closer
than 11 nautical miles to the North Viet-
namese coast. A second aircraft enrrier, the
Constellation, on n visit to hong Kong, was
instructed to make steam nnd join the 1-
conderoga as quickly as porible..

The study terms these reinforcing actions
"a normal precaution" in the light of the
first attack on the Maddox and not an
attempt to use the destroyers as bait for
another attack that would provide a pretext.
for reprisal airstrikes against the North.
"Moreover." it comments. "since the nug-
mentation was coupled with a clear [puhlicj
statement of intent to continue the patrols
and a firm warning to the D.R.V. that a re-
petition would bring dire consequences, their
addition to the patrol could be expected to
serve more as a deterrent than a provocn-
tion."

The study gives a clear impression that the
Administration at this moment did not be-
lieve the North Vietnamese would dare to
attack the reinforced der,troyer patrol.

For on the night of Aug. 3. while the De
* Soto patrol was resuming, two more clande-

stine 14A attacks were staged. PT boats
manned by South Vietnamese crews bom-
barded the Rhon River estuary and a radar
installation at Vinhson. This time the Mad-
dox and the Turner Joy were definitely
warned that the clandestine assaults were
going to take place, the documents show.

Apparently expecting the President to
order a resumption of the patrol, the ad-
miral commanding the Seventh Fleet asked

, General Westnoreland on Aug. 2 to furnish
j' him the general location of the planned raids

. so that the destroyers could steer clear of
the 34A force. There was a good deal of
cable traffic back and forth between the two
commanders through the Pentngon com-
munications center in Washington to modify
the patrol's course on Aug. 3 to avoid any in-
terference with the raiders.

On the night of Aug. 4. Tonkin Gulf time,
approximately 24 hours after this second 34A
assault. North Vietnamese torpedo boats
then attacked both the Maddox and the
Turner Joy in what was to be the fateful
clash in the gulf.

MOTIVS STI.L UNCLFrAR

k, The Pentagon account says that Hanoi's
motives for this second attack on the de-
stroyers are still unclear. The narrative ties
the attack to the chain of events set off by
the 34A raids of July 30. but says that
Hanoi's precie motive may have been to re-
cover from the embarras:rnent of having two
torpedo boats damnared and another sunk in
the first enga:gement with the Maddox, with-
out any harm to the American destroyer.

"Perhaps closer to the mark is the narrow
purpose of prompt retaliation for an em-
barrassing and well-publicized rebuff by a
much-maligned enemy." the narrative says.
"Inexperienced in modern naval operations,
D.R.V. leaders may have believed that under
the cover of darkness it would be possible
to even the score or to provide at least a
psychological victory by severely damaging a
U.S. ship,"

The study does not raise the question
whether the second 34A raid on the night
of Aug. 3, or the apparent air strikes on North
Vietnamese villages juust ncros the Laotinn
border on Aug. 1 and 2 by T-21 planes, moti-
vated the linnot leadership in any way to
order the second engagement with the de-
at royers.

Marshall Green, then the Depitty Asinft ant
Secretary of State for Far Enstern Affnirn,
mentioned tho apparent bombing of the vil-
lages in a lengthy memoranditm to William
Dutdy dated Nov. 7. 1904, on United Staten
covert activities in Indochina. [See text.j

Listing complaints that North Vietnam had
been making to the International Control
Commission over the T-28 operations with
Thai pilots, Mr. Green noted charges by
Hanoi that "T-28s have violated North Viet-
namese airspace and bombed/strafed- NVN
villages on Aug. 1 and 2, and on Oct. 10
and 17 and again on Oct 28. The charges are
probably accurate with respect to the first
two dates (along Route 7) and the last one
(Mugia Pass area)." The words in parentheses
are Mr. Green's.

RAIDS POSSIBLY INADVERTTNT
The context of the memorandum indicates

that the raids on the North Vietnamese vil-
lages may have been inadvertent. But neither
the narrative nor Mr. Green's memorandum
sanyA whether Hanoi thought this at the time
the air strikes occurred.

Whatever the North Vietnameme motives
for the second clash, President, Johnson
moved quickly now to carry out what the
analyst calls "recommendations made . - .
by his principal advisers earlier that sum-
mier and subsequently placed on the shelf."

Because of the Pacific time difference, the
Pentagon received the first word that an
attack on the Maddox and the Turner Joy
might be imminent at 9:20 A.M. on the morn-
ing of Aug. 4, after the destroyers had in-
tercepted North Vietnamese radio traffic in-
dicating preparations for an assault. The
flash message that the destroyers were ac-
tually engaged cane into the communica-
tions center at 11 A.M.

The Joint Chiefs' staff began selecting tar-
get options for reprisal air strikes from the
94-target list, the first version of which was
drawn up at the end of May. Adm. U.S. Grant
Sharp, who had replaced Admiral Felt as
commander in chief of Pacific forces, tele-
phoned from Honolulu to suggest bombing
the coastal bases for the torpedo boats.

Within 10 minutes, Mr. McNamara con-
vened a meeting with the Joint Chiefs in his
conference room on the third floor of the
Pentagon to discuss possibilities for retalsa-
tion. Secretary Rusk and McGeorge Bundy
came over to join them.

MEETING ALREADY SCHEDULED

Twenty-five minutes later the two secre-
taries and Mr. Bundy left for a previously
scheduled National Security Council meet-
ing at the White House. They would recom-
mend reprisal strikes to the President, while
the Joint Chiefs stayed at the Pentagon to
decide on specific targets.

At 1:25 P.M.. two and a half hour after the
flash message of the engagement and possibly
while Mr. McNamara, Mr. Rusk, Mr. MCone
and McGeorge Bundy were still at lunch with
the President, the director of the Joint Staff
telephoned Mr. McNamara to say that the
Chiefs had unanimously agreed on the tar-
gets. Fighter-bombers from the carriers Con-
stellation and Ticonderoga should strike four
torpedo boat bases at Hongay, Lochau, Phu-
clot and Quangkhe, and an oil storge depot
near Vinh that held some 10 per cent of
North Vietnam's petroleum supply.

At a second National Security Council
meeting that afternoon, President Johnson
ordered the reprisals, decided. to seek the
Congressional resolution immediately and
discussed with his advisers the swift South-
mat Asia deployment of the air strike forces

designated in Operation Plan 37-04 for the
opening blown in a pos-sible bombing cam-
paign nganinst the North. His approval for
thene preparatory nir depoyments, and for
the rendines of Marine Corps and Army
units planned to meet any Chinere nr North
Victname;e retnliati.on tno a bombing, cam-
paign, was apparently given later that day,
the rturty nhow..

Mr. M:Nnmarn retrned Lo the Pentrgon at
3 P.M. to approve the details of the reprisal
strikes, code-named Pierce Arrow. An excu-
tion order wan prepared by the Joint Staff,
but at 4 P.M. Mr. McNamara learned from
Admiral Sharp in a telephone conversation
that there was now confusion over whether
an attack on the destroyers had actually
taken place.

The Secretary told Admiral Sharp that the
reprisal order would remain in effect, but
that the admiral was to check and make cer-
tain that an attack had really occurred before
actually launching the planes. At 4:49 P.M.,
less than six hours after the first message of
the attack had flashed Into the Pentagon
communications center, the formal execu-
tion order for the reprisols was transmitted to
Honolulu. Admiral sharp had not yet called
back with confirming details of the attack.
The order specified that the carriers were to
launch their planes within about two and a
half hours.

The admiral called back at 6:23 P.M. and
again a few minutes after 6 o'clock to say
that he was satisfied, on the batsn of infor-
mation from the task group commander of
the two destroyers, that the attack had been
genuine. The study says that in the mean-
time Mr. McNamara and the Joint Chiefs had
also examined the confirming evidence, in-
cluding intercepted radio messages from the
North Vietnamese saying that their vessels
were engaging the destroyers and that two
torpedo boats had been sunk.

By now Mr. McNamara and the Chiefs had
moved on to discussing the prepositioning of
the air strike forces under Operation Plan
37-64.

At 6:45 P.M., President Johnson met with
16 Congressional leaders from both parties
whom he had summoned to the White House.
He told them that because of the second un-
provoked attack on the American destroyers,
he had deIded to launch reprisal air strikes
against the North and to ask for a Congres-
sional resolution, the study says.

The Pentagon study gives no indication,
that Mr. Johnson informed the Congressional
leaders of United States responsibility for
and command of the covert 34A raids on July
30 and Aug. 3.

Nor does the history give any indication
that Mr. Johnson told the Congressional lead-
ers of what the historian describes as "the
broader purpose of the deployments" under
Operation Plan 37-64, which Mr. McNamara
was to announce at a Pentagon news confer-
ence the next day and describe as a precau-,
tionary move.

"It Is significant," the analyst writes, "that
few of these additional units were removed
from the western Pacific when the immediate
crisis subsided. In late September the fourth
attack aircraft carrier was authorized to re-
sume its normal station in the eastern Pa-
cific as soon as the regularly assigned carrier
completed repairs. The other forces remained
in the vicinity of their August deployment."

PLANES LEAVE TICONDEROGA

At 8:30 P.M. on Aug. 4, Mr. McNamara re-
turned to the Pentagon and at 11:30 P.M.,
after several telephone calls to Admiral
Sharp. he learned that the Ticonderoga had
launched her bomb-laden aircraft at 10:43
P.M. They were expected to arrive over their
targets in about an' hour and 50 minutes.

The carriers had needed more time to get
Into launching position than the execution
order had envisioned. The Constellation,
steaming from Hong Kong, was not to launch
her planes for another couple of hourL

A
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The Pr diident (1d not wait. Sixteen min- tions used by the Pentagon aolyi rnd the
Wtes rfter Mr. MeNamarn's hnr t phone call fuller quotntions obtained by The Tinsca.
to Ar!tral Sharp. at 11:3 P.M., he wert MO'1E1 LSFARN O' ATTACKon telr'vien to tell the nation of tie re- r Wasne Mor . of Ore-o e
prison strike:. Ile 'harscterl7ed his nctloios len tha anr !ore firifir Vit-

Sa 'lilii(i anrid fittinop response. 'We still namrbe crews had tainked the bv eo Nori hsele no wirdr wnr,' he raid. Vlrrse islrid r rdy '10. Mr. Morra,Vietnmose sland .7 Jly 30 MrMoAhmor t. imi.innilla-oulsiy, the aIr dleploy- --o Se'sirrWo i I ote-
meta under Operation Plan 37-64 had her r otl or tter wn 

T e fru r f F 102 Dell-a D r Jetrfi r E est .. ru no ' A k -- e e durnr'Ih- Oaf F 102Deta ager et igrtera tie re-ert (rearingi en Aug.1 1 thiri Mr. Me-
wvere laid lIi: at trnagon a airport nrour lit the arocra rt non riii(thri- a d -. ir-
tine Mr. McNamnarra d(eeerihed the deploy-- Namnra hoe knnwn rmlit the raid1 siffthat
meirs nt a Pentagon news conference on the rar5 had Ire-en ersoiated with It-'Fit," MNr. NIcNiararr epled, louir PavyAug. 1F. Ile had given a brief post--midnight pl * ye'ri .luely unmpart In, vrw not r vy-
conference the same day to describe the re- elated wth, vw y not pa;re of, any South
prisal strikes. He reported now that 25 North Vitdamwe se con, If there er any. . .th
Vietnamese patrol crnft had been destroyed ie- Ido was, period h I ntPratna
or damnged long with l per cent of the waters, vMadd errw yiirrut a routine patrol of
oil storage tanks near Vinh. thetype we carry out all ovr tha world at

''Lnst ni;ht I announced that moves were allt rs yudunder way to reinforce our forces In the a timofPneiic aea, he ontiued "Thse mve "I did not have kneo-ledge at the time ofPaiclde areaC,"lheontined,:"These toVC3 the attack on the island he said. "There isinclilde the fnliowin 11 actions: no conirections er reen ihis patrol Paid any"First, nn attack carrier group lhas been aatia by b en hsthpaVtr-tiarod
transferred from the First Feet on the Mr. McNamara ciitendled that
Pacific conart to the western Pacific, Secondly, ation had taccprace ain. ththse North
interceptor and fighter-bomber aircraft Vi-inuresc lland t ha'leen part oftao ant-
have been moved into South Vietnam. intratlon osean ben pnrte t an

Thirlyfigter-ombr nrcrat hve eeninfiltration opCration being conducted by aThirdly, fIglter-ia~mhee airraft have been fleet of eeaanFtai Ptrol iun"ks the United Stte-moved into Thailand. Foirthlv, interceptor hart elpstl otr l Xet'ke- t Unizo in
and fIghter-boniber sqniadrons have been DeebeVmr,d uh mr11I
transferred frm the Unitced States into ad- "In the firs-t sven ronthy. of this yer
vance bases in the PRiciic. Ffthly, an ai-tl n they have earht hel4'o,000 ,inIr, sonic ye70,-
uboarlie utk force group has ben moved 000 people," he is cquotel as telling the con-Into the Sut Chna Sen. And finally, be- mittee in this secret session. "This is a tre-leted Art y and Mrine force- have been mendou operation erdeavorng to close thealerted and readied for movemennt," seacoasts of over 900 iles. In the process of

LThIMBRIGiT A SrNATE tIP0NSn0 --that action, as the junk patrol bha in ire.,-cd
The study notes that the AdministratIon in strength, they have moved farther and

drafted the Congrestsonnl resolution for farther north endeavoring to find the source
the two msen who would sponsor its passing of the infiltration
through both ho-ruses for the President: Sen- "As part of that, as Tc reported to y

5ou earlierator J. W. Fulbright of Arkansas, chairnin this week, [Mr. MaTfamar had test tfied be-
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, fare the eom-nute in a ,-cret e''slon ennid Pepreserntattve Tloma E. Morgan of Aug. 3 after tire first attaeo nn the V-iMozj
Pennsylvania, chairman of the House For- we understand that the Sous Vi'tnam-ie
eimg Atfals Conmnittee. tea force scarrte eit patrol netion around

PrciPsely who drafted this final version of these islands and actually shelled the parts
the resolution is not roentioned. The wor- they felt ware assoeated with this .filtra-Ing was less precise than that of the reso- Vo.
lotion drafted by William Bundy for the "Our ships had absolutely no rkn'icing

May 23 scenario, but tire key langiige ra-k- of it, were not conrnected v. ith it: in tni senso
ing the resolution in effect a declaration of of the word can he considered to have back-
nar reinrined: stopped the effort," he said.

"Re-solved by the Senate and House of Rep- Senator Frank Church of i t
ho then asked

reentatives of the United States of America Secretary Rusk at the zane secret season: "I
in Congress assembled, ''hat the Congress takepIt that our government vich supplied
approve anid support the deteronsnation of the-re Iboats . . . did know that the boats
the Prisident, as Commander in Chief, to would be used for attacks on North Viet-
take all necessary mcearsures to repel any namese targets, and that we acquiesced invrine at',that policy, Is that correct?"armei attack against the forces of the United

iStites and to prevent further aggression. ". . . In the larger -ense, that is so, but asSec. 2. 'The United States regards as vital far as any prsrticular detail Is concerned e
to its national interest and to world peace don't from Washington follow that in great
the naintenciane of international peace and detail," Mr. Rusk replied.
security in Southeast Asia. Consonant with CHRiCH tR5SsE5'E QITESTroNs
the Constitution of the United States and "They are ding it with our acquiescerce
the Charter of the United Natons and in and consent, is that correct?" Senator Churchnecordnce with its obligations inder the continued.
Southeast Asia CollectIve Defense Treaty, the "lut 'vithIn vcr limited levels as far aUnited States is, therefore, prepared, as the North Vietnam. is concerned," Mr. Ruck aId.I'rcstderrt determines, to take all necessary At a Pentagon news c rife-re-nce after hissteps, including the usre- of crmsed force, to testimony before the committee, Mr. MNa-
issit any member or protocol state of the mara spoke about the cooestal patrol junksSoutherast Asia Collective Defense Treaty re- again and avoided any specifc mention of
questing assistance In defense of its free- the July 30 raid:
dom." Q. Mr. Secretary

Mr. M-Namara nnd Secrrtary Vusk both A. Yes?
teatifir-d on b-half of the rewlution in secret Q Have there been any incidents tiUIt yen
aessicns of the S-onie and House foreign rela- know involving the Su i-h Vietanmese serils

. tions committees on Aug. 6. In him narrative, and the North Vietnamese?
'the Pentagon Analyst occ-ision.iiy quotes A. No, none that I know of, although I
from and refers to portions of their testi- think that I should mention to Ton ~ the
mony, which have never been made public South Vietnamese naval patrol activities that
by the Pentagon. Along with the study, The are carried on to prevent in the IfI tratlorO
Times also obtained more extensive quota- of men and mrateriel from the North lito the
tious from this portion of the hearing tran- SOuth.
script. The following account of the testi- In the Jast sewn emontha o 1l10l, for ex-
znc.,y on Aug. 6 thus Contains both quota- &Mplao about 1/2-Vmn were Inatrted

Jun ic 1, 1971
naeros hr 170 1Cralt' frm -N rih Vie'nam

n101cr brr111 VIP r'ryn 'mr-e- i1t. firher in-
fltnUitn orf thai- kii, the 't- Vt-tnrro.amr'
with our 'n' risc-anc hiave r 'sup a naval parrot

:'I i- y r -Me in iMt a Winhe con-
tirns UiIrtn ind e mine junks and
theIr prr'nni

In one ei t-renit h priOd that I ean re-
cull thy dcovrrrl 140 Viien intritor.

Q1.Ti. - y c -n ci on i.er '?
A. Thy pirp -ni i-ri iow. Theyar

pNrt of te rJrNavny,n corn-
mandcdby th ithr Vie- r ec Navy,

peratin' In te en't-!- at mn peetigr
suoi cor- tnicoming i' cae'tng to der

and prevent the inf,1t-a of broth men
Monr Omi-ru-i fec ttih Vie-roam nto South

V!'rtAomi
Q. Mr. Fcrary. Do tie e jinks go north

into Nirti Vietnam nren
A. "They lWve 'dV'--n'ed c-o'ernc ansi ciosr cto

the 17th Parallel n-i In 'omo ens I think
have moar . beyond tha in an effort to stop
the inci, rateon er to t-' point of ert~!n.

Q. Do our naval vessels aflord any ccVEr
for these operatians?

A. Our naval vessels afford no cover what-
msever. Our nravr personnel do not pacticl-
pate in thIe iejunk operations.

When senator George S. McGovern of
tocti Dakota suhseqrientlv brorcht up the

July 30 st-tack on he l.c durir the Sin-
ate fl--r dehte ron the reclutirn, Senator
Fulbrigit r clied that he had been assured
by the Adrministration that "our boats did
riot convoy or support or back up rny South
Vietnaine-re n.ial vessels" uat that the de-
stroyer patrol "was entirely snraonected or
unUrssCi, tn d w h t1eny cORastat fOrnayt tire
Soruith V etime e themselves may have con-
ducaed."

The CongresIontl resolution pased on
Aug. 7 by a vote of 88i to 2 in the Senate
and 416 to 0 inC t

he laise.
The hr'o'ry o- 'thrt ieIen tre May 19

prorresreptns M f Mo tie Jon o Cfs en the
34A Operae- ns. Mr.M MrTNam-ira hradl rectaivd
other nimeoranduna on the rInndetirne at-
tacks from Genermi ANtix. the- -rpcial cam-
MIstant to the Joint Chiefs. on Jun 13,
July -Ind Jily 28, '9Y. OC nera Antis
dress' lp the udince mnicly cer-d'le of
the covert ertions fer approval by W t-
Hmn undy an-d r. iMNaiwhion.

Where Mr. Runk is concrnee, the studv
reveal that he '%-as kept re-37onastby well in-
foried.

The stUr.'ei ai-o rmskes It clear that there
wrs no connreon jteen the 3A ratds and
the consinM patrol junk te-ct decrIbed by
Mr. McNatnar aind referred to by Mr. tssk,

TV.o it',Y EieneMseNTs IN PLACE
T'rs, in the space of three darvs, the A-

nhistration had put ltrmlsy Into place two
key elemcnta of tire My 23 cenar-pre-
positioning of marjsr ar strirtk f-rees and
Coniressional authorimatton for wider action.

JInteral Adminietrttonr plausoig fon Con-
gressional arthorizatioirto ecalate i-re now'
disappears from the docunretary record. Tire
aeccourt notes thait fizring tire nexi. rocrd of
planning "the qua-atIst oCc ro a-vioalR ai-
thoeLty for op -aa-eta ef -war na tinat a sover-
ei.n enatton Aes ievi Fenr . aLaec."

- There was confusIon In Gon rcss, however,
Over precisely what the resolution meant, the
htstorin ay. corinen!nra'

"Despite the nearly un oeuc yoe-s of
support for the- resro h in-tesrus
eipiin trios varcd t a to the F-r -yinml mtirs
unci the nr ; eesritof sich suppocl. Te central
belief seemed to b that the eustone tneees-
sitated demonstrating the naorN's unity
and cilective will in upnr of the Pr-i-
dnrt's slctie arind affirming U S. deiterininn-
tion to oppose further aggrencaIn. However
beyond that theme, there wve's a conserable
varietyZ opinion. . . . S-vcrn spokesmen
strenscd that the resolution did not consti-
t a dcla. ston of war, did rot abdicate
Congrerional rc-monelbility fer',rterm lnrj
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'atsonai policy comunitments and e1ino

7,%z the President carte- ache to involve
the ntiion in a mnajor AsIan var"

The AdminIonratlna would now cornmmuni
c-r the mnanln- of th r eartion to Hiepo
by carrying ott 1'- 'a core s-'-n7tcAst.rmarnc
an elemnrrt of thic N-v in1scearI-t that Wrr-Sh

1o- -n Pr -anedl -- d one- In Jlun sal
the Canadian erary had paid his fIrst vIsi
itj lanol.

raCON SEAORPN 1.M15sON
On Au. 1, nMr. Seaborn was sent hee

with a second message for Premier Dong
whIch cmociuded:

'a That the events of the past few day
' should add cnediblrty to the statement mad-
last thue, that 'US public and ofacial pa
tienre with North Vetnaimese aggression I
growing cxtrely thin' '

'b. That the U S. Cosneesional recolutios
wa passed with n-ar uanlmity, strongly re-
r mItsrisng the unity and determination vi th
U.S. Government and people not only with
respect to any further attacks on U.S. mill
tary forces but mere broad to continue t
oppose firmnly. b al neensry means, D.R.V
s-iorts to subvert and conuer South Viett
Nan and Laos.

"c. Ta.t ist U.S. has cnr meto the view
tsa; the D.R.V. role in SaWh Vietnam ind
L5aos is critical. If the D.R.V. persIsts In its
P'etent course, It ca- expect to cntisse to
v'fer the consequences. [The word "ocr-
tNue" referred 't the rey i air strikes

hP followed hae oukin ncidient.1
"d, That the D ).V. kow-s 'what it rust
dIf ti Pe peace L-s t bte rstred.
"e. That the U.S. ihas vas and means of

ma Irsng the 1 )P..'s participation In. and
dtmon and conr- of, the wan on South

itnma and in LR s and iH be carefully
atrhing thn DI 's nr'-ne t o what Mr.

Sobor is te in llo tie- ."[ie teeti
Mr. Mcat -t ni had drafted there message

on Ihe ay ihe rmin otn 'a pared.
5)ssrins i!.;-. a.:; irs n.is irst rm r -ting -wIthl

TOn olrn in Jnie. ie hItiy Pays 'Phs
n DI> sh--.- (i- hisrlf ni ttsrlyiIntlini-

(lade-ri al catmI re-sred to pursue- the
corine piien h-iIti eshIe D.R.V. ws ena.-aked
to V a a I; e c-fden-i expected would be Ste
sucerul conclusion "

In the heat of thre Tnskin clash the Ad-
ministration haI also arcompltshed one of
th major rconimendatlons (T the June
str atecy conference at -aoiu-prepsrlng
the Armerican public for escalatIon

AN INMrt-sPTANT i-FTa.Esese'
"The Tonkina Gulf :eprisl cantltuted ass

important firebseak anad tihe Torkin GuIf
X's.otsiio'net U.S. pr bile tufort !:r vir-
tusl'ly cny actIon," thse study remarks.

Almost, noise nf the "d seeable ques-,
lions tIhe Adinin ration rm-ht h' to
as-oer about th'ec r lutiors, whlhl had giver
ire Pr-Adent pause ins mid-June, had been

- e.rd in the emsrtional atnrcsphere of tha
crisis.'

And Inside the AdministratIon the plan-
nerns -wre smov'in more quickly no,-a'

On Aug. 10, three days after passage of
the resolutIon. Asb-srsor 'PIsa-o cabled the
Prertdent a situation rep-t o South VIet-
ntm It said thiat th Khanh regime had ernly

-50-30 chance of letting out the yea'r.
Therefore, a majow oh-y-tIe of the United
States Mi:IIn Is -con was to "b- prepared
to imltensent cortilns-nc'v plans against
North Virenam wilh eptimuna redness by
Jan. 1. Itl."

On Ass Ii, fo days after passage of
the re!;f-s -l i-s, V!l-1ms Bond-y drew ip a
flmeoraudm for a nP. h-tr-ei Ste-Defenss

sepsrtmsens polv meoL . Tine aemr-as-
ism osttinefd graduated seps towards a pmos-

sible full-cale air war against N,rth Viet-
nam with "is contInnecy drte, s suggests
by Ambaazdor T'ayP., of I Jar'nuanry 1965."
But until the end of Augsaat, 1L. Buardy
FaId, there should be "a shrt holin- e b ya,
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t in which we wosid avid ctilona that wosd
' In any way take the oruIA OJT the OCnmunji

- 1! for escalation. (hoe text.
On A, 14, a enrthy simrary of TS
Smdyc ni mmrandum as caabid to Ambs

- icier T aylor, Ambhassador Unger In Ven
tiane. end to Admirl Sharp !n rionolulu fo
oomnicnt9 that would permit "further resv-e

t sint refiml-o cu-nt."
The ' onkin Gulf re-ris-1l air irtrkes.th

analyst writes, "marked' the crossing of a.
k important thrsholdI In th war, rnd it we,

accomplished with virtually no donecti
crP ilensm, IndOed with an evdent inereas
in public support for the Administratior

e The precedent, for strIkes against the Nort
-was thuis establIshed and at very little ap
parent cest-."

'here was a real cost, however," he con
eludes. in that the Alministration was p y
chologlcally preparing itself for further -.
location. "he number of unused measure
short of direct military action against th
North had been depleted. Greater visbl
cormitment was purchased at the price o
reduced flexlbiit." And "for all these rea-

- aons, when a decIsion to strIke the North wa
faced ngaIn, it was much easier to take."

Admiral Sharp, in his cable to Waahingtoron Aug. 17 commenting on Mr. JundyE
msemnoranrIumi, "candidly" summed up thit
psychological commitment, the analyst says

"Pr:sur s ar'atist the other side once in
etituted should not be relaxed by atny ac.
tons or lack of them which would destro
the benefits of the rewarding seps pro-
viously taken," the admiral wrote.

Vir.nAmr Aa.nvr-: A CorasEsUs To BomH
DMVstioY'ss, ilaioeR: 1964 .tL;rox, SormUs
SATi.

(By Nell Sneehan)
The Johnson Admihtstration reached a

"general consensus" at a White House
vtrule ty mnieetin on Sept. 7, 1934, that air
attacks against North Vetnain would prob-
ably havo to be launehod, a Pentagon studyof the VriTnam war states. It eas expected
thrt "these operations would begin early in
the new year."

"It Ii important to differentate the con-
sensus of th' principals at this September
meeting," the study ays. "from the v-ws
which they had urged. on the President in
the preceding spring. In the spring the use
of force had been clearly con-iineent on a
major reversa-principally in Laos-and had
been advanced with the appa rent assunptiron
that military actions hopefully would not be
required. Now, however, their views were ad-
vanced with a sense that such actions were

, Inuvitabic."
The almralnstration consensus on bombing

came at the height of the Pro-identiJ elec-
tion contest between Pres'dent Johnson and
Senator Barry Goldwater, whose advocacy offull-scale air attacks on North Vietnam had
become a major issue. That such a conensus
had been reached as early as Septermbor is
a major disclosure of the Pentagon study.

The consensus was reflected, the analysis
says. in the Pnal pa agraph of a formal na-
tional security actIon memorndum issued
by the PresIdent three days later, on Sept.
10. ThIs para-raph spoke of "larger decisions"
that might be "required at any time."

The lIat round of detailed planning of
various pot!!Ical and military strategies for a
bombing camnpaiLrns began "in earnest" the
study says, nCi Nov. 3. 1974, the day that Mr.
John'on was elected President in his own
right.

Less than 100 days later, on Feb. 8, 1965,
he ordered new reprisal strikes against the
North. Then, on Feb. 13, the President Cave
the order for the sustained bombing of North
Vl:tnam, code-namred boiling Thunder,

Thus pealod of evolvtin decidtis to attack
Ywrth Y s varn openly and drntly, is hown
In t"e Intago papers to be the second

S maJor phase of Presdent Johnson's defenset of &-sath Vitnarn. Thearre period forms
the second phase 7f the presentation of those

. papers by The New York Tince.
- The papers, prepared by a team of 3 to

49 authora in 1937-C as an o M-'al study of
r how the United States went to war in Indo-
V china, crssalst of 3000 pages of asnalysis ani

4.000 -paces of supporting documents. The
- study c'-vara nearly three decades of Ameri-
' crns policy on Sorutheast Asia. Yesterday, The
1 Tnes's first report on this study, arnd pres-
Sentation of key documents, covered the pe-a r-d of clandestine warfare and planning e-

fore the Tonkin Gulf incidents in 1964.
I In its wimrnpses into Lyidon B. Johnson's
. personal thoughts and motivation,, between

the fateful September meeting and hIs deci-
- sion to embark on an air war, the Pentagon
-study shows a President moving ard 1-lng. moved toward war, but reluctant and hesi-
7 tant to act until the end.
3 But, the analyst explains, "from the Sep-tener meeting forward, there was little

basic disagreement among the principals (theterm the study uses for the senoiOr policy
makers) on the need for military OT-eration.3
against the North. What prevented ac'm for
the time being was a set of tactIcal cons'dera-
tions."

The first tactical consideration, the analyst
says, was that "the Predent was In the
rnidst of an election carmpaign in whIch he
was presenting Imself as the candidate of
reason and restraint as ovoosed to the ngulx-otic Barry Goldwater," who was publicly ad-
vocating full-scale bombing of North Viet-
nanms. The historian also mentIons other
"temporary reasons of tactics":

The "shakiness" of the Sadgon Government.
A wish to hold the line miitarily -and

. diplomatically in Laee.
The "need to desIgn whatever actions were

taken ,o as to achieve maximum public and
Congressional support. . . "

The "implIcit belief tht overt actions at
this t!ne night bring pcesure for premature
neotiatlons-that is negotIations before theD.HlV. (Democratic Bepubllc of (North)Vitanam) was hurting"

AssIstant Secretary of Defense John T. Mc-
Nasnghton, "he head of the Pentagon's Office
of International Security Aalrs, summed up
these tactical considerationsa in the final
paragraph of a Sept. 3 mrmorandum to Sec-
rr'tary of Defense Robert S. McNamnara in
preparation for the crucial While -House
strategy session four days later:

Special considerations during the next
two months. The relevant audiences of U1S.

.actions are the Communists (who mus feel
strong pressures), the South Vietnamese
(whose morale must be buoned), our allies
(who must trust us as underwriterss' )and
the U.S. public (which must support our risk-
taking with U.S. lives and prestige)- Durng
the next two months, because of the lack of
'rebuttal tune' before election to justify par-
ticular actions which may be distorted to the
U.S. public, we must act with special care-
signaling to the D.R.V. that initiatives are
being taken. to the G.V.N. (Government of
(South) Vietnanm) that we are behaving
energetically despite the restraints of our
political season, and to the U.S. public that
we are behaving with good purpose and re-
straint." The words in parentheses are Mr.
McNaughton's.

RUsn CABLE T EMBASSY IN LAoS ON SEARcII
AND REscUatrGITs-a

(Cablegram from Secretary of State Dean
Rusk to the United States Embassy in Vicn-
tiane, Laos, Aug. 26, 19641. A copy of thismessage wasa sent to the Commander in
Chief, Pacific.)

We a-re with your ewstsscrment of Import-
nce BAR ooeratons that Air Arner"ic pilot

cs'sn play crltIally hmpsrtwnt role, and 8ARefforts should nct ditscrirranste btwveen res-
cuing AmerIcans, Thais and LAo. You arv

S 8997

I
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also hereby gUanted as requested discretion-
gry authority to use AA pilots in T-28's for
BAR operations when you consider this indis-
pensable rpt indispensable to success of op-.
eration and with understanding that you
will seek advance Washington authorizetion
wherever situation permits.

At same time, we believe time has cone to
riew scope and control arrangements for T-28
operations extending into future. Such a re-
view is especially indicated view fact that
these operations more or less automatically
impose demands for use of US personnel in
BAR operations. Moreover, increased AA cap-
ability clearly means possibilities of less
somewhat increased, and each loss with ac-
companying SAR operations involves chance
of escalation from one action to another in
ways that may not be desirable in wider pic-
ture. On other side, we naturally recognize
T-28 operations are vital both for their mili-
tary and psychological effects in Loe and as
negotiating card in support of Souvanna's
position. Request your view whether bal-.
ance of above factors would call for some re-
duction in scale of operations and-.r drop.
ping of some of better-defended targets.
(Pomsible extension T-28 operations to Pan-
handle would be separate issue and will be
covered by septel.)

On central problem our understanding is
that Thai pilots fly missions strictly con-
trolled by your Air Coranod Center with
[word illegible] in effective control, but that
this not true of Lao pilots. We have impres-
sMon latter not really under any kind of firm
control. .

Request your evaluation and recommenda-
tions as to future scope T-28 operations and
your comments- as to whether our impres-
sions present control structure correct and
whether steps could be taken totighten this.

RusaC QUERY To VIENTIANE EMBASsY ON
DEsIRAILrry OF LAOS CEAsE-FRE

(Cablegram from Secretary of State Rusk
to the United States Embassy in Laos, Aug. 7,
1964. Copies were also sent, with a request
for comment, to the American missions in
London, Paris, Saigon, Bangkok, Ottawa, Neto
Delhi, Moscow, Pnompenh and Hong Kong,
and to the Pacific command and the mission
at the United Nations.)

1. As pointed out in your 219, our objec-
tive in Laos is to stabilize the situation again,
if possible within framework of the 1962
Geneva set lement. Essential to stabilization
would be establishment of military equili-
brium in the country. Moreover, we have
some concern that recent RLG successes and
reported low PL morale may lead to some
escalation from Communist side, which we do
not now wish to have to deal with.

2. Limit now, Souvanna's and our position
has been that military equilibrium would
require Pathet Lao withdrawal from areas
seized in PDJ since May 15 and that such
withdrawal is also basic precondition to con-
vening 14-nation conference. Question now
arises whether territorial gains of Operation
Triangle, provided they can be consolidated,
have in practice brought about a situation of
equilibrium and whether, therefore, it is no
longer necessary to insist on Pathet Lao with-
drawal from PDJ as precondition to 14-nation
conference. This is in fact thought which
has previously occurred to Souvanna (Vien-
tiane's 191) and is also touched on in Secre-
tary's letter to Butler (Deptel 88 to Vien-

. tiane). If Souvanna and we continued to
insist on PDJ withdrawal other side would
inevitably insist on our yielding Triangle

- gains, and our judgement is that such ar-
rangement substantially worse than present
fairly coherent geographical division. If with-
drawal precondition were to be dropped, it
could probably best be done at tripartie
meeting where it might be used by Souvanna
as bargaining counter in obtaining satisfac-
tion on his ether 0Mdtion that he attend

conference as head of Laotian Government.
Remaining condition would be cease-ire.
'While under present conditions cease-fire
might not be of net advantage to Souvanna-
we are thinking primarily of T-28 opera-
tions-Pathet IAo would no doubt insist on
it. If so, Souvanna could press for effective
ICC policing of cease-fire. Latter could he of
impo-tance in upcoming period.

3. Aoove is written with thought in mind
that Polish proposals [one word illegible)
effectively collapsed and that pressures con-
tinue for Geneva [word illegible] conference
and will no doubt be intensified by current
crisis brought on by DLRV naval attacks.
Conference on Laos might be useful safety
valve for these generalized pressures while at
same time providing some deterret to escala-
tion of hostilities on that part of the "front."
We would insist that conerenc be limited
to Laos and believe that it could in fact be so
limited, if necessary by our withdrawing
from the conference room if any other sub-
ject brought up, as we did in 1061-62. Side
discussions on other topics could not be
avoided but we see no great diflculty with
this; venue for informal corridor discussion
with PL, DRV, and Chicoms could be valuable
at this juncture.

4 In considering this course of action,
key initial question is of course whether
Souvanna himself is prepared to drop his
withdrawal precondition and whether, if he
did, he could maintain himself in power in
Vientinne. We gather that answer to first
question is probably yes but we are much
more dubious about the second. Request
Vientiane's judgement on these points. Views
of other addresses ar so requested, including
estimated reactions host governments. It is
essential that these estimates take account
of recent development: military successes
non-Communist forces in Laos and latest
demonstration US determination resist
Communist aggression in Southeast Asia

SAIGON EMBAssY'S RSPoNSE ON DRAWBACK
IN LAos TALKs

(Cablegram from Ambassador Maxwell D.
Taylor in Saigon to Secretary Rusk, Aug. 9,
1964, with copies to the embassies in Vien-
tiane and Bangkok and the Pacific com-
mand.)

From our vantage point we can see pos-
tive disadvantages to our position in SEA
in pursuing course of action outlined
REF'EL.

1. In first place rush to conference table
would serve to confirm to Chicoms that US
retaliation for destroyer attacks was tran-
sient phenomenon and that firm Chicom
response in form of commitment to defend
NVN has given US "paper tiger" second
thoughts. Moreover, much of beneficial ef-
fects elsewhere resulting from our strong re-
action to events in Gulf of Tonkin would be
swiftly dissipated.

2. In Vietnam sudden backdown from pre-
vious strongly held US position on PDJ with-
drawal prior to conf on Laos would have
potentially disastrous effect. Morale and will
to fight, particularly willingness to push
ahead with arduous pacification task and to
enforce stern measure on Khanh's new emer-
gency decree, would be undermined by what
would look like evidence that US seeking to
take advantage of any slight improvement in
non-Communist position as excuse for extri-
cating itself from Indochina via conf route.
This would give strength to probable pro-
Gaullist contention that GVN should think
about following Laotian example by seeking
negotiated solution before advantage of tem-
porarily strengthened anti-Communist posi-
tion recedes.

3. General letdown in Vietnam whic
would result from softening of our stand in
Laos just after we had made great show of
frmness vis-a-vis Conimunists would un-
doubtedly Hrede Khanh's personal position

with prospects of increased political instabil-
ity and coup plotting.

4. It should be remembered that our re-
taliatory action in Gulf of Tonkin is in effect
an Isolated US-DRV incident. Although this
has relation, as Amb. Stevenson has pointed
out, to larger problem of DRV aggremsion by
subversion in Vietnam and Laos, we have not
rpt not yet come to grips in a forceful way
with DRV over the issue of this larger and
much more complex problem. Irs-tead, we
are engaged, both in Vietnam and Laos, in
proxy actions against proxy agents of DRV.
If, as both Khaah and Souvanna hope. we
are to parlay the consequences of our recent
clash with the DRV into actions whtch specif-
Ically direct themselves against DRV viola-
tions of the 1954 and 1962 agreements, we
must avoid becoming involved in political
engagements which will tie our hands and
inhibit our action. For example. any effort
to undertake credible joint planning opera-
tions with GVN re interdictory air strikes
upon infiltration network in southern DRV
and especially in panhandle would be com-
pletely undercut if we were engaaod in conf
dircussing the Laos territory in question.

5. Similarly, it would seem to us that
Souvanna's willingness to hold fast on pre-
conditions or substantive negotiations bears
direct relationship to his assessment of US
willingness to meet the problem where it
originates-North Vietnam itself. This fact
shines clearly through his recent brief letter
to Press. Johnson. Moreover, it would be folly
to assume that Khanh, who is now in fairly
euphoric state as result of our Gulf of Tonkin
action, would do anything other than slump
into deepest funk if we sought to persuade
him to send GVN del to conf. [Two words
Illegible) is that he would resign rather than
send [Two words illegible).

Intensified pressures for Geneva-type cot
cited in REFTEL would appear to us to be
coming almost entirely from those who are
opposed to'US policy objectives in SEA (ex-
cept possibly UK which seems prepared jump
on bandwagon). Under circumstances, we see
very little hope that results of such confer-
ence would be advantageous to US. Moreover,
prospects of limiting it to consideration of
only Laotian problem appear at this time
juncture to be dimmer than ever. Even
though prior agreement reached to limit conf.
we do not see how in actual practice we-
could limit discussion solely to Laos if others
insist on raising other issues. To best our
knowledge, we never "withdrew" from room
when DRV attempted raise extraneous issues
during 1961-1962 conf. Instead, we insisted
-to chair on point of order and had DRV ruled
out of order. Prospect of informal corridor
discussions with PL DRV and Chicoms is.
just what GVN would fear most and may well
increase pressures on GVN to undertake
negotiated solution so as to avoid their fear,
of being faced with "fait accompli" by US.

7. Rather than searching for "safety valve"
to dissipate current "generalized pressures"
SEA, it seems to us we should be looking for
means which will channel those pressures
against DRV; seems to us "safety valve," if
needed (for example by Soviets). exists in
current UNSC discussion. We should continue
to focus attention in all forms on Communist
aggressive actions as root cause of tension In
SEA and reinforce our current stance. In the
final analysis, this stance would be more
valid deterrent to escalation by PL -VM than
attmept seek accommodation within con-
text Laos problem alone.

While not rpt not specifically within our
province, we would point out that PL/VM
appear to have capability of retaking territory
regained by RLG in Operation Triangle at any
time of their choosing and that therefore
"territorial swap" envisaged in DEPTEL may
be highly illusorf. Moreover, any territorial
deal which seems to confirm permanent PL
VM oontro er orridor as an arrangement
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acceptable to US woulc. be anathema to GV14
and indicate our willingness accept infiltra-
tion network as tolerable condition on OVN
frontiers. Such situation would in their and
US mission opinions vitiate against any hope
of successful pacification of GVN territory.

U.S. MIssIoN's IrycoMrirNoAToNs oN Favsra
MrT.rrAT STEPs

(Cablegram from the United States Mission
in Saigon to the State Department, Aug. 18.
1964.)

This is US Mission message.
In preparing our reply, we have found it

simpler to produce a new paper which under-
takes to state the problem in South Viet
Nam as we see it in two possible forms and
then to provide course of action responding
to each statement of the problem.

Underlying our analysis is the apparent
assumption of Deptel 430 (which we believe
is correct) that the present in-country paci-
fication plan is not enough in itself to main-
tain national morale or to offer reasonable
hope of eventual success. Something must be
added in the coming months.

Statement of the problem-A. The course
which US policy in South Viet Nam should
take during the coming months can be ex-
presaed in terms of four objectives. The first
and most import.int objective is t.o gain time
for the Rhnnh government to develop a cer-
tnin stability and to give some firm evidence
of viability. Since any of the courses of ac-
tion considered in this cable carry a connid-
ernble measure of risk to the US, we should
be slow to get too deeply involved in them
until we have a better feel of the quality of
our nlly. In particular. if we can avoid it. we
should not get involved militarily with North
Viet Nam and possibly with Red China if our
base in South Viet Nr.m is insecure and
Khanh's army is tied down everywhere by the
VC insurgency. Hence, It is our interest to

e gain sumclent time not only to allow Khanh
to prove that he can govern, but.also to free
Snigon from the VC threat which presently
reigns (n received) it and assure that suf-
ficient GVN ground forces will be available
to provide a reasonable measure of defense
against any DRV ground reaction which may
develop In the execution of our program and
thus avoid the possible requirement for a
major US ground force cordmitment

N A second objective in this period Is the

maintenance of morale in South Viet Nam
4, particularly within the Khanh Government.

-Th1s should not be difficult in the case of
the government if we can give Khanh as-

- surance of our readiness to bring added pres-
sure on Hanoi if he provides evidence of abil-

- Sty to do his part. Thirdly while gaining time
for Khanh, we must be able to hold the
DRV in check and restrain a further build-
up of Viet Cong strength by way of infiltra-

tion from the North. Finally, throughout this
period, we should be developing a posture of
maximum readiness for a deliberate escala-
tion of pressure against North Viet Nam,

- using January 1. 1965 as a target D-Day. We
- must always recognize, however, that events
may force US to. advance D-Day to a con-
siderably earlier date.

[Start of sentence illegible) we then need
to design a course of action which will
achieve the four objectives enumerated
above. Such a course of action would con-
sist of three parts: the first, a series. of ac-
tions directed at the Khanh Government:
the second, action-; dircted at the Hanoi
Government; t,, third, following a pause of
some duration, initiation of an orchestrated
air attack against North Viet Nam.

In approaching the Khanh Government,
we should express our willingness to Khanh
to engage in planning and eventually to ex-
ert intense pressure on North Viet Nam, pro-
viding certain conditions are met in ad-
vance. In the first place before we would
agree to go all out against the DRy, he must
stabilize his government a"d make some
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progress in cleaning up his operational back- Pros and cons of course of action-A. If
yard. Specifically, he must execute the initial successful course of action A will accomplish
phase of the Hop Tac Plan successfully to th objectives set forth at the outset as
the extent of pushing the Viet Cong from the essential to the support of US policy in South
doors of Saigon. The overall pactfication pro- Viet Nam. I will press the Khanh Govern-
gram, including Hop Tac, should progres ment into doing its homework in pacification
sufficiently to allow earmarking at least three and will limit the diversion of interest to the
division equivalents for the defense of I Corps out-of-country ventures it gives adequate
if the DRV step tip military operations in time for careful preparation estimated at
that area. several months, while doing sufficient at once

Finally we should reach some fundamen- to maintain internal morale. It also provides
tal understandings with Khanh and his gov- ample warning to Hanoi and Peking to allow
ernment concerning war aims. We must make them to adjust their conduct before becom-
clear that we will engage in actions against Ing overcommitted.
North Viet Nam only for the purpose of as- On the other hand, course of action A re-
suring the security and independence of lies heavily upon the durability of the Khanh
South Viet Nam within the territory assigned government. It assumes that there is little
by 'the 1954 agreements; that we will not danger of its collapse without notice or of its
(rpt not) join in a crusade to unify the north possible replacement by a weaker or more
and south; that we will not (rpt not even unreliable successor. Also, because of the
seek to overthrow the Hanoi regime provided drawn-out nature of the program it is ex-
the latter will cease its efforts to take over posed to the danger of international political
the south by subversive warfare. pressure to enter into negotiations before

With these understandings reached. we NVN is really hurting from the pressure di-
would be ready to set in motion the follow- rected against it.
ing: Statement of the Problem-B. It may well

(1) Resume at once 34A (with emphasis be that the problem of US policy in SVN
on Marine operations) and Desoto patrols. is more urgent than that depicted in the
These could start without awaiting out&ime foregoing statement. It is far from clear at
of discussions with Khnnh. the present moment that the Khanh Gov-

(2) Resume U-2 overflights over all NVN. ernment can lest until January 1, 1966, al-
(3) Initinte.nir and ground strikes in Tnos though the applintion of course-of action A

against infiltration targets as soon as joint Ahould have the effect of strengthening the
plans now being worked out with the Klhanh government frnt of sentence illegibel.
Government are ready. Such plans will have [Start of sentence illegible we would have
to be related to the situation in Lanos. It ap- to restate the problem in the following terms.
pears to US that Souvanna Phouma should Our objective avoid the possible conse-
be informed at an appropriate time of the quences of a collapse of national morale. To
full scope of our plans and one would hope accomplish these purposes, we would have to'
to obtain his acquiescence in the anti-in- open the campaign against the DRV without
filtration actions in Laos. In any case we delay, seeking to force Hanoi as rapidly as
should always seek to preserve our freedom possible to resist from aiding the VC and to
of action in the Laotian corridor. convince the DRV that it must cooperate in

By means of these actions, Hanoi will get calling off the VC insurgency.
the word that the operational rules with re- Course of Action-B. To meet this state-
spect to the DRV are changing. We should ment of the problem, we need an accelerated
perhaps consider message to DRV thrit shoot- course of action, seeking to obtain results
ing down of U-2 would result in reprisals. faster than under course of action A. Such
We should now lay public base for justifying an accelerated program would include the
such flights and have plans for prompt exec- following actions:
ution in contingency to shoot down. One Again we must inform Khanh of our inten-
might be inclined to consider including at tions, this time expressing a willingness to
this state tit-for-tat bombing operations in begin military pressures against Hanoi at
our plans to compensate for VC depreda- once, providing that he will undertake to
tions to SVN. However, the initiation of air perform as in course of action A. However,
attacks from SVN against NVN is likely to US action would not await evidence of per-
release a new order of military reaction from formance.
both sides, the outcome of which is.impos- Again we may wish to communicate di-
sible to predict. Thus, we do not visualize, rectly on this subject.with Hanoi or awaiting
initiating this form of reprisal as a desirable effect of our military actions. The scenario
tactic in the current plan but would reserve of the ensuing events would be essentially
the capability as an emergency response if the same as under Course A but the execu-
needed. cution would await only the readiness of'

Before proceeding beyond this point, we plans to expedite relying almost exclusively
should raise the level of precautionary mill- on US military means.
tary readiness (if not already done) by tak- Pros and cons of Course of Action B. This
ing such visible measures as [words illegible] course of action asks virtually nothing from
Hawk units to Danang and Saigon, landing the Khanh Government, primarily because it
a Marine force at Danang for defense of the is assumed that little can be expected from
airfield and beefing up MACV's support base. it. It avoids the consequence of the sudden
By this time (assumed to be late fall) we collapse of the Khanh Government and gets
should have some reading on Khanh's per. underway with minimum delay the puni-
formance. tive actions against Hanoi. Thus, it less-

Assuming that his performance has been ens the chance of an interruption of the
satisfactory and that Hanoi has failed to re- program by an international demand for
spond favorably, it will be time to embark on negotiation by presenting a fait accompli to
the final phase of course of action A, a care- international critics. However, it increases
fully orchestrated bombing attack on NVN the likelihood of US involvement in ground
directed primarily at infiltration and other - action since Khnh will have almost no avail-
military targets. At some point prior thereto able ground forces which can be released
it may be desirable to open direct communi- from pacification employment to mobile re-
cations with HAnoi if this not been done sistance of DRV attacks.
before. With all preparations made, politi-' Conclusion: It is concluded that Course
cal and military, the bombing program would of Action A offers the greater promised
begin, using US reconnaissance planes, achievement of US policy objectives in 8VN
VNAP/parmgate aircraft against those tar- during the coming months. However, we
gets which could be attacked safely in spite at should always bear in mind the fragility of
the presence of the MIG's and additional US the Khanh Government and be prepared to
combat aircrtt if necemary for the eOfMAUve shift quickly to Ckmrse of Action B if the

ecuU of the bmibng ina situation requwa In ekth ae, we aw be
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prompt readiness to execute a range of
selected responses, tailored to the develop-
ing circumstances and reflecting the princl-
ples in the Gulf of Tonkin actions, that such
counteroperations will result in clear mill-
tary disadvantage to the DRV. These re-
sponses, therefore, must be greater than the
provocation In degree, and not necessarily
limited to response in kind against similar
targets. Air strikes in response might be
purely VNAF; VNAF with US escort to pro-
vide protection from possible employment of
MIG's; VNAF with US escort support in the
offensive as well as the defensive role; or en-
tirely US. The precise combination should
be determined by the effect we wish to pro.-ouce--- AA 'eaL tsaalbl.Treto
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.-. duce and the assets available. Tresfr1
JOINT CTIEs' RECOMMrwDATTONS ON MILITARY attack by air or other forces may be selected I

Couas o 0 ACTION from appropriate plans Including the Target r

(Ecerpts from memoranudm, "Ilecom- Study for North Vietnam consisting of 94 9
mended Courses of Action-Southeast Asia," targets, recently forwarded to you by the
from the Joint Chiefs of Staff to Secretary of Joint Chiefs of Staff. . . .

Defense Robert S. McNamara, Aug. 26, 1964.) .P O0
3. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have considered ''PLAN 0 AcToN" A'rRDUTD TO ASSISTANT

Ambassador Taylor's statements of objectives SECRFTARY McNAUHTON V
and courses of action. In recognition of recent (Excerpts from memorandum, Sept. 3, 1984,
events in SVN, however, they consider that "Plan of Action for South Vietnam," which 5his proposed course of action B is more in the Pentagon study indicates was drawn up
accord with the current station and con- by Assistant Secretary of Defense John T.
sider that such an accelerated program of McNaughton.)
actions with respect to the DRV is essential 1. Analysis of the present situation. TheB
to prevent a complete collapse of the US situation in South Vietnam is deteriorating.
position in Southeast Asia. Additionally, they Even before the government sank into con- (
do not agree that we should be slow to get fusion last .week, the course of the war in
deeply involved until we have a better feel South Vietnam had been downward, with
for the quality of our ally. The United States Viet Cong incidents increasing in number
is already deeply involved. The Joint Chiefs aid intensity and military actions becoming
of Stoff consider that only significantly larger and more successful, and with less and
stronger military pressures on the DRV are less territory meaningfully under the con- t
likely to provide the relief and psychological trol of the government. Successful ambushes
boost necessary for attainment of the requi- had demonstrated an unwillingness of the
site governmental stability and viability. population even in what were thought to be f

4. Recently US military actions in Laos and pacified areas to run the risk of informing
against the DRV have demonstrated our re- on the Viet Cong. War weariness was ap- -4
solve more clearly than any-other .US -actions parent. The crisis of the end of August--es-.
in some time. These actions showed force pecally since the competing forces have left
and restraint. Failure to resume and main- the government largely "faceles" and have
tain a program of pressure through military damaged the government's ability to manage
actions could be misinterpreted to mean we the pacification program--promises to lead to -
have had second thoughts about Pierce Arrow further and more rapid deterioration. . . .
and the events leading thereto, and could The objective of the United States is to re-
signal a lack of resolve. Accordingly, while verse the present downward trend. ailing
maintaining a posture of readiness In the that, the alternative objective Is to emerged

Western Pacific, the Joint Chiefs of Staff from the situation with as good a image!
believe that the US program should have as posible In US, alliednand enemy eyes.

concrret ojectves (1 impoveent In 2. Inside South Vietnam. We must In any
South Vetnam, Including emphasis on the eventkphrd at work inside South Viet
Pacification Program and the Hop Tac plan nam. This means, Inter al, Immediate ac
to clear Saigon and its surroundings: (2) (a) tr h
interdiction of the relatively Unmolested VC g(a press the presently visible leaders to
lines of communication (LOC) through Laos get a real government In operation;
by operations in the Panhandle and of the' (b) to prevent extensive personnel changes n
LOC through Cambodia by strict control of down the line; t
the waterways leading therefrom; (3) denial (c) to see that lines of authority for carry- 5
of Viet Cong (VC) sanctuaries in the Cam- ing out the pacification program are clear.bodlaVethnV)tnanborderuarea n therCum- New initiatives might include action:
bodla-South Vietnam border area through (d) to establish a US Naval base, perhaps
the conduct of "hot pursuit" operations into at Danang;l',t
Cambodia, as required; (4) increased pres- e) to embark on a major effort to pacifyt
sure on North Vietnam through military ac- one province adjacent to Saigon.
tions. As part of the program for increased A separate analysis is being made of a pro-
pressures, the OPLAN 34A operations and posal: - t
the Desoto patrols in the Gulf of Tonkin 'osglyhU]
should be resumed, the former on an intensi- fy to enlarge significantly the US mill- c

fledbut tillcovet bais.tary role In the Pacification program Inside 8
tied but still covert basis. South Vietnam-e.g., large numbers of US b

5. The Joint Chiefs of Staff believe, how-. special forces, divisions of regular combat 0
ever, that more direct and forceful actions troops, US air, etc., to "interlard" with or to t
than these will. in all probability, be re- take over functions of geographical areas r
quired. In anticipation of a pattern of fur- from the South Vietnamese armed forces.
ther successful VC and Pathet Lao (PL) ac- 3. Outside the borders of South Vietnam.
tions in RVN and Laos, and In order to in- There is a chance that the downward trend
crease pressure on the DRV, the US pro- can be reversed-or a new situation created
gram should also provide for prompt and offering new opportunities. or at least a con- S
calculated responses to such VC/PL actions vincing demonstration made of the great P
in the formn of air strikes and other opera- costs and risks incurred by a country which '
tions against appropriate military targets in commits aggression against an ally of ours-A
the DRV. if the following course of actIon is followed.

6. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recognize that The-couse of action Is made up of actions r
defining what might constitute appropriate- outside the borders of South Vietnam de- '1
counteroperations in advance is a most dif- signed to put increasing pressure on North t
JIcult task. We should therefore mastuin ow- Vietnau but designed also both to create as d

militarily ready for any response which may
bo initinted by NVN or by Chicoms.

Miscellaneous: as indicated above, we
believe that 34A operations should resume at
once at maximum tempo, still on a covert
basis; similarly. Desoto patrols should begin
advance, operating outside 12-mile limit. We
concur that a number of VNAF pilots should
be trained on B-57's between now and first
of year. There should be no change now with
regard to policy on evacuation of US depend-
ents.

Recommendation: It is recommended that
USG adopt Course of Action A while main-

% taining readiness to shift to Course of
Action B.

S-9000
ittle risk as possible of the kind of military
ction which would be dimcult to justify to
he American public and to preserve where
possible the option to have no US military

action at all. . . .
Actions. The actions, in addition to present

ontinulng "extra-territorial" actions (US
J-2 recce of DRV, US jet rccce of Laos. T-28
LctIvity in Laos), would be by way of an
rchestration of three cas see of actions, all

designed to meet these five desiderata-(1)
rom the US, GVN and hopefully allied
olnts of view, they should be legitimate
things to do under the circumstances, (2)
hey should cause apprehension, ideally In-
reasing apprehension, In the DRV, (3) they
hould be likely at some point to provoke a
military DRV response, (4) the provoked
esponse should be likely to provide good
rounds for us to escalate if we wishcI, and
5) the timing and crescendo should be
inder our ccrntrol, with the scenario capable
f being turned off at any time. . . .

4. Actions of opportunity. While the above
ourse of action Is being pursued, we should
ratch for other DRV actions which would
ustify [words illegiblej. Among such DRV
actions might be the following:
a. Downing of US recce or US rescue air-

iaft In Laos (likely by AA, unlikely by
110).-
b. MIG action in Laos or South Vietnam

unlikely).
c. Mining of Saigon Harbor (unlikely).
d. VC attacks on South Vietnamese POL

torage, RR bridge. etc. (dramatic incident
required .

e. VC attacks (e.g., by mortars) on, or
ake-over of, air fields on which US aircraft

re deployed (likely).
f. Some barbaric act of terrorism which in-

Lames US and world opinion unlikely).
6. Chances to resolve the situation

throughout the scenario, we should be alert
o chances to resolve the situation:

a. To back the DRV down, so South Viet-
am can be pacified.
b. To evolve a tolerable settlement:
I. Explicit settlement (e.g., via a bargain-

ng-from-strength conference, etc.).
II. Tacit settlement (e.g., via piecemeal

lye-and-let-live Vietnamese "settlements a
le facto ."writing off" of Indefensible pr ,.
ions of SVtN, etc.).

c. If worst comes and South Vietnam dis-
ntegrates or their behavior becomes abom-
nable, to "disown" South Vietnam. hope-
ully leaving the Image of "a patient who

lied despite the extraordinary efforts of a
ood doctor."

7. Special considerations during next two
months. The relevant "audiences" of US ac-
Ions are the Communists (who must feel
trong pressures), the South Vietnamese
whose morale must be buoyed), our allies
who must trust us as "underwriters"), and
he US public (which must support our risk-
aking with US lives and prestige). During
he next two months, because of the lack of
'rebuttal time" before election to justify
articular actions which may be distorted to
he US public, we must act with special
are-signalling to the DRV that initiatives
re being taken, to the GVN that we are
ehaving energetically despite reestraints of
ur political season, and to the US public
hat we are behaving with good purpose and
estraint.

Top AIDEs' PROPOSAL TO JOHNSON ON-
MILrrAsT STEPS IN LATE 1964

(Memorandum from Assistant Secretary of
tate for Far Eastern Affairs, William P.

Bundy, for President Johnson, Sept. 8, 1984.
'he memorandum was headed "Courses of
Aetoon for South Vietnam.")

This memorandum records the consensus
eached in discussions between Ambassador
Taylor and Secretary Rusk, Secretary Mc-
lamara and General Wheelet, for review and
Icialon by the Praident.
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TIME SITUATION

1. Klhanh will probably stay in control
and may snake some headway in the next
two-three months in strengthening the Gov-
ernment (OVN). The best we cnn expect Is
that he and the CIVN will be able to main-
tain order, keep the pacinfcation program
ticking over (but not proresing markedly)
and give the appearance of a valid Govern-
ment.

2. Khanh and the GVN leaders are tem-
porarily too exhausted to be thinking much
about moves against the North. However,
they do need to be reassured that the US
continues to menn business, and as Khanh
goes along in his Government efforts. he will
probably want more US effort visible, and
some GVN rode in external actions.

3. The GVN over the next 2-3 months
will be too weak for us to take any major
deliberate risks of escalation that would
involve a major role for, or threat to,
South Vietnam. However, escalation arising
from and directed against U.S. action would
tend to lift GVN morale at least temporarily.

4. The Communist side will probably avoid
provocative action against the US. and it is
uncertain how much they will step up VC
activity. They do need to be shown that we
and the GVN nre not simply sitting back
after the Gulf of Tonkin.

couses or ACION
We recommend in any event:
1. US naval patrols in the Gulf of Tonkin

should be resumed Immediately (about Sep-
tember 12).. They should operate initially
beyond the 12-mile limit and be clearly dis-
sociated from 34A maritime operations. The
patrols would comprise 2-3 destroyers and
would have air cover from carriers; the
destroyers would have their own ASW capa-
bility. 2. 34A operations by the GVN should
be resumed inmediately thereafter (next
week). The maritime operations are by far
the most Important. North Vietnam Is likely

*to publicize them, and at this point we
should have the GVN ready to admit that
they are taking place and to justify and
legitimize them on the basis of the facts on
VC infiltration by sea. 34A air drop and
leaflet operations should also be restuned
but are secondary in importance. We should
not consider air strikes under 34A for the
present.

3.sLimited GVN air and ground opera-
tions into the corridor areas of Laos should
be undertaken in the near future, together
with Lao air strikes as soon as we can get
Souvanna's permission.

These operations will have only limited
effect, however.

4. We should be prepared to respond on a
tit-for-tat basis against the DRV in the
event of any attack on US units or any spe-
cial DRV/VC action against SVN. The re-.
spon.e for an attack on US units should be
along the lines of the Gulf of Tonkin at-
tacks, against specific and related targets.
The response to special action against SVN
should likewise be aimed at specific and com-
parable targets.

- The main further question is the extent
to which we should add elements to the
above actions that would tend deliberately
to provoke a DRV reaction, and consequent
retaliation by us. Example of actions to be
considered would be running US naval pa-
trols increasingly close .to the North Viet-
namese coast and/or associating them with
34A operations. We believe such deliberately
provocative elements should not be added
in the immediate future while the GVN is
still struggling to its feet. By early October,
however, we may recommend such actions
depending on OVN progress and Communist
reaction in the meantime, especially to US
naval patrols.

The aim of the above actions, external to
South Vietnam, would bE to assist morale in
8VN and show the Communists we still mean

business, while at the name time seeking
to keep the risks low and under our control
at each stage.

Further actions within South Vietnam are
, not covered in this memorandum. We believe
that there are a number of immediate-im-
pact actions we can take, such as pay raises
for the police and civil administrators and
spot projects in the cities and selected rural
areas. These actions would be within cur-
rent policy and will be refined for decision
during Ambassador Taylor's visit. We are
also considering minor changes in the US
air role within South Vietnam, but these
would not involve decisions until November.

Mr.Mo ON JOHNSON'S APPROVAL OF RENEWED
NAVAL OPERAroNss

(National security action memorandum
from McGeorge Bundy, adviser to the Presi-
dent on national security, to Secretary of
Defense McNamara and Secretary of State
Rusk, Sept. 10, 1964.)

The President has now reviewed the situa-
tion in South Vietnam with Ambassador
Taylor and with other advisers and has ap-
proved the following actions:

1. U.S. naval patrols in the Gulf of Tonkin
will be resumed promptly after Ambassador
Taylor's return. They will operate initially
well beyond the 12-mile limit and be clearly
dissociated from 34A maritime operations.
The patrols will comprise two to three de-
stroyers and would have air cover from car-
riers; the destroyers will have their own
ASW capability. --

2. 34A operations by the OVN will be re-
sumed after completion of a first DeSoto
patrol. The maritime operations are by far
the most important. North Vietnam has al-
ready publicized them, and is likely to pub-
licize them even more, and at this point we
should have the GVN ready to admit that
they are taking place and to justify and
legitimize them on the basis d the facts of
VC Infiltration by sea. 34A air drop and
leaflet operations shouldalso be resumed
but are secondary In Importance.4We should
not consider air strikes under 34A for the
present.

3. We should promptly discuss with the
Government of Laos plans for limited GVN
air and ground operations into the corridor
areas of Laos, together with Laos air strikes
and possible use of U.S. armed aerial recon-
naissance. On the basis of these discussions
a decision on action will be taken, but it
should be recognized that these operations
will in any case have only limited effect.

4. We should be prepared to respond as ap-.
propriate against the DRV in the event of
any attack on US units or any special DRV/
VC action against SVN

5. The results of these decisions will be
kept under constant review, and recom-
mendations for changes or modifications or
additions will be promptly considered.

6. The President reemphasizes the impor-
tance of economic and political actions hav-
ing immediate impact in South Vietnam,
such as pay raises for civilian personnel and
spot projects in the cities and selected rural
areas. The President emphasizes again that
no activity of this kind should be delayed
in any way by any feeling that our resources
for these purposes are restricted. We can find
the money which is needed for all worthwhile
projects In this field. He expects that Am-
bassador Taylor and the counLry .team will
take most prompt and energetic action in
this field.

7. These decisions are governed by a pre-
vailing judgment that the first order of busi-
ness at present is to take actions which will
help to strengthen the fabric of the Govern-
ment of South Vietnam; to the extent that
the situation permits, such action should
precede larger decisions. If such larger deci--
sion are required at any time by a change
in the eituatton, they will be taken.

CABLE AUTHOaIZINo AIR STIKEs LONIAOS
INFILTRATIoN RourTEs

(Cablegram from the State Department
and the Defense Department to the United
States Embassy in Vientiane. Oct. 6. 1964.
Copies of the 'cablegrams were sent to
the United States Embansies in Sairon and
Bangkok and to the commander in chIef of
Pacific force;. The embassy in Saigon was
asked to relay the message to the United
StaWtes Commander in Vietnam.)

You are authorized to urge the P.LG to
begin air attacks against Viet Cong infltra-
tion routes and facilities in the Laos Pan-
handle by RLAF T-28 aircraft as swo-n as
possible. Such strikes should be spread out
over a period of several weeks, and targets
should be limited to those deemed suitable
for attacks by T-28s and listed Pars. 8 Vien-
tiane's 6581, excluding Mu Gla pass and any
target which Lao will not hit without U.S.
air cover or fire support since decision this
matter not yet made.

You are further authorized to inform Ao
that Yankee Team suppressive fire strikes
against certain difficult targets in Pahandle,
Interspersing with further T-28 strIkes, are
part of the over-all concept and are to be
anticipated later but that such US strikes
are not repeat not authorized at this time.

Report soonest proposed schedule of strikes
and, upon implementation, all actual conm-
mitments of RLG T-28s, including targets
attacked. results achieved, and enemy oppo-
sition. Also give us any views in addition to
those in Vientiane's 581 as to any targets
which are deemed too difficult for RLO air
strikes and on which US suppressive strikes
desired.

FYI: Highest levels have not authorized
Yankee Team strikes at this time against
Route 7 targets. Since we wish to avoid the
impression that we are taking first step in
escalation, we inclined defer decision on
Route 7 strikes until we have strong
evidence Hanoi's preparation for new at-
tack in PDJ, some of which might come
from RLAF operations over the Route. End
FYI.

You may inform RLG. however, that US
will fly additional RECCE over Route 7 to
keep current on use being made of the Route
by the PL and to identify Route 7 targets
and air defenses. The subject of possible de-
cision to conduct strikes on Route 7 being
given study in Washington.

FYI: Cross border ground operations not
repeat not authorized at this time.

WILLIAM BUNDY DRArr ON HANDLrNG WORLD
AND PUBLrC OPINION

(Draft section of a paper, "Conditions for
Action and Key Actions Surrounding Any
Decision," by Assistant Secretary of State
Bundy. Nov. 5, 1964.)

1. Bien Hoa may be repeated at any tlne.
This would tend to force our hand, but would
also give us a good springboard for any de-
cision for stronger action. The PresIdent is
clearly thinking in terms of maximum use
of a Gulf of Tonkin rationale, either for an
action that would show toughness and hold
the line till we can decide the big issue, or
as a basis for starting a clear course of action
under the broad options.

2. Congress must be consulted before any
major action, perhaps only by notification if
we do a reprisal against another Bien Ho,
but preferably by careful talks with such
key leaders as Mansfield, Dirksen, the Speak-
er, Albert, Halleck, Fulbright Hickenlooper,
Morgan, Mrs. Bolton. Russell, Saltonstall,
Rivers, (Vinson?), Arends, Ford, etc. He prob-
ably should wait till his mind is moving clear-
ly in one direction before such a consult.
tion, which would point to some time next
week. Query if it should be em bined with
other topics (budget?) to lessen the het.
I S. We probably do not heed additional

Ocngressionsl st Iority, even it- w decide
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on very strong action. A session of this rump
Congress might well be the scene of a messy
Republican effort.

4. We are on the verge of intelligence agree-
mcnt that infltrntion has in fact mounted,
and Saigon Is urging that we surface this by
the end of the week or early next week. Query
how loud we wnt to make this sound. Ac-
tually Orose in the Times had the new esti-
mate on Monday; so the splash and sense of
hot new news may be less. We should decide
this today if possible. . . . In general, we
all feel the problem of proving North Viet-
namese participation is less than in the past
but we should have the Jorden Report up-
dated for use as necessary.

5. A Presidential statement with the ra-
tionale for action is high on any check list.
An intervening fairly strong Presidential
noise to prepare a climate for an action
statement is probably indicated and would
be important in any event to counter any
SVN fears of a softening in our policy. We
should decide the latter today too if possible.

6. Secretary Rusk is talking today to
Dobrynin. For more direct communication
Seaborn can be revved up to go up the 15th
if we think it wise. He is not going anyway,
and we could probably hold him back so that
the absence of any message was not itself a
signal.

7. Our international soundings appear to
divide as follows:

a. We should probably consult with the
U.K., Australia, New Zealand, and possibly
Thailand before we reach a decision. We
would hope for firm moral support from the
U.K. and for participation in at least token
form from the others.

b. SEATO as a body should be consulted
concurrently with stronger action. We
should consult the Philippines a day or so
before such action but not necessarily before
we have made up our minds.

c. The NATO -Council should be noticedd
on the Cuban model, i.e., concurrently, by a
distinguished representative.

d. For negative reasons, France probably
deserves VIP treatment also.

e. In the UN. we must be ready with an
immediate affirmative presentation of our
rationale to proceed concurrently either with
a single reprisal action or with the initiation
of a broader course of action.

f. World-wide, we should select reasonably
friendly chiefs of state for special treatment
seeking their sympathy and support, and
should arm all our representatives with the
rationale and defense of our action whether
individual reprisal or broader.

8. USIA must be brought into the plan-
ning process not later than early next week.
so that it is getting the right kind of mate-
rials ready for all our information media, on
a contingency basis. The same -[word illegi-
ble] true of C!A's outlets.

MCNAUGsToN's NovEmoxR DRArT ON'V=rNAM
AMs AND CHOIcES

(Second draft of a paper. "Action for South
Vietnam' by Assistant Secretary of Defense
MeNaughton. Nov. 6, i984.)

1. U.S. alms:
(a) To protect U.S. reputation as a coun-

ter-subversion guarantor.
(b) To avoid domino effect especially in

Southeast Asia.
(c) To keep South Vietnam's territory

from Red hands.
(d) To emerge from crisis without un-

acceptable taint from methods.
2. Present situation:
The situation in South Vietnam is deteri-

orating. Unless new actions are taken, the
new government will probably be unstable
and ineffectual, and the VC will probably
continue to extend their hold over the popu-
lation and territory. It can be expected that.
soon (6 months? two years?), (a) govern-
ment oMcials at all levels will adjust their
behavior to aaf evetual VC tAke-over, (b)
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defections of significant military forcs will (6) US strikes against Infilltration-associated
take place, (c) whole integrated regions of targets in lAos.
the country will be totally denied to the Phase two (in addition to reprisals in DRV
GVN, (d) neutral and/or left-wing elements against broader range of VC actions) : (6)
will enter the government, (e) a popular Low-level reconnai'nance in southern .DRV,
front regime will emerge which will invite (7) US/VNAP strikes nPginst infiltration-
the US out, and (f) fundamental conces- associated targets in southern DRV.
sions to the VC and accommodations to the Phaso three: Either continue only the
DRV will put South Vietnam behind the above actions or add one or more of the
Curtain. following, making timely deployment of US

3. Urgency: forces: (8) Aerial mining of DRV ports, (9)"Bien Ito.a" having passed, no urgent de- Naval quarantine of DRV, and (10) US/VNAP,
cision isrequired rearding military action In "crescendo," strike additional targets onagainst the DRV, but (a) such a decision, "94 target list."
related to the general deteriorating situation South Vietnamese forces should play a roe
in South Vietnam, should be made soonIaution tnasaisheudpyr
and (b) in the event of another VC or DRV in any action taken against the DRy."spectacular," a decision (for at least a re- (b) Political actions. Establish immediately
prisal) would be urgently needed. a channel for bilateral US-DRV communica-

4. Inside South Vietnam: . tion. This could be in Warsaw or via Seaborn
Progress inside SVN is important, but It in Hanoi. Hanoi should be told that we do not

is unlikely despite our best ideas and efforts seek to destroy North Vietnam or to acquire
(and progress, if made, will take at least a colony or base, but that North Vietnam
several months). Nevertheless, whatever oth- must:
er actions might be taken, great efforts (1) Stop training and sending personnel
should be made within South Vietnam: (a) to wage war in SVN and Laos.
to strengthen the government, its bureau- (2) Stop sending arms and supplies to BVN
cracy, and its civil-military coordination and and Laos.
planning, (b) to dampen ethnic, religious. (3) Stop directing and controlling military
urban and civil-military strife by a broad actions in SVN and Laos.
and positive GVN program designed (with (4) Order the VC and PL to stop their
US Team help) to enlist the support of im- insurgencies and military actions.
portant groups, and (c) to press the pacifca- (5) Remove VM forces and cadres from
tion program in the countryside. SVN and Laos.

5. Action against DRV: (6) Stop propaganda broadcast to South
Action against North Vietnam is to some Vietnam.

extent a substitute fdr strengthening the [(7) See that VC and PL stop attacks
government in South Vietnam. That is, a and incidents in SVN and Laos?
less active VC (on orders from DRV) can be 1(8) See that VC and PL cease resistance
matched by a lets efficient GVN. We there- to government forces?]
fore should consider squeezing North Viet- [(9) See that VC and PL turn in weapons
nam. and relinquish base?

6. Options open to us: [(10) See that VG and PL surrender for
We have three options open to us (all en- amnesty of expatriation?)

vision reprisals in the DRV for DVR/VC US demands should be accompanied by
'spectaculars" against GVN as well as US offers (1) to arrange a rice-barter deal be-
assets in South Vietnam.) tween two halves of Vietnam and (2) to

Option A. Continue present policies. Max- withdraw US forces from South Vietnam for
mum assistance within SVN and limited as long as the terms are complied with.
external actions in Laos and by the GVN We should not seek wider negotiations-in
covertly against North Vietnam. The aim of the UN, in Geneva, etc.-but we should eval-
any reprisal actions would be to deter and uate and pass on each negotiating opportun-
punish large VC actions in the South, but ity as it is pressed on us.
not to a degree that would create strong (c) Information actions. The start of mili-
international negotiating pressures. Basic to tary actions against the DRV will have to be
this option is the continued rejection of accompanied by a convincing world-wide
negotiating in the hope that the situation public information program, (The informa-
will improve. tion problem will be easier if the first US

Option B. Fast full squeeze. Present poll- action against the DRV is related in time and
cdes plus a systematic program of military kind to a DRV or VC outrage or "spectacular",
pressures against the north, meshing at some preferably against SVN as wcll as US setss)
point with negotiation, but with pressure ac- (d) VS/DRV/Chicom-USSR reactions. (To
tions to be continued at a fairly rapid pace be elaborated later.) The DRV and China will
and without interruption until we achieve probably not invade South Vietnam, Laos or
our central present objectives. Burma, nor is it likely that they will conduct

Option C. Progressive squeeze-and-talk. air strikes on these countries. The USSR will
Present policies plus an orchestration of almost certainly confine herself to political
communications with Hanoi and a crescendo actions. If the DRV or China strike or invade
of additional military moves against infiltra- South Vietnam, US forces will be sufficient
tion targets, first in Laos and then in the to handle the problem.
DRV, and then against other targets in North (e) GVN Reactions. Military action against
Vietnam. The scenario wotd be designed the DRV colud be counter-productive in L
to give the US the option at any point to, South Vietnam because (1) the VC could step
proceed or not, to escalate or not, and to up its activities. (2) the South Vietnamese
quicken the pace or not. The decision in could panic, (3) they could resent our strik-
these regards would be made from time to ing their "brothers", and (4) they could tire
time in view of all relevant factors. of waiting for results. Should South Vietnam

7. Analysis of option A.'(To be provided), disintegrate completely beneath us.we should
try to hold it together long enough to permit

8. Analysis of Option B. (To be provided), us to try to evacuate our forces and to con-
9. Analysis of Option C. vince the world to accept. the uniqueness
(h) Militry actions. Present policy, in ad- (and congenital impossibility) of the South

ditlon to providing for reprisals in DRV for. Vietnamese case.
D)RV actions against the US envisions (1) (f) Allied and neutral reactions. (To be
34A Airops and Marops, (2) deSoto patrols, elaborated later.) (1) Even if OPTION 0
for intelligence purposes, (3) South Viet- failed. it would, by demonstrating US willing-
namese shallow ground actions in Laos when ness to go to the mat, tend to bolster allied
practicable. and (4) T28 strikes against in- confidence in the US as an ally. (2) US mill-
filtration-associated targets in Laos. Adds- tary action against the DRV will probably
tional actions shouldbe: prPpt military actions elsewhere in the

Phase one (in addition We reprisals in DRV worl4--e.g., Indonesia against Malaysia or
for V' -irpectactlarb" in-Bouth Vietnam): 'Timor, at Turkey against Cyprus.
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STUATTON IN NOvEMDER 1064
(Excerpts from prepared briefing by Am-

bassador Taylor. "The Current Situation in
South Vietnam-November, 1004." delivered
to the "principals"-the senior officials to
whom the Southeast Asia working group re-
ported-at a Washington meeting on Nov. 27,
19G4.)

After a year of changing and ineffective
government, the counter-insurgency program
country-wide is bogged down and will require
heroic treatment to assure revival. Even in
the Saigon area, in spite of the planning and
the special treatment accorded the Hop Tac
plan. this area also is lagging. The northern
provinces of South Viet-Nam which a year.
ago were considered almost free of Viet-Cong
are now in deep trouble. In the Quang Ngai-
Binh Dinh area, the gains of the Viet-Cong
have been so serious that once more we are
threatened with a partition of the country by
a Viet-Cong salient driven to the sea. The
pressure on this area has been accompanied
by continuous sabotage of the railroad and of
Highway 1 which in combination threaten an
economic strangulation of northern prov-
inces.

This deterioration of the pacification pro-
gram has taken place in spite of the very
heavy losses inflicted almost daily on the
Viet-Cong and the increase in strength and
professional competence of the Armed Forces
of South Viet-Nam. Not only have the Viet-
Cong apparently made good their losses, but
of late, have demonstrated three new or
newly expanded tactics: the use of stand-off
mortar nre against imnortant targets, as in
the attack on the Bien Ho airfield; economic
strangulation on limited nrems; finally, the
stepped-up innitration of DRV military per-
sonnel moving from the north. These new or
improved tactics employed against the back-

, ground of general deterioration offer a serious
threat to the pacincation program in general
and to the safety of important bases and in-
stallations in particular.

Perhaps more serious than the downward
trend in Ihe pacification situation, because it
is the prime cause, is the continued weakness
of the central government. Although the
Huong government has been installed after
executing faithfully and successfully the pro-
gram laid out by the Khanh government for
its own replacement, the chances for the long

/ life and effective performance of the new
line-up appear small. Indeed, in view of the
Inctionalism existing in Saigon and elsewhere
throughout the country it is impossible to
foresee .stable and effective government un-
der any imine in anythin': like the near fu-
ture. Nonetheless, we do draw some encour-
agemnent from the character and seriousness
of purpose of Prime Minister Huong and his
cabinet and the apparent intention of Gen-
eral Khanh to keep the Army out of poli-
tics, at least for the time being.

As our programs plod along or mark time,
we sense the mounting feeling of war weari-
ness and hopelessness which pervade South
Viet-Nam, particularly in the urban areas.
Although the provinces for the most part ap-
pear steadfast, undoubtedly there is chronic
discouragement there as well as in the cities.
Although the military leaders have not talked
recently with much conviction about the
need for "marching North," arsuredly many
of them are convinced that some new and
drastic action must b taken to reverse the
pre.-ent trends and to offer ho--c of ending the
insurgency in some finite time.

The causes for the prcrcn'. unsatisfactory
situation are not hard to fled. It stems from
two primary causes, both already mentiQned
above, the continued ineffectiveness of the

' central government, and the other, the in-
creasing strength and effectiveness of the
Viet-Cong and their ability to replace losses.

While, in view of the historical record
of South Viet-Nam, it Is not surpriSing to

have these governmental difficulties, this
chronic weakness is a critical liability to fu-
ture plans. Without an effective central gov-
ernment with which to mesh the U.S. effort
the latter is a spinning wheel unable to trans-
mit impulsion to the machinery of the GVN.
While the most critical governmental weak-
neesa are in Saigon, they are duplicated to
a degree in the provinces. It is most dimcult
to find adequate provincial chiefs and sup-
porting administrative personnel to carry for-
ward the complex programs which are re-
quired in the field for successful pacification.
It is true that when one regards the limited
background of the provincial chiefs and their
associates, one should perhaps be surprised
by the results which they have accomplished,
but unfortunately, these results are general-
ly not adequate for the complex tasks at hand
or for the time schedule which we 'would
like to establish.

As the past history of this country shows,
there seems to be a national attribute which
makes for factionalism and limits the devel-
opment of a truly national spirit. Whether
this tendency is innate or a development
growing out of the conditions of political
suppression under which successive genera-
tions have lived is hard to determine. But it
is an inescapable fact that there is no na-
tional tendency toward team play or mutual
loyalty to be found among many of the lead-
ers and political groups within South Viet-
Nam Given time, many of these [words
illegible] undoubtedly change for the better,
but we are unfortunately pressed for time
and unhappily perceive no short term solu-
tion for the establishment of stable and
sound government.

The ability of the Viet-Cong continuously
ot rebuild their units and to make good their
losses is one of the mysteries of this guerrilla
war. We are aware of the recruiting methods
by which local boys are induced or com-,
pelled to -join the Viet-Cong ranks and have
some general appreciation of the amount of
infiltration personnel from the outside. Yet
taking both of these sources into account,
we still find no plausible explanation of the
continued strength of the Viet-Cong if our
data on Viet-Cong losses. are even approxi-
mately correct. Not only do the Viet-Cong
units have the recuperative powers of the
phoenix, but they have an amazing ability
to maintain morale. Only in rare cases have
we found evidences of bad morale among
Viet-Cong prisoners or recorded in captured
Vict-Cong documents.

Undoubt-edly one cause for the growing
strength of the Viet-Oong is the increased
direction and support of their campaign by
the government of North Viet-Nam. This di-
rection and support take the form of end-
less radioed orders and instructions, and the
continuous dispatch to South Viet-Nam of
trained cadre and military equipment over
infiltration routes by land and by water.
While in the aggregate, this contribution to
the guerrilla campaign over the years must
represent a serious drain on the resources
of the DRV, that government shows no sign
of relaxing its support of the Viet-Cong. In
fact, the evidence points to an increased
contribution over the last year, a plausible
development. since one would expect the
DRV to press hard to exploit the obvious
internal weaknesses in the south.

If. as the evidence shows, we are playing
a losing game in South Vietnam, it is high
time we charge and find a better way. To
change the situation,- it is quite clear that
we need to do three things: first, establish
an adquate government in SVN; second, im-
prove the conduct of the counterinsurgency
campaign: and finally, persuade or force the
DRV to stop its aid to the VIet-Cong and to
use its directive powers to make the Viet-
Cong desist Trom their efforts to overthrow
the government of South Viet-Nam. .,.

IS bringing military pressure to bear on
North Viet-Nam, there are a number of Tarn'

ations which are possible. At the bottom of
the ladder of escalation, we have the initia-
tion of intensified covert operations. anti-
infiltration attacks in Laos, and reprisal
bombings mentioned above as a means for
stiffening South Vietnamese morale. From
this level of operations, we could began to
escalate progressively by attacking appropri-
ate targets in North Viet-Nam. If we justified
our action primarily upon the need to re-
duce infiltration, it would be natural to direct
these attacks on infiltration-related tar-
gets such as staging areas, training facilities,
communications centers and the like. The
tempo and weight of the attacks could be
varied according to the effects sought. In its
final forms, this kind of attack could extend
to the destruction of all important Axed tar-
gets in North Viet-Nam and to the interdic-
tion of movement on all lines of communica-
tion.

. . . We reach the point where a decision
must be taken as to what course or courses
of action we should undertake to change
the tide which is running against us. It
seems perfectly clear that we must work to
the maximum to make something out of the
present Huong government or any successor
thereto. While doing so. we must be thinking
constantly of what we would do if our efforts
are unsuccessful and the government col-
lapses. Concurrently, we should stay on the
present in-country program, intemifying
it as possible in proportion to the current
capabilities of the government. To bolster
the local morale and restrain the Viet-Cong
during this period, we should step up the 34-
A operations, engage in bombing attacks and
armed recce in the Laotian corridor and un-
dertake reprisal bombing as required. It will
be important that United States forces take
part in the Laotian operations in order to
demonstrate to South Viet-Nam our willing-
ness to share in the risks of attacking the
North.

If this course of action is inadequate,
and the government falls then we must start
over again or try a new approach. At this
moment, it is premature to salt, exactly what
these new measures should be. In any case,
we should be prepared for emergency mili-
tary action against the North if only to shore
up a collapsing situation.

If, on the other hand as we hope, the gov-
ernment maintains and proves itself, then
we should be prepared to embark on a
methodical program of mounting air attacks
in order to accomplish our pressure objec-
tives vis-a-vis the DRV and at the same time
do our best to improve in-country pacifica-
tion program. We will leave negotiation
initiatives 6 oHanoi. Throughout this period,
-our guard must be up in the Western Pa-
cific, ready for any reaction by the DRV or
of Red China. Annex I suggests the train of
events which we might set in motion. . . .

ViEw or CHiFsrs' REPA ENrAriVE ON OPTIONS
B AND C

(Memorandum from Vice Adm. Lloyd M.
Mustin of- the staff of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff to Assistant Secretary Bundy as chair-
man of the Workin7 Group on Southeast
Asia, Nov. 14, 1964. The memorandum was
headed "Additional Material for Project on
Courses of Action in Southeast Asia.")

References: a. Your memorandum of 13
November 1964 to the NSC Working Group

b. JCSM 902-64, dated 27 October 1964
c. JCSM 933-64, dated 4 November 1964
d. JCSM 955-84, dated 14 November 1904
1. Reference a requests JCS views spelling

out Option "B" as a preferred alternative,
with something like Option "C" as a fall-
back alternative. Because of the way in which
formal JCS views in the premises have been
developed and expressed, this requires some
degree of interpretation.

2. Reference b is the most recent recom-
mendation by the Joint Chiefs of Staff for
courw of action With respAt to South Viet-

S 9003
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nam, framed in context of initintion "in cold
blood." Various JCS papers, the most recent
dated 22 Octolber 1964, Identify the corre-
spondIng recommendations with respect to
Lsos. Reference b specifically Identifies cer-
tain of its listed actions to begin now, with
the balance of them "implemented nas re--
quired. to achieve US objectives in Southest
Asia."

3. Reference c formalized the most recent
JCS recommendation for reprisal (hot blood)
actions and reference d provided an analysis
of DRV/CHIICOM reactions to these strikes,
and the probaible results thereof. The pro-
posed actions are essentially the same as in
reference c except for the principal difference
that the "hot blood" actions are initiated at
a substantial higher level of military ac-
tivity.

4. Only In that the courses of action in
either of these sets of documents can be
completed in minimum time consistent with
proper conduct of military operations do they

- match Option "B" as defined for purposes of
the NSC Working Group study. The distinc-
tion is that while the Joint Chiefs of Staff
offer the capability for pursuing Option "B"
as defined, they have not explicitly recom-
mended that the operations be conducted on
a basis necessarily that inflexible. All imple-
menting plans do in fact explicitly recognize
a controlled phase which would permit sus-
pension whenever desired by national au-
thority.

5hoIbelieve my draft contribution to PART
VI provides a reasonable application of the
JCS recommendations to Option "B" as de-
fined for the study, but this does not mean
that the Joint Chiefs of Staff have recom-
mended Option "B" as defined in the study.

6. There is in an advanced state of comple-
tion a JCS fall-back recommendation for a
course of action which, subject to possible
further modifications by the Joint Chiefs of
Staff 1 will provide essentially the same mill-
tary actions listed in my draft input to PART
VII. These include the same military actions
listed in the above, but without the stress
upon starting forthwith, and with more spe-
cific emphasis on some extension of the over-
all time for execution of the complete list,
Thus it imposes what amount to some arbi-
trary delays, which would provide additional
Intervals for diplomatic exchanges.

7. Because of the time delays which it re-
fleets, it is specifically the JOS fall-back.
position.

8. For information, the analysis in refer-
enced develops and supports the conclusion
that the United States and its Allies can deal
adequately with any course of action the.
DRV and/or CHICOMS decide to pursue. You
may note that this conclusion is developed
In the context of the most intense of all
courses of action prepared by the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. This reflects a position less

-pessimistic than some which have appeared
in project drafts.

9. A final overall comment by the Joint
Stnff member of the Working Group:

We recognize quite clearly thnt any offec-
tive military action taken by tho United

.ii.1sten will generate a hun and cry in varion
quarters. The influence that thin kind of
"preasuro" may have upon the United States
acting in support of its national Interests
will be no more than what we choose to per-
mit it to be. There are repeated expressions
In various project draft materials indicating
that this influence will necessarily be great.
We do not agree. There are too many current
examples of countries acting in what they
presumably believe to be their own [word
illegiblel self-interest, in utter diregard for
"world opinion." for us to accept the position
that the United States must at all times con-
duct all its affairs on the basis of a world
popularity contest. In short, we believe that
certain strong US actions ae required in
Southeast Asia, that we must take them re
gardlem of opinion in asroues othw quartwS%

and tiat result of our faling to take them
would be substantially more serious t the
United States than would be any results of
world opinions if we did take them. And as
far as that goes, we do not believe that if we
took the necessnry ntions the adverse pres-
suros from other countries would prove to be
very serious after all-at least from countries
that matter to us.

FINAl. DRArr PosrrTON PAPER PRODUCED DY
WoRFING GROUP

("Draft Position Paper on Southeast Asia"
circulated to the principal top-level officials
concerned, Nov. 29, 1964. The draft wa. ac-
companicd by memorandum from William
Bundy saying: "I attach a draft action paper
for review at the mccting at 1:30 on Monday
in Secretary Rusk's confcrenee room. Secre'
tary Rusk has gencrally approved the format
of these papers, and they have bech given a
preliminary review for substance by Ambas-
sador Taylor and Messrs. McNaughton and
Forrestal. However, I am necessarily respon-
sible for the way they are now drafted." The
Pentagon study says this paper was originally
a draft national security action memoran-
dum but that it was changed to a draft posi-
tion paper at the instructions of the prin-
cfpals. Words and phrases that were deleted
from the final version are shown in italics.
Handwritten interpolations or visions are
shown in double parentheses.)

1. CONCEP-r
A. US objectives in South Vietnam (SVN)

are unchanged. They are to:
1. Get Hanoi and North Vietnam (DRV)

support and direction removed from South
Vietnam. and, to the extent possible. obtain
DRV cooperation in ending Viet Cong (VC)
operations in SVN.

2. Re-establish an independent and secure
South Vietnam with appropriate interna-
tional safeguards, including the freedom to
accept US and other external assistance as
required.

3. Maintain the security of other non-
Communist nations in Southeast Asia in-
cluding specifically the maintenance and ob-
servance of the Geneva Accords of 1962 in
Laos.

B. We will, continue to press the South
Vietnamese Government (GVN) in every pos-
sible way to make the government itself more
effective and to push forward with the
pacification program.

C. We will join at once with the South
Vietnamese and Lao Governments in a deter-
mined action program aimed at DRV activi-
ties in both countries and designed to help
GVN morale and to increase the costs and
strain on Hanoi, foreshadowing still greater
pressures to come. Under this program the
first phase actions (( (see TAB D) ) ) within
the next thirty days will be intensified forms
of action already under way, plus (1). US
armed reconnaissance strikes in Laos. and al-
ready under way, plus (1) US armed recon-
nnisanco strikes in Laos, and (2) CVN and
possible US air strikes against the DRy, a.s
reprisals ngaint any major or npeetncnlanr
Viet Cong action in thn south, whether
against US personnel and Installations or
not.

D. Beyond the thirty-day period, first
phase actions may be continued without
change, or additional military measures may
be taken including the withdrawal of de-
pendents and the possible initiation of
strikes a short distance across the border
against the Infiltration routes from the DRV.
In the later case this would become a transi-
tional phase. (Be prepared to stop flow of
dependents to 8VN at [illegible word] time
we start air strikes in force.)

E. Thereafter, If the GVN improves its
effectiveness to an acceptable degree and
Hanoi does not yield on aceptable terms,
or it the oGVN Can only be kept going by
stronger actldn the VA. s prepmred-.st

a time to be determined-to enter into a
second phase program, In support of the
GVN and RL, of grndunted military pres-
sures directed systematically against the
DRV. Such a program woule consist prin-
cipally of progressively more serious air
strikes, of a weight and tempo adjusted to
the situation as it develops (possibly run-
ning from two to six months). Targets in
the DRV would start with Infiltration tar-
gets south of the 10th parallel and work
up to targets north of that point. This
could eventually lead to such measures as
air strikes on all major military-related tar-
gets, aerial mining of DRV ports, and a U.S. ,
naval blockade of the DRV. The whole se-
quence of military actions would be designed
to give the impression of a steady. dillberate
approach, and to give the U.S. the option
at any time (subject to enemy reaction) to
proceed or not, to escalate or not, and to
quicken the pace or not. Concurrently, the
U.S. would be alert to any sign of yielding
by Hanol, and would be prepared to explore
negotiated solutions that attain U.S. objec-
tives in an acceptable manner. The U.S.
would seek to control any negotiations and
would oppose any independent South Viet-
namese efforts to negotiate.

READINGa .ILLEIE

A. A White House statement will be is-
sued following the meeting with Ambassador
Taylor, with the text as in Tab B. attached.

B. Ambassador Taylor will consult with
the GVN promptly on his return, making a
general presentation (in accordance with
the draft instructions) as stated in Tab B,
attached. He will further press for the adop-
tion of specific measures as listed in the-,
Annex to Tab B.

C. At the earliest feasible date. we will
publicize the evidence- of increased DRV in-
filtration. This action will be coordinated by
Mr. Chester Cooper in order to insure that
the evidence is sound and that senior gov-
ernment officials who have testified on this
subject in the paLst are in a position to defend
and explain the differences between the
present estimates and those given in the ,
past. The-publicizing will take four forms:

1. An on-the-record presentation to the
press in Washington, concurrently with an
on-the-record or background presentation
to the press In Saigon.

2. Available Congressional leaders will be
given special briefings. (No special leadership
meeting will be convened for this purpose).

3. The Ambassadors of key allied nations
will be given special briefings.

4. A written report will be prepared and
published within the next ten days giving
greater depth and background to the evid-
ence.

- D.Laos and Thailand
The US Ambassadors in these countries

will inform the government leaders ((in ?
general terms) of the concept we propose
to follow and of specific actions requiring
their concurrence or participation. In the
case of Lnon, we will obtain ITO1 approval
of an intenifled program of ((US rmed))
reconnni!aMnco strikes hoth in the I'Anhandlo
area of loi and along the key infltration
routean in central Inos. These actions will.
not bo publicized except to the degree ap-
proved by the RLG. It is important, however,
for purposes of morale in SV, that their
existence be generally known.

Thailand will be asked to support our pro-
gram fully, to intensify its own efforts in the
north and northeast, and to give further sup-
port to operations in Laos, such as additional
pilots and possibly artillery teams.

E. Key Allies
We will consult immediately with the UK,

((DC)) Australia, New Zealand, ((Bundy))
and the Philippines, ((Humphrey?))

1. UK, The President will explain the oon-
eept and propcd actions fully to Prime
Minister W1s3ma, seeking full British sup-
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. .I -rt without asking for any additional In these or similar cases, the reprisal "c- of the meeting of the three posts held at
L,.I'.:sh cont.rlbution in view of the British lion wotpld be linked as directly as possible Saigon &eptember 11 to review air and lIm-
roli i Malaysia. to DRV infiltration, so that we have a com- Ited ground operations of the Lao corridor:

', Austrnita and New Zenlnd will be mon threat of Justification. 1. Air operations in corridor. This involves
p '-.ed throui their Amhasadors, not only A flerxibir list of reprisal targets has been attack of 22 targets for which folders navail-
iov- support hut for nardit tonal contribution. prepared running from infiltration targeta nble at Vientnnf and Snig'n. If objective

3. The Plhilippines will be particularly in the southern part of the DItV up to air- is primarily military, i.e., to inflict. maximum
pt'.'~d for contributinalMong the lines of fields, ports, and navnl bases also located danger to targets, to prevent VN/I'L dis-

e eroramrn for approximately 1000 men al- south of the 19th paralicl. persal and protective mennure.s, and impede
cidy submitted to President Macnpagal. K. US/GVN joint planning will be initiated rapid VN/l'L riposte, it wa agreed that a

F. We will press generally for more third both for reprisal actions and for possible later series of sharp, heavy attacks must be made
country aidi, stresTsing the gravity of the air strikes-across the border into the DRV. In a relatively short timespan, which would
situation and our deepening concern. A sum- L. Major statement or speech. Depending involve substantial U.S. and/or VNAF/
mary of existing third country aid and of on US public reaction, a major statement or Farmgate attacks. If objective primarily py-
the types of aid that might now be obtained speech may be undertaken by the President chological. military diadvantages of attacks
Is in Tab C, attached. during this period. This will necessarily be over longer time frame would be acceptable

0. Communist Countries required if a reprirnzl action is taken, but and chief reliance could be placed on RLAF
1. We will convey to ianoi our unchanged some other significant action, such as the T-211s with some Yankee team strikes ngnnt

determination ((and)) our objectives, and . stopping of the flow of US dependents, might harder target, e.g.. five bridges. Ftimated
that we have a growing concern at the DRV be the occasion. Such a statement o speech sortie requirements for this second option
role, to see If there is any sign of change in tould re-state our objectives and our de- 188 T 28 sorties and 80 UBAF sorties. Time
Hanoi's position. termination, why we are in South Vietnam, required (number illegiblej dayn. Vientiane

2. We will make no special approaches to and howe gravely we view the situation. It representatives believe Souvanna would
Communist China in this period. should in any event follow the full pub- (words illegible] would probably wish

3. We will convey our determination and lifciing of infiltration evidence. (words illegible] such attacks spread out
grave concern to the Soviets, not in the ex- M. Dependents. The flow of dependents to over considerable period of time. Alo felt
pectation of any change in their position but South Vietnam will be stopped (at an early Souvanna would prefer VNAP not conduct
in effect to warn them to stay out, and with date, probably immediately after Ambcssa- air strikes In corridor. It was general consen-
some hope they will pass on the message to do Taylor has consulted with the GVNJ [at sus that best division of targeting for im-
Hanoi and Peiping. the start of the second phase], and this will mediate future would be RLA /YANKEE

H. Ot her Countries be public announced, tmldx
1. We will convey our grave concern to N. Deferred Actions. ((See TAB D))

key interested governments such as Canada, The following actions will not be taken Vientiane is very reluctant to see VNAF
India, and France, but avoid spelling out the with in the thirty-day period, but will be participation such strikes and would hope
concept fully. considered for adoption In the transitional that by keeping GVN informed of actions be-

2. In the event of a reprisal action, will or second phases of the program: ing taken by RLAF and US in corridor, psy-
explain and defend our action in the UN 1. Major air deployment to the' area. chological needs of GVN could reasonably
as at the time of the Gulf of Tonkin inct- 2. Furnishing US air cover for Cvt be met. Sagon will seek to do this, but if
dent. We do not plan to raise the issue other- MAROOPS. there are compelling reasons for covert VNAF
wise in the UN. (The Lao Government may ((2)) 3. ((Be required to resume)) Re- participation Vientiane would be given
stress the DRV infiltration In Laos In its suming destroyer patrols in the Gulf of Ton- prior Info on necessity, timing, and place
speech, and we should support this and kin. If attacked, these would be an alterna- of such strikes.
spread the information.) tive basis for reprisals, and should be con- Alternatively, it was agreed that, if pos-

I. Intersified Military Actions sidered primarily in this light. sible, joint Lao, Thai, RVN, and US participa-
1. The GVN maritime operations (MAR- ((5)) 4. ((Be prepared to evacuate)) tion in a common effort against a common

OPS) will be intensified, ((including U.S. air. Evacuation of US dependents enemy would be desirable but, recognizing
protection of GVN vessels from attacks by ((3)) 5. US low-level reconnaissance into that, even if possible, arrangements for such
AMGs or DRV surface vessels) ) and we taill the DRV. an effort would take some time to achieve.
urge the GVN to surface and defend these as 4(4)) 6. GVN/((LAO)) US sir strikes If such negotiations are conducted, how-
wholly fustified in response to the wholly across the border ((s)), initially against the ever, RLAF/Yankee team strikes should not
illegal DRV actions. infiltration routes and installations and then be precluded. Vientiane has since stated it

2. Lao air operations will be intensified, against other targets south of the 19th does not consider that it would be desirable
especially in the corridor areas and close to parallel. to seek to formalize such four country par-
the DRV border. US air cover and flak sup- NoTE.-The Joint Chiefs of Staff recoin- ticipation in corridor operations as to do so

* pression will ((may)) be supplied where mend initiation of sharply intensified nil- would raise question of degree of Souvanna
((if) ) needed. itary pressures against. the DRV, starting Phouma's knowledge and involvement which

3. US high-level reconnaissance over the with a sharp and early attack in force on Vientiane feels would jeopardize success of
DRV will be stepped up. the DRV subsequent to brief operations in operations.

4. US armed ((air) ) reconnaissance ((and Laos and US low-level reconnaissance north 2. Ground operations.
air)) strikes will be carried out in Laos, first of the boundary to divert DRV attention A. Although it was agreed that northern
against the corridor area and within a short prior to the attack in force. This program Route 9 area offered most profitable targets,
time against Route 7 and other infiltration would be designed to destroy In the first conference proceeded on assumption that
saIes. in a major operation to cut key three days Phuc Yen airfield near Hanoi, Vientiane would find operations astride
bridges. (These actions will be publicized other airfields, and major POL facilities, Route 9 politically unacceptable at this
only to the degree agreed with Sou-anna.) clearly to establish the fact that the US in- time. However, Vientiane's 448 to dept. dis-
((At this time we prepare to stop now of tends to use military force to the full limits patched after return of conferees, now indi-
dependents to V.N.)) of what military force can contribute to cates that "shallow penetration raids (20

J. Reprisal Actions, achieving US objectives in Southeast Asia, kilometers) . . . in Rte. 9 area . . . by com-
For any VC provocation similar to the and to afford the GVN respite by curtailing pany-sized units" would be acceptable and

following, a reprisal will be undertaken, pref- DRV assistance to and direction of the Viet would not require clarance by the RLG.
erably with 24 hours, against one or more Cong. The follow-on-military program--in- F. It was the view of Saigon group that au-
selected targets in the DRV. GVN forces will volving armed reconnaissance of infiltration thority for U.S. advisors to accompany units
be used to the maximum extent. supple- routes in Laos. air strikes on infiltration tar- is a prerequisite to successful operations.
mented as necessary by US forces. The exact gets in the DRV, and then progressive strikes Without this US participation probability of
reprisal will be decided at the time, in ac- throughout North Vietnam--could be sus- success is judged so low that the advisability
cordance with a quick-reaction procedure pended short of full destruction of the DRV of conducting cross border operations would
which will be worked out. If our objectives were earlier achieved. The be questionable. Vientiane representatives

The following may be appropriate occasions - military program would be conducted rather were strongly opposed to presence US ad-
for reprisals. but we should be alert for any swiftly, but tthe tempo could be adjusted as visors because of difficulty with current SAR
appropriate occasion. needed to contribute to achieving our objec- operations in Laos and political importance

. Attacks on airnelds . ties. of US maintaining credible stance of adher-
3n ing to provisions Geneva accords.
4.Attacks on provincial or district capitals. REPORT OF Etmrca or U.S. ENvovs To F. Embassy Vientiane had earlier Indi-
5. Attacks on major POL facilities. REview OPERATIONS IN LAOS cated that they would insist on advanced

((expand)k o(Excerpts from cablegram, signed by Am- clearance of cross border operations. All rep-

6. Attacks on bridges and railroad lines bassador Marell D. Taylor, from United resentatives agreed that this requirement
after the presently damaged facilities kiev States Embassy in Saigon to State Depart- would be met by Vientiane having oppor-
been restored and warning given. meant, Defensc Department and.Commander tunity to conument on all plans submitted

7. Other "spectaculars" such earlier at. in Chief, Pacific, Sept. 19,1964) to Washington for approval. Once approval
tack on a US transport carrier at a pier In Foilowng is a summary, coordinated witt ' to eXeCUt is received, Vlentiane would be
salgon. . . Vientlane and Bangkok, at the miclustons kept sinfoemed ot Gay-ht-ay operations as
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information addressee on operational. trafflo
between Saigon/Waahington/CINCPAC. .. .

- AccoUNT or TAYLOR's MEETso WrrH SAIcoN
'GENERALS ON UNREST

(Ererpis from Saigon atrgram to the State
Departmcit, Dcc. 24, 1964, as provided In thc
body of the Pcntagon study. Ambassador
Taylor and his deputy, U. Alexis Johnson, met
rith tic so-called Ymung Turk leaders,
among thcn Generals Nguyn Cao Ky, Nguy-
en Van Tlhieu and Nguyen Chanh Thi and
an Admiral tdcnttflcd as Cang.)

Ambassador TAYLOR: Do all of you under-
stand English? (Vietnamese officers indicated
they did, although the understanding of
General Thi was known to be weak.) I told
you all clearly at General Westmoreland's
dinner we Americans were tired of coups. Ap-
parently I wasted my words. Maybe this is
because something is wrong with my French
because you evidently didn't understand. I
made it clear that all the military plans
which I know you would like to carry out are
dependent on governmental stability. Now
you have made a real mess. We cannot carry
you forever if you do things like this. Who
speaks for this group? Do you have a spokes-
man?

General KY: I am not the spokesman for
the group but I do speak English. I will ex-
plain why the Armed Forces took this action
last night.

We understand English very well. We are
aware of our responsibilities, we are aware
of the sacrifices of our people over twenty
years. We know you want stability, but you
cannot have stability until you have unity.
. . . But still there are rumors of coups and
doubts among groups. We think these rumors
come from the HNC, not as an organization
but from some of its members. Both military
and civilian leaders regard the presence of
these people in the HNC as divisive of the
Armed Forces due to their influence.

Recently the Prime Minister showed us a
letter he had received from the Chairman of
the HNC. ThIs letter told the Prime Minister
to beware of the military, and said that
maybe the military would want to come back
to power. Also the HNC illegally sought to
block the retirement of the generals that the
Armed Forces Council unanimously recom-
mended be retired In order to Improve unity
in the Armed Forces.

General TmnEu: The HNC cannot be bosses
because of the Constitution. Its members
must prove that they want to fight.

General KY: It looks as though the HNC
does not want unity. It does not want to
fight the Communists.

It has been rumored that our action of last
night was an intrigue of Khanh against Minh,
who must be retired. Why do we seek to re-
tire these generals? Because they had their
chance and did badly. . . .

Yesterday w met, twenty of us, from 1430
to 2030. We reached agreement that we must
take some action. We decided to arrest the
bad members of the HNC, bad politicians,
bad student leaders, and the leaders of the
Committee of National Salvation, which is a
Communist organization. We must put the
trouble-making organizations out of action
and ask the Prime Minister and the Chief of
State to stay in office.

After we explain to the people why we
did this at a press conference, we would
like to return to our fighting units. We have
no political ambitions. We seek strong, uni-
fled, and stable Armed Forces to support the
struggle and a stable government. Chief of
State Suu agrees with us. General Knanh
saw Huong who also agreed.

We did what we thought was good for this
country: we tried to have a civilian govern
ment clean house. If we have achieved it,
fine. We are now ready to go back to our
units.

Ambassador Tavias: Irespect thesincerity
of you gentlemen. Now I would lIke to tlk

to you about the consequences of what you
have done. But first, would any of the other
officers wish to speak?

Admiral CANo: It seems that we are being
treated as though we were guilty. What we
did was good and we did it only for the good
of the country.

Ambassador TAYLOR: Now let me tell you
how I feel about it, what I think the con-
sequences are: first of all, this is a military
coup that has destroyed the government-
making process that, to the admiration of
the whole world, was set up last fall largely
through the statesman-like of the Armed
Forces.

You cannot go back to your units, General
Ky. You military are now back In powar-.
You are up to your neck in politics.

Your statement makes it clear that you
have constituted yourselves again substan-
tially as a Military Revolutionary.Commit-
tee. The dissolution of the HNC was totally
Illegal. Your decree recognized the Chief of
State and the Huong Government but this
recognition is something that you could
withdraw. This will be interpreted as a re"
turn of the military to power. . -

Ambassador TAYLOR: Who commands the
Armed Forces? General Khanh?

General KY: Yes, sir ..-.
General TmrEu. In spite of what you say,

It should be noted that the Vietnamese Con-
mander-in-Chief is in a special situation. He
therefore needs advisors. Wo do not want to
force General Khanh; we advise him. We will
do what he orders . . .

Ambassador TAYLOR: Would your officers
be willing to come into a government if
called upon to do so by Huong? I have been
impressed by the high quality of many Viet-
namese officers. I am sure that many of the
most able men in this country are in uni-
form. Last fall when the HNC and Huong
Government was being formed, I suggested
to General Khanh there should be some mil-
itary participation, but my suggestions were
not accepted. It would therefore be natural
for some of them now to be called upon to
serve in the government. Would you be will-
ing to do so? . .

General KY: Nonetheless, I would object
to the idea of the military going back into
the government right away. People will say
It is a military coup.

Ambassador TAYLOR and Ambassador
JOHNsON: (together) People will say it
anyway ...

Ambassador TAYLOR: You have destroyed
the Charter. TIhe Chief of State will still
have to prepare for elections. Nobody believes
that the Chief of State has either the power
or the ability to do this without the HNC or
some other advisory body. If I were the Prime
Minister. I would simply overlook the de-
struction of the HNC. But we are preserving
the HNC itself. You need a legislative branch
and you need this particular step in the
formation of a government with National
Assembly .-.-

Ambassador TAYLOR: It should be noted
that Prime Minister Huong has not accepted
the dissolution of the HNC . . .

General THIEu: What kind of concession
does Huong want from us?

Ambassador Taylor again noted the need
for the HNC function.

General KY: Perhaps it Is better If we now
let General Khanh and Prime Minister
Huong talk.

General THIEU: After all, we did not ar-
rest all the thembers of the HNC. Of nine
members we detained only five. These people
are not under arrest. They are simply under
controlled residence . . .

Ambassador TAYLOR: Our problem now.
gentlemen, is to organize our work for the
rest of the day. For one thing, the govern-
ment will have to issue a cosamunique.

General Thsmz: We will still have. A pr0s
conference this afternoon but only to way
why weaotedasve dd. -

Ambassador TAYLOR: I have real troubles
on the US side. I don't know whether we will
continue to support you after this. Why
don't you tell your friends before you act?
I regret the need for my blunt talk today
but we have lots at stake ...

Ambassador TAYLOR: And was it really all
that necessary to carry out the arrests that
very night? Couldn't this have been put off
a day or two? . . .

In taking a friendly leave. Ambassador
Taylor said: You people have broken a lot of
dishes and now we have to see how we can
straighten out this mess.

THE Orrros HARDENED

The September discussions had established
a consensus that bombing of the North
"would be required at some proimate future
date for a variety of reasons' and individual
and institutional pressures all tended to
harden the options toward this end as they
were finally presented to the National Se-
curity Council and then the President.

The analyst gives a number of examples of
this stiffening process from the successive
draft papers developed by the group during
Its three weeks of deliberations.

"The extreme withdrawal option was re-
jected almost without surfacing for con-
sideration" because of Its conflict with the
policy memorahdums. "Fallback positions"
outlined In an original working-group draft
suffered a similar fate.

FIRST FALLBACK PORTION

The first falback position, the study says,
"would have meant holding the line-plac-
ing an immediate, low ceiling on the number
of U.S. personnel in SVN. and taking vigor-
ous efforts to build on a stronger base else-
where. possibly Thailand."

"The second alternative would have been
to undertake some spectacular, highly visible
supporting action like a limited-duration se-
lective bombing campaign as a last effort to
save the South: to have accompanied it with
a propaganda campaign about the unwinna-
bility of the war given the GVN's ineptness
and, then, to have sought negotiations
through compromise and- neutralization
when the bombing failed."

But because of "forceful objections" by
Admiral Mustin, the Joint Chiefs representa-
tive, both of these possibilities were down-
graded in the final paper presented to the
National Security Council on Nov. 21. In
effect they were "rejected before they were
fully explored," the study says.

Thus all three options. labeled A, B and
C. entailed some form of bombing, with "the
distinctions between them" tending to blur
as they evolved during the group's three
weeks of deliberations, the analyst says. Mr.
MeNaughton and William Bundy collabo-
rated closely on their formulation.

A similar convergence occurred on the
question of negotiations.

THU MrNIMUM POSrrON

Here the minimum United States position
was defined as forcing Hanoi to halt the in-
surgency in the South and to agree to the
establishment of a secure, non-Communist
state there, a position the analyst defines as
"acceptance or else." Moreover, talks of any
kind with Hanoi were to be avoided until the
effects of bombing had put the United States
into a position to obtain this minimum goal
In negotiations.

"The only option that provided for bar-
gaining in the usual sense of the word was
Option C." the study says. Here the United
States would be willing to bargain away in-
ternational supervisory machinery to verify
Hanoi's agreement.

"The policy climate in Washington simply
was not receptive to any suggestion that U.S.
goals might have to be' eOmpsnls" the
study omment.-

TheX are the option -their anal rtm
- the study INUmMaIM thin:
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"a. Within 24-36 hours Pacific Command Gulf attac

(PACOM) forces take initial U.S. military ac- United Stat
tions as follows: "A second

"(1) Conduct air strikes in Laos against cuss pnsib
targets No. 3 (Thepone barracks, north- scheduled'I
west). No. 4 (Tchcpone military area). No. materials c
19 (Banthay military area), No. 8 (Nape held." the
highway bridge), and the Banken bridge on Johnson wa
]Route 7. that atern

"'(2) Conduct low-level air reconnaissance dress, and I
of infiltration routes and of targets in North House meet

. Vietnam south of Latitude 19 degrees. "One thi
"b. Prior to air attacks on the D.R.V., land cludes. "Thi

the Marine special landing forces at Danang thorized fo
and airlift Army or Marine units from bomber bas
Okinawa to the Saigon-Tansonnhut-BienhosI
area, to provide increased security for US per- But theI

- sonnel and installations. lined to a"c. Use aircraft engaged in airlift (sub- .intora
paragraph b, above) to assist in evacuation aninterage
of U.S. dependents from Saigon, to corn- Bundy to
inence concurrently with the daylight air military oi
strikes against the D.R.V. (subparagraph d. North Vet

beo) result" ofI
below). otec"d. Assemble and prepare necessaryforces h105.the ac
sothat: 1e Bun

"(1) Within 60 to 72 hours, 30 B-52's from unofficially
Guam conduct a night strike on D.l.V. tar- ity flt
get No. 6 (Phucyen airfield). [Phucyen, 13 day that y
miles from Hanoi, is the principal North Presidency
Vietnamese air base). slide.

"(2) Commencing at first light on the day 'Bienhoy
following subparagraph (1) above, PACOM Mr. Bundy
air and naval forces conduct air strikes group on N
against D.R.V. targets No. 0 (Phucycn air- our hnnd,
field) (daylight follow-up on the above night springboar'
strike), No. 3 (hanoi Gialam airfiid), No. 8 action. Th
(Ilaiphong Catbi airfeld), No. 48 (Ilalphong tr'isof :
POL). and No. 49 (Hanoi POL). (POL is a rationale,
military abbreviation for petroleum, oil and show tug
lubricants.) decidethet

"(3) Concurrently with subpnragraph (2), a clear cowl
above the Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) will tions." [Se
strike DRV target No. 36 (Vitthulu barracks). Nov. 6.1

$"(4) Combat air patrols (CAP), flak sup- Ostensib
pressive fire, strike photographic reconnais- date to re-(
sance, and search and rescue operations icy toward
(.A.R.)- are conducted- as appropriate. . the Nation

(5) The above actions are followed by: of options.
"(a) Armed reconnaissance on infiltration . entire fore!

routes in Laos. ? '"Governmen
(b) Air strikes against infiltration routes Michael V.]

and targets in the D.R.V. Vietnam co
"(c) Progressive PACOM and SAC [Stra- et Johnso

tegic Air Command1 strikes against the tar- McNaughto
gets listed in 94 Target Study. the Pentag

"(d) That bases be used as necemary In from the J

connection with the foregoing, with author- of the Cen
Ity to be obtained through appropriate chan- E
nels. . . . But, the

'Recognizing that security of this plan is have been,
of critical importance, they [the Joint for reopen
ChIefs) consider that external agencies, such* involvemen
as the VNAF, should be apprised only of those The basic
parts of the plan necessary to insure proper -dependent.
and effective coordination. The same limited established
revelation of plans should govern discussions curity Acti
with the Thais in securing authority for un- vious Marc
limited use of Thal bases." tion."

- eCArION FROM SAIGON Ambassad
From Saigon, Ambassador Taylor cabled for warned tha

a more restrained response consisting of "re- out some
tallation bombing attacks on selected D.R.V. jets, would
targets" using both American and South gets on thi
Vietnamese planes and for a "policy state- Accordingly
nent that we will act similarly in like cases began on
in the future." Phouma'sa

But the President felt otherwise for the the Yanke
moment. "Apparently, the decision was made patrol over
to do nothing," the analyst says, adding that protect the
the documentary evidence does not provide Vietnamese
an adequate explanation.

At a White House meeting the same day, Ambassa
. the account continued, the President ex- the comb

pressed concern that United States retalia- achieved b
tory strikes might bring counterretalation of the curre
by North Vietnam or China against American lcan aircraf
bases and civilian dependents in the South.' The Presi

In briefing the press, Administration offi- ant the pla
etals, unidentified in the study, drew a con- the South
trut "between this incident and the Tonkla pointed ou

ks where our destroyers were 'on
es business.' "
d [White Housel meeting t'o dis-
le U.S. actions was 'tentatively

for 2 November, but the available
ontain no evidence that it was
account continues. "President

s scheduled to appear in Houston
oon, for his final pre-election ad-
it may be that the second White
ing was called off." '
ng is certain," the writer con-
ere were no retaliatory strikes au-
hlowing the attack on the U.S.
le."
A PANEL UNDER BXTNDT
President had not altogether de-
ct on Nov. 1. He had appointed
ncy working group under William
draw up various political and

options for direct action- against
nam. This was the one "concrete
the Nov. 1 mortar raid on Ben-
rount reports.
dy working group, as it would be
called in the Government, held

eting at 9:30 A.M. on Nov. 3, the
Mr. Johnson was elected to the
in his own right by a huge land-

may be repeated at any time."
wrote in a memorandum to the

bv. 5. "This would tend to force
but would also give us a good
I for any decision for stronger

President Ix clearly thinking in
aximum use of a Gulf of Tonkin
either for an action that would
ness and hold the line till we can

big issue, or as a basis for starting
rse of action under the broad op-
e text, McGeorge Bundy drafts,

y, the Bundy group had a man-'
examine the entire American pol-
Vietnam and to recommend to

al Security Council a broad range
Its membership represented the
gn-policy-making machine of the
tt-Mr. Bundy; Marshall Green;
Forrestal, head of the inter-agency
ordinating committee, and Rob-

n of the State Department; Mr.
n from the civilian hierarchy of
on; Vice Adm.- Lloyd M. Mustin
point Chiefs' staff and Harold Ford
tral Intelligence Agency.
MARKABLE LIrrLE LATrrU DE

account says, "there appears to
in fact, remarkably little latitude
ng the basic question about U.S.
t in the Vietnam struggle."
c national objective of "an in-
non-Communist South Vietnam,"
by the President's National Se-

on Memorandum 288 of the pre-
h, "did not seem open to ques-

lors Unger and Taylor both
t the Laotian Government, with-
participation by the American
not persevere in attacking tar-

e Communist infiltration routes.
, the day before the T-28 strikes

Oct. 14 with Premier Souvanna
approval, Washington authorized
e Team jets to fly combat air'
the T-28's to raise morale. and

rn from any interference by North
MIG's..

mINOa ExtENsION oNLY
dor Taylor said in his cable that
t air patrol missions could be
y "a relatively minor extension"
nt rules of engagement for Amer.'
t in Indochina.
dent also postponed for the pres-'
mned ground forays into Laos by
Vietnamese. Ambassador .Taylrt
in a cable on.Oct..9 that the

would not be possible "in forseable future"
In any case because the South VietnaRmese
Army was so tied down fighting the guerrillas
in its own country.

Several eight-man South Vietnamese re-
connaissance teams were parachuted into
Laos In an operation called Leaping Lena,
but the Nov. 7 report to William Bundy on
covert operations would note that "all of
these teams were located by the enemy and
only four survivors returned. . . ."

On Nov. 1, two days before the election,
the Vietcong struck with a devastating mor-
tar barrage on American planes and facil-
ities at Blenhoa airfield near Saigon. The
attack put the President under great internal
pressure, the analyst says, to strike back
openly, as he had said in his directive of
Sept. 10 that he was prepared to do "in the
event of any attack on U.S. units or any
special D.R.V./VC action against SVN."

In the enemy's barrage, four Americans
were killed, five B-57 bombers were destroyed
and eight damaged. These were some of the
B-57's that had earlier been sent from
Japan to the Philippines at Mr. McNamara's
suggestion as part of the preparations for
possible bombing of the North. They had
since been moved into South Vietnam, how-
ever, to try to shore up the Khanh Govern-
ment's military position by bringing more air
power to bear upon the Vietcong.

"As of the 'end of October (in anticipation
of resumed De Soto patrols), elements of our
Pacific forces were reported as 'poired and
ready' to execute reprisals for any D.R.V. at-
tacks on our naval vessels. Thus, there was-
a rather large expectancy among Administra-
tion omcials that the United States would do
something in retaliation," the analyst writes.
The words in parentheses are his.

CHANGE O GROUND RULE

The Joint Chiefs told Mr. McNamara that
the Blenhoa attack had been "a deliberate
act of escalation and a change of the ground
rules under which the VC had operated up
to now." Asserting that "a prompt and strong
response is clearly justified," they proposed,
on the same day as the incident, "that the
following specific actions be taken" (the
words in parentheses are those of the Joint
Chiefs; words in brackets have been inserted
by The Times for clarification):

BREAKDOWN IN NEGOTIATIONS

"It will be recalled that the latter point
was the issue on which progress toward a
cease-fire became stalled," the analyst re-
marks. The negotiations broke down in Paris
late in September.

American mission representatives from
Bangkok and Vientiane met in Saigon on
Sept. 11 under Ambassador Taylor's auspices,
however, and decided that the South Viet-
namese Air Force should not participate in
the stepped-up air action in Laos authorized
by the President in his directive of Sept. 10.

A list of 22 targets in the Laotian pan-
handle had been drawn up during the sum-
mer for the possibility of such raids, Includ-
ing one on a control point at the Mugia Pass,
just across the North Vietnamese border.

South Vietnamese air strikes would offend
Premier Souvanna Phouma by complicating
his political position, the meeting deter-
mined, so the air attacks would be confined
to clandestine raids by the T-28's in Laos
and the United States Navy and Air Force
jets-code-named Yankee Team-operating
over Laos. Accord was also reached that
South Vietnamese troops, possibly accompa-
nied by American advisers, would also make
ground forays into Laos up to a depth of
20 kilometers, or 12 miles.

"The mission representatives agreed that,
once the fair and ground) operations began,
they should not be acknowledged publicly,"
'the analyst writes. "In effect, then, they
would supplement the other covert pressures
being exerted against Worth Vietnam. More-
ovr, WhIle the Lao Goernment Waould ,of

* * . . ' . * ' ,. . IL
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course . know about the operations of their
T-2i's. Souvanna was not to be informed of
the GVN/U.S. ground operations. The un-
acknowledged nature of these operations
would thus be easier to maintain."

JOINT DFPARTMENTAL MESSAGE
On Oct. 6, a joint State and Defense De-

partment message authorized Ambassador
Unger II Laos to obtain Premier Souvanna
Phouma's approval for the T-28 strikes "as
soon as possible."

But as the analyst points out, the message
showed that the President had decided to
postpone the accompanying strikes by Yan-
kee Team jets. the "U.S. armed aerial recon-
naissance" mentioned in Mr. Johnson's Na-
tional Security Action Memorandum 314.

Five of, the targets in the Laotian pan-
handle, well-defended bridges, had been spe-
cifically marked for the American jets, and
fire by the Yankee Team planes would also
be required against antiaircraft batteries de-
fending the Mugia Pass. The message from
Washington excluded these targets from the
list of 22.

"You are further authorized to inform Lao
that Yankee Team suppressive-fire strikes
against certain difficult targets in panhandle,
interspersing with further T-28 strikes, are
part of the over-all concept and are to be
anticipated later, but that such U.S. strikes
are not repeat not authorized at this time,"
the cable said. (See text, cable on Laos
Strikes. Sept. 10.1

The U-2 spy plane flights over North Viet-
nam and the parachuting of supplies and
reinforcements to sabotage and psychological
warfare teams in the North continued
throughout this period and had not been
affected by the President's suspension Qf the
coastal raids after the original Tonkin Gulf
Incident.

The covert step-up in the air operations in
Laos ordered by the President did not take
place until mid-October. The Pentagon ac-
count -says-that one reason forthe delay Vs
the Administration's need to "await the un-
certain outcome" of negotiations then tak-
ing place in Paris between the right-wing,
neutralist and pro-Communist factions in
Laos. The objective of the talks was to ar-
range a cease-fire that might lead to a new
14-nation Geneva conference to end the
Laotian civil war.-

"However, a Laotian cease-fire was not
compatible with current perceptions of U.S..
interest," the analyst writes.

The Administration feared that during an
ensuing Geneva conference on Laos. inter
national pressures,- particularly from the
Communist countries, might force the dis-
cussions onto the subject of Vietnam. Nego-
tiations in the present circumstances were
considered certain to unravel the shaky anti-
Communist regime in Saigon.

The Administration also believed that
even the convening of a conference on Laos
might create an impression in Saigon that
Washington was going to seek a negotiated
withdrawal from South Vietnam and set off
a political collapse there and the emergence
of a neutralist coalition regime that would
ask the United States to leave.

The account notes that in his Aug. 11
high-level policy memorandum on South-
east Asiai William Bundy had "characterized
U.S. strategy" toward the Paris talks with
the statement that "we should wish to slow
down any progress toward a conference and to
hold Souvanna to the firmest possible posi-
tion." Mr. Bundy had referred to a sugges-
tion by Ambassador . Leonard Unger that

'Prince Souvanna Phourna insist on three-
faction administration of the Plaine des
Jarres as "a useful delaying gambit."

"Significantly,". the analyst says, "this
proposal was advanced at Paris by Souvanna
Phouma on 1 September--ilust'ating the
fact that Souvanna was carefuly advised by.
U.S. diplomat both prior to and during the;

Paris meetings. Other features of Souvanna's
negotiating posture which apparently were
encouraged as likely to have the effect of
drawing out the discussions were insistence
on Communist acceptance of (1) Souvanna's
political status as Premier and (2) unham-
pered operations by the I.C.C. [International
Control Commission."

"Insistence on Souvanna's position is an-
other point on which he should insist, and
there would also be play in the hand on the
question of free I.C.C. operations" Mr.
Bundy wrote in his Aug. 11 memorandum.

Reactivation of the 34A coastal raids, this
time after completion of the first De Soto
patrol. The directive added that "we should
have the GVN ready to admit they are tak-
ing place and to justify and legitimize them
on the basis of the facts of VC infiltration
by sea." The account explains, "It was be-
lieved that this step would be useful in es-
tablishing a climate of opinion more re-
ceptive to expanded (air) operations against
North Vietnam when they became neces-
sary." The word in parentheses is the hi-
torian's.

An arrangement with the LAotian Govern-
ment of Premier Souvanna Phouma to per-
rmit "limited GVN air and ground opera-
tions into the corridor areas of [southeast-
ern] Laos. together with Lao air strikes and
possible use of U.S. armed aerial reconnais-
sance." Armed aerial reconnaissance is a
military operation in which the pilot has
authority to attack unprogramed targets,
such as gun installations or' trucks, at him
own discretion.

The United States "should be prepared" to
launch "tit for tat" reprisal air strikes like
those during the Tonkin Gulf incident "as
appropriate against the D.R.V. in the event
of any attack on U.S. units or any special
D.R.V.-VC action against SVN."

The President also ordered "economic and
political actions" in South Vietnam, such
as pay raises for Vietnamese civil servants
out of American funds, to try to strengthen
the Saigon regime.

The United States destroyers Morton and
Edwards resumed the De Soto patroLs in the
Tonkin Gulf on Sept. 12, two days after Mr.
Johnson's directive. They were attacked in a
third Tonkin incident on the night of Sept.
18, and the President glossed over it.

However, he went ahead with his decision
to resume the 34A coastal raids, still covertly,
the account pays. The order to reactivate
them was issued by Mr. Johnson on Oct. 4,
with the specifloation that they -were to be
conducted under tightened American con-
trols.

Each operation on the monthly schedules
now had to be "approved in advance" by
Deputy Secretary of Defense Cyrus R. Vance
for Secretary McNamara, Liewellyn A.
Thompson, acting. Deputy Under Secretary
of State for Political Affairs, for Secretary'
Rusk, and McGeorge Bundy at the White
House for the President. '

During October, a subsequent report to
William Bundy on covert activities said, the
34A coastal raids consisted of two shallow
probes of North Vietnamese defenses, an at-
tempt to capture a junk, and successful shell-
ings of the radar station at Vinhson and the
observation post at Muidao.

TWO SABOTAGE AcTIONS
Two of the sabotage teams that had pre-

viously been parachuted into the North also
"carried out successful actions during Oc-
tober," the report said. "One demolished a
bridge, the other ambushed a North Viet-
nanese patrol. Both teams suffered casual-
ties, the latter sufficient to cast doubt on the
wisdom of the action."

A A ASS 1O3 wirna Ac-rON
The Pentagon account concludes from the

Sept. ' strategy discussions that by now the
Saigon regime was being regarded less
and les s a government 6apable 6f de-

feating the Vietcong insurgency than "in
terms of its suitability as a base for wider
action."

Despite the pessimistic analyses of Ainbas-
sador Taylor and the Joint Chiefs for future
escalation. some of those at the White House
meeting hoped the Khanh regime could be
somewhat stabilized. Citing handwritten
notes of the meeting in the Pentagon files,
the analyst quotes Mr. McNamara as saying
that he understood "we are not acting more
strongly because there is a clear hope of
strengthening the GVN."

"But he went on." the account continues,
"to urge that the way be kept open for
stronger actions even if the GVN did not
improve or in the event the war were widened

by the Communists."
The handwritten notes of the meeting

quote the President as asking. "Can we really
strengthen the GVN?"

And in his memorandum of the consensus,
William Bundy wrote: "Khanh will probably
stay in control and may make some head-
way in the next 2-3 months in strengthening
the Government (GVN). The best we can
expect is that he and the OVN will be able
to maintain order, keep the pacification pro-
gram ticking over (but not progressing mark-
edly), and give the appearance of a valid
government."

On Sept. 10. therefore, the President or-
dered a number of interim measures in Na-
tional Security Action Memorandum 314. is-
sued over the signature of his special assist-
ant, McGeorge Bundy. These were intended,
in the words of William Bundy's memoran-
dum of consensus, "to assist morale in SVN,
and show the Communists we still mean
business, while at the same time seeking to
keep the risks low and under our control at
each stage."

A REFLECTION OF CONSENSUS
The most important orders Mr. Johnson

gave dealt with covert measures. The final
paragraph in the President's memorandum
also reflected the consensus, the analyst
finds, of the Sept. 7 meeting and other strat-
egy discussions of the time-"the extent to
which the new year was anticipated as the
occasion for beginning overt military opera-
tions against North Vietnam."

This final paragraph read: "These decisions
are governed by a prevailing judgment that-
the first order of business at present is to
take actions which will help to strengthen
the fabric of the Government of South Viet-
nam; to the extent that the situation per-
mits. such action should precede larger de-
cisions. If such larger decisions are required
at any time by a change in the situation.
they will be taken." (See text, McGeorge
Bundy memo, Sept. 10.1

The interim measures Mr. Johnson ordered
Included these:

Resumption of the De Soto patrols by
American destroyers in the Tonkin Gulf. They
would "operate initially well beyond the 12-
mile limit and be clearly disassociated from
34A maritime operation," but the destroyers
"would have air cover from carriers."

A resumption of the covert coastal raids on
North Vietnam under Operation Plan 34A,
which President Johnson had temporarily
suspended since the Tonkin Gulf incident.
The South Vietnamese Government would
announce them publicly, declaring them
"iully justified as necessary to assist in in-
terdiction of infiltration by sea."

A resumption of patrols in the Gulf of
Tonkin by United States destroyers, code-
named De Soto pAtrols although these would
still be physically "disassociated" from the
34A attacks. Mr. McNaughton noted that
"the U.S. pubUec is sympathetic to reasonable
insistence on the right of the U.S. ?avy to
ply international waters."

MAJOIrrT n DISAOREMrMNTr

But a majority of the officials at the Sept.
I White House strategy meetng disagreed.
They decided for the present against adopt-.
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Ing a provocation strategy for reprisal air
attacks, precisely because the Khauh regime
was so weak end vulnerable rnd the morale-
lifting benefits of such strikes might be off-
set by possible Comnimunist retaliation, the
analyst snys. The meeting wns attended by
the President: Secretary of State Dean Rusk;
Secretary NicNarmara; Gen. Earle 0. Wheeler,
the new Chairman of the Joint Chiefs; Am-
bassador Taylor, who had flown in from Sai-
gon, and John A. McCone, the Director of
Central Intelligence.

"We believe such deliberately provocative
elements should not be added in the immedi-
ate future while the GVN is still struggling
to its feet." Assistant Secretary of State
William P. Bundy wrote in a memorandum
recording the consensus recommendations
formally made to the President after the
meeting.

"By early October, however, we may rec-
ommend such actions depending on GVN
progress and Communist reaction in the
meantime, especially to U.S. naval patrols."
A resumption of the destroyer patrols was
one outcome of the Sept. 7 meeting.

The analyst says that a similar reason was
given for the decision against beginning a
sustained bombing campaign against the
North, with or without a provocation strat-
egy, in the near future. "The GVN over the
next 2-3 months will be too weak for us to
take any major deliberate risks of escalation
that would involve a major role for, or
threat to, South Vietnam," the Bundy mem-
orandum states.

Ambassador Taylor had acknowledged in
his cable of Aug. 18 that bombing the North
to prevent a collapse in the South if the
Khanh regime continued to decline "Increases
the likelihood of U.S. involvement in ground
action since Khanh will have almost no
available ground forces which can be released
from pacification employment to mobile re-

-; sistance of D.R.V. attacks."
His cable was designated a joint United

States mission message, meaning that Dep-
uty Ambassador U. Alexis Johnson and
Gen. William C. Westmoreland, chief of the
United States Military Assistance Command,
had concurred with the Ambassador's views.

On Aug. 26, three days before the Presi-
dent's speech at the barbecue in Stone-

is wall, Tex., the Joint Chiefs of Staff sub-
mitted a memorandum to Secretary Mc-
Namara agreeing with Ambassador Taylor.
They said that bombing under his second
criterion, to stave off a breakdown in Saigon,
was "more in accord with the current situa-

- tion" in their view and added that an air

war against the North was now "essential to
prevent a complete collapse of the U.S. posi-
tion in Southeast Asia."

The Joint Chiefs' memorandum was the
first appearance. the account says, of a "prov-
ocation strategy" that was to be discussed
at the Sept. ' White House session-in the'
words of the narrative, "deliberate attempts
to provoke the D. R. V. into taking actions
which could then be answered by a sys-
tematic U.S. air campaign."

The memorandum itself is not this ex-
plicit, although it does seem to suggest at-
tempting to repeat the Tonkin Gulf clashes
as a pretext for escalation.

In a Sept. 3 memorandum to Secretary
McNamara, however, Mr. MNaughton was
specific. He outlined several means of prov-
ocation that could culminate in a Rustained
air war. In the meantime, they could be em-
ployed to conduct reprisalsair strikes that
would help hld the situation In South
Vietnam together and, the analyst notes,
permit postponing "probably until Novem-
ber or December any decision as to serious
escalation."

DEFUSS SERIOUS ESCALATION
This serious escalation Mr. McNaughton

defined as "a crescendo of OVN-U.B. mili-
tary actions against the D.l.V.,' such as
mining harbors and gradually esclating air
Waids.

He described his provocation program to
Mr. McNamara as "an orchestraion of three
classes of actions, all designed to meet these
five desiderata-(i) From the U.S., GVN and
hopefully allied points of view they should
be legitimate things to do under the cir-
cunstances, (2) they should cause appre-
hension, ideally increasing apprehension
in the D.R.V., (3) they should be likely
at some point to provoke a military
D.R.V. response, (4) the provoked response
should be likely to provide good grounds for
us to escalate if we wished, and (5) the tim-
ing and crescendo should be under our con-
trol, with the scenario capable of being
turned off at any time." [See text, McNaugh-
ton plan, Sept. 3.1

The classes of actions were:
South Vietnamese air strikes at enemy

infiltration routes through southeastern
Laos that would "begin in Laos' near the
South Vietnamese border and slowly 'march'
up the trails and eventually across the North
Vietnamese border."

The President was already communicating
this sense of restraint to the voters. On the
night of Aug. 29, in an address to a crowd
at an outdoor barbecue a few miles from
his ranch in Texas, when two tons of beef
were served in a belated celebration of his
56th birthday, he made a statement that
he was to repeat in numerous election
speeches.

"I have had advice to load our planes with
bombs," the President said, "and to drop
them on certain areas that I think would
enlarge the war and escalate the war, and
result in our conmitting a good many
American boys to fighting a war that I think
ought to be fought by the boys of Asia to
help protect their own land."

The policy of the United States toward
Vietnam, the President explained later in
his speech was "to furnish advice, give
counsel, express good judgment, give them
trained counselors, -and help them with
equipment to help themselves."

rr IS A WAR AND A BIG WAR
"We are doing that," he said. "We have

lost less than 200 men in the last several
years, but to each one of those 200 men-
and we lost about that many in Texas on
accidents on the Fourth of July-to each
of those 200 men who have given their life
to preserve freedom, it is a war and a big war
and we recognize it.

"But we think it is better to lose 200 than
to lose 200,000. For that reason we have tried
very carefully to restrain ourselves and not to
enlarge the war.'

Eleven days earlier, on Aug. 18, Ambassador
Maxwell D. Taylor had cabled from Saigon
that he agreed with an "assumption" now
held in the Administration in Washington
that the Vietcong guerrillas-the VC, as they
were usually termed-could not be defeated
and the Saigon Government preserved by a
counterguerrilla war confined to South
Vietnam itself.

"Something must be added in the coming
months," the Ambassador said in his
message. What General Taylor proposed to
add was "a carefully orchestrated bombing
attack on NVN (North Vietnam!, directed
primarily at infiltration and other military
targets" with "Jan. 1, 1905, as a target D-
Day.",

The bombing should be undertaken under
either of two courses of action, the Ambas-
sador said. The first course would entail using
the promise of the air attacks as an induce-
ment to persuade the regime of Gen. Nguyen
Khanh to achieve some political stability and
get on seriously with the pacification pro-
gram. Under the second course, the United
States would bomb the North, regardless of
whatever progress General Khanh made, to
prevent "a collapse of national morale" in
Saigon. '

Por the Ambassador cautioned that "it i
far fom clear at the present moment -that
the Khanh Government ean last until Jan. 1,

1965." The Ambassador said that before
bombing the North the United States wotild
also have to send Army Hawk antiaircraft
missile units to tho Saigon and Danang
areas to protect the airfields there against
retaliatory Communist air attacks-arsumed
possible from China or North Vietnam-and
'to land a force of American Marines at
Danang to protect the air base there against
possible ground assaults.

Option A-Conduct U.S. reprisal air strikes
on North Vietnam "not only against any
recurrence of VC 'spctaculars' such as Bien-
hon," intensify the coastal raids of Operation
Plan 34A, resume the destroyer patrols in
the gulf, step up the air strikes by T-28's.
against infiltration targets in Laos and seek
reforms in South Vietnam.

Option B-What Mr. McNaughton called
"a fast/full squeeze." Bomb the North "at
a fairly rapid pace and without interrup-
tion," including early air raids on Phucyen
Airfield near Hanoi and key bridges along
the road and rail links with China until
full American demands are met. "Should
pressures for negotiations become too for-
midable to resist and discussion begin before
a Communist agreement to comply." the
analyst writes, "it was stressed that the
United States should define its negotiating
position 'in a way which makes Communist
acceptance unlikely.' In this manner it would
be 'very likely that the conference would
break up rather rapidly,' thus enabling our
military pressures to be resumed."

Option C-Mr. McNaughton's "slow
squeeze"; the option he and William Bundy
favored. Gradually increasing air strikes
"against infiltration targets, first in Laos and
then in the D.R.V., and then against other
targets in North Vietnam" intended to "give
the impression of a steady deliberate ap-
proach . . . designed to give the United States
the option at any time to proceed or not,
to escalate or not and to quicken the pace
or not." This option also included the possi-
bility of a "significant ground deployment
to the northern part of South Vietnam" as
an additional bargaining counter.

A SELECT COMMITTEE MEETS
On Nov. 24, a select committee of the Na-

tional Security Council met to discuss the
option papers formally presented to the coun-
cil three days earlier. This group comprised
Secretaries Rusk and McNamara, Mr. McCone,
General Wheeler, McGeorge Bundy and Un-
der Secretary of State George W. Ball. Wil-
11am Bundy attended to keep a record and
to represent the working group.

In the account of this meeting, Mr. Ball
makes his first appearance in the Pentagon
history as the Administration dissenter on
Vietnam. William Bundy's memorandum of
record says Mr. Ball "indicated doubt" that
bombing the North in any fashion would im-
prove the situation in South Vietnam and
"argued against" a judgment that a Vietcong
victory in South Vietnam would have a fall-
Ing-domino effect on the rest of Asia.

While the working-group sessions had been
in progress, the study discloses, Mr. Ball had
been writing a quite different policy paper
"suggesting a U.S. diplomatic strategy in
the event of an imminent GVN collapse."

"In it, he adovcated working through the
U.K. [United Kingdom, or Britain who
would in turn seek cooperation from the
U.S.S.R., In arranging an internation confer-
ence (of smaller proportions than those at
Geneva) which would work out a compro-
mise political settlement for South Vietnam,"
the analyst say's. The words in parentheses
are the analyst's.

Of those present at the November 24 meet-
ing, the memorandum of record indicates,
only Mr. Ball favored Option A. The study
gives the impression this was conceived as a
throwaway option by the Working Group.
The group's analysis labeled it "an indefinite
course of action" whose "sole advantages"
were these:

"(a) Defeat w6uld be clearly due to OVN
fMilure, and we ourelvs ab less m-

,
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plicoted than If we tried Option B or Option
C. and faied.

"(b) The most likely reult would be a
Vietnamese negotiated deal, under which
an eventually unified Communist Vietnam
would reassert its traditional hostility to
Communist China and limit its own ambi-
tions to Laos and Cambodia."

S.SCREART RUSW DSAOREFS

At the Nov. 24 meeting. however. Mr.
Rusk said that while he favored bombing
North Vietnam, he did not accept an analysis
by Mr. McNaughton and William Bundy that
if the bombing failed to save South Vietnam
"we would obtain International credit mere-
ly for'trying."

"In his view," the analyst write, "the
harder we tried and then failed, the worse
our situation would be."

McGeorge Bundy demurred to some extent,
the account goes on, but Mr. Ball "expressed
strong agreement with the last Rusk point."

General Wheeler. reflecting the viewpoint
of the Joint Chiefs, argued that the hard, fast
bombing campaign of Option B actually en-
tailed "less risk of a major conflict before
achieving success." in words of the study,
than the gradually rising air strikes of Op-
tion C.

The study adds that Mr. Bundy and Mr.
McNaughton may have deliberately loaded
the language of Option B to try to frighten
the President out of adopting it lest it create
severe international pressure for quick nego-
tiations.

General Wheeler's argument presaged a
running controversy between the Joint Chiefs
and the civilian leadership after the bomb-
ing campaign began in the coming year.

The meeting on Nov. 24 ended without
a clear majority decision on which option
should be recommended to the President.
The principals resumed when Ambassador
Taylo:reached Washngtonto join the etrate-
gy talks on Nov. 27. 19G4.

TATLOR'S vrMEE PURPOSES

In a written briefing paper, he told the
conferees:

"If, as the evidence shows, we are playing
a losing game in South Vietnam... .t is
high time we change and find a better way."
He proposed gradually increasing air strikes,
against the North for a threefold purpose:

"First, establish an adequate government
in SVN; second, improve the conduct of the
counterinsurgency campaign: finally per-
suade or force the D.R.V. to stop its aid to
the Vietcong and to use its directive powers
to make the Vietcong desist from their ef-
forts to overthrow the Government of South.
Vietnam."

To improve anti-Communist prospects in
. the South, the Ambassador proposed using
the lever of American air strikes against the
North to obtain promises from the Saigon
leaders that they would achieve political sta-
bility. strengthen the army and the police

- suppress dissident Buddhist and student fac-
tions, replace incompetent officials and get on
with the war effort.

The analyst says that the Ambassador had
thus revised his earlier view that Washing-
-ton should bomb the North merely to pre-
vent "a collapse of national morale" In Saig-
on. He still favored some form of bombing
in an emergency, but now he wanted some-
thing solid from the Saigon leaders In ex-
.change for a coherent program of rising air
war.

In the course of discussions on Nov. 27,
however, the Ambassador acknowledged that
while bombing "would definitely have a fa-
vorable effect" in South Vietnam, ". . . he
was not sure this would be enough really to
improve the situation." the analyst reports.
again quoting from Wilisrzn Bundy's mem-
orandum of record.

"Others, including Mcllamra, agreed with
Taylor's evaluation, but the Secretary [Mr.
McNamaraj added that 'the Strengthening

effect of Option C could at leae't buy time,
possibly measured in year.'"

Ambassador Taylor proposed that the Ad-
ministration therefore adopt a two-phase
program culminating in the bombing of In-
filtration facilities south of the 19th Parallel
in North Vietnam, in effect Option A plus
the first stges of Option C. Phase I would
consist of 30 days of the Option A type of
actions, such ps intensification of the coastal
raids on the North, air strikes by American
jets at infiltration routes and one or two
reprisal raids against the North. Meanwhile,
Ambassador Taylor would obtain the prom-
Ises of improvement from the Sagon leader-
ship.

At the end of the 30 days, with the prom-
ises in hand, the United States would then
move into Phase II, the air war. Th air raids
were to last two to six months, during which
Hanoi was apparently expected to yield.

The other agreed, and the proposal was
redefined further at a meeting on Nov. 28.
William Bundy was assigned the task of
drawing up a formal policy paper outlin-
ing the proposal. The Cabinet-level officials
agreed to reconunend it to the President at
a White House meeting scheduled for Dec. 1,
right after Mr. Johnson's Thanksgiving holi-
day at his ranch.

On Nov. 28, the same day that his closest
advisers made their decision to advise him to
bomb North Vietnam, Mr. Johnson was asked
at a news conference at the ranch:

"Mr. President, is expansion of the Viet-
nam war into Laos or North Vietnam a live
possibility at this moment?"

"WITEN TOU CRAWL OUT"

"I don't want to give you any particular
guide posts as to your conduct in the mat-
ter," Mr. Johnson told the newsmen about
their articles. "But when you crawl out on a
limb, you always have to find another one to
crawl back on.

"I have just been sitting here in this
serene atmosphere of the Pedernales for the
last few days reading about the wars that
you [speculating newsmen] have involved us
in and the additional undertakings that I
have made decisions on or that General
Taylor has recommended or that Mr. Mc-
Namara plans or Secretary Rusk envisages.
I would say, generally speaking, that some
people are speculating and taking positions
that I think are somewhat premature."

"At the moment," he concluded, "General
Taylor will report to us on developments.
We will carefully consider these reports. . . .

.I will meet with him in the early part of
the week. I anticipate there wiU be no dra-
matic announcement to come out of these
meetings except in the form of your specu-
lation.",

Willian Bundy's draft policy paper, writ-
ten the next day, said the bombing cam-
paign "would consist principally of pro-
gressively more serious air strikes, of a
weight and tempo adjusted to the situation
as it develops (possibly running from two to
six months)." The words in parentheses are
Mr. Bundy's.

The draft paper added: "Targets in the
D.R.V. would start with infiltration targets
south of the 19th Parallel and work up to
targets north of that point. This could even-
tually lead to such measures as air strikes
on all major military-related targets, aerial
.mining of D.R.V. ports, and a U.S. naval
blockade of the D.R.V. '

"Concurrontly," it continued, "the U.S.
would be alert to any sign of yielding by
Hanoi, and would be prepared to explore ne-
gotiated solutions that attain U.S. objec-
tives In an acceptable manner." (See text,
working group's draft, Nov. 29.1

Apparently at Mr. McNamara's suggestion,
the analyst says, a final sentence in this
paragraph was deleted: it read, "The U.S.
would sect to control any negotiations amd
would oppose any independent Soth Viet-
nam:ae efforts to negotiate." AMs removed.

possibly during a final meeting of the top
officials on Nov. 30 to review the policy paper
and "apparently on the o'ivice of McGeorge
Bundy." was a propoal that the President
make a major speech indicating the new di-
rection that Washington's policy was taking.

Likewise deleted was a provision to brief
"available Congressional leaders . . .(no spe-
cial leadership meeting will be convened for
this purpose)" on new evidence being com-
piled on North Vietnamese infiltration into
the South, as a public justification of the
bombing.

A separate recommendation from the Joint
Chiefs for a series of major raids--like those
in their retaliation proposal for the Vietcong
mortar strike at Blenhoa air base on Nov.
1-was deleted for unspecified reasons, the
analyst says, "in effect, presenting a united
front to the President."

The paper that was sent to the President
made no mention of American ground troops
to provide security for airfields in the South
when the bombing began, as General Wheel-
er had reminded the conferees on Nov. 24
would be necessary.

The writer notes the "gap" between the
'drastic concessions expected from Hanoi and
I the relatively modest bombing campaign that

was expected to break Hanoi's will. He puts
forward "two by no means contradictory
explanations of this gap.". This Is the first:

CALCULATED "DOSES o FORCE"
"There is some reason to believe that the

principals thought that carefully calculated
doses of force could bring about predictable
and desirable responses from Hanoi. Under-
lying this optimistic view was a significant
underestimate of the level of the D.R.V. com-
mitment to victory in the South and an over-
estimate of the effectiveness of U.S. pressures
In weaking that resolve.'!

A related factor, the account says, "which,
no doubt, commended the proposal to the
Administration was the relatively low coste-
In political terms-of such actions." The con-
text here indicates that the Administration
thought the public would find an air war
less repugnant than a ground war.

The President seems to have share the
view of his chief advisers, the analyst writes,
that "the threat implicit in minimum but
increasing amounts of force ('slow squeeze')
would . . . ultimately bring Hanoi to. the
table on terms favorable to the U.S."

'McOeorge Bundy. as the President's as-
sistant for national security affairs, was in a
position to convey President Johnson's
mood to the group." the account goes on.
It adds that notes taken at a White House
meeting on Dec. 1 when the senior officials
met with Mr. Johnson to present the bomb-
ing plan "tend to confirm that the Presi-
dent's mood was more closely akin to the
measures recommended" than to other,
harsher bombing plans.

"A'second explanation of the gap between
ends and means Is a more simple one," the
account comments. "In a phrase, we had
run out of alternatives other than pressures."

A memorandum by Assistant Secretary
McNaughton on Nov. 6, 1964, made the point
succinctly: "Action against North Vietnam
is to some extent a substitute for strength-
ening the Government in South Vietnam.
That is, a less active VC (on orders from
D.R.V.) can be matched by a less efficient e
GVN. We therefore should consider squeez-
ing North Vietnam." The words in paren-
theses are Mr. McNaughton's [See text.J

HIGHLIGHTS O? THE PERIOD

Between the Tonkin Gulf resolution of
August, 1964, and the start of concentrated
United States bombing of North Vietnam in
1965, the details of such an air war were
being planned, discussed and debated in the
Johnson Administration, according to the
secret Pentagon chronicle.

Here, chromcoglcelly, are highlights t
those month of decaIo-making.

1.
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A'GUST 1964

Ambasssdor Mnxwell D. Taylor cables
agreement with Administration "assump-
tion" that something must be added in the
coming months" to forestall "a collapse of
national morale" in Saigon. Suggests "care-
fully orchestrated bombing attack" on North.

Joint Chiefs of Staff concur, call air war
"essential to prevent a complete collapse of
the U.S. position in Southeast Asia." Pro-
pose what study calls "provocation strategy."

SEPTEMBER 194

John T. McNaughton, Assistant Secretary
of Defense for International Security Affairs,
outlines provocation plan "to provide good
grounds for us to escalate if we-wished...."
Includes South Vietnamese air strikes on
Laoe infiltration routes; coastal raids on
North; resumption U.S. destroyer patrols in -
Gulf of Tonkin.

White House strategy meeting. Analyst
finds "general consensus" on necessity for
early 1965 air strikes but says "tactical con-
siderations" require delay. Cites President's,
"presenting himself as the candidate of reas-
on and restraint," need for "maximum pub-
Ito and Congressional support," fear of "pre-
mature negotiations," Saigon wenknes.

President orders low-risk interim mes-
ures, nays William P. Dundy memo, "to as-
sist morale . . . and show the Communist
we still menn busines...." Coastal raids.

- destroyer patrols included.
oCToDER 1964

- . Air strikes on Laos infiltration routes start,
following delay awaiting outcome Laotian
cease-fire talks. U.S. feared new Geneva con-
ference. Analyst says this "not compatible
with current perceptions of U.S. interest."

NOVEMBER 1964

Vietong attack Blenhon airfield. Joint
Chiefs urge "prompt and strong response"
including air strikes on North. Ambassador

-Taylor urges bombing "selected" targets.
President declines, directs Interagency

working group under Bundy to consider,
recommend Vietnam options, policy.

Group's three recommended options all
include bombing North. Analyst says group's
deliberations showed "remarkably little lat-
itude for reopening the basic questions about
U.S. involvement."

Option A-reprisal air strikes, covert pres-
sure intensified.

Option B-bomb North "at a fairly rapid
pace and without interruption" till all U.S.
demands met: U.S. to define negotiating po-
sition, chronicle says, "in a way which makes
Communist acceptance unlikely," if U.S.
pressed to negotiate "before a Communist
agreement to comply."

Option C-graduated air war, possible de- .
ployment ground troops.

National Security Council select commi'-
'tee meets. George W. Ball, Under Secretary
of State, indicates "doubt" about effective-
ness bombing North, argues against domino
theory, says Bundy memo. Mr. Ball's policy
paper suggests diplomatic strategy-leading
to international Vietnam conference.

DECEMBER 1964

President approves recommended plan-
Option A for 30 days, then Option C. Stresses
he feels "pulling the South Vietnamese to-
gether" basic to any other action.

Operation Barrel Roll-U.S. air strikes at
infiltration routes Laotian panhandle-?un-
der way. National Security Council agrees to
"no public statements" unless a plant is
lost, then "to insist that we were merely
escorting reconnaissance flights."

Air Marshal Nguyen Cao Ky and ex-
Premier Nguyen Khanh attempt coup. Am-
bassador Taylor tells them U.S. is "tired of
coups," warns that "all the military plans
which I know you would like to carry out
are dependent on government stability."

4GRESSIONAL RECORD - SENATE
JANUARY 1965

Two U.S. jets lost over Laos. Press reportA
on "Barrel Roll."

South Vietnam forces trounced at Binhia.
Study says Sntgon "final collapse" and Viet-
cong take-over seem "distinct possibility."

Mr. Bundy, in memo, says "bhnky" Saigon
morale due partly to widespreadd feeling
that the U.S. is not ready for stronger ac-
tion" and is "insisting on perfectionism" in
Saigon. Urges '.'stronger action" despite
"grave difficulties."

Robert S. McNamara, Secretary of Defense,
Mr. McNaughton favor "initiating air
strikes"; agree U.S. aim "not to 'help friend'
but to contain China," chronicle says.

FEBRUARY 1965

Vietcong attack U.S. military advisers'
compound at Pleiku. Study says this "trig-
gered a swift, though long-contemplated
Presidential decision to "give an 'appropri-
ate and fitting response'."

Forty-nine U.S. jetA in first reprisal strike,
raid Conghol.

Second reprisal strike follows guerrilla at-
tack on U.S. barracks-

Operation Rolling Thunder-sustained air
war-ordered.

S 9011
the panel caid, the hanoi leadership would
have to aisk itself "a basic question" about
how far the United State was willing to
step up the war "regardless of the danger of
war with Communist China and regardless of
the international pressures that could be
brought to bear. . . ." The decision of the
Hlano leadership was thus uncertain for a
number of reasons, the panel cautioned, and
"in any event, comprehension of the other's
intentions would almost certainly be dimcult
on both sides, and especially as the scale of
hostilities mounted."

The panel then cast doubt on the so-called
Rostow thesis of how much Hanoi feared de-
struction of its industry. This thesis, named
for its proponent. Walt W. Rostow, chairman
of the State Department's Policy Planning
Council. underlay much of the Administra-
tion's hope for the success of a bombing
campaign.

The panel said: "We have many indica-
tions that the Hanoi leadership is acutely
and nervously aware of the extent to which
North Vietnam's transportation system and X
industrial plant is vulnerable to attack. On
the other hand, North Vietnam's economy is
overwhelmingly agricultural and, to a large
extent, decentralived in a myrnid of more orl -s -coomicllyse-nue ilaeA nle.-; economically Reu-numcient vinagem. in-

DourrS AY Two Poiss terdiction of imports and extensive destruc-
The two dissenters from the view that tion of transportation facilities and indus-

"calculated doses of force" would bring trial plants would cripple D.R.V. industry.
Hanoi around were, at opposite poles, the These actions would also seriously restrict
Joint Chiefs and the intelligence agencies. D.R.V. military capabilities. and would de-

"The J.C.3. differed from this' view on grade, though to a lesser extent. Hanoi's
the grounds that if we were really Interested capabilities to support guerrilla warfare in
in affecting Hanot's will, we would have to South Vietnam and Laos. We do not believe
hit hard at its capabilities," the account says. that such actions would have a crucial ef-
The Joint Chiefs wanted the United States to fect on the daily lives of the overwhelming
demonstrate a willingness to apply unlimited majority of the North Vietnam population.
force. We do not believe that attacks on industrial

Their bombing plan, deleted from the posi- targets would so greatly exacerbate current
tion paper before it was presented to the economic difficulties as to create unman-
President, asserted that the destruction of ageable control problems. It is reasonable to
all of North Vietnam's major airfields and its infer that the D.R.V. leaders have a psycho-
petroleum supplies "in the first three days" logical investment in the work of reconstruc-
was intended to "clearly . . . etsablish the fact tion they have accomplished over the last
that the U.S. intends to use military force decade. Nevertheless, they would probably
to the full limits of what military force can be willing to suffer some damage to the coun-
contribute to achieving U.S. objectives in try in the course of a test of wills with the
Southeast Asia, . . . The follow-on military U. S. over the course of events in South
program-involving armed reconnaissance of Vietnam."
infiltration routes in Laos, air strikes on in- NO CHANGE OF POLTCY
filtration targets in the D.R.V. and then As In the case of earlier intelligence find-progressive strikes throughout north Viet- e
nam-could be suspended short of full de- wings that contradicted policy intentions, the
struction of the D.R.V. if our objectives study indicates no effort on the part of the
were achieved earlier," ,President or his most trusted advisers to re-

The analyst remarks that the Joint Chiefs' shape their policy along the lines of this
plan was 'shunted side because both its neygi' p

Oepart of the Intelligence panel's report
risks and costs were too high," but the author that the Administration did accept was a
does not attempt to evaluate the possible prediction that China would not react in any

-effect of his plan on Hanoi's will. major way to a bombing campaign unless
Like Mr. Ball, the account says, the in- American or South Vietnamese troops in-

telligence community "tended toward a pes- vaded North Vietnam or northern Laos. The
simistic view" of the effect of bombing on study indicates that this analysis eased Ad-
the Hanoi leaders. ministration fears on this point.

The Intelligence panel within the Bundy Chinese reaction to systematic bombing of
working group, composed of representatives North Vietnam was expected to be limited
from the three leading intelligence agen- to providing Hanoi with anti-aircraft artil-
cies-the C.I.A., the State Department's Bu- lery, jet fighters and naval patrol craft. The
reau of Intelligence and Research and the panel predicted that the Soviet role was
Pentagon's Defense Intelligence Agency- "likely to remain a minor one," even where
"did not concede very strong chances for military equipment was concerned. However.
breaking the will of Hanoi," the author the Russians subsequently sent large-scale
writes. shipments for formidable antiaircraft equip-

ANALYSIS OF ENEMY POLICY ment to North Vietnam.

"The course of -actions the Communists
have pursued in South Vietnam over past "CAUTIOUs AND EQurvOCAL"

few years implies a fundamental estimate on .- Now that a decision to bomb North Viet-
their part that the difficulties facing the U.S. . nam was drawing near, the study says. Mr.
are so. great that U.S. will and ability to Johnson became "cautious and equivocal" in
maintain resistance in that area can be grad- approaching it. Two analysis of this period.
ally eroded-without running high risks in tact, differ in their characterization of his
that this would wreak heavy destruction on- decision at the two-and-a-half-hour white
the D.R.V. or Communist China," the panel's House meeting on Dec. 1, 1964, a month after
report said. . . the election, when the bombing plan was

If the United tates iow began bombing, presented to him.
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One analyst says that at this meeting the In approving the statement General Taylor Ambassador to Laos, ohalner Premier Soii-
President "madie a tcntativO decision" to was to make to the Saigon leaders. the vpnna Phomn's n grcrment on Dec. 10 to
bomb. ordering the preparatory Phase I put President also gave his assent to ready the the American air srikeis at infiltration
into effect and approving Phase II, the air Millitary signal that was formally to soun lroitte( along the Io Chli Minh Trail supply
war itself, "in principle." the beginning of the 30 days of Phase 1- network through the iLnotinn panhandle, and

The second analyst says that while the Operation Barrell Ioll, air strikes by United Operation farr'lT Roll pot under way on
President approved the entire bombing plan States Al-r Force and Navy jets of Yankee Dec. 14 with ittcks by Ameriearn jefts on
"in general outline at least ,, . it is also Team against infiltration routes and facil- "targets of oppor.unity-t hat is, unpro-
clear that. he gnve his approval to implement cities in the Laotian panhandle, which was to grmerd targets righted by the pilot-.

only the first. phase of the concept." he the final step-up in the. Laos air oper- At. n m eating of the National Sccur'y
The President tied the actual waging of nations. Council on Dc . 12, when the final dctals

air war to reforms by the Saigon Govern- At the end of the meeting, the account for Barrel Roll were reviewerd and apprrned
ment. this analyst says, and left an impres continues, Ambassador Taylor "slipped out the study reports, it wa-s "agreed that there

sion by the end of the meeting that he was the White House rear entrance" to avod the would be no public operations statements

"considerably less than certain that fIture presr and "only a brief, formal statement" about armed reconnaisrance in Laos unless

U.S. actions against North Vietnam [the air was issued. This analyst, remarks that the plane were lnt."

war would be taken, or that they would be White House prcrs statement release im- "In such an event the principals stated,
desirable-" mediately afterward "contained only two the Government should continue to inist

comments regarding any determinations that . that we were merely escorting reconnalasance
NoO G ME5ObANDUM had been reached." flights as requested by the Laotian Govern-

The study notes that "the precise nature - INSTUCTONS FOR TATYLb meant "
of the President's decisions" at the meeting I.r.IL. or ArrAC1AS rr
Is not known because a national security ac- One raid, "The President instructed Am- MGeorge Bundy was quoted in the memo-
tion memorandum was not issued afterward. bassador Taylor to convlt urgently with the.randum of record aPtating that the areed

"However," the study continues. "from South aese Gdvernent isroveash plan "fulfilled precisely the President's
hnndwritten notes of the meeting, from in- ures that shold be taken to Improve the wishes,"
structions issued to action agencies and from situation In all its aspects." On Dec. 18 Secretary McNamara set the
later reports of diplomatic and- military ac- The other, the concluding paragraph, said level of Barrel Roll attacks for the 30 days
tions taken, it is possible to reconstruct tha the President hnd "reaffirmed the basic U.S. of Phase I-the analyst indicates that he did
approximate nature of the discussion and policy of providing all possible and useful so at the President's wishes-at two missions
the decisions reached." The footnotes do not assistance to the South Vietnamese people of four aircraft apiece each week.
indicate who made the handwritten notes and Government in their struggle to defeat The Administration also stepped up the
found in the Pentagon flies, although the in- the externally supported insurgency and ag- raids by T-28 fighter planC3 In Laos with a
dication is that it was Mr. McNaughton or gression being conducted against them. joint message n Dec. 6fron Secretaries M-
Mr. McNamara. The final sentence in this paragraph, the Namara and Rusk to Ambassador Sullivan.

After a briefing by Ambassador Taylor on analyst notes, was one "pecifically linking The cable instructed him to have the Lao-
the situation in South Vietnam, the discus- this policy" with congress' Tonkin Gulf res- tians Intensity bombing "in the corridor areas
sion turned to a draft statement, prepared by oluton. The sentence read: It w noted and close to the D.l.V. border."
William Bundy, that the Ambassador was to th Chins policy accords with the term s of The /analyst reports that in the three
deliver to the Saigon leaders. The statement the Congressional joint solution of Aug. 10 months between the beginning of October
explained the two-phase bombing plan and 1964 which remains in full force and effect." and the end of December there were 77 sorties
tied Phase 11 to a serious attempt by the heningwDthMr.,ohmnsgon."prsum alyendby the T-28's in the panhnndle area-a sortie
Saigon leadership to achieve some political meeting with Mr. Johnson, "presumably a- is a strike by a single plane--and that by
stability and get on with the war effort ing received the cnal version of his Instruc- , early December the air raIds had "already'
against the Vietcong. Itions," the account goes n, Amtissador precipitated several complaints from the

In Snigon, General Khanh had nominally Taylor told reporters assembled at the White D.R.V." to the International Control Com-
surrended authority to a civilian cabinet House "that he was gong to hold 'across-the-- .is-on 'aieging U.S.-ponsored air attackssurrndedautorit to ciilia cabnetboard' discussilonsi with the GVN."headed by Premier Tran Van Huong. The 'Asserting that U.S. policy for South Vet- on North Vietnamese territory."
general was intriguing against the Huong Asemaing the sae he stated tiat his Events in Saigon had meanwhile gone
Cabinet, however, as the ostensible -nam remained awry. Political turmoil broke out there again
mander in chIef Of the armed forces and coi. aim would be to improve the deteriorating with Buddhist and student demonstrations
of a Military Revolutionary Committee of situation in South Vietnam. Although he against Premier Huong's Cabinet.
South Vietnamese generals. Within this hinted of changes 'in tactics and method, he On Dec. 20, in defiance of Ambassador
c roieaeup headed by Air Vice Marshal quite naturally did not disclose the kind of Taylor's wishes, General Khanh, in a tempo-
couynl Cagroup theadhe by hAir irce Mas operations in which the United States was rary alliance with the ac-called YoungNguyen Ca Ky,the chief of the air force, was about to engage or any future actions to Turks-the young generals led by Marshal
Intriguing both with and against General which immediate activity could lead." Ky--announced the dissolution of the High

Against this background, the study says The Administration now oved quickly National Council, a body that was supposed'
of the White Houseomeeting, -William Bundy left for Australia and New to be functioning as a temporary legislature

Zealand the next day, Dec. 4, to brief their' to draw up a constitution for a permanent"The President made it clear that he con- governments on both phases of the bombing civilian
sidered that pulling the South Vietnamese ' plan, the writer says. numbn government. They also made a large

togeherwasbasc t anthin ele te Uit-- .number of political arrests by night, seizingtogether was basih to anything else the Unit- WILSON vISITS WASHINGTON several members of the High National Coun-ed State might do. Ie asked the Ambasa- 'Prime Minister Harold Wilson of Britain ell.
dor specifically which groups he [Ambassador..
Taylor] might talk to and what more we was "thoroughly briefed on the forthcoming That day, Ambassador Taylor summoned
might do to help bring unity among South U.S. actions" during a state visit to Wash- the Young Turks to the embassy and, in
Vietnam's leaders. He asked whether we ington Dec. 7 to 9, the narrative continues, .the writer's words, read them "the riot act."
could not say to them 'we just can't g'b on, while other envoys briefed the Canadians and They included Gen. Nguyen Van Thieu, now
unless they pulled together. To this, Taylor the Asian allies. The writer notes that while President of South Vietnam.
replied that we must temper our insistence Britain, AustralIa and New Zealand were According to the embassy's cable to Wash-
somewhat... given "the full picture," the Canadians were ington, the conversation began like this: .

"told slightly less" and the Philippines, South "Ambassador Taylor: Do all of you under-wHICH ONES TO BRIEF Korea and the Chinese Nationalist Govern- stand English? (Vietnamese officers indicated
The meeting then moved into a discussion ment on Taiwan were "briefed on Phase I they did . . .)

of which allied countries were to be briefed only." What the Thais and the Laotians were "I told you all clearly at General West-
on the proposed air war. The President said told is not made explicit. , moreland's dinner we Americans were tired
he wanted "new, dramatic effective" forms The New Zealand Government "expressed of coups. Apparently I wasted my words.
of assistance from several, specifically men- grave doubts" that the bombing would break Maybe this is because something is wrong
toning Australia, New Zealand, Canada and Hanoi's will, the writer says, and predicted with my French because you evidently didn't
the Philippines. These briefings by special that it might increase infiltration to South understand. I made it clear that all the mil-
envoys were included in the draft position Vietnam. . tay plans which I know you would like to
paper laying out the bombing plan as the im- In meetings in Saigon on Dec. 7 and 9 with ,carry out are dependent on government sta-
portant diplomatic element in Phase I. General Khanh and Premier Huong, Am- bility. Now you have made a real mess. We

"In each case," the study says, "the rep- bassador Taylor exacted the desired promises cannot carry you forever If you do things
resentative was to explain our concept and in exchange for the bombing. At the second like this."
proposed actions and request additional con- meeting. the Ambassador presented them Marshal Ky and other Vietnamese generals
tributions by way of forces in the event the with a draft press release describing the de- denied that they had staged a coup and said
second phase of U.S. actions were entered.w sired improvement, including strengthen- they were trying to achieve unity by gettIng

The plan Inade no provision for similar con. ing of the army and the police, which the rid of divisive elements, the account goes on.

sultations with Congressional leaders and Sigon Government released in its own name1  The Ambassador tried to persuade them
there is no evidence in the study that Mr. at the United States' request, on Dec. 11. to support the civilian regime of Priemier
Johnson conducted any. . . William H. Sullivan, newly appointed as HUong and apparently to restore the High
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National Council. The Vietnamese officers
would not arrce.

The emba.-y cable describes the end of
the conversation:

"In taking a friendly leave, Ambassador
Taylor said: 'You people have broken a lot
of dishes and now we have to see how we can
straighten out this mcrs.' " [See text, Tay-
lor message. Dec. 12.)

Dy the end of the month, Ambassador
Taylor. Deputy Ambassador Johnson and
General WeAtmoreinnd had apparently de-
spaired of trading a bombing campaign
against the North for a stable Saigon Gov-
ernment that would prosecute the war in
the South. On Dcc. 31, the account continues,
they sent a joint message to Washington
saying, in effect, that the UnIted States
should go ahead with the air campaign
against the North "under any conceivable
alliance condition short of complete
abandonment of South Vietnam."

A FIRER BASE SOUGHT
The account indicates, however, that the

President was reluctant to proceed into
Phase II without at least the appearance of
a fiJrmer basse In Saigon since the turmoil
there was making it more difficult for hm to
justify escalation to the American public.

The wrIter remarks that at the meeting
of the senior National Security Council Mem-
bers on Dec. 24. Secretary Rusk "raised an
issue that was high among Administration
concerns-namely that the American public
was worried e.bout the chaos in the GVN,
and particularly with respect to its viability
as an object of increased U.S. commitment."

On Christmas Eve, the Vietcong planted a
bomb in the Brinks an officers billet in Sai-
gon, killing two Amfnricans in the blast and
wounding 58 others: the President declined
to authorize reprisal air strikes against the
North despite viorous recommendations
from Anbssador Taylor, Admirdl Sharp in
Honolulu and the Joint Chiefs, who were
now pressing hard for escalation.

"Highet levels today reached negative de-
cision on proposal . . . for reprisal action."
Mr. Rusk cbed the Ambassador on Dec. 29.

Five days earlier, Mr Rusk had also in-
structed Ambassador Taylor to halt, until the
turmoil in Saigon subsided, the planned,
piecemeal release to the press of evidence of a
major increase in infiltration from the North
during 1964, the writer says The Ambassador
had first reported the increase to Washing-
ton in October. along with a report of the
appearance of individual North Vietnamese
Army regulars. and the Administration be-
gan leaking the information in November
through background briefings.

MAKING A CASE IN PsUILTc
By this time, the Administration felt that

it had sufficient information on infiltration
to make a public case for bombing the
North. The intelligence community had ob-
tained evidence that a minimum of 19,000
and a maximum of 34,000 infiltrators, most-
ly former southerners who had fought against
the French in the Vietminh, had entered the

. South since 1P59. Chester L. Cooper, a for-
mer intelligence officer, had put together
a major report on Hanoi's support and di-
rection of the guerrillas, but the Administra-

4 tion had decided earlier in December against
public disclosure of the document itself be-

- cause this might create "undesirable speu-
latlon." and had instead instructed the Am-
bassador to continue the piecemeal approach.
Now, the analyst says, Mr. Rusk wanted this
halted as well for' fear that more publicity'
migh; create pressure for action prematurely,

DCDATE CROWS IN CONGRESs

The political upheaval in Saigon, the writer
continues, was fueling a Vietnam debate in
Congress which, while it dld not exhibit
much antiwar sentiment, did show consider-
able confusion and dismay, the writer say&

ID
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Secretary Rusk, on television on Jan. 3, contradicted by our repeated statements, but

19065, felt It necessary to defend the Admin- Bill Sullivan was very vivid in describing
istration 'in the context of a year-end for- the existence of such feelings in October, and
eign policy report," the account adds. we must honestly concede that our actions

Mr. Rusk did not hint at the Adminirtra- and statements since the election have not
tion's plans for possible bombing of the done anything to offset it. The blunt fact Is
North. "Ruling out either a U.S. withdrawal that we have appeared to the Vietnamese
or a major expansion of the war," the writer (and to wide circles in Asia and even in
says, "Rusk gave assurance that with inter- Europe) to be insisting on a more perfect
nal unity, and our aid and persistence the government than can reasonably be ex-
South Vietnamese could themselves defeat pected, before we consider any additional
the insurgency." action-and that we might even pull out

On Jan. 14, however, as a result of the loss our support unless such a government
of two American jets over Laos in Operation emerges.
Barrell Roll, "accounts of U.S. air operations "In key parts of the rest of Asia, notably
against. Laotian infiltration routes gained Thailand, our present posture also appears
wide circulation for the first time," the writer weak. As such key parts of Asia see us, we
says. A dispatch from Laos by United Press looked strong in May and early June, weaker
International, he adds, "in effect blew the in later June and July, and then appeared
lid on the entire Yankee Team operation in to be taking a quite firm line in August with
Laos since May of 1964." the Gulf of Tonkin. Since then we must have

"Despite official State or Defense refusal to seemed to be gradually weakening-and,
conmrent on the nature of the Laotian air again, insisting on perfectionism in the
missions, these disclosures added new fuel Saigon Government before we moved.
to the public policy debate," the writer con- "The sum total of the above seems to us
tinues. The disclosures were complicating to point-together with almost certainly
matters for the President by giving ammuni- stepped-up Vietcong actions in the current
tion to the very small minority of antiwar favorable weather-to a prognosis that the
senators who were taking seriously the press situation in Vietnam is now likely to come
speculation that the United States might be apart more rapidly than we had anticipated
getting ready to bomb the North. - in November. We would still stick to the

In a Senate speech on Jan. 19, the account estimate that the most likely form of coming
goes on, Senator Wayne Morse of Oregon apart would be a government of key groups
charged that the Yankee Team air strikes starting to negotiate covertly with the Libera-
had ignored the 1962 Geneva accords on Laos tion Front or Hanoi, perhaps not asking in
and "violated the nation's belief in 'substi- the first instance that we get out, but with
tuting the rule of law for the jungle law of that necessarily following at a fairly early
military might.' Broadening his attack, he a sage. In one sense this would be a 'Vietnam
warned, that 'there is no hope of avoiding a solution,' with some hope that it would pro-
massive war in Asia' if U.S. policy towards duce a Communist Vietnam that would as-
Southeast Asia were to continue without sert its own degree of independence from
change." Peiping and that would produce a pause in

Within the Administration in Washington, 'Communist pressure in Southeast Asia. On
key policy makers were coming to the same the other hand, it would still be virtually
conclusion that Ambassador Taylor and his certain than [sis] Laos would then become
colleagues had reached in Saigon-that it untenable and that Cambodia would accom-'
was desirable to bomb the North regardless modate in some way. Most seriously, there is
of what state of government existed in the grave question whether the Thai in these cir-
South. cumstances would retain any confidence at

The political turmoil in Saigon, the nar- * all our continued support. In short, the out-
rative says, appears "to have been interpre- come would be regarded in Asia, and partic-
ted in Washington as an impending sellout" ularly among our friends, as just as humiliat-
to the National Liberation Front. Fear in- ing a defeat as any other form. As events
creased that a neutralist coalition govern- have developed, the American public wo-ld
ment would emerge and invite the United probably not be too sharply critical, but
States to leave, the real question would be whether Thai-

vicrosy FOR THE VIETCONG land and other nations were weakened and

Washington's sense of crumbling in the taken ovea ternateof stronger action ob-
amilitary situation was heightened when viously has grave difficulties. It commits the

Saigon's army suffered a "highly visibleset- U.S. more deeply, at a time when the picture
back In a ferocious battle at BInhgia, south- of South Vietnamese wIll is extremely weak.
east of the capital, between Dec. 26 and Jan, '1o the extent that it included actions against
2. Vietcong guerrillas nearly destroyed two North Vietnam, it would be vigorously at-
South Vietnamese Marine battalions, tacked by many nations and disapproved Ini-

"All evidence pointed to a situation in tially even by such nations as Japan and
which a final collapse of the GVN appeared India, on present indications. Most basically,
probable and a victorious consolidation of its stiffening effect on the Saigon political
VC power a distinct possibility," the narra- situation would not be at all sure to bring
tive says. about a more effective government, nor would

limited actions against the southern D.R.V.
As THE HOUR ArPROACHED in fact sharply reduce infiltration or, in

William Bundy communicated the feeling present circumstances, be at all likely to in-
in a memorandum he wrote to Secretary duce Hanoi to call it off.
Rusk on Jan. 6 for a meeting Mr. Rusk was "Nonetheless, on balance we believe that
to have with the President that afternoon. such action would have some faint hope of
Mr. Bundy explained that the memorandum really improving the Vietnamese situation,
encompassed besides his own thoughts, and, above all, would put us in a much
those of Michael V. Forrestal, head of the stronger position to hold the next line of de-
interagency Vietnam coordinating commit- fense, namely Thailand. Accepting the pres-
tee, and Ambassador Vnger, who had recently ent situation--or any negotiation on the
been transferred back to Washington from basis of it-would be far weaker from this
Vientiane. latter key standpoint. If we moved into

"I think we must accept that Saigon stronger actions, we should have in mind
morale in all quarters is now very shaky in- that negotiations would be likely to emerge
deed," he said in part. "and that this relates from some quarter in any event, and that
directly to a widespread feeling that the under existing circumstances, even with the
U.S. is not ready for stronger. action and additional element of pressure, we could not
indeed is possibly looking for a way Out. We expect to get an outcome that would really
may regard this feeling as irmtinal and secure an, Indpendent South Vietnam. Yet
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even on an outcome that produced a progres-
sive deterioration in South Vietnam and an
eventual Communist take-over. we would
still have appeared to Asians to have done a
lot more al4o0t it.

"ii speclilc terms, the kinds of action we
might take In the near future would be:

"n. An enrly occa-i;lon for reprimal action
itgalisl. the D.l.V.

"). l''v wy) beginning low-level reconnais-
sance of the D.R.V. at once.

"Concurrent.ly with a or b, an early orderly
withdrawal of our dependents I from Saigon.
but only ifj stronger action is contem-
plated I. If we are to clear our decks in this
way-and we are more and more inclined to
think we should-it simply must be, for this
reason alone, in the context of some stronger
action..-- -

"Introduction of limited U.S. ground forces
into the northern area of South Vietnam,
still has great appeal to many of us. con-'
currently with the first air attacks Into the
DRy. It would have a real stiffening effect
In Saigon, and a strong signal effect to Hanoi.
On the disadvantage side, such forces would
be possible attrition targets for the Viet-
cong."

A SIMILAR MEMORANDUM

Mr. McNaughton, Mr. Bundy's counter-
part at the Pentagon, had given Mr. Mc-
Namara a similar memorandum three days
earlier.

"The impact of these views can be seen in
the policy guidance emanating from Wash-
ington in mid and late January, 1965," the
Pentagon's narrative says.

In a cablegram to Saigon on Jan. 11, the
writer goes on, Secretary Rusk instructed
Ambassador Taylor "to avoid actions that
would further commit the United States to
any particular form of political solution" to
the turmoil there. If another military regime
emerged from the squabbling "we might well
have to swallow our pride and work with it,"
Mr. Rusk said.

Another memorandum to Mr. McNamara
from Mr. McNaughton, on Jan. 27, along
with Mr. McNamara's penciled comments on
it. "adds perspective to this viewpoint." the
historian says. Mr. McNaughton stated "and
Mr. McNamara agreed" that the United States
objective in South Vietnam was "not to 'help
friend' but to contain China," and "both
favored initiating strikes against North Viet-
mam."

Paraphrasing the memorandum and Mr.
McNamara's comments, the writer says, "At
first they believed these [air attacks] should
take the form of reprisals; beyond that, the
Administration would have to 'feel its way'
into stronger, graduated pressures. Mc-
Naughton doubted that such strikes would
actually help the situation in South Viet-
nam, but thought they should be carried out
anyway. McNamara believed they probably
would help the situation, in-addition to their
broader impacts on the U.S. position in
Southeast Asia."

"Clear indication that the Administration
was contemplating some kind of increased
military activity" had gone out to Saigon
two days earlier in another cablegram from
Mr. Rusk, the account goes on. "Ambassador
Taylor was asked to comment on the 'de-
partmental view' that U.S. dependents
should be withdrawn to 'clear the decks' in
Saigon and enable better concentration of
U.S. efforts on behalf of South Vietnam."

THE SIGNAL FOR 'D-DAY -

Ever since the original bombing scenario
of May 23. 1964. the evacuation of American

e women and children had been the signal for
"D-Day."

"The Rusk cable made specific reference
to a current interest in reprisal actions," the
analyst says.

The initial blow came in about two weeks.
The Vietcong attacked the United States
military advisers' compound at Fleiku n the

Central Highlands and an Army helicopter
11aso at Camp Holloway, four miles away.
Nine American were killed and 70 wounded.

"The first flash from Saigon about the as-
sault came on the ticker at the National
Military Command Center at the Pentagon
at 2:.8 P.M. Saturday, Feb. . Washington
time," the narrative says. "It triggered a
r.wift. thoigh -oiig-contiemnpat ed Preddent.ial
dreilomn to give fn appropriatee nd fitting'
response. Within less than 14 hours, by 4
P.M. Sunday. Vietnam time, 40 U.S. Navy
jets-A-4 Skyhawks and F-8 Crusaders from
the Seventh Fleet carriers U.S.S. Coral Sea
and U.S.S. Hancock-had penetrated a heavy
layer of monsoon clouds to deliver their
bombs and rockets upon North Vietnamese
barracks and staging areas at.Donghol, a
guerrilla training garrison 40 miles north of
the 17th Parallel.

"Though conceived dnd executed as a
limited one-shot tit-for-tat reprisal, the
drastic U.S. action, long on the military plan-
ners' drawing boards under the operational
code name Flaming Dart precipitated a
rapidly moving sequence of events that
transformed the character 'of the Vietnam
war and the U.S. role in it."

Then the guerrillas attacked an American
barracks at Quinhon, on the central coast,
and on Feb. 11, the President launched a
second and heavier reprisal raid, Flaming
Dart II.

Two days later, on Feb. 13, he decided to
begin Operation Rolling Thunder, the sus-
tained air war against North Vietnam.

"As Ls readily apparent." the analyst con-
cludes. "there was no dearth of reasons for
striking North. Indeed, one almost has the
Impression that there were more reasons
than were required. But in the end, the deci-
sion to go ahead with the strikes seems to
have resulted as much from the lack of al-
ternative proposals as from any compelling
logic in their favor."

SoME KEY FxoUaEs IN THE PENTAGON NARRA-

TIvE: Wato TUET ARE AND WHERE THEY
ARE Now

M'GEORGE BUNDY
Special assistant to Presidents Kennedy

and Johnson for national security affairs.
1961-66 . . . since 1966, president of the
Ford Foundation. Born Boston March 30,
1919 . . . graduated from Yale, 1940, msjor-
Ing in classics and mathematics . . . ran as
a Republican for seat on Boston City Coun-
cil, 1941 . . . served as aid to Adm. Alan 0.
Kirk, World War II . . . foreign-policy ad-
viser to Thomas E. Dewey, Republican Presi-
cdential candidate, 1948 . . . joined Harvard
faculty. 1949 . . . became dean of Faculty
of Arts and Science.'i. 1953 . . . named by
President Kennedy to White House post . . .
often described as principal architect of U.S.
Vietnam policy . . . was recalled briefly by
President Johnson during the Arab-Israeli
crisis in summer of 1967 . . . often seen as
a potential Secretary of State . . . just as
visible-and controversial-as foundation
head as when directing foreign policy from
White House basement office . . . now lives
in New York.

WILLIAM PUTNAM BUNDY

From 1951 to end of Johnson Administra-
tion, "the other Bundy" held sensitive posi-
tions in government departments, from the
Central Intelligence Agency to State De-
partment . . . now a senior research as-
-:octate at Center f.or International Studies of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
will assume editorship of Foreign Affairs, the
quarterly, after October; 1972. Born in Wash-
ington. Sept. 24, 1917 . . . earned bachelor's
degree from Yale. 1939: master's from Har-
vard. 1940; law degree from Harvard, 1947
. . . married to a daughter of Dean Acheson,
former Secretary of State'. . . practiced law,
Washington, 1947-81 . . . a Democrat . . 4
wth the C.I.A., 1981-41 . served consecu'

tively as Assist.ant nnr Deputy S'u'retnry of
Defense for International Security Afrairs.
19061--64 . . . Assist.nnt Secretary of State for
Fast Asiatni ani Parine Affairs. 19064-6 . . .
always, compared with younger brother Mc-
George, an anonymou figure . . . lives in
Can0rige, Mna..

MICITASt. vrNcr.NY Or5ncr.YA.

White fomie rper'ialist on Viet.nsm, 1662--
65 . . . in private law practice Nw York
now . . . newly elected chairman of board,
Metropolitan Opera Guild. Born Nov. 26.
1027, In New York . . . graduated from
Phillips Exeter Academy . . . studies at
Princeton interrupted to serve on staff of
W. Averell Harriman at Parts headquarters
of Economic Cooperation Ariministraton,
1948-50 . . . his father, late James V. For-
restal, was the first Secretary of Defense . . .
received law degree from H arvard, 153 and
practiced in New York till 1060 . . . returned
to firm of Shearman & Sterling. where he is
partner, In 1965 . .. as Kennedy and John-
son aide, served on National Security Coun-
cil . . . In July, 1964, appointed chairman
White House interdepartmental Vietnam co-
ordinating committee . . . accompanied Mr3.
John F. Kennedy on 1967 visit to Cambodia
. .. early supporter of the late Sen. Robert
F. Kennedy's Presidential bid . . . member
Council on Foreign Relations ... lives in New
York.

NCUTEN RHANS

South Vietnam's Premier--on and off-
from February, 1904, through Mid-February.
1965. Since 1968, in exile in Paris. Born in
Travinh, South Vietnam, Nov. 8, 1027 . . .
educated military academy at Dalet. 1950.
also in France, at U.S. Staff College, Fort
Leavenworth, Kan. fought as guerrilla
against French . . . sent to Saigon on mis-
sion . . . joined French colonial forces . . .
paratrooper, reached rank of major . . .
helped foil 1960 coup against Ngo Dinh Diem
. . . stayed on sidelines during 1963 coup . . .
ousted Gen. Duong Van Minh Jan. 30, 1964
. . . In August, assumed dictatorial powers
led coup against incumbent . . . curvived
coup attempt February . . . is deposed as
commander in chief by military . . . sent
abroad as roving ambassador . . . a Buddhlst.
but not popular with Buddhists . . . short.
jaunty, goateed . . . liked to wear para-
trooper's red beret . . . fond of saying: "I
am a fighter."

JOHN T. MCNAUGHTON

Mr. McNaughton, a close and trusted as-
sociate of Secretary of Defense Robert S.
McNamara from 1961 to 1967, and his wife
and their younger son died in plane collision
near Ashville, N.C., July 19, 1967. a week
before he was to be sworn in as Secretary
of Navy. Born Nov. 21, 1921, in Bicknell,
Ind. . . . graduated from DePauw University.
1942 . . . served four years in Navy during
World War II . . . graduated from Harvard
Law School, 1948 . . . studied at Oxford as
Rhodes scholar, working with European Co-
operation Administration in Paris during va-
cations . . . also wrote for Pekin (Ill.) Times,
owned by father . . . two years as editor of
that paper .. . returned to Harvard as assist-
ant professor, 1953. professor, 1956 . . .chosen
by Mr. McNamara in 1961 toserve as Deputy
Assistant Secretary for International Secu-
rity Affairs . . . genrra counsel to Defense
Department, 1962 . .- . Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense for Internationa' Security
Affairs, 1964-67, heading Zentagon's foreign-
affairs planning staff.

MAXWELL DAVENPORT TAYLOR

Chairman of the Joint Chief of Staff.
1962-64; United States Ambassador to South
Vietnam, 1964-65: special consultant to the
President, 1985-69; now on the board of the
Institute for Defense Analyses, chairman of
Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board. Born
Keyteaville, Mo., Aug. 28. 1901 ... graduated
from United States Military Academy, 1922...
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Command and General Staff School 1933...
Army War College 1940... taught French.
Spanish, at We3t Point ... assistnnt military
at tseh(. Pekin. 1917 . . . commander 101st
Airborne Dision. World War I . . . took
pirt. invasion Normandy. Ilnolnd . . . Super-
itenrldent Unitrd States Mliitarv Academy,

1915 4) . .. . United States Commander, Der-
lin, 1950 Commander of Eighth Army, Ko-
rea, 1953 . . . Army Chief of StnfT, 1955. -
rc:igncd 1150 in "limited war" strategy dis-
pute ... recalled as advisor by President Ken-
nedy, 1901 . . . was influential in both Ken-
nedy, Johnson administrations . . . scholarly.
much-decorated . .. now living in Chevy
Chase. Md.

CLOSSARY TERMS USED IN TExT

ARVN-Army of the Republic of (South)
Vietnam.

Black Radio-In psychological warfare.
broadcasts by one side that are disguised
as broadcasts by the other.

Blue Springs-Apparently a covert opera-
tion not further identified in the study of
the documents. '.

Box Top-Apparently a code name for a
covert project not further identifed in docu-
menits.

Candy Machine-Code name for an allied
operation in Vietnam not otherwise identi-
fied in the documents.

CAP-Combat air patrol.
Cr-Counterinsurgency.
CHICOM-Chinese Communist.
CIIINAT-Chinese Nationalist.
CIINPAC-Commander In Chief. Pacific.

Position held by Adm. Harry D. Felt, 1958-64;
Adm. U.S. Grant Sharp, 1064-68.

COMUSMACV-Comrnander United States
Military Assistance Command. Vietnam.
Position held by Gen. Paul D. Harkins in
19G4: Gen. William C. Westmoreland. 1964-
68: Gen. Creighton W. Abrams since.

Country Team-Council of Senior United
States orncias in Vietnam. including Am-
bassador. commander of American forces.
C.I.A. chief nnd others.

DEITEL-Stnte Department telegram.
De Soto Patrols-United States destroyer

patrols in Tonkin Gulf.
EMBTEL-United States Embassy tele-

gram.
Farmgate-Clandestine United States Air

Force strike unit in Vietnam. 1964.
GVN-Government of (South) Vietnam.
Ilardnose-Code name, apparently for a

covert project, not otherwise identified in
the documents.

I.C.C.-International Control Commission,
established under 1954 Geneva accords, com-
prising representatives of Poland, Canada
and India.

JCSM-Joint Chiefs of Staff memoran-
dum.

Leaping Lena-Code name for an allied
operation not further identified In the
documents.

Lucky Dragon-Code name, apparently for

a covert allied operation in Vietnam, not
otherwise identified.

MACV-Military Assistance Command,
Vietnam.

NSAM-National security action memo-
randum.

NVR-North Vietnam.
OPLAN--Operation Plan.
PDJ-Plai-.c des Jarres.
Pierce Arrow-Code name for the U.S. re-

prisal bombing of North Vietnam after the
Gulf of Tonkin incidents.

PTr-Pathet Lao.
PL /VM-Pathet Lao-Vietminh.
POI,-Petroleum, oU. lubricants.
PSYOPs-Psychological operations.
Queen Bee-Code name for an allied Op-

eration not otherwise identified in the docu-
ments.

RECCE-Reconnaissance.
RLAF-Roya Laotian Air Force.
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RLG-Royal Laotian Govcrnmnent.
RTG--Royal Thai Government.
RVNAF-Republic of (South) Vietnam Air

Force; n1so Republic of (South) Vietnam
armed forces.

SAT--Search aind rescue.
sl:'Tr.fr-SPpnrnte telegram.

VN-;ouith Vietnnm.
34A-Operation plan. 1004, covering covert

gromid, air and sea raids against North Viet-
nam.

Triangle-Code name for an operation In
South Vietnam not otherwise identified in
the documents.

USOM-United States Operation Mission,
the American economic aid apparatus in
Saigon.

VNAIP-(South) Vietnam Air . Force;
(South) Vietnam armed forces.

Winter Glass-Code name of an operation -
in Vietnam not otherwise identified in the
documents.

White Radio-In psychological warfare,
broadcasts that are openly attributed to the
side transmitting them.

Yankee Team-Phase of the Indochina
bomb action.
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J VrrrNAm ARcIvE: STUDY Tits How JoHN
soN OPENED WAY TO AROUND COMBAT

(By Neil Sheehan)
President Johnson decided on April 1, 196

to use American ground troops for offensiv
action in South Vietnam because the Ad
ministration had discovered that its long
planned bombing of North Vietnam-whic
had just begun-was not going to stave o
collapSe in the South, the Pentagon's stud
of the Vietnam war discloses. He ordere
that the decision be kept secret,

"The fact that this departure from
long-held policy hnd momentous implica
tions was well recognized by the Administra
tion '.endership," the Pentagon analyst write
alhiding to the policy axiom since the Korea
confilet that another land war in Asia shoutl
be avoided.

Althouugh the Preldent' dreision wasI
"pivotnl" ehany, the study declarn. "M
Johioni was i'.reatl'y' concerned that the nte
be given an little prominence as ponnible."

The decision wan embodied in National Se
curity Action Memorandum 328, on April e
which included the following paragraphs:

"5. The President approved an 18-20,00
man increase in the U.S.. military suppor
forces to fill out existing units and suppl
needed logistic personnel.

"8. The President approved the deploy
ment of two additional Marine. Battalion
and one Marine Air Squadron and associate
headquarters and support elements.

"7. The President approved a change o
mission for all Marine Battalions deploye
to Vietnam to permit their more active us
under conditions to be established and ap
proved by the Secretary of.Defense in con
sulation with the Secretary of State."

The paragraph stating the President's con
cern about publicity gave stringent orders i
writing to members of the National Securit
Council:

"11. The President desires that with re
spect to the actions in paragraphs 5 throug
7, premature publicity be avoided by all pos
sible precautions. The actions themselv
should be taken as rapidly as practicable
but in ways that should minimize any ap
pearance of sudden changes in policy, an
official statements on these troop movement
will be made only with the direct approv
of the Secretary of Defense, in consultatlo
with the Secretary of State. The President
desire Is that these movements and chang
should be understood as being gradual an
wholly consistent with existing policy." [Se
text, action memorandum on change of mit
sion, April 6, 1965, Page 21.1

The period of increasing ground-combn
involvement is shown in the Pentagon p
pers to be the third major phase of Pres
dent Johnson's commitment to South Vie
nam. This period forms another section c
the presentation of those papers by Th
New York Times.

The papers, prepared by a large team
authors in 1967-68 as an official study of ho
the United States went to war in Indochin
consist of 3,000 pages of analysis and 4,0(

/pages of supporting documents. The stud
covers nearly three decades of American po
icy toward Southeast Asia. Thus far TI
Times's reports on the study, with present
tion of key documents, have covered the pe:
lod of clandestine warfare before the Tonki
Gulf incidents in 1964 and the planning f
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sustained bombing of North Vietnam to could see the Salgon G'vernment crumbling
begin early the next yeer. before her very eyes The balance of power

In the spring of 1065, the study discloses, at this time simply did not fiirri-h the U.S.
the Johnson Administration pinned its hopes with a basis for bnrgnininrg and Hanoi had
on air assaults against the North to break no reason to 4iccede to the hard terms that
the enemy's will and persuade Hanoi to stop the U.S. had in mind. Until military pres-
the Vietcpng insurgency in the South. The sure on North Vietnam culdi tilt the bal-
air assaults began on a sustained basis on ance of forces the other way. inlk of negotia-
March 2. tion could be little more than a holow

"Once set in motion, however. the bomb- exercise."
ing effort seemed to stiffen rather than soften A PosfrTo ar COMCrOMISE
Hanoi's backbone, as well as the willingness Tho study also says that t-wo of the Pres-
of Handl's allies, particularly the Soviet
Union, to work toward compromise" the dent's major rovrs involving the bombing
study continues, campaign in the spring of 196.5 were de gned,

"Oflicial hopes were high that the Rolling among other aims, to quiet critics and otain

, Thunder program ... would rapidly convince public support for the ir war by striking a
o Hanoi that it should agree to negotiate a set- position of compromise. But In fact the ac-
- tlement to the war in the South. After a count goes on, the moves masked publicly
.,- month of bombing with no response from unstated conditions for pmce that "were not
h the North Vietnamese, optimism began to compromise ' terms, but more akin to a 'ceae
ff wane," the study remarks. - and desist' order thatmfrom the D.mt.V./VC
y "The U.S. was presented essentially with point of view, was tantamrount to " dem nd
d two options: (1) to withdraw unilaterally for thtir surrender." "D..V." denotes the

from Vietnam leaving the South Vietnamese Democratic RpublicgOfVitnam; "VC-the
a to fend for themselves, or (2) to commit Viet.ong.
- ground forces in puruit of its objectives. A In Mr. Johnsokn'ns Ufrtnatn, hisn peech
- third option, that of drastically increaing at the Johns opkin Universty In altt-~, te scpe nd saleof te bmbin, ~ More on April 7, he offred to neotatepi, the scope and sale of the bombing, was ",withwist po.Ring nny pr-ronwlitonn" and
n rejected because of the concomitant high risk Alwihout posng0ywh prth ty cnlllAiI'on--
d of inviting Chinese intervention." ao her ot wt the torm (i a "hilou.*

And so within a month, the account con- dollar carrot" In het form of a reMonl
a tinuos, with the Adminintration recognizing konomIdevelopyn itnriramt Unrthe .- ,
r. that the bombing would not work quickly koin wheita. fnareVi bythe'.Unid 8relipe.
p enough, the crucial decision was made to put In which North Virtnam it. unariledlpt.

the two Marine bnttalions already in South 'hftscouilon wastthe unniouied
- Vietnam on the offensive. Thd 3.600 marines five-day patine in bombing in May, during
, landed at Danang on March 8-bringing the which the President called upon Hanoi to

total United States force in South Vietnam accept a "political olution" in the South.
0 to 27,000. The restricted mission of the ma- This seemedd to be aimed more at clearing
't rines had been the static defense of the the decks for a subsequent intensifIed re-

y Danang airfield. sumption than it was at evoking a reciprocal

ORDERS PUT IN WRMTING act of deesesiation by Hanoo." the study says,
P_ Admiral RAborn, in his May 6 memorandum,

l As a result of the President's wish to keep had suggested a pause for this purpose and

d the shift of mission from defense to offense as an opportunity for Hanoi "to make con-
imperceptible to the public, the April 1 deci- cessions with some grace."
sion received no publicity "until it crept out The air attacks had begun Feb. 8 end Feb.

d almost by accident In a State Department re- 11 with reprisal raids, code-named Opera-
e lease on 8 June," in the words of the Penta- tions flaming Dart I and II, announced as

gon study retaliation for Vietcong attacks on American
The day before, the hastily improvised inst..llations at Pleiku and Qitnhon.

static security and enclave strategies of the In public Adminlratration statement on
spring were overtaken by a request from Gen. the air assaults, the study gon's or., Prsildent

n William C. Westmoreland. the American com- Johnson broadened "the reprisal cnce-pt itas
mander in Saigon, for nearly 200,000 troops. gradually and imperceptibly as possible' into
He wanted these forces, the Pentagon study sustained air raids agaInst the North. In the
relates, to hold off defeat long enough to same fashion that the analyst describes him

h make possible a further build-up of Amer- blurring the shift from defensive to offen-
ican troops. . sive action on the ground during the ,pring

s "Swiftly and in an atmosphere of crisis," and summer of 1965.
e, the study says, President Johnson gave his The study declares that the two February
. approval to General Westmoreland's request striker--unlike the Tonkin Gulf reprisals in

d a little more than a month later, in mid-July. August, 1964, which were tied directly to a
s And once again. the study adds, Mr. Johnson North Vletnamese attack on Amierican
LI concealed his decision. ships-.were public associated with a "iarg-
n But the President, the narrative continues, er pattern of aggression" by North Viet-
's was now heeding the counsel of General. nam. Flaming Dart IL for example, was
L. Westmoreland .to embark on a full-scale characterized as "a generalized response to
d ground war. The study for this period con- 'continued acts of aggression,' " the account
e eludes that Mr. Johnson and most of hIs notes.

s. Administration were in no mood for com- "Although discussed publicly in very
promise on.Vietnam. muted tones," It goes on. "the second Fam-

t As an Indication of the Administration's Ing Dart operation constItuted a sharp
a- mood during this period, the study cites "a break with past U.S. polIcy and set the stage
I- marathon public-information campaign" for the continuing bombing program that
t- conducted by Secretary of State Dean Rusk was now to be launched in earnest."
of late in February and early In March as sus- In another section of the study, a Penta-
ie tained bombing was getting under way. gon analyst remarks that "the change in

Mr. Rusk, the study says, sought "to signal ground rules . . . posed serious pubic-in-
of a seemingly reasonable but In fact quite formation and stage-managing problems for
w. tough U.S. position on negotiations, demand- the President."
a, ing that Hanoi 'stop doing what it is doing It was on Feb. 13, two days after this sec-
0D against its neighbors'tefore any negotiations ond reprisal, that Mr. Johnson ordered Op-
ly could prove fruitful. eration Rolling Thunder. An Important in-
1- "Rusk's disinterest in negotiations at this fluence on his unpublinined decision was a
he time was in concert with the view of virtually memorandum from his special assistant for
a- all of the President's key advisers, that the national security affaIrs, McGeorge Bundy,
r- path to peace was not thep open," the Pen 'who was heading a fact-finding mission in
in tagon account continues. "Haho held sway Vetnam when the Vietcong attack at Pleiku
or over. mre than hal of South Vietnam and' occurred on Feb. 7. With Mr. Bundy wee

I
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AM.M r.1Bratriry f T(.,Jhn T. M7-

Nau-antod ,d Dputy e A s!tant Secretary
of St ate' enat.d Uiwr.

"- A -iTy of s t ined reiprxal against
Northi V!ctin'm" t r ndvoentced

by Mr. i"d int m r nm e'rtved
on the Pr1"Ulen!'s prnsocil Urng77, Air

FPrrC'(. ile rcturin" fr--n -aP'on the
samoe d. jSve text, Bundy memorandum,
Feb. 7, '%5.1"

Thmmer'-ar 'explained thiat the jus-
flicltitn fo- the atr it sacks ng ainst the

Norvtl, and their inten;ity, would be kyei
to th.' level of Vi-tcongf activity in the South

"We are convince that the oltcal vaupsou
of reprisa.l reu re a otntinuoits orp'ratlon,"
Mr. Lundy rote. " responses geared
on a on -fcr-one . o r out-
race-s woud lack t --er-ua force of eus-
tatined preSre. More irmportant still, they
would lecav Aopen to the Commurdss to
av-id repra erey by ng up only a
smMI element of the o'-n program. . . . It
is the ceit merit of the proposed scheme
that to sop it the C rniunisIs would have
t sop noh of their activity in the touth
to pe-i-rit, the probaible success of a deter-
0110CCelT xficrictVo

The analyst noeI, however. tha~t 1-r.
Bundy -cmo-andum '-m e "uniqu articu-
lation of ra I. I for i ;wltliMg; Thunder

po1cY" bea.e 1M. DUnd y hld out a i the
irnmedit ibnt i an opportunity to rally

the n-t i-Ci romilt' enls 1m the f-uth
xandF1C 11f-, VOm p lltlRl itability and pro-

gre: i l1cific-ion. "Once such a policy
is put iii ftrco," Mr. Mundy wrote, ir- sum-
mnnry co uins t 1i-mnoranu,"rn w '-t

Mth- o 3 Q) t ea it-n Vivxnrm nion miny

ttps an in many'- ayn, g-rowx -ng force
and c"Mennn"

It w ' -lso , i , he said, that bomh-
Ing in ,evr'I a low key, would
have a b"anul "-dessing Mee.t upon
the c o'Vie'- cadr-r in South Viet-
nmn:

Mr . d r-ma-ks, thus df-
fered fraio C rt nent of bomb-
inr. Thc -" incl-Id Ambe.Tssdar Miawell D.
Taxyrvm-- spared of i-proving the Sal-
gon G-ernmev-nt' eftectticixess and who
wan ed m o rIm-at hgynn. a will-Mi aking
devCic "toWAR ! such paln or threat of paIn

upor the DE .I- tha 'it would be compelled
to ordeu vtand-down of Ait Cong violence,"
in the tudy's words.

As spiral ciap ers of the Pentagon study
show, a number of Amrin- tr-tion strate-
g!sts--paricv-lary Ialt NV. Rostow, chair-
man cf ti- State Depar-tent's Policy Plan-
ning Conci-d rs.sumred for years that
"calcuix ted dot-s" of Arerci.An air power
would accmrpiish this end.

Mr. Blndy, while' not underratint' the
bonmbni-s "'--n-irpct on ll'noi" and its use
"as -means of ffrting the will of Hanoi,"
saw this 'is a "longer-range purpose."

"-ir-s rNPS=AM 3n5MS CHEAP"

Th b 'mb'i-n mlght not work. Mr. Bundy
acknowledned. "Yet mea ured aralnst the
c-s' s dr a -i -in Vietnam," he wrote, "this
pra'-rM- eemsi cheap. And C-en if it fails to

hturn t-e tle-as it may-the value of the
effortscemz to us to exCUIed it cost."

President JTchnon informed Aombassador'
Taylor of his Rol io Thunder decision in a
eabeeram drafteIc In the White House and
trasmtttd tr IxSAgon late In the afternoon
of Sunday. Fe. 1:3

The rc be to-ld the Amsbhassador that "we
will exeu'We a -rimr-no of measured and lim-

Ited air Action j-nntly with the CVN [the
Governrn't of VIe

t
nixjl eat-inst selected

military tarontsin D.V. rrmailning south
of the 9tih P aralel until further notice"

"Our cu'rrert expectation," the message
added, "Is that these attack eight come
about once or twice a 'sik and involve two
or three targts on ecrih day of ope-ration."
[See text of White Houats cable, Feb. 13.1
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!1r.: ch"s.on et Itn he ht"to have !ppro-
printe nVN concurrence oy Mondy if pes-
sible. . . ."

Thr-e "t'xv recounts that "Ambsstdor
Tyior r -ivd tihei news of the President's
newpr-rwrn- wIth entxhi-Ismn. Ji hIs re-
r,ponre, hrxow-'er, hr e pl.:ned the difT-uitlcs
hr fnced in obtaInIng authentic GVN concur-
rent-c 'in 'he cenrlton of virtual nongovern-
n-s' which existed in Sagon at that
z, n e 1

Gen. Nguyen Khenrh, the nominal com-
mander ao the S-ouhh Vistnanese rmed
force , had used the cvilan cabinet of

riTan Van Huong on Jan. 27. Led by
Air Vice Marshal Nguyen Cao Ky, a group of
yrng -e so-the 'o-called Young Turks-
wexe In turn intriguing agaInst General
KIhnh.

fA foornote in the account of the first
reprrial striLkes, on Feb. 8, says that Marshal
-y, who led the So-th Vietnamese planes
pirticipating in the raid, caused "consterna-
tlon" among Amnrict-i target controllers by
droppIng his bomb on the vrong targets.
"In a last minuteswitch " the footnote says,
Mrnrshal Ky "dumped his flight's bomb loads
on an unasstixed target in the Vinhliinh area,
in order, ss he later explaIned, to avoid col-
'iding with U.S A F. aircraft which, he
cia1lsed, were strikng his originally assigned
target when hIs fli ht aTrived over the target
arc. Adm. U. S. Grant Sharp, Comnmender
of United fSxates force' in the Pacific, re-
ported the incident to the Joint Chiefs.)

CAST-ES TO TIME rMnAhAr.I.

Referring to the political situation in
Salxis-on, the account says: "This Alice-in-
Wonde.larid atmosphere notwithstanding,
Taylor was undatinted."

"It will be oiterestLx'g to observe the etect
of our proposal on the internal political sItu-
ation here," the Amsaa-:idor cabled back to
Mr. Johnson In Washington about the bomb-
ing. "I will ute the occasion to emphtastz
that r dramatIc change is occurring in U.S.
polIcy, one blably favorable to GVN Iterests
but demanding a parallel dramatic change
of attitude on the part of the GVN. Now is
the time to install the best nossible Govern-
ment as we are clearly approachIng a climax
In the next few months."

Amnbassador Taylor a apparently obtained
what concurrence was possible and on Feb.
8 another cable went out from the State De-
partment to London and eIght United States
Embassies in the Far Eat besides the one
in Saigon, The message told the ambassadors
of the forthcoming boring campaign and
Instructed the-im to "inform head of govern-
ment or State (as appropriate) of above in
strIctest confidence and report reactions."
[See text, cable to U.S. envoys, Feb. 18.1

Both Mc-George Bundy and Ambasador
Taylor had recommended playing down pub-
licity on the details of the raids. "Careful
public statements of U.S.G. [United States
Government]. combined with fact of con-
tinuing alr actions, are expected to make it
clear that military action will continue while
acgression continues," the- cable said. "But
focus of public attention will -be kept as far
as poshIble on DRV aggression; not on joint
GVN/US military operatIons.

The 'Pres!dent had scheduled the first of
the sustained raids, Rolling Thunder I, for
Feb. 20. Five hours after the State Depart-
rmnvt transmtted that cable, a perennial
,algon plnttrr, C-7. Pham N oc Thao, staed
all unsuccjf7(.essful"smI p"aqanst Gen-
era! Khanh and "pandenonlum reigned in
Saigon." the study recounts. "Ambssador
Taylor promptly recommended cancel i nation
of the Feb. 20 a!r strikes r.nd his reconmren-
dation was equally promptly accepted" by
Washlngtton, the Pentagon study says.

The State Department sent a cablegram to
the varIous embassies rescinding the in.truc-
tions to notify h-da of government or state
of the planned air war until further notice
"in view of the isturbed situation in
ftlgnn." -. '
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The sItuation there, the study says, re-

mained disturbed " for nearly a w-ek while
the Yoing Turks also sought to get rid of
General Khanh.

"The latter made frantic but unsuccessful
efforts to raliy hi s supporters," the study says,
and finally took oft in his plane to avoid
having to resign as commander in chief.
"Literally running out of grs in Nhatrang
shortly before dawn on Feb. 21, he sub-
mitted h 7rnsIgnation, clainIg -ithat a 'for-
eIgn hand' was behind the coup. No one,
however, could be quite certain that Khanh
might not 're-coup' once again, unle-s he
were physically rer-oved from the scene."

This took three more days to accomplIsh,
and on Feb. 25 General Ktanh finally went
into permanent exile as an ambassador at
large, with Ambassador Taylor seeing him
off at the airport, "gasslly polite," in the
study's words. "It was only then that Taylor
was able to issue, and W,'ashIngton could ac-
cept, clearance for the long-pcostponed and
frequently rescheduled first Rolling Thunder
strike."

Less than three weeks earlier, in his memo-
randun to the President predicting that "a
policy of sustained reprisal" might bring
a better government in Saigon, UcGeorge
Bundy had said he did riot agree witi Am-
bassador Taylor that General Khanh "must
somehow b removed from the . : . acne."

"We Fee no one else in susht with any-
thing like his ability to combine military au-
thority with sorne sense of politics," the
account quotes Mr. Bundy as having
written.

In the reantime two more Rolling Thun-
doer strikes-If cnd I iT-had also been sched-
uled and then canceled because, tho study
says, the South Vietnamese Air Force was
o "coup alert," in Saigon.

During part of this perd,. alr strikes
against North Vietnam were also inhibited
by a diplomatic initiative from the Soviet
Union and Britain. They moved to reacti-
vate their co-chairmanship of the 1954 Ge-
neva conference on Indochina to consider
the current Vietnam crisis. Secretary Rusk
cabled Ambassador Taylor that the diplo-
matic initiative would not affect Washing-
ton's decision to begin the air war, merely
Its timing.

According to the Pentagon study, the Ad-
ministration regarded the possibility of re-
viving the Geneva conference of 154. which
had ended the French Indochina War, "not
as a potential negotiating oportunity, but as
a convenient vehicle for public expression
of a tough U.S position."

But, the account adds, this "dIplomatic
gambit" had "languished" by the time Geri-
eral Khanh left Saigon, and the day of his
departure M-Cr. Johnson scheduled a strike,
Rolling Thunder IV, for Feb. 26. -

The pilots had been standing by, for nearly
a week, with the orders to execute a strike
being canceled every 24 hours.

But the order to begin the raid was again
canceled. a last time, by moncoon weather
for four more days.

Rolling Thunder finally rolled on March 2.
1965, when F-100 Super Sabre and F-105
Thunderchief jets of the United States Air
Force bombed an ammunition depot at
Xombang while 19 propeller-drIvenr A-lH
fighter-bombers of South Vietnam struck the
Quangkhe naval base.

The various arguments in the Adminis-
tratonx over how the raIds ought to be con-
ducted, which had developed during the
planning stages, were now revived in sharper
form by the opening blow in the actual air
war.

Secretary McNamara, whose attention to
management of resources and cost-effective-
ness iS cited repeatedly by the study, was
concerned about improving the mIlitary effi-
cacy of the bombing even before the sus-
tained air war got under wny

he had received bomb damge assessmenta
on the two reprisal strikes in Pebruary, re-
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porting that of 491 buildIngs attacked. only
47 had been destroyed nnd 22 damaged. The
Information causedd MeNamara to fire of?
aorather bluint memorandum" to General
Earle 0. Wheeler, Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, on Feb. 17. the accottnt says.

"I AM QITTT rATis"I.'"

"Although the four missions [flown dur-
ing the two raidsj left the operations at the
targets relatively unimpaired. I am quite
satisfied with the results." Mr. McNamara
began. "Our primary objective, of course,
was to communicate our political resolve.
This I believe we did. Future communica-
tions or resolve, however, will carry a hollow
ring unless we accomplish more military
damage than we have to date. . . . Surely
we cannot continue for months accomplish-
Ing no more with 267 sorties than we did on
these four missions." A sortie is a flight by
a single plane.

General Wheeler replied that measures
were being taken to heighten the destructive-
ness of the strikes and said that one way to
accomplish this was to give the operational
commander on the scene "adequate latitude"
to attack the target as he saw fit, rather than
seeking to control the details from Wash-
ington.

One measure approved by the President on
March 9 was the use of napalm in North
Vietnam. '

.And the day before, the day that 3,500
marines came ashore at Danang to protect
the airfield there, Ambassador Taylor had al-
ready expressed, in two cables to Washington,
what the historian describes as "sharp an-
noyance" with the "unnecessarily timid
and ambivalent" way in which the air war
was being conducted.

No air strikes had been authorized by
-the President beyond the initial Rolling
Thunder raids that began on March 2, and,
according to the study, the Ambassador was
irritated at "the long delays between strikes,
the marginal weight of the attacks and the
great ado about behind-the-scenes diplo-
matic feelers."

GENERAL WESTMORELAND CONCURS

With the concurrence of General West-
moreland, Ambassador Taylor proposed "a
more dynamic schedule of strikes, a several
week program relentlessly marching north"
beyond the 19th Parallel, which President
Johnson had so far set as a limit, "to break
the will of the D.R.V."

Ambassador Taylor cabled: "Current fe-
verish diplomatic activity particularly by
French and British" was interfering with the'
ability of the United States to "progressively
turn the screws on D.R.V."

"It appears to me evident that to date
D.R.V. leaders believe air strikes at present
levels on their territory are meaningless and
that we are more susceptible to international
pressure for negotiations than they are," the
Ambassador said. He cited as evidence a re-
port from J. Blair Seaborn, the Canadian
member of the International Control Com-
mission, who, in Hanoi earlier that month,
had performed one of a series of secret diplo-
matic missions for the United States.

Mr. Seaborn had been sent back to convey
directly to the Hanoi leaders an American
policy statement on Vietnam that had been
delivered to China on Feb. 24 through its em-
bassy In Warsaw.

"NO DESIGNS" ON THE D.R.V.

In essence, the Pentagon study reports, the
policy statement said that while the United
States was determined to take whatever
measures were necessary to maintain South
Vietnam, it "had no designs on the territory
of North Vietnam, nor any desire to destroy
the D.R.V."

The delivery of the message to the Chinese
was apparently aimed at helping to stave off
any Chinese intervention as a tult of the
forthcoming bombing campaign.
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But the purpose in sending Mr. Seaborn

back, the atury mnkes clear, was to convey
the obvious threat that Hanoi now faced
"extensive future destrtiction of . . . mili-
tary and economic investmrttfl" if it did not
call off the Vietrong uerrillas and accept a
separate, non-Communist South.

Premier Pham Van Dong of North Viet-
nn.m. who had seen Mr. Seaborn on two
earlier visits, declined this time, and the
Canadian ha~d to settle for the chief North
Vietnamese liaison officer for the commission,-
to whom he read Washington's statement.

The North Vietnamese officer, the account
says, commented that the message "con-
tained nothing new and that the North Viet-
namese had already received a briefing on
the Warsaw meeting" from the Chinese Com-
munists.

This treatment led the Canadian to sense
"a mood of confidence" among the Hanoi
leaders, Ambassador Taylor told Washington
in a cablegram, and Mr. Seaborn felt "that
Hanoi has the impressIon that our air attacks
are a limited attempt to improve our bargain-
ing position and hence are no great cause for
immediate concern."

"Our objective should be to induce in
U.S. objectives in as short a time as possible
in order to avoid a build-up of international
pressure to negotiate." the Ambassador said.

Therefore, he went on, it was necessary
to "begin at once a progression of U.S. strikes
north of 19th Parallel in a slow but steadily
ascending movement" to dispel any illusions
in Hanoi.

"If we tarry too long in the south [below
the 19th Parallelj, we will give Hanoi a weak
and misleading signal which will work
against our ultimate purpose,' he said.

The next Rolling Thunder strikes, on
March 14 and 15, were the heaviest of the air
war so far, involving 100 American and 24
South Vietnamese planes against barracks
and depots on Tiger Island off the North
Vietnamese coast and the ammunition dump
near Phuqui. 10 miles southwest of Hanoi.

For the first time, the planes used napalm
against the North, a measure approved by Mr.
Johnson on May 9 to achieve the more ef-
flient destruction of the targets that Mr.
McNamara was seeking and to give the pilots
protection from antiaircraft batteries.

"MOUNTING CRESCENDO" URGED

But the Ambassador regarded these, too,
as an "isolated, stage-managed joint U.S./
GVN oneration," the Pentagon study says. He
sent Washington another cable, saying that
"through repeated delays we are failing to
give the mounting crescendo to Rolling
Thunder which is necessary to get the desired
results."

Meanwhile, Admiral Sharp in Honolulu
and the Joint Chiefs in Washington were
quickly devising a number of other programs
to broaden and intensify the air war now
that it had begun.

On March 21. Admiral Sharp proposed a
"radar busting day" to knock out the North
Vietnamese early-warning system, and a pro-
gram "to attrite, harass and interdict the
D.R.V. south" of the 20th Parallel by cutting
lines of communication, "LOC" in official
terminology.

The "LOC cut program" would choke off
traffic along all roads and rail lines through
southern North Vietnam by bombing strikes
and would thus squeeze the flow of supplies
into the South.

"All targets. selected are extremely difficult
cr impossible to bypass," the admiral said in
a cable to the Joint Chiefs. "LOC network
cutting in this depth will degrade tonnage
arrivals at the main 'funnels' and will de-
velop a broad series of new targets such as
backed-up convoys, offloaded materiel dumps
and personnel staging areas at one or both
sides of cuts."

Thee probable effects Mnight In turn "force
ntjor DJLV. log flow to ren-carry and into
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sur'ellfane And attack by our SVN fSouth
Vietnamerel coastal ianitizaton forces," the
admiral ndded.
. In Washington at this time, the narrative
gor on, the Joint Chiefs were engaged in an
"interservice dlivi'on" over potential
grnund-troop deployments to Vietnam and
over the nir war it.eif.

Gen. John P. McConnell. Chief of Staff
of the Air Force adopted a "maverick posi-
tion" and was argiting for a short and vio-
lent 28-day b::mbing campaign. All of the
targets on the original 94-target list drawn
up in May 1964, from bridges to industries,
would be progressively destroyed.

"He proposed beginning the air strikes in
the southern part of North Vietnam and
continuing at two-to six-day intervals until
Hanoi was attacked." the study continues.

The raids would be along the lines of the
mighty strikes, including the use of B-52
bombers, that the Joint Chiefs had pro-
posed in retaliation for the Vietcong mortar
attack in Beinhoa airfield on Nov. 1. 1964,
the narrative says. General McConnell con-
tended that his plan was consistent with
previous bombing proposals by the Joint
Chiefs.

The general abandoned his proposal, how-
ever, when the other members of the Joint
Chiefs decided to incorporate Admiral
Sharp's "LOC cut program" and some of
General McConnell's individual target con-
cepts into a bombing program of several
weeks. They proposed this to Mr. McNamara
on March 27.

This plan proposed an intense bombing
campaign that would start on road and rail
lines south of the 20th Parallel and then-
"march north" week by week to isolate North
Vietnam from China gradually by cutting
road and rail lines above Hanoi. In later
phases upon which the Joint Chiefs had not
yet fully decided, the port facilities were to
be destroyed to isolate North Vietnam from
the sea. Then industries outside populated
areas would be attacked "leading up to a
situation where the enemy will realize that
the Hanoi and Haiphong areas will be the
next logical targets in our continued air
campaign."

But the President and Mr. McNamara de-
clined to approve any multiweek program,
the study relates. "They clearly preferred
to retain continual personal control over
attack concepts and individual target selec-
tion."

ALTERNATE TARGETS APPROVED

In mid-March, after a Presidential fact-
finding trip to Vietnam by Gen. Harold K.
Johnson, the Army Chief of Staff, the Pres-
ident did regularize the bombing campaign
and relaxed some of the restrictions. Among
the Innovations was the selection of the
targets in weekly packages with the precise
timing. of the individual attacks left to the
ccmmanders on the scene. Also, "the strikes
were no longer to be specifically related to
VC atrocities" and "publicity on-the strikes
was to be progressively reduced," the study
says.

The President did not accept two recom-
mendations from General Johnson relating
to a possible ground war. They were to dis-
patch a division of American troops to South
Vietnam to hold coastal enclaves or defend
the Central Highlands in order to free Saigon
Government forces for offensive action
against the Vietcong. The social proposal was
to create a four-division force of American
and Southeast Asia Treaty Organization
troops, who, to interdict Infiltration, would
patrol both the demilitarized zone along the
border separating North and South Vietnam
and the Laotian border region.

Better organization for the air war meant
that concepts such as Admiral Sharp's "LOC
cut program" and his "radar busting" were
now Incorporated into- the weekly target
packages. But President Johnson and Sec-
retary McNamara continued to select the tar-
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gets and to communicate them to the Joint
Chiefs-and thus, eventually, to the operat-
Ing strike forces-In weekly Rolling Thunder
planning messages issued by the Secretary of
Defense.

HOPES WER. WANING

Operation Rolling Thunder was thus being
shifted from an exercise in air power "domi-
nated by political and psychological con-
siderations" to a "militarily more significant,
sustained bombing program" aimed at de-
stroying the capabilities of North Vietnam to
support a war in the south.

But the shift also meant that "early hopes
that Rolling Thunder could succeed by itself"
in persuading Hanoi to call off the Vietcong
were also waning.

"The underlying question that was being
posed for the Administration at this time
was well formulated," the study says, by John
McNaughton in a memorandum drafted on
March 24 for Secretary McNamara in prepara-
tion for the April 1-2 National Security
Council meetings.

"Can the situation inside SVN be bottomed
out (a) without extreme measures against
the DRV and/or (b) without deployment of
large numbers of U.S. (and other) combat
troops inside SVN?"

Mr. McNaughton's answer was "perhaps.
but probably no." (See Text, MNaughton ac-
tion plan, March 24.)

General Westmoreland stated his conclu-
sions in a half-inch-thick report labeled'
"Commander's Estimate of the situation in
SVN." The document, "a classic Leavenworth-
style analysis," the analyst remarks, referring
to the Command and General Staff College,
was completed in Saigon on March 26 and
delivered to Washington in time for the April
1-2 strategy meeting.

The Saigon militaryy commander and his
staff had begun working on this voluminous
report on March 13, the day after General
Johnson left Vietnam with his ground war
proposals of an American division to hold en-
claves and a four-division American and
SEATO force along the borders, the study
notes.

General Westmoreland predicted that the
bombing campaign against the North would
not show tangible results until June at the

- earliest, and that in the meantime the South
Vietnamese - Army needed American rein-
forcements to hold the line against growing
Vietcong strength and to carry out an "or-.
derly" expansion of its own ranks.

And, paraphrasing the report, the study
says that the general warned that the Saigon
troops, "although at the moment performing
fairly well, would not be able in the face of
a VC summer offensive to hold in the South
long enough for the bombing to become ef-
fective."

General Westmoreland asked for rein-
forcements equivalent to two American di-
visions, a total of about 70,000 troops, count-
Ing those already in Vietnam.

They included 17 maneuver battalions. The
4 general proposed adding two more Marine

battalion landing teams to the two battalions
already at Danang in order to establish an-

. other base at the airfield at Phuba to the
north; putting art Army brigade Into the
Bienhoa-Vungtau area near Saigon, and us-
ing two more Army battalions to garrison
the central coastal ports of Quinhon and
Nhatrang as logistics bases. These bases
would sustain an army division that Gen-
eral Westmorland proposed to send into
active combat in the strategic central high-
lands inland to "defeat" the Vietcong who
were seizing control there.

General Westmoreland said that he wanted
the 17 battalions and their initial supporting
elements in South Vietnam by June and
indicated that more troops might be re-
quired thereafter if the bombing failed to
achieve results.

The.Saigon military commander and Gen-
eral Johnson were not alone in pressing for
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American ground combat troops to forestall a
Vietcong victory, -the study points out.

On March 20. the Joint Chiefs as a body
had proposed sending two American divisions
and one South Korean divisIon to South Vi-
etnam for offensive combat operations
against the guerrillas.

Secretary McNamara, the Joint Chiefs and
Ambassador Taylor all discussed the three-
division proposal on March 29, the study re-
lates, while the Ambassador was in Washing-
ton for the forthcoming White House strat-
egy conference.

The Ambassador opposed the plan, the
study says, because he felt the South Viet-
namese might resent the presence of so many
foreign troops-u'pwards of 100,000 men-
and also because he believed there was still
no military necessity for them.

The Joint Chiefs "had the qualified sup-
port of McNamara." however, the study con-
tinues, and was one of the topics discussed
at the national security council meeting.

CONCERN WITH DEPLOYMENT

Thus, the study says, at the White House
strategy session of April 1-2, "the principal
concern of Administration policy makers at
this time was with the prospect of major
deployment of U.S. and third-country com-
bat forces to SVN."

A memorandum written by McGeorge
Bundy before the meeting, which set forth
the key issues for discussion and decision
by the President, "gave only the most super-
ficial treatment to the complex matter of
future air pressure policy," the Pentagon
analyst remarks.

The morning that Ambassador Taylor left
Saigon to attend the meeting, March 29, the
Vietcong guerrillas blew up the American
Embassy in Saigon in what the study calls
"the boldest and most direct Communist
action against the U.S. since the attacks at
Pleiku and Quinhon which had precipitated
the Flaming Dart reprisal airtrikes."

Admiral Sharp requested permission to
launch a "spectacular" air raid on North
Vietnam in retaliation, -the narrative con-
tinues, but the "plea . . . did not fall on
responsive ears" at the White House.

"At this point, the President preferred
to maneuver quietly to help the nation get
used to living with the Vietnam crisis. He
played down any drama intrinsic in Taylor's
arrival" and refused to permit a retaliation
raid for the embassy bombing.

"After his first meeting with Taylor and
other officials on March 31, the President
responded to press inquiries concerning
dramatic new developments by saying: "I
know of no far-reaching strategy that is
being suggested or promlugated."

"But the President was being less than
candid," the study observes. "The proposals
that were at tha, moment being promul-
gated, and on which he reached significant
decision the following day, did involve a far-
reaching strategy change: acceptance of the
concept of U.S. troops engaged in offensive
ground operations against Asian insurgents.
This issue greatly overshadowed all other
Vietnam questions then being reconsidered."

The analyst is referring to the President's
decision at the White House strategy confer-
ence on April 1-2 to change the mission of
the marine battalions at Danang from de-
fense to offense.

McGeorge Bundy embodied the decision in
National Security Action Memorandum 328,
which he drafted and signed on behalf of
the President on April 6. The analyst says
that this "pivotal document" followed al-
most "verbatim" the text of another memo-
randum that Mr. Bundy had written before
the N.S.C. meeting to outline the proposals
for discussion and decision by the President.

The Pentagon study notes that the actual
landing of 3,500 marines at Danang the pro-
vioit= month had "caused surprisingly little
outcry." .
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Secretary of State Dean Rusk had ex-

plained on a television program the day be-
fore the marines came ashore that their mis-
sion was solely to provide security for the air
base and "not to kill the Vietcong," in the
words of the study. Thus initial mission for
the marines was later to be referred to as the
short-lived strategy of security that would
apply only to this American troop movement
into South Vietnam.

"A DEAD i.E'rrE" QUICKLY

The President's decision to change their
mission to offense now made the strategy of
base security "a dead letter," the study says,
when it was less than a month old.

At the April 1-2 meeting, Mr. Johnson had
also decided to send ashore two more marine
battalions, which General Westmoreland had
asked for in a separate request on March 17.
Mr. Johnson further decided to increase sup-
port forces in South Vietnam by 18,000 to
20.000 men.

The President was "doubtless aware" of
the general's additional request for the
equivalent of two divisions, and of the Joint
Chiefs' for three divisions, the Pentagon ac-
count says, but Mr. Johnson took no action
on these requests.

"The initial steps in ground build-up
appear to have been grudgingly taken," the
study says, "indicating that the President
. . . and his advisers recognized the tremen-
dous inertial complications of ground troop
deployments. Halting ground involvement
was seen to be a manifestly greater prob-
lem than halting air or naval activity.

"It is pretty clear, then, that the President
intended, after the early April N.S.C. meet-
ings, to cautiously and carefully experiment
with the U.S. forces in offensive roles," the
analyst concludes.

National Security Action Memorandum 328
did not precisely define or limit the ofen-
sive role it authorized, and Ambassador Tay-
lor, who had attended the National Security
Council meeting during his visit to Wash-
ington, was not satisfied with the guidance
he received from the State Department.
Therefore, on his way back to Saigon on
April 4, the Ambassador, formerly President
John F. Kennedy's military adviser and
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, sent a cable
from. the Honolulu headquarters of the
commander of Pacific forces to the State
Department, saying:

"I propose to describe the new mission to
[Premier Pham Huy Quat as the use of ma-
rines in a mobile counter-insurgency role in
the vicinity.of Danang for the improved pro-
tection of that base and also in a strike role
as a reserve in support of ARVN operations
anywhere within 50 miles of the base. This.
latter employment would follow acquisition
of experience on local counter-insurgency
missions."

Ambassador Taylor's 50-mile limit appar-
ently became an accepted rule-of-thumb
boundary for counterinsurgency strikes.

And so, the analyst sums up, with the
promulgation of National Security Action'
Memorandum 328, "the strategy of security
effectively becomes a dead letter on the first
of April," and the strategy of enclave begins.

TETs or DOCUMENTS

Following are texts of key documents ac-
companying the Pentagon's study of the
Vietnam war, covering the opening 'of the
sustained bombing campaign against North
Vietnam in the first half of 1965. Except
where excerpting is indicated, the documents
are printed verbatim, with only unmistakable
typographical errors corrected.

La-r a Paom Roeyow FAvoarima COMMrrmNT
op Taoops my UmrE STAE=

(Personal letter from Walt W., Rostow,
chairman of the State Department's Policy
Planning Councill to Secretary McNamara,

'.9
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Nov. 16, 1964 "Military Dispositions and Po-
litical Sienals.")

Following on our conversation of last night
I am concerned that too much thought is be-
ing given to the actual damage we do in the
North. not enough thought to the signal we
wish to send.

The sirnai consist., of three parts:
a) damage to the North is now to be in-

flicted becase they are violating the 1964
and 1062 accords;

b) we are ready and able to go much fur-
ther than our initial act of damage;

c) we are ready and able to meet any level
of escalation they might mount in response,
if they are so minded.

Four points follow.
1. I am convinced that we should not go

forward into the next stage without a U.S.
ground force commitment of some kind:

a. The withdrawal of those ground forces
could be a critically important part of our
diplomatic bargaining position. Ground
forces can sit during a conference more easily
than we can maintain a series of mounting
air and naval pressures.

b. We must make clear that counter escala-
tion by the Communists will run directly
into US strength on the ground; and, there-
fore the possibility of radically extending
their position on the ground at the cost
of air and naval damage alone, is ruled out.

c. There is a marginal possibility that in
attacking the airfield they were thinking two
moves ahead: namely, they might be plan-
ning a pre-emptive ground force response to
an expected US retaliation for the Bien Hoe
attack.

2. The first critical military action against
North Vietnam should be designed merely
to install the principle that they will, from
the present forward, be vulnerable to retalia-
tory attack in the north for continued viola-
tions for the 1954 and 1962 Accord. In other
words, we would signal a shift from the prin-
ciple involved in the Tonkin Gulf response.
This means that the Initial use of force in
the north should be as limited and as unsan-
guinary as possible. It is the installation of
the principle that we are initially interested
in. not tit for tat.

3. But our force dispositions to accompany
an initial retaliatory move against the north
should send three further signals lucidly:

a. that we are putting in place a capacity
subsequently to step up direct and naval
pressure on the north, if that should be re-
quired;

b. that we are prepared to face down any
form of escalation North Vietnam might
mount on the ground; and

c. that we are putting forces into place
to exact retaliation directly against Com-
munist China, if Peiping should join in an
escalatory response from Hanoi. The latter
could take the form of increased aircraft
on Formosa plus, perhaps, a carrier force sit-
ting off China distinguished from the force
in the South China Sea.

4. The launching of this track, almost cer-
tainly, will require the President to explain
to our own people and to the world our in-
tentions and objectives. This will also be per-
haps the most persuasive form of commnuni-
ction with Ho and Mao. In addition, I am
inclined to think the most direct communi-
cation we can mount (perhaps via Vientiane
and Warsaw) is desirable, as opposed to the
use of cut-outs. They should feel they now
confront an LBJ who has made up his mind.
Contrary to an anxiety expressed at an earlier
stage. I believe it quite possible to com-
municate the limits as well as the serious-
ness of our intentions without raising seri-
'ously the fear in Hanoi that we intend at
our initiative to land immediately in the
Red River Delta, in China, or seek any other
objective than the re-Instlladon of the
1954 and 1982 Accords.
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TROOPS AND Ass ATTAcKs
(Memorandum from Mr. Rostow .to Secre-

tpry Rusk, Nov. 23. 1964. "Some Observations
as We Caine to the Crunch in Southeast
Asia.")

I leave for Lima this Saturday for the CAP
and CIES meetings. I presume that in early
December some major decisions on Southeast
Asia will be made. I should, therefore, like
to leave with you raome observations on the
situation. I have already communicated them
to Bill Bundy.

1. We must begin by fastening our minds
as sharply as we can around our apprecia-
tion of the view in Hanoi and Peiping of the
Southesst Asia problem. I agree almost com-
pletely with SNIE 10-3-84 of October 9. Here
are the critical passages:

"While they will seek to exploit and en-
courage the deteriorating situationjIn Saigon,
they probably will avoid actions that would
in their view unduly increase the chances
of a major US response against North Viet-
nam (DRV) or Communist China. We are
almost certain that both Hanoi and Peiping
are anxious not to become involved in the
kind of war in which the great weight of
superior US weaponry could be brought
against them. Even If Hanoi and Peiping
estimated that the US would not use nu-
clear weapons against them, they could not
be sure of this.-.-. -

"In the face of new US pressures against
the DRV, further actins by Hanoi and Peip-
ing would be based to a considerable extent
on their estimate of US intentions, i.e..
whether the US was actually determined to
increase its pressures as necessary. Their esti-
mates on this point are probably uncertain,
but we believe that fear of provoking severe
measures by the US would lead them to tem-
per their responses with a good deal of
caution. . . .

"If despite Communist efforts, the US at-
tacks continued. Hanoi's leaders would have
to ask themselves whether it was not better
to suspend their support of Viet Cong mili-
tary action rather than suffer the destruc-
tion of their major military facilities and the
industrial sector of their economy. In the
belief that the tide has set almost irrever-
sibly in their favor in South Vietnam, they

. might calculate that the Viet Cong could
stop its military attacks for the time being
and renew the insurrection successfully at a
later date. Their judgment in this matter
might be reinforced by the Chinese Com-
munist concern over becoming involved in a
conflict with US air and naval power."

Our most basic problem is, therefore, how
,to persuade them that a continuation of their
present policy will risk major destruction in
North Viet Nam; that a preemptive move on
the ground as a prelude to negotiation will
be met by US strength oft the ground; and
that Communist China will not be a sanctu--
ary if it assists North Viet Nam in counter-
escalation.

2. In terms of force dispositions, the criti-
cal moves are, I believe, these.

a. The introduction of some ground forces
in South Viet Nam and, possibly, in the Laos
corridor.

b. A minimal installation of the prin-
ciple that from the present forward North
Viet Nam will be vulnerable to retaliatory
attacks for continued violation of the 1954-
1962 Accords.

c. Perhaps most important'of all, the intro-
duction into- the Pacific Theater of massive
forces to deal with any escalatory response,
including forces evidently aimed at China as

.well as North Viet Nam, should ,the Chi-
nese Commtnists enter the game. I am in-
creasingly confident that we can do this in
ways which would be understood-and not
dangerously misinterpreted-in Hanoi and
Peiping.

.. but the movement of forces, and even

ATE June 15, 1971
bombing operations in the north, will not,
in themselves. constitute a decisive signal.
They will be searching, with enormous sen-
sitivity. for the nnawer to the following ques-
tion: Is the President of the United States
deeply committed to reinstnlling -the 1954-
1962 Accords; or is he putting on a demon-
stration of force that would save face for,
essentially, a US political defeat at a diplo-
matic conference? Here their judgment will
depend not merely on our use of force and
force dispositions but also on the posture
of the President, including commitments he
makes to our own people and before the
world, and on our follow-through. The SNIE
accurately catches the extent of their com-
mitments and their hopes in South Viet Nam
and Laos. They will not actually accept a
setback until they are absolutely sure that
we really mean it. They will be as searching in
this matter as Khrushchev was before he
abandoned the effort to break our hold on
Berlin and as Khrushchev was in searching
us ort on the Turkish missiles before he
finally dismantled and removed his missiles
from Cuba. Initial rhetoric and military
moves will not be enough to convince them.

4. Given the fundamental assessment in
this SNIE, I have no doubt we have the
capacity to achieve a reinstallation of the
1954-1962 Accords if we enter the exercise
with the same determination and staying
power that we entered the long test on Ber-
lin and the short test on the Cuba missiles.
But it will take that kind of Presidential
commitment and staying power.

5. In this connection the SNIE is quite
sound in emphasizing that they will seek, if
they are permitted, either to pretend to call
off the war in South Viet Nam, without actu-
ally doing so: or to revive it again when the
pressure is off. (We can see Castro doing this
now in Venezuela.) The nature of guerrilla
war, infiltration, etc., lends itself to this
kind of ambiguous letdown and reaccelera- -
tion. This places a high premium on our
defining precisely what they have to do to
remove the pressure from the north. It is
because we may wish to maintain pressure for
some time to insure their compliance that .
we should think hard about the installation
of troops not merely in South Viet Nam
south of the seventeenth parallel, but also -
in the infiltration corridor of Laos. The Eame
consideration argues for a non-sanguinary
but important pressure in the form of naval
blockade which will be easier to maintain
during a negotiation or quasi-negotiation
phase than bombing operations.

6. The touchstones for compliance should
include the following: the removal of Viet
Minh troops from Laos; the cessation of in-
filtration of South Viet Nam from the north;
the turning off of the tactical radio network; ..i
and the overt statement on Hanoi radio that .i
the Viet Cong should cease their operations
and pursue their objectives in South Viet
Nasm by political means. On the latter point,.
even if contrary covert instructions are giv- -'s
en, an overt statement would have important
political and psychological impact.

7. As I said in my memorandum to the
President of June 6, no one can be or should -
be dogmatic about how much of a war we
still would have-and for how long-if the
external element were thus radically reduced
or eliminated. The odds are pretty :ood, in
my view, that, if we do these things in this
way, the war will either promptly stop or we
will see the same kind of fragmentation of
the Communist movement in South Viet
Nam that we saw in Greece after the Yugo-
slav frontier was closed by the Tito-Stalin
split. But we can't proceed on that as-
sumption. We must try to gear the whole -
operation with the best counter-insurgency
effort we can mount with our Vietnamese
friend outside the country: and not with-
draw US forces from Viet Nam until the war
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it truly under control. (In this connection. I
hope everyone concerned considers carefully
RAND proposal of November 17, 1004, en-
titled "SAT: Single Integrated Attack
Team, A.Concept for Offensive Military Op-
erations in South Viet-Nam.")

8. I do not see how. if we ndopt. this line.
we can avoid heightened pressures from our
etics for ether Chine Communist en-
trance into the UN or for a UN offcr to the
Chinese Commmists on some form of two-
China basis. This will be livable for the
President and the Administration if-but
only if-we get a clean resolution of the
La" and South Viet Nam problems. The
publication of a good Jordan Report will help
pin our allies to the wall on a prior re-
installation of the 1%54 and 10G2 Accords.-

9. Considering these observations as a
whole, I suspect what I am really caying is
that our asets, a.s I see them, are sufficient
to see this thing through if we enter the
exercise with adequate determintion to suc-
ceed. I know well the anxieties And compli-
cations on our side of the line. But there may
be a tendency to underestimate bth the
anxieties and complications on the other side
and also to underestimate that limited but
real margin of influence on the outcome
which flows from the simple fact that at this
stage of history we are the greatest rower in
the world-if we behave like it.

10. In the President's public exposition of
bls policy. I would now add something to
the draft I did to accompany the June 6
memorandum to the President. I believe he
should hold up a vision of an Asian com-
munity that goes beyond the Mekong pas-
sage in that draft. The vision, esentially
should hold out the hope that if the 1954
and 19G2 Accords are reinstalled, these things
are possible:

a. peace;
b. accelerated economic development:
c. Asians taking a larger hand in their

own destiny;
d. as much -peaceful coexistence between

Asian Communists and non-Communists as
the Communists wish.

11. A scenario to launch this track might
begin as follows:

A. A Presidential decision, communicated
to but held by the Congressional leaders.
Some leakage would not be unhelpful.

B. Immediate movement of relevant forces
- to the Pacific.
a C. Immediate direct communication to Ha-

not to give them a chance to back down be-
fore faced with our actions. including a clear

- statement of the limits of our objectives but
our absolute commitment to them.

D. Should this first communication fail
(as is likely) installation of our ground forces
and naval blockade, plus first attack in
North, to be accompanied by publication up-
dated Jordan Report and Presidential speech.

McGoacE BUNDY MEMO TO JOHNSON ON
"SUSTAINED REPRISAL" POLIcY

(Annex A. "A Policy of Sustained Reprisal.,,
to memorandum to President Lyndon B.
Johnson from McGeorge Bundy, Presidential
assistant for national security, Feb. 7, 1965.)

1. INTRODUCTORY

We believe that the best available way of
increasing our chance of success in Vietnam
is the development and execution of a policy
of stained reprisal against North Vietnam-
a policy in which air and naval action against
the North is justified by and related to the
whole Viet Cong campaign of violence and
terror in the South.

While we believe that the risks of such a
policy are acceptable, we emphasize that its
cosfs are real. It implies significant U.S. Air
losses even if no full air war is joined, and
it seems likely that it would eventually re-
quire an extensive and costly effort against
the whole air defense system of North Viet
Dam, U.. causities would be higher-.nd

more visible to American feelins-than thmse
sustained in the struggle in South Vietnam.

Yet memured against the costs of defeat
in Vietnam, this program seems cheap. And
even if it fails to turn the tide-as it may-
the value of the effort seems to us to exceed
its coat.

It. OYTLINr or TT. POLICY

1. In partnership with the Government of
Vietnam. we should develop and exercise the
option to retnliate against any VC act of
violence to perons or property.

2. In practice, we may wish at the outset
to relate our reprisals to those acts of rela-
tively high visibility such as the Pleiku inci-
dent. Later, we might retaliate against the
assassination of a province chief, but not
necessarily the murder of a hamlet official;
we might retaliate against a grenade thrown
into a crowded cafe in Saigon, but not neces-
sarily to a shot fired into a small'shop in the
countryside.

3. Once a program of reprisals is clearly
underway, it should not be necessary to con-
nect each specific act against North Vietnam
to a particular outrage in the South. It
should be possible, for example, to publish
weekly lists of outrages in the South and to
have it clearly understood that these out-
rages are the cause of such action against the
North as may be occurring in the current
period. Such a more generalized pattern of
reprisal would remove much of the difficulty
Involved in finding precisely matching tar-
gots in response to specific atrocities. Even
in such a more general pattern, however, it
would be important to insure that the gen-
eral level of reprisal action remained in close
correspondence with the level of outrages in
the South. We must keep it clear at every
stage both to Hanoi and to the world, that
our reprisals will be reduced or stopped when
outrages I.n the South are reduced or stop-
ped-and that we are not attempting to de-
stroy or conquer North Vietnam.

4. In the eorly stages of such a course,
we should take the appropriate occasion to
make clear our firm intent to undertake re-
prisals on any further acta, major or minor,
that appear to us and the GVN as indicating
Hanoi's support. We would announce that
our two governments have been patient and
forebearing in the hope that Hanoi would
come to its senses without the necessity of
our having to take further action; but the
outrages continue and now we must react
against those who are responsible: we will
not provoke; we will not use our force in-
discriminately; but we can no longer sit by
in the face of repeated acts of terror and
violence for which the DRV is responsible.

5. Having once made this announcement,
we should execute our reprisal policy with
as low a level of public noise as possible. It
is to our interest that our acts should be
teen-but we do not wish to boast about
them in ways that make it hard for Hanoi
to shift its ground. We should instead direct
maximum attention to the continuing acts
of violence which are the cause of our con-
tinuing reprisals.

6. This reprisal policy should begin at a low
level. Its level of force and pressure should be
increased only gradually-and as indicated
above should be decreased if VC terror visibly
decreases. The object would not be to "win'
an air war against Hanoi, but rather to in-
fluence the course of the struggle in the
South.

7. At the same time it should be recognized
that in order to maintain the power of re-
prisal without risk of excessive loss, an "air
war" may in fact be necessary. We should
therefore be ready to develop a separate justi-
fication for energetic flak suppression and
if necessary for the destruction of Commu-
nist air power. The essence of such an ex-
planation should be that these actions are
intended solely to insure the effectiveness of
a policy of reprisal, and in n6 sense represeal
any inteot to wage offensivO war against the

North. These distinctions should not be dif-
fcult to develop.

8. It remains quite possible, however, that
this reprisal policy would g't us quickly into
the level of military activity contemplated
in the so-called Phanse II of our December
planning. It may even get us beyond this
level with both hanoi nnd PeIping. if there is
Communist couner-action. We and the CVN
should also be prepared for a spurt of VC
terrorism, especially in urbn nrcas, that
would dwarf anything yet experienced.
There are the risks of any action. They should
be carefully reviewed-but we believe them
to be naceptable.

9. We are convinced that the political
values of reprisal require a continuous opera-
tion. Episodic responses geared on a one-for-
one basis to "spectacular" outrages would
lack the persuasive force of sustained pres-
sure. Moro important still, they would leave
it open to the Communists to avoid reprinals
entirely by giving up only a small element
of their own program. The Gulf of Tonkin
affair produced a rharp upturn in morale in
South Vietnam. When it remained an iso-
lated episode, however, there was a severe
relapse. It is the great merit of th; proposed
scheme that to stop It the Communists would
have to stop enough of their activity in the
South to permit the probable success of a
determined pacification effort.

Inf. EcXP'TrD 7FTECT OF SUSTAINED
RErRISAL POLtCY

1. We emphasize that our primary target
in - advocating a reprisal policy is the im-
provement of the situation in South Vietnam.
Action against the North is usually urged
as a means of affecting the will of Hanoi to
direct and support the VC. We consider this
an important but longer-range purpose. The
immediate and criticall targetA are in the
South-in the minds of the South Viet-
namese and in the minds of the Viet Cong
scores.

2. Predictions of the effect of any given
course of action upon the states of mind of
people are difficult. It seems very clear that
if the United States and the Government of
Vietnam join in a policy of reprisal, there
will be a sharp immediate increase in optim-
Uen in the South. among nearly all articulate
groups. The Mission believes-and our own
converastions confirm-that in all sectors of
Vietnamese opinion there is a strong belief
that the United States could do much more
if it would, and that they are suspicious of
our failure to use more of our obviously en-
ormous power. At least in the short run, the
reaction to reprisal policy would be very
favorable.

3. This favorable reaction should offer op-
portunity for increased American influence
in pressing for a more effective government
-at least in the short run. Joint reprisals
would imply military planning in which the
American role would necessarily be control-
ling, and this new relation should add to our
bargaining power in other military efforts-
and conceivably on a wider plane as well if
a more stable government is formed. We
have the whip hand in reprisals as we do
not in other fields.

4. The Vietnamese increase in hope could
well increase the readiness of Vietnamese'
factions themselves to join together in form-
ing a more effective government.

5. We think it plausible that effective and
sustained reprisals, even in a low key, would
have a substantial depressing effect upon the
morale of Viet Cong cadres in South Viet-
nam. This is the strong opinion of CIA
Saigon. It is based upon reliable reports of
the initial Viet Cong reaction to the G'ulf of
Tonkin episode, and also upon the solid
general assessment that the determination of
Hanoi and the apparent . timidity of the
mighty United States are both major items
in Viet Oong conidence.

6. 'be long-run effect of reprisals in the
southh Is far lew lew.. It may be that like
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other stimuIants, the value of this one would (8) We should be prepared to defend nnd

decline over time. indeed the risk (if this re- to justify this new policy by concentrating
eslt is large enough so that we ourselves be- attention in every forum upon its cause--

lieve that a very major effort all along the the nggression in the South.
line should be made in South.Vietnam to (9) We should nccept disciisston on these
take full advantage of the immediate stiml- terms in (my orum, but we should not now
lus of reprisal policy In its early stages. Our accept the idea of negotiations of any sort
object should be to use this new policy to except on the basis of a stand down of Viet
effect a visible upward turn in pacification, Cong violence. A program of sustained re-
in government.al eCffectiveness, in operations prisal. with its direct link to Hanoi's con-
against. the Viet Cong. and in the whole tinuing aggressive actions in the South, will
U.S./GVN relationship. It is changes in these not involve us in nearly the level of interna-
areas that cats have encduring long-term tional recrimination which would be precipl-
efTects. tated by a go-North program which was not

7. While emphasizing the importance of so connected. For this reason the interna-
reprisals in the South, we do not exclude the tional pressures for negotiation should be
impact on Hanoi. We believe, indeed, that quite manageable.
it is of great importance that the level of re-
prisal Ie adjusted rapidly and visibly to both DAsT BY WILLIAM BUNnY ON RFsULT
upward and downward shifts in the level of Or POLICY IN 1005
Viet Cong offenses. We want to keep before (Draft paper by William BuCI dyN9 "Where
Hanoi the carrot of our desisting as well & Araft Her " Wil. Bu, dy, AWhere
the stick of continued pressure. We also Are We Heading?," Feb. 18, 1965. An at-
need to conduct the application of force so tacked note, dated June 25, says, "Later than
that there is always a prospect of worse to November paper, and unfinished.")
come. This memorandum examines possible de-

8. We cannot assert that a policy of sits- velopments and problems if the U.S. pursues
tained reprisal will succeed in changing the the following policy with respect to South
course of the contest in Vietnam. It may Viet-Nam:
fall. and we cannot estimate the odds of a. Intensified pacification within South
success with any accuracy-they may be Viet-Nam. To meet the security problem,
somewhere between 25% and 75%. What we this might include a significant increase in
call say is that even if it fails, the policy will present U.S. force strength.
be worth it. At a minimum it will damp b. A program of measured, limited, and
down the charge that we did not do all that , spaced air attacks, jointly with the OVN,
we could have done, and this charge will be against the infiltration complex in the DRV.
important In many countries, including our Bich attacks would take place at the rate of
own. Beyond that, a reprisal policy-to the about one a week, unless spectacular Viet
extent that it demonstrates U.S. willingness Cong action dictated an immediate response
to employ this new norm in counter-insur- out of sequence. The normal pattern of such
gency-will set a higher price for the future attacks would comprise one GVN and one
upon all adventures of guerrilla warfare, and gets south of the 19th parallel, with varia-
it should therefore somewhat increase our tions in severity depending on the tempo of
ability to deter such adventures. We must VC action, but with a slow upward trend in
recognize. however, that that ability will be severity as the weeks went by.
gravely weakened if there is failure for any c. That the U.S. itself would take no Ini-
reason in Vietnam. tiative for talks, but would agree to cooperate

IV. rRF.SNT ACTION sRCoMMNDATIONS its consultations--not a conference-under-

1. Tilts general recommendation was de- taken by the UK and USSR as Co-Chairmen
veloped i intensive discussions in the days of the Geneva Conference. As an opening
Just before the attacks on Pleiku. These at- move, the British would request an expres-
tacks and our reaction to them have created slon of our:views, and we would use this oc-
an ideal opportunity for the prompt develop- castoit tospell out our position fully, includ-
ment and execution of sitstaned reprisats. Ing our purposes and what we regard as es.
Converselv. if no such policy is now devel- sential to the restoration of peace. We would
oped, we face the grave danger that Plelku, further present our case against the DRV
like the Gulf of Tonkin, may be a short-run in the form of a long written document to
stiiulant and a long-term depressant. We be sent to the President of the United Na-
therefore recommend that the necessary tions Security Council and to be circulated
preparations be made for continuing re- to members of the UN.
prisals. The major necessary steps to be taken 1. Communist response.
appear to its to be the following: a. Hanoi would almost certainly not feel

(1) We should complete the evacuation itself tinder pressure at any early point to
of dependents. . enter into fruitful negotiations or to call off

(2) We should quietly start the necessary its activity in any way. They would denounce
westward deployments of [word illegible the continued air attacks and seek to
cetit lIltency forces. 0 whip tip maximum world opposition to them.

(3) We should develop and refine a run- Within South Viet-Nam, they might avoid
ting catalogte of Viet Cong offeilses which spectacular actions, but would certainly con-
can be published regularly and related tinue a substantial pattern of activity along
clearly to our own reprisals. Such a cats- past lines, probably with emphasis on the
logue should perhaps build on the foundation kind of incidents we have seen this week, in
of Sa iiltinI White Paper. which Communist. agents stirred ip a village

(4) We slhOuld initiate joint planning with "protest" against government air attacks, and
the GVN otn both the civil and military level. against the U.S. Basically. they would see the
Speellihaly. we shotild give a clear and strong situation in South Viet-Nam as likely to de-
stgt.ll t.o those now forming a government teriorate further ("crumble", as they have
that we will be ready for this policy when put. it), and would be expecting that at some,
they are. #point someone ill the GVN will start secret

(51 We shotild develop the necessary pub- talks with them behind our hacks.
lie and diplomatic statements to aecom- .1 (tCommunist China might supply addi-
pit' the itit iation and continuation of tills tional ntr defense equipment to the DRV. butt
pronrim. we do not. believe they would engage in air

tit We shouldd insure that a reprisal pro. operations from Communist China, at least
gram is intlcied by renewed public com- up to the point, where the MIGs in the DRV
itittent to our family of programs in the were engaged and we had found it necessary
i'th, so that the central importance of the to attack Fuklen or possihly-if the M10s

aotithern struggle may never be neglected. had been moved there--Vitlh.

(7) We should plan quiet diplomatic com- c. The Soviet would supply air defense
Ittttlic'atiot of the precise meaning of what equipment to the DRV and would continue
we stre and are not doing, to Hanoi, to Pek' to protest our air attacks in strong terms.
ing and to Moscow. However, we do not believe they would make
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any new commitment at this stare. and they
would probably not do so even If the Chicoms
became even more deeply Involved-provided
that were not ourselves attacking Communist
China. At that point. the heat might get
awfully grent on them, and they would be In
a very difficult position to continue Actively
working as Co-Chnirman. However. their ap-
proach to the British on the Co-Chairman-
ship certainly surgests that they would find
somc relief in starting to act in that role.
and might use it as a hed'e neaaint further
Involvement, perhaps pointing out to Hanoi
that the Co-Chairman exercise serves to pre-
vent its from taking extreme action and that
Hanoi will get the same result in the end If
a political track is operating and if. in fact.
South Viet-Nam keeps crumbhIng. They
might also argue to Hanoi that the existence
of the political track tends to reduce the
chances of the Chicoms having to become
deeply involved-which we bellere Hanoi
does not want unless it is compelled to ac-
cept it.

2. Within South Viet-Nam the new gov-
ernment is a somewhat better one. but the
cohesive effects of the strikes to date have
at most helped 'things a bit. The latest
MACV report indicates a deteriorating situa-
tion except in the extreme south, and it is
unlikely that this can be arrested in any
short period of time even if the government
does hold together well and the military go
about their business. We shall be very lucky
to see a leveling off, much less any significant
improvement, in the next two months. In
short, we may have to hang on quite a long
time before we can hope to see an improving
situation in South Viet-Nam-and this in
turn is really the key to any negotiating
position we could have at an time.

3. On the political track we believe the
British will undertake their role with vigor.
and that the Soviets will be more reserved.
The Soviet can hardly hope to influence
Hanoi much at this point, and they certainly
have no leverage with Communist China. In
the opening rounds. the Soviets will prob-
ably fire off some fairly sharp statements
that the real key to the situation is for us
to get out and to stop our attacks, and the
opposing positions are so far apart that It
is hard to see any useful movement for some
time to come. We might well find the So-
viets-or even the Canadians--sounding us
out on whether we would stop our attacks in
return for some moderation in VC activity.
This is clearly unacceptable. and the very
least we should hold out on is a verified
cessation of infiltration (and radio silence)
before we stop our attacks. Our stress on the
cessation of infiltration may conceivably lead
to the Indians coming forward to offer polic-
ing forces-a suggestion they have made be-
fore-and this would be a constructive move
we cotild pick up. But, as noted above, Hanoi
is most unlikely to trade on this basis for
a long time to come.

4. In sum-the most likely prospect is for
a prolonged period without major risks of
escalation but equally without any give by
Hanoi. If, contrary to our present Judgment,
the OVN should start to do better.

Wurxr HOUSE CABLE TO TAYLOR ON THE
ROLLT?.JG THUNDER DsctsoH

(Excerpts from cablegram from the State
Department to Ambassador Taylor, Feb. 13.
1965, as provided in the body of the Penta-
gon study. The words in brackets are those
of the study. The narrative says this message
was drafted at the White House.)

The President today approved the follow-
ing program for immediate future actions
in follow-up decisions he reported to you
in Deptel 1053. 1The first Flaming Dart re-
prissl decision.1

1, We will intensify by all available means
the program of pacification within BVN.

2. We will execute a program of measured
and limited air action jointly with OVH
agaistWt "loted military targets In DRV, re-
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mauining south of 19th parallel until further
notice.

FYI. Our current expectation is that these
st.tnck might come about once or twice a
week and involve two or three targets on
each day of operation. End FYI.

3. We will announce this policy of mes-
ired action in general terms and at the

samc time, we will go to UN Security Coun-
cil to make clear case that aggressor is
Hanoi. We will also make it plain that we are
ready and eager for 'talks' to bring aggres-
sion to an end.

4. We believe that this 3-part program
must be concerted with SVN, and we cur-
rently expect to announce it by Presidential
statement directly after next authorized air
action. We believe this action should take
place as early as possible next week.
. 5. You are accordingly instructed to seek
immediate GVN agreement on this program.
You are authorized to emphasize our con-
viction that announcement of readiness to
talk Is stronger diplomatic position than
awaiting inevitable summons to Security
Council by third parties. We would hope to
have appropriate GVN concurrence by Mon-
day [Feb. 14th) if possible here.

In presenting above to GVN you should
draw fully, as you see fit, on following ar-
guments:.

a. We are determined to continue with
military actions regardless of Security Coun-
cil deliberations and any 'talks' or negotia-
tions when [words illegible). [Beginning of
sentence illegible) that they cease (words Il-
legible] and also the activity they are direct-
ing in the south.

b. We consider the UN Security Council
Initiative, following another strike, essential
If we are to avoid being faced with really
damaging initiatives by the USSR or perhaps
by such powers as India, France. or even the
UN.

c. At an early point in the UN Security
Council initiative, we would..expect to see
calls for the DRV to appear in the UN. If they
fALiled to appear, as in August. this will make
doubly clear that It is they who are refusing
to desist, and our position in pursuing mill-
tary actions ngaini;t the DRV would be
strengthened. For some reason we would now
hope GVN Itself would appear at UN and
work closely with US.

d With or without Hanoi, we have every
expectation that any 'talks' that may result
from our Security Council initiative would in
fact go on for many weeks or perhaps months
and would above all focus constantly on the
cessation of Hanoi's aggression as the pre-
condition to any cessation of military ac-
tion against the DRV. We further anticipate
that any detailed discussions about any pos-
sible eventual form of agreement returning
to the essentials of the 1954 Accords would
be postponed and would be subordinated to
the central Issue.

CABLE TO U.S. ENvoYs IN AsA ANNouNcINc;
SUSTAINED BOMBING

(Cablegram from State Department to
heads of nine United States diplomatic mis-
sions in the Far East, Feb. 18. 1965, as pro-.
vided in the body of the Pentagon study.)

Policy on Viet-Nam adopted today calls for
the following:

1. Joint program with GVN of continuing
air and naval action against North Viet-Nam
whenever and wherever necessary. Such ac-
tion to be against selected military targets
and to be limited and fitting and adequate as
response to continuous aggression in South
Viet-Nam directed in Hanoi. Air strikes will
be jointly planned and agreed with GVN and
carried out on joint basis.

2. Intensification by all available means of
pacification program within South Viet-Nam,
Including every possible step to find and at-
tack VC concentrations and headquarters
within SVN by all conventional means avail-
able to OV and US..

3. Early detailed presentation to nations
of world and to public of documented case
against DRV as aggressor. Forum and form
of this presentation not yet decided, but we
do not repent. nor expect to touch upon rendi-
ness for talks or negotiations at this time.
We are considering reaffirmation of our objec-
tives In some form In the near future.

4. Careful public statements of USG, com-
bined with fact of continuing air action, are
expected to make it clear that military ac-
tion will continue while argression con-
tinues. But focus of public attention will be
kept as far as possible on DIV aggression;
not on joint GVN-US military operations.
There will be no comment of any sort on
future actions except that all such actions
will be adequate and measured and fitting to
aggression. (You will have noted President's
statement of yesterday, which we will prob-
ably allow to stand.)

Addressees should inform head of govern-
ment or State (as appropriate) of above In
strictest confidence and report reactions. In
the case of Canberra and Wellington (several
words Illegible subject to security considera-
tions of each opemtion as it occurs, as we
did with respect to operations of February 7
and 11.

McNAUewroN DRAr s'oR MCNAMARA ON
"PRoposED Cousas OF AcrroN "

(First draft of "Annex-Plan for Action
for South Vietnam," appended to mnemoran-
dum from John T. McNaughton, Assistant
Secretary of Defense for International Se-
curity Affairs, for Secretary of Defense Rbert
5. McNamara, March 24, 19G5.)

1. US aims:
70%--To avoid a humiliating US defeat

(to our reputation as a guarantor)
20%-To keep SVN (and the adjacent)

territory from Chinese hands.
10%-To permit the people of SVN to en-

joy a better, freer way of life.
ALSO-To emerge from crisis without un-

acceptable taint from methods used.
.NOT-To "help a friend," although it

would be hard to stay in if asked out,
2. The aituotion: The situation In general

Is bad and deteriorating. The VC have the
Initiative. Defeatism is gaining among the
rural population, somewhat In the cities, and
even among the soldiers-especially those
with relatives in rural areas. The Hop Tac
area around Saigon is making little progress;
the Delta stays bad; the country has been
severed in the north. GVN control is shrink-
ing to the enclaves, some burdened with
refugees. In Saigon we have a remission:
Quat Is giving hope on the civilian side, the
Buddhists have calmed, and the split generals
are in uneasy equilibrium. ,

3. The preliminary question: Can the situ-
ation inside SVN be bottomed out (a) with-
out extreme measures against the DRV and/
or (b) without deployment of large numbers
of US (and other) combat troops inside SVN?
Tho answer is perhaps, but probably no.

4. Ways GVN might collapse:
(a) VC successes reduce CVN control to

enclaves, causing:
(1) Insurrection in the enclaved popula-

tion,
(2) massive defections of ARVN soldiers

and even units,
(3) aggravated dissension and impotenee

In.Saigon,
(4) defeatism and reorientation by key

OVN officials,
(5) entrance of left-wing elements Into

the government.
(6) emergence of a popular-front regime,
(7) request that US leave,
(8) concessions to the VC, and
(9) accommodations to the DRV
(b) VC with DRV volunteers concentrate

on I and II Corps.
(i) conquering principal OVN-held fn.

slaves there,
(2) declaring I beat ovenimrat, .

(3) joining the I & II Corps areas to the
DRV, and
- (4) pressing the course in (a) above for
rest of SVN.

(c) While In a temporary funk, GVN might
throw in sponge:

(1) dealing under the table with VC,
(2) asking the US to cease at least mili-

tary aid,
(3)brlnging left-wing elements into the

government,
(4) leading to a popular-front regime. and
(5) ending in accommodations to the VC

and DRV.
(d) In a surge of anti-Americanism, GVN

could ask the US out and pursue course
otherwise similar to (c) above.

5. The "trilemma": US policy appears to be
drifting. This is because, while there is con-
sensus that efforts inside SVN (par 6) will
probably fall to prevent collapse, all three of
the possible remedial courses of action have
so far been rejected:

a. Will-breaking strikes on the North (par
7) are balked (1) by flash-point limits, (2)
by doubts that the DRV will cave and (3) by
doubts that the VC will obey a caving DRV.
(Leaving strikes only a political and anti-
Infiltration nuisance.)

b. Large US troop deployments (par
9) are blocked by "French-defeat" and
SKorea"syndromes, and Quat is queasy,
(Troops could be net negatives, and be be-
aleged.)

c. Exit by negotiations (par 9) Is tainted
by the humiliation likely to follow.

Effort inside South Vietnam: Progress in-
side SVN Is our main alm. Great, Imginative
efforts on the civilian political as well as
military side must be made, bearing n mind
that progress depends as much on GVN ef-
forts and luck as on added US efforts. While
only a few of such efforts can pay off quickly
enough to affect the present ominous de-
terioration, some may, and we are dealing
hero In small critical margins. Furthermore,
such Investment Is essential to provide ,a
foundation for the longer run.

a. Improve spirit and effectiveness (fill out
further, drawing from State memo to the
President). -

(1) Achieve governmental stability.
(2) Augment the pay-war program.
(3) Build a stronger pro-government In-

frastructure.
b. Improve physical security, (fill out)
c. Reduce Infiltration. (fill out)

sTRmEs O 'Tne woRTm (PRoGRAM or
PROGRESSxvz MILITARY PREssURE)

a. Purposes:
(1) to reduce DRV/VC activities by affect-

Ing DRV will.
(2) To improve the GVN/VC relative "bal.

ance of morale."
(3) To provide the US/GVN with a bar-

gaining counter.
(4) To reduce DRV infiltration of men,

and materiel.
(5) To..show the world the lengths to

which US will go for a friend.
b. Program: Each week, 1 or 2 "mission

days" with 100-plane high-damage US-VNAF
strikes each "day" against important tar-
gets, plus 3 armed recce missions-all mov--
Ing upward in weight of effort, value of tar-
get or proximity to Hanoi and China.

Alternative one: 12-week DRV-wide pro-
gram shunning only "population" targets.

Alternative two: 12-week program short of
taking out Phuc Yen (Hanoi) airfield.

c. Other actions:
(1) Blockade of DRV ports by VNAF/US-

dropped mines or by ships.
(2) South Vietnamese-implemented 34A

MAROPS.
(3) Reconnasmance fRighte ove Laos and

the DRV.
(4) Daily Barrell P armed res strikes

in L&os (plus T4b).

"1~
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(5) Fnir-n-week Barrel Roll chokepoint

strike% in Iaos.
(6) US.'VNAF air & naval strikes against

VC ops and bases in SVN.
(7) West ward deployment of US forces.
(8) No de Soto patrols or naval bombard-

ment of DRV at this time.
d. Red "flash points." There are events

which we can expect to imply substantial risk
of escalation.

(1) Air strikes north of 170. (This one al-
ready passed.)

(2) First US/VNAF confrontation with
DRV MITCs.

(3) Strike on Phuo Yen MIG base near
Hanoi.

(4) First strikes on Tonkin industrial/
population targets.

(5) First strikes on Chinese railroad near
China.

(6) First US/VNAF confrontation with
Chicom MIGs.

(7) First hot pursuit of Chicom MIGs into
China.

(8) First flak-suppression of Chicom or
Soviet-manned SAM.

(9) Massive Introduction of US ground
troops into SVN.

(10) US/ARVN occupation of DRV territory
(e.g.. lie de Tigre).

(11) First Chi/Sov-US confrontation or
sinking in blockade.

e) Blue "flash points." China/DRV surely
are sensitive to events which might cause
us to ecalate.

(1) All of the above "red" flash point.
(2) VC ground attack on Danang.
(3) Sinking of a US naval vessel.
(4) Open deployment of DRV troops into

South Vietnam.
(5) Deployment of Chinese troops into

North Vietnam.
(6) Deployment of FROGs or SAMs in

North Vietnam.
(7) DRY air attack on South Vietnam.
(8) Announcement of Liberation Govern-

ment In /Il Corps area.
f.Mdajor risks:
(1) Losses to DRV MIs, and later pos-

sibly to SAMs.
(2) Increased VC activities, and possibly

Liberation Government.
(3) Panic or other collapse of GVN from

under us.
(4) World-wide revulsion against us

(against strikes, blockades, etc.)
(5) Sympathetic fires over Berlin, Cyprus

Kashmir, Jordan waters.
(6) Escalaton to conventional war with

DRV. China (and USSR?)
. (7) Escalation to the use of nuclear wea-
pons.

g. Other Red moves:
(1) More jets to NVN with DRV or Chicom

pilots.
(2) More AA (SAMs?) and radar gear (So-

viet-manned?) to MVN.
(3) Increased air and ground forces in

South China.
(4) Other "defensive" DRV retaliation

(e.g., shoot-down of a U-2).
(5) PL land grabs in Laos.
(6) PL declaration of new government in

Laos. I
(7) Political drive for "neutralization"

of Indo-China.
h. Escalation control. We can do three

things to avoid escalation too-much or too-
fast:

(1) Stretch out. Retard the program (e.g.,
1 not 2 fixed strikes a week).

(2) Circuit breaker. Abandon at least tem-
porarily the theory that our strikes are in-
tended to break DRV will, and "plateau"

Them below the "Phuc Yen Airfield" flash
point on one or the other of these tenable
theories:

(a) That we strike as necessary to interdict
infiltration.

(b) That our level of strikes is generally
responsive to the level of VC/DRV activities
in South Vietnam.

(3) .Shint. Plateau the air strikes per para
(2) rnri divert the energy into:

(a) A mine-and/or ship-blockade of DRV
ports.

(b) Massive deployment of US (and other?)
troops into SVN (and Laos?): .

(1) To man the 'enclaves", releasing
ARVN forces.

(2) To take over Peiku, Kontum, Darlac
provinces.

(3) To create a (word illegible) sea-Thai-
land infiltration wall.

1. Import miscellany:
(1) Program should appear to be relent-

less (i.e.. possibility of employing "circuit-
breakers" should be secret).

(2) Enemy should be kept aware of our
limited objectives.

(3) Allies should be kept on board.
(4) USSR should be kept in passive role.
(5) Information program should preserve

US public support.
PROGRAM o LARGE U.S. AROUND VTPORT IN SVN

AND SEA

a. Purposes:
(1) To defeat the VC on the ground.

(2) To Improve OVN/VC relative "morale
balance."

(3) To improve US/GVN bargaining posi-
tion.

(4) To show world lengths to which US
will go to fulfill commitments.

b. Program:
(1)PContinue strike-North "crescendo" or

"plateau" (para 7 above.)
(2) Add any "combat support" personnel

needed by,.MACV; and (3) Deploy remainder
of the III Marine Expeditionary Force to
Danang: and (4) Deploy one US (plus one

,Korean?) division to defeat VC in Pleiku-
Kontum-Darlac area, and/or (5) Deploy one
US (plus one Korean?) division to hold en-
claves (Bien Hao/Ton Son Nhut, Nha Trang,
Qui Non. Pleiku); and/or (6) Deploy 3-5 US
divisions (with "international" elements)
across Laos-SVN infiltration routes and at
key SVN population centers.

c. Advantages:
(1) Improve (at least initially) manpower

ratio vs. the VC.
(2) Boost GVN morale and depress DRV/

VC morale.
(3) Firm up US commitment in eyes of

all Reds, allies and neutrals.
(4) Deter (or even prevent) coups in the

'.-outh.
d. Risks:
(1) Deployment will suck Chicom troops

into DRV.
(2) Deployment will suck counter-baanc-

- ing DRV/Chinese troops into SVN.
.(3) Announcement of deployment will

cause massive DRV/Chicom effort preemp-
tively to occupy new SVN territory.

' (4) US losses will increase.
(5) Friction with- GVN (and Koreans?)

over command will arise.
(6) GVN will tend increasingly to "let the.

US do it."
(7) Anti-US "colonialist" mood may in-

crease in and outside SVN.
(8) US forces may be surrounded and

trapped.
e. Important miscellany:
(1) There are no obvious circuitbreakers.

Once US troops are in, it will be difficult to
withdraw them or to move them, say, to
Thailand without admitting defeat.

(2) It will take massive deployments
(many divisions) to Improve the OVN/
US:VC ration to the optimum 10+:1.

(3) In any extent. our Project 22 planning
with tht Thais for defense of the Mekong
towns rnust proceed apace.

EXrT BY NEGOTIATIONS

a. Bargaining counters:
(1) What DRV could give-
(a) Stop training and sending personnel

to SVN/Las.
(b) Stop sending arms and supplies into

BVN/Laos.

(c) Stop directing military actions into
BVN/Laos.

(d) Order the VC/PL to stop their insfr-
gencies.

(e) Stop propaganda broadcasts to South
Vietnam.

(f) Remove VM forces and cadres from
SVN and Laos.

(g) See that VC/PL stop incidents in SVN
and Laos..

(h) See that VC/PL cease resistance.
(1) See that VC/PL turn in weapons and

bases.
(j) See that VC/PL surrender for amnesty/

expatriation.
(2) What GVN/US could give:
(a) Stop (or not increase) air strikes on

DRV.
(b) Remove (or not increase) US troops

in SVN.
(c) Rice supply to DRV.
(d) Assurance that US/CVN have no de-

signs on NVN.
(e) Assurance that US/GVN will not de-

mand public renunciation by the DRV of
Communist goals.

(f) Assurance thta "peaceful eooxistence
(e.g.. continuation of Red propaganda in
SVN) is acceptable.

(g) Capitulation: Leftists in CVN, coali-
tion government, and eventual incorpora-
tion of SVN into DRV.

b. Possible outcomes.
(1) Pacified non-Communist South Viet..

nam.
(2) "Laotian" solution, with areas of de

facto VC dominion, a "government of na-
tional unity," and a Liberation Front osten-
sibly weened from DRV control.

(3) Explicit partition of SVN, with each
area under a separate government.

(4) A "semi-equilibrium"-a slow-motion
war-with slowly shifting OVN-VC lines.

(5) Loss of SVN to the DRV.
c. Techniques to minimize impact of bad

outcomes. If/when it is estimated that even
the best US/GVN efforts mean failure ("flash"
or defeat), it will be important to act to
minimize the after-damage to US effective-
ness and image by steps such as these:

(1) Publicize uniqueness of congenital im-
possibility of SVN case (e.g., Viet Minh held
much of SVN in 1054, long sieve-like borders,
unfavorable terrain, no national tradition,
few administrators, mess left by French, com-
peting factions, Red LOC advantage, late US
start, etc.).

(2) Take opportunity offered by next coup
or GVN anti-US tantrum to "ship out" (cou-
pled with advance threat to do so if they
fail to "shape up"?).

(3) Create diversionary "offensives" else-
where in the world (e.g.. to shore up Thailand,.
Philippines, Malaysia. India. Australia; to
launch an "anti-poverty" program for un-
derdeveloped areas).

(4) Enter multi-nation negotiations cal-
culated to shift opinions and values.

d.. Risks. With the physical situation and
the trends as they are the fear is overwhelm-
ing that an exit negotiated now would result
in humiliation for the US.

Evaluation:' It is essential-however badly
SEA may go over the next 1-3 years-that US
emerge as a "good doctor." We must have
kept promises, been tough, taken risks. gotten
bloodied, and hurt the enemy very badly.
We must avoid harmful appearances which
will affect judgments by, and provide pretexts
to. other nations regarding how the US will
behave in future cases of particular interest
to those nations-regarding US policy. power,
resolve and competence to deal with their
problems. In this connection, the relevant
audiences are the Communists (who must
feel strong pressures), the South Vietnamese
(whose morale must be buoyed). our allies
(who must trust us as "underwriters") and
the US public (which must support our risk-
taking with US lives and prestige). '

Urgency: If the strike-North program
(para 7) Is not altered: we will reach the
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MIG/Phuc Yelt flash point ii approximately
one nitli. If the program is altered oily to
atretch out. the crt"'.eett1o: tp to 3 nmonthts
may be had bfore tiat flash point, at the cx-
pense of n lesa pcrruttasi'v qfure. If the pro-

gram is entered to "plateat" or dampen the

strikes: mouci of their negotiating vaite will

he lost. (Forthermore. thcre is now a hint

of flexibilitty uts he Red sirle: tile Soviets

nre rtruspuling to find a Gordlatn knot-cuiit.ter;

the Chicons mny tue waverinug (Paris 532().)
rossmte itco 'nt

(I) lredouible efforts inside SVN (get better
orramii';ed for It ).

121 Prepane to deploy US combat troops
in phases, starting with uone Army dlvlslonr

at I'leiku antd a Marine MEF at Dauanmg.
(3) Stretch ottt strike-North program,

potponing Phi Ycn until June (exceed
flash points otly in epecfil retallations).

(4) Initiate talks along the following lines'
bearing in mind that format partition, or
even a "Laon" partition, Is out In SVN; we
must break the VC hnk or work out an
acommodatiton.

Phase one Initk:
(A) When: Now. before an avoidable

flutalt Poitnt..
(11) lu: 1S USSR, perlnslup m itO US--

Itndlia. (Not. witlit iot u iberntut Front;
iot through UK or 1'ruten- or U 'iant: keep

nIc-t. iio lu- taliiy ithat, ( VN iolais nro
talking utmler the tale )

(C) low: With (IVN consent, prIvate.

cjlet refusee formir I-tlks)'
(D) What:
(1) Offer to stop strikes on DRV and with-

hold deployntutut. of large US forest in trale
for l)RV st uopuue of infiltraton, communii-

cations to VC, tld VC attacks, snbotage and

terrorist, atud for withdrawal. of named
units In SVr.

2. Compliance would ue policed unilater-

ally. If as 1 likely, coniplete comupllamce by
the DRFV Is tuot forthicoming, ws would carry
out occasional strikes.

(3) We make clear that we are not de-
manding cessation of Red propaganda nor

a public retuncatlion by Hatiru of its doc-
trines.

(4) Regarding "defensive" VC attacks-i.e..
VC defending VC-heldtuireas from encroach-
ing ARVN forces - we take the public peal-

tion that ARVN forces must be free to oper--
ate thr1ampsnugut SVN. especially in arenA
where amuno-ty is offered (but its fact. discre-
tion will ie exercised).

(5) Terrorism tand sabotage, however, must

be dampened nmarkedly throughout the
country, and civilian administrators mist be

free t move and operate freely, certainly in
so-called contesied arena (and perhaps even
in VC bat. e areas),

-Phase two talkr':
(A) When: At the end of Piase One.
(B) Who: All Interested nations.
(C) tow. Publicly in large conference.
(D) : What:

(1) Offer to remove US combat forces
from uth Vietn-m in exchange for repatri-

ation (or repruipment?) of DRV initrators
and for erection of international meclifnery
to verify the end of Inftitration and com-
municatlon..

(2) Ofter to seek ti determine the will of
the people utner lnt"rnatlional supervision
with in appropriate rejection of those who
favor the VC.

(3) Aty recogiiti.lon of tite Liberation
F-omt would have'to he neeompanled by dis-

armint the VC andal at least avowed VC in-
dependenre from DRV control.

Ph:.c three talks: Avoid any talkA regard-

ing the ful~ttre of a-l of Scuthetnst Asta'
Tiuilalui's future should not be up for dis-

. cisuion; andi we have tle 1954 and 1962 0e-
neva Acorrds covering the rest of the area.

c. Special Poitt:

(I) Play on DRV's fear of China.
(2) To show good will, suspend strikes on

North for a few days if requested by Soviesa
during effort to mediate. I
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(3) llnve a contingency plan prepared to

evacuiate US personnel in c se a para-9-type
aititatlon rises.

(4) If the DRV will not "play" the above
game, we must be prepared (a) to rirk p. s-
ing tome flsh points. in the Strike-North
program. (b) to put more US troops into
SVN, nud/or (c) to reconsIder our minimum

acceptable outcome.

MCCONF. MFMO 'tO 'lo O - eTttsON
Focacsst.a-ess cF- Am WAn-

(Memorondttm from John A. McCont', Di-

rector of Central Intelligetce. to Secretary
Risk. Secretary McNarara, McGeorge Bltndy

and Armbassador Taylor. April 2, 1965, a pro-
videdi iI the body of t-he Pentagon's study.
Paragraphs in Italics are the study's para-
phrasve or explanationn)

Mc eo did not inherently disagree with
the change in the U.S. ground-force role. butt
felt that it was inconsistent with the deci-
sion to continue the air strike program at
tih feeble level at which it was then being

conducted. McCone developed his argtntent
es follows:

I have beet givit ithoitgltt to the papor

tiat we dlisetmmptetd itt yet erday's m inoting.,
whichith orttutately I hatl ltle tme to
uticly altulMao to the dor'cioitift do to

ehatusnd thto ininiton of our groittd force in
Sut iVi'ienitm from otne of advi -nrd stti
defense to one of active nmbat operations
ngai ttiu, the Viet Cong guterriiitot.

I feel that the latter deciui it correct
only if otir air strikes against ihe North are
sutticiently hoavy and damagiof really to
lotrt the North Vietnarmese. The paper we
examined yesterday does not anticipate the
type of rir operation against the North nec-

essary to force the NVN to renppraise their
polIcy. Otl the contrary. It states, "We should
continue roughly the present slowly ascend-
Iog tempo of ROLTJNG THUNDER opera-
tions ---. " and later. in outlining the

types of targets, states. "The target systems
should continue to avoid the effective Ci3
ranaute of MIG's," and these conditions indi-

cate restraints which wvill not be persuasive
to the NVM and wottld probably be read as
evidence of a U.S. desire to temporize.

I have reported that the strikes to date
have not caused a change in the North Viet-
namitese policy of directing Viet Cong in-
surgency. infiltrating -idres and supplying
material. If anything, the strikes to date have
hardened their attitude.

I have now had a chance to examine the
12-week program referred to by General
Wheeler and It is my personal opinion that

this program is not sufllciently severe and
words illegible policy.
Ott the other hand, we mttst look with care

to otr position under a program of slowly
ascending tempo of air strikes. With the pas-
sage of each day and each week, we can
expect increasing pressure to stop the bomh-
ing. This will come from various elements of
the Atterican public. fremT the press, the
United Nations and world opinion. Therefore
time wvill run against utu in this operation
and I think the North Vietnamese are count-
ing on thils.

Therefore I think what we are doing Is
starting on a track which involves ground
force operations, which, in all prohntlity,
will have limited effect.ieness against gtter-

rillas, although ndmit.tedly will restrai some
VC advances. However, we can expect re-

quirements for nn ever-increasing comminut-
ment of U.S. personnel without. mterlIally
improving tie chances of victory. I .. iipport
and agree with this dcislon hutt I mst
point. out that in my juidgmuent, forcing stib-
nuission of the VC can only be brought
nbout by a decionf itn Hanoi. Sice the
contemplated actions against the North are
modest in scale, they will net impose unc-
ceptAble damage on It, nor will they threaten
the DRV's vital interate. Hence, they will
not present them with a eltuation with
which they cannot live, though such actions
will cause the DRV plt and inonventienc.
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I believe our proposed track offr, ereat
danger of simply enciouraging Chine Com-
mmists and Soviet stiprt of the DPV 'Ind
VC cause, if for no other renson than ' h risk
for both will be minium. I env'irin that
the reaction of the NVN and Chine- Con-
munists will he to deliberately. -irefully
and prohnhly gradually, hutild up t he Viet
Cong capabilities by covert infiltr ,on on
North Virt.namesce nnd, poS!;ty. Chlnese
cndres attn thus lrt op ;Ii ev r i ce~ g

pressttre Otn our forces. In efTect., we r -itflid

ourselves mirtd down in combat in the jtt-

pie in ar military eTort that. we -;nrut win,
and from which we will have extreme tdiffi-
cutlty itn extracting ourselves.

Therefore it I my judgment that if we
nre to change the mission of the ground
forces, we must also change the ground rules
of the strikes against North Vietnam. We
mitst hit them harder, more freqtsently, and
inflict greater damage. Instead of voiding
the MIG's, we roust go in and take thm otut.
A brIdge here and there will not to the job.
We must strike their airields, t.htr petrole-
utm resources, power stations and ithIr mili-
tary compotnds. This,. in my opinuirt, mtst
be done promrptly and with mtinnimim re-
ntraint..

If we are unwilling to inke It this kind of
a dleciltton now, we must not tAke the retions
conttet-ning the tn lsion of outr ground forces
for the reasonA I hnve mentioned [words
Illegtblej.

Teamn ItN Trx"-

ATtVN--Army of Reputbltc of (South) Viet-
nuam.

A.S.A.P.-As so n ons npoithle.
B L.T.-B-IattalIon aInding team.
CINPAC-Conmander In Chief. PAcific.
DEP-TEI-Departrment telegram.
D O.D.-Depr-tment of Defense.
DrV--nemoccatIc Repubik of (North)

Vietnam.
EMITEL--Embassy telegram.
ISA-International Security Agency.
JCS-Joint Chefs of Stafl.
L.O.C.- Lines of communicatIon.
MACV-MIlitary Assistaice Crnmmand.

Vietnam.
NIF-Natinol Liberation Front.
NLTMVN-National Front for Liberation of

South Vietnam.
PAVN-People's Army of (North) Viet-

nam.
P.I.- PIlippine Islands.
P.L.-Pathet Lao.
P.O.L.-Petroleum, oil, lubricants.
R.O.K.--Republic of (South) Korea.
RVNAF-Republic of (South) Vietnam

Armed Forces.
SAM-Surface-to-air missile.
SEA-Southeast Asia.
SVN-Sout h Vietnam.
U.S.G.-U.S. Government.
VM-Vietminh.

APRt. 19(5, OuoDF ItuNCaRAstNGC. Or.ouND
Fotcis AND StITFTIN MtssboN

(National Secutrlty Action Memorandtum
328. April 6, 1965, signed by McCleorce undy
and addressed to the Secretary of Slate, the
Secretary of Defense nd the Director of Cen-
tral Intelligence.)

On Thursday, April 1. The President made
the following decisions with reslect to Viet-
ham:

1 Sttbject to modifintions in lglt of cx-
peridnce. to coordination atd direcTion oth
inl Snigon nd in Washington, tie President
approved the 41-point program of non-mill-
Iaryactitons stbinitted by Atmhnssador Taylor

In a memorandtum dated March 31. 1965.
2. The President gave general approval to

the recommendations stubmitted by Mr. Ro-
wan in his report dated March 16. with the
exception that the President withheld ap-
proval of any request for suipplemeuutal fonds
at this tme-t Ins his decision that thls pro-
grm is to be energetically supported by al
.geneles and departments and by the re-
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programming of available funds as necessary
within USIA.

3. Th' President approved the urgent ex-
ploration of the 12 silgestions for covert and
other nctions submitted by the Director of
Central Intelligence under date of March 31.

4. The President repeated his earlier ap-
proval of the 21-point program of military
actions submitted by General Harold K.
Johnson under date of March 14 and re-em-
phasized his desire that aircraft and heli-
copter reinforcements nidcr this program be
accelerated.

5. The President approved an 18-20,000
man increase in U.S. military support forces
to fill out existing units and supply needed
logistic personnel.

6. The President approved the deployment
of two additional Marine Battalions and one

'Marine Air Squadron and associated head-
quarters and support elements.

7. The President approved a change of mis-
.slon for all Marine Battalions deployed to
Vietnam to )ermit their more active use un-
der conditions to be established and ap-
proved by the Secretary of Defense in con-
sultation with the Secretary of State.

8. The President approved the urgent ex-
ploration, with the Korean, Australian, and
New Zealand Governments, of the possi-
bility of rapid deployment of significant com-
bat elements from their armed forces in
parallel with the additional Marine deploy-
ment approved in paragraph 6.

0. Subject to continuing review, the Presi-
dent approved the following general frame-
work of continuing action against North Viet-
nam and Laos:

We should continue roughly the present
slowly ascending tempo of Rolling Thunder
operations being prepared to add strikes in
response to a higher rate of VC operations,
or conceivably to slow the pace in the un-
likely event VC slacked off sharply for what
appeared to be more than a temporary opera-
tional lull.

The target systems should continue to
avoid the effective 001 range of MIGs. We
should continue to vary the types of targets,
stepping ip attacks on lines of comxnunica-
tion in the near future, and possibly moving
in a few weeks to attacks on the rail lines
north and northeast of Hanoi.

Leaflet operations should be expanded to
obtain maximum practicable psychological
effect on North Vietnamese population.

Blockade or aerial mining of North Viet-
namese ports need further study and should
be considered for future operations. It would
have major political complications, espe-
cially in relation to the Soviets and other
third countries, but also offers many ad-
vantages.

Air operation in Laos, particularly route
blocking operations in the Panhandle area,
should be stepped up to the maximum
remunerative rate.

10. Ambassador Taylor will promptly seek
the reactions of the South Vietnamese Gov-
ernment to appropriate sections of this pro-
gram and their approval as necessary, and
in the event of disapproval or diffculty at
that end, these decisions will be appropri-
ately reconsidered. In any event, no action
into Vietnam under paragraphs 6 and 7
above should take place without GVN ap-
proval or further Presidential authorization.

11. The President iesires that with respect
to the netons in parngraphs 5 through 7,
prematuro publicity he avoided by all pos-

lblo precautions. The actions themselves
nhouild be taken as rapidly as practicable, but
In ways that should minimize any appear-.
anco of sudden changes in policy, and official
statements on these troop movements will
be made only with the direct approval of
the Secretary of Defense, in consultation
with the Secretary of State. The Preldent's

desire is that these movements and changes
should be understood as being grndual and
wholly consistent with existing policy.

TAYLOR CABLE TO WAsINGTON ON STEP-UP
IN GROUND FOnca

(Cablegram April 17, 1065. from Ambassa-
dor Maxwell D. Taylor In Saigon to Secretary
of State Dean Rusk, with a copy to the White
House for the attention of McGeorge
Bundy.)

This message undertaken to summarize in-
structions which I have received over the
last ten days with regard to the introduction
of third-country combat forces and to dis-
cuss the preferred way of presenting the
subject to the GVN.

As the result of the meeting of the Presi-
dent and his advisors on April 1 and the
NSC meeting on the folowiig day, I left
Washington and returned to Salgon with
the understanding that the reinforcement of
the Marines already ashore by two additional
BLT's and a F-4 squadron and the progres-
sive introduction of IIAWPNPPP support
forces were approved but that. decision on
the several proposals for brngng in more
US combat forces and their possible modes
of employment was withheld in an offensive
counterinsurgency role. State was to explore
with the Korean, Australian and New Zea-
land govts the possibility or rapid bieploy-
ment of significant combat elements in
parallel with the Marine reinforcement.

Since arriving home, I have received the
following instructions and have taken the
indicated actions with respect to third-coun-
try combat forces.

April 6 and 8. Received OVN concurrence
to introduction of the Marine reinforce-
ments and to an expanded mission for all
Marines in Danang-Phu Bai area.

April 8. Received Deptel 2229 directing
approach to GVN, suggesting request to Aus-
tralian govt for an infantry battalion for
use in SVN. While awaiting a propitious
moment to raise the matter. I received Deptel
2237 directing approach be delayed until
further orders. Nothing further has been re-
ceived since.

April 14. I learned by JCS 00012 to Cinc-
pac of apparent decision to deploy 173rd
airborne brigade immediately to Bein Hoa-
Vung Tau. By Embtel 3373, delay in this
deployment was urgently recommended but
no reply has been received. However, Para 2
of Doc 152339 apparently makes reference to
this project in terms which suggest that is
something less than as an approved imme-
diate action. In view of the uncertainty of
its status, I have not broached the matter
with Quat.

April 15. Received Deptel 2314 directing
that embassy Saigon discuss with GVN Intro-
duction of Rok regimental combat team and
suggest GVN request such a force Asap.
Because of Quat's absence from Saigon, I
have not been able to raise matter. As matter
of fact, it should not be raised until we
have a. clear concept of employment.

April 16. I have just seen state-defense
message Dod 152339 cited above which indi-
cates a favorable attitude toward several
possible uses of US combat forces beyond
the NSC decisions of April 2. I am told to
discuss there and certain other non-military
matters urgently with Quat. The substance.
of this cable will be addressed in a separate
message. I can not rainn these matters with
Quat without further guidance.

Faced with thin rapidly changing picture
of Washington desires and intentions with
regard to the introduction of third-country
(as well as US) combat forces. I badly need.
a clarifcation of our purposes and objectives.
Before I can present our case to OVN, I
have to know what that case is and why. It
is not going to be easy to got ready eon-

currence for the large-scale introduction of
foreign troops unless the need is clear and
explicit.

Let me suggest the kind of instruction to
the AM!] which It would be most helpful to
receive for use in presenting to GVN what
I take to be a new policy of third-country
participation in ground combat.

"The USG has completed a thorough re-
view of the situation In SVN both in its
national and international aspects and has
reached certain important conclusions. It
feels that in recent weeks there has been a
somewhat favorable change in the overall
situation as the result of the air attacks on
DRV, the relatively small but numeous
successes in the field against the VC and the
encouraging progress of the Quat govt. How-
ever, it is becoming increasingly clear that. In
all probability, the primary objective of
the GVN and the USG of changing the will
of the DRV to support the VC Insurgency can
not be attained in an acceptable time-frame
by the methods presently employed. The air
campaign In the North must be supplemented
by signal successes against the VC on the
South before we can hope to create that
frame of mind In Hanoi which will lead to
the decisions we seek.

"The JCS have reviewed the military re-
sources which will be available in SVN by
the end of 1905 and have concluded that even
with an attaInment of the highest feasible
mobilization goals, ARVN will have insuffi-
cient forces to carry out the kind of success-
ful campaign against the VC which is con-
sidered essential for the purposes discussed
above. If the ground war is not to drag into
1000 and even beyond, they consider it neces-
sary to reinforce OVN ground forces with
about 23 battalion equivalents in addition to
the forces now being recruited In SVN. Since
these reinforcements can not be raised by the
GVN, they must Inevitably come from third-
country sources.

"The USG accepts the validity of this rea-
soning of the JCS and offers Its assistance to
the GVN to raise these additional forces for
the purpose of bringing the VC insurgency to
an end in the shortest possible time. We are
prepared to bring In additional US ground
forces provided we can get a reasonable de-
gree of participation from other third coun-
tries. If the GVN will make urgent represen-
tation to them, we believe It entirely possible
to obtain the following contributions; Korea,
one regimental combat team; Australia, one
Infantry battalion; New Zealand, one battery
and one company of tanks: PI, one battalion.
If forces of the foregoing magnitude are
forthcoming, the USG is prepared to provide r
the remainder of the combat reinforcements
as well as the necessary logistic personnel to
support the third-country contingents. Also,
it will use its good offices as desired in assist-
Ing the GVN approach to these govts.

"You (the Ambassador) will seek the con-
currence of the GVN to the foregoing pro-
gram, recognizing that a large number of
questions such as command relationships.
concepts of employment and disposition of
forces must be worked out subsequently."
Armed with an Instruction such as the fore-
going, I would feel adequately equipped to
Initiate what may be a sharp debate with the
GVN. I need something like this before taking
up the pending troop matters with Quat.

JoHNSON'S MF.5RAC To TAY.OR ON TT, .MAT

10 IA.T IN BoMaiNe

- (Mesange frnm President Johnson to Am-
bnasador Taylor, May 10, 1005, as provided In
the body of the Pentagon study.)

I have learned from Bob MNamara that
nearly all Rolling Thunder operations for this
week can be completed by Wednesday noon,
Washington time. This fact and the days of
Buddha's birthday seem to me to provide an
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excellent opportunity for a pause in air at-
tacks which mirlht go into next week and
which I could une to good effect with world
opinion.

My plan is not to announce this brief pause
but simply to cnll It privately to the attention
of Moscow and linnoi as soon as possible and
tell them that we shnll be watching closely to,.
see whether they respond in nny way. My
current plan is to report publicly after the
pause ends on what we have done.

Could you see Qiiat right away on Tues-
dny and see if yo can persunde him to con-
cur in this plan. I would like to associate
him with me in this decision if possible, but
I would accept a simple concurrence or even
willingness not to oppose my decision. In
general, I think it important thnt he and I
should get together in sitch matters, but I
havo no desiro to embarrass him if it is po-
litically dimetlt for him to join actively in
a pause over Buddhn's birthday.

IWords illegiblej noted your [words HI-
legiblej but do not yet have your apprecia-
tion of the political effect in Saigon of act-
ing around Buddlhn's birthday. From my
point of view it is a grent advantage to
use Buddha's birthday to mnsk the first days

- of the pause here, if it is at all possible in
political terms for Quat. I assume we could
undertake to enlist the Archbishop and the
Nuncio in calming the Catholies.

You should understand that my purpose
in this plan is to begin to clear a path either
toward restoration of peace or toward in-
creased military action, depending upon the
reaction of the Communists. We have amply
demonstrated our determination and our
commitment in the last two months, and I
now wish to gain some flexibility.

I know that this is n hard assignment on
short notice, but there is no one who can
bring it off better.

I have kept this plan in the tightest pos-
sible circle here and wish you to inform no
one but Alexis Johnson. After I have your
report of Quat's reaction I will make a final
decision and it will be communicated to
senior officers concerned.

ROsTOw MEMORANDUM ON "VIcTORY AND
DEFEAT IN GurFsiILLA WARS"

(Memorandum from Walt W. Rostow,
chairman of the State Department's Policy
Planning Council, for secretary of State
Rusk, "Victory and Defeat in Guerrilla Wars:
The Case of South Vietnam," May 20, 1965, as
provided in the body of the Pentagon's
study.)

In the press. at least, there is a certain
fuzziness about the possibility of clear-cut
victory in South Viet-nam; and-the Presi-
dent's statement that a military victory is
impossible is open to misinterpretation.

1. Historically, guerrilla wars have gener-
ally been lost or won cleanly: Greece, China

- mainland, North Viet-Nam, Malaya. Philip-
pines. Laos in 1954 was an exception, with
two provinces granted the Communists and
a de facto split imposed on the country.

2. In all the cases won by Free World
forces, there was a phase when the guerrillas
commanded a good part of the countryside
and, indeed, placed Athens, Kuala Lumpur,
and Manila under something close to alege.
They failed to win because all the possible
routes to guerrilla victory were closed and,
in failing to win, they lost. They finally gave
up in discouragement. The routes to victory
are:

a) Mano Stage Three: going to all-out con-
ventional war and winning as in China in
1947-49:

b) Political collapse and takeover: North
Viet-Nam;

c) Political collapse and a coalition gov-
ernment in which the Communists get con.
trol over the security machinery; army Bnd/
or police. This has been an evident Viet Cong
objective in this [rest illegible].
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d) Converting the bargaining pressure
generated by the guerrilla forces into a par-
tinI victory by splitting the country: Laos.
Also, in a sense, North Viet-Nam in 1954 and
the Irish Rebellion after the First World War.

3. If we succeed in blocking these four
routes to victory, discournging the Com-
munist force in the South, and making the
continuance of the war sumclently costly to
the North there is no reason we cannot win
as clear a victory in South Viet-Nam as in
Greece, Malaya. and the Philippines. Unless.
political morale in Saigon collapses and the
ARVN tends to break up, case c), the mot
realistic hopo of the VC, should be avoidable.
This danger nrgites for more rather than less
pressure on the North, while continuing the
battle in the South in such a way as to make
VC hopes of military and political progress
wane.

4. The objective of the exercise is to con-
vince Hanoi that its bargaining position is
being reduced wth the pasage of time; for,
even in the worst caso for Hanoi, it wants
some bargaining position (rather than sim-
ply dropping the war) to get U.S. forces
radically reduced in South Viet-Nam and
to get some minimum fnce-anving formula
for the VC.

5. I believe Hanoi understands its dilem-
ma well. As of early February it saw-a good
chance of a quiet clean victory via route c).
It now is staring at quite clear-cut defeat,
with the rising U.S. strength and GVN morale
in the South and rising costs in the North.
That readjustment in prospects, is painful;
and they won't in my view, accept its con-
sequences unless they are convinced time
has ceased to be their friend, despite the full
use of their assets on the ground in South
Viet-Nam, in political warfare around the
world, and in diplomacy.

6. Their last and best hope will be, of
course, that if they end the war and get us
out, the political, social, and economic situa-
tion in South Viet-Nam will deteriorate in
such a way as to permit Communist political
takeover, with or without a revival of guer-
rilla warfare. It is in this phase that we will
have to consolidate, with the South Viet-
namese, a victory that is nearer our grasp
than we (but not Hanoi) may think.

GEORGE BA.L MEMO FoR JOHNSON ON "A
COMPROMISE So UTION"

(Memorandum, "A Compromise Solution
in South. Vietnam," from Under Secretary of
State George W. Ball for President Johnson,
July 1, 1965.)

(1) A Losing War: The South Vietnamese
are losing the war to the Viet Cong. No one
can assure you that we can beat the Viet
Cong or even force them to the conference
table on our terms, no matter how many
hundred thousand white, foreign (U.S.)
troops we deploy.

ITo one has demonstrated that a white
ground force of whatever size can win a
guerrilla war-which is at the same time a
civil war between Asians-jungle terrain in
the midst of a population that refuses coop-.
eration to the white forces (and the South
Vietnamese) and thus -rovides a great in-
telligence advantage to the other side. Three
recent incidents vividly illustrate this point:
(a) the sneak attack on the Da Nang Air
Base which involved penetration of a defense
perimeter guarded by 9,000 Marines. This
raid was possible only because of the cooper-
ation of the local inhabitants; (b) the B52
raid that failed to hit the Viet Cong who had
obviously been tipped off; (c) the search and
destroy mission of the 173rd Air Borne Bri-
gade which spent three days looking for the
Viet Cong, suffered 23 casualties, and never
made contact with the enemy who had ob-
viously gotten advance word of their aeeign-
ment.

(2) -The. Question to Deoidd: should we
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limit our liabilities in South Vietnam and
try to find a way out with minimal long-term
0osts?

The alternative-no matter what we may
wish it to he-is almost certainly a protracted
war involving an open-ended commitment of
U.S. forces, mounting U.S. casualties, no sai-
sItrance of A atisfactory solution, and a aeri-
ous danger of escalation at the end of the
road.

(3) Need for a Decision Now: So long as
our forces are restricted to advising and as-
siting the South Vietnamese, the struggle
will remain a civil war between Ar.lan peo-
ples. Once we deploy substantial nimer of
trcwps in combat it will become a war be-
tween the U.S. and a large part of the popit-
.lation of Routh Vietnam, orgnnised and di-
rected from North Vietnam and hncked by
the resources of both Moscow andI Peping.

The decision yon face now, therefore. in
crucial. Once large numbers of U.S. troops
are committed to direct combat, they will
begin to take heavy casualties in a war they
are ill-equipped to fight in a non-cooperative
if not downright hostile countryside.

Once we suffer large caqualties, we will have
started a well-nigh irreversible process. Our
involvement will be so great that we cannot-
without national humilitation-stop short of
achieving our complete objectives. Of the two
possibilities I think humiliation would be
more likely than the achievement of our ob-
jectives-even after we have paid terrible
costs.

(4) Compromise Solution: Should we com-
mit U.S. manpower and prestige to a terrain
so unfavorable as to give a very large ad-

'vantage to the enemy-or should we seek
a compromise settlement which achieves less
than our stated objectives and thus cut our
losses while we still have the freedom of
maneuver to do so.

(5) Costa of a Compromise Solution: The
answer involves a judgment as to the cost
to the U.S. of such a compromise settlement
in terms of our relations with the countries.
in the area of South Vietnam, the credibility
of our commitments. and our prestige around
the world. In my judgment, if we act be-
fore we commit substantial U.S. troops to
combat in South Vietnam we can, by accept-
ing some short-term costs,- avoid what may
well be a long-term catastrophe. I believe
we tended grossly to exaggerate the costs In-
volved In a compromise settlement. An ap-
precdation of probable costs is contained in
the attached memorandum.

(6) With these considerations in mind. I
strongly urge the-following program:

(a) Military Program
(1) Complete all deployments already an-

nounced-15 battalions-but decide not to
go beyond a total of 72,000 men represented
by this figure.

(2) Restrict the combat role of the Ameri-
can forces to the June 19 announcement
making It clear to General Westmoreland
that this announcement Is to be strictly
construed.

(3) Continue bombing in the North but
avoid the Hanot-Haiphong area and any tar-
gets nearer to the Chinese border than those
already struck.

(b) Political Program
(1) In any political approaches so far,

we have been the prisoners of whatever South
Vietnamese government that was mo-
mentarily in power. If we are ever to move
toward a settlement, it will probably be be-
cause the South Vietnamese government
pulls the rug out from under us and makes
its own deal or because we go forward quiet-
ly without advance prearrangement with
Saigon.

(2) So far we have not given the other
side a reason to believe there is any flexibility
in our negotiating approach. And the other,
side has been unwilling to accept what In
their terms is complete MpitulatIO.

A -~
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(3) Now Is the time to start sme serious
diplomatic feelers looking towards a nsolu-
tion based on some application of slf-detr-
minat.lon principle.

(4) I would recommend npprochling Hnnoi
rather than any of the other probable par-
ties. the NLF-or l'eiplnr. Ilanol is the only
one that has given any signs of interest in
discuslon. Peiping Uns been rigidly opposed.
Morcow has recommnrled that we negotiate
with lhnnoi. Tlhe NLF hna been silent..

(5) There are several channels to the North
Vietnamc-:e but I thin: the best one 1
through their representative in Paris., Ma
Van Do. Initial feelers of Do should be dl-
rected toward a discussion both of the four
pcdnts we have put forward and the four
points put forward by Hanoi as a basis for
negotiation. We can accept all but one of
Hanoi's four points, and hopefully we should
be able to agree on some ground rules for
serious negot.iation-Including no precondi-
tions.

(6) If the initial feelers lead to further
secret, exploratory talks, we can inject the
concept of self-determination that 'would
permit the Viet Cong some hope of achieving
some of their political objectives through
local elections or some other device.

(7) The contact on our side should be
handled through a non-governmental cut-
out (possibly a reliable newspaper man who
can be repudiated).

(8) If progress can be made at this level
a basis can be laid for a multinational con-
ference. At some point, obviously, the gov-
ernment of South Vietnam will have to be
brought on board, but I would postpone this
step until after a substantial feeling out
of Hanoi.

(9) Before moving to any formal confer-
ence we should be prepared to agree once
the conference Is started:

(a) The U.S. will stand down its bombing
of the North

(b) The South Vietnamese will initiate no
offilensive operations In the South, and

(c) the DRV will stop terrorism and other
aggressive action against the South.

(8) The negotiations at the conference
should aim at incorporating our understand-
ing with Hanoi in the form of a multina-
tional agreement guaranteed by the U.S.. the
Soviet Union and possibly other parties, and
providing for an international mechanism
to supervise its execution.
PROBABLE REACTIONS TO THE CUTTrING OF OU

LOSSES IN SOUTH VTETNAM
We have tended to exaggerate the losses

involved in a complete settlement in South
Vietnam. There are three aspects to the prob-
lem that should be considered. First, the.
local effect of our action on nations in or
near Southeast Asia. Second. the effect on
our action on the credibility of our commit-
ments around the world. Third. the effect
on our position of world leadership.

A. Free Asian Reactions to a Compromise
Settlement in South Vietnam Would Be
Highly Parochial.

With each country interpreting the event
primarily in terms of (a) its own immedi-
ate interest, (b) its sense of vulnerability
to Communist invasion or insurgency, and
(c) its confidence in the integrity of our
commitment to its own security based on
evidence other than that provided by our
actions in South Vietnam.

Within this framework the following
groupings emerge:

(1) The Republic of China and Thailand:
staunch allies whose preference for extreme
U.S. actions including a risk of war with
Communist China sets them apart from all
other Asian nations;

(2). The Republic of Korea and the Philip-
pines: equally staunch allies whose support
for strong U.S. actions short of a war with
Communist China would make post-settle-
ment reassurance a pressing U,. need; '

(3) Jaran: it would prefer wisdom to valor
in an area remote from its own interets-
where ercalatlon could involve its Chinese
or Eurnsian neighbors or both;

(4) Laos: a friendly neutral dependent on
a strong Thai-U.S. guarantee of support in
the fnee of increased Vietnamese and Laos
pressures.

(5) Burma and Cambodia: suspicious neu-
trals whose fear of nntiagoniing Communist
China would increnne their leaning toward
Peiping in a conviction that the U.S. presence
is not long for Southeast Asia; and

(6) Indonesia: whose opportunistic mar-
riage of convenience of both Hanoi and Peip-
ing would carry it further in its overt aggres-
sion against Malaysia, convinced that foreign
imperialism is a fast fading entity in the
region.

JAPAN

Government cooperation (words illegible)
essential in making the following points to
the Japanese people:

(1) U.S. support was given in full measure
as shown by our casualties, our expenditures
and our risk taking;

(2) The U.S. record in Korea shows the
credibility of our commitment so far as
Japan is concerned.

The government as such supports our
strong posture in Vietnam but stops short of
the Idea of a war between the U.S. and China.

THAILAND

Thai commitments to the struggle within
Laos and South Vietnam are based upon a
careful evaluation of the regional threat to
Thailand's security. The Thais are confident
they can contain any threats from Indochina
alone. They know, however, they cannot
withstand the massive power of Communist
China without foreign assistance. Unfortu-
nately, the That view of the war has seriously
erred in fundamental respects. They believe
American power can do anything, both mill-
tarily and in terms of shoring up the Saigon
regime. They now assume that we really
could take over In Saigon and win the war
if we felt we had to. If we should fail to do
so. the Thais would initially see it as a failure
of U.S. will. Yet time Is on our side, provid-
ing we employ it effectively. Thailand is an
Independent nation with a long national his-
tory, andurlike South Vietnam an acute
national consciousness. It has few domestic
Communists and none of the instability that
plague Its neighbors, Burma and Malaysia.
Its one danger area in the northeast is well in
hand so far as preventive measures against
insurgency are concerned. Securing the
Mekong Valley will be critical in any long-run
solution, whether by the partition of Laos
-with Thai-U.S. forces occupying the western
half or by some (word illegible) arrangement.
Providing we are willing to make the effort.
Thailand can be a foundation of rock and
not a bed of sand in which to base our poll-
tical/mUiltary commitment to Southeast
Asia.

With the exception of the nations in
Southeast Asia, a compromise settlement in
South Vietnam should not have a major im-
pact on the credibility of our commitments
around the world . . . Chancellor Erhard has
told us privately that the people of Berlin
would be concerned by a compromise settle-
ment of South Vietnam. But this was hardly
an original thought, and I suspect he was
telling us what he believed we would like to
hear. After all, the confidence of the West
Berliners will depend more on what they see
on the spot than on (word.illegible) news or
events half-way around the world. In my
observation, the principal anxiety of our
NATO Allies is that we have become too pre-
occupied with an area which seems to them
an irrelevance and may be tempted in neglect
to our NATO responsibilities.

Moreover, they have a rested interest in
an easier relationship between Washington
end Moscow. By and lArge, therefore, they
will be inclined to regard's compromise solu-.

tion in Soth Vietnam more as new evidence
of American maturity and jurgment than
of American lo-s of face . . . On balance, I
believe we would more seriously undermine
the effectiveness of our world leadership by
continuing the war and deepening our in-
volvement than by pursuing a carefully
plotted course toward a compromIse solution.
In rpite of the number of powers that have-
in re.-.ponse to our plending-given verbal
support from feeling of loyalty and depend-
ence, we cannot ignore the fact that the war
LM vastly unpopular and that our role in It I
perceptively eroding the respect and
confidence with which other nations regard
use. We have not persuaded either our friends
or allies that our further involvement is
essential to the defense of freedom in the
cold war. Moreover, the men we deploy in
jungles of South Vietnam. the more we con-
tribute to a growing world anxiety and mis-
trust.

[Words illegiblel the short run, of course,
we could expect some catcalls from the side-
lines and eome vindictive pleasure on the
part of Europeans jealous of American power.
But that would, in my view, be a transient
phenomenon with which we could live with-
out sustained anguish. Elsewhere around the
world I would see few unhappy implications
for the credibility of our commitments. No
doubt the Communists will to gain propa-
ganda value in Africa, but I cannot seriously
believe that the Africans care too much about
what happens in South Asia. Australia and
New Zealand are, of course. special cases since
they feel lonely in the far reaches of the
Pacific. Yet even their concern is far greater
with Malaysia than with South Vietnam, and
the degree of their anxiety would be condi-
tioned largely by expressions of our support
for Malaysia.

[Words illegibleJ Quite possibly President
de Gaulle will make propaganda about per-
fidious Washington. yet even he will be in-
hibited by his much-heralded disapproval
of our activities in South Vietnam.

South Korea-As for the rest of the Far
East the only serious point of concern might
be South Korea. But if we stop pressing the
Koreans for more troops to Vietnam (the
Vietnamese show no desire for additional
Asian forces since it affronts their sense of
pride) we may be able to cushion Korean
reactions to a compromise in South Vietnam
by the provision of greater military and eco-
nomic assistance. In this regard, Japan can
play a pvoa role now that it has achieved
normal relations with South Korea.

NEW WARNINGos O FAILURE

Before the opening of the air war in the
spring warnings were sounded high in the
Administration that it would not succeed.
Now there were warnings that a ground war
in the South might prove fruitless. The
warnings came not only from Under Secre-
tary of State George W. Bal, long known
as a dissenter on Vietnam, but also from
John A. McCone, Director of Central Intel-
ligence, who felt the actions planned were
not strong enough.

On April 2 Mr. McCone circulated a mem-
orandum within the National Security Coun-
cil asserting that unless the United States
was willing to bomb the North "with mini-
mum restraint" to break Hanoi's will, it was
unwise to commit ground troops to battle.

"In effect," he said, "we will find ourselves
mired down in combat in the jungle in a
military effort that we cannot win and from
which we will have extreme difficulty ex-
tracting ourselves." [See text, McCone mem-
orandum, April 2, 1966.

It is not clear from the documentary
record whether President Johnson read this
particular memorandum, but the Pentagon
study says Mr. Mc~one expressed these same
views in a personal memoraadum to the
President on April 28.

In a separate intelligence estimate ft
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the President on Mfay 6, Vice Adm. William
F. Raborn Jr., Mr. McCone's successor, Indi-
cated agreement with Mr. AMcCone.

Air. Dall's disent e.me frm the opposite
side. He believed that neither bombing the
North nor fighting the guerrillas in the
South nor any combination of the two of-
fered a solution and said so in a memoran-
dum circulated on June 28. the study re-
ports.

"Convinced thnt the U.S. was pouring its
resources down the drain in the wrong
place." the account goes on, Air. Ball pro-
posed that the United States "iitIts loses"
and withdraw front South Vietnam.

"Ball was cold-blooded in his analysis,"
the study continues. describing the memo-
randum. "le recognized that the U.S. would
not be able to avoid losing face before its
Asian allies if it staged some form of con-
ference leading to withdrawl of U.S. forces.
The losses would be of short-term duration,
however, and the U.S. could emerge from
this period of travail as a 'wiser and more
mature nation.'"

BALL OTrRS "A COMPROMISE"
On July 1. the analyst says. Mr. Ball re-

Iterated his proposal for withdrawal in a
-memorandum to the President entitled "A
Compromise Solution for South Vietnam.
[See text, Ball memorandum, July 1, 1965.]

PRIME M6INISTYR WrLSOw's WARNING To
JOHNSO.X ON PErROLEUM nArs

(Excerpts from cablegram to President John-
son from Prime Minister Harold Wilson of
BrItain, June 3. 1965. as provided In the
body of the Pentagon's study.)
I was most grateful to you for making Bob

Mic4amara to arrange the very full briefing
about the two oil targets near hanoi and
Haiphong that Col. Rogers gave me yester-
day..-. .

I know you will not feel that.T am either
unsympathetic or uncomprehending of the
dilemma that this problem presents for you.
In particular, I wholly understand the deep
concern you must feel at the need to do any-
thing possible to reduce the losses of young
Americans in and over Vietnam; and Cil.
Rogers made it clear to us what care has
been taken to plan this operation so as to
keep civilian casualties to the minimum.

However . . . I am bound to say that, as
seen from here, the possible military bene-
fits that may result from this bombing do
not appear to outweigh the political disad-
vantages that would seem the inevitable con-
sequence. If you and the South Vietnamese
Government were conducting a declared war
on the conventional pattern ... this opera-
tion would clearly be necessary and right.
But since you have made It abundantly
clear-and you know how much we have
welcomed and supported this-that your pur-
pose it to achieve a negotiated settlement,
and that you are not striving for total mill-
tary victory in the field, I remain convinced
that the bombing of theso targets, without
producing decisive military advantage, may
only increase Ihe dimculty of reaching an
eventual settlement...

The l:;t thing I wl.sh to add to your diffi-
cultles, but, an I warned you In my previous
memage, if this action Is tAken we shall have
to diss::sociate ourselves from it, and in doing
so I should have to say that you had given
me advance warning and that I had made my
position clear to you...

Nevertheless I want to repeat . .. that our
reservations about this operation will not
affect our continuing support for your poLicy
over Vietnam, as you and your people have
mado it clear from your Baltime speech
onwards. But, while this will remain the
Government's position. I know that the effect
on public opinion in this country--and I be-
lieve throughout Western Europe-is likely
to be such as to renfors the existing dis-
quiet and critodam that we have to deal wIh.

NGRESSIONAL RECORD - SENATE
MCNAVCHTON MrMo TO GOODAS'IER ON

"FORCvs RQuvaxo OWIN"
(Excerpts from memorndum from Assist-

ant Secretary McNaughton to Lieut. Gem.
Andrew J. Goodpaster. arsistant to the Chair-
mnn of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, July 2,
1963,'Forces Required to Win in South Viet-
nam." an provided in the body of the Penta-
gon study.)

Secretary McNamara this morning sug-
gested that General Wheeler form a small
group to address the question, "If we do
everyth!nr we cran, can we have assurance of
winning in South Vietnam?" General Wheeler
suggested that he would have you head up
the group and that the group would be fairly
small. Secretary McNamara indicated that
ho wanted your group to work with me and
that I should send down a memorandum sug-
gesting some of the questions that occurred
to us. Here are our suggestion:

1. I do not think the question is whether
the 44-battalion program (including 3d-
country forces) is sufficient to do the job
although the answer to that question should
fall out of the study. Rather. I think we
should think In terms of the 44-battalion
build-up by the end of 1965, with added
forces-es required and as our capabilities
permit-in 1966. Furthermore, the study
surely should look Into the need for forces
other than ground forces, such as air to be
used one way or another In-country. I would
hope that the study could produce a clear
articulation of what our strategy is for win-
ning the war in South Vietnam, tough as
that articulation will be In view of the na-
ture of the problem.

2. 1 would assume that the questions of
calling up reserves and extending tours of
duty are outside the scope of the study.

3. We must make some assumptions with
respect to the number of VC. Also, we must
make some assumptions with respect to what
the infiltration of men and material will be
especially If there is a build-up of US forces
in South Vietnam. I am quite concerned
about the increasing probability that there
are regular PAVN forces either in the II
Corps area or in Laos directly across the bor-
der from II Corps. Furthermore, I am fear-
ful that especially with the kind of build-up
here envisioned, Infiltration of even greater
numbers of regular forces may occur. As a
part of this general problem of enemy build-
up, we must of course ask how much assist-
ance the USSR and China can be expected
to give to the VC. I suspect that the in-
creased strength levels of the VC and the
more "conventional" nature of the opera-
tions Implied by larger force levels may Im-
ply that the often-repeated ratio of "10 to
1" may no longer apply. I sense that this may
be the case in the future, but I have no
reason to be sure. For example, if the VC,
even with larger forces engaged in more "con-
ventional" type actions, are able to oerrun
towns and disappear Into the jungles before
we can bring the action troops to bear, we
may still be faced with the old "ratio"
problem.

4. I think we might avoid some spinning
of wheels if we simply assumed that the
GVN will not be able to increase its forces
in the relevant time period. Indeed, from
what Westy has reported about the battalions
being chewed up and about their showing
some s!gns of reluctance to engage in offen-
sive operations, we might even have to ask
the question whether we can expect them
to maintain present levels of men-or more
accurately, present levels of efTectiveness.

5. With respect to 3d-country forces, Westy
has equated the 9 ROK battalions with 9 US
battalions, saying that, if he did not get the
former, he must have the latter. I do not
know enough about ROK forces to know
whether they are in all respects "equal to*
US forces (they may be better in oane re-
spee. and not as good in otheri. Pbr pur-
p. of th* study, it n*Mt mave us time It
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we assumed that we would get no meaning-
ful forces from anyone other than the ROKs
during the relative time frame. (If the Aus-
tralians decide to send another battalion or
two, this should not alter the conclusions of
the study significantly.) . . .

9. At the moment. I do not see how the
study can avoid addressing the qiestion as
to how long our forces will hnve to remain
in order to achieve a "win" and the extent
to which the presrence of those forces over a
long period of time might, bv itself. nullify
the "win." If it turns out that. the -study

cannot go into this matter without flr:;t
getting heavily into the political side of the
question, I think the study at lea4t should
note the problem in some meaningful way.

10. I believe that the study should go into
specifics-e.g., the numbers and effectiveness
and uses of the South Vietnamese forces,
exactly where we would deploy ours and
exactly what we would expect their mission
to be, how we would go about opening up
the roads and providing security for the
towns as well as protecting our own assets
there, the time frames in which things
would be done, command relationships, etc.
Also, I think we should find a way to Indicate
bow badly the conclusions might be thrown
off if we are wrong with respect to key as-
sumptions or judgments. . . .

McNAMARA's MEMo ON JuLr 20, 1965. oN
INCREAsING ALLIED GROUND FoCE

(Excerpts from memorandm from Secre-
tary McNamara for President Johnson,
drafted on July 1, 1965, and revised on July
20, as provided in the body of the Pentagon's
study. Paragraphs in italics are the study's
paraphrase or explanation.)

In a memorandum to the President drafted
on July 1 and then revised on July 20, inmc-
diately following his return from a week-
long visit to Vietnam, he recommended an
immediate decision to Increase the U.S.-Third
Country presence from the current 16 ma-
neuver battalions (15 US., one Australian),
and a change In the mission of these forces
from one of providing support and reinforce-
ment for the ARVN to one which soon be-
came known as "search and destroy"-os Mc-
Namara put it, they were "by aggressive ex-
ploitation of superior military forces . . .
to gain and hold the initiative . . . pressing
the fight against VC-DRV main force units in
South Vietnam to run them to ground and
destroy them." . . .

His specific recommendations, he noted,
were concurred in by General Wheeler and
Ambassador-designate Lodge, who accom-
panied him on his trip to Vietnam, and by
Ambassador Taylor, Ambassador Johnson,
Admiral Sharp and General Westmoreland
with whom he conferred there. The rationale
for his decisions was supplied by the CIA,
whose assessment he quoted with approval in
concluding that 1 July version of his memor-
andum. It stated:

Over the longer term wehdoubt if the Com-
munists are likely to change their basa
strategy In Vietnam (i.e., aggressive and
steadily mounting insurgency) unlen and
until two conditions prevail: (1) they aro
forced to accept a situation in the war in
the South which offers them no prospect of
an early victory and no grounds for hope
that they can simply outlast the US and
(2) North Vietnam itself Is under continu-
Ing and increasingly damaging punitive at-
tack. So long as the Communists think they
scent the possibility of an early victory
(which is probably now the case), we be-
lleve that they will persevere and accept ex-.

. tremely severe damage to the North. Con-
versely, if North Vietnam itself is not hurt-
ing, Hanoi's doctrinaire leaders will probably
be ready to carry on the Southern struggle
almost indefinitely. If, however, both of the
conditions outlined above should be brought
to pass, we believe Hanoi probably would, at
least for a period cf time, water Its baste

. I
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strategy and course of action in South Viet-

'nam.
ciNanara's memorandum of 20 July did

not rlude this quotation, although many
of these points were made etsetchcrc In the
paper. Instead, it concluded with an optimfs-
tir forreast:

The overall evaluation is that the course
of action recommended in this memoran-
dum--if the military and political moves are
properly integrated and executed with con-
tinuing 'viror and visible determination-
stands a good chance' of achieving an ac-
ceptable outcome within a reasonable time
in Vietnam.

Never again while he was Secretary of
Defense would McNamara make so optimistic
a statement about Vetnam-except in pub-
lie.

Th is concluding paragraph of McNamara's
memorandum spoke of political, as well as
military. "vigor" and "determination." Ear-
ier in the paper, under the heading "Ex-'
panded political moves," he had elaborated
on this point, writing:

Together with the above military moves,
we should take politicalbInitiatives in order
to lay a groundwork for a favorable political
settlement by clarifying our objectives and
establishing channels of communications. At
the same time as we are taking steps to turn
the tide in South Vietnam, we would make

'quiet moves through diplomatic channels
(a) to open a dialogue with Moscow and
Hanoi, and perhaps the VC, looking first
toward disabusing them of any misconcep-
tions as to our goals and second toward lay-
ing the groundworkfor a settlement when
the time is ripe: (b) to keep the Soviet
Union from deepening its military [sic] in
the world until the time when settlement
can be achieved; and (c) to cement support
for US policy by the US public, allies and
friends, and to keep international opposi-
tion at a manageable level. Our efforts may
be unproductive until the tide begins to
turn, but nevertheless they should be made.

Here was scarcely a program for drastic
political action. McNamara's essentially
procedural (as opposed to substantive) rec-
omnmendations amounted to little more than
saying that the United States should povide
channels for the enemy's discreet and rela- -
tivly facesaving surrender when he decided

th~at the game had grown too costly, This
was, in fact, what official Washington (again
with the exception of Ball) meant in mid-
1965 when It spoke of a "political settle-
ment." (As McNamara noted in a footnote
even this went too far for Ambassador-desig-
nate Lodge, whose view was that "any fur-
ther initiative by us now beforee we are
strong] would simply harden the Communist
resolve not to stop fighting." In this view
Am bassadors Taylor and Johnson concur-
red, except that they would maintain "dis-
creet contracts with the Soviets.")

McNamara's concluding paragraph spoke
of "an acceptable outcome,'- Previously in
his paper he had listed "nine fundamental
elements" of a favorable outcome. These
were:

(a) VC stop attacks and drastically reduce
incidents of terror and sabotage.

(b) DRV reduces Infiltration to a trickle,
with some reasonably reliable method of our
obtaining confirmation of this fact.

(c) US/GVN stop bombing of North Viet-
Dam.

(d) GVN stays independent (hopefully
pro-US, but possibly genuinely neutral),

(e) GVN exercises governmental func-
tions over substantially all of South Viet-
nam.

(f) Communists remain quiescent-in
Laos and Thailand.

(g) DRV withdraws PAVN forces and oth.
er North Vietnamese infiltrators (not re.
groupees) from South Vietnam.

(h) VO/NLp transform fom a military
to a purely politik*l org~aiAom

(1) US combat forces (not advw or
AM) withdMw.
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HIGHLIGHTS oF THE PERIOD

"Within a month of the start of Oper-
ation Rolling Thunder, the Pentagon study
says, the Johnson Administration had made
the first of the decisions that were to lead,
in the next months, to American assumption
of the major burden of the ground war in
South Vietnam.

Here, in chronological order, are the high-
lights of this period of debate and decision:

MARI, 1905

First "Rolling Thunder" air strike at am-
munition depot and naval base. The two
Marine battalions deployed in Vietnam.

APRIL, 1905

President approves 18,000-20,000-man in-
crease in "military support forces" and "a
change of mission" for marines "to permit
their more active use. . . ."Memo notes his
desire for "all possible precautions' against
"premature publicity" and to "ninimize any
appearance of sudden changes in policy."

John T. McNaughton, Assistant Secretary
of Defense for International Security Affairs,
urges deployment of 173d Airborne Brigade
also.

Ambassador Maxwell D. Taylor, calls this
"hasty and ill-conceived"

Honolulu strategy meeting, Conferees
agree to urge increase to 82,000 U.S. troops,
- George W. Ball, Under Secretary of State,

proposes United States "cut its losses" and
withdraw Instead, history says,

MAY. 1955
Vietcong "summer offensive" begins, his-

tory says. About 200 Marine casualties dur-
ing April, May.

JUNE, 1965
Gen. William C. Westmoreland, command-

er in Vietnam, says United States must
"reinforce our efforts .. .as rapidly as prac-
tical." Asks total of 44 battalions.

State Department announces that United
States troops are "available for combat sup-
port."

First major ground action by United States
forces northwest of Saigon.

Gen. Westmoreland, in reply to Joint
Chiefs, makes "big pitch . . . for a free
hand to maneuver the troops around . . .
analyst says.

Ambassador Taylor "confirms the serious-
ness of the military situation" and "very
tenuous hold" of new Government study
goes on.

General Westmoreland given authority to
use U.S. forces In battle when necessary "to
strengthen" South Vietnam forces.

Mr. Ball, analyst writes, opposes ground-
troop Increase. Says it gives "absolutely no
assurance" of success, risks "costly and In-
determinate struggle". Urges "base defense
and reserve" strategy "while the stage was
being set for withdrawal."

William Bundy, history says, urges Pres-
ident avoid "ultimatum aspects" of either
Ball or Westmoreland proposal. Says United
States troops should be held to supporting
"reserve reaction" role.

.LTY, 1965
President at first approves deployment of

34 battalions, about 100,000 men; 44 bat-
talions finally agreed on; total 193,887
troops.

History says this decision "perceived as a
threshold-entrance into Asian land war... ,

By year's end, history notes, United States
forces In South Vietnam total 184,314.

CoNFusIoN AND SUspicioN
There was some confusion, suspicion and

controversy about the President's approval
of an 18.000-20,000 increase in support troops,
which, he explained, was meant "to 111 out
existing units and supply needed logistic
personnel.,

On April 21, Seretary MNamaa told the
President that 11,000 of these new men
would augment various existing forces, while
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7,000 were logistic troops to support "previ-
ously approved forces."

"It isn't entirely clear from the document
exactly what the President did have in mind
for the support troop add-ons," the study
comments. "What is clear. however, . . . was
that the J.C.S. were continuing to plan for
the earliest possible introduction of two to
three divisions into RVN." The analyst cites
a memorandum from Mr. McNamara to Gen-
eral Wheeler on April 6 as evidence of this
planning.

lAter, on May 5. the study continues, As-
sistant Secretary of Defense. McNaughton
would send a memorandum to Deputy Secre-
tary of Defense Cyprus Vance. saying that
"the J.C.S. misconstrued the Isupporti add-
ons to mean logistic build-up for coastal en-
claves and the possible later Introduction
of two to three divisions." (These were the
divisions the Joint Chiefs had requested on
March 20.)

RELATIVELY LOW RISK
The enclave stragtegy had as its object the

involvement of United States combat units at
"relatively low risk." It proposed that U.S.
troops occupy coastal enclaves, accept full re-
sponsibility for enclave security, and be pre-
pared to go to the rescue of the RVNF as
far as 50 miles outside the enclave... .The in-
tent was not to take the war to the enemy
but rather to deny him certain critical areas,"
the study says.

To prove the viability of its reserve reac-
tion," the analyst goes on, the enclave stra-
tegy required testing, but the rules for com-
mitti.ng United States troops under it had
not been worked out by the time it was over-
taken by events-a series of major military
victories by the Vietcong in May and June
that led to the adoption of the search-and-
destroy strategy.

Search and destroy, the analyst says, was
"articulated by Westmoteland and the J.C.S.
in keeping with sound military principles
garnered by men accustomed to winning. The
basic idea..,. was the desire to take the war
to the enemy, denying him freedom of move-
ment anywhere in the country . . . and deal
him the heaviest possible blows," In the
meantime, the South Vietnamese Army
"would be free to concentrate their efforts
In populated areas."

From April 11 through April 14, the addi-
tional two marine battalions were deployed
at Hue-Phubal and at Danang, bringing the
total maneuver battalions to four.

"The marines set about consolidating and
developing their two coastal base areas, and,
although they pushed their patrol perimeters
out beyond their tactical wire and thereby

- conducted active rather than passive de-
fense, they did not engage in any offensive
operations in support of ARVN for the next
few months," the study says.

At this point, the Defense Department,
the Joint Chiefs and General Westmoreland
collaborated-as it turned out, successfully-
in what the study calls "a little cart-before-
horsemanship." It involved the deployment
to South Vietnam of the 173d Airborne Bri-
gade, two battalions that were then situated
on Okinawa in a reserve role.

General Westmoreland had had his eye on
the 173d for some time. On March 26, in his
"Commander's Estimate of the Situation," in
which he requested the equivalent of two
divisions, he also recommended that the 173d
Airborne Brigade be deployed to the Benhoa-

- Vungtau areas "to secure vital U.S. installa-
tions." This recommendation, like that for
two divisions, was not acted upon by the
National Security Council in the April 1-2
meeting.

On April 11, General Westmoreland cabled
Admiral Sharp, the Pacific commander, that
he understood from the National Security
Council's meetings and Ambassador Taylor's
discussions In Washington at the beginning
of the month that his requested divisions
were not in prospect. But, he said, he still
wanted the 173d Airborne Brigade.

/
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This message, the study says, act in motion
"a series of enables, proposals and false starts
whch indicated that Washington was well
ahend of Saigon itn its planning and In its
anxiety."

The upshot of all this communiention was
that at a meetlinl in Ilonoltilti of representa-
tives of the Joint Chiefs and the Pacific corn-
miand from April 10 to April 12, the deploy-
ment of the 173d Airborne Brigade was rec-
onmended. On April 14. the Joint Chiefs of
Staff ordered the deployment to Benhoa-
Vungian, and the replacement of the brigade
by one from the United States.

"This decision to deploy the 173d appr-
ently caught the Ambassador flatfooted," the
study says, "for lie had quite obviously not
been privy to it."

On the day of the Joint Chiefs' decision,
Ambassador Taylor cabled the State Depart-
ment that "this (decision on the deploying
the brigade] comes as a complete surprise in
view of the understanding reached in Wash-
ington [during his visit that we would ex-
periment with the marines in a counterin-
surgency role before bringing in other -U.S.
contingents." He asked that deployment of
the brigade be held up until matters were
sorted out.

However, the study notes. Ambassador
Taylor "held the tromp cord" because the
proposed action had to be cleared with Pre-
mier Quat, and General Taylor told his
superiors on April 17 that he did not intend
to tell the Premier "without clearer guidance
explaining Washington's intentions." [See
text, Taylor cable, April 17, 1065.1

"That Washington was determined, with
the President's sanction, to go beyond what
had been agreed to and formalized in NSAM
328 was manifested unmistakably in a cable
,mnder joint Defense/State auspices by Mr.
McNaughton to the Ambassador on 15 April,"
the Pentagon study says.

In the cablegranm, Mr. MNaughton said:
"Hlighest authority (the Preident believes
the situation in Soth Vietnam has been de-
terlorating and that, in inddi.ton to actions
against the North, something new mtist be
added in the South to achieve victory." He
then list ed seven recommended actions, i-
cluding the introduction of military-civil af-
fairs personnel into the air effort and the de-
ployment of the 173d Airborne Brigade to
Blenhoa-Vungtau "as a security force for
our installations and also to participate in
counterinsurgency combat operations" ac-
cording to General Westmoreland's plans.

Reacting to that cable on April 17, Am-
bassador Taylor protested to McGeorge
Bundy in the White House against the intro-
duction of military-civlian affairs personnel
into the aid effort. The Ambassador's cable-
gram continued by saying that the MNaugh-
ton message "shows a far greater willingness
to get into the ground war than I had dis-
cerned in Washington during my recent trip."

"Mac, can't we be better protected from our
friends?" the Ambassador asked. "I know
that everyone wants to help, but there's such
a thing as killing with kindness." [See text,
Taylor cable, April 17.1

EXACT DATE IS UNCERTAIN

Discussing the contretemps between the
Pentagon and General Taylor, the study
says: "The documents do not reveal just
exactly when Presidential sanction was ob-
tained for the expanded scope of the above
[McNaughton) proposals. It is possible that
[on the approval for deploying the brigade]
the Ambassador may have caught the De-
fense Department and the J.C.8. in a little
cart-before-horsemanship."

In any event, on April 15, the day after it
had ordered the deployment of the brigade,
the J.C.5. sent a memorandum to Secretary
McNamara dealing with the Ambassador's
objections and still Insisting that the brigade
was needed.
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"Whether or not the J.C.S. wrote that mem-

orandum with red faces," the study remarks,
"the Secretary of Defense dates approval for
final deployment of the 173d as of the 30th of
April."

Parsuar PnoM MIITART

The stratcgy of base security having been
ended by National Security Action Memoran-
dum 328, a high-level meeting began in Hon-
olulu on April 20 to "sanctify" and "struc-
ture", as the Pentagon analyst puts it "an ex-
panded enclave strategy."

Present at the meeting were Secretary of
Defense McNamara; William Bundy, Assist-
ant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs;
Assistant Secretary of Defense MNaughton;
Ambassador Taylor; Admiral Sharp; Gen.
Earle G. Wheeler, Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs, and General Westmoreland.

"Some of these men had helped produce
the current optimism in situation -reports
and cables," the Pentagon study says, "and
yet the consensus of their meeting was that
the then-present level of Vietcong activity
was nothing but the lull before the storm.

The situation which presented itself to
the Honolulu conferees was in many ways
the whole Vietnam problem in microcosm.
What was needed to galvanize everyone to ac-
tion was some sort of dramatic event within
South Vietnam Itself. Unfortunately, the very
nature of the war precluded the abrupt col-
lapse of a front or the loss of large chunks
of territory in lighting strokes by the enemy.
The enemy in this war was spreading his con-
trol and influence slowly and inexorably but
without drama. The political infrastructure
from which he derived his strength took
years to create, and in most areas the ex-
pansion of control was hardly felt until it was
a fait accompli.".

IN A RAn-OQtARD ACTION

Of the conferees, the study says, "by far
the most dogged protagonist of the enclave
strategy was Ambassador Taylor." It had
Ready become apparent, however, and was
to become manifestly clear at nonollu, that
the Ambassador was fighting a rear-guard
action against both civilian and military
offirialn In the Pentagon and were bent on
expansion of U.S. forces in South Vietnam
and an enlargement of their combat mission.

On March 18, in a massage to Washing-
ton, Ambassador Taylor had suggested that If
a division were sent to South Vietnam as had
been proposed by the Army Chief of Staff,
Gen. Harold K. Johnson, then consideration
should be given to deploying it in either
a highland or coastal enclave.

Whenhe got no response. Ambassador Tay-
lor sent another message on March 27, stating
that if United States forces were to come,
his preference was, as the study says, that
they be used in a combination of defensive
or offensive enclave plus reserve for an
emergency, rather than in "territorial clear
and hold" operations.

The Ambassador, the study notes, inter-
preted the pivotal National Security Action
Memorandum as supporting his position, be-
cause in it the President seemed to make
plain, that he "wanted to experiment very
carefully with a small amount of force be-
fore deciding whether or not to accept any
kind of ground war commitment,"

TOX GUERRILLAS, TANKS
Therefore, the study says, "the Ambassa-

dor was surprised to- discover that the ma-
rines [the two additional battalions that
landed April 11-14) had come ashore with
tanks, self-propelled artillery, and various
other items of weighty equipment not 'ap-
propriate for counterinsurgency operations.'"

In his April 17 cable to McGeorge Bundy,
Ambassador Taylor had also protested the
"hasty and ill-conceived" prop!BsJ for the
deployment of more forces with which he
was being flooded.
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"Thus was the Ambasandor propelled into

the conference of 20 April 1965, only one
step ahend of the Washington juggernaut,
which was itself fueled by encouragement
from Westmoreland in Sngon," the study
comments. "Tnylor was not opposed to the
U.S. build-up per se, but rather was con-
cerned to move slowly with combat troop de-
ployments . . . He was overtaken in Hono-
lulu."

According to Mr. McNaughton's minutes,
the conference in preliminary discussions on
April 20 agreed that:

"(1) The D.R.V. was not likely to quite
within the next six months; and in any case,
they were more likely to give up because of
VC failure in the South than because of
bomb-induced 'pain' in the North. It could
take up to two years to demonstrate VC
failure.

"(2) The level of air activity through Roll-
ing Thunder was about right. The U.S. did
not, in Ambassador Taylor's words, want 'to
kill the hostage.' Therefore, Hanoi and en-
virons remained on the restricted list. It was
recognized that air activity would not do
the job alone.

"(3) Progress in the South would be
Slow, and great care should be taken to avoid
dramatic defeat. The current lull in Viet-
cong activity was merely the quiet before
a storm.

"(4) The victory strategy was to 'break
the will of the D.R.V./VC by denying them
victory.' Impotence would lead eventually
to a political solution."

6,700 MEN DELOW STRENGTH
At the time of the Honolulu conference,

the study notes, "the level of approved U.S.
forces for Vietnam was 40,200,"' but 33.500
were actually in the country at that time.

"To accomplish the 'victory strategy' de-
scribed above," the study continues, the con-
ferees agreed that U.S. ground forces should
be increased from 4 to 13 maneuver bat-
talions and to 82.000 men. The United States,
they agreed. should also seek to get addi-
tional troops from Australia and South I0-
rea that would bring the so-called third-
country strength to four maneuver battalions
and 7,260 men.

Thus, the Honolulu conferees proposed
raising the recommended United States-
third country strength to 17 battalions,

The conferees also mentioned but did
not recommend a possible later deployment
of 11 U.S. and 6 South Korean battalions,
which, when added to the approved totals,
would bring the United States-third country
combat capability to 34 battalions. In this
later possible deployment was included an
Army airmobile divsIon.

Secretary McNamara forwarded the Hono-
lulu recommendations to the President on
April 21, together with a notation on pos-
sible later deployment of the airmobile divi-
sion and the Third Marine Expeditionary
Force.

DETAILED DEPLOYMENT PLAN

On April 30 the Joint Chiefs presented a
detailed program for deployment of some
48,000 American and 5,250 third-country sol-
diers. "Included were all the units men-
tioned in he Honolulu recommendations plus
a healthy support package," the study says.

The Joint Chiefs said that these additional
forces were "to bolster OVN forces during
their continued build-up, secure bases and
installations, conduct counterinsurgency
combat operations in coordination with the
RVNA1", and prepare for the later introduc-
tion of an airmobile division to the central
plateau, the remainder of the third M.E.P.
(the marine force) to the Danang area, and
the remainder of a ROK (Republic of Korea)
division to Quangrigal."

prom the thrust of this memorandum
by the Joint Chiefs, the analyst comments,
"It Is apparent that the enclave strategy was

-
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no sopping place ns far as the Chiefs were
concerned. They continued to push hard for
the earliest possible input of three full dvi-
slons of troops. They were still well ahead
of the prck in that regard."

TE ENYMY R.SroNDs

The question of final Presidentinl approval
of the 17-battalion recommendations now
became academic as the enemy started at-
tacks tihat provided the Pentagon and Gen-
eral Weinmoreland with a battleiield ra-
t.lonnte for their campaign to have American
troops take over the major share of the
grouni war.

An il manpower dehates continued in
March and April. the stuly portrays the mill-
tary situation: "The Vietcong were unusually
inactive throughout March and April. There
had been no major defeat of the enemy's
forces and no signs of any major shift In
strategy on his part. Hence it was assumed
that he wns merely pausing to regroup and
to assess the effect of the changed American
participation in the war embodied in air
strikes and in the marines." the first two
battalions deployed at Danang on March 8.

"There were, however, plenty of indica-
tions in the early spring of 1965 of what was
to come." the study continues. . . . From
throughout the country came reports that
Vietcong troops and cadres were moving into
central Vietnam and into areas adjacent to
the ring of provinces . . . around Saigon."

"A 0soERING1 sAnmNoER"
"Finally and most ominous of all." the

study says, a memorandum by the Central
Intelligence Agency and the Defense Intel-
ligence Agency on April 21. 1065, "reflected
the acceptance into the enemy order of battle
of one regiment of the 325th PAVN [People's
Army of Vietnam) division said to be lo-
cated in Kontum province. The presence of
this regular North Vietnamese unit, which
had been first reported as early as February.
was a sobering harbinger...."

On May 11, when the Vietcong attacked
Songbe. the capital of Phucong Province,
using more than a regiment of troops, "the
storm broke in earnest," the study says. The
enemy overran the town and the American
advisers' compound. causing heavy casualties.
After holding the town for a day, the Viet-
cong withdrew, the study relates.

Later in May, in Quangnga Province in the
northern part of South Vietnam, a battalion
of Government troops-the Army of the Re-
public of Vietnam-was ambushed and over-
run near Bagia, west of Quangngai. Rein-
forcements were also ambushed.

"The battle," the study says, "dragged on
for several days and ended in total defeat
for the ARVN.' Two battalions were com-
pletely decimated. . . . From Bagia came a
sense of urgency, at least among some of
the senior U.S. officers who had been witness
to the battle."

TWO REGIMENTS ATTACK

Then in June, two Vietcong regiments at-
tacked an outpost at Dongxoai and when
Government reinforcements were committed
"piecemeal" they were "devoured by the en-
emy" the Pentagon study says.

"By mid-June, 1965." it asserts, "the Viet-
cong summer offensive was in full stride."
By mid-July. the Vietcong were "systemati-
cally forcing the GVN to yield what little con-
trol it still exercised in rural areas outside
the Mekong Delta."

On June 7, after the attack on Bagia Gen-
eral Westmoreland sent a long message on the
military situation and his needs to the Pa-
cific Commander for relay to the Joint Chiefs.

"In pressing their campaign," the general
said. "the Vietcong are capable of mounting
regimental-sizo operations in all four ARVN
corps areas, and at least battalion-sized at,-
tack in virtually all provinces.

"ARVN forces on the other hand are al-
ready experiencing difficulty in ping with

this increased VC capability. Desertion rates
are inordinately hirh. Battle losses have beeii
higher than expected: in fact. fur AIIVN
battalions have been rendered Ineffective by
VC action in the I and II Corps zones. . . .

"Thus, the GVN/VO force ratios upon
which we based our estimate of the situation

in March have token an adverse trend. You
will recall thNat I recommended the deploy-
ment of a U.S. division in II Corps to cover
the period of the RVNAF build-up ini to
weight the force ratios in that important
area. We assumed at that time that the
ARVN battalions would be brought to full
strength by now and that the force build-up
would proceed on schedule. Neither of these
assumptions hms materialized. . . .

"In order to cope with the situation out-
lined above. I see no course of action open
to us except to reinforce our efforts in SVN
with additional U.S. or third country forces
as rapidly as is practical during the critical
weeks ahend."

TE "44-PArALTON REQUEsT"

What General Westmoreland asked for add-
ed up to a totcd force of 44 ba'ttalions and
the June 7 message became known as the
"44-battalion request."

Just as intense internal debate was begin-
ning on the request, there was a "credibility"
flare-up deriving from President Johnson's
injunction of secrecy on the change of mis-
sions for the marines authorized on April 1
in National Security Action Memorandum
328.

"The long official silence between the sanc-
tion for U.S. offensive operations contained
in NSAM 328 and the final approval lin ne-
gotiations with Saigon) of the conditions
under which U.S. troops could be committed
was not without cost," the study asserts.
"The President had admonished each of the
N.S.C. 2nembers not to allow release of pro-
visions of the NSAM, but :he unduly long
Interregnum inevitably led to leaks.'" In ad-
dition, the marines had 200 casualties, in-
clucding 18 killed, as they went about "tidy-
ing up," as the study puts it, their newly
assigned area in April and May.

"The Commandant of the Marine Corps."
the study continues, "raised the tempo of
speculation by saying to the press during an
inspection trip to Vietnam in April that the
marines were not in Vietnam to 'sit on their
dittyboxes-and they were there to 'kill Viet-
cong.'

"An honest and superficially innocuous
statement by Department of State Press Offi-
cer Robert McCloskey on 8 June to the effect
that 'American forces would be available for
combat support together with Vietnamese
.forces when and if necessary' produced an
immediate response uIn the press].

"SY ITS owJ PTAnIn"

"The White House was hoisted by its own
petard. In an attempt to quell the outcry, a
statement was issued on the 9th of June
which, because of its ambiguity, only served
to exacerbate the situation and to widen
what was being described as 'the credibility.
gap'-"

The White House statement said: "There
has been no change in the mission of United
States ground combat units in Vietnam in
recent days or weeks. The President has Is-
sued no order of any kind in this regard to
General Westmoreland recently or at any
other time. The primary mission of these
troops is to secure and safeguard important
military installations like the air base at
Danang. They . have the associated mission
of .... patrolling and securing actions in and
near the areas thus safeguarded.

"If help is requested by the appropriate
Vietnamese commander, General Wetmore-
Jand also has authority within the assigned
mission to employ those troops in support of
Vietnamese forces faced with aggressive at-
tack when other effective reserves are not
available and when, in his judgment, the

general military situation urgently re-
quires it."

Discussing this statement, the Pentagon
analvot says: "The documents do not reveal
whether or not the ground rules for engage-
ment of U.S. forces had actulnly been worked
out to everyone's satisfaction at the time of
the White lioure statement. There Is good
indication that they hrd not." The nnlyst
rso notes thnt during the bafties of Pagla
rnd Dongxoni, the Government forces "wec
de:perrntely in need of a.istnne." but that
United Staten forces were not committed al-
though the marines were available for l3agia
and the 173d Airborne lirignde for Dongxoi.

THE FIRST MA.TOR ACTIOr

The study reports that the first major
ground action by United States forces took
place northwest of Saigon from June 27 to
June 30. and involved the 173d Airborne Brl-
gade. an Atstralian battalion and South Viet-
siamese forces.

"The operation could by no stretch of defi-
nition have been described as a reserve reac-
tion," the study says. "It was a search and
destroy operation into Vietcong base areas....
The excursion was a direct result of the
sanction given to General Westmoreland ...
Ias a result of National Security Action Mem-
orandum 328 and the enemy offensive to
'commit U.S. troops to combat, Independent
of or in conjunction with GVN forces in any
situation in which the use of such troops is
requested by rTi appropriate GVN commander
and when in [General Westmoreland's] judg-
ment, their use is necessary to strengthen the
relative position of GVN forces'."

However, as the study notes, "At that junc-
ture the 44-battalion debate was in full swing
and the enclave strategy, as a means to limit
the amount and use of U.S. combat force in
Vietnam, was certainly overcome by events."
and by "a much more ambitious strategy
sanctioned by the President."

Recapitulating the situation just before
the debate, the study gives this picture of
deployment: At the beginning of June, the
enclave strategy was in its first stages with
Marine Corps forces at Phubal. Danang and
Chulal, and Army forces in Vungtau. Other

i enclaves were under consideration. Approved
for deployment-but not all arrived in South
Vietnam yet-were approximately 70,000
troops in 13 maneuver battalions; with third-
country forces the total came to 77,250 men
and 17 maneuver battalions.

This was the situation when, on June 7,
General Westmoreland asked for reinforce-
ments "as rapidly as possible."

General Westmoreland's message, the
Pentagon study says, "stirred by a veritable
hornet's nest in Washington," because his
request for large reinforcements and his pro-.
posed strategy to go on the offensive "did not
contain any of the comfortable restrictions
and safeguards which had been part of every
strategy debated to date."

"In such a move," the study continues
"the specter of U.S. involvement in a major
Asian ground war was there for all to see."

Just as Ambassador Taylor had consistent-
ly resisted involvement of United States
forces, the study says, so General Westmore-
land had been equally determined to get the
troops into the war and have "a free hand"
in using them.

At the time of his message, the general had
available in Vietnan seven Marine and 2
Army maneuver battalions, plus an Aus-
tralian battalion. Now, he Was asking for a
total of 33 battalions, and it. the 173d Air-
borne Brigade's two battalions-which were
on temporary assignment--were added, the
total came to 35. But in a subparagraph,
General Westmoreland also identified nine
other United States battalions that he might
request at a later date. Thus the total of 44
batialions, and hence the name given the re-
queet. In the total was included an eirmobile
division of nine battalions to be formed later.
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Admiral Sharp favored the request In a

mesmge to the Joint Chiefs on June 7. say-
ing, "We will lose by staying In enclaves de-
fending coastal nreas."

Tl. CIIIFFS IN FAVOR
The Joint Chiefs. the Pentagon analyst

says, favored bolstering the United States
troop commitment. As far back as March 20,
the Joint Chiefs had advocated sending three
divislons-two Amerienn and one Korean-
with the objective of "destroying the Viet-
cong."

Now, the study states. General Westmore-
land's request "altered drastically the role of
the J.C.S. in the buildup debate.

"Up to that time," the study continues,
"the J.C.S. had, if anything, been ahead of
General Westmoreland In advocating allied
forces for Vietnam. The 27 battalions of their
three-division plan were In themselves more
than Westmoreland ever requested until 7
June. After that date, the big push came
from Westmoreland in Saigon, and the J.C.S.
were caught in the middle between the latter
and the powerful and strident oppoeltion his
latest request for forces had surfaced in
Washington."

On June 11. the Joint Chicfn cabled Ad-
miral Sharp that something le's than Gen-'
eral West moreland's request was close to ap-
proval, but thvy wanted to know, the study
says, "where We,'i moreland ititendied to ptt
thin force in Vietanm."

I ( replied on Juno 13 in detai anid the
study commenurs: "JThis mnir:;n5I;o -wiLs ex-
tremely important, for in It. (hcj polledd out
the concept of keeping; U.S. forces away from
the people. The search and destroy strrategy
for U.S. and third country forces which con-
tinues to this day and the primary focus of
RVNAF on pacification both stem from that
concept. In addition, Westmoreland made a
big pitch in this cable for a free hand to
maneuver the troops around inside the.
country.,.."

CONFIRMATION BY TAYLOR -

Ambassador Taylor, in a report on June 17.
"confirmed the seriousness of the military
situation as reported by General Westmore-
land and also pointed up the very tenuous
hold the new government had on the coun-
try." This was the Government of President
Nguyen Van Thieu and Premier Nguyen Cao
Ky.

"This report apparently helped to remove
the last obstacles to consideration of all of
the forces mentioned in Westmoreland's re-
quest of 7 June," the analyst says.

On June 22, General Wheeler cabled Gen-
eral Westmoreland and asked if the 44 bat-
talions were enough to convince the ernemy
forces that they could not win. General
Westmoreland replied, the study says, "that
there was no evidence the VC/DRV would
alter their plans regardless of what the U.S.
did In the next six months."

"The 44-battalion force should, however,
establish a favorable balance of power by the
end of the year," the study quotes the gen-
eral as having said. "If the U.S. was to seize
the initiative from the enemy, then further
forces would be required into 196 and
beyond. . . ."

On June 26. the general was given author-
ity to commit U.S. forces to battle when he
decided they were necessary "to strengthen
the relative position of GVN forces."

"This was about as close to a free hand
in managing the forces as General West-
moreland was likely to get," the analyst says.
"The strategy was finished, and the debate
from then on centered on how much force
and to what end."

DIVERGENT VIEws AT HOME
The opposition to General Westmoreland

had "Its day In court." late in June and early
in July, the study says. The embassy in
Saigon, "while recognizing the seriousness
of the situation in South Vietnam, was less

than sanguine about the prospect.; for suc-
cess if large numbers of foreign troops were
brought in."

Another critic of General Westmoreland's
recommendations, the account reports, was
Under Secretary of State Ball who was "con-
vinced that the U.S. was pouring- *its re-
sources down the drain in the wrong place."

"In Ball's view." the account continues,
"there was absolutely no assurance that the
U.S. could with the provision of more ground
forces achieve its political objectives in Viet-
nam. Instead, the U.S. risked involving Itself
in a costly and Indeterminate struggle. To
further complicate matters, it would be
equally impossible to achieve political ob-
jectives by expanding the bombing of the
North. . . ."

WILLIAM BUNDY IN THE MIDDLE

Assistant Secretary William P. Bundy, the
study says, "like so many others found him-
self in between Westmoreland and Ball."

In a memorandum to the President on
July 1, Mr. Bundy gave his position, as sum-
marized in the Pentagon study:

"The U.S. needed to avoid the ultima-
tum aspects of the 44 battalions and also
the Bali withdrawal proposal. . . . The
U.S. should adopt a policy which would al-
low it to hold on without risking dir:aster of
scalo if the war were lost depite d(eployment

of thn full 44 battalion. For the nonent,
according to Dundy, the U.S. shotild con-
Iplete planned deploymonA to bring in-
country forces to 18 maneuver battalions
and 85.000 men. ... The forces In Vietnam,
which Bundy assumed would be enough to
prevent collapse, would be restricted to re-
serve reaction In support of RVNAF. This
would alow for some experimentation with-
out taking over the war effort-a familiar
theme." [See text, George Ball memo, July
1.1

As for Secretary McNamara's views, the
study comments: "It is difficult to be precise
about the position of the Secretary of De-
fense during the build-up debate because
there is so little of him In the files."

"There are plenty of other indications in
the files that the Secretary was very care-
fully and personally insuring that the De-
fense Establishment was ready to provide ef-
ficient and sufficient support to the fighting
elements in Vietnam," the study continues.
"From the records, the Secretary comes out
much more clearly for good management
than he does for any particular strategy."

The Secretary went to South Vietnam for
a four-day inspection starting July 16. The
study says that while he was in Saigon on
July 17, he received a cable from Deputy
Secretary of Defense Vance informing him
that the President had decided to gro ahead
with the plan to deploy 34 battalions.

"The debate was over," the analyst says.
"McNamara left Saigon bearing Westmore-
land recommendations for an even greater
Increase in forces. . . ."

The study says 34 battalions. This is not
entirely clear, because in his request Gen-
eral Westmoreland had asked for a total of
33, and if the battalions of the 173d Airborne
Brigade were added, the total would be 35.
The explanation apparently is that when
the Airmobile Division was finally organized,
It had eight rather than nine battalions. The
34 battalions were, of course, to be supplied
Immediately. The nine others were to be
requested later if needed.

The Pentagon analyst apparently did not
have access to White House memoranda, so
he is able to give only a sketchy account of
Mr. Johnson's role. But he says: "There is no
question that the key figure in the early
1965 buildup was the President."

On May 4, the President asked Congress for
a $700-milllon supplemental appropriation
"to meet mounting military requirements
in Vietnam."

"Kor ean I guarantee this will be thehat

request," he said in a message. "If our need
expands I will turn again to the Congres.
For we will do whatever must be done to in-
sure the safety of South Vietnam .rom ag-
gression. This is the firm and irrevocable
commitment of our people and nation."

On July 28, the President held a press
conference in which he said, "The lesson
bf history dictated that the U.S. commit
its strength to resist aggression In South
Vietnam."

As for the troop Increases, the President
said:

"I have asked the commanding general.
General Westmorcland, what more he needs
to meet this mounting aggression. He has
told me. We will meet-his needs.

"I have today ordered to Vietnam the Air-
mobile Division and certain other forces
which will raise our fighting strength from
75.000 to 125,000 men almost immediately.
Additional forces will be needed later, and
they will be sent as requested . . .

"I have concluded that it is not essential
to order Reserve units into service now."

"IT DOES NOT IMPLY CHANGE"

During the questioning after the an-
nouncement, this exchange took place:

"Q. Mr. President. does the fact that you
are sending additional forces to Vietnam im-
ply any change in the existing policy of re-
lying mainly on the South Vintnnmese to
carry out offensive operations and using
American forces to guard installations and to
act as emergency hack-up?

"A. It does not imply any change in policy
whatever. It does not imply change of ob-
jective."

On July 30, the Joint Chiefs approved 44
maneuver battalions for deployment, involv-
ing a total of 193,887 United States troops.
By the end of the year, United States forces
in South Vietnam numbered 184,314.

"The major participants in the decision
knew the choices and understood the conse-
quences." the study says in summation. The
decision taken in mid-July to commit 44
battalions of troops to battle in South Viet-
nam "was perceived as a threshold-entrance
into an Asian land war. The conflict was seen
to be long, with further U.S. deployments to
follow. The choice at that time was not
whether or not to negotiate, it was not
whether to hold on for a while or let go-the
choice was viewed as winning or losing South
Vietnam."

Cancer: Crusade to conquer, E5446.
Accompanying this decision to give Gen-

eral Westmoreland enough troops to embark
on the first phase of his searchf-and-destroy
strategy "was a subtle change of emphasis,"
the study says.

"Instead of simply denying the enemy vic-
tory and convincing him that he could not
win, the thrust became defeating the enemy
in the South. This was sanctioned implicitly
as the only way to achieve the U.S. objective
of a non-Communist South Vietnam.

"The acceptance of the search-and-de-
stroy strategy . . . left the U.S. commit-
ment to Vietnam open-ended. The implica-
tions in terms of manpower and money are
inescapable.

"Final acceptance of the desirability of
inflicting defeat on the enemy rather than
merely denying him victory opened the door
to an Indeterminate amount of additional
force."

Precisely what President Johnson and Sec-
retary of Defense McNamara expected their
decisions of July to bring within the near
term "is not clear." the study says "but
there are manifold indications that they were

,,prepared for a long war." t

)
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(From the Washington Post, June 18. 19711
DocuatENrs REVEAL U.S. EFFORT IN 1954 To

DELAY Vrrr ELECTIoN-I
(By Mr. Chalmers M. Roberts)

The Eisenhower administration, fearful
' that elections throughout North and South

Vietnam would bring victory to Ho Chi Minh.
fought hard but in vain at the 1954 Geneva
Conference to reduce the possibility that the
conference would call for such elections.

But the following year it was South Viet-
namnae President Ngo Dinh Diem, far moi
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than the American government, who was re-
sponsible for the elections' not taking place.
Diem flatly refused even to discuss the elec-
tions with the Communist regime in Hanoi.

These are among the facts emerging from
sections of the Pentagon study on the origins
of the Vietnam war, made available to The
Washington Post.

The chief architect of the American policy
of opposition to elections, as was well known
at the time, was President Eisenhower's Sec-
retary of State. John Foster Dulles. But it
was Eisenhower who had insisted on allied
support if he were to ask Congress for au-
thority to use American military force to
save the French army in Indochina in early
1954. The United States did not get that
allied support.

The origin of the idea of holding an elec-
tion in divided Vietnam, called for in the
Geneva accords of 1954, remains obscure. But
there is nothing obscure about Dulles' atti-
tude.

In.July of 1954. he sent a cable to various
American diplomats then struggling with the
problem. It said in part:

" Thus since undoubtedly true that
elections might eventually mean unification
Vietnam under Ho Chi Minh this makes it
all 'more important they should be only held
as long after ceasefire agreement as possible
and in conditions free from intimidation to
give democratic elements best chance. We
believe important that no date should be
set now and especially that no conditions
should be accepted by French which would
have direct or indirect effect of preventing
effective international supervision of agree-
ment ensuring political as well as military
guarantees."

Dulles went on to call attention to a joint
statement by President Eisenhower and Brit-
Ish Prime Minister Churchill in June, espe-
cially that part which spoke of achieving
"unity through free elections supervised by
the UN."

Later in July, shortly before issuance in
Geneva of the "final declaration" of the long
conference, a declaration that included the
statement that "general elections shall be
held in July 1956." Dulles cabled his unhap.
piness at the impending outcome.

He sent Walter Bedell Smith. the Under
Secretary of State who had returned to the
Geneva Conference to limit as much as pos-
sible what Dulles foresaw as the disastrous
outcome, a cable that said in part:

"While we don't want to take responsibility
of imposing our views on the French, I
feel particularly concerned about provisions
of paragraph 6 which gives the Control Com-
mission constituted as per SECTO 666 au-
thority also to control the general elections.
The ink is hardly dry on the Declaration of
President Eisenhower and Prime Minister
Churchill of June 29 to the effect that 'In
the case of nations now divided against their
will, we shall continue to seek unity through
free elections supervised by the UN to insure
that they are conducted fairly.' It Is rather
humiliating to see that Declaration now so
quickly go down the drain with our appar-
ent acquiescene."1

About a week before the above cable, and
after French Premier Pierre Mendes-rance
had asked that Dulles return to Geneva
and before Dulles agreed to send Smith as
his stand-in, Dulles cabled some of his
unhappiness to Nlendes-France via the Amer-
ican Embassy in Paris.

Dulles complained to Mendes-France of "a
whittling-away process, each stroke of which
may in itself seem unessential, but which
cumulatively could produce a result quite
different from that envisaged" in a seven-
point minimum program, agreed upon by
Britain and the United States, that he then
was trying to sell France.

He included this paragraph as illustrative
of that "whittling-away process."

"Allowing Communist forces to remain in
Northern Laos; accepting a Vietnam line cf
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military demarcation coniderable south of
Donghoi; neutralizing and lone word in-
distinctl demilitarizing. Laos. Cambodia and
Vietnam so as to impair their capacity to
maintain stable, noncommunit regimes: ac-
cepting elections so early and so ill-prepared
and ill-supervised as to risk the loss of the
entire area to Communism: accepting inter-
national supervision by a body which can-
not be effective because it includes a Com-
munist state which has veto power.'

In the end the election was called for, but
not without considerable argument at Ge-
neva. where the United States worked
through the French. But others had the im-
portant say.

Chief among these important people were
Chou En-lal, then as now Chinese Premier,
and V. M. Molotov, the Soviet Union's re-
doubtable foreign minister.

In June of 1954. Amerian Ambassador to
France Douglas Dillon cabled Dulles to re-
port conversations with Jean Chauvel. a key
diplomat at the conference. Chauvel re-
ported that Chou had "said that he recog-
nised that there were now two governments
in the territory of Vietnam, the Viet Minh
Government and the Vietnamese Govern-
ment. According to Chauvel, this was the
first time that Chou had recognized the
valid existence of the Vietnamese Govern-
ment."

As to elections, Dillon reported:
"Regarding the final political settlement,

Chou said this should be reached by direct
negotiations between the two governments in
Vietnam . . . Mendes at this point saad that
since the war had been going on for 8 years
and passions were high, it would take a long
time before elections could be held as the
people must be given a full opportunity to
cool off and calm down. Chou made no objec-
tion to this statement by Mendes and did not
press for early elections."

On June 19, Smith called on Molotov at his
Geneva villa. Ile fled a long report, with his
comment, which included this:

"In private conversations with Mr. Eden
and others, Communist delegates, in par-
ticular Chou En-lai, had taken an apparently'
reasonable view on Laos and Cambodia, but
that here again, when we came to the point
of trying to get open agreement on specific
points we were unable to do so. I specifically
mentioned Chou En-la's statements to Eden

- in which he said that China would have no
objections to recognizing the kingdoms of
Laos and Cambodia or to these States having
forces and arms sufficient to maintain se-
curity, or their remaining in French Union
so long as they were not used as military
bases by the United States. We could not dis-
agree with any of this, although if we kept
out the Chinese would have to keep out, and
these small states would have to be allowed
to join with their neighbors in whatever re-
gional security arrangements would best pro-
tect their integrity without constituting a
threat to any one else.

"Chou En-lai might be anxious about pos-
sibility of U.S. bases in Laos and Cambodia.
We wanted on our part to be sure that these
countries were not handed over to the Chi-
nese. Molotov said that while he did not
know about what attitude Chinese might
have on other questions in future, he could
assure me that Chinese attitude on this par-
ticular question was not at all unreasonable.
and that there was nothing in it which
would give rise to conflicts. ie added, how-
ever. that if we continued to take a one-
sided view and insist on one-sided solutions,
he must 'in all frankness say that this
would not succeed.

Smith told Molotov that "appearance of
'partition' was repugnant to US." and he re-
ported that "in regard to U.S. aversion to
partition, he [Molotovl said that this prob-
Ism could easily be solved by holding elec-
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tionV nt once, which would decide 'ot way
or ilhe oilier.'"

wile,% Moilitov inticated Smith might en-
outrre the French to agree, "I replied" re-

ported Smith "that U.S. was not one of prin-
cipals to Indochinese dispute and did not
cast deciding vote, to which Molotov re-
marked 'maybes o, but you have veto, that
word I hear you use so often.' "

In his "comment." Smith cabled:
"It is probable that initial Soviet tactics

were to forestall US intervention in the Delta
by some kind of compromise formula Involv-
ing Hanoi and Haiphong If it appeared that
such intervention were imminent. The re-
cent raising of the ante in negotiations here
by the Communist side probably reflects an
estimate on their part that our intervention
is improbable and that they are safe to go
ahead there, keeping, of course, a sharp eye
out for indications of change in our attitude."

Dulles had fought any partition of Viet-
nam but Chauvel reported in Geneva in June
to U. Alexis Johnson of the American dele-
gation that "there had been conversation
between Vietnamese and Viet Minh in which
Viet Minh had made it clear that only two
alternatives were coalition government or
partition."

The same day Dulles cabled that the sug-
gestion then surfacing for a line dividing
Vietnam at the "Thakhek-Donghol line,
coupled with rapid Delta deterioration, is
leading us to reexamine possible defacto par-
tition Vietnam."

Both Dulles and the Joint Chiefs of Staff
had opposed partition and/or elections. In
April of 1954 Dulles cabled Dillon in Paris
and American Ambassador Winthrop Ald-
rich in Iondon a summary of what he had
told French Ambassador Henri Bonnet on the
eve of the Geneva Conference.

In part, it said that "division of Indochina
impractical. Quote Mixed Unquote govern-
ment would be beginning of disaster." Both,
he said would lead to a "face-saving form-
ula to cover surrender of French Union
forces."

A March memorandum from the Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Adm. Arthur
Radford, to Secretary of Defense Charles Wil-
son on the JCS views about the then-im-
pending negotiations said this about "es-
tablishment of a coalition government:"

"The acceptance of a settlement based
upon the establishment of a coalition gov-
ernment in one or more of the Associated
States IVietnnm, Laos and Camboda) would
open the way for the ultimate seizure of
control by the Communists under conditions
which might preclude timely and effective
external assistance in the prevention of such
seizure,"

In a paragraph about "self-determination
through free elections." the JCS said in part:

"The Communists, by virtue of their su-
perior capability in the field of propaganda,
could readily pervert the issue as being a
choice between national independence and
French colonial rule. Furthermore, it would
be militarily infeasible to prevent widespread
intimidation of voters by Communist
partisans. WhIle it is obviously impossible to
make a dependable forecast as to the outcome
of a free election, ctirrent intelligence leads
the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the belief that a
settlement based upon free elections would
be attended by almost certain loss of the
Associated S'ates to Communist control."

"Lo;er term" results of such a loss, said
the JCS, "inclving the gravest threats to
'fundamental United States security interests
in the Far East and even to the stability and
security of Europe could be expected to en-
sue."'.

By the time the Geneva Conference opened,
as has been known for many years, the United
States had actively considered the idea of
military intervention. The documents made
available to The Washington Post reflect this
consideration at many pointa..

For example, n Janary, 19r4, meeting of
the l'reruidenit'n peclal Cornmitte.e on Iinno-
chia i dkieuis.eid r'tling vnrioit aircrft to
the French ras well as 200 military mechanics.
Deputy Defense Secretary Roger Kyes "quies-
tioned" whether sending the men "would
not so commit the U.S. to support
the French that we must be prepared
eventually for complete intervention, Includ-
ing use of U.S.combat forces." State's Under-
secretary Smith disagreed, saying "we were
sending maintenance forces not ground
forces. He felt, however, that the importance
of winning in Indochina was so great that
if worst came to the worst he personally
would favor intervention with U.S. air and
naval forces-not ground forces."

Kyes said he "felt this consideration was
so important that it should be put to the
highest level. The President himself should
decide. General Smith agreed."

But there were contrary voices as well.
Late in January, Sen. John Stennis (D-
Miss.), then a low-ranking member and now
chairman of the Armed Services Commit-
tee, wrote Secretary Wilson to say that "I
have been impressed for some time that we
have been steadily moving closer and closer
to participation in the war in Indo-China."

He said he did not object to policy thus far
but that "it seems to me that we should cer-
tainly stop short of sending our troops or air-
men to this area, either for participation in
the confict or as instructors. As always, when
we send one group, we shall have to send an-
other to protect the first and we shall thus
be fully involved in a short time."

The available papers do not include a re-
sponse from Wilson to the senator.

Earlier that month, President Eisenhower
approved the policy statement set at the
National Security Council table two days
earlier on "United States objectives and
courses of action with respect to Southeast
Asia." It began with a sweeping statement
of "general considerations," one foreshadow-
ed in the Truman administration and to be
continued in one form or another, as the doc-
uments show, into the Johnson administra-
tion.

"I. Communist domination, by whatever
means, of all Southeast Asia would serious-
ly endanger in the short term, and critically
endanger in the longer term, United States
security interests.

"a. In the conflict in Indochina, the Com-
munist and non-Communist worlds clearly
confront one another on the field of battle.
The loss of the struggle in Indochina, in ad-
dition to its impact in Southeast Asia and
in South Asia, would therefore have the most
serious repercussions on U.S. and free world
interests in Europe and elsewhere.

"b. Such is the interrelation of the coun-
tries of the area that effective contraction
would be. immediately necessary to prevent
the loss of any single country from leading
to submission to or an alignment with com-
munism by the remaining countries of
Southeast Asia and Indonesia. Further-
more, in the event all of Southeast Asia falls
under communism, an alignment with com-
munism of India, and in the longer term,
of the Middle East (with the probable ex-
ceptions of at least Pakistan and Turkey)
could follow progressively. Such widespread
alignment would seriously endanger the sta-
bility and security of Europe.

"c. Communist control of all of South-
east Asia and Indonesia would threaten the
U.S. position in the Pacific offshore island
chain and would seriously jeopardize funda-
mental U.S. security interests in the Far
East.

"d. The loss of Southeast Asia would have
serious economic consequences for many na-
tions of the free world and conversely would
add significant resources to the Soviet bloc.
Southeast Asia, Especially Malaya and In-
donesia, is the principal world source of
natural rubber and tin, and a producer of

petrolr'um annt other at.rnf.eeInally impor-
Iant cniniowiltii.ie. 'Tho rice exports of Mir-
na. Intdochina nd Thailand are critically
important to Malnya Ceylon and Hong
Kong and are of considerable significance
to Japan and India, all important areas of
free Asia. Furthermore; this irea has an
important potential as a market for the in-
dustrialized countriesof the free world.

"e. The loss of Southeast Asia, especially
of Malaya and Indonesia, could result in
such economic and political pressures in Ja-
pan as to make it extremely difficult to pre-
vent Japan's eventual accommodation to
communism."

While the NSC study stated that "overt
Chinese Communist attack on any part of
Southeast Asia is less probable than con-
tinued Communist efforts to achieve domi-
nation through armed rebellion or subver-
sion," the possibility of war with China was
explored. It was stated that "in the event the
United States participates in the fighting,
there is a substantial risk that the Chinese
Communists would intervene."

The immediate aim was to help the French
by expediting, "and if necessary" increasing
aid, to "assist them in:

"a. An aggressive military, political and
psychological program, including covert op-
erations, to eliminate organized Viet Minh
forces by mid-1955.

"b. Developing indigenous armed forces,
including logistical and administrative serv-
ices, which will eventually be capable of
maintaining internal security without assist-
ance from French units."

In the event of Chinese intervention, the
NSC concluded, the United Nations should
be asked to call on member nations to "take
whatever action may be necessary . . . to
meet such an aggression." Whether or not
the U.N. did act, it was proposed, the United
States either under U.N. auspices or in con-
cert with France, Britain and "other friendly
governments" should take such steps as in-
terdicting Chinese communication lines "in-
cluding those in China," and, "if appro-
priate," also establish a joint "naval blockade
of Communist China and "as desirable and
feasible" utilize Chinese Nationalist forces
"in military operations in Southeast Asia,
Korea, or China proper."

The NSC paper noted that if such actions
as those outlined indeed were taken "the
United States should recognize that it may
become involved in an all-out war with Com-
munist China, and possibly with the USSR
and the rest of the Soviet bloc, and should
therefore proceed to take large-scale mobili-
zation measures."

Military studies suggested that if the
United States were to be involved on the
ground "seven U.S. divisions or their equiva-
lent, with appropriate naval and air support.
would be required to win a victory in Indo-
china if the French withdrew and the Chi-
nese Communists did not intervene." These
were the words of the "Army position" on
one NSC action memorandum.

But President Eisenhower, although he had
approved the planning, wanted both Con-
gressional approval and allied participation
for any American intervention. An April tele-
gram from Dulles to Dillon reported that
"Congressional action would be required.
After conference at highest level. I must con-
firm this position." He added: "US is doing
everything possible" to "prepare public, Con-
gressional and Constitutional basis for
united action in Indochina. However, such
action is impossible except on coalition basis
with active British Commonwealth's partici-
pation. Meanwhile US prepared. as has been
demonstrated, to do everything short of bel-
ligerency."

But Dulles had trouble rounding up allies,
especially the British. Dulles reported to
Smith on an April 27 talk with Foreign Sec-
retary Anthony Eden in London and found
Zdep worrying that MIlitary intervention

Efj 62..#;
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would be "a bigger affair than Korea," where
hostilities had ended less than a year earlier.

A few days later Dulles summarized his.
Ifndings. in part, this way:

"UK attitude Is one of increasing weakness.
British seem to feel that we are disposed to
accept present risks of a Chinese war and
t.his. coupled with their fear that we would
start using atomic weapons, has badly fright-
ened them."

Dulles confessed to uncertainty by adding
that "I do not underestimate the immense
difficulty of our finding the right course in
thIs troubled situation. Nor do I mean to
imply that this is the moment for a bold or
war-like course. I lack here the US political
and NSC judgments needed for overall eval-
uation."

Summary statements in the papers avail-
able to The Washington Post do not include
any Eisenhower decision not to intervene at
any of the several points during 1954 when
that was under consideration. The closest
thing to a clear definition of the chief execu-
tive's thinking is a May memorandum to the
Secretary of Defense and the Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs by Robert Cutler, the special
assistant to the President who handled NSC
affairs.

Cutler reported on a meeting in the Presi-
dent's office with only President Eisenhower.
Dules and Cutler present, at which the chief
executive approved instructions for Smith.
then in Geneva. It was essentially an ex-
presston of unhappiness over Eden's pro-
posals, which fell far short of intervention.

Point 3. however, was expressive of the
President's frame of mind. It said "The
United States will not agree to a 'white man's
party' to determine the problems of the
Southeast Asian nations."

In the available papers there is no evi-
dence of a post-Geneva American effort to
prevent the elections throughout all of Viet-
nam from taking place.

The Soviets had "proposed June 1955"
according to one report from Geneva but they
and the Chinese and the North Vietnamese
had finally agreed to only 1956. But South
Vietnam which the telegrams make clear
had been told almost nothing about the
secret Geneva talks although there was a
Saigon delegation present, never accepted
the Geneva accords, then or to this day.

A summary paper does as part of the
Pentagon papers by an unnamed analyst put
the outcome this way:

"As the deadline for consultations ap-
proached (20 July 1955) Diem was increas-
Jngly explicit that he did not consider free
elections possible In North Vietnam, and
had no intention of consulting with the
DRV concerning them. The U.S. did not-
as is often alleged-connive with Diem to
Ignore the elections. U.S. State Department
records indicate that Diem's refusal to be
bound' by the Geneva Accords and his oppo-
sitIon to pre-election consultations were at
his own initiative.

"However, the U.S. which had expected
elections to be held, and up until May 1055.
had fully supported them, shifted its position
in the face of Diem's opposition, and of the
evidence then accumulated about the op-
pressive nature of the rerime in North Viet-
nam. "In es'.encc". a State Department his-
torlcal study found. 'our position would be
that the whole subject of consultation and
elections in Vietnam should be let up to the
Vctnarnee themselves and not dictated by
c':ternal arrangements which one of the
parties never accepted and still rejects.'"

On Jan. 19, 1961. President Eisenhower
met in the oval room of the White House
with President-elect John F. Kennedy. The
President sad that "Laos is the key to the
entIre area of Southeast Asia." The Presi-
dent-elect asked "how long it would take to
put a U.S. division into Laos."

There was no discussion of Vietnam. That
would become the problem for President
Kennedy-and President Johnson-and
President Nixon.

fFrom the Washington Post, June 19, 1971
VrET STUDY SAYS BoMEInSO LULL PssuREz

Mov-l
(By Murrey Marder)

Johnson Administration strategists had
almost no expectation that the many pauses
in the bombing of North Vietnam between
1965 and 1968 would produce peace talks but
belieVed they would help placate domestic
and world opinion, according to the Defense
Department's study of those war years.

The Pentagon study discloses that some
strategists planned to use unproductive
bombing pauses as a justification for escalat-
Ing the war. This idea was first outlined pri-
vately by U.S. officials soon after the bomb-
Ing of the North began in 1965. These plan-
ners regarded -the lulls in bombing as a
"ratchet" to reduce tension and then in-
tensify It, to produce "one more turn of the
screw" in order to "crack the enemy's re-
sistance to negotiations." the report 

states.
Throughout these years American officials

regarded their terms for peace as virtually
irreconcilable with conditions offered by
North Vietnam and the Vietcong. They rec-
ognized that the terms for peace talks would
have to be eased before negotiations could
even begin.

The United States eventually relaxed Its
terms on March 31. 1908. The occasion was
President Johnson's dramatic television an-
nouncement that he would not run for re-
election. At the same time he also announced
an indefinite halt to some of the bombing
and Hanoi, to the surprise of most U.S. ex&
perts, agreed to start preliminary talks.

Through the 1965-1968 period, the most
uncompromising U.S. planners insisted that
the enemy would interpret the pauses in the
bombing as a sign of American softness, the
report states. Consequently, the failure of
the Communist side to make a conciliatory
response to each bombing lull was used as
an argument for escalating U.S. involvement
either in the air over North Vietnam, or on
the ground in South Vietnam, and usually
both.

President Johnson was often caught in the
crossfire between the hawks and doves over
this issue, as he often protested in private.

The Pentagon review also throws signifi-
cant new light on the public controversy of
recent years about who was primarily re-
sponsible for urging the President to order
the partial bombing halt of March 31, 1968,
to halt U.S. escalation, and to start negotia-
tions

Former Defense Secretary Clark M. Clif-
ford was lauded by his supporters as the
adviser who ledhwhat came tobe called the
"struggle for the mind of the President."
President Johnson on Feb. 6, 1970, publicly
labeled that claim "totally Inaccurate." Pres-
ident Johnson ridiculed the cinm that there
was any struggle for his mind and said that
Instead it was his most continually loyal
lieutenant, Secretary of State Dean Riunk-
and not Clifford-who first suggested the
partial bomb halt on March 5 or 0, 168 and
that Mr. Johnson immediately instructed
him to "get on your horses" and produce an
operating proposal swiftly.

The newly disclosed Pentagon study-
which is admittedly incomplete. especially
on White House and State Departmentactiv-
itles-presents information that shows a far
more complex background for the President's
critical March 31 decision than either party
to the continuing public debate has offered
so far.

The new documentation asserts, In part,
that the idea of a bombing limitation was
aired Inside the Johnson Administration at
least as early as, 1966 by Robert S. McNamara,
then Defense Secretary, and explored by As
Alstant Sewretary John MNaughton. Accord-
ing to this account, It was Under Secretary
of State Nicholas deB. Katzenbach in May.
1967, who first specifically proposed a "terri-

torisly limited bomb halt" which is what

finally was put into effect at the 20th Parallel
of North Vietnam.

This study also confIrms, however, that in
early March, 190., it wa Ru'.k. as President
Johnson said, rather than Clifford. who pro-
posed the partial bombing halt to the Presi-
dent at that time.

But the new documntation also indicates
that Ruik's objectives may have differed
from Clifford's. Clifford, a "hawk" who sud-
denly turned "dove" soon after-but not Im-
mediately after-he replaced McNamara as
Defense Secretary on March 1, 1068. became
convinced, as he later wrote, "that the mili-
tary course we were pursuing was not only
endless, but hopeless."

Clifford's goal was to change the course
of the war. Rusk's fund.rnental commitment
to achieving the original goals of the war
was unchanged.

U.S. Intelligence had pointed out that the
weather for bombing over the North was
turning bad, and "It Is not until May that
more than four good bombing days per
month can bo anticipated." The prevailing.
view, therefore, was that the United States
was risking only another limited bombing
"pause."

A State Department advisory cable later in
March to all U.S. cmbassies abroad, cited In
the Pentagon study, in part said precisely
that:

". . . You should make clear that Hanoi
Is most likely to denounce the (partial bomb
halt and the accompanying offer to Hanoi to
'not take advantage' of it) project and thus
free our hand after a short period . . .

"In view of weather limitations, bombing
nort-h of the 20th Parallel will in any event
be limited at least for the next four weeks or
so-which we tentatively envisage as a maxi-
mum testing period in any event. Hence, we
are not giving up anything really serious in
this time frame."

"Moreover," the message to U.S. ambassa-
dors continued, "aLr power now being used
north of 20th can probably be used in Laos
(where no policy change planned) and in
SVN." (South Vientamn).

"Insofar as our announcement foreshadows
any possibility of a complete bombing stop-
page, in the event Hanoi really exercises re-
ciprocal restraints, we regard this as un-
likely . . ."

According to the study, the Initial para-
graph of this previously unpublished cable-
gram emphasized what the United States
had expressed with each previous bombing
pause, a priority on continuing U.S. "resolve"
to pursue the war if necessary:

"You should call attention," ambassadors
were Instructed initially, "to force increases
that would be announced at the same time"
(as the partial bomb halt) "and would make
clear our continuing resolve. Also our top
priority to re-equipping ARVN) South Viet-
namese) forces."

The message clearly did not anticipate the
President's r.tartling announcement at the
end of his March 31 speech. that he was tak-
ing himself out of the 1968 election race in
order to try to bring the war to an end and
unify the war-fractured nation.

Between 19G5 and 19G. optimistic fore-
casts about the war repeatedly collapsed. the
U.S. strategists attempted every form of mil-
Itary pressure they cAuld d'vre to crack the
Communist will to pursue the war in South
Vietnam-within limit-, Prcsident John:,on
imposed to avoid open. big-power warfare.

As outlined in The Washington Post FrI-
day, the Pcntagon study reported that the
risk of a major war was recognized as early
as the Eisenhower Administration. A Na-
tional Security Council paper of that period
stated: ". . . The United States should rec-
ognize that it may become involved in an
all-out war wIth Communist China, and pos-
sibly with the USSR .. ."

The study shows that from the earliest
days of the Johnson AdministratIon's mas-
sive expansion of the war, many U.S. plan-
ners had a more pessimistic assessment of
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the duration of the war, the cost, and the
price of a settlement than was ever com-
municated to the public.

For example, a month before the partial
U.S. halt in the bombing of North Vietnam,
the Pentagon survey shows that the Central
Intelligenco Agency in February forecast the
critical issues to be faced to reach any peace
settlement:

If the United States stopped bombing
North Vietnain (as it did on Nov. 1, 1968 by
President Johnson's order after the first
Paris peace talks paved the way for that de-
cision), the CIA projected that North Viet-
nam would engage in "exploration of issues.
but would not moderate its terms for a final
settlement or stop fighting in the South."

There would be two key demands from
the Communist sade. the 1968 CIA analysis
said: "the establishment of a new 'coali-
tion' government, which would in fact if not
in appearance be tinder the domination of
the Communists. Secondly, they would insist
on a guaranteed withdrawal of nll U.S. forces
within some precisely defined period."

It was presumably for these, or related ren-
sons, that Dean Musk and others who shared
his viewpoint were convinced in 19G8, it is
known from sources other than the Pentagon
review. that no negotiated pence settlement
could come out of the Paris talks. Rusk was
convinced that the United States would hold
to its fundaimental objectives in South Vi-
etnan and that North Vienam woul4 do
exactly the same for theirs.

According to the Pentagon documents, in
a memorandumm" which Ruak wrote in July,
1965, which is not otherwise identified, "Rusk
stated bluntly" that:

'The central objective of the United States
in South Vietnam must be to insure that
North Vietnam not succeed in taking over
or determining the future of South Viet-
nam by force. We must accomplish this ob-
jcetive without a general war if possible."

The document then quotes Rusk on what
he, and President Johnson and other officials
often said publicly and privately:

"The integrity of the U.S. commitment is
the principal pillar of peace throughout the
world. If that commitment becomes unrel-
able, the Communist world would certainly
draw conclusions that would lead to our ruin
and almost certainly- to a catastrophic
war . . ."

From the time of the Tonkin Gulf incident
of August, 1964 onward, the Pentagon re-
view shows, private warnings against any
"rush to the conference table" were repeated
through the top layer of the U.S. govern-
ment. In 1964, and more so in 1965. South
Vietnam's troops were in real danger of out-
right Communist defeat, as American offi-
cials publicly admitted only long afterward
when the introduction of large U.S. forces
relieved the danger.

This admonition against the risk of peace
talks at a time when Communist forces were
threatening to take control in Saigon was
shared equally by McNamara and his asso-
clates and many others throughout govern-
ment who later became discouraged about
the course of U.S. policy.

A July, 1965. McNamara memorandum
quoted in the review advocates combining
political and military initiatives, but with
priority on the latter.

"At the same time as we are taking steps
to *urn the tide in South Vietnam," Mc-
Namara said. the United States should open
a "dialogue" with the Soviet Union, North
Vietnam and "perhaps even with the VC"
(Vietcong) to make diplomatic overtures for
"laying the groundwork for a settlement
when the time is ripe... "

Although McNamara authorized this Pen-
tagon historical review, the unidentified
analyst's caustic comment about these and
other political initiatives suggested by Mc-
Namara was: "McNamara's essentially pro-
cedural (as opposed to substeative) recom-

mendations amounted to little more than
saying that the United States should pro-
vide channels for the enemy's discreet and
relatively fnce-saving surrender when he de-
cided that the game had grown too costly."

The reviewer's commentary ndds: "This
was, in fact, what official Washington (ngain
with the exception of Ball) meant in mid-
1905 when it spoke of a 'political settle-
ment.' " Ball is Under Secretary of State
George W. Ball, then the only "dove" in the
top layer of the administration. A footnote
adds that even McNamara's viewpoint "went
too far" for Henry Cabot Lodge, then Am-
bassador-designate to Saigon, "whose view
was that 'any further initiative by us now
(before we are strong) would simply harden
the Communist resolve not to stop fighting."

The Pentagon study credits McNamara and
the late Assistant Secretary for Internal Se-
curity Affairs John McNaugtiton in July,
1965, with proposing a major 37-day bomb
halt at the end of the year. The first pause
in the air war was a five-day suspension, in
May, 1965. The review, which is especially
incomplete on White House actions, states
that tho five-day pause was "apparently in-
spired by the President himself in an effort to
see if the North Vietnamese government-
which had previously indicated that any
progress towards a settlement would be im-
possible so long as its territory was being
bombed-would respond with de-escalatory
measures of its own."

The reviewer comments:
"To have expected a meaningful response

in so short a time, given the complexity of
the political relationships not only within
the North Vietnamese government and party,
but also between Hanoi and the NLF (Na-
tional Liberation Front) in the South, and
between Hanoi and its separate (and quar-
reling) supporters within the Communist1

world, was to expect the impossible."
In projecting his ideas for what came to

be the 37-day bombing interregnum, a Mc-
Naniara memorandum to the President of
Nov. 30, 1965 stated:

"It is my belief that there should be a
three- or four-week pause . . . in the pro-
gram of bombing the North before we either
greatly increase our troop deployments to
Vietnam or intensify our strikes against the
North

"The reasons for this belief are, first, that
we must lay a foundation in the mind of the
American public and in world opinion for
such an enlarged phase of the war and, sec-
ond, we should give North Vietnam a face-
saving chance to stop the aggression."

The Pentagon analyst adds:
"John McNaughton had perfectly en-

capsulated the Washington establishment's
view of a bombing pause the previous July,
when he had noted in pencil in the margin
of a draft memorandum the words 'RT [i.e.
Rolling Thunder] (Incl. Pause), ratchet,'
The image of a ratchet, such as the device
which raises the net on a tennis court, back-
ing off tension between each phase of in-
creasing it, was precisely what MNaughton

' and McNamara, William Bundy and Alexis
Johnson at State, and the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, had in mind when they thought of a
pause. The only danker was, as McNamara
put it in his memorandum of 3 November,
'being trapped in a status quo cease-fire or in
negotiations which, though unaccompanied
by real concessions by the VC, made it
politically costly for us to terminate the
Pause."

"Rolling Thunder" referred to the bombing
campaign against North Vietnam.

The study states - that "McNamara and
McNaughton were optimistic that, by skill-
ful diplomacy," it would be possible to avoid
getting "trapped" in such a way.

But the Joint. Qhiefs of Staff, the chron-
ology continues, "tvho were professionally
distrustful of the diplomatic art and of the
ability of the political delsion-makers in

Washington to resist the pressures from the
'peace movement' in the United States were
not so sure.

"The Chiefs (echoing Gen. Westmoreland
and Admiral Sharp) were also opposed to
any measures which would, even momen-
tnrily, reduce the pressure on North Viet-
nam." Gen. William C. Wet moreland was
then U.S. military commander in South
Vietnam: Admiral U. S. G. Sharp was U.S.
commander in chief in the Pacific.

At that point, according to the review. a
State Department "paper-speaking for Sec-
retary Rusk-came down against a bombing
pause."

The Pentagon study said that after review-
ing pro and con arguments, the State mem-
orandum said: "On balance, Che arguments
against the pause are convincing to the
Secretary of State, who recommends that it
not be undertaken at the present time.

"The Secretary . . . believes that a pause
should be undertaken only when and if the
chances are significantly greater than they
now appear that Hanoi would repond by
reciprocal actions leading in the direction of
a peaceful settlement.

"Hle further believes that, from the stand-
point of international and dometlc opinion.
a pause might become an overriding require-
ment only if we were about to reach the ad-
vanced stages of an extrapolated Rolling
Thunder program involving extensive air
operations in the Hano/Halphong area.

"Since the Secretary of State believes that
such advanced stages are not in themselves
desirable until the tide in the South is more
favorable, he does not feel that, even accept-
ing the point of view of the Secretary of
Defense, there is now -any international re-
quirement to consider a 'Pause.'"

The review states that on the same day
the State viewpoint was received McNaugh-
ton informed McNamara in a memorandum
that Rusk's basic "assumption" was "that a
bombing pause was a 'card' which could be
'played' only once.

"In fact, McNaughton wrote. 'It is more
reasonable to think that it could be played
any number of times, with the arguments
against it, but not those for it. becoming less
valid each time.'" The analysis said that
one chief reason why the Defense Depart-
ment wanted the "pause" was "that even if
it were to produce no response from Hanoi,
it might set the stage or another pause, per-
haps late in 1966, which might be more 'pro-
ductive.' "

According to the Pentagon review, Presi-
dent Johnson, for reasons not revealed in
the documents "delayed positively commit-
ting himself either for or against a pause
until very shortly before the actual pause
began." The reviewer cites additional argu-
ments for and against a pause, submitted by
Assistant Secretary of State William P.
Bundy on Dec. 1.

While the Bundy memorandum lacked any
recommendations the unnamed analyst's as-
sessment of it was that it "amounted . . . to
the contention that just as the United States
could not afford to initiate a bombing pause
that might fail to produce negotiations and
a deescalation, neither could it afford to ini-
tiate one that succeeded."

The interests of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
according to the survey, transcended argu-
ments about pauses which they consistently
resisted. The military chiefs, it was stated
"pressed throughout the autumn and winter
of 19G5-66 for permission to expand the
bombing virtually into a program of strategic
bombing aimed at all industrial and econom-
Ic resources as well as at all Interdiction
targets."

The review stated, "The Chiefs did so, it
may be added, despite the steady stream of
memorandum from the intelligence com-
munity consistently expressing skepticism
that bombing of any conceivable sort (that is,
say except bombing aimed primarily at the
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'destruction of North Vietnam's population) nam in an attempt to cut infiltration. The secure and safeguiard important military in-
could either persuade Hanoi to nerrotiate a 1,dca, according to the survey, "was first pro- stallations like the airbase at Danang. They
settlement on US/GVN terms or effectively posed in January, 1906. by Roger Fisher of have the associated mission of actlvcly pa-
limit hanoi's ability to infiltrate men and Harvard Law School in one of his periodic trolling and securing action in and near the
supplies into the South." mcmos to McNaughton." arca thus safcguardcd."

This then was the tenor of much of the The Joint Chiefs protested that to man the "If help is reque.'ted by appropriate Viet-
debate behind the scenes while U.S. Ambas- barrier would take even to eight divisions namese commanders, Gen. Wce;tmoreand also
sador W. Averell Harriman. the President's on the ground, extensive air resources, and as has authority within the a:igned mL-,sion to
chief searcher for peace, and other U.S. en- much as three and a half to four years to employ the-e troops in support of Vietnamese
voys, were circling the globe for 37 days in a complete the combined air and ground fence forces faced with aggressive attack. . . ."
spectacular search for negotiations. which Adm. Sharp at CINCPAC labeled "im- Thus the last two paragraphs, although

The documents show that at the end of practical." Instead, CINCPAC favored "the still avoiding the full truth, soften the im-
this pause period, with the Joint Chiefs relentlcss application of force" to curtail pact of the first and patently false paragraph.
pressing for more bombing, inside the Penta- "North Vietnam's war-making capacity." Again in late November 1904 the Adminis-
gon McNaughton was examining the overall McNamo'ra asked a group of Cambridge, tration's topmost circle, according to pub-
situation and suggesting some major changes Mass., experts including Jerome Weisner of lished material, agreed to adopt a "deter-
In U.S. policy. the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, mined action program" aimed at putting

McNaughton said in early 1906 that South and George Kistakowsky and Karl Kaysen pressure on Hanoi and raising South Viet-
Vietnam's forces were "tired, passive and ac- of Harvard to study the idea. names morale. A draft position paper of
commodatlon prone," while North Vietnam President Johnson approved 'the barrier Nov. 29 charts a two-phase bombing program
and the Vietcong "are effectively matching concept. But the record reports a "running as a key element in this plan-possible re-
our deployments." The effect of bombing on battle" over strategy continued through 1967. praisal strikes against North Vietnam and a
reinforcing infiltration into the South was Inside the administration, the review re- U.S. readiness to conduct sustained bombing
,uncertain. In addition, said McNaughton, ports that during 1967 the tide began to turn against the North.
"pacification is stalled despite efforts and Inside the government. A consensus of civil- At a press conference. on Nov. 28, a pre-
hopes." Sagon's "political infrastructure is plans registered opposition "either in whole or scent reporter asked the President:
moribund and weaker'" than the Vietcong's in part" to the military calls for intensify- ' "Is expansion of the Vietnam war into
in rural areas, and "South Vietnam is near Ingwarfare. Laos or North Vietnam a live possibility at
the edge of serious inflation and economic But the military chiefs turned to a power- this point?"
chaos." ful ally. Sen. John C. Stennis (D-Miss.), Mr. Johnson, in a lengthy reply, allowed

"The present U.S. objective in Vietnam," chairman of the Senate's Preparedness Sub- that his top advisers were then meeting, but
said McNaughton, "is to avoid humiliation." committee. Stennis' committee agreed with in the operative part of his response said:
McNaughton's central point, according to the Joint Chiefs' claims that they were being "I anticipate that there will be no dramatic
the review, was that both the Communist unjustifiably restricted on bombing targets announcement (emphasis added) to come
side and the United States, In the reviewer's in North Vietnam. The report was recorded out of these meetings except in the form of
words, "should consider coming to terms," under a section heading, "Senator Stennis your speculation."
because, in part, "we are in an escalating mU- Forces an Escalation." This was literally true but substantively
Itary stalemate." The pressure on the President was effec- misleading. No dramatic announcement was

McNaughton said that the U.S. objective tive, since added brief bombing pauses dur- made but the meetings all but sealed the
of preventing a Communist takeover by force ing 1967 "produced, as expected, no major dramatic decision to launch the two-phase
"does not necessarily rule out'" a "coalition breakthrough to peace," the analysis say. bombing program that began in February.
government including Communists." Then came the jolting, still-disputed conse- Administration leaders rarely made out-In the reviewer's words, McNaughton was quences of the massive Communist offensive right misstatements about the crucial eventsmaintaining that the U.S. commitmeri could at Tet, starting Jan. 31, 1968, smashing at
'be fulfilled "considerably short of victory." South Vietnam's cities and assaulting the op- the areadimonths up to July 1965do ents

"It takes time to make hard decisions," timism created in the United States about say, the United States entered into an open-
McNaughton wrote. "It took us almost a year progress in the war.sandeUmitetand nsnandopen
to take the decision to bomb North Vietnam; The pressures to put a ceiling on the Amer- ended commitment and an Aian land war.
it took us weeks to decide on a pause; it could Ican share of the war became immerse. Pres-. Perhaps Defense Secretary Robert S. Mc-
take us months (and could involve lopping dent Johnson did so, and banked his hopes Namara came as close as any to complete
some white as well as brown heads) to get instead on the peace table. falsification In his testimony before the Sen-
us in position to go for a compromise. We - ate Foreign Relations Committee in Febru-
should not expect the enemy's molasses to (From the Washington Post, June 20, 1971 ary, 1968.
pour any faster than ours. And we should LBJ SHOWN AS CRAry, BUT No Lia% The Committee was exploring the origins
'tip the pitchers' now, if we want them to of the Tonkin Gulf Resolution, the authority
'pour' a year from now." (By Bernard D. Nossiter) on which the Johnson regime relied to en-

Yet while advocating a "lowering of sights A comparison of the Johnson administra- large the war. Sen. William Fulbright (D-
from victory to compromise," McNaughton tion's public remarks with the material that Ark.), the chairman, was attempting to dis-
acknowledged that this would "unhinge" the has been published from the Pentagon's pri- cover whether the administration had decid-
Saigon regime and give North Vietnam "the vate study of the Vietnam war discloses a ed well in advance of the August incidents In
smell of blood." Therefore, he said that to public record marked by half-truths, careful the Tonkin Gulf to ask Congress for a broad
follow this course "requires a willingness to ambiguities, and misleading and deceptive grant of authority. The dialogue went like
escalate the war if the enemy miscalculates, statements rather than flatfooted untruths. this:
misinterpreting our willingness to compro- What appears at first glance to be the The Chairman: Mr. Secretary d'd you see
misc as implying that we are on the run.". grossest misstatement in public frequently the contingency draft of what became the

McNamara, who had recently visited South turns out, on close examination, to contain Southeast Asia resolution before , it was
Vietnam, recommended increased air and a phrase or word that saves it from the label ready?
ground measures in January, 1966, in a mem- "lie." Secretary McNamara: Mr. Chairman, I read
orandum to the President. The review said, For example, on April 1, 1965, according in the newspaper a few weeks ago there had
however, that McNamara in a November to the published documents, Mr. Johnson been such a contingency draft,. I don't be
memorandum also said "we have but two secretly made a fateful decision, ordering the lieve I ever saw It . . . But I can't testify%
options . . . one is to go now for" a com- 3500 Marines In Vietnam to shift from a absolutely that I didn't. My memory is not
promise solution. . . . The other Is to stick static defense of the base at Danang to of- clear on that.
with our stated objectives and with the war, fensive actions. This was the beginning of
and provide what it takes in men and mate- an offensive combat role for U.S. ground ExECUTIVE COMMITTEE
rial. . . " troops. In fact, the Executive Committee of the

The report states that McNamara did not The first public hint of this change came National Security Council-which included
commit himself to a "compromise" solution on June 8 when a State Department spokes- MNamara-had decided after its meetings
and "The President, of course, decided man said that "American forces would be on May 24 and 25, 1964 to seek a Congres-
against it." available for combat support." The next day, sional resolution (authorizing "all measures"

But McNamara was to become disen- the White House put out a statement assert- to assist South Vietnam. Thus, McNamara
chanted with the effectiveness of constantly ing: and the others had approved a draft of the
increased bombing as Rolling Thunder soared "There has been no change in the mission. Tonkin Gulf resolution nearly ten weeks be-
into tremendous bombing tonnages which . of United States ground combat units in fore the attack on the American destroyers

McNamara appeared to take pleasure In Vietnam In recent days or weeks. The Presi- In those waters.
citing publicly. dent has issued no order of any kind in this Even here, McNamara's choice of words to

"Disenthralled" by the inability of the regard to Gen. Westmoreland recently or at the Senate Committee is artful. He says he
bombing to alter the escalating pattern of any otheF. time." didn't believe he saw the draft and it is con-
the war. the review states, McNamara seized This appears to be the lie direct. But the ceivable that he approved the substance
an idea for a "barrier" or "fence" extending statement continued: without reading all the language. Moreover,
&cross the northern border of South VIet- '"Ta' primary miiion of hes troops Is to he tells the c mittee that his memory Isn't
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clear on the crucial point and he won't extent than we realized .. ."-McNaara
"aboslutely" deny having seen it. memo to the President, Dec. 21, 1963.

At the same hearing, Gen. Erle Wheeler,. "The situation has unquestionably been
chairman to the Joit Chiefs of Stal, skirted growing worse, at least since September ... "
perilously close to untruth. Whether he McNamara memo to the President, Mar. 16,
avoided it is an exercise in higher semantics. 1904.

Chairman Fulbright asked Wheeler "In terms of equipment and training, the
whether in thc period around July 1004 the VC are better armed and led today than ever
nililitary had recommended extending the in the put . . . No indication that the VC
war to the north by bombing or other means. are experiencing any dimculty in replacing

Gcn. Wheeler replied: their losses in men and equipment . . "-
-1 don't believe so, Mr. Chairman. I think Ambarnadear Maxwell Tylor's report to the

that the proper an:iwer would be thnt there Joint Chiefs, Aug. 10, 1904.
were certain intelligence actIvities (deleted) ". . . the cominter-inurgency program
but to the b:.t of ny knowledge and belief country-wirle i bogged down . . . the vl-
during that priod there was no thought of dence shown we are pinying a losing game
extending the war into the North in the sense in South Vietnam . . ."-Ambnasador Tay-
of our participation in such actions, activ- . lor's briefing to senior officials, Nov. 27, 1094.
Itics." "Highest authority [identified as the Presi-

Then. for the record, the Pentagon supplied dent] believes the situation in South Viet-
an insertion: nazmi ha been deteriorating . ."-M-

"We have identified no such recommenda- Naughton cable to Taylor, Apr. 15, 1965.
tion. A check of the records of the Joint But the public was being told these things:
Chiefs of Staff is continuing." "I am leaving [Saigon I optimistic as to

In fact, published records show, as early the progress that can be made during the
as Jan. 22. 1964-six months before the coming year . . ."-McNanmara to press, Dec.
period about which Fulbright was In- 20, 1963, one day before he privately wrote
quiring-the top brass sent McNamara a the President of a "deteriorating" situation.
lengthy memno saying: "I do not think that the speculation . . .

"Accordingly, the Joint Chiefs of Staff that we are losing the fight in that area, or
consider that the United States must make that things have gone to pot there, are at
ready to conduct increasingly bolder actions all justified .. ."-President to press, Feb.
in Southeast Asia to: 29. 1964.

". . . h. Conduct aerial bombing of key "Some progress has been made recently"
North Vietnam targets, using U.S. resources and "compared to a month or two ago, we
under Vietnamese cover, and -with the Viet- can look ahead with greater confidence
namese openly assuming responsibility for . . ."-McNamara to press at Austin, Nov. 10,
the actions. 194..,

"j. Commit U.S. forces as necessary in di- ATTrrUDE ON NEGOTIATIONS
rcct actions against North Vietnam . . ." In private, these judgments have been re-

Wheeler was stretching the truth to say ported as follows:
the Chiefs harbored "no thought " of extend- "There would be the problem of marshal-
ing the war North. On the other hand, he - hng the case to justify such action (bomb-
could argue that a proposal "to make ready" ing the North), the problem of Communist
northward actions is less than a recom- escalation, and the problem of dealing with
mendation and that he equates "thought" the pressures for premature or 'stacked' ne-
with an unqualified proposal. gotiations . . ."-McNamara to President,

The gap between public oratory and March 10. 1964.
private belief is strikingly illustrated by "Stall off any 'conference' (Laos or) Viet-
Mr. Johnson's State of the Union address on snam until D-Day [bombing strikes against
Jan. 4, 10G5. the North . .. (D-Day) Call for conference

Why are we in Vietnam, The President on Vietnam (and go to U.N.) . . . Essential
asked rhetorically. that it be made clear that attacks on the

He answered himself: North will continue (i.e. no cease-fire) until
"We are there. first, because a friendly (a) terrorism, armed attacks and armed resis-

nation has asked us for help against the tance to pacification efforts in the South.
Communist aggression." stop, and (b) communications on the net-

But behind closed doors, the American ob- works out of the North are conducted en-
jectives were described quite differently as a tirely in uncoded form."-'Unused scenario of
memo of Mar. 24., 19G5 from John T. Mc- William Bundy, Assistant Secretary of State,
Naughton, Assistant Secretary of Defense for May 23, 1964, as quoted by the Pentagon
International Security Affairs, illustrates. historian in the already published Pentagon
Writing less than three months after Mr. documents.
Johnson spoke. McNaughton begins: "We must continue to oppose any Vietnam

1. U.S. Aims conference, and must play the prospect of a
70 percent-To avoid a humiliating U.s. . Laos conference very carefully . . ." William

defeat (to our reputation as guaranator) Bundy memo, Aug. 11, 1964.
20 percent-To keep SVN (and the ad- "Should pressure for negotiations become

jacent) territory from Chinese hands. too formidable to resist and discussion be-
10 percent-To premit the people of SVN gin before a Communist agreement to com-

to enjoy a better, freer way of life. ply, it was stressed that the United States
Also-To emerge from crisis without un- should define its negotiating position "in a

acceptable taint from methods used. way which makes Communist acceptance
Not-To "help a friend." although it would unlikely.' In this manner it would be 'very

be hard to stay in if asked out. likely that the conference would break up
What follows Is a further comparison of rather rapidly,' thus enabling our military

dJffercr.ces between public statement and pressure to be resumed."-Unidentifled Pen-
private dilcuscion as disclosed by the Pcnta- tagon historian, summarizing options pre-
gon's secret study f the wars origins In some sented to an inner group of the National Se-
key areas during the crucial 20 months from curity Council, Nov. 24, 1964.
December. dr3 through July. 1965. Single "Moreover, it would be folly to assume that
parentheses surround language in the docu- (Premier) Khanh, who is now in a fairly
rnetl or supplied by the unidentified Penta- euphoric state as a result of our Gulf of Ton-
gon historian. The brackets embrace lan- kin action, would do anything other than
guag6 supplied by The Washington P t. .slump into deepest funk if we sought to per-suade him to send GVN (Government of

PROGESS OF TSE A Vietnam) del (delegate) to conf (confer-
In private, these estimates were made: ence)."
"The situation Is very disturbing . . . the "Intensified 'Pf'essure for Geneva-type

situation has In fact been deterlorating In conf . . . would. appear to us to be coming
the countryside since July to a far greter- almost enUrely fun those who are opposed
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to U.S. policy objectives in (Southeast Asia)
. . . Under circumstances, we see very little
hope that results of such conference would
be advantageous to U.S. . . ."-Ambassador
Taylor cable to Secretary of State Dean rusk,.
Aug. 0, 1904.

The spring, 1965 public statements of the
President and his aides "were not 'compro-
miro' term, but more nkin to a 'ceane and
d(rst,' order that, (North Vietnam/Viet
Cong) point of view were tantamnount to a
demand for their surrender."-Unidentified
Pentagon hir.trian.

"And I pledge you here today I will go to
any remote corner of the world toin meet any-
one, any time, to promote freedom and to
promote peace."--Preldent Johnson at El
Paso, Sept. 2, 1064. ,

"The United States will never be second in
seeking a settlement in Vietnam that Is based
on an end of Communist aggression. As I
have said in every part of the Union, I am
ready to go anywhere at any time, and meet
with anyone whenever there Is promise of
progress towards an honorable peace . . ."- -
President's statement on Vietnam, March 25,
1965.

"The window to peace is still open. We are
still ready for unconditional discussion. We
will impose no conditions of any kind on any
government willing to talk, nor will we ac-
cept any. On this basis, we are ready to begin
discussion next week, tomorrow or tonight
. . To those governments who doubt our
willingness to talk, the answer is simple:
Agree to discussion. Come to the meeting
room. We will be there."-Presldent's state-
ment, April 17, 1965.

"The bombing is not an end in itself, as
we all know. Its purpose is to bring us closer
to the final day of peace, and whenever it will
serve the Interests of peace to do so, we will
immediately end it ... There aro those who
frequently talk of negotiation and political
settlement and that they believe this is the
course we should pursue, and so do I. When
they talk that way I say, welcome to the club.
I want to negotiate. I would much rather
talk than fight and I think everyone would.
Bring in who you want us to negotiate with.
I have searched high and wide and I am a
reasonably good cowboy and I can't even
rope anybody and bring him in that is will-
ing to talk and reason and settle this thing
by negotiation . . ."-Presldent to Congres-
sional committee members on the need for
more funds for military purposes in Vietnam-
and the Dominican Republic, May 4. 1965.

"As I indicated the day after I took over
as President, I'd be glad to go anywhere, do
anything, see anybody, anytime that offered
an hope of peace . . . We will welcome any
attempt, as we told them about the Cam-
bodian conference . . ."-President to press,
June 17, 1965.

"I have spoken many times of our objec-
tives in Vietnam. So has the Government of
South Vietnam. Hanoi has set forth Its own
proposals. We are ready to discuss their pro-
posals and our proposals and any proposals
of any government whose people may be af-
fected, for we fear the meeting room no more
than we fear the battlefleld."-President an-
nouncing an "almost" immediate increase in
U.S. combat forces in Vietnam from 75,000
to 125,000, July 28, 1965.

AMERICAN ROLE IN LAOS

In private, these things were happening
and were discussed, according to already pub-
lished Pentagon documents.

During 1964, American-supplied T-28
fighter-bombers were bombing and strafing
Pathet Lao and North Vietnamese troops and
targets in Laos near the North Vietnamese
border. Some of the T-28s were manned by
pilots from a CIA-controlled airline and some
by pilots from Thailand. Their operations
were controlled by Ambassador to Laos Leon-
ard Unger.

In addition, Navy jets were flying recon-
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naissance missions over Laos. After two were ments with a monthly schedule of specific,
shot down In June. the Administration pro- proposed targets for the secret groups.
vided armed escorts for these flights and, be- - Several of these operations preceded the
ginning June P. they struck and continued attack on the American deotroyern, Maddox
to strike at Pathet Lao positions. and Turner Joy, that provided the occasion

A State Department memo of Nov. 7, 1964 for Mr. Johnson's Tonkin Gulf resolution. On
for Assistant Secretary Bundy describes the the night of July 30-Aug. 1, Vietnamese com-
operations: mandos under Gen. Westmoreland's direction

'There are now 27 T-28 . . . aircraft in struck two North Vietnamese islands. The
Laos... Maddox was first attacked on Aug. 2. Two

(The Pacific Commander in Chief) has more covert assaults against North Vietnam
taken action in response to Ambassador Un- were launched on Aug. 3, and, according to
ger's request to build this inventory back up already published documents the Pentagon
to 40 aircraft for which a pilot capability, study, both the American destroyers were
including That. is present. in Laos." warned they were coming. The 9wo U.S. ships

"The T-28's are conducting the following were attacked on Aug. 4 and Mr. Johnson
operations: then asked Congress for his resolution.

"1. General harassing operations against On Aug. 6, McNamara held a press confer-
Pathet Lao military installations .. . efforts ence that sharply illustrated hoW public
to interdict Routs 7 .. . Tactical support mis- statements differed from private decisions. He
sions.. . Strikes on targets of opportunity .. , was asked:
Corridor interdiction program . . . plans are "Have there been any incidents that you
underway to hit four additional targets . . . know involving the South Vietnamese vessels
Ambassador Unger has submitted for ap- and the North Vietnamese."
proval under this program 6 additional He answered:
targets. .. ." "No. None that I know of. although I think

"(North Vietnam) claims T-28's have vio- that r should mention to you the Sduth Viet-
lated North Vietnamese airspace and bomb- namese patrol activities that are carried on
ed/strafed NVN villages in August 1 and 2 to prevent in the infiltration of men and ma-
. . . The charges are probably accurate with terial from the North into the South."

respect to the first two dates . . .,,hMcNamara then went into a lengthy de-

The public relations strategy governing scription of a South Vietnamese junk patrol.
the Laos operation was spelled out by the set up with American Aid, to guard against
unidentified Pentagon historian's summary infiltration. He acknowledged that these
of a decision at the Nation Security Council junks might have strayed above the 17th par-
meeting. Dec. 12, 1964. kalel, the boundary between North and South.

It was "agreed that there would be no and, in response to another question, said,
public operations statement about armed They operate on their own. They are part of
reconnaissance in Laos unless a plane was the South Vietnamese Navy." j

lost. In such an event, the principals stated, This was the literal truth. The Junk patrol,
the Government should continue to insist according to knowledgeable former Naval of-
that we were merely escorting reconnaissance ficers, was part of theSouth Vietnamese
flights as requested by the Laotian govern- Navy, not under American control and Mc-

ments a Namara would not likely have any knowledge

In public the President has already been of its detailed operations.

saying what the National Security Council But in context the original question, Inad-
suggested as a cover for the American bomb- vertently or otherwise referred to the covert

ing and strafing in Laos. operations that preceded the attacks on the
"Where the International Control Com- destroyers. These clandestine raids were un-

mission has been kept out, our airmen have dertAmerican control and the Defense D-
been sent to look-and where they are fired partment was told of them In advance. Thus,
ontheyseren adto d- nd hemseylve.Tis the Secretary answered factually something
on. they are ready to defend themselves. This he was not asked-to avoid a direct answer or
armed reconnaissance can be ended tomor- misstatement about the crucial matter on
row if those who are breaking the peace of which he was asked.
Laos will simply keep their agreements. We Perhaps the trickiest question in this sur-
specifically support full compliance by every- vey is the extent to which Johnson did or
one with the Geneva accords of 1962 (which did not mislead the people about his inten.
barred foreign forces in Laos) ."-Mr. John- tions to bomb North Vietnam. The answer
son to press. June 23, 1964. depends on a judgment as to precisely when

"In May. following new acts of Commu- Mr. Johnson and his advisors decided to carry
nist aggression in Laos, the United States out continuous air strikes against the North.
undertook reconnaissance flights over La- According to the already published mate-
otian territory, at the request of the Gov- rials, the unidentified Pentagon historian
ernment of Laos ... When the Communists made a determination. He concludes that a
attacked these aircraft, I responded by fur- consensus of key advisors was reached to
nishing escort fighters with instructions to bomb North Vietnam as early as September
fire when fired upon. . ."-Mr. Johnson to 1964. The historian finds documentary sup-
Congress, Aug. 5. 1964. port for his position in the final paragraph

CARRTING WAR TO NoRTH of a National Security action memorandum
In one sense, the public discussion dur- from McGeorge Bundy, Presidential advisor

ing 1964 and early 1965 over whether the on national security, to Secretaries Mc
United States would strike in some form di- Namara and Rusk.
rectly against North Vietnam was academic. The already published memorandum re-
As the already published parts of the Penta- views several Presidential decisions, includ-
gon study report, the United States had been ing one to resume the covert operations tem.
mounting small scale, clandestine opera- porarily halted by the Tonkin Gulf incidents,
tions in North Vietnam since Feb. 1, 1964. and concludes:

These attacks-commando raids from the 'These decisions are governed by a pre-
sea. shelling of North Vietnamese coastal in- valling judgment that the first order of busi-
stallations. parachuting sabotage and psy- ness at present is to take actions which will
chological warfare teams into North Viet- help to strengthen the fabric of the Govern-
nam-were conducted by South Vietnamese ment of South Vietnam; to the extent that

,and Chinese Nationalists. But they were di- the situation permits, such action should
tected by the chief of the United States Mill- precede larger decisions. If such larger deci-
tiry Assistance Command in Saigon, first sons are required at any time by a change in
Gen. Paul D. Harkins and then Gen. William the situation, they will be taken." (emphasis
Westmoreland. added).

In his memo to the President of Mar. 16, 'V& O FIiTO3IAN
1964, McNamara refers to it as "a very mod- The Pentagon historian has equated
est 'covert' program." The Joint Ohiefs ot "larger decigons" with the plans to bomb,
Staff supplied the Defenin and State Depart- something the tet does not say. The wu-
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cial word is the conditional "if." The histor-
ian apparently reads the sentence to mean
that the "larger decisions" might be taken
even before "the first order of business,"
strengthening the Saigon government, is
completed. But, in any event, the "larger de-
cisions" will be taken.

This, too, is a plausible reading.
But it could be argued with equal plaui-

bility thn.t the "f" is controlling, that the
"larger decisions" have not been made but
will be should a change in the situation re-
quire them.

Again, the unidentified Pentagon histor-
ian concludes that the "decision" to bomb
was refined on Nov. 28 with the adoption of a
plan for a two-phase approach-30 days of
infrequent "reprisal" strikes followed by two
to six months of sustained bombing.

But the already published "Draft Position
Paper on Southeast Asia" of Nov. 29, sum-
marizing the crucial meetings. uses condi-
tional language. It talks of agreeing on a
"determined action program" aimed at North
Vietnamese activities in both South Vietnam
and Laos. Under things to be done in the
next 30 days, it speaks flatly of "US armed
reconnaissance strikes in Laos" and South
Vietnamese "and possible U.S. air strikes
against the DRV (North Vietnam]. as re-
prisals against any major or spectacular Viet
Cong action in the South . . ." [emphasis
added 1

The "Draft Position Paper" continues:
"Thereafter . . . the U.S. is prepared-at

a time to be determined-to enter into a
second phase program . . . of graduated
military pressures directed systematically
against the DRV. Such a program would con-
sist of progressively more serious air
strikes . . ." (emphasis added .

Once again, it could be argued that this
paper does not set forth firm conclusions but
speaks to possibilities in a subjunctive mode.

Perhaps a close reading of the texts over-
looks their context and ignores a bureau-
cratic affinity for fuzzy language. But the
literal reading does raise some questions
about the historian's conclusions.

THE DECisIou To BomB
If the historian is right and the decision

to bomb was taken, for all practical purposes,
in early September, the President's campaign
rhetoric was grossly misleading. Some
samples follow:

"There are those who say you ought to go
North and drop bombs, to try to wipe out
the supply lines, and they think that would
escalate the war. We don't want our Amer-
ican boys to do the fighting for Asian boys.
We don't want to get involved in a nation
with 700 million people and get tied down
in a land war in Asia."-Mr. Johnson at the
Eufaula, Dam, Oklahoma, Sept. 25, 1964.

"Some of our people-Mr. Nixon, Mr.
Rockefeller, Mr. Scranton and Mr. Gold-
water-have all, at some time or other, sug-
gested the possible wisdom of going North in
Vietnam. Well now, before you start attack-
ing someone and you launch a big offensive,
you better give some consideration to how
you are going to protect what you have . . .
As far as I am concerned, I want to be very
cautious and careful, and use it only as a
last resort when I start dropping bombs
around that are likely to involve American
boys in a war in Asia with 700 million
Chinese.

"So just for the moment I have not thought
we were ready for American boys to do the
fighting for Asian boys. What I have been
trying to do. with the situation that I found.
was to get the boys in Vietnam to do their
own fighting with our advice and with our
equipment. That is the course we are follow-
ing. So we are not going North and drop.
bombs at this stage of the game . . ."-Mr.
Johnson in Manchester, N.H., Sept. 28."

In any event, Amgrican bombing of North
Vietnam began in February and reached its
*smtaind tmpo in March of 1965.

.1
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The already published portion of the

Pentagon study reveal comparatively little
about the series of decisions that put Amen-
can combat forces into a land war on the
Asian mainland. As already noted, the Joint
Chiefs, as far back as Jan.. 1064. were rec-
ommending that the United States "make
ready" to "commit additional US forces, as
necessary, in support of the combat action
within South Vietnam" and even "commit
US forces as necessary in direct actions
against North Vietnam."

By June, McNamara was ordering the Army
to ready supplies in Thailand for possible
combat operations by an American brigade.

The Marines didn't land until March, 19G5,
but their change in mission, to go on the
offensive. was ordered within four weeks.
The already published National Security Ac--
tion memorandum of April 6 ordering the new
InIssion. cont ains this language:

"The President desires that with respect to
the actions in paragraphs 5 through 7 (deal-
Ing with the new Marine offensive mission
and an increase in men), premature pub-
licity be avoided by all possible precautions.
The actions themselves should be taken as
rapidly as practicable, but in ways that
should mininize any appearance of sudden
changes in policy ... ,The President's desiro
is that these movements and changes should
be understood as being gradual and wholly
consistent with existing policy.

This explains why the White Hlouse, on
June 0. tried to blur the revelation made
the lay before at the State Department, a
disclosure that all but gave the Marines'
new show away.

THE SPIN OP 1963

In view of the fact that the decision to
commit ground combat troops was not made
until the spring of 1965, after the Initial
bombing assaults proved futile, Mr. John-
son's campaign rhetoric might fall under the
heading of "bad prophecy" rather than "un-
truth."

On Oct. 2 in Akron, for example, he said:
"But we are not about to send American

boys 9 or 10,000 miles away from home to
do what As!an boys ought to be doing for
themselves."

This was a line he repeated with minor
variations throughout the campaign and the
record indicates he believed what he said
at the time.

By late July, 1965, the President was pub-
licly announcing that the number ot troops
in Vietnam would be raised to 125,000 and
Gen. Westmoreland had been given author-
ity to embark on his "search and destroy"
strategy. The Pentagon historian concludes
that this "left the U.S. commitment to Viet-
nam open ended . Final acceptance of the
deirability of inflicting defeat on the enemy

rather than merely denying him victory
opened the door to an indeterminate amount
of additional force."

Mr. Johnson was asked about the big troop
increases at his July 28 press conference. The
dialogue went like this:

Question: Mr. President, does the fact that
you are sendn; additional forces to Vietnam
imply any change In the existing policy of
relying mainly on the South Vietnamese op-
erations and using American forces to guard
American installations and to act as an esner-
gency backup?

The President: It does not Imply any
change in policy whatever. It does not imply
any change of objective.
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SEcRET PENTAGON DOCUMENTs BARE JFK ROLE
IN VIETNAM WAR-KENNEDY OK'D COVERT
ACTION

(By Robert Healy)
Gen. Maxwell Taylor in October of 1961

advised President Kennedy in an "eyes only
for the President" cable to send 8000 man
US military task force into South Vietnam
but he warned that the introduction of such
a force "may increase tensions and risk es-
calation into a major war in Asia."

Gen. Taylor was special adviser to Presi-
dent Kennedy on Vietnam.

At the time of the Taylor mission, which
took him and Walt Rostow, later to be Presi-
dent Johnson's chief adviser on national se-
curity affairs, and a group of state and de-
fense department officials to South Vietnam,
the United State.s had about 1000 soldiers in
South Vietnam. They served as advisers to
the South Victnameso Army. -

Preident Kennedy stepped up covert ac-
tions against North Vietnam and increased
the number of advisers to 10.000 men before
he was assassinated in November of 1963. le
never committed a United States ground
unit as Taylor recommended.

These disclosures were made in a portion
of a secret Pentagon study on the origins of
the war in Vietnam started in 1067 by then
Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara. They
were made available to the Boston Globe
yesterday.

For the first time the Globe was making
public the role of the Kennedy administra-
tion in the escalation of the war. Three ear-
lier reports dealing with other phases of the
war were published by the New York Times
and two by the Washington Post before pub-
lication was halted by court injunctions.

As early as May 11, 1961, President Ken-
nedy, according to the secret report, had ap-
proved programs for covert action which had
been recommended by a Vietnam Task Force.
Amond these actions were:- .

(1) Dispatch of agents into North Viet-
nam.

(2) Aerial resupply of agents in North
Vietnam through the use of civilian mer-
cenary air crews.

(3) Infiltration of special South Vietnam
forces into Southeast Laos to locate and at-
tack Communist bases and lines of com-
munication.

(4) Formulation of "networks of resistance,
covert bases and teams for sabotage and
light harassment" inside North Vietnam.

(5) Conduct of overflights of North Viet-
nam for the purpose of dropping leaflets.

These covert actions which were approved
by President Kennedy were contained, ac-
cording to the Pentagon study, in a National
Security Action Memorandum number 52.

About the time that the cable was received
by President Kennedy, the President, accord-
isng to the Pentagon study, directed (among
other measures that we "U.tUMe guerili.
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ground action, including the 15se of US ad.
visers if necef.rary" agairrt Communist aerial
resupply missions in the vicinity of Tchepor
(Sepone, Laos).

"lio also directed the Department of Sta'.
to prepare to publish its White Paper oa
DJLV (North Vietnam) reY"ponAbility for ag.
gre"sion in SVN (South Vietnam)," the Stud
showed.

In the Pentnon ntiliy's evaluation of the
two cables sent to Pre;ident Kennedy by
Taylor, it said that the impression Taylor's
choice of language leave is that the support
forces "were e.entIally already agreed to by
the PresIdent before Ta.-lor left Washing'1m.
and consequently his detailed jusif.cavoI
went only to the kind of forces on whch a
decision was yet t be made-that is, ground
forces liable-to become involved in direct
engagements with the Viet Cong."

In his first cable of the mi.aion (Oct. 15
to Nov. 2. 1901) sent from Saigon, Taylor
wrote the President and the top officials a
State and Defense: "My view is that se
should put in a task force consisting largely
of logistical troops for the purpose of partici-
pating in flood relief and at the same time
of providing a U.S. military presence in VN
capable of assuring Diem (President Ngo
Dinh Diem) of our readiness to join him in
a military showdown with the Viet Cong or
Viet Minh. To relate the introduction of
these troops to the needs of flood relief seems
to me to offer considerable advantages in VN
and abroad. It gives a specific humanitarian
task as the prime reason for the coming of
our troops. .. ."

Despite the Taylor recommendations for a
U.S. task force, there was no hint publicly
at that time out of the White House that the
President would go along.

Upon his return from Vietnam Taylor saad
to newsmen that President Diem had assA
available "to prevail against the Communict
threat."

Prc,,ident Kennedy on the nuhjet of Viet-
nam and the Taylor mnlr;:.ion at a prr::, ccan-
ference on Feb. 14. 1962, rald that Prc:ident
Diem had n.;ked for additional amAistance.
The administration, he said, had detailed the
support which the Viet Minh in the North
were giving to this Communist insurgent
movement and we have Increased our assist-
ance there. And we are supplying logistical
assistance, transportation assistance, train-
ing, and we have a number of Americans who
are taking part in that effort."

Kennedy did not mention the Taylor rec-
ommendations for a U.S. task force or
whether the United States was considering
one.

TERROR AND CRISIS
Taylor in his cable to the President said

that Viet Cong forces one tenth the size of
the South Vietnamese Army regulars could
create conditions of frustration and terror
which was certain to lead to a political crisis.

In his list of specifics Taylor said that the
US government should support the effort to
stop the Viet Cong" with equipment and with
military units and personnel to do those
tasks which the Armed Forces of Vietnam
cannot perform in time."

Taylor recommended the troop commit-
ment despite full recognition of what he
listed as disadvantages. Among these:

"A. The strategic reserve of US forces is
presently so weak that we can ill afford any
detachment of forces to a peripheral area
of the Communist bloc where they will be
pinned down for an uncertain duration.

"B. Although US prestige is already engaged
in SVN, it will become more so by the send-
ing of troops.

"C. If the first contingent is not enough'
to accomplish the necessary results, it will be
difficult to resist the pressure to reinforce.
If the ultimate result sought is the closing
of the frontiers and the clean-up of the in-
surgents within SVN, there is no limit to our
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possible commitment (unless we attack the
source in Hanoi).

"D. The introduction of US forces may in-
crease tensions and risk escalation into a
major war in Asia."

But despite these disadvantages. Taylor said
in the cable. the introduction of a military
task force offers more advantages than it
creates risks and difficulties.

"In fact." wrote Taylor, "I do not believe
that our program to save Vietnam will suc-
ceed without it."

Gen. Taylor just last week opposed the
publication of the Pentagon study. He called
the New York Times disclosures "a practice
of betrayal of government secrets."

Asked on a CBS news program how his
position squared with the people's right to
know, Gen. Taylor responded.

"I don't believe in that as a general prin-
c!ple. You have to talk about cases. What
Is a citizen going to do after reading these
documents that he wouldn't have done other-
wise?.A citizen should know those things he
needs to know to be a good citizen and dis-
charge his functions, but not to get into
secrets that damage his government and in-
directly damage the citizen himself."

Sen. Edward Kennedy, President Kennedy's
brother, said he was not certain what the
Pentagon study contained with regard to
his brother, but that he favored its publica-
tion.

Trr OmNaivE TURNED JoHNsoN TOWARD
VrETNAMIZATION POLIcY

(By Crocker Snow, Jr.)
When President Johnson in March 1968

announced publicly that he would not run
for re-election, he wais also deciding privately
that a policy of Vietnamization was the best
one for the nation to follow in the war. -

The President's speech was also a denial of
Gen. William C. Westmoreland's request for
an increase of 206.000 American troops.

This change in the President's thinking
toward the kind of policy President Nixon has
since adopted is evidenced in the concluding
portions of the secret Pentagon study view-
Ing the decision-making of American mill-
tary involvement in Vietnam.

It was March 31, 1968 that President John-
son made his famous peace initiative, in
which he announced a limited bombing halt
and only a small build-up of 24.500 American
troops following the shock of the Tet Offen-
sive two months earlier, and called for Britain
and the Soviet Union to take the lead in
achieving a peaceful settlement.

- In this same speech, the President made
an urgent plea for national unity, and took
himself out of the 1968 presidential race with
the words, "I shall not seek, and I will not

The focus of public attention centered on
these latter two aspects of the speech.

But the day before, in a cable marked
"Literally Eyes Only for the Ambassador or
Charge" to the U.S. embassies in Australia,

. New Zealand, Thailand, Laos, the Philippines
and South Korea, previewing the President's
upcoming speech, the principal point, ac-
cording to the Defense Department study,
was:

"Major stress on importance of CVN (Gov-
.ernment of Vietnam) and ARVN (Army of

Republic of Vietnam) increased effectiveness,
with our equipment and other support as
first priority in our own actions."

This cable about which the ambassadors
were directed to "e their respective heads

- of government." previewed what the Presi-
. dent himself wa.' to say publicly the next day.

Mr. Johnson led off by stating: "We shall
-accelerate the re-equipment of South Viet-
nam's armed forces in order to meet the
enemy's increased firepower. This will enable
them progressively to undertake a larger
share of the combat operations against the
Communist invaders."
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The significance of this policy-largely un- tion with government policies in Vietnam by

recognized by the press or public at that early 1908.
time-was pointed out in the narrative writ- on March 12 and 13. Secretary of State
ten by a team of Pentagon writers to go along Dean Ruak appeared before the Senate For-
with their exhaustive study. egn Relations Committee and was ques-

The very last sentences in the material tioned about the war.
made available to The Clobe and known to The Pcntagon document point; out that
be in the study itself in the section ent Itled Rusk "even came under criticism from one
"Epilogue", which concerns the effect of the of the few Administration supporters on the
Tet Offensive on US policies, reads: Committee, Sen. Karl E. Mundt (R-S.D).

"The possibility of military victory had "You are as aware as we are that the shift
seemingly become remote and the cost had of opinion .in this country is in the wrong
become too high both in political and eco- direction," Sen. Mundt is quoted as telling
nomic terms. Only then were our ultimate the Secretary of State. "Something more con-
objectives brought out and reexamined. Only vincing has to come from the Administra-
then was it realized that a clear-cut military tion as to what this is all about 'to match'
victory was probably not possible or neces- the sacrifices we are .rnking."
sary, and that the road to peace would be What is not specifCally mentIoned in the
at least as dependent upon South Vietnam- documents, but what must have'had an ef-
ese political developments as it would be on feet too on President Johnson's sense of the
American arms. mood of the country was the big showing

"This realization, then, made it possible for Sen. Eugene McCarthy (D-Minn.) run-
to limit the American military commitment ning as a peace candidate inthe'D'mocratic
to South Vietnam to achieve the objectives presidential primary in New Hampshire.
for which this force had originally been de- Just two weeks earlier, on March 1. the
ployed. American forces would remain In President had sworn in Clark Clifford as
South Vietnam to prevent defeat of the Goy- secretary of defense.
ernment by Communist forces and to pro- Clifford, according to the Pentagon study.
vide a shield behind which that Government was under mandate from the President to
could rally, become effective, and win the conduct "a complete and searching reassess-
support of its people." ment of the entire US strategy and commit-

These concluding words of the Pentagon ment in South Vietnam."
study, describing the final phase of Mr. Even before he officially took office. Clif-
Johnson's thinking on the % ar, have a sound ford set up a special group to help with this
similar to President Nixon's in his "Silent reassessment, consisting of Secretary Mc-
Majority" speech on Nov. 3, 1969. in which Namara; Gen. Maxwell Taylor; Paul Nitze
he said: "The primary mission of our troops special adviser to McNamara: Henry Fowler
is to enable the South Vietnamese forces to of the Treasury: Nicholas Katzenbach. No. 3
assume the full responsibility for the security man in the State Department; Walt W. Ros-
of South Vietnam." tow, presidential adviser; Richard Helms of

The two months between the Tet Offensive the CIA: William Bundy, assistant secretary
and President Johnson's notable speech to of state for Far Eastern affairs; Paul Warnke
the nation are described in the Pentagon of the Defense Dept.; and Philip Habib of
study as a time of conflicting counsel coming the State Dept.
to the White House and revolving around a Gen. Earle Wheeler. chairman of the Joint
request from General William Westmoreland, Chiefs, had in addition been sent to Saigon
then the US commander in Saigon, for 206.- on Feb. 23 and reported directly to the
000 additional troops over the 525,000 ceiling President four days later.
that had previously been placed on American An intense period of discussion, debate and
forces there. memo-writing among these individuals and

The fireworks of the Tet Offensive had, it var-lous agencies of the government was car-
is clear from the Pentagon studies, shaken rned out through the last week of February
Washington's confidence in the eventual out- and the early days of March.
come of the war and kicked off what the Memoranda were submitted by the ISA
writers describe as a "reassesment from A, (International Security Affairs division of the
to Z". Defense Department) and CIA on various

The attacks had begun with the bombing. military and political projections of the war
of the United States Embassy on January 31, under different circumstances.
1968, and, according to the analyst, "although An assistant secretary of defense for public
it had been predicted, took the US Command affairs Phil Goulding prepared a paper en-
and the US public by surprise, and its titled "Possible Public Reactions to Various
strength, length and intensity prolonged this Alternatives." In this, he considered five op-
shock." tions with the first, and in his terms worst.

One of the first official reassessments fol- one being "increased mobilization and de- -
lowing Tet was undertaken by the Joint ployment moves without other new actions."
Chiefs of Staff at the direction of Secretary Such an option, he wrote, "will make the
of Defense Robert McNamara. doves unhappy because we become more and

The Pentagon study describes the Joint more enmeshed in the war. They will make
Chiefs recommendations and concludes that the hawks unhappy, because we still wul be
"for perhaps the first time in the history of withholding *our military strength. particu-
American involvement in Vietnam, the Joint larly in the North. And the middle-of-the-
Chiefs of Staff recommended against de- roaders who basically support the President
ploying the additional forces requested by out of conviction or patriotism will be un-
the field commander, in the absence of other happy because they will see the ante going up
steps to reconstitute the strategic reserve." -in many ways and still will not be given a vic-

"At long last," reacts the report, the re- tory date, a progress report they can believe
sources were beginning to be drawn too thin, or an argument they can accept that all of
the assets became unavailable, the support this IS in the national interest."
base too small." Goulding ran through other options from

In considering the different possible con- a public affairs standpoint and recommended
tingencies surrounding calls for new troops one which he describes as "denial of Gen.
in Vietnam, the Joint Chiefs had, according Westmoreland's request and a change in
to the writer, considered "the possibility strategy in South Vietnam."
of widespread civil disorder in the United "While this does not necessarily show prog-
States" and concluded that "sufficient forces , ress," he writes, "it does show change. It
would still be available for civil disorder does show the search for new approaches.
control." . . . It would prevent the middle-of-the-

The Joint Chiefs' consideration of possi- roaders from joining the doves."
ble civil disorder -indicates as well as any- The Pentagon writer who compiled the
thing in the documents the growing dis- narrative of this concluding part of the study
affection of major portions of the popula- acknowledges that "there is of course no way
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of knowing how much consideration and
weight were given to each of these papers by
the small group of action officers in the Pen-
ta-nn. . . ."

The net reiut of this governmental "reas-
ses'mneut from A to Z in the spring of 1968 is
described in the narrative part of the Pen-
tagon study as "similar to all previous re-
quests for reinforcement in Vietnam."

"The litany was familiar," wrote the
analyst. "We will furnish what we can pres-
ently furnish without disrupting the normal
political and economic life of the nation,
while we study the situation as it develops."

But the Pentagon study documents how
the new defense secretary, Clifford, took this
familiar litany a step further.

In a draft memorandum for the President
dated March 4. 1968, Clifford recommend
new deployments of 22.000 of the 206,000 men
which Gen. Westmoreland had requested by
the end of the year.

His second paragraph of recommendations
called for: "Either through Ambassador
Bunker or through an early visit by Secretary
Clifford, a highly forceful approach to the
GVN (Thieu and Ky) to get certain key com-
mitments for improvement, tied to our own
increased effort and to increased US support
for the ARVN. . . ."

Clifford is described as recommending early
approval of a call-up of reserves, a wait-and-
see attitude about Gen. Westmoreland's full
request, no new peace initiative but a re-
statement of the old. "a general decision on
bombing policy not excluding future change,"
and an in-depth study of "possible new pol-
itical and strategic guidance for the conduct
of US operations in South Vietnam..,."

The Pentagon analyst writes that "from
the 4th of March (when Clifford's recom-
mendations were submitted) until the final
presidential decision was announced, the
written record becomes sparse. The debate
within the Administration was argued and
carried forward on a personal basis by the
officials involved, primarily, the secretary of
Defense and the secretary of State."

One further important input was to influ-
ence the President at this critical juncture,
according to the documents.

On March 18, Mr. Johnson summoned what
Is described as "a group of his friends and
confidants" to Washington to hear the op-
tions and help advise him. Those present
were former undersecretary of state George
Ball; Arthur Dean, a Republican New York
lawyer who was a Korean war negotiator dur-
ing the Eisenhower Administration; Dean
Acheson, former President Truman's secre-
tary of. state; Gen. Matthew B. Ridgeway,
the retired commander of the UN troops in
Korea Gen. Maxwell Taylor, former chair-
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; Cyrus Vance,
former deputy defense secretary; McGeorge
Bundy, Ford Foundation president who had
been special assistant for national security-
affairs to Mr. Johnson, and former President
Kennedy; former Treasury Secretary C. Doug-
las Dillon and Gen. Omar Bradley.

The group met over dinner with Secretary
of State Rusk; Defense Secretary Clifford;
Ambassador Harriman; Walt W. Rostow, the
President's special assistant for national se-
curity affairs: Richard Helms, director of the
Central Intelligence Agency; Paul Nitze, dep-
uty defense secretary; Nicholas Katzenbach,
undersecretary of state; and William P.
Bundy, assistant secretary of state for Far
East.

As described in the Pentagon study, both
groups were briefed separately by three men,
Habib, Maj. Gen. William E. DePuy, a spe-
cial assistant to the Joint Chiefs for coun-

'terinsurgency, and George Carver, a CIA ana-'
lyst.

The following day, the group from out-
side the government joined President John-
son for lunch and, according to the writer,
surprised the President with a Recommenda-
tion to "forget about seeking a battlefield

solution to the problem and instead Inten-
sify efforts to seek a political solution at the
.negotiating table."

As a reult of the difrerence between these
conclusions and thoso of his government
aides, both drawn from essentially the same
briefings, the President is reported to have
had midnight evening sessions with the
same three men in order to draw his own
conclusions.

The reports from this are drawn by the
Pentagon study and directly credited by the
Pentagon writer to a news report by diplo-
matic writer Stuart Loory of the Los Angeles
Timcs.

Earlier in the narration of this period,
the documents credit an article written by
Neil Sheehan and Hedrick Smith and pub-
lished on March 10 In the New York Times
as being a "Startling accurate account of
the big issues and intra-governmental de-
bate which the President was listening to."

Throughout the month of March, the
writer describes the President as "troubled
... in public he continued to indicate firm-
ness and resoluteness, but press leaks and
public criticism continued to compound his

..problem."
Thus was the stage set for Mr. Johnson's

famous speech which comprises a separate
chapter in the Pentagon narrative entitled
"I Shall Not Seek, and I Will Not Accept."

In the narrative's brief epilogue to this
period, the writer concluded with the men-
tion of a response from Hanoi on April 3,
1968 In which, as President Johnson publicly
described it, "The Government of the Demo-
cratic Republic of Vietnam declares its readi-
ness to appoint its representatives to contact
the US representative with a view to deter-
mining with the American side the un-
conditional cessation of the US bombing
raids and all other acts of war against the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam so that
talks may start."

President Johnson then repeated his
statement of three days earlier, "Now, as in
the past, the United States is ready to send
its representatives to any forum. at any
time, to discuss the means of bringing this
war to an end."

Concluding this aspect of the 47-volume
Defense Department study tracing Ameri-
can involvement in Vietnam from 1954, the
Pentagon writer states: "For a policy from
which so little was expected a great deal
was initiated. 'ie North Vietnamese and
Americans eat down' at the conference table
in Paris to begin to travel the long road to
peace; the issue of Vietnam was largely re-
moved from American political discord; a
limit to the commitment of US forces was
established, and the South Vietnamese were
put on notice that, with our help, they
would be expected to do more in their own
defense."'

ADMrRAL SOUGHT NUCLRAI OrrTON
(By Matthew V. Storin)

Unpublished portions of the 47 * ** Viet-
nam war were made available yesterday to
the Boston Globe.

The Globe is the third US newspaper to
report on the 7000 page analysis tracing
America's growing involvement in Indochina
from World War II through mid-1968.

According to the documents made avail-
able to the Globe:

--Gen. Maxwell Taylor advised Pr'esident
Kennedy in 1961 to send 8000 American com-
bat troops into Vietnam but warned the
move could lead to increased world tensions
and a wider war. There were 1000 US troops
in Vietnam at that time.

-As soon as President Johnson announced
a partial end to the bombing of North Viet-
nam on March 31, 1988, he elected to pro-
ceed with a policy of Vietnamization similar
to that latek' followed by President Nixon.

'-On June 2, 1964, Secretary of Defense
Robert 8. McNamara in a meeting of top

Administration omcials in Honolulu dis-
cussed the posibe use of nuclear weapons
in Vietnam. Adm. Harry D. Felt, commander
of US.forces in the Pacific, openly advocated
that American commanders be given this
option.

-The Soviet Union, fearing reaction from
Communist China, rejected a plea by the
United States in May. 1965, that Hanoi be
informed that a bombing pause was being
undertaken in hopes of prompting negotia-
tions to end the war.

The massive Pentagon study, initiated by
Secretary McNamara in June, 1967, was the
work of more than 30 authors both inside and
outside of government. The first report of the
study was published June 13 by the New
York Times. The Washington Post began
printing reports on June 18.

Yesterday Federal appeals courts in New
York and Washington continued their re-
spective temporary bans against publication
of further reports by the Times and the Post.

Both courts scheduled further hearings
today. Lower Federal courts in both cities
had previously ruled in favor of the newspa-
pers but the decisions were appealed by the
Justice Department.

The U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in New
York ruled that Its eight-member bench
would hear the case today. Chief Judge
Henry Friendly summoned colleagues from
Vermont and Connecticut.

The Times, which had printed three ar-
ticles on the Pentagon history, was enjoined
from printing further reports until after the
hearing set for 2 p.m. It was expected that a
ruling from the court could not come before
tomorrow.

In Washington, the Circuit Court of Ap-
peals overruled Federal District Court Judge
Gerhard Gesell for a second time after he
said the Post could resume its reports.

Gessell, who was first overruled on Friday,
said yesterday the government had made an
earnest and responsible plea to stop publica-
tion on the basis of national security but
had not proved its case.

"The government has failed to meet its
burden, and without that burden being met,
the first Amendment remains supreme," Ge- ;
sell said.

Gesell, who heard most of yesterday's ar-
guments by the Post and the government be-
hind closed doors, said the only case that,
could be made against publication would be
to show that it would possibly bring on war,
threaten foreign relations or create other
situations of major importance to national
security.

The Justice Department immediately went
to the appeals court to protest Gesell's rul-
ing. The higher court then ruled the Post
could not publish until the government's
arguments were heard this afternoon.

The ruling was made by the entire nine-
judge court headed by David L. Bazelon.

In both the Times and Post cases, the next
step would be appeals to the Supreme Court.
These are expected regardless of which side
wins in the appeals courts.

Lawyers in both cases are expected to rush
proceedings in order to put the issue before
the Supreme Court by Friday. The high
court is scheduled to begin its summer re-
cess this weekend.

Meanwhile the FBI was reported to have
found two locations in Cambridge where
copies of the Pentagon study had been re-
produced.

In Washington, Senate Democratic Lead-
er Mike Mansfield said the documents printed
by the Times and Post raised grave ques-
tions about the manner in which US for-
eign policy is carried out.

He told the Senate that the study con-
,firms the complaints of war critics that the

US policy .in Vietnam was made without
participation by the Congress.

"In short," he said, "We have arrived at
where we are in Vietnam not by party
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processes but by government. pro eses."

M1ansfield urged. however. that the issue
of the Pentagon documents now be kept out
of partisan politics. It would only "cons-
pound the tragedy." he saul.

-In a brief filed in the Times case yester-
day. the American Civil Liberties Union,
acting for itself and 27 congressmen. argued:

"It is utterly disrespectful to the First
Amendment to censor a publication solely
on the basis of generalized allegations that
were proferred in this case."

GENERAL TATLOR'S VIETNAM CABLES TO
KENNEDY

TERMS USED IN PENTAGON TEXTS

ARVN-Army of the Republic of (South)
Vietnams.

CHICOMI-Chinese Communists.
CINCPAC-Commander-in-chief, Pacific.
DRV-Deniocratic Republic of (North)

Vietnnm.
C.VN-Government of (South) Vietnam.
JCS-Joint Chiefs of Sta T.
MAAC-hillitary Assistance Advisory Com-

mand.
MACV-Military Assistance Command.

Vietnam.
RD-Revolutionary Development Program.
RVNAF-Republic of (South) Vietnam

Air Force.
SEA-Southeast Asia.
SVK-South Vietnam.
USG-United States Government.
VC-Viet Cong.
Cablegram -from General Maxwell D. Tay-

lor in Saigon in late October 1961, to Presi.
dent Kennedy. on the question of introduc-
ing US military forces into Vietnam.

My view is that we should put in a task
force consisting largely of logistical troops for
the purpose of participating in flood relief
and at the same time of providing a US
military presence in VN1 capable of assuring
Diem of our readiness to join him in a mili-
tary showdown with the Viet Cong or Viet
Minh. To relate the introduction of these
troops to the needs of flood relief seems to
me to offer considerable advantages in VN
and abroad. It gives a specific humanitarian
task as the prime reason for the coming of
our troops and avoids any suggestion that we
are taking over responsibility for the security
of the country. As the task is a specific one,
we can extricate our troops when it is done
if we so desire. Alternatively, we can phase
them into other activities if we wish to re-
main longer.

The strength of the force I have in mind
on the order of 6-8000 troops. Its initial com-
position should be worked out here after
study of the possible requirements and con-
ditions for its use and subsequent modifica-
tions made with experience.

In addition to the logistical component.
it will be necessary to include some combat
troops for the protection of logistical opera-
tions and the defense of the area occupied
by US forces. Any troops coming to VN may
expect to take casualties.

Needless to say, this kind of task force will
exercise little direct influence on the cam-
paign against the VC. It will, however, give
a much needed shot in the arm to national
morale, particularly if combined with other
actions showing that a more effective work-
ing relationship in the common cause has
been established between the GVN and the
U.S.

A second cablegram from Gcneral Taylor
to President Kennedy in October, 1961, sent
from the Philippines.

1. Transmitted herewith are a summary of
the fundamental conclusions of my group
and my personal recommendations in re-
sponse to the letter of the President to me
dated 13 October 1961.

2. It is concluded that:
(a) Communist strategy aims to gain con-

trol of Southeast Asia by methods of sub

version and guerrilla war which by-pass con-
ventional U.S. and indirenous strength on
the ground. The interim Communist goni-
en route to total take-over-appears to be a
neutral Southeast Asia. detached from U.S.
protection. This strategy is well on the way
to success in Vietnam.

(b) In Vietnam (and Southenst Asia)
there Is a double crisis in confidence: doubt
that U.S. is determined to save Southest
Asia; doubt that Diem's methods can frus-
trate and defeat Communist purposes and
methods. The Vietnamese (and Southeast
Asians) will undoubtedly draw-rightly or
wrongly-definitive conclusions In coming
weeks and months concerning the probable
outcome and will adjust their behavior ac-
cordingly. What the U.S. does or faIls to do
will be decisive to the end result.

(c) Aside from the morale factor, the Viet-
namese Government is caught in interlock-
Ing circles of bad tactics and bad adminis-
trative arrangements which pin their forces
on the defensive in ways which permit a rela-
tively small Viet-Cong force (about one-
tenth the size of the GVN regulars) to create
conditions of frustration and terror certain
to lead to a political crisis, -if a positive turn-'
ing point is not soon achieved. The following
recommendations are designed to achieve
that favorable turn, to avoid a further dete-
rioration in the situation in South Vietnam,
and eventually to contain and eliminate the
threat to its independence.

3. It is recommended:
GENERAL

(a) That upon request from the Govern-
ment of Vietnam (GVN) to come to Its aid
in resisting the increasing aggressions of
the Viet-Cong and in repairing the ravages
of the Delta flood which, in combination,
threaten the lives of Its citizens and the
security of the country, the US Government
offer to join the GVN in a massive joint
effort as a part of a total mobilization of
GVN resources to cope with both the Viet-
Cong (VC) and the ravages of the flood.
The US representatives will participate. ac-
tively in this effort, particularly in the fields

,of government administration, military plans
and operations, intelligence, and flood re-
lief, going beyond the advisory role which
they have observed in the past.

SPECIFIC

(b) That in support of the foregoing broad
commitment to a joint effort with Diem,
the following specific measures be under-
taken:

(1) The US Government will be prepared
to provide individual administrators for in-
sertion into the governmental machinery of
South Vietnam in types and numbers to be
worked out with President Diem.

(2) A joint effort will be made to im-
prove the military-political intelligence sys-
tem beginning at the provincial level and
extending upward through the government
and armed forces to the Central Intelligence
Organization.

(3) The US Government will engage in
a joint survey of the conditions in the prov-
inces to assess the social, political, intelli-
gence, and military factors bearing on the
prosecution of the counter-insurgency in
order to reach a common estimate of these
factors and a common determination of how
to deal with them. As this survey will con-
sume time, it should not hold back the im-
mediate actions which are clearly needed
regardless of its outcome.

(4) A joint effort will be made to free
the Army for mobile, offensive operations.
This effort will be based upon improving the
training and equipping of the Civil Guard
and the Self-Defense Corps, relieving the
regular Army of static missions, raising the
level of the mobility of Army Forces by the
provision of considerably more helicopters
and light aviation, and organizing a Border
Ranger Force for a long-term campaign on

the Laotian border arnainst the Viet-Cong
infiltrators. The US Government will sup-
port this effort with equipment and with
military units and personnel to do thor.e
tasks which the Armed Forces of Vietnam
cannot perform in time. Such tavks include
air reconnaissance and photography, airlift
(beyond the present capacity of SVN forces.
special intelligence, and air-ground support
techniques.

(5) The US Government will assist the
*GVN in effecting surveillance and control
over the coastal waters and inland water-
ways, furnishing such advisors. operating
personnel and small craft as may be neces-
sary for quick and effective operations.

(6) The MAAG, Vietnam, will be reorgan-
ized and increased in size as may be neces-
sary by the implementation of these recom-
mendations.

(7) The US government will offer to intro-
duce into South Vietnam a military task
force to operate under US control for the
following purposes:

(a) Provide a US military presence capable
of raising national morale and of showing
to Southeast Asia the seriousness of the US
intent to resist a Communist takeover.

(b) Conduct logistical operations in sup-
port of military and flood relief operations.

(c) Conduct such combat operations as
are necessary for self-defense and for the
security of the area in which they are sta-
tioned.

(d) Provide an emergency reserve to back
up the armed forces of the GVN in the case
of a heightened military crisis.

(e) Act as an advance party of such addi-
tional forces as may be introduced if
CINCPAC or SEATO contingency plans are
invoked.

(8) The US government will review its
economic aid program to take into account
the needs of flood relief and to give priority
to those projects in support of the expanded
counter-insurgency program.

A third cablegram from General Taylor
to President Kennedy in October, 1961, also
sent from the Philippines.

This message is for the purpose of present-
ing my reasons for recommending the intro-
duction of a US military force into South
Vietnam (SVN). I have reached the conclu-
sion that this is an essential action if we are
to reverse the present downward trend of
events in spite of a full recognition of the
following disadvantages:

.(a) The strategic reserve of US forces is
presently so weak that we can ill afford any
detachment of forces to a peripheral area of
the Communist bloc where they will be
pinned down for an uncertain duration.

(b) Although US prestige is already en-
gaged in SVN, it will become more so by the
sending of troops.

(c) If the first contingent is not enough
to accomplish the necessary results, it will
be difficult to resist the pressure to rein-
force. If the ultimate result sought is the
closing of the frontiers and the clean-up of
the insurgents within SVN, there is no limit
to our possible commitment (unless we at-
tack the source in Hanoi).

(d) The introduction of US forces may
increase tensions and risk escalation into a
major war in Asia. On the other side of the
argument. there can be no action so con-
vincing of US seriousness of purpose and
hence so reassuring to the people and Gov-
ernment of SVN and to our other friends and
allies in SEA as the introduction of US
forces Into SVN. The views of indigenous
and US officials consulted on our trip
were unanimous on this point. The size of
the US force introduced need not be great
to provide the military presence necessary
to produce the desired effect on national
morale in SVN and on international opin-
Ion. A bare token, however, will not suffice;
it must have a significant value. The kinds
of tasks whioh it might undertake which
would have a signifleant'value are:
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(a) rovide a US military presence capable

of raising naliional mornlo and of showing
to Southeast Asia the seriousness of the US
intent to reistt a Communist takeover.

(b) Conduct logistical operations in sup-
port of military and flood relief operations.

(c) Conduct such combat operations as
are necessary for self-defense and for the
security of the area in which they are sta-
tioned.

(d) Provide an emergency reserve to back
xip the Armed Forces of the OVN in the case
of a heightened military crisis.

(c) Act as an advance party of such ad-
ditional forces as may be introduced if
CIWCPAC or SEATO contingency plans are
invoked.

It is noteworthy that this force is not pro-
posed to clear the jungles and forests of
Viet Cong guerrillas. That should be the
primary task of the Armed Forces of Viet-
nam for which they should be specifically
organized. trained, and stiffened with ample
US advisors down to combat battalion levels.
However, the U.S. troops may be called upon
to engage in combat to protect themselves,
their working parties. and the area in which
they live. As a general reserve, they might be
thrown into action (with US agreement)
against large, formed guerrilla bands which
have abandoned the forests for attacks on
major targets. But in general, our forces
should not engage in small-scale guerrilla
operations in the jungle.

As an area for the operations of US troops,
SVN is not an excessively diflIcult or un-
pleasant place to operate. While the border
areas are rugged and heavily forested, the
terrain is comparable to parts of Korea where
US troops learned to live and work without
too much effort. However, these border areas,
for reasons stated above, are not the places
to engage our forces. In the High Plateau
and in the caostal plain where US troops
would probably be stationed, these jungle-
forest conditions do not exist to any great
extent. The most unpleasant feature in the
coastal areas would be the heat and, in the
Delta, the mud left behind by the flood. The
High Plateau offers no particular obstacle to
the stationing of US troops.

The extent to which the Task Force would
engage in flood relief activities in the Delta
will depend upon further study of the prob-
lem there. As reported in Saigon 537, I see.
consldrrable advantages in playing up this
n1peet. of the Task Force mission. I am
preniily Inclined to favor a dual mission,
ii isily help to the flood area and subse-
qumenuly uwe in any other nera of SVN where
itW rc::urc-es can be used effectively to give
tangible a-upport in the struggle against the
Viet Cong. However, the possibility of em-
phn:;lzing the humanitarian mission will
wane if we wait long in moving in our forces
or in likin- our stated purpose with the
emer;'enry conditions created by the flood.

The r.k; of backing into a major Asian
war by way of SVN are present but are not
inpre:;.-ive. NVN Is extremely vulnerable to
conventional bombing, a weakness which
should be exploited diplomatically in con-
Vncing Hanoi to lay off SVN. Both the DRV
and the Chicons would face severe logistical
difficulties in trying to maintain strong
forces in the field in SEA, difficulties which
we share but by no means to the same de-
gree. There is no ca-e for fearing a Mlass on-
saucht of Communist manpower into SVN
and i's neighboring states, particularly If
our airpower is allowed a free hand against
logistical targets. Finally, the starvation con.
ditions in * * * leaders there from being
militarily venturesome for some time to
.come.

By the foregoing line of reasoning, I have
reached the conclusion that the introduc-
tion of a US Military task force without delay
offers definitely more advantage than it cre-
ates risks and difficulties. In fact, I do not

%believe that our program to save BVN will
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succeed without It. If the concept is np-
proved. the exact esie and componition of
the force rhmotid be determined by the See-
refary of Defense in consultation with the
JCS, the chief MAAO and CNCPAC. My
own feel *0*0* pontlerant number would be
in logical-type units. After acquiring ex-
pericnce in operating in SVN. this initial
force will rcquire reorganization and adjust-
ment to the local rcene.

As CINCPAC will point out, any forces
commit.tcd to SVN will need to be replaced
by additional forces to his area from the
strategic reserve in the US. Also, any troops
to SVN are in addition to those which may
be required to execute SEATO Plan 5 in
Laos. Both facts should be taken into ac-
count in current considerations of the FY
1963 budget which bear upon the permanent
increase which should be made in the US
military establishment to maintairrour stra-
tegic position for the long pull.

REPORT or Trr OmFNsxvE
(NoTE.-Excerpts from a report by General

Earle G. Wheeler, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, summarizing his findings
after a visit to South Vietnam immediately
following the Tet Offensive in 1968. The re-
port is dated February 27, 1968.)

SUMMARY

The current situation In Vietnam Is still
developing and fraught with opportunities
as well as dangers.

There is no question in the mind of MACV
that the enmy went all out for a general
offensive and general uprising and apparently
believed that he would succeed in bringing
the war to an early, successful conclusion.

The enemy failed to achieve his initial ob-
jective but is continuing his effort. Although
many of his units were badly hurt, the judg-
ment is that he has the will and the capa-
bility to continue.

Enemy losses have been heavy; he has
failed to achieve his prime objectives of mass
uprisings and capture of a large number of
the capital cities and towns. Morale in enemy
units which were badly mauled or where the
men were oversold the Idea of a decisive vic-
tory at TET probably has suffered severely.
However, with replacements, his indoctrina-
tion system would seem capable of maintain-
ing morale at a generally adequate level. His
determination appears to be unshaken.

The enemy is operating with relative free-
dom in the countryside, probably recruiting
heavily and no doubt inflItrating NVA units
and personnel. Ills recovery is likely to be
rapid; his supplies a~re adequate; and he is
trying to maintain the momentum pf his
winter-spring offensive. -

The structure of the QVN held up, but its
effectiveness has suffered.

The RVNAF held up against the initial
assault with gratifying, and in a way sur-
prising strength and fortitude. However.
ARVN is now in a defensive poature around
towns and cities and there is concern about
how well they will bear up under sustained
pressure.

The initial attack nearly succeeded in a
dozen places, and defeat in those places was
only averted by the timely reaction of US
forces. In short, it was a very near thing.

There is no doubt that RD Program has
suffered a severe set back.

US forces have lost none of their pre-TET
capability.-.*. .
The Situation as It Stands Today: Enemy

-Capabilities
The enemy has been hurt badly in the pop-

ulated lowlands, but is practically intact else-
where. Ile committed over 67,000 combat
maneuver forces plus perhaps 25% or 17,000
more Impressed men and boys, for a total of
about 84,000. He lost 40,000 killed, at least
3000 captured, and perhaps 5000 disabled or
died of wounds. He had peaked his force total
to about 240,000 just before TET, by hard

TE June 24, 1971
recruilling, infiltraion, civilian impre--ment,
and drawdown on rervice and ruirrilla per-
sonnel. So h has lost about one fifth of his
total strength. About two-thirds of his
trained, organized unit strength can con-
tinue offen;Ive action. He is probably infil-
trating and recruiting heavily In the coun-
try-Irle while allied forces are securing the
urban areas.

The enemy ha; adequate munitlon. stock-
piled in-country and nvallable through the
DMZ, Laon, and Cambodia, to suppor major
attacks and coontrywile pressure; fod pro-
curement may be a problem. Beides strength
losses, the enemy now has morale and train-
ing problems which currently limit combat
effectiveness of VC guerrilla, main and local
forces. . . .

GvN STRENGTH AND EFFECTIVENESS
(1) Psychological-The people In South

Vietnam were handed a psychological blow,
particularly in the urban areas where the
feeling of security had been strong. There is
a fear of further attacks.

(2) The structure of the Government was
not shattered and continues to function but
at greatly reduced effectiveness.

(3) In many places, the RD program has
been set back badly. In other places the pro-
gram was untouched in the initial stage of
the offensive. MACV reports that of the 555
RD cadre groups, 278 remain in hamlets, 245
are in district and province towns on secu-
rity duty, while 32 are unaccounted for. It is
not clear as to when, or even whether. it will
be possible to return to the PD program in Its
earlier form. As long as the VC prowl the
countryside, it will be impossible, in many
places, even to tell exactly what has happened
to the program.

(4) Refugees-An additional 470,000 refu-
gees were generated during the offensive. The
problem of caring for refugees is part of the
larger problem of reconstruction In the cities
and towns. It is anticipated that the care and
reestablishment of the 250,000 persons or
50,000 family units who have lost their homes
will require from GVN sources the expendi-
ture of 500 million plasters for their tempo-
rary care and resettlement plus an estimated
30,000 metric tons of rice. . . .

U.S. STRATEGY
MACV believes that the central thrust of

our strategy now must be to defeat the ene-
my offensive nnd that if this Is done well, the
situation overall will. be greatly improved
over the pre-TET condition.

MACV accepts the fact that its first pri-
ority must be the security of Government of
Vietnam In Saigon and provincial capitals.
MACV describes its objectives as . . .

(1) Security of Cities and Government.
MACV recognizes that US forces will be re-
quired to reinforce and support rtIVNAF in
the security of cities, towns and government
structure. At this time, 10 US battalions are
operating in the environs of Saigon. It is
clear that this task will absorb a substantial
portion of US forces.

(2) Security in the Countryside. To a large
extent the VC now control the countryside.
Most of the 54 battalions formerly providing
security for pacification are now defending
district or province towns. MACV estimates
that US forces will be required in a number
of places to assist and encourage the Viet-
namese Army to leave the cities and towns
and reenter the country. This Is especially
true in the Delta.

(3) Defense of the borders. the DMZ and
the northern provinces. MACV considers that
It must meet the enemy threat in I Corps
and has already deployed there slightly over
50% of all US maneuver battalions. US forces
have been thinned out in the highlands, not-
withstanding an expected enemy offensive In
the early future.

(4) Offensive Operations. Coupling the in-
creased requiremet for the defense of th
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cities and subsequent reentry into the rural
are.1n. and the heavy requirement for defense
of the I Corps. MACV does not have adequate
forces att his time to resume the offensive in
the remainder of the country, not does it
have adequnte reserves against the contin-
gency of sinmuIltaneOus lirrre-sele enemy
offensive action thrnu;ghntt the country.

(5) Force Iegquirement'. Forces currently
. assttsned to MACV . . . nre innaequate in

numbers and lncne to ctrry nut thes trat-
egy and to accompiIrnh the trnk described
abovo in the proper priorit y. To contend
with, and defeat. the new enemy threat,
MACV has stated requirements for forces

* over the 625.000 ceiling imposed by program
Five. The ndd-on requested totals 200,756
spaces for a new proposed ceiling of 731,756.
with all forces being deployed into country
by the end of CY 68.

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?

We see the enemy pursuing a reinforced
offensive to enlarge his control throughout
the country and keep pressures on the gov-
ernment and allies. We expect him to main-
tamn strong threats in the DMZ area, at Khe
Sanh, in the highlands. and at Saigon, and
to at tack in force when conditions seem
favorable. He is likely to try to gain control

- of the country's northern provinces. He will
continue efforts to encircle cities and prov-
ince capitals to isolate and disrupt normal

. activities, and infiltrate them to create
chaos. He will seek'mnximum attrition of
RVNAF elements. Against US forces, he will
emphasize attacks by fire on airfields and
Installations. using assaults and ambushes
selectively. His central objective continues to
be the destruction of the Government of
SVN and its nrmed forces. As a minimum he
hopes to seize sufficient territory and gain
control of enough people to support estab-
lishment of the groups and committees he
proposes for participation in an NLF domi-
Dated government.

'SovirTs RY.rtsis To CARRY PEACE FEELER
TO HANOI

(By Darius S. Jhnbvala)
Tho Soviet Union, evidently concerned

about adverse reactions from Communist
China-i. refu:ed to assist the United States
in getting across a message to Hanoi in 1965.
The mnes:a:-e, first mentioned by Secretary
of Stato Dean Pusk to Soviet Ambassador
Anatolv Dobryniin, was sent to Foy Kohler.
the US amba--sador in Moscow, for trans-

It mission to the North Vietnamese Embassy
and to the Soviet Foreign Ministry. It in-
formed the Communist side that "for a pe-
riod berinning at noon, Washington time,
Wednesday. May 12, and running into the
next week," there were to be no air attacks on

- North Vietnam. 0
This decision was reached after there were.

"repeated suggestions from various quar-
ters . . . that there could be no progress to-
wards peace while there were air attacks."

However, the message clearly pointed out
that the United States "will be very watch-

- ful to see whether in this period of pause
there are any sisnmirant reductions in such
armed actions by such (North Vietnamese-
Viet Cong) forces." The North Vietnamese
Embassy formally refused to accept the mes-
sage which was delivered by a special mes-
senger. But when Kohler sought the coop-
eration of the Rssians at a face to-face
meeting with Deputy Foreign Minister Niko-
lai P. Firyubin, ne was told: "I am not a
postman." According to a message from Koh-
ler to the State Department, Firyubnin
added that the United States "could find our
own ways of transmitting messages."

An extensive and detailed report of the
American effort to involve the Russians in
what then appeared as a peacemaking mis-
sion is part of the Dfense Department's
history of .the Vietnam war that is now
available to The Bcton Glob..

The report reveals the details of the rnes-
ango Washington wished to get across to
Hanoi via Mocow, instructions for Kohler,
the gist of tusk's conversation with Db-
rynin and a somewhat lengthy appraisal by
Kohler of the Soviet attitude.
I Despite the refusal to accept the Arperican

mesrsage. Kohler seemed confident that Hanoi
had received word hut refur.ed to respond as
Warhington hnd-dersired.

According to tho Defen-.n Department's
doctiments, Kohler wnn in;t.ruct.ecl to em-
pha:irlo .hat the bombing imum should not
be miutnder;tood "nna n indication of weak-
ness" nd "it would b nece-:ary to demon-
strate more clearly than ever, after the pause
ended, that the US is determined not to ac-
cept aggression without reply in Vietnam.

"Moreover, the United States must point
out that the decision to end air attacks for
this limited trial period is one which it must
be free to reverse if at any time in the com-
ing days there should be actions by the other
side in Vietnam which required immediate
reply," the message to Kohler added.

When Rusk explained the substance of
the message to Dobrynin, the latter "noted
we were merely informing the Soviets." Ac-
cordingly, Rusk's report points out, he "was
clearly relieved we are not asking them to
act as Intermediary."

"Dobrynin said he thought we could get
some answer but could not predict what,"
Rusk informed Kohler. Kohler, upon receiv-
ing the secretary's instructions, directed an
aide to phone the North Vietnamese em-
bassy to request an urgent appointment, but
he was turned down because of the lack of
diplomatic relations between the two coun-
tries.

Kohler asked Washington for further in-
structions. Ile was told to approach the So-
viet Foreign Ministry and to transmit the
message by letter to Hanoi's embassy, but
the letter was returned the following morn-
ing (May 13) "in a plain envelope addressed
simply Embassy of USA."

At his meeting with Fryubin, Kohler was
told that the Russians viewed the conununi-
cation "as based on an erroneous conception
on which the US has preceded."

"Firyubin could only view the communca-
tion as repetition of the threat against the
DRV (Democratic Republic of Vietnam-
North Vietnam)-now a threat of renewed
and expanded aggression. This was the only
way he could interpret the reference to the
risk that a suspension of the attacks in-
volved. Obviously we are suffering from a
gross misunderstanding if we think that
such aggression will go unpunished, without

-response," Kohler reported Firyubin had im-
plied. -

After the oral' exchange, Firyubin said
flatly, according to the Kohler advisory. "the
Soviet government will not transmit the US
government's message to the DRV, that the
DRV had not requested the service and that
it was the US responsibility to find a con-
venient way of passing the message."

After further reflection on his meeting
with Firyubin, Kohler sent a follow-up mes-
sage to Washington in which he sought to
present the Soviet position "with some sym-
pathy and to promote an understanding of
the Soviet rebuff."

"On the one hand, I was annoyed at the
apparent Soviet rebuff of an effort to take
heat out of admittedly dangerous situation
in Southeast Asia and impatient with the
flimsy rationale for Soviet refusal offered by
Firyubin. On the other hand, I could under-
stand, if not sympathize with, Soviet sensi-
tivity, given Chicom (Chinese Communist)
eageness to adduce proof of their charges of
collusion against Soviets and, frankly,
given rather strenuous nature of the docu-
ment they were being asked to transmit to
DRV," Kohler inessaged Washington. He
went on to add his hope that "we would not
regard PFryubin's reaction . . . as evidence
of conscious hardening of Soviet attitude."

"It may be a reflection of the bind the
Soviets find themselves in at the moment,"
he added.

Kohler, aware that the State Department
was then trying to send the name mesavge
via the iriti'h consul in Hanoi, proposed "a
shorter and revised wording."

"If cast in present form, I think we are
simply inviting rhebuf and Exercle-lranoi
would prove fa fruiless usm our effort in
Moscow," he artuod. Kbhlr'r wa-s overruled
and the second deliveryy was returned, craten-
aibly unopened.

CIA PLATFD DOwN U.S. DoMrNo Tuitr.oa
AT ltoNoLULU PARLAY

(By Darius S. Jhabvala)
A key Johnson administration military

advisor had proposed in 1964 that tactical
nuclear weapons would have to be deployed
if Communist Chinese forces entered the
ground war in Vietnam. Admiral Harry D.
Felt, then the commander in chief of the
Pacific forces, emphatically demanded also
that commanders be given the freedom to
use such weapons "as had been assumed
under various plans."

This question, among others, was dis-
cussed among his top advisers at the Hono-
lulu conference, June 1-2, 1964.

Following the meeting, President Johnson
asked his advisers the basic question:
"Would the rest of Southeast Asia neces-
sarily fall if Laos and South Vietnam came
under North Vietnamese control?"

On June 9, the Board of National Esti-
mates of the Central Intelligence Agency,
provided a response, stating:

"With the possible exception of Cam-
bodia, it is likely that no nation in the area
would quickly succumb to Communism as
a result of the fall of Laos and South Viet.
nam. Furthermore, a continuation of the
spread of Communism in the area would
not be inexorable and any spread which did
occur would take time-time in which the
total situation might change in any number
of ways unfavorable to the Communist
cause."

These and other details are part of the on
Vietnam study that was made for Defense
Department.

The State Department approached tho
Honolulu conference "with a basic assump-
tion," namely "our point of departure is
and must be that we cannot accept the over-
running of southeast Asia by Hanoi and
Peking."

Beyond this, the discussions "were in-
tended to help clarify issues with respect to
exerting pressures against North Vietnam."
The joint Chiefs of Staff recommended that
"the US should seek through military ac-
tions to accomplish destruction of the North
Vietnamese will and capabilities as neces-
sary to compel the Democratic Government
of Vietnam to cease providing support to the
Insurgencies in South Vietnam and Laos."

LIMITED AcrrON

However, the JCS went on to note that
"some current thinking appears to dismiss
the objective in favor of a lesser objective,
one visualizing limited military action which,
hopefully, would cause the North Vietnamese
to decide to terminate their subversive sup-
port."

During discussions of the extent of new
military action, Ambassador Henry Cabot
Lodge "argued in favor of attacks on north."
He is reported to have stated "his conviction
that most support for the Viet Cong would
yade as soon as some 'counter-terrorism
measures' were begun against DRV."

Discussions then turned to the desirabil-
ity of obtaining a congressional resolution
prior to wider US action. Lodge felt that it
would not be necessary. But Defense Secre-
tary McNamra, Rusk and CIA Director John
McCone all argued in favor of the resolution.

Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor, chairman of the
Joint Chiefs, then raised "the Anal possi-

S 9915
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bility" of Clhinese hivolvemeint. Were that
to occur. the allies would require "seven

ground d tvistons."
"Secretary McNnmara then went on to

SaV that the posihility of major ground
nctio n elso led to a serious question of hav-
ing to use nuclear weapons at some point,"
the report oints out.. "Admiral Felt re-
sponted emphat catly that. there was 0 pos-
sible wny to hold off the Coromuitfts on
the ground withoxit the use of tactical nu--
clear weapons nd that. it waa essential that
the commanders be given freedom to use
these as had heen assumed under various
plans," it added.

Gen. Taylor was "more doubtful as to
the existence or at least to the degree of
the nuclear weapon requIrement."

"The point." the report concluded, "was
not really followed up."

I
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[From the Chicago Sun Times, June 23. 1971
How JFK AND AIDES HELPED TOPPLE DeEM

(By Morton Kondracke and Thomas B. Ross)
WAsurNcTON.-The late President John F.

Kennedy and his leading advisers were inti-
mately Involved In the maneuvering that led
to the downfall of South Vietnamese Pres-
ident Ngo Dinh Diem In 1963, top-secret
State Department and Pentagon documents
revealed Tuesday.

The documents show that Kennedy decided
at a National Security Council meetng'on
Sept. 17. 1963, to put "escalatory pressure"
on Diem to get rid of his brother-in-law Ngo
Dinh Nhu, chief of the secret police.

The documents also recommended action
against any Diem moves to counter his gen-
erals or negotiate with North Vietnam.

The NSC also decided to send Defense See.
Robert S. McNamara and Gen. Maxwell D.
Taylor on a fact-finding mission to Vietnam.

They reported back on Oct. 2 and from
that point, the documents Indicate, there
was a growing consensus at the top of the
administration that it would not be possible
to get rid of Nhu without also getting rid of
Diem.

The coup came on Nov. 1. and Diem, who
had been Installed in power by the United
States In 1954, was assassinated. The Presi-
dent and his leading advisers disavowed any
connection with his bloody end. But two
months earlier, Roger Hilsman, assstant sec-
retary of state for the Far East, had recom-
mended in an Aug. 30 memo to Sec. o State
Dean Rusk:

"Unconditional surrender should be the
terms for the Ngo family. . . . Diem should
be treated as the generals wish."

The Aug. 30 memo and another by Hilsman
dated Sept. 16-both declassified by Presi-
dent Lyndon B. Johnson In 1968 but until
now tightly held-were turned over to The
Sun-Times by the Citizens Commission of
Inquiry into U.S. War Crimes in Vietnam.

The other documents are Included in the
top-secret Pentagon history of the war. They
reveal a battle over Diem's fate, with the
State Department urging his ouster and the
Pentagon insisting that the United States
stick with him.

REK FOR DIsENGAGrMENT

One Important voice raised forpossible dis-
engagement was that of the President's
brother, the late Robert F. Kennedy.

Hilsman's first memo, prepared for an Aug.
31 NSC meeting, warned that Diem might
move to open "neutralization negotiations"
with North Vietnam.

If North Vietnam threatened to Intervene
on Diem's side, Hilsman recommended, the
United States should "let It be known un-
equivocally that we shall hit the DRV (North
Vietnam) with all that is necessary to force
it to desist."

If Diem chose to make last stand-a "Got-
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terdamiiniermig" (Twilight of the God)- gram and to avoid any meaningful conces-
lilisman urged his superiors to "encourage sions that w oul go against liM Mandarin,
the coup group to fight the battle to the 'peronnalist' vision of the future of Vietnam.
end and to destroy the Palace if necessary "The maximum goal, I would think. would

to gain victory." be a deal with North Vietnam for a truce in

The lillsman memos and the Pentagon the war, a complete removal of the U.S. pres-

-docuniets illuminate a period of increasing ence. and a 'nei.ralist' or 'Titioist' but still
U.S. dissatisfaction with Diem and his broth- separate Smith Vietnam."

er-in-law that began May 8 and ended with The "C:;calatory pressure" track. as it was

the Nov. Icoup. explained at the Sept. 17 NSC meeting, called

On May 8, government forces fired on for the withdrawal of AID support for the

Buddhist celebrators in Hue, and there en- Diem regime, the removal of support for

sued what became known as the Buddhist Nhus CIA-backed special forces, and an or-

crisis, in which several priests and nuns der to Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge to re-

burned themselves to death in the streets of main aloof from Diem, i.e., out of contact.

major Vetnamese cities. McNamara and Taylor reported on their

The self-immolations were reported mission to Vietnam at an Oct. 2 NBC meet-

throughout the world. bringing down in- . Ing. Afterward, the White House put out a

creasing criticism on the Diem regime- nd press release.

on U.S. government for supporting it. The It said, in part:

Buddhists became the rallying point for all "Sec. McNamara and Gen. Taylor reported

non-Communist opposition to Diem and that the major part of the U.S. milit:ry task

.Nhu. can be completed by the end of 1965 ---

Nhu's wife made matters worse by refer- "They reported that by the end of this year
riIng to the priest' self-sacrifice as "Buddhist the U.S. program for training the Vietnamese

barbecues. ,should have progressed to the point where

On Aug. 21, nine days before Hilsman's 1.000 U.S. military personnel could be with-

first memo, government forces under the drawn.

direction of Nhu and Diem attacked major "The political situation in South Vietnam

Buddhist pagodas In Hue and Saigon, killing remains deeply serious. The U.S. has made

any monks who resisted, clear its continuing opposition to any repres-

The government crisis intensified because sive actions in South Vietnam. While such

the attack at first was blamed on the Viet- actions have not yet significantly affected

naneso military-which stoutly denied it he military effort, they could do so in the

had any part in the anti-Buddhist moves. futuree"
Hilsman's Aug. 30 memo recommended

MILITARY FEARED PURGE that, if Diem chose to leave the country with
Leading generals reported to U.S. officials his family, the United States provide him

that they feared Diem and Nhu might in- with a plane but only if he agreed to go to
sti:ute a purge within the military-and per- France or another European country.
haps seek an accommodation with North "Under no circumstances " he wrote,
Vietnam. "should the Nhus be permitted to remain In

Hillsman wrote the Aug. 30 memo at a Southeast Asia in close proximity to Vietnam
time when U.S. officials believed a military because of the plots they will try to mount
coup or action by Diem against the military to regain power."
was imminent. This proved mistaken. Hilsman warned that Diem might appeal to

From the end of August until early Octo- French President Charles de Gaulle "for po-
ber. the secret Pentagon study and Hilsman's litical support for neutralization of Vietnam."
second memo reveal, the U.S. struggled to Hilsman urged Rusk to resist any such ar-
decide how to keep Dieam as president but rangement, adding: "We should point out
get rid of Nhu. publicly that Vietnam cannot be effectively

A conclusion of the Sept. 17 NSC meeting, neutralized unless the Communists are re-
for example, was that the best of all possible , moved from control of North Vietnam. . . .
worlds would be for Diem to stay in power "Once an anti-Diem coup Is started in
with Nhu out of the picture. South Vietnam, we can point to the obvious

In fact, after It was determined that Nhu's refusal of South Vietnam to accept a Diem-
special forces and not the army had been re- Communist coalition."

sponsible for the attacks on the pagodas, the
documents make it clear that there was [From the Chicago Sun-Times, June 23, 1971
unanimous agreement among Mr. Kennedy TEXT OF THE MEMO

and his advisers that pressure should be Following is the text. of an Aug. 30, 1963,
applied on Diem to purge Nhu. memorandum from Asst. Sec. of State Roger

ALTERNATIVE LEADERSHIP SOUGHT Hisman to Sec. of State Dean Rusic recom-
The documents indicate that it was also mending the United States encourage and

decided at the NSC meeting to identify and assist a coup against South Vietnamese Presi-
be:-n cutivating alternative leadership-be- dent Ngo Dinh Diem and his brother-in-law,
lieed to mean the generals. Ngo Dinh Nhu:

The decision was made formal after two The courses of action which Diem and Nhu
alternatives were debated at the Sept. 17 could take to maintain themselves in power
NSC meeting-"escalator pressure" and rec- and the United States responses thereto are
onciliation," the latter representing acqu- as follows:
escence in the status quo under Diem and 1. Diem-Nhu move: Pre-emptive arrest
Nhu. and assassination of opposition military off-

The alternatives had been laid out the day cers and/or Vice President Nguyen Ngoc Tho.
before in Hlsman's second memo, which used U.S. response:
the terms "reconciliation track" and "pres- (a) We should continue to pass warnings
sures and persuasion track." to these officials about their danger.

NH1U "ADVENTURE" FEARED (b) CAS (code label for the Central In-
telligence Agency) should explore the feasi-

"My own judgment," Hlasman declared, "is bility of prompt supply of a warning system
that the reconciliationn track' will not work, to these omcias.
I think Nhu has already decided on an ad- (c) If several general oMcers are arrested,
venture. I think he feels that the progress we should invoke aid sanctions to obtain

lradon and givehar and the U.Sau n their release on the ground that they are

on a course that has a minimum and a max- essential to successful prosecution of the
imum goal. war against the Viet Cong.

"The minimum goal would be sharply to (d) Encouragement of prompt initiation
reduce the American presence into thoe key of the coup is the best way of avoiding arrests
positions which have political significance in and assassinations of generals.
the provinces -tnd the strategic hamlet pro- 2. Dliam-Nhu move: Sudden switch in as-
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signments of opposition generals or their d--
patch on special rnirsious otiv.ide of Sagrn.

U.S. reponne: We should recommend that
the opporsifron generals dei-ty In carrying wit.
any such orders and move promptly to exeel.
tion of the coup.

3. Diem-Nhu move: Declaration of Amba;-
sailor Lodge and/or other important Amer-
ican omelals in Vietnam as personae ns
gratac.

U.S. response:
(a) We should stall on the removal of or

omcists until the efforts to mount a coup
have borne fruit. This situation again sho-.s
the importance of speed on the part of both
the U.S. and Vietnamese sides. We should
also suspend aid. .

(b) Should the GVN (South Vietnam) be.
gin to bring physical pressure on our person-
nel, we should introduce U.S. forces to safe.
guard their security.

4. Diem-Nhu move: Blackmail pressure on
U.S. dependents in Vietnam, such as arrests,
a few mysterious deaths or-more likely-
disguised threats (like Nhu's recent threat to
raze Saigon in case of a coup).

U.S. response:
(a) We should maintain our sang-froid

with respect to threats.
(b) We should urge American personnel

to take such precautions as avoidance of un-
necessary movement and concentration of
families. We should also issue arms to se-
lected American personnel.

(c) We should demand the release of any
Americans arrested and should insist for the
record on proper protection of Americans by
the GVN. (GVN failure to furnish this pro-
tection could serve as one of the justifica-
tions for open U.S. Intervention.)

(d) We should evacuate dependents and
other nonofflcial personnel at the earliest
possible moment that Ambassador Lodge con-
siders it consistent with the over-all opera-
tion.

(e) We should intervene with U.S. forces
if necessary to protect Americans during
evacuation and to obtain the release of
those arrested.

5. Diem-Nhu move: Severance of all aid
ties with the U.S., ouster of all U.S. personnel
(except for a limited diplomatic staff), and
demand for removal of all U.S.-controlled
military equipment in Vietnam.

U.S. response:
(A) We should stall in removing U.S. per-

sonnel and equipment from Viet Nam. This
move by the GVN would again, however, un-
derscore the necessity for speed in our coun-
teraction.

(B) If Diem-Nhu move to seize U.S.-con-
trolled equipment, we should resist by all
necessary force.

6. Diem-Nhu move: Political move toward
the DRV (North Vietnam) such as opening
of neutralization negotiations, or rumors and
indirect threats of such a move.

U.S. response:
(A) Ambassador Lodge should give Diem a

clear warning of the dangers of such a course.
and point out its continued pursuit will lead
to cessation of U.S. aid.

(B) Encourage the generals to move
promptly with a coup.

(C) We should publicize to the world at
an appropriate moment any threats or move
by Diem or Nhu toward the DRV in order
to show the two-edged game they are playing
and help justify publicly our counteractions.

(D) If the DRV threatens to respond to an
anti-Diem coup by sending troops openly to
South Vietnam, we should let it know une-
quivocally that wo shall hit the DRV with
all that is necessary to force it to desist.
- (E) We should be prepared to take such

military action.
7. Diem-Nhu move: Appeal to Do Gaulle

for political support for neutralization of
Vietnam.

U.S. response:
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(A) We should point out publicly that

Vietnam cannot be effectively neutralized
unless the Communists are removed from
control of North Vietnam. If a coalition be-
tween Diem and the CommunItst is sug-
gested. we should reply that this would be
the avenue to a Communist takeover in view
of the relative strength of the two principals
in the coalition. Once an anti-Diem coup is
started in South Vietnam, we can point to
the obvious refusal of South Vietnam to ac-
cept a Diem-Communist coalition.

8. Diem-Nhu move: If hostilities start be-
tween the GVN and a coup group, Diem and
Nhu will seek to negotiate in order to play
for' time (as during the November. 1960, coup
attempt) and rally loyal forces to Saigon.

U.S. response:
(A) The U.S. must define its objective

with crystal clearness. If we try to save Diem
by encouraging negotiations between him
and a coup group. while a coup is in progress
we shall greatly increase the risk of an un-
successful outcome of the coup attempt. Our
objective should, therefore, clearly be to
bring the whole Ngo family under the con-
trol of the coup group.

(B) We should warn the coup group to
press any military advantage it gains to its
logical conclusion without stopping to nego-
tiate.

iC) We should use all possible means to
influence pro-Diem generals like Cao to move
to the coup side. For example. Gen. Harkins
could send a direct message to Cao pointing
to the consequences of a continued stand in
support of the Ngo family and the advan-
tage of shifting over to the cotp group.

(D) Weo should use, or encourage the coup
group to use: military measures to prevent
any loyal forces outside Snigon from rally-
ing to Diem's support. For example, we can
Jam radio commimicntiona between Diem
and these forces nd we can encourage in-
tordiction of transportation by blowing up
bridges.

(El We should encourage the coup group
to capture and remove promptly from Viet-
nan any members of the Ngo family outside
Saigon. including Can and Thuc who are
normally In Hue. We should assist in this
operation to any extent necessary.

9. Diem-Nhn move: Continuation of hos-
tilities in Saigon as long as possible in the
hope that the U.S. will weaken because of
the bloodbath which may involve U.S. per-
sonnel.

U.S. response:
(A) We should maintain our sang-froid

and encourage the coup forces to continue
the fight to the extent necessary.

(B) We should seek to bring officers loyal
to Diem over to our side by direct approaches
by MACV (Military Assistance Command.
Vietnam) or CAS inducements.

(C) We should encourage the coup group
to take necessary action to deprive the loyal
forces of access to supplies.

(D) We should make full use of any U.S.
equipment available in Vietnam to assist the
coup group.

If necevary, we should bring in U.S. com-
- bat N-" to assist the coup group to achieve

victor'.
10. Diem-Nhu move: A Gotterdammerung

- in the Palace.
U.S. response:
(a) We should encourage the coup group

to ficht the battle to the end and to destroy
the Palace if necessary to gain victory.

(b) Unconditional surrender should be the
terms for the Ngo family since it will other-
wise seek to outmaneuver both the coup
forces and the United States. If the family is
taken alive, the Nhus should be banished to
France or any other European country will-
ing to receive them. Derf should be treated
as the generals wish.

11. Diem-Nhu move: Flight 6ut of the
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country (this is unlikely as It would not be
in keeping with the past conduct of the Ngo
family).

U.S. response:
We should be prepared, with the knowledge

of the coup group, to furnish a plane to take
the Ngo family to France or other European
country which will receive it. Under no cir-
eumstances should the Nhus be permitted to
remain in Southeast Asia in close proximity
to Vietnam because of the plots they will try
to mount to regain power. If the generals de-
cide to exile Diem, he should also be sent
outside Southeast Asia.

[From the Chicago Sun-Times, June 23, 19711
PARTA.L Tx- or Ousi-NHU MEMo

Following is a partial text of a Sept. 16.
1963, memorandum from Asst. Sec. of State
Roger Hilsman to Sec. of State Dean husk.
Other documents, from the Pentagon study.
indicate Hilsman was recommending here
that the United States pressure South Viet-
namese President Ngo-Dinh Diem to remove
from power his brother-in-law, Ngo Nhu:

Attached are two cables-one on the "Re-
conciliation Track" and one on the "Pres-
sures and Persuasion Track."

I think it is important to note that these
are true alternatives-i.e., the "Reconciliation
Track" is not the same as Phase I of the
"Pressures and Persuasion Track." The differ-
ence is in public posture. Phase I of the
"Pressures and Persuasion Track" continues
to maintain a publi posture of disapproval
of the OVN's (South Vietnamese) policies of
repression. The "Reconciliation Track" re-
quires it public posture of acquiescence in
what the QVN has recently done, and even
some effort by the U.S. to put these recent
actions in a good a light as we possibly can.

If this. distinction, which is a real one, is
preserved, then it seems to me clear that
it will NOT be possible to switch from the
"Rleconciliation Track" to a "Pressures and
Persuasion Track" if the former does not
work-except in the event that Diem and
Nhu provide us with another dramatic act
of repression as an excuse. On the other
hand, it WILL be possible to switch from a
"Pressures and Persuasion Track" to a "Re-
conciliation Track" at any time during
Phases I and II of the "Pressures and Persua-
sion Track," although probably not after
we had entered Phases III and IV.

My own judgment is that the "Reconcila-
tion Track" will not work. I think that Nhu
has already decided on an adventure. I think
he feels that the progress already made in
the war and the U.S. materiel on hand gives
him freedom to launch on a course that has
a minimum and a maximum goal. The mini-
mum goal would be sharply to reduce the
American presence in those key positions
which have political significance in the pro-
vinces and the strategic hamlet program and
to avoid any meaningful concessions that
would go against his Mandarin, "person-
alist" vision of the future of Vietnam. The
maximum goal, I would think, would be a
deal with North Vietnam for a truce in the
war, a complete removal of the U.S. pres-
ence, and a "neutralist" or "Titoist" but
still separate South Vietnam ...

I would recommend adopting as our initial
course Phases I and II of the 'Pressures and
Persuasion Track." testing and probing as
we go along and being ready to switch to
"Reconciliation" at any moment that it be-
comes necessary, using the decision to switch
as a means of getting at least nominal con-
cessions in order to save as much of our face
as possible.

I make this recommendation with the
caveat that we do not have sufficient in-
formation to make a final and complete judg-
ment on either of the two key issues-where
Nhu will lead Vietktm If he remains in power
and whether or not enough people will con-
tinue to fight the Viet Cong to bring victory.

S 10241
[From the Chicago Sun-Times, June 24, 19711
MORE VrF.T SEcRtTs-How KENNEDY SENT LBJ

To Paon DrEm To AsK GI's
(By Morton Kondracke and Thomas B. Ross)

WAsHINGTON.-The late President John F.
Kennedy sent Vice President Lyndon B. John-
son to Saigon in May. 1961, with orders to
encouragee" South Vietnam President Ngo
Dinh Diem to request U.S. ground troops.
Diem originally opposed the request. govern-
ment documents revealed Wednesday.

It was on that trip that Mr. Johnson pub-
licly referred to Diem as the "Winston
Churchill" of the Far East.

Diem responded to the unpublicized re-
quest that he did not want foreign troops on
Vietnamese soil except in the case of direct
aggression by North Vietnam. Diem pointed
out that US. troops would violate the 1954
Geneva accords that ended the French war
in Indochina.

Later, the documents show, Diem wrote a
letter to Kennedy arguing that the United
States should provide material support, not
troops, since the presence of U.S. soldiers
would tend to give credence to the Commu-
nist charge that .he was a front for the
colonialist-s.

Diem successfully balked at the Kennedy-
Johnson proposal for five months, but with
the military situation rapidly deteriorating,
he yielded in October and made the solicited
request for U.S. troops.

Two years later, the documents reveal, the
situation was even worse. So much so that
Kennedy's principal Vietnam expert on the
working level, Paul H1. Kittenburg Chairman
of the State Department's Vietnam working
group, told an Aug. 31, 1903 National Security
Council Meeting:

"AtCthis juncture, it would be better for
us to make the decision to get out honorably."

STEADILY DOWNHILL

He warned that Diem would get less and
less support from the military and the "coun-
try will go steadily down hill."

Kennedy's advisers reacted with shock. Sec.
of State Dean Rusk dismissed Kattenburg's
remarks a.s "largely speculative." Defense Sec.
Robert S. McNamara agreed with Rusk.

Rusk said:
"It would be far better for us to start on

the firm basis of two things-that we will
not pull out of Vietnam until the war is won,
and that we will not run a coup."

And Mr. Johnson argued: "It would be a
disaster to pull out .. . We should stop play-
ing cops and robbers and get back to talking
straight to the GVN (government of South
Vietnam) .. . We should once again go about
winning the war."

The report on the session, held at the State
Department and led by Rusk in President
Kennedy's absence, is contained in a memo-
randum written by Marine Maj. Gen. Victor
C. Krulak, then the Pentagon's top expert on
counterinsurgency.

Three months later Kennedy was dead and.
the conduct of the war passed to Johnson.

The documents, disclosed to The Sun-
Times by a number of reliable sources, pro-
vide this chronology of how the U.S. involve-
ment deepened during the Kennedy adminis-
tration.

Upon taking office in January of 1961, Ken-
nedy was confronted by reports from the
U.S. Embassy in Saigon that President Diem
was in danger of being overthrown because
of his repressive policies and the toleration of
corruption at the tip of his government.

A message from Ambassador Elbridge Dur-
brow had urged consideration of "alternative
actions and leaders" to salvage the late Pres-
ident Dwight D. Eisenhower's policy of cre-
ating a non-Communist South Vietnam.

In March of 1961, the Central Intelligence
Agency in a National Intelligence Estimate
warned that the Viet Cong were gaining
"control and Influence over increasing areas
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of the countryside." The CIA said Diem was 8.000 troops as a move that could get the When the coup was actually unde-r wa",
growing progressively weaker and was vul- United States "mired down in an Inconclu- Diem called Lodge at the U.S. Embarsy. ask-
nerable to a coup by "non-Communist ele- sive struggle." He recommended a "firm Ini- ing whether the United States supported it.
ments." tial position." saying the American people Documents disclose that Lodge's rep'y was

Kennedy sought to bolster the regime by would respond better to bold action. He sug- that the United States did not have a psa-
authorizing funds to increase the South gested as many as 205.000 U.S. troops might tion.
Vietnamese army by 20,000 men and the be necessary if the enemy counterattacked Although Lewige exrc.ed concern Icr
Civil Guard by 32.000. against the U.S. military intervention. Diem's safety in that phone call on Nov. 1.

S1I1.TFARY'S HAND STRENGTHENED Kennedy's decision was to reject Taylor's the president and his brother, Nhu. were
I Ke yalsoapprovedaPlan proposal for an open commitment and to captured and killed the next day.

In inrch. Kennedy aforotedmilan send U.S. troops to Vietnam slowly and The coup followed months of tenton be-

command to by-pass the ambassador, to be quietly as "advisers." tween the Roman Catholic Nhu family and
inmadetto y-sition to habasleado, t- In National Security Memorandum 111, Buddhists in the country and increa-ing U.S.
In a letter position to handle a "hot-war however, Kennedy made it clear that the feeling that no succrasfu effort could be
situ.t ion." troops were available for "operational duties" waged against Vietnamrese Comm'niott un-
In ay, .Tohnaon was sent to Vietnam with and for "performing crucial missions" io help dcr their nuthoritaran reime.

orders to "encourage" Diem to redqueit U.S. tho South Vietnamese army "win their war nI-rATF. AT TO' .F:i.5

that ie d(i not. want foretren troops on Vit- niust the Viet Cong." Until Oct. 2. 1903 there was debate withinthat he cid not. wantpenetoIIItroops en Viet
nanwse soil unless lie was threatened with Kennedy deepened his commitment to a the highest cmmci; of the nlminir.'ratirn

onlid' at tack, non-Communist Smith Vietnam despit e a re- ' over proposals that Diem he pre-"arecI into
Dv October. however, after a summer of port by Charles Maechltng Jr., chairman of firing his brother in order to .ave m-.elf.

deterioration. Diem changed his mind and the committee of deputies on the special On Oct. 2, Defense Sec. Robert S. Mc-
made the solicited request. group, that If free elections were to be held Namara and Gen. Maxwell Taylor returied

Kennedv had then derided to send Gen. in Sotth Vietnam in 1902, Ho (North Viet- from a fact-finding mission. and from that
Maxwell D. Taylor and Walt W. Rostow on name e President Ho Chi Minh) would get point forward a consensus developed that
a fact-finding mission to Saigon. In ad- 'JO per cent of the popular vote. Diem and Nhu could not be seprtrated.
vance, he requested a Pentagon assessment. Maehling estimated that the Viet Cong In Saigon. on the same day, an agent of

The Pentagon concluded that the "vast were getting only a trickle of supplies from the U.S. Embassy met with Vetnamesc MaJ.

majority of the Viet Con troops were of North Vietnam and noted that no one had Gen. Tran Van Don at Ton Son Nhut Arnort.
localorii md that there was little evi- ever found a Chinese rifle or Soviet weapon The embassy had approved the meeting.

dece that they were receiving major sup- used by the guerrilins, according to Pentgon documents and other
dece thatm the wererecmei i ajorsup- He concluided that the "massive aggression sources.
liac: of 2maoO trcp;-lmmen combat and theory was completely phony." Don told the embnr'y nrypnt th:.t a p*,,i
a.ft00 fpor-to Is-eInIaip.mi0 onmtoR eal Kennidy got. essentinlly the "sme word was umnider wny for n coup. and that the key

thme hardrIat.I-to'i';iinle frotn A White houe aide Michael Forrestal, to whether it would take place w:; the II.he ordiinst poo e Infiltration. upon his return from Vietnam in early 1903. Corp: commander, Maj. Gen. Ton That DInh.
MSANroV.TR NEDOA ESTIMtATF.D Forrestal estimated that "the vast bulk of CONTACTS WITH PLOTTEns OK'D

The Joint Chiefs of Stnff calculated that both recruits and supplies come from inside
three divisious, about 100.000 men, would he South Vietnam itself." On Oct. 6, President Kennedy approved of

needed if North Vietnam invaded, and six di- SECRET RAIDS ON NORTH continuing contacts with the plotters, docu-
visins nd ossblytactcalnucearweaonsmentt reveal,visions and possibly tactical rmclear weapons Other matters, related in the documents The President's order was: "No initiative

if Communist China intervened, and previously reported on, show that should be taken to give any active covert
On the way to Vietnam Taylor and Ros- President Kennedy ordered an extensive encouragement to the coup, but urgent ef-

tow stopped in Ifawail, where -Adm. Harry program of secret raids on North Vietnam in forts should be made to build contact with
D. Felt, the Pacific commander, told him Mirch of 1961. three years before the Gulf - alternative leadership" should it occur.
that his plans were drawn on the "assump- of Tonkin incident. ' On the afternoon of Oct. 5, with Lodge's
tion" that tactical nuclear weapons would be The documents show that the raids in- approval, the embiasy's agent met with an-
used if necessary following a North Viet- eluded airlifting South Vietnamese sabotage other plot leader, Gen. Duong Van MIh. who
namese or Chinese invasion. teams into North Vietnam. PT-boat attacks said he had to know what the U.S. position

Upon his return, Taylor urged Kennedy to on theNorth Vietnamese coast, and U.S. de- would be if a coup took place.
deploy 8.000 U.S. troops but administration stroyer patrols to trigger and locate North Minh told the embassy agent that one of
officials put out the word that he had rec- Vietnamese and Communist Chinese radar. three plans being contemplated by the plot-
ommended only advisers. Taylor conceded The documents, disclose to the Sun-Times ters was the assassination of Diem.
that commitment of the troops ran the risk by several reliable sources, reveal that the UNITED STATES "WOUD NOT TIhWART"
of the U.S. commitment "escalating into a raids were carried out under the direction of
major war in Asia." two super-secret agencies in. Washington- The embassy agent was noncommittal.

STRATEGIC RESERVE WEAK the 303 Committee and Special Group Coun- documents reveal, but later on the sameday

He also acknowledged that the Army's stra- ter-Insurgency, co-chaired by the President's Lodge recommended to Washington that

tegic reserve was so weak that the United brother, Robert F. Kennedy. -bassy agent he should be authorized to say
States could "Ill afford any detachment of that the United States "would not thwart"
forces." Nevertheless, Taylor insisted Ken- f From the Chicago Sun-Times, June 24, 19711 a coup and that .the United States would
nedy should deploy the 8.000 troops, because ANTI-DIEM PLOTTER TOLD U.S. ADEs IN review its plans and support a successor
he did not believe "our program to save ADvANCE regime.
South Vietnmn will succeed without it." ' (By Morton Kondracke and Thomas B. Ross) On Oct. 6. Washington confirmed that the

In an early foreshadowing of things to WASIIINGTON.-Top-secret Pentagon docu- U.S. position would be that it would not
come Taylor noted that North Vietnam was ments disclose that a key plotter against thwart a coup if it offered the prospect of a
"extremely vulnerable to conventional bomb- South Vietnamese President Ngo Dinh Diem more efficient fight against the Viet Cong.
Ing" and recommended that the weakness be informed the U.S. Embassy 26 days before "Security and deniability." Washington de-
.exploited diplomatically" in Hanoi. the successful coup that assassination of cided, were paramount considerations in all

Taylor posed three options for Kennedy: Diem was one of three courses of action being contacts with the plotters.
(1) to remove Diem in favor of a "military contemplated. The disagreement between Harklns and
dictaton.ship"that would give dominance to The coup, by military officers, took place Lodge emerged in actions from Oct. 22 to

the army's needs; (2) to remove Diem for a Nov. 1. 1963, and Diem and his brother. Sec-
gure of more dilute power" who would ret Police Chief Ngo Dinh Nhu, were captured CAUTIONE ST ISARKINs

deegate more authority to the military; (3) and murdered the next day. On Oct. 22, Harkins met iwth Gen. Don
to use a U.S. presence to "force the Vietnam- Sources, which involved the Pentagon and told Don that U.S. offers were not to
ese to get their house in order." study. indicate that the administration of be approached about a coup because it dis-

After noting that it would be "dangerous President John F. Kennedy did not order tracted them from their foremost purpose.
for us to engineer a coup under present tense or engineer the coup, although it gave many which was thwarting the Communists.
circumstances," Taylor recommended the signals that the coup would not be unwel- Don apparently took this as a sign of U.S.
third option. come, The Sun-Times learned Wednesday discouragement. and on Oct. 23 renewed his

contact with the embassy's agent, asking forRUSK RESPONDS WITH WARNING LODGE, GENERAL AT ODDS clarification. Don was reassured of the U.S.
Sec. of State Dean Rusk responded to Before the coup, documents reveal, there attitude, documents indicate.

Taylor's report with caution, warning against was an intense dispute over it within the U.S. On Oct. 24, Diem invited Lodge to his villa
"committing American prestige to a losing mission in Saigon between Ambassador Henry . in Dalat. The sarfe day, another contact took
horse." - Cabot iMge. who favored it, arid Gen. Paul place between Don and the embassy agent.

Defense Sec. Robert S. McNamara, on the Harkins, U.S. military commander, who op- The agent assured Don that Harkina had
other hand, viewed the proposed forces t posed It., . . en correced.
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Don advised that the coup was scheduled

for Nov. 2 and that another meeting would
be scheduled for reviewing plans.

That evening, Don told the agent that the
coup committee was committed not to reveal
plans but that special memos would be filed
for Lodge's eyes only.

TIME FOR ACTION SEEN

On Oct. 25. Lodge argued within embassy
circles that the time had come to go ahead
with a coup. He took exception to Harkins'
reservations.

Harkins reportedly believed that the gener-
als would not be capable of mounting a suc-
cessful coup.

On Oct. 28. Don Informed the embssy
that it would receive four houfs'notice before
the coup.

On Oct. 29-not Nov. 1. as the United
States announced to the press-the Navy
was ordered to have ships standing by, pre-
pared to rescue U.S. dependents and civilians.

NO U.S. vrw, DIEN TOLD

In another discussion Oct. 29, Harkins re-
peated his disagreement with Lodge's atti-
tude toward the coup. and reiterated that the
generals were incapable of accomplishing
their mission. Lodge said he disagreed.

On Nov. 1. Gen. Don called Harkins to ad-
vise him that the coup was under way.

Diem, according to documents, called
Lodge and asked where the United States
stood. Lodge "expressed concern for Diem's
safety" and said the United States "did not
have a view vet."

The plotters. gathered at the Vietnamese
joint general staff headquarters in Saigon
earlier had called Diem and told him to sur-
render, but he refused.

TFLEE TT SAIGON SUDURBS

At 5 p.m., the generals again called Diem
and this time ordered Col. Le Quang Tung to
take the phone and inform Diem and Nhu
that even the special. forces, which Tung com-
roanded, had ourrcndorcd.

Af ter the phone call. Tung was taken out of
the headquarters and shot.

At 6:50 a.m. on Nov. 2. Diem and his brother
escaped from the presidential palace, which
had been surrounded, to a hideout in the
Sa:gon suburbs.

When that was surrounded, they escaped
again to a Roman Catholic church, where
they were finally caught. They were killed
en route to Vietnamese military headquarters.

The following day. Nov. 3, Gen. Don called
on Lodge, who promised immediate restora-
tion of U.S. aid programs-cut back to place
pressure on the Diem regime-and assured
the generals of immediate U.S. support. The
United States announced its recognition of
thene w regime on Nov. 7, the day after It
asked to be recognized.

[From the Chicago Sun-Times,
June 25, 19711

LIKE'S Two-Vrrr PLAN IS REVEALED

(By Morton Kondracke and Thomas B. Ross)
WAsH INGToN.-The late President Dwight

D. Eisenhower secretly established in 1958
a national policy to eliminate Communist
control in Hanoi and reunite North and
South Vietnam under a pro-U.S. govern-
ment. official documents revealed Thursday.

In a National Security Council paper, NSC
580. da'ed April 2. 1958. Eisenhower directed
the :zover:.nent to "work toward the weak-
ening.of the Communists of North and
South h Viet nam in order to bring about the
eventual peaceful reunification of a free and
indopnd-iit Vietnam under anti-Com-
nutn.- leariership."

Eienhower took the decision, the docu-
ments show, at the high point of his con-
fidence in Ngo Dinh Diem's ability to emerge
as a truly national, anti-Communist leader.

Diem, who has- been installed as prime
minister by the United States in 1954, im-
pressed Eisenhower and Sec. of State John
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Foster Dulles with his unexpected efficiency
in putting down a number of dissident sects
in 1955.

Just before the crackdown, Gen. J. Lawton
Collins. Eisenhower's envoy in Saigon, recom-
mended that Diem be removed. Dulles con-
curred and the State Department sent a
cable to the U.S. Embassy directing that
Diem be kicked upstairs into the presidency,
then a figurehead position.

Surprised. at Diem's forceful performance
against the sects. Washington revoked the
cable and ordered It burned.

Eisenhower and Dulles were also encour-
aged by the seemingly mild reaction to
Diem's decision to cancel the 1956 national
erections. which had been agreed upon in the
1954 Geneva (Switzerland) accords.

RED VICTORY AT POLLS SEEN

, Eisenhower acquiesced in Diem's -move on
the basis of a Central Intelligence Agency as-
sessment that the Saigon government "al-
most certainly would not be able to defeat
the Communists In countrywide elections."

The documents indicate a growing sense
of optimism between 1955 and 1958 in Diem's
possibilities as a leader of both halves of
Vietnam. But just as NSC 5809 was being
promulgated, the Viet Cong launched their
insurgency. And although the paper remained
national policy, the documents indicate the
Eisenhower administration was subsequently
forced to concentrate on salvaging Diem's
regime.

The documents, disclosed to The Sun-
Times by a number of reliable sources, also
revealed these previously unpublished facts
about the U.S. involvement in Vietnam:

(1) All contingency planning for the bomb-
ing of North Vietnam was completed by mid-
June, 1964, but the White House passed the
order to mark time "during the next six
months." that is, until December, the month
after the Presidential election.

(2) Former President Lyndon B. Johnson
was advised by a top-level panel in early 1964
that bombing North Vietnam would not win
the war. Soon after the bombing began it
was evident that it was not working and this
was confirmed by an exhaustive study in
1967. a full year before it was stopped in No-
vember, 1968.

(3) A few days after taking office, Mr. John-
son issued a National Security Memo, NSAM
273, on Nov. 26, 1963 ordering plans for "pos-
sible increased activity" In secret raids on
North Vietnam.

(4) From the beginning of the direct U.S.
military involvement, high-ranking officials
had difficulty estimating how many civilians
were included In casualty figures. White
House adviser Michael Forrestal observed
after a visit to Vietnam In 1963: "No one
really knows how many of the 20000 'Viet
Cong' killed last year were only innocent, or
at least persuadable, villagers."

(5) William Jorden a key Vietnam special-
ist, was sent to South Vietnam in 1963 to
draw up evidence to support the administra-
tion's contentiop of massive infiltration by
North Vietnam. He reported back: "We are
unable to document and develop any hard
evidence of infiltration."

(7) Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor was the prin-
cipal exponent of the domino theory inside
the Johnson administration. As chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Taylor warned on
Jan. 22. 1964, that the fall of South Viet-
nam would result in the immediate loss of
Laos. Thailand and Cambodia. He also
warned that there could be a dangerous reac-
tion in Burma. India, Indonesia, Malaysia.
Japan, Taiwan, Korea and the Philippines
and possibly similar "unfavorable effects" in
Africa and in Latin America.

The CIA, on the other hand, consistently
argued that it was unlikely that any other
country would 'to Communist.

CIA ESTIMATE DISEOARDED

The documents show that the CIA was.
largely disregarded by the policy-makers
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from the start of the U.S. involvement. The
thrust of the CIA's estimates in the early
years was that Ho represented an almost ir-
resistable nationalist force and DIem showed
no promise of establishing a solid non-Com-
munist government.

In a National Intelligence Estimate of Au-
gust, 1954, the CIA said it did "not believe
there will be the dramatic transformation in
French policy necessary to win the active
loyalty and support of the local population
for a South Vietnam government. . . .

"Although it is possible that the French
and the Vietnamese, even with support from
the U.S. and other powers. may be able to
establish a strong regime in South Vietnam.
we believe that the chances fcjr thls-develop-
ment are poor and, moreover, that the situa-
tion is more likely to continue to deteriorate
progressively over the next year."

F1" HIGH REGARD FOR 140

The CIA concluded in another document
at the time that "the most significant partic-
ular political sentiment of the bulk of the
population was an antipathy for the French
combined with a personal regard for Ho Chi
Minh as the symbol of Vietnamese national-
ism."

The CIA predicted that the Communists
would remain in a state of "relative quies-
cence" if Diem held the 1956 national elec-
tions as required by the 1954 Geneva accords
that ended the war with the French. In ef-
fect, the CIA argued that Diem provoked the
Communist uprising by reneging on the elec-
tions.

The documents show that Eisenhower was
warned In advance by the CIA that Diem
would balk at the elections but did nothing
to see that they were held.

DRANDED A DICTATORSHIP

Eisenhower and Sec. of State John Foster
Dulles decided to commit the United States to
the regime, despite a 1057 estimate by the
CIA that:

"A facade of representative government is
maintained, but the government is in fact es-
sentially authoritarian. The legislative pow-
ers of the National Assembly are strictly cir-
cumscribed; the judiciary is undeveloped and
subordinate to the executive; and the mem-
bers of the executive branch are little more
than the personal agents of Diem.

"No organized opposition, loyal or other-
wise, is tolerated, and critics of the regime
are often repressed. . . . The exercise of
power and responsibility is limited to Diem
and a very small circle mainly composed of
his relatives."

(From the Chicago Sun-Times, June 25,
19711

BoMBING OF NORTH VIETNAM DESCRsED AS A
FAILURE

(By Morton Kondracke and Thomas B. Ross)
WASHINGTON.-Secret Pentagon "war

games" indicated early in 1964 that strategic
bombing of North Vietnam might. be a
failure, and other high-level studies in 1967
concluded that the policy had indeed failed.

Despite the warnings of 1964, which
emerged from computerized "Sigma games"
reminiscent of the movie "Dr. Strancelote-
the administration of former President
Lyndon B. Johnson ordered the bombing to
begin in March, 1965, under the code name
"Rolling Thunder."

And despite the analyses of 1067-which
include photos of war materiel leaving
YugosIavia and arriving in North Vietnam-
the bombing was not finally halted until late
1968.

The early war games predicted-correctly-
that North Vietnam could station civilians on
airstrips to deter U.S. bombing and, if they
were hit anyway, could use the fact to
propaganda advantage.

After the bombing had been under way for
2% years. the 1967 study showed that ex-
aggerated claims for the success of the bomb-
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Ing had been fabricated in Vietnam and were
believed by high-rnnking oicinis in Wash-
ington.

Top-secret Pentagon documents and other
sources also indicate a Set of significant
switches in U.S. aims in bombing North Viet-
nam. At fIrst, the Johnson administration
thought bombing stationary targets would
break the will of North Vietnam and its
leaders. Within a month, however, U.S.
officials concluded that bombing would not
accomplish that purpose, and tho United
States began trying to interdict supplies
heading from North Vietnam to South Viet-
nam.

By April 20, 1965, the U.S. command con-
cluded that bombing the north would not
viin the wa.r, and that victory could come
only by defeating the Viet Cong on the
ground in South Vietnam.

Nevertheless, the bombing continued until
it was stopped totally on the eve of the 1968
presidential elections.

In 1907, a study panel headed by Defense
Undersecretary Paul Nitze concluded that the
results of the bombing had been largely nega-
tive. The study concluded that there was no
way to stop the flow of materiel into North
Vietnam and no way to interdict it on Its
way to the south.

Ninety-five per cent of North Vietnam's
war supplies entered through Haiphong
Harbor-a forbidden target under President
Johnson's rules. Had the harbor been
attacked, however, supplies could have been
shipped in by railroad from Port Biurd in
China.

In 2 years of bombing, the study con-.
eluded, North Vietnam had the same num-
ber of trucks-11,000-as it had when the
bombing began, only they were nmew trucks in
1967, replacing the old ones of 105.

The United States had knocked out 70 per
cent of North Vietnam's electrical plants, yet
the north had more generating capacity than
it had before the war started. Diesel geo
erators had been shipped in.

BOMSS DUMPED AT SEA

Further, evidence indicated that U.S. po-
licy encouraged U.S. pilots to dump their
bombs at sea or avoid their primary targets.

Military budgets depended on flying the
maximum number of sorties authorized by
Washington, meaning that pilots had to make
two bombing runs a day. To do that, they
would have had to fly the shortest route to
target, which were known as "milk runs,"
that were saturated with enemy antiaircraft
defenses.

A pattern developed: Pilots would fly part
of the milk run only, drop their bombs short
of target or in the sea, fly back to their
bases-getting credit for one sortie-refuel,
then fly out and bomb secondary targets out-
side North Vietnam, either along the Ho Chi
Minh Trail or elsewhere in Laos.

Documents indicate that the North Viet-
namese became accustomed to the pattern
and scheduled truck traffic along the Ho Chi -
Minh trial to coincide with the arrival of
second sortces.

Documents indicate that 15 minutes before
the planes arrived at their secondary target,
the trucks moved off the trial, waited in the
bush, watched the bombs drop, then con-
tinued on their way.

STATISTICS REPORTED DOCTORED

There was a high sortie rate and a large
consumption of bombs but, indications were
that statistics were doctored to make It ap-
pear to Washington that the planes were
dropping their ordinance on primary targets
in North Vietnam.

The Nitze study reached conclusions, after
21,f years of bombing, that were similar to the
predictions laid down by top-secret study
groups in 1963 and early 1964. One of these
was an interagency task force, the Vietnam
Working Group, headed -by William H. Bul-
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livan, currently deputy rriNtant secretary of Vietnnm) would carry to the (North Viet-
state for Enast Asian AiTafrs. name'.c) man In the street, with minimum
SSinuiltaneously, high-level omeleis were lors of life, the merage of U.S. determina-

meeting periodically in the Pentasgon's war tion."
gamo rooms to play "Sigma games," the de- The Air Forcc, accordilng to Pentaon doc-
vising of possible U.S. bombing strategies, uments, urrgd raids on Hanoi, but, Mr. John-
likely North Victnamese counterstrategies, - son ruled that out. McNamara and the Pre'A-
and U.S. counter-counterstratcgies. dent retnined tight control over target slec-

Tho omcials were split into a "Red Team," tion, although- the Nitze study later showed
headed by Marshall Green, assistant secretary that the targets were not always being hit.
of state for East Asian affairs, matched With pressures on him from As-istant D-
against a "blue team" that consisted of Mc- fense Sec. John McNaurhton to commit
Georgo Bundy, then President Johnson's na- ground troops to South Vietnam and con-

.tional security adviser; his brother. William, trary pressures from CIA director John Mc-
from the State Department, and Generals Cone and Ambassador Taylor to escalate air
Earle Wheeler, chairman of the Joint Chiefs strikes, Mr. Johnson ordered his key advisers
of Staff, and Curtis E. LeMay, Air Force chief to an April 20 conference at Honolulu.
of staff. Secret documents revcl that the conferees

THEY PLAN HANOI ROLES agreed-less than two months after the on-
It was Green's team, playing the roles of set of the Rolling Thunder raids-that the

Hanoi's leaders, which suggested putting ci- Communists were "not going to capitulate
vilians on the airfield runways. or come to a point acceptable to us in less

Separately, the Sullivan task force and the than six months."
Sigma players reached similar conclusions in McNamara and MNaughton, in a memo of
the spring of 1964; North Vietnam would be their own prepared at the time, said "this is
able to withstand aerial punishment and ex- because settlement will come as much or
pand its aid to guerrillas in the south. Bomb- more from VC failure in the south as from
ing the north would improve the morale of (North Vietnamese) pain in the north, and
the people there, not break their will, and that it will take . . . perhaps a year or two,
the United States would inherit the image to demonstrate VC failure in the south."
in the world of "bully." Despite the admission that the war could

While documenting a case against strategic not be won through air power in the north,
bombing, the Sullivan committee recom- the conferees agreed that bombing should
mended Rolling Thunder on other grounds. continue, but decided it was necessary to in-

.Its report said: "We must prove to the crease U.S. troop strength by 82,000 men.
world U.S. determination to oppose Com-
munist expansion." [From the Los Angeles Times, June 24, 1971]

The Johnson administration debated DIEM's PoIGNANT LAsT CALL To Loocs
through much of election year 1964 whether REVEALED
to institute bombing maids on North Viet- (By David Kraslow)
nam-but by November the question'had be- (By David rasco

.come one of how much bombing to do. conversation PresidentrNo Dinh Dlemof
zE'.IsAL RAIDS DECIDED UPON South Vietnam had with any American is the

On Dec. 1, the Pentagon documents reveal, poigant centerpiece of the Pentagon's secret
Mr. Johnson decided to begin with reprisal reconstruction of the coup against Dlem on
raids on North Vietnam in retaliation for Nov. 1, 1963, and his assassination the fol-
Communist action in the south, and then to lowing day.
gradually escalate the attacks. At 4:30 p.m. on Nov. 1, several hours after

The United States, in February, launched some generals and the units they commanded
two large-scale reprisal raids against the launched the rebellion in Saigon, Diem tele-
north, responding to a Viet Cong assault phoned U.S. Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge
on the U.S. military advisers' compound at Jr. from the presidential palace.
Pleiku. Diem was under siege. Coup forces and

On Feb. 13-following more than a year the palace guard were fighting. The rebel
of planning, but appearing to respond to generals had demanded the surrender of
-immediate Communist attacks-Mr. Johnson Diem and his brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu, head
formally approved the start of continuous of the secret police, and had promised them
Rolling Thunder raids. Those raids actual- -safe conduct out of the country.
ly began on March 2. The United States was implicated in the

It became clear early that North Viet- coup at least to the extent that th -Kennedy
nam was not suffering severely under the administration had pledged noninterferenc
raids, government documents reveal. Even to the rebels.
before Rolling Thunder started, Defense Sec. "Apparently," the Pentagon study reports,
Robert S. McNamara complained that the "we had put full confidence In the coup
previous retaliatory strikes "left the targets committee's offers of safe conduct to the
relatively unimpaired." brothers."

As the war in South Vietnam continued ROLE TO CONCEAL
to deteriorate, a debate broke out about what It was against this background that a
should be done. The U.S. comander In South 'desperate Diem telephoned Lodge to deter-
Vietnam, Gen. William C. Westmoreland, re- mine where the United States, which had
quested permission to allow U.S. troops to virtually guaranteed the Diem regime's sur-
fight offensively. U.S. Ambassador Maxwell vival for nine years, stood in the coup.
Taylor wanted the President to end the limi-
tation that no bombing could take place Lodge's role was to conceal that American
north of the 19th Parallel. officials had been in close contact with the

On March 19, 1965. President Johnson com- coup plotters for some time and to conceal
promised-he rejected proposals for a U.S the U.S. government's position that the coup
ground combat role, but agreed to expand was desirable If It could succeed.
the air war. The following conversation ensued:

He shifted the purpose of the bombing on Diem: "Some units have made a rebellion
that date-from the bombing of fixed targets and I want to know what is the attitude of
to the interdiction of supplies. This signaled the U.S.?"
the end of purely psychological bombing NOTES TIME DIFERENCE
and the beginning of bombing supplies head- Lodge: "I do not feel well enough in-
Ing south. formed to be able to tell you. I have heard

A MESSAGE OF DE1ERMINATION the shooting, but am not acquainted with all
Westnidreland told the Joint Chiefs 4 Staff the facts. Also It is 4:30 am. in Washington

that the new bombing program "by inter- and the U.B. government cannot possibly
rupting the Aow of consumer goods to (North have a view."
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Diem: "But you must have some general

ideas. After all, I am a chief of state. I have
tried to do my duty. I want to do now what
duty and good senses require. I believe in
duty above all."

Lodge: "You have certainly done your
duty. As I told you only this morning. I ad-
mire your courage and your great contribu-
tions to your country. No one can take away
from you the credit for all you have done.
Now I am worried about your physical
safety. I have a report that those in charge
of the current activity offer you and your
brother safe conduct out of the country if
you resign. Had you heard this?"

URGED TO CALL
Diem: "No. (and then after a pause) You

have my telephone number."
Lodge: "Yes. I I can do anything for your

physical safety, please call me."
Diem: "I am trying to reestablish order."
That was the last Lodge or any other

American heard from Diem, according to
the Pentagon study.

During the night Diem and his brother es-
caped from the palace through one of the
secret underground exits connected to the
sewer system, the study says. They were met
by a Chinese friend who took them to his
home in Cholon, a section of Saigon. There
the brothers spent their last night.

At 6:50 a.m. Nov. 2. after twice receiving
assurances of safe departure from South
Vietnam in telephone conversations with the
joint general staff headquarters of the South
Vietnamese army, Diem and Nhu surren-
dered unconditionally at a Catholic church.

Shortly thereafter, while en route In the
back of an armored personnel carrier to the
general staff headquarters, they were assassi-
nated

"The news of the brutal and seemingly
pointless murder of Diem and Nhu . . .-was
received in Washington with shock and dis-
may," the Pentagon study noted. "Pres-
ident Kennedy was reportedly personally
stunned . . . particularly in view of the
heavy U.S. involvement in encouraging the
coup leaders . .

"Thus, the nine-year rule of Ngo Dinh
Diem came to a sudden bloody and perma-
nent end, and U.S. policy In Vietnam
plunged into the unknown, our complicity
In the coup only heightening our responsi-
bilities and our commIltment in this strug-
gling leaderless land . . ."

[From the Los Angeles Times, June 24, 19711
U.S. REJECTED FasT VET-PULLOUT ADVICE:

KEY RUSK AIDE SI'URNED BY Top KENNEDY
COUNCIL

(By Stuart H. Loory)
WASHINGTON.-Advised for the first time

that the United States faced a can't-win
situation in the Vietnam war, President John
F. Kennedy's National Security Council in
August, 1963, rejected the recommendation
of a State Department expert on Vietnam to
pull out honorably, the Pentagon's top-
secret history of the war shows.

Instead, Secretary of State Dean Rusk put
down such talk from one of his subordinates
as "speculative," saying:

"It would be far better for us to start
on the firm basis of two things-that we
will not pull out of Vietnam until the war
Is won, and that we will not run a coup."

RIUsK OVERRULED ASSISTANT

The expert overruled by Rusk was Paul
M. Kattenburg, then head of the State De-
partment's Vietnam Working Group, who
had dealt with President Ngo Dinh Diem of
South Vietnam for 10 years. Then-Vice-Presi-
dent Lyndon B. Johnson and Secretary of
Defense Robert S. McNamara, among other
important officials, backed Rusk's view, the
account says.

The report on the session, held at the State
Department and chaired by Rusk in Mr.
Kennedy's absence, is contained in a memo-

random written by Marine Maj. Gen. Victor
C. Kruink, then the Pentagon's top expert
on counterinsurgency.

Krulak's memorandum is included in pre-
viously unpublished sections of the report
thnt The Times has obtained. The sections
are from the same Pentagon study that was
the subject of previous stories in the New
York Times, Washington Post and Boston
Globe. It was prepared by a team of Penta-
gon analysts under a directive from Mc-
Namara in 1968. The analysts had access to
documents only on file in the Defense De-
partment. The analysts did not have access
to the complete files at the White House or
State Department.

The meeting Krulak describes was called
as a "where-do-we-go-from-here" session
after a group of Saigon generals failed to
bring off a coup against the increaingly un-
popular regime headed by Diem.

The meeting was a key session in the pe-
riod from May to November, 1963, during
which non-Communist opposition to the
Diem regime grew rapidly and eventually
boiled over into the overthrow of Diem and
the assassination of him and his brother
Ngo Dinh Nhu on Nov. 2.

During the National Security Council ses-
sion, Kattenburg advanced the suggestion
that, in Kr-ulak's words, "At this juncture
it would be better for us to make the deci--
sion to get out honorably,"

The complete text of Krulak's report on
Kattenburg's presentation said:

"Mr. Kattenburg stated that as recently
as last Thursday it was the belief of Am-
bassador (Henry Cabot) Lodge (Jr.) that,
i we undertake to live with this repressive
regime, with Its bayonets at every street
corner and its transparent negotiations with
puppet bones (Buddhist monks), we are
going to be thrown out of the country in six
months

WOULD NOT SEPARATEF

"He stated that at this juncture it would
be better for us to make the decision to get
out honorably. He went on to say that, hav-
ing been acquainted with Diem for 10 years,
he was deeply disappointed in him, saying
that he will not separate from his brother,
It was Kattenburgas view that Diem will get
little support from the military and, as time
goes on, he will get less and less support and
the country will go steadily downhill.

"Gen. (Maxwell D.) Taylor (then chair-
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff) asked what
Kattenburg meant when he said that we
would be forced out of Vietnam within six
months. Kattenburg replied that in from six
months to a year, as people see we are losing
the war, they willgradually go to the other
side and we will be obliged to leave.

NOLTING DISAGREES

"Ambassador (Frederick) Nolting (who
had just left his post in Saigon to be re-
placed by Lodge) expressed general disagree-
ment with Mr. Kattenburg. He said that the
unfavorable activity which motivated Kat-
tenburg's remarks was confined to the city
and, while city support of Diem is doubtless
low now. it is not greatly so. He said that it
is improper to overlook the fact that we have
done a tremendous job toward winning the
Vietnam war, working with the same im-
perfect. annoying government."

Rusk dismissed the view and McNamara
agreed. Rusk then went on to say there was
"good proof," In Krulak's term, that the war
was being won. Lyndon Johnson agreed, say-
ing that "from both a practical and a po-
litical viewpoint, it would be a disaster to
pull out, that we should stop playing cops
and robbers and get back to talking straight
to the OVN (Saigon government) and that
we should once again go about winning the
war."

6i4'fPLY C&rrCAt
The Pentagon report on the meeting was

Sharply critical of the deliberations. It spoke

of the orninas' "rambling inability to focus
the problem. Indeed to reach common agree-
ment on the nature of the problem."

The report continues:
"More importantly, however, the meeting

is the first recorded occasion In which some-
one followed to Its logical conclusion the
negative analysis of the situation-i.e., that
the war could not be won with the Diem
regime, yet its removal would leave such
political instability as to foreclose success
in the war; for the first time it was recog-
nized that the U.S. should be considering
methods of honorably disengaging itself
from an irretrievable situation.

"The other alternative, not fully appre-
clated until the year following, was a much
greater U.S. involvement in and assumption
of responsibility for the war. At this point,
however, the negative analysis of the impact
of the political situation on war effort was
not shared by McNamara. Taylor, Krulak nor
seemingly by Rusk.

The documents accompanying the account
of the precoup period show that Katten-
burg's gloomy assessment of the situation
dovetailed with the views expressed by South
Vietnamese Gen. Duong Van Minh, known
as Big Minh, in secret contacts with Lodge.

In mid-September, 1963, when the Ameri-
can high-level military assessment of the
war against the Viet Cong was rosy. Lodge
cabled President Kennedy:

"I doubt that a public relations package
will meet needs of situation which seems
particularly grave to me, notably in light of
Gen. Big Minh's opinion expressed very pri-
vately yesterday that tho Viet Cong are
steadily gaining in strength: have more of
the population on their side than has the
GVN; that arrests are continuing and that
the prisons are full; that more and more
students are going over to the Viet Cong:
that there is great graft and corruption in
the Vietnamese administration of our aid;
and that the 'Heart of the Army is not in
the war.' All this by Vietnamese No. 1, gen-
eral is now echoed by Secretary of'Defense
Thuan, who wants to leave the country."

CONFLICTS PERVADE

Conflicts and huge gaps in the informa-
tion reaching Washington pervade the re-
port of the May-November, 1963, period. Not
only had the Kennedy administration, the
report indicates, failed to see the deteriora-
tion in the war efforts; it did not recognize
the growing signs in the spring of 1963 that
the Diem regime was losing the support of
the people.

Nhu, the head of the secret police and
important strategic hamlet program, was
growing more and more dominant over his
brother, the president, the report notes.

POWER OBSESSION
Nhu's wife, the report says, was developing

a power obsession of her own.
The regime was growing more isolated

from the people.
These facts were not comprehended by

U.S. officials at the time. Instead, the line
was typically expressed in a briefing for Mc-
Narama at a strategy conference in Hono-
lulu in May. The paper read.-

"The overall situation in Vietnam is im-
proving. And the military sector of the coun-
terinsurgency, we are winning. Evidences of
improvement are clearly visible, as the com-
bined impact of the programs which involve
a long lead time begins to have effec' on the
Viet Cong."

Meanwhile, relations between Washing-
ton and Saigon were beginning to deteriorate
to the point where those matters, rather
than the war, began to preoccupy both capi-
tals.

NURTHDAY CELEBRATION
The train of events leading to the Diem

regime's downfall and the following escala-
tion of the American involvement In the -
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Vietnam war began on May 8. 1963. at 'k
celebration of Buddha's birthday in the an-
cient city of Hue, where the Buddhists were,
defying a government ban on the flying of
religious flags.

The ban had been put into effect by the
government after such flags were similarly
flown in Hue a month earlier at a ceremo-
ny commemorating the 25th anniversary of
Ngo Dinh Thuc. the Roman Catholic primate
in Vietnam. Thuc was Diem's brother and a
close adviser to the South Vietnamese presi-
dent.

The Roman Catholic Diem family took the
Buddhist flag-flying as an affront. A Catholic
deputy province chief ordered his troops to
fire to disperse the crowd. Nine were killed,
including some children. Armored vehicles
allegedly crushed some in the crowd.

The Diem government released a statement
that the disorder was started by a Viet Cong
grenade and that victims had been crushed
In a stampede.

The next day, more than 10.000 Buddhists
in Hue took part in a protest, beginning the
long series of Buddhist protests that includ-
ed the now-famous self-immolations of Bud-
dhist monks in South Vietnam's cities.

At first Diem refused to negotiate with the
Buddhists and then, on June 16, he reached
an agreement that he subsequently refused
to carry out. In this reversAl. he was prodded
by Nhu and his wife, who referred to a sul-
cide at one point as a "barbecue."

By July. an American national intelligence
estimate-the combined best judgment of all
American fact-finding agencies-foresaw a
summer of demonstrations and possible non-
Communist coup attempt against Diem if he
made no effort to conciliate the Buddhists.

But the U.S. mission in Saigon, the study
says. failed to see the realitie.s of the situa-
tion. It. says:

"The explanation of how the U.S. mission
became detached from the realities of the
political situation in Saigon In August, 1963,
is among the most ironic and tragic of our
entire involvement in Vietnam."

Despite tough talks from Ambassador El-
bridge Durbrow in the late 1950s and up to
1961. Diem had learned, the study says. "that
the U.S. was committed to him as the only
Vietnamese leader capable of rallying his
country to defeat the Communists."

He began to ignore Durbrow "with relative
impunity," the study says. "He became adept
at playing the role of offended lover." ~

Durbrow grew increasingly cut off from
the presidential palace. Mr. Kennedy ap-
pointed Nolting to replace him In 1961 and
Noting, trying a different approach, ap-
peased Diem.

"Both tactics failed." the study says, "be-
cause of the American commitment. No
amount of pressure of suasion was likely to
be effective in getting Diem to adopt ideas
or policies which he did not find to his lik-
ing since we had communicated our unwill-
ingness to consider the ultimate sanction-
withdraw of support for his regime.'We had,
ensnared ourselves in a powerless, no-alter-
natjves policy.

"The denouncement of this policy, the ulti-
mate failure of all our efforts to coerce, cajole
and coax Diem to be something other than
the mandarin he was, came in the midnight
attack on the pagodas."

Unable to coax Diem into reforms, neither
coud the United States withdraw support
from him because of the "political instabil-
ity and erosion of the war effort," the study
Says.

At a White House meeting in early July,
President Kennedy discussed the possibility
of a coup with Undersecretary of State
George Ball; W. Averell Harriman, undersec.
retary for political affairs; McGeorge Bundy,
White House national security affairs adviser;
Roger Hilsman, assistant secretary of state
for Far Eastern affairs, and Wlchael Forrestal,
a member of Bundy's staff.

The group agreed. according to a lilsman
memorandum, "that it would not be pos-
sible" to get rid of the Nhus. llilsman said a
coup would "most likely" result in a civil war
in Vice.nam-a civil war that would take
place alongside the fight against the Viet
Cong inisurgency.

The White house session appears to be the
first time that a coup was considered that a
coup was considered at the highest level in
Washington.

Meanwhile, optimistic reports continued to
flow from the field. Gen. Krulak reported that
the political strife had not hurt the war ef-
fort. But American correspondents in Saigon
were reporting the situation differently and
the Pentagon study says those newspaper ac-
counts were. "in retrospect, nearer the real-
ity."-

It cites, as typical. a dispatch-by David Hal-
- berstam to the New York Times on Aug. 15
"presenting a very negative appraisal of the
war in the Delta." The study's retrospective
view of Halberstam's work is ironic, since Mr.
Kennedy in October, 1963, suggested to the
New York Times' management that Halber-
stain be assigned elsewhere. The N.Y. Times
refused to do so.

NOLTING REPLACED

During the summer President Kennedy re-
placed Nolting with Lodge, who had had long
experience in Southeast Asia. While the new
ambassador was preparing to go to his post,
Nhu arranged the famous Aug. 21 raids on the
pagodas in Saigon, Hue and all the other ma-
jor cities. The buildings were ransacked.
More than 1,400 monks were arrested; 30
were injured or wounded in Saigon's Xa Lol
pagoda alone.

The raids were carried out by Special
Forces troops, trained by the United States
government, and Nhu's combat police, al-
though Nhu contrived in a number of ways
to make it appear as if the army had con-
ducted them.

KEPT IN DARK

The' American Embassy was kept in the
dark, though the American correspondents
learned of the impending action.

"It was several days before the U.S. Mis-
sion in Saigon and omcials in Washington
could piece together what had happened,"
the Pentagon study notes..

Not only were the raids a major challenge
to the Buddhists by the Catholic Diem re-
gime, they also were an affront to todge.
He went immediately to Saigon to take lip
his new post. arriving the day after the
raids.

That same day, the study notes, South
Vietnamese generals made their first in-
quiries about U.S. reaction to a possible coup
against Diem, at the same time expressing
puzzlement over why the Americans were
blaming the Army for the raids.

CABLES WASHINGTON
Lodge cabled Washington implicating Nhu

as the organizer of the raids, noting the
inquiries from the generals and asking for
instructions on Aug. 24, which was a Satur-
day.

Hilsman, Harriman, Ball and Forrestal
moved quickly and decisively, giving ap-
proval for American support of a coup. As it
happened. most of the top-level members
of the government were out of town.

The Hilsman group's cable to Lodge said:
"It is now clear that whether military

proposed martial law or whether Nhu tricked
them into It, Nhu took advantage of its
Imposition to smash pagodas with police
and . . . special forces loyal to him, thus
placing onus on military in eyes of world
and Vietnamese people. Also clear that Nhu
has maneuvered himself into commanding
position. ....

"U.S. government cannot tolerate situa-
tion in which power lies in Nhu's hands.
Diem must be given chance to rid himself

of Nhu and his coterie and replace them with
best military and political per.wnalities avall-
able.

RvrI.ACFMTNT SI.cGGFsTDF -
"If in spite of all your efforts. Diein re-

mains obdurate and refist.es. then we mu't
face possibility that Diem hm'sXif cannot
be preserved.

You may also tell appropriate mill-
tary commanders we will give them direct
support in any interim period of breakdown
central government merhan'm . . ."

"Concurrently with above amnaador and
country team should urgently examine all
possible alternative leadership and make de-
tailed plans as to how we might bring Diem's
replacement if this should become neces-
sary . . .

Lodge quickly endorsed the strong posi-
tion, proposing even not to bother with a final
approach to Diem. He cabled Washington:

"Believe the chances of Diem meeting our
demands are virtually nil. At the tame time
by making them we give Nhu chance to
forestall or block action by niltary. .Risk,
we believe, is not worth taking. with Nhu
in control combat forces Saigon. Therefore.
we propose to go straight to generals with
our demands, without informrig Diem.
Would tell them we preferred have Diem
without Nhu but it is, in effect. up to them
whether to keep him."

FAVORAIX PROSPeCT7S

Meanwhile, according to the stud. CIA
station chief John Richardson was repor.!ng
that prospects of a coup succeeding were
favorable with Big Minh emerging as the
most likely postcoup government head.

Meanwhile. two CIA agents-a Lt. Col.
Conein and a Mr. Spera, neither of whom are
further identified in the study-made con-
tact with the generals.

By Monday. Hilsman reports. MNamara,
Gen. Taylor and McCone began to have sec-
ond thoughts about supporting a coup. By
the next day, Ce. Paul Harkimis. the Amer-
ican military commander in Sagon. reg-
istered his reservations, cabling Taylor:

"In my opinion as things stand now I don't
believe there is sufficient reason for a crash
approval on our part at this time"

The clash in views between Harkins and
Lodge was to grow to the point that, by late
October, Harkins was complaining to higher
military authorities that Lodge was not show-
ing him important cable traffic. And Lodge
would be complaining that in his absence,
Harkins should not be left in charge of the
American team.

INDEPENDENT JUDGMENT

The debate within the National Security
Council grew "testy." in the studv's word.
and concerned President Kennedy so much
that he cabled Harkins and L.odie to each
submit to him their "independent judg-
ment," Lodge replied.

"We are launched on a course from which
there is no respectable turning back: the
overthrow of the Diem government. There
is no turning back in part because U.S. pres-
tige is already publicly committed to this end
in large measure and will become more so as
the facts leak out.

-In a more fundamental sense. there is no
turning back because there is no possibility.
in my view. that the war can be won under
a Diem administration, still less than Diem
or any member of the family can govern the
country in a way to gain the support of the
people who count, i.e., the educated class in
and out of government service and military-
not to mention the American people."

Harkins replied that Diem should be given
an ultimatum to remove Nhu and that after
that, there would be time to back the gen-
erals. The study does not quote Harkins as it
does Lodge.

At a National Security Gounci meeting.
McNamara backed Hark.Ins, the study says,
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"but the 1.nuc was not decided.' Rusk cabled
1='dge about prerentilng t he it imatum. Lodge
opposed the idea. not wanting to make any
approach to Diem.

Meanwhile. the abortive coup died quietly.
An obscure colonel sought out a CIA omccr
on Aug. 30 and reported. according to the
study, 'that for the moment the plans of his
group had stopped because the risk of fail-
ure was too great."

WrTHOUT POLICY
Poignantly. the Pentagon analysts de-

scribed the situation at that point:
"Hiving at long last decided to seek an

alternative to the Diem regime by sanction-
ing a coup, only to have the attempt fail, the
U.S. found itself at the end of August, 1963,
without a policy and with most of its bridges
burned."

Not part of the Pentagon study was a
memorandum from Hilsman to Rusk, declas-
sified on authority of President Johnson in
1908. In it, Hilsman offered several scenarios
for dealing with Diem and Nhu, including
what he called "a Goterdammerung in the
Palace" with U.S. support of leaders of the
ant i-Diem coup and destruction of the palace
"is necessary to gain victory."

NEVER PRESENCE

This memorandum was prepared for the
N.S.C. meeting in which Kttenburg pre-
sented his idea for honorable withdrawal, but
Rusk never presented the Hlaman memo to
the NSC for consideration.

In September, the Kennedy administra-
tion fel into a long period of soul-search-
ing and fact-linding. The month began, how-
ever, with a statement by Mr. Kennedy on a
television news show reaffirming the Ame-
can commitment to help the Diem regime if
Diem would chance personnel and develop
policies bringing it into closer contact with
the South Vietnamese people.

OPPOsEs WITOPAWAL

The President went on tosay, however, "I
don't agree with those who say we should
withdraw. That would be a great mistake."

In Saigon, Lodge met with Nhu and ex-
tracted from him a promise to resign.
Madame Nhu would go abroad, he promised,
and Archbishop Thuc, the other presidential
brother, would leave the country. In addi-
tion, he promised gestures would be made to
ease Buddhist tensions and a prime minister
would be named in the government as a pub-
lic relations gesture. Days passed with noth-
ing happening.

GROWS IMPATIENT
Lodge grew impatlent.-the study says, and

his cables to Washington reflected fears that
Nhu was secretly dealing with Hanoi and/or
the Viet Cong through the French and Polish
ambassadors in Saigon.

Madame Nhu did leave on her trip and
Archbishop Thuc did go to Rome but ar-
rests of students by the regime continued,
the study says, and "stories of torture and
atrocities began to circuinte."

Lodge continued to remain aloof from
Diem despite an order from Washington to
rnake contact with the South Vietnamese
president.

BAcKs KATaENBUcR.

On Sept. G. the National Security Council
met in Waaiungton. The study notes that
Hilman. in his book, reported that Robert
F. K-:r.nedy the attorney kenera, picked up
the Kattenburg ine. According to Hilsman:

"As he (Kennedy) understood it, we were
there to htlo the people resisting a Com-.
munist takeover. The first question was
whether a Communist takeover could be suc-
cessfully resisted with any government. If it
cou:d not, now was the time to get out of
Vietnam entirely rather than waiting.

"The answer was that it could, but not
with a Diem-Nhu government as it was now
constituted; we owed it to the people resist-

Ing Communism in Vietnam to give Lodge
enough sanctions to bring changes that
would permit successful resistance. But the
basic question of whether a Communist
takeover could be successfully resisted with
any government had not been answered, and
he was not sure that anyone had enough
information to answer it."

KRULAK DSPATCITF.D
The study says: "(Robert) Kennedy's

trenchant analysis, however, did not guaran-
tee a . . . reappraisal of U.S. policy. It did
stimulate further efforts to get more infor-
mation on the situation."

President Kennedy sent Krulak and Joseph
Mendenhall, a foreign service officer with long
experience in Vietnam, to South Vietnam to
study the situation. The CIA sent its own
top-ranking but unidentified man to make
an independent assessment.

Krulak, the report says, made a whirl-
wind tour of all four corps areas, talking to
Harkins, Lodge, 87 U.S. advisers and 22 Viet-
namese officers. Mendenhall went to Saigon,
Hue, Da Nang and other cities talking to all
Vietnamese friends.

Back in Washington, both reported to Pres-
ident Kennedy and the Security Council,
Krulak optimistically, Mendenhall with pe-
simism. Krulak said the war was being won
impressively; Mendenhall said it could not
be won with the present regime. Krulak said
the South Vietnamese military viewed the
Buddhist crisis with detachment; Menden-
hall said a religious war threatened. Krulak
said news of Nhu's ouster would solve prob-
lems; Mendenhall said a breakdown of civil
government could occur.

President Kennedy said: "You two did
visit the same country, didn't you?"

Meanwhile, a similar split in opinions de-
veloped in the American Embassy in Sai-
gon, the study notes. Harkins, Richardson
and the director of the aid mission argued
that the war effort had not been affected by
the Buddhist crisis and Diem's loss of pop-
ular support. Lodge, Mendenhall and John
Mecklin, United States Information Agency
director in Saigon,. argued that it did.

By mid-September, the Kennedy adminis-
tration decided not to fan the flames of the
coup. After a National Security Council meet-
ing, the White House cabled Lodge:

ALSO OPTIMISTIC

"We see no good opportunity for action
to remove present government in immedi-
ate future; therefore, as your most recent
message suggests, we must, for the present,
apply such pressures as are available to se-
cure whatever modest improvements on the
scene as may be possible . . . such a course,
moreover, is consistent with more drastic
effort as and when means become available."
- At the same National Security Council
meeting, President Kennedy decided to es-
calate the level of fact-finders going to Viet-
nam. He ordered McNamara and Taylor to
make a trip. Like Krulak, they returned
with an optimistic view of progress against
the Viet Cong. They noted that the "serious
political tensions in Saigon" (the study's
phrase) could "erode the favorable military
trend."

In Saigon, McNamara and Lodge called on
Diem. Although authorized by Mr. Kennedy,
MCNamara did not ask for Nhu's removal.
Neither did he and Lodge deliver, as they
were authorized if they felt wise, a tough
letter from Mr. Kennedy to Diem.

McNamara and Taylor reported that con-
tinued American pressures on Diem would
only harden the regime's attitudes, the study
says. But, noting the American dilemma, they
reported that without such pressure "past
patterns of behavior" would continue.

RECOMMENDS REVIEW
Militarily, khY# McNamara-Taylor report

recommended that Gen. Harkins should re-
viEw the war effort with Diem With a view to-

ward winning the war thrmighout the roun-
try except the Mekong Delt.a areas, by t end
of 1904, and in the Delta by the ond rlc195.

The two further prop-d witlvrawing
1.000 AmerIcan troops by the end of -t Mr.
Kennedy appro-ed that. atthori/rd an-
nouncement of the withdrawal but c.eTered
that impemntation of the withdraw not
be announced.

In the waks of the McNamara-Tanvr re-
port. the Kenndy administration the ssidy
noted, settled en the course of applyi c pres-
sure on its ally in Saigon to make rcfrrr,.

Though McNamara and Taylor had fuind
no evidence of a coup in the making. su-ch a
move was forming. And on Oct. 2. three days
after they left. the generals once azain
sought out American officials to determine
the U.S. attitude toward the prospective
overthrow of Diem,

Conein, the CIA man, began a lon series
,of contacts with the generals that were re-
ported in detail by Lodge to Washington.
Washington instructed Lodge to react this
way:

". . , President today approved recom-
mendations that no initiative should now be
taken to give any active covert encct::age-
ment to a coup. There should, however, be
urgent covert effort with closest security un-
der broad guidance of ambassador to identify
and build contacts with possible alterna-
tive leadership as and when it appears.

"Essential that this effort be totally secure
and fully deniable and separated entirely
from normal political analysis and reporting
and other activities of country team. We
repeat that this effort is not to be aimd at
active promotion of coup but only at sur-
veillance and readiness . . ."

As the planning progressed, with Lodge
giving no discouragement, a hitch developed
when Harkins approached one of the gen-
erals involved and tried to discourage the
coup.

Asked by Lodge about this, Harkins re-
plied, according to the Pentagon study, that
he had misunderstood the instructions from
Washington; that he was only tryr:zg to
discourage activities by South Vietnamese
soldiers that would hinder the effort against
the Viet Cong.

A South Vietnamese general later com-
plained to Conein that Harkins' discourage-
ment had forced cancellation of plans to
stage the coup on Oct. 26, a Vietnamese na-
tional holiday.

The incident. the study says, "once again
highlighted the differing outlooks of the
ambassador and MACV (American Miitary
Command) and underscored lack of close
coordination between them."

The South Vietnamese generals distrusted
Harkins. Lodge, responsive to their fears, kept
information to himself, the study says.

As planning progressed, Washington bsan
to worry more and more about its success and
ordered Lodge to urge a go-slow attitude on
the generals, the study says. Lodge replied
that the United States was committed.

Harkins. belatedly learning of all the plan-
ning, cabled his superiors:

"i would suggest we not try to change
horses too quickly. That we continue to take
persuasive actions that will make the horses
change their course and methods of ac'.on.
That we win the military effort as quickly as
possible, then let them make any and all
changes they want.

"After all, rightly or wrongly, we have
backed Diem for eight long hard yea-s. To
me it seems incongruous now to get him
down, kick him around, and get rid of him.
The U.S. has been his mother superior and
father confessor since he's been in office and
he has leaned on us heavily."

By Oct. 30. Harkins was disagreeing with
Lodge to such a great extent that Lodge was
reporting the fact in his cables. Lodge was
reporting he did not have "the power to delay
or discourage a coup."
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TELLS U,s. INTEREST

On Oct 30. still nervous about the possible
failure of a coup, McGeorge Bundy cabled
Lodge. saying:

"Once a coup under responsible leadership
has begun. and within these restrictions, it is
in the interest of the U.S. government that
it should succeed."
The rest of the cable outlined instructions

on how to act during the coup; reject all ap-
peals for intervention on both sides; perform
acts agreeable to both sides "in event of in-
decisive contest," if coup fails, give asylum,
on Lodge's discretion, to those taking part.
But they should seek asylum first in another
embassy.

NO INTIMATE KNOWLEDGE
By not taking steps to thwart the coup,

the United States had acted in complicity
with the generals. But nonetheless, neither
Lodge nor anyone else on the embassy staff,
according to the study and the documents,
had intimate knowledge of when the coup'
would take place.

A day after Bundy's cable to Lodge, pre-
liminary movements by the plotters to se-
cure their forces against counterattack were
put into effect. On Nov. 1 the coup was con-
summated. On Nov. 2, Diem and Nhu were
assassinated.

In the coup aftermath, Viet Cong activity
heightened. But more worrisome, according
to the study. there were indications that un-
der Diem, the real military situation had
been distorted by "regular and substantial
classification in the military reporting sys-
tem.' The situation had been made to ap-
pear less serious than it was. But "as time
wore on, the accumulating evidence of the
gravity of this military situation displaced
the sanguine prognoses."

ANOTHER SESSION
Another Honolulu strategy session was

planned for Nov. 20. At Honolulu, the con-
ferees drafted a national security action
memorandum stating the purpose of the
United States as one "to assist the people and
government of that country (South Viet-
nam) to win their contest against the ex-
ternally directed and supported Communist
conspiracy."

It called for the withdrawal of troops, di-
recting a withdrawal of 300 by Dec. 3. It or-
dered maintenance of military and economic
aid to the new regime and, in the study's
words, "plans were requested for clandestine
operations by the GVN against the north
and also for operations up to 50 kilometers
inside Laos; and as a justification for such
measures. State was directed to develop a
strong documented case to demonstrate to
the world the degree with which the Viet
Cong is controlled sustained and supplied*
from Hanoi, through Laos and other chan
nels."

PICKS UP BURDEN

It was a harbinger of the future escalation,
drafted on the eve of President Kennedy's
assassination.

After the conference-and the assassina-
tion-Lodze flew to Washington to confer
with President Johnson, who had picked up
the burden. The national security action
memo. the study says, "was to be extremely
short-lived. In the jargon of the bureaucracy,
it was simply overtaken by events..The grav-
ity of the military situation in South Viet-
nam was only hinted at . . . in Honolulu.
Its full dimensions would rapidly come to
light in the remaining weeks of 1963 and
force high-level reappraisals by year's end.

-"But probably more important, the deterlo-
rioni of the Vietnamese position in the
countryside and the rapid collapse of the
strategic hamlet program were to confront
the fragile new political structure in South
Vietnam with difficulties it could not sur-
mount and to set off rivalries that would ful-
fill all the dire predictions of political insta-
bility made by men . . . before Diem's fall."
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A SMALL, STP LF.D TO AsIAN LAND WAR-
P.NTAGON STUDY TELLs DEcisioN To DK-
PLOY MARINES

(By Stuart H. Loory)
WASIINcTON.-The Johnson Administra-

tion, without extensive consideration, made
a watershed decision without recognizing it,
that ultimately involved the United States
in a land war in Asia, according to the secret
Pentagon study.

Gen. William C. Westmoreland and Am-
bassador Maxwell D. Taylor each recognized
the significance of what appeared to be a
small step-the deployment of 3,500 marines
In March, 1965. to protect the growing air
base at Da Nang.

The American press corps in Saigon agreed
that the move was pivotal, but Washington
saw it only as a step limited to the defense
of the air base.

Westmoreland urged the decision for de-
ployment on Washington. Taylor had strong
reservations about it and went along reluc-
tantly.

MAJOR HISTORICAL EVENT

"The landing of the marines at Da Nang
was a watershed event in the history of the
U.S. involvement in Vietnam," the study says.
"It represented a major decision made with-
out much fanfare-and without much plan-
ning.

"Whereas the decision to begin bombing
North Vietnam was the product of a year's
discussion, debate and a lot of paper, and
whereas the consideration of pacification pol-
icles reached Talmudic proportions over the
years, this decision created less than a ripple.

"A mighty commandment of U.S. foreign
policy-thou shalt not engage in an Asian
land war-had been breached. Besides Cinc-
pac (the military commander-in-chief in the
Pacific) and Gen. Westmoreland who favored
the deployment. Ambassador Taylor who con-
curred with deep reservation, and (John)
McNaughton (assistant defense secretary for
international security affairs), who appar-
ently tried to add a monkey wrench, this is a
decision without faces.

"The seeming ease with which the marines
were introduced and the mild reaction from
Hanoi served to facilitate what was to come.
It also weakened the position of those who
were, a few scant months later, to oppose the
landing of further U.S. ground combat
forces."

When the 3,500 marines were sent into Da
Nang there was little thought that they
would presage a troop buildup that would
eventually grow to more than 540,000 men.
They. were intended by President Lyndon B.
Johnson and his advisers only to protect the
air base at Da Nang against mortar and
rocket attacks by the Viet Cong.

At that time, Da Nang, in the northern
part of South Vietnam, was a base from
which the first of the bombing raids against
North Vietnam were being flown.

The air war against the north was begun
at a time when the outlook for the survival
of the United States-supported Saigon re-
gime was gloomy from almost every point of
view. Indeed, the bombing of the north was.
begun, according to the study, not only to
raise the price of North Vietnamese partici-
pation in the war but to boost the morale of'
the South Vietnamese. the study shows.

Portions of the study which the Los An-
geles Times has obtained and which were
previously unpublished, show that Taylor, a
general who had served as chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff before taking over as
ambassador in Saigon, sought to warn the
Johnson administration of the dangers of
deploying the marines.

REVERSING POLICY

"I develop.grpve reservations as to wisdom
and necessity of so doing,'' he cabled Wash-
ington. "Such action would be a step in re-
versing long standing policy of avoiding

June 29, 1971 '
commitment of ground combat forces in SVN
(South Vietnam). Once this policy is
breached, It will be very dicult to hold
line....

"Once'it becomes evident that we are will-
ing assume such new responsibilities. one
may be sure that GVN (government of South
Vietnam) will seek to unload other ground
force tasks upon us.

"Increased number of ground forces in
SVN will increase points of friction with
local population and create conflicts with
RVNAF (Republic of Vietnam armed forces)
over command relationships. These disad-
vantages can be accepted only if there is
clear and unchallenged need which can be
satisfied only by U.S. ground forces. . . .

"The use of marines in m pbile counter-VC
(Viet Cong) operations has the attraction of
giving them an offensive mission and one of
far greater appeal than that of mere static
defense. However, it would raise many serious
problems which in past have appeared suf-
ficiently formidable to lead to rejection of
use of U.S. ground troops in a counterguer-
rilla role.

UNSUITABLE SOLDIERS
"White-faced soldier armed, equipped and

trained as he is (is) not suitable guerrilla
fighter for Asian forests and jungles. French
tried to adapt their forces to this mission and
failed.

"I doubt that U.S. forces could do much
better . . . There would be ever present ques-
tion of how foreign soldier would distinguish
between a VC and friendly Vietnamese farm-
er. When I view this array of difficulties, I
am convinced that we should adhere to our
past policy of keeping our ground forces out
of direct counter-insurgency role."

Virtually everything Taylor prophesized in
Vietnam came true. But when the dire pre-
diction was made, it fell on the deaf ears
of policy-makers in Washington.

Taylor's view, according to the study, repre-
sented a change in his attitude from the pre-
vious August. At that time, in the wake of
the Gulf of Tonkin affair, he recommended to
Washington the landing of marines at Da
Nang to beef up the American support base
and defend the airfield.

At that time, the study notes in a footnote.
"There is no agonizing over 'white faces.'"

ONLY A BEGINNING

Westmoreland and his staff, according to
the study, "saw in the deployment of the
marines the beginning of greater things to
come . . . The rapidity with which the
staff followed on the marines) . . . with
more proposals would tend to back up such a
conclusion.

"It seems hardly a coincidence that Gen.
(Harold K.) Johnson (then Army chief of
staff) Immediately following his briefings by
MACV, (American Military Command, Viet-
nam) returned to Washington and recom-
mended. among other things, that a U.S.
division be deployed to SVN," the study says.

However, insignificant in terms of grand
strategy the move seemed in Washington, the
American press corps in Saigon viewed it as
of major significance.

As an example. the study quotes a dispatch
from Los Angeles Times Saigon correspond-
ent Ted Sell, which said, on March 10, 1965:
"The landing of the two infantry battalions
is in its own way a far more significant
act than were earlier attacks of U.S. air-
planes, even though those attacks were
directed against a country-North Vietnam-
ostensibly not taking part in the direct war."

CALLED UNDESIRABLE

Sell, the study notes, went on to quote a
high official as saying that the deployment
was undesirable "but that doesn't mean we
won't do it."

The Pentsgon analysts who wrote the study
could not determine from the record whether
those who actually planned the Marine move
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(as opposed to those at the top of the
Johnson administration who approved it)
really meant it as a one-shot porposition to
protect the base or as the wedge In the
doorway through which more troops would
follow.

"In light of subsequent events, it would
be facile to conclude that the modest input
of some 3,500 marines at this juncture pre-
saged the massive buildup of U.S. fighting
power in Vietnam which brought American
military strength in the country to over
180.000 by the end of 1965.

"Except for COMUS-MACV (Westmore-
land) who did see it as a first step and wel-
comed it and Ambassador Taylor who saw
it as an unwelcome first step, official Wash-
ington regarded the deployment as a one-
shot affair to meet a specific situation."

But before the year was half over, the
door was open all the way and American
combat troops were pouring into the Asian
land war in ever-increasing numbers, a trend
that was to continue for the next four year.

IFrom St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
June 25, 19711

MCNAMARA: PACIFICATION A FALUR-
DEsPAIRED IN 1966 OF QUICK VICTOaY,
PAPrs SHOW
\VASIHINTON, June 25.-Secret Pentagon

documents obtained by the Post-Dispatch
show that Secretary of Defense Robert S.
McNamara was calling the pacification pro-
gram "a bad disappointment" a year and a
half after the massive U.S. build-up in Viet-
nam began.

"Pacification has if anything gone back-
ward." he said in a memorandum to Presi-
dent Lyndon B. Johnson.

Faint signs of development of national po-
litical institutions and a legitimate civil
government had not filtered down to province
level or below, he wrote.

"As compared with two, or four, years ago.
enemy full-time regional forces and part-
time guerrilla forces are larger; attacks, ter-
rorism and sabotage have increased in scope
and intensity; more railroads are closed and
highways cut: the rice crop expected to come
to market is smaller; we control little, if any,
more of the population; the VC (Viet Cong)
infrastructure thrives in most of the coun-
try, continuing to give the enemy his enor-
moms intelligence advantage; full security
exists nowhere (not even behind the U.S.
marines' lines and in Saigon): in the coun-
tryside, the enemy almost completely con-
trols the night," he went on.

McNamara gave his bleak judgment in pri-
vate at a time when he and President John-
son were speaking confidently in'public of
progress being made in the American mili-
tary escalation that had begun in the spring
of 1965.

"I see no reasonable way to bring the war
to an end soon," McNamara wrote.

He told Johnson also that the first year
and a half of the bombing of North Vietnam
had failed to stem infiltration or to crack
Hanoi's morale.

He proposed leveling off the troop build-
up at 47.000 and holding the bombing of
the north at its current level. The Joint
Chiefs of Staff disagreed strongly on both
points, the documents showed.

"In essence. we find ourselves-from the
point of view of the important war (for the
complicity of the people)-no better. and if
anything. worse off." McNamara said. com-
paring the siLuation with that of 18 months
earlier.

"This important war must be fought and
won by the Vietnamese themselves. We have
known this from the beginning. But the dis-
couraging truth is that, as was the case in
1961 and 1963 and 1965, we have not found
the formula, the catalyst, for training and
inspiring them into effective action."

The memorandum was quoted in full in
parts of a Pentagon history of the United
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States involvement in Vietnam obtained by
the Post-Dispatch. Although other parts
quoted by other newspapers in the last two
weeks have been described as top secret,
the several hundred Xeroxed pages obtained
by the Post-Dispatch bore no security clas-
sification.

Each Xeroxed page had a blank space at
the bottom, however, where a strip of paper
had been laid over the place where a se-
curity label usually is stamped.

Elaborating on his somber appraisal, Mc-
Namara told President Johnson that enemy
morale had not been broken.

"He (the enemy) apparently has adjusted
to our stopping his drive for military vic-
tory and has adopted a strategy of keeping
us busy and waiting us .out (a strategy of
attriting our national will)," McNamara
wrote.

He said that the one thing clealy going
for the United States in Vietnam over the
previous year was the large number of
enemy killed in action in the big military
operations. He estimated enemy battle deaths
at more than 60,000 a year.

"The infiltration routes would seem to be
one-way trails to death for the North Viet-
namese," he wrote. "Yet there is no sign of
an impending break in enemy morale and it
appears that he can more than replace his
loses by infiltration from North Vietnam and
recruitment in South Vietnam."

The narrative history by unnamed Penta-
gon analysts commented that McNamara's
memorandum was a clear no to Gen. Wil-
liam C. Westmoreland, then the U.S. com-
mander in Saigon; Adm. U.S. Grant Sharp,
then commander of the Pacific Fleet, and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff in their proposals for
expanded bombing and major ground force
increases.

"But it was a negative with a difference,"
the historian said.

Among the options it offered was installa-
tion of a counterinfiltration barrier across
northern South Vietnam, the device 'later
known as the McNamara Line. Another was
an intensified pacification program with in-
creased attention paid to physical security,
to be provided by having military forces re-
main in an area after clearing it of enemy
troops.

At the proper time, McNamara said. "I
believe we should consider terminating
bombing in all of North Vietnam, or at least
in the northeast zones, for an indefinite peri-
od in connection with covert moves toward
peace."

On a bombing halt, McNamara proposed
that "without fanfare, conditions or avowals"
the United States stop bombing all of North
Vietnam and then "see what develops, re-
taining freedom to resume the bombing if
nothing useful was forthcoming."

As an alternative, he suggested shifting the
bombing largely away from Hanoi and Hai-
phong to provide the North Vietnamese a
face-saving device and "reduce the interna-
tional heat on the U.N."

He said that the bombing of northeastern
North Vietnam could be resumed at any time
or spot attacks could be made there from
time to time "to keep North Vietnam off
balance and to require her to pay almost the
full cost by maintaining her repair crews
in place."

Actually the bombing of North Vietnam
was halted for the first time in 1965 when
Mr. Johnson suspended it from May 13 to
19. On Dec. 24. 1965, the bombing was halted
again, this time for 37 days.

On March 31, 1968, the air war was halted
in the northern part of the country, freeing
about 90 per cent of the population of North
Vietnam from attack. That was announced
in the speech in which Johnson announced
be would not seek rp-election,

Seven months later, on Nov. 1, 198, four
days before the election of Richard M. Nixon
a president, Johnson halted the bombing a-
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together. President Nixon has resumed the
bombing on an intermittent basis.

Other parts of the McNamara package were
to try to split the Viet Cong from Hanoi,
press contacts with North Vietnam and other
parties that might contribute to a settle-
ment, and development of a plan to give the
Viet Cong a role in negotiations and in post-
war life.

McNamara told Mr. Johnson that the prog-
nosis was bad for a satifactory end of the
war within the next two years. He predicted
that neither large-unit operations nor ne-
gotiations would accomplish that result. but
he said both should continue to be tried.

"The solution lies in girding, openly, for
a longer war and in taking action immediate-
ly which will in 12 or 18 months give clear
evidence that the continuing costs and risks
to the American people are acceptably lim-
ited, that the formula for success has been
found, and that the end of the war is merely
a matter of time," he wrote.

McNamara supported his dim view of the
so-called Rolling Thunder program of bomb-

I ing North Vietnam by appending extracts
from appraisals by the Central Intelligence
Agency, the Defense Intelligence Agency and
the Institute for Defense Analyses.

A CIA-DIA report on the bombing through
Sept. 12, 1966, said there was no evidence
of any shortage of petroleum products or any
serious transport problem in North Vietnam,
nor any evidence that the air strikes had
significantly weakened popular morale. It
said that they had curtailed economic
growth, but not essential economic activi-
ties.

A March 16, 1966, CIA report said that,
despite the bombing, Hanoi was as firm as
ever in its determination to continue sup-
porting the insurgency in the South. It con-
cluded that air attacks almost certainly
could not cut back the infiltration rate sig-
nificantly.

The Summer Study Group of the Insti-
tute for Defense Analyses reported that many
intelligence observers agreed that Rolling
Thunder did not restrict the flow of sup-
plies into South Vietnam "because North
Vietnam is neither the source of supplies
nor the choke-point on the supply routes
from China and USSR."

Not even closing Haiphong harbor, elim-
inating electric power plants and destroying
the railroads would change the situation,
the report said, because the North Viet-
namese could improvise alternative trans-
portation.

A month later, however, in a draft memo-
randum for the President, dated Nov. 17.
McNamara took a more optimistic view of
the results of both the American military
build-up and the bombing of North Vietnam.

He wrote that the introduction of large-
scale U.S. combat forces "almost completely
neutralized" the large units of the Viet Cong
and North Vietnamese. As for the air war.
he noted, "the B-52 and tactical air efforts
have hurt enemy morale, produced casual-
ties and disrupted his (the enemy's) opera-
tions and logistics operations.

The Pentagon analysts observed that the
reaction of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to Mc-
Namara's October memorandum was "pre-
dictively rapid-and violent." They agreed
that the war would be long. but they thought
he was too restrained in his report of some
military progress.

The Joint Chiefs contended, the narrative
said, that the memorandum did not take
into account the "adverse impact nver time
of continued bloody defeats 6n the morale of
Viet Cong and North Vietnamese army forces
and the determination of their political mili-
tary leaders."

They said they wanted to reserve judg-
ment on the proposed 470,000-troop deploy-
ment ceiling in Vietnam.

On the bombing, the Joint Chiefs were
quoted as saying:
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"The Joint Chiefs of Staff do not concur in

your recommendation that there should be
no increase in the level of bombing efforts

and no modification in areas and targets sub.
ject to air attack. They believe our air cam-
paign against North Victnam to be an in-
tegral and indispensable part of our over-all
war effort. To be effective. 'the air campaign
should be convicted with only those mini-
mum constraints necessary to avoid indi-
crininate killing of population.'"

There was no indicestion of the source from
which the Joint Chiefs' statement had quoted
that last sentence.

On pacification. the Joint Chiefs continued
to press for transfer of the program to Gen.
West moreland's military command, warn-
ing of costly delays if a civilian agency was
created. Later, a civilian agency was estab-
lished. but a military command eventually
took it over.

They explained their disagreement with
McNamara over the way to induce negotia-
tions by contending that the bombing was
one trump card held by the President.

It should not be surrendered without a
quid pro quo, such as "an end to the North
Vietnamese aggression in South Vietnam,"
the Joint Chiefs said, according to the Pen-
taeon analyst.

The unnamed historian said that the heads
of the service branches observed that the
conflict had reached a stage where decisions
taken over the next 60 days could determine
the outcome of the war. They wanted, there-
fore. to provldc the President with their un-
equivocal views on the search for peace and
military pressures on North Vietnam, they
said.

"The frequent, broadly based public offers
made by the President to settle the war by
peaceful means on a generous basis, which
would take from North Vietnam nothing it
now had, have been admirable," the Joint
Chiefs said.

"Certainly. no one-American or foreign-
er-except those who are determined not to
be convinced, can doubt the sincerity, the
generosity the altruism of U.S. actions and
objectives.

"In the opinion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
the time has come when furtner overt actions
and offers on our part are not only nonpro-
ductive. they are counterproductive. A logical
case can be made that the American people,
our allies. and our enemies alike are increas-
ingly uncertain as to our resolution to pursue
the war to a successful conclusion."

The analysts said they recommended a
"sharp knock" against North Vietnamese in-
stallations rather than the current cam-
paign of slowly increasing pressures.

"Whatever the political merits of the latter
course." the Joint Chiefs wrote, according to'
the analyst. we deprived ourselves of the
military effects of early weight of effort and
shock and gave to the enemy time to adjust
to our slow, quantitative and qualitative in-
crease of pressure.

"This i'r not to say that is now too late to
derive military benefits from more effective
and extensive use of our air and naval su-
periority."

They went on to recommend an increased
Rolling Thunder program. authorizing at-
tacks against North Vietnam's single steel
plant. the Hanoi rail yards, the thermal
power plants. selected areas within Haiphong
ports and other ports, selected locks and
dams controlling waterways, surface-t-air
missile support facilities inside Hanoi and
Haiphong. and petroleum installations at
Haiphong and other places.

They wanted also to use naval surface
forces against North-Vietnamese coastal ship-
ping and land routes and against radar and-
antiaircraft artillery sites along the coast.

McNamara's Oct. 14 memorandum was
dated two days before President Johnson left
on a 17-day trip that included a meeting with

Premier Nguyen Cao Ky at Manilla and a
military planning conference at Honolulu.

The Johnson Administration was being
pres.cd by the military services to increase
the bombing and the troop level and by anti-
war groups to reverse the U.S. escalation in
Vietnam

In memorandum that he drafted for Presi-
dent Johnson on Nov. 17, 1966. McNamara
spoke again in gloomy terms on the pacifica-
tion program that was aimed at securing the

,Smith Vietnamese countryside from Com-
munist domination.

"The pacification program has been stalled
for years," he said. "It is stalled today. The
situation in this regard is no better-pos-
sibly worse-than it was in 1965, 1963, and
1961."

In the 14 months between July 31, 1965,
and Sept. 30, 1966, McNamara said, the gov-
ernment of South Vietnam reportedly gained
control of areas containing 1,500,000 more
persons. increasing its control from 47 to 55
per cent of the total population. "the highest
level to date."

He said that Viet Cong and North Viet-
namese control decreased by 6 percent in the
same period, a loss of areas containing 800.000
persons. The South Vietnamese government's
control of the rural population rose to 35
per cent from 23 in this period, McNamara
said, and the Viet Cong's control of rural
areas dropped to 28 per cent from 35.

After reciting these figures, however, the
Defense Secretary said they were based on
available reports of questionable validity.

'It is highly likely that these figures are
grossly optimistic," he said. "It should be
noted that about 30 percent of the reported
gains by the South Vietnamese government"
probably resulted from movement of refugees
Into cities and towns."

"Another report indicates that GVN (the
government of South Vietnam) increased its
control of area only from 8 to 12 per cent" in
the first nine months of 1966.

"Since 1965, the Viet Cong and North Viet-
namese army have claimed control of 80 per
cent of the South Vietnamese territory and
75 percent of the population.

"At the end of September 1966, GVN con-
trolled about 25 per cent of the vital roads
in South Vietnam. It controlled about 20
per cent of the total roads, down from 35
per cent in 1965 and 40 per cent in 1964. The
rest were marginal or closed and could be
traveled only with adequate security cau-
tions."

By 1966. the pessimistic evaluation of the
pacification program was not being con-
cealed by the Administration to the extent
that it covered up other aspects of the Viet-
nam situation.

Earlier in the war, Administration officials
had claimed successes in the pacification
effort that were disputed by American re-
porters covering the war.

But on Oct. 14, 1966, the date of the first
McNamara memorandum obtained by the
Post-Dispatch and a month before the sec-
ond memorandum, President Johnson said at
a press conference that the pacification pro-
gram "can stand a great deal of improve-
ment."

The President told reporters also, however,
that "our military effort, we think, is going
very well."

Later that month, Johnson made a dra-
matic trip to Southeast Asia and South Viet-
nam. In a radio broadcast from South Viet-
nam, he painted a glowing picture of the
military situation.

"We received an eloquent and encouraging
report from Gen. Westmoreland," the Presi-
dent said. "We saw that our military shield
is now strong enough to prevent the aggres-
sor from succeeding."

McNamara's' dry factual discussion of the
military situation in South Vietnam. in his
Nov. 17 memorandum, was not so optimistio
as Mr. Johnson's public statements,.

"Despite the wide variation in estimates
of infltration, recruitment, and lo es. the
data indicate that current enemy recruit-
ment, infiltration rate; and tactic: have more
than offset the increased (Allied) deploy-
ments, enabling- the enemy to Increase his
forces in the past and in the foreseeable fu-
ture." McNamnra said.

"If we assume that the estimates of enemy
strength are accurate, the ratio of total (Al-
lied) to total enemy strength has only In-
creased from 3.5 to 4 to 1 since the end of
1965.

"Under those circumstances. It does not
appear that we have favorable leverage re-
quired to achieve decisive attrition by intro-
ducing more forces."

The Defense Secretary w s sharply critical
of the performance of the South Vietnamcse
army in combat.

"The increasIngly imnatisfactory perform-
ance of the ARVN (Army of the Republic of
Vietnam) in combat operations is reflected
In U.S. Army advisory reports and in ARVN
and U.S. operational statistics." he said.

'During the January-September (1966)
period for which data are available, U.S. field
advisers rated combat effectiveness as unsat-
isfactory or marginal in up to 32 per cent of
all ARVN combat positions.

"Over 115.700 South Vietnamese military
personnel (19 per cent of the total ARVN)
deserted in 1965. and desertions in 196
through October were at the annual rate of
130.000, 21 per cent (of the total).

"The poor ARVN performance also shows
in the operational statistics. ARVN made
contact (with the enemy) in only 46 per cent
of its large-scale operations, against a U.S.
contact rate of 90 per cent."

In the memorandum, McNamara said the
Administration would have to choose be-
tween two approaches in 1967: another rapid
substantial increase in U.S. combat forces in
South Vietnam or a more modest increase.

In the first instance, the additional big
build-up would be used for large-scale
search-and-destroy operations to destroy
large Communist troop concentrations, he
said.

If a smaller build-up was decided on, it
would be only large enough to utilize, not
destroy, the main Communist units "and
prevent them from interfering with the paci-
fication program,' McNamara said.

"I believe it is time to adopt the second
approach, for three reasons." he wrote. "One,
if MACV (The U.S. military command In
South Vietnam) estimates of enemy strength
are correct, we have not ben able to attrite
the enemy forces fast enough to break their
morale and more U.S. forces are unlikely to
do so in the foreseeable future.

"Two, we cannot deploy more than about
470.000 personnel by the end of 1967 without
a high probability of generating a self-de-
feating runaway inflation in South Vietnam,
and.

"Three. an endless escalation of . U.S.
deployments is not likely to be acceptable
in the U.S. or to induce the enemy to believe
that the U.S. is prepared to stay as long as
is required to produce a scure non-Com-
munist South Vietnam."

The contrast between McNamara's private
assessments of the war and his public state-
ments In 1966 is marked in the extreme.

For example, on May 11, 1906. McNamara
told the Senate Foreign Relations commit-
tee that captive Viet Cong soldiers said they
no longer expected to win the war.

"Therehseems to be considerable doubt
among the ordinary soldiers that even In a
protracted war the Viet Cong will win," he
said.

A month later he told reporters at a Pen-
tagon press-conference that U.S. military
successes in South Vietnam had "exceeded
our expectations" in the first quarter of
1966. Communist losses were reported to be
three times as great as combined U.S.. South
Vietnamese and Allied losses.
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Another month later, on July 11. 1966, he

told a press conference in Washington that
"we are gaining militarily" in South Viet-
nam. While expreFssing cautious optimism, he
added carefully, "We do not look for a short
war."

Perhaps the strongest disparity between
McNamara's public remarks and his private
reports to Mr. Johnson shows up in a press
conference on Nov. 5. just three days before
the congressional elections of 1966.

After meeting with President Johnson at
the LBJ Ranch in Texas, McNamara told re-
porters that the Communists could not win
a military victory in South Vietnam in 1967.

As a result. he said, draft calls would be
cut and so would the planned production of
bombs and other air ordnance. The increase
in U.S. forces in South Vietnam would be
"nothing cvn the order of" the 200000-man
build-up in 1966 and no sharp increases
would take place in the level of bombing at-
tacks, he stated.

McNamara said he told Mr. Johnson that
the military situation in South Vietnam ws
dramatically brighter than it hnd been 15
months before. however. he swld, he expected
the Viet Cong to continuee to fight on stub-
bornly."

The pe.sinilstic view that McNamara took
of the war in his memoranda of October and
November 19GG continued a frame of mind
that the Secretary of Defense hnd exhibited
privately the preceding year. The earlier at-
titude is spelled out in the Pentagon papers
obtained by the Post-Dispatch in a section
titled "Evolution of the War, U.S./GVN:
1963-1967.

The analyst writing in this section re-
counts that on July 1, 1965, McNamara sub-
mitted a memorandum to President Johnson
reviewing all aspects of Vietnam policy. The
analyst said that McNamara concentrated
on deployment of American fighting forces
to Vietnam and "had little to say on GVN's
problems."

The Pentagon study said in a section of
the memorandum titled "Initiatives Inside
Vietnam," McNamara's "only significant rec-
ommendations were that we should increase
our aid to GVN and that Chieu Hot pro-
gram should be improved." The latter pro-
gram was the so-called "open arms" effort
aimed at attracting defectors from enemy
forces.

In a second memorandum to the President,
written July 20, 1965, after a trip to Sai-
gon, McNamara suggested that the U.S.
should lay down some terms for the assist-
ance it provided.

With South Vietnamese leaders "again
pressing for more U.S. forces than were avail-
able," the study related, McNamara men-
tioned the possibility of an American veto
on bellicose statements by South Vietnamese
military commanders suggesting an invasion
of North Vietnam and other possible re-
straints.

The Pentagon historian reported that in
this memorandum "McNamara's over-all
evaluation was deeply pessimistic, making
clear why he recommended increased U.S.
forces at that time.' The study then quoted
from the memorandum:

"Estimate of the situation: 'The situation
in South Vietnam is worse than a year ago
(when it was worse than a year before that).
After a few months of stalemate, the tempo
of the war has quickened.'

"A hard VC (Viet Cong) push is now on to
dismember the nation and to maul the army.
The VC main and local forces, reinforced by
militia and guerillas. have the initiative and.
with large attacks (some in regimental
strength). are hurting ARVN (South Viet-
namese Army forces badly.

"The main VC efforts have been in south-
ern First Corps, northern and central Second
Corps and north of Saigon. The central high-
lands could well be lost to the National JAb-
eration Front during this monsoon season.

"Since Jtmne 1. the GVN ha been forced
to abandon six district capitals: only one
has been retaken. U.S. combat troops deploy-
ment and U.S.-VNAF (Vietnamese air force)
air strikes in-country have probably shaken
VC morale somewhat.

"Yet the government is able to provide
security to fewer and fewer people and less
and less territory as terrorism increases.
Cities and towns are being Isolated as fewer
and fewer roads and railroads are usable
and power and communication lines are cut.

"The economy is deteriorating. The war is
disrupting rubber production, rice distribu-
tion, dalat vegetable production and the
coastal flshlng industry, causing the loss of
jobs and income, displacement of people,
and frequent breakdown or suspension of
vital means of transportation and coynmuni.
cation; foreign exchange earnings have
fallen; and severe Inflation is threatened."

Althotmgh McNamara's private appraisals
of the war in both 1965 and 1960 were dour.
he and President Johnson, along with other
administration officials, were speaking confi-
dently in public of progress being made in
the American build-up in Vietnam.

At a press conference on Oct. 6. 1966. John-
son discussed his forthcoming trip later that
month to six Asian countries in connection
with the Manila conference on the war. lie
said the conference would consider the re-
habilitation and redevelopment work needed
in Vietnam "once aggression has been de-
feated."

One week later at another press conference,
again referring to the approaching Manila
meetings, Johnson noted that at the Hono-
lulu conference of February 1966, it had been
agreed that American and South Vietnamese
leaders would get together again in about
six months.

In the interim, the President told reporters,
"Much has happened." He referred particu-
larly to the fact that "the North Vietnamese
and the Viet Cong monsoon offensive, that
gave us concern, failed." He said also that
"foundations have been laid and progress
begun in the field" for the so-called revolu-
tionary program in Vietnam.

On Oct. 14. the very date of the memo-
randum disclosed in the Pentagon documents
obtained by the Pot-Dispatch, the Secretary
of Defense, meeting reporters with the Presi-
dent, offered no discouraging words.

To the contrary, he noted that one of the
purposes of his just-concluded trip to South
Vietnam had been to examine American
troop deployment there. He saw no need, he
said, for any "substantial increase in the rate
of deployment."

He denounced "wild speculation" that he
said had been appearing in the press about a
possible increase in the pace of American
troop assignments to Vietnam and termed
such reports "absolutely without founda-
tion."

Throughout his 17-day trip in Asia in Oc-
tober 1966, Johnson struck a firm and confi-
dent note about the eventual outcome in
Vietnam. In Melbourne, Australia, for ex-
ample, he likened the Vietnamese conflict to
the onset of World War II. remarking:

"As the aggressor marched in the Low
Countries in the late 1930s and ultimately
wound up in World War 11. there are aggres-
sors prowling tonight on the march 'again.
Their aggression shall not succeed."

The Allied forces fighting in Vietnam. the
President declared, "are going to stay there
until this aggression is checked before it
blooms into World War III."

Much of the same theme prevailed near
the end of the trip at the Manila summit
conference itself. At the opening session on
Oct. 24, 1966, Johnson said the most Im-
portant function of the meeting would be to
let the world thow "that the nations directly
assisting the people of South Vietnam are
resolute." .

He said there was a general determina-

tion of those present "that aggression must
fall."

The final declaration of the conference,
joined in by Johnson and the leaders of six
other nations, including Presidcnt Nguyen
Van Thieu and Prime Minister Nguyen Cao
Ky, both representing South Vietnam. set
a note of firm determination. The statement,
issued Oct. 25, said:

"We shall continue our military and all
other efforts, as firmly and as long as may
be necessary, in close consultation among
ourselves until the aggression is ended."

The statement recounted that "the gov-
ernment of Vietnam described the significant
military progress being made against ag-
gression."

This was less than two 'weeks after Mc-
Namara's memorandum to Mr. Johnson had
painted such a bleak picture of the 18.month-
old American build-up in South Vietnam
and the U.S. bombing of North Vietnam.

After the Manlin conference, Johnson paid
a secret visit to South Vietnam. In a radio
report a few hours later to the American
people, he spoke glowingly of the accomplish-
ments being made in Vietnnm.

Ile aid then that U.S. fighting men were
in Vietnam "because somewhere and at some
place the free nations of the world must
say again to the militant disciples of Asian
communism: This far and no further.

"The time is now, and the place is Viet
nnm."

[Prom St. Louis Post-Dispatch, June 25. 19711
PARTIAL TEXTS OF WAR DATA

WASsINGToN.-Following are excerpts from
secret Pentagon papers on United States in-
volvement in the Vietnam War that have
been obtained by the Post-Dispatch:

Text of a memorandum to President Lyn-
don B. Johnson from Secretary of Defense
Robert S. McNamara on Oct. 14, 1966:

1. A Memorandum for the President
1. Evaluation of the situation. In the re-

port of my last trip to Vietnam almost a
year ago, I stated that the odfs were about
even that, even with the then-recommended
deployments, we would be faced in early 1967
with a military stand-off at a much higher
level of conflict and with "pacification" still
stalled. I am a little less pessimistic now in
one respect. We have done somewhat better
militarily than I anticipated. We have by
and large blunted the Communist military
initlative-any military victory in South
Vietnam the Viet Cong may have had in mind
18 months ago has been thwarted by our
emergency deployments and actions. And our
program of bombing the North has exacted
a price,

My concern continues, however, in other
respects. This is because I see no reasonable
way to bring the war to an end soon. Enemy
morale has not broken-he apparently has
adjusted to our stopping his drive for mili-
tary victory and has adopted a strategy of
keeping us busy and waiting us out (a -strat-
egy of attriting our national will). He knows
that we have not been, and he believes we
probably will not be, able to translate our
military successes into the "end products"-
broken enemy morale and politIcal achieve-
ments by the GVN (government of South
Vietnam).

The one thing demonstrably going for us
in Vietnam over the past year has been the
large number of enemy killed-in-action re-
sulting from the big military operations. Al-
lowing for possible exaggeration in reports.
the enemy must be taking losses-deaths in
and after battle-at the rate of more than
60.000 a year. The infiltration routes would
seem to be one-way trails to death for the
North Vietnamese. Yet there is no sign of an
impending break in enemy morale and it ap-
pears that he can more than replace his
losses by infltration from North Vietnam
and recruitment in South Vietnam.
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June 2., 19,71

Pacification Is a bai disappointment. We
have good grounds to be pleased by the
recent elections, by Ky's 16 months in power,
and by the faint signs of development of na-
tional political institutions and of a legiti-
mate civil government. But none of this has
translated itself into political achievements
at province level or below. Pacification has
if anything gone backward. As compared
with two, or four. years ago, enemy full-time
regional forces and part-time guerrilla forces
are larger; attacks, terrosm and sabotage
have increased in scope and Intensity; more
railroads are closed and highway cut; the rice
crop expected to come to market is smaller;
we control little, if any, more of the popula-
tion; the VC political infrastructure thrives
in most of the country, continuing to give
the enemy his enormous intelligence ad-
vantage: full security exists nowhere (not
even behind the US Marines' lines and in
Saigon); in the countryside, the enemy al-
most completely controls the night.

Nor has the Rolling Thunder program of
bombing the North either significantly af-
fected infiltration or cracked the morale of
Hanoi. There is agreement in the intelligence
community on these facts (see the attached
Appendix).

In essence, we find ourselves-from the
point of view of the important war (for the
complicity of the peoplel-no better. and if
anything, worse off. This important war must
be fought and won by the Vietnamese them-
selves. We have known this from the begin-
ning. But the discouraging truth is that, as
was the case In 1961 and 1963 and 1965, we
have not found the formula, the catalyst, for
training and inspiring them Into effective
action.

2. Recommended actions. In such an un-
promising state of affairs, what should we
do? We must continue to press the enemy
militarily; we must make demonstrable prog-
ress In pacification: at the same time, we
must add a new ingredient forced on us by
the facts. Specifically, we must improve our
position by getting our:elves into a military
posture that we credibly would maintain in-
definitely-a posture that makes trying to
"wait us out" less attractive. I recommend a
five-prong cosrrse of action to achieve those
ends.

a. Stabilize U.S. force levels in Vietnam. It
is my Judgment that, barring a dramatic
change in the war, we should limit the in-
crease In U.S. forces in SVN in 1967 to 70000
men and we should level off at the total of
470.000 which such an increase would pro-
vide. It is my view that this is enough to
punish the enemy at the large-unit opera-
tions level and to keep the enemy's main
forces from interrupting pacification. I be-
lieve also that even many more than 470,000
would not kill the enemy off In such num-
bers as to break their morale so long as they
think they can wait us out. It is possible that
such a 40 per cent Increase over our pres-
ent level of 325,000 will break the enemy's
morale in the short term; but if it does not,
we must. I believe, be prepared for and have
under way a long-term program premised on
more than breaking the morale of main force
units. A stabilized U.S. force level would be
part of such a long-term program. It would
put us in a position where negotiations would
be more likely to be productive, but if they
were not we could pursue the all-Important
pac;ficatbon task with proper attention and
resources and without the spectre of appar-
ently endless escalation of U.S. deployments.,

b. Install a barrier. A portion of the 470,000
troops-perhaps 10,000 to 20,000-should be
devoted to the construction and maintenance
of an infiltration barrier. Such a barrier
would lie near the 17th parallel-would run
from the sea, across the neck of South Viet-
nam (choking off the new infiltration routes
through the DMZ) and across the trails ir
Laos. This Interdiction system (at an approx-
Imate cost of $1 billion) would comprise to

the east a ground barrier of fences, wre sen-
sors, artillery, aircraft and mobile troops; and
to the west-mainly in Laos-an Interdic-
tion zone covered by air-laId mines and
bombing attacks pin-pointed by air-laid
acoustic sensors.

The barrier may not be fully effective at
first, but I believe that It can be made clTec-
tive Jn time and that even the threat of
Its becoming effective can substantially
change to our advantage the character of the
war. It would hinder enemy efforts, would
perntit more efficient use of the limited num-
ber of friendly troops, and would be persua-
sive evidence both that our sole aim is to pro-
tect the South from the North and that we
Intend to see the job through.

c. Stabilize the Rolling Thunder program
Against the North. Attack sorties in North
Vietnam have risen from about 4000 per
month at the end of last year to 6000 per
month in the first quarter of this year and
12,000 per month at present. Most of our 50
per cent increase of deployed attack-capable
aircraft has been absorbed in the attacks on
North Vietnam. In North Vietnam, almost
84.000 attack .sorties have been flown (about
25 percent against fixed targets), 45 percent
during the past seven months.

Despite these efforts, it now appears that
the North Vietnamese-Laotian road network
will remain adequate to meet the require-
ments of the Communist forces in South
Vietnam-this is so even if its capacity could
be reduced by one-third and if combat ac-
tivities were to be doubled. North Vietnam's
serious need for trucks, spare parts and
petroleum probably can, despite air attacks,
be met by imports. The petroleum require-
ment for trucks involved in the infiltration
movement, for example, has not been enough
to present significant supply problems, and
the effects of the attacks on the petroleum
distribution system, while they have not yet
been fully assessed, are not expected to crip-
ple the flow of essential supplies. Further-
more, -it is clear that, to bomb the North
sufficiently to make a radical Impact upon
Hanoi's political, economic and social struc-
ture, would require an efTort which we could
make but which would not be stomached
either by our own people or by world opin-
Ion; and It would involve a serious risk of
drawing us into open war with China.

The North Vietnamese are paying a price.
They have been forced to assign some 300,000
personnel to the linesof communication In
order to maintain the critical flow of person-
nel and materiel to the South. Now that the
lines of communication have been manned,
however, It Is doubtful that either a large
increase or decrease in our interdiction sor-
ties would substantially change the cost to
the enemy of maintaining the roads, rail-
roads, and waterways or affect whether they
are operational. It follows that the marginal
sorties-probably the marginal 1000 or even
5000 sorties-per month against the lines of
communication no longer have a significant
impact on the war. (See the attached ex-
cerpts from intelligence estimates.)

When this marginal inutility of added
sorties against North Vietnam and Laos is
compared with the crew and aircraft losses
implicit in the activity (four men and air-
craft and $20 million per 1000 sorties). I rec.
ommend, as a minimum, against increasing
the level of bombing of North Vietnam and
against increasing the intensity .of opera-
tions by changing the areas or kinds of tar-
gets struck.

Under those conditions, the bombing pro-
gram would continue the pressure and would
remain available as a bargaining counter to
get talks started (or to trade off in talks).
But, as in the case of a stabilized level of U.S.
ground forces, the stabilization of Rolling
Thunder would remove the prospect of ever-
escalating botibing as a factor complicating
our political posture and distracting from the
Main 'Job of pacificatIon in South Vietnam.

At the proper time. as discussed on pages
6-7 below, I believe we should consider ter-
minating bombing in all of North Vietnam.
or at least in the Northenst zones, for an
Indefinite period In connection with covert
moves toward peace.

d. Pursue a vigorous pacification program.
As mentioned above, the pacification (Pevo-
lutionary Development) program has been
and is thoroughly stalled. The large unit
operations war, which we know best how to
fight and where we have had our successes,
Is largely irrelevant to pacification as long
as we do not lose it. By and large, the people
In rural areas believe that the GVN when it
comes will not stay bit that the VC will; that
co-operation with the GVN will be punished
by the VC; that the GVN is really indifferent
to the people's welfare; that the low-level
GVN are tools of the local rich; and that the
GVN is ridden with corruption. -

Success in pacification depends on the in-
terrelated functions of providing physical
functions of providing physical security, de-
stroying the VA apparatus, motivating -the
people to co-operate and establishing repon-
sive local government. An obviously necessary
but not sufficient requirement for success of
the Revolutionary Development cadre and
police Is vigorously conducted and adequate-
ly prolonged clearing operations by military
troops, who will "stay" in the area, who be-
have themselves decently and who show some
respect for the people.

This elemental requirement of pacification
has been missing. .

In almost ho contested area designated for
pacification in recent years have ARVN
forces actually "cleared and stayed" to a
point where cadre teams, if available, could
have stayed overnight in hamlets and sur-
vived, let alone accomplish their mIssion. VC
units of company and even battalion size re-
main in operation. and they are more than
large enough to overrun anything the local
security forces can put up.

Now that the threat of a Communist main.
,force military victory has been thwarted by
our emergency efforts, we must allocate far
more attention and a portion of the re:;ular
military forces (at least half of the ARVN
and perhaps a portion of the U.S. forces) to
the task of providing an active and perma-
nent security screen behind which the Revo-
lutionary Development teams and police ca-s
operate and behind which thepolitical strug-
glecwith the VC infrastructure can 'take
place.

The U.S. cannot do this pacification se-
curity job for the Vietnamese. All we can do
is "massage the heart." For one reason, it
is known that we do not intend to stay; if
our efforts worked at all, it would merely
postpone the eventual confrontation of the
VC and GVN infrastructures. The GVN must
do the job; and I am convinced that drastic
reform is needed if the GVN is going to be
able to do it.

The first essential reform is in the attitude
and GVN officials. They are generally apa-
thetic, and there is corruption high and low.
Often appointments, promotions, and draft
deferments must be bought; and kickbacks
on salaries are common. Cadre at the bottota
can be no better than the system above them.

The second needed reform is in the atti-
tude and conduct of the ARVN. The imnace
of the government cannot improve unless
and until the ARVN improves markedly.
They do not understand the importance (or
respectability) of pacification nor the im-
portance to pacification of proper, disciplined
conduct. Promotions, asignments and awards
are often not made on merit, but rather
on the basis of having a diploma, friends or
relatives, or because of bribery. The ARVN
is weak in dedication, direction and
discipline.

Not enough ARVN are devoted to area and
population security, and when the ARMN
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does attempt to support pcifleatinir. their
actions do not last long enrougih: their tac-
tics are bad despite U.S. prodding (no
aggressive smaill-unit saturation patrolling.,
hamlet searches. qick-reaction contact, or
offensive night ambushes) they do not make
good use of intelligence: and their leader-
ship and discipline are bad.

Furthermore. it is my conviction that a
part of the problem urndouibtedly lies in bad
management ol the American as well as the
GVN side. Here split responsibility-or "no
responsibility'-has resulted in too --little
hard pressure on the GVN to do its job and
no really solid or realistic planning with
respect to the whole effort. We must deal
with this management problem now and
deal with it effectively.

One solut ion would be to consolidate all
U.S. activities which are primarily part of
the civilian pacification program and all per-
sons engaged in stich activities, providing
a clear asigrnrrent of responsibility and a
unified command under a civilian relieved
of all other duties. Under this approach,
there would be a carefully delineated di-
vision of responsibility between the civilian-
in-charge and an element of COMUSMACV
under a senior officer, who would give the
subject of planning for and providing ham-
let security the highest priority in attention
and resources. Success will depend on the
men selected for tre jobs on both sides (they
must be among the highest rank and most
coirpetent administrators i the U.S. Gov-
ernment), on complete co-operation among

-tire U.S. elements, arnd on the extent to
which tire South Vietnamese can be shocked
out of their present pattern of behavior. The
first work of this reorganized U.S. pacifica-
tion organizatioli should be to produce within
60 clays a realistic and detailed plan for the
Cominir year.

Fromr the political and public-relations
viewpoint, tins solirtion is preferable-if it
works. Bltt we canot tolerate continued
failurre. If it fails after a fair trial, the only
alternative in my view is to place the entire
pacification program-civilian and military-
under General Westmorrelir. Tis altern-
ative would result iI the establishment of a
Deputy CONMUSM1ACV for Placificatiorn who
would be in command of nll pacification staffs
ire Salgon arn( of nl pacification staffs and
activities in the field; one person in each
corps, province and district would be re-
sponsible for tr U.S. effort.

e. Press for negotiation. I am not optimis-
tic that Jianol or the VC will respond to
peae osertiures now (explining my recom-
mendarlons above that. we get Into a level-off
posture for tire long pull). The ends sotrght
by the teso sides appear to be Irreconcilable
and tie relative power balance is not in their
view unfavorable to them. But three things
can be done. I believe. to increase the pros-
pects:

41) Take steps to increase tire credibility
of otrr peace gestures in the minds of the
enemy. There is considerable evidence both
in private statements by the Communists and
in the reports or competent Western ornlals
who have talked with them that charges of
U.S. had faith are not solely propaganmdistic
but reflect deeply held beliefs. Analysis of
Commtinists' statements and actions indicate
that they firmly believe that AmercaRn lead-
er.hip really does not want tire fighting to
stop. and that we are interrt on winning a
m~itary victoryVin\ie'nn amnd on maintain-
Ing our presence there through a puppet
regime supported by U.S. military bases.

As a way of projective U.S. bona fides, I
believe that we should consider two pos-
sibilities with respect to our bombing pro-
gram against the North. to be undertaken, if
at all, at a time very carefully selected with
a view to maximizing the chances of in-fluencing the enemy and world opinion and to
minimizing the chances that failure would
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strengthen the hand of the "hawks" at
home: First, without fanfare. conditions, or

.avowal, whether the stand-down was perma-
inent or-temporary, stop bombing all of North
Vietnam. It is generally thought that Hanoi
will not agree to negotiations until they
can claim that the bombing hs stopped un-
conditionally. We should see what develops.
retaining freedom to resume the bombing if
nothing useful was forthcoming.

Alternatively, we could shift the weight-
of-effort away from "Zones GA and 6B"--
zones including Hanoi and Haphong and
areas north of those two cities to the Chinese
border. This alternative has some attraction
in that it provides the North Vietnamese a
"face saver" if only problems of "face" are
holding up Hanoi peace gestures: it would
narrow the bombing down directly to the
objectionable infiltration (supporting the
logic of a stop-infiltration;full-pause deal);
and it would reduce the international heat
on the U.S. Here, too, bombing of the North-
east could be resumed at any time, or "hpot"
attacks could be made there from time to
time to keep North Vietnam off balance and
to require her to pay almost the full cost by
maintaining her repair crews in place. The
sorties diverted from Zones GA and 6B could
he concentrated on the infiltration routes in
Zones 1 and 2 (the southern end of North
Vietnam. including the Mu Gia Pass), in
Laos and in South Vietnam.

To the same end of improving our credibil-
ity, we should seek ways-through words
and deeds--to make believable our intention
to withdraw our forces once the North Viet-
namese aggression against the South stops.
In particular, we should avoid any implica-
tion that we will stay in South Vietnam with
bases or to guarantee any particular out-
come to a solely South Vietnamese struggle.

(2) Try to split the VC off from Hano. The
intelligence estimate is that evidence is over-
whelming that the North Vietnamese domi-
nate and control the National Front and the
Viet Cong. Nevertheless. I think we should
continue and enlarge efforts to contact the
VC/NFL and to probe ways to split mem-
bers or sections off the VC/NFL organization.

(3) Press contacts with North Vietnam,
the Soviet Union and other parties who
might contribute toward a settlement.

(4) Develop a realistic plan providing a
role for the VC in negotiations, post-war
life, and government of the nation. An am-
nesty offer and proposals for national recon-
ciliation would be steps in the right direc-
tion and should be pnrts of the plan. It is
important that this plan be one which will
appear reasonable, if not at first to Hanoi
and the VC, at least to world opinion.

3. The prognosis. The prognosis is bad that
the war can be brought to a satisfactory con-
clusion within the next two years. The large-
unit operations probably will not do it: nego-
tiations probably will not do it. While we
should continue to pursue both of these
routes in trying for a solution in the short
run, we should recognize that success from
them is a mere possibility, not a probability.

The solution lies in girding, openly, for a
longer war and in taking actions immediately
which will in 12 to 18 months give clear evi-
dence that the continuing costs and risks to
the American people are acceptably limited.
that the formula for success has been found,
and that the end of the war is merely a mat-
ter of time. All of my recommendations will
contribute to this strategy, but the one most
difficult to implement is perhaps the most
important one-enlivening the pacification
program. The odds are less than even for this
task, if only because we have failed con-
sistently since 1961 to make a dent in the
problem. But, because the 1987 trend of
pacification will. I believe, be the main talis-
man of utimat U.S..success or failure in
Vietnam, extraoidiary imagination and ef-
fort should go into changing the stripes of
that problem. -
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President Thleu and Prime Minister Ky

are thinking along similar lines. They told
me that- they do not expect the enemy to
negotiate or in modify his program in less
than two years. Rather, they expect the
enemy continue to expand and to increase
his activity. They expressed agreement with
us that the key to success is pacification
and that so far pacification has failed. They
agree that we need clnrificationa of GVN and
U.S. roles and that the bulk of the ARVN
should be shifted to pacification. Ky will.
between January and July 1967, shift all
ARVN infantry divisions to that role. And
lie is giving Thang. a good Revolutionary
Development director, added powers. Theu
and Ky see this as part of a two-year 1967-
68) schedule, in which offensive operations
against enemy main force units are conti-
nued, carried on primarily by the U.S. and
other Free World forces. At-the end of the
two-year period, they believe the enemy may
be willing to negotiate or to retreat from his
current course of action.

Note: Neither the Secretary of State nor
the JCS have yet had an opportunity to ex-
press their views on this report. Mr. Katzen-
bach and I have discussed many of its main
conclusions and recommendations-in gen-
eral, but not in all particulars, it expresses
his views as well as my own.

Excerpts from reports by the Central Intel-
ligence Agency, the Defense Intelligence
Agency and the Summer Study Group of the
Institute for Defense Analysis:

Extracts from CIA-DIA Report "An Ap-
praisal of the Bombing of North Vietnam
through 12 September 1966."

1. There is no evidence yet of any shortage
of POL (ed. note: petroleum products) in
North Vietnam, and stocks on haRnd, with re-
cent imports, have been adequte to sustain
necessary operations.

2. Air strikes against all modes of trans-
portation in North Vietnam increased during
the past month, but there is no evidence of
serious transport problems in the movement
of supplies to or within North Vietnam.

3. There is no evidence yet that the air
strikes have significantly weakened popular
morale.

4. Air strikes continue to depress economic
growth and have been responsible for the
abandonment of some plans for economic de-
velopment, but essential economic activities
continue.

Extracts from a March 16, 1966, CIA report
"An Analysis of the Rolling Thunder Air
Offensive against North Vietnam":

1. Although the movement of men nd
supplies in North Vietnam has been ham-
pered and made somewhat more costly (by
our bombing), the Communists have been
able to increase the flow of supplies and man-
power to South Vietnam.

2. Hanoi's determination (despite our
bombing) to continue its policy of support-
ing the insurgency in the South appears as
firm as ever.

3. Air attacks almost certainly cannot bring
about a meaningful reduction In the cur-
rent level at which essential supplies and
men flow into South Vietnam.

Bomb Damage Assessment in the North by
the Institute for Defense Analysis' "Summer
Study Group."

What surprised us (in our assessment of
the effect of bombing North Vietnam) was
the extent of agreement among various in-
telligence agencies on the effects of past oper-
ations and probable effects of contirued and
expanded Rolling Thunder. The conclusions
of our group, to which we all subscribe. are
therefore merely sharpened conclusions of
numerous intelligence summaries. They are
that Rolling Thunder does not limit the
present logistic flow into SVN because NVN
is neither the source of supplies nor the
choke-point on the supply routes from China
and USSR, Although an expansion of Rolling
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Thunder by closing ilaiphong harbor. ,limi-
nating electric power plants and totally de-
stroying railrondw Will at least indirectly Im-
pose further privations on the populace of
NVN and make the logistic support of VC
costlier to maintain, such expansion will not
really change the basic assessment. This fol-
lows because NVN has demonstrated excellent
ability to improvise transportAtion, and be-
cause the primitive nature of their economy
is such that Ptolling Thunder can affect di-
rectly only a small fraction of the population.
There Is very little hope that the Ho Chi
Minh Government will lose control of popu-
lation because of Rolling Thunder. The les-
sons of the Korean War are very relevant
to the damage we inflict, and growing. Prob-
ably the government of NVN has assurances
that the USSR nnd-or China will assist the
rebuilding of its economy after the war, and
hence its concern that the damage being
Inflicted may be moderated by long-range
favorable expectations. Specifically:

1. As of July 1966 the U.S. bombing of
North Viet.nam had had no measurable direct
cIfect on Hanoi's ability to mount and sup-
port military operations in the South at the
current level.

2. Since the initiation of the Rolling
Thunder program the damage to facilities
nnd equipment in North Vietnam has been
2nore than olset by the increased flow of
military and economic aid, largely from the
USSR and Communist China.

3. The aspects of the basic situation that
have enabled Hanoi to continue its support
of military operations in the South and to
neutralize the impact of U.S. bombing by
passing the economic comts to other Commu-
nist countries are not likely to be altered by
reducing the present geographic constraints,.
mining Haiphong and the principal harbors
in North Vietnam, increasing the number of
armed reconnaissance sorties and otherwise
expanding the U.S. air offensive along the
lines now contemplated in military recom-
mendations and planning studies.

4. While conceptually it is reasonable to
assume that some limit may be imposed on
the scale of military activity that Hanoi can
maintain in the South by continuing the
Rolling Thunder program at the present, or
some higher level of effort, there appears to
be no basis for defining that limit in con-
crete terms, or. for concluding that the pres-
ent scale of VC-NVN activities in the field
hye approached that limit.

5. The indirect effects of the bombing on
the will of the North Vietnamese to continue
fighting and on their leaders' appraisal of
the prospective gains and costs of maintain-
ing the present policy have not shown them-
selves in any tangible way. Furthermore, we
have not discovered any basis for concluding
that the indirect punitive effects of bombing
will prove decisive in these respe'its.

Partial text of a memorandum drafted by
Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara for
President Lyndon B. Johnson. Nov. 17. 1966:

The war in Vietnam has two highly inter-
dependent parts.: (1) the "regular" war
against the main force VC/NVA battalions
and regiments. and the interdiction of their
men and supplies flowing down from North
Vietnam. And j2) the "Pacification" or rev-
olutionary developmentt war to neutralize
the local VC guerrillas and gain the perma-
nent support of the SVN population.

The infiltrated men and supplies serve to
bolster the regular units whose function is to
support the local VC guerrillas and infra-
structure by defeating the GVN forces in the
area and generally exposing the GVN's in-
ability to protect the rural populace. The lo-
cal guerrillas and infrastructure maintain a
constant VC presence in their area and sup-
port the offensive efforts of the regular units
by providing intelligence, terrain guidance,
supplies. and recruits. In addition, the guer.
rillas conduct many of the thousands of in-
cidents of terror, h.arrauament, and sabotage

reported ench month. The principal task of
U.S. military forces in SVN must be to elim-
inate the ofTensive capability of the regular
units in order to allow the GVN to counter
the guerrilla forces and extend permanent
control over areas. from which regular units
have been cleared.

We now face a choIce of two approaches to
the threat of the regular VC/NVA forces.
The first approach would be to continue in
1967 to increase friendly forces as rapidly as
possible. and without limit, and employ them
primarily in large-scale "seek out and de-
stroy" operations to destroy the main force
VC/NVA units.

This approach appears to have some dis-
tinct disadvantages. First, we are finding very
strongly diminishing marginal returns in the
destruction of VC/NVA forces. If our estI-
mates of enemy losses (killed, captured and
defected) are correct, VC/NVA losses In-
creased by only 115 per week (less than 15
per cent) during a period in which we in-
creased friendly strength by 160.000 includ-
ing 140.000 U.S. military personnel and 42
U.S. and Third Country maneuver battalions.
At this rate, an additional 100,000 friendly
personnel deployed would increase VC/NVA
losses by some 70 per week. Second, expand-
ing U.S. deployments have contributed to a
very serious Inflation in South Vietnam.
Prices increased 75-90 per cent in FY66. An
extra 100.000 U.S. forces would add at least
P9 billion to our plaster expenditures, dou-
bling the 1967 inflationary gap in SVN. Third,
the high and increasing cost of the war to
the United States is likely to encourage the
Communists to doubt our staying power and
to try to "wait us out."

The second approach is to follow a simi-
larly aggressive strategy of "seek out and
destroy," but to build friendly forces only to
that level required to neutralize the large
enemy units and prevent them from inter-
fering with the pacification program. It is
essential to this approach that such a level
be consistent with a stable economy in SVN,
and consistent with a military posture that
the United States credibly would maintain
indefinitely, thus making a Communist at-
tempt to "wait us out" less attractive.

I believe that this level is about 470,000
U.S. and 52,000 Free World personnel and
less than half of the ARVN. The remainder of
the ARVN, plus a portion of the U.S. force,
would give priority to improving the pacifi-
cation effort. The enemy regular units would
cease to perform what I believe to be their
primary function of diverting our effort to
give security to the population. This, plus
the effects of a successful interdiction cam-
paign to cut off their other support, would
effectively neutralize them, possibly at the
cost of far fewer casualties to both sides
than the first approach would allow.

I believe it is time to adopt the second
approach for three reasons: (1) if MACV
estimates of enemy strength are correct, we
have not been able to attrIte the enemy
forces fast enough to break their morale and
more U.S. forces are unlikely to do so in the
foreseeable future: (2) we cannot deploy
more than about 470,000 personnel by the
end of 1967 without a high probability of
generating a self-defeating runaway infla-
tion in SVN. and (3) an endless escalation
of U.S. deployments is not likely to be ac-
ceptable in the U.S. or to induce the enemy
to believe that the U.S. is prepared to stay
as long as is required to produce a secure
non-Communist. SVN. Obviously a greatly
improved pacification campaign must be
waged to take advantage of the protection
offered by the major friendly forces. Altern-
atively, if enemy strength is greatly over-
stated and our "seek out and destroy" oper-
ations have been more effective than our'
strength and.loss estimates would imply-
a possibility discussed below-more than
470.000 U.S. personnel should not be required
to Deutralhze the VO/NVA main force.

Attriting Enemv Forces. All of our esti-
mates of enemy strength and variations in it
contain very great uncertaint-les. Thus, any
conculrlons drawn from them must be con-
sidered to be highly tentative and conjec-
tural. Nevertheless. the data suggest that we
have no prospects of attriting the enemy
force at a rate eqtial to or greater than his
capability to infiltrate and recruit. and this
will be true at either the 470.000 U.S. per-
sonnel level or 570.000. The table on the fol-
lowing page shows otir estimates of the aver-
age enemy loss rate per month since April
1965. By 4th quarter 1965, estimated military
losses (killed. captured. military defectors)
reached 2215 per week. The weekly average
for CY66 has remained about the same, al-
though enemy losses incteased to 2330 per
week in the 3rd quarter and to 2930 in
October.

Enemy losses from wounds are included
above based on the U.S. Intelligence Board
estimate that there are 1.5 enemy wounded
for each one killed, with one-third of the
wounded put out of action, resulting in a
loss of .5 for each VC/NVA recorded killed,
or 520 additional average losses per week.
(MACV estimates .28 additional losses for
each VC/NVA killed, or an average loss of
300 per week.) Also included are defectors
not turning themselves into the GVN cen-
ters, based on the Board estimate that there
is one unrecorded military deserter $or each
military defector, resulting in another 235
average losses per week.

The enemy loss rate was apparently not
affected significantly by the greatly increased
friendly activity during 1966, which included:
44 per cent increase in battalion days of op-
eration; 25 per cent increase in battalion
sized operations contacting the enemy; and
28 per increase In small unit actions accom.
panned by a 12 per cent increase in contacts.
Moreover, armed helicopter sorties doubled
from 14,000 to 29,000 per month and attack
sorties in SVN rose from 12,800 to 14,000 per
Month.

The failure of enemy losses to increase
during the first half of 1966 was primarily
due to the January Vietnamese New Year
lull, the political turmoil during, the Spring,
the apparent decrease in ARVN efficiency,
and an increasing enemy reluctance to fight
large battles.

Despite improvements during the past four
months, it is impossible to predict the point
at which we can expect to attrite enemy
forces at the rate he introduces new ones. As
the table above indicates, an average enemy
total loss rate of 2230 per week has prevailed
for the past 13 months, compared to the cal-
culated enemy personnel input rate of 2915
per week for the same period. The input rate
is that required to provide the average in-
crease of 685 per week reflected in the VC/
NVA order of battle strength figures esti-
mated by MACV, it is not estimated in-
dependently. Assuming that the weekly in-
filtration rate from NVN for the past 13
months averaged 1075 as estimated (MACV
indicates that the 1966 figure may be as
high as 1G38 per week). VC recruitment (in-
put minus iinfiiration) must have been
about 1840 per week. This recruitment rate
lies well within the current U.S. Intelligence
Bonrd estimate that the VC can recruit and
train 1635 to 23:15 men per week, and can
replace current losses solely from within
South Vietnam if necessary. But it lies far
above the current MACV recruitment esti-
mate of 815 VC personnel per week.

As indicated in the VC/NVA losses table.
enemy losses increased by 115 per week dur-
ing a period in which friendly strength in-
creased by 166.000; an increase of about 70
losses per 100.000 of friendly strength. There
are far too many uncertain variables in the
situation to permit a simple extrapolation of
these results to the effect of introduction of
the next 100,000, or a subsequent 100.000
troops. However, we have no evidence that
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mare troops than the 470.000 I am recoin-
mending would suli' ant (ally chnitIe the sit-
ustion. For example. if it were assume d that
new forces would produce enemy losses of a
rate equal to the average of all forces de-
ployed by the end of October 1966. each de-
ployment of 100.000 ndditionni friendly troops
would produce only 230 more total enemy
lasses per week compared to the 2915 current
enemy input rate. A U.S. force of 470.000
would result in enemy losses of 2150 per
week; an extra 100.000 U.S. personnel wotild
increase average weekly enemy losses to bout
2680. still less than the 350( per week that
the enemy is supposed to be able to inifll-
trate'recruit. Moreover, it. is possible that osur
attrition estimates substantially overstate
actual VC NVA losses. For examniple, the VC/
NVA apparently lose only nhout one-sixth as
many weapons as people, suggesting the pos-
sibility that many of the killed are unarmed
porters or bystanders.

In summary, despite the wide variations in
estimates of Infiltration. recruitment and
losses, the data indicate that current enemy

-recruitment.'infilt ration rate and tactics
have more than offset the increased friendly
deployments, enabling the enemy to increase
his forces in the past and in the foreseeable
future. If we assume that the estimates of
enemy strength are accurate, the ratio of
total friendly to total enemy strength has
only increased from 3.5 to 4.0 to 1 since the
end of 1965. Under these circumstances, it
does not appear that we have the favorable
leverage required to achieve decisive attrition
by introducing more forces. It may be pos-
sible to reduce enemy strength substantially
through improved tactics or other means
such as an effective amnesty/defection pro-
gram or effective pacification to dry up VC
sources of recruitment, but further large in-
creases in U.S. forces do not appear to be the
answer.

Enemy Offensive Capability. These esti-
mates of enemy strength. losses and replace--
ment rates raise some important questions.
They assume that the enemy has all the
battalions carried in the MACV Enemy Order
of Battle (OB), and that most of these bat-
talions have retained their offensive capabil-
ity. Neither assumption can be supported by
available data.

In the last 7 months (February-August)
for which data are available, friendly forces
averaged 35 contacts per month with VC/
NVA battalions. If each contact represented
a different battalion the contract rate would
equal 20'; of average reported total enemy
VC/NVA battalions: at best, we would con-
tact each battalion once in 5 months. How-
ever, analyzing the August OB of 175 battal-
ions, only 112 battalions had been positively
identified as contacted during the 7 month
period and 59 battalions were unrecorded as
to last contact. (The remaining battalions

. were contacted prior to period.) Other bat-
talions in addition to the 112 positively iden-
tified were undoubtedly active during the
period. Nevertheless. it appears that the ac-
tual existence, or ability to operate, of some
of the 59 units with no records of contact
with friendly forces is open to question.
Moreover, enemy activity rates reflected in
the number of battalion contacts initiated by
themselves or by us do not show increases
that we might expect as the result of the 49
battalion increase reflected in the Order of
Battle reports.

Furthermore. the enemy is undertaking
fewer large-scale offensive operations in re-
cent months and concentrating his small-
scale attacks. ambushes, and harassments
against easier targets (troops in the field and
isolated military posts). This indicates a pos-
sible regression to activities characteristic of
earlier stages of guerrilla warfare, is incon-
sistent with large numbers of battalions and
even divisions, and many reflect an Increas-
ing inability to conduct large scale operations
without incurring unacceptably high casual-

ties. The VC'NVA have not won a signiflernt
large-senle military victory in several months.
There Is every reason to bo on guard. na
General Westmoreland is. but there is no
reason to believe that we need to increase our
pinnned deployment of large units to pre-
vent, stch victories In the futlire.

The Interdiction Cnmpaign. Thc VC force
hns reportedly increased by 20 hattnlinn
(from 74 to 94) since last December. NVA
by 43 (from 43 to 86) during the snme period.
The NVA represented only 25.000 of 249.700
(10'; ) last December, increasing to 45.000 of
277.000 (16'; ) in October. The weekly rate
of accepted infIltration has been about 1115
in in9" compared to 045 in 4th qunirter 1965
and 510 for nil of 19065. MACV has recently
rep,ri.ed that iniltration may hnve been na
high ns 16:30 per week in 1900. Te NVA
units,. equipped almost exclusively with Chi-
nese and Russian weapons. hnve a much
greater requirement for infiltrated.ammuni-
tion and supplies, thus increasing their de-
pendence on the logistics network flowing
from NVN to SVN.

Air Interdiction. The use of air power to
interdict enemy infiltration and supply has
been very great by any standard. Attack
sorties in Laos and NVN have risen from
4750 per month at the end of last year to
9100 in Ist quarter of this year and to 10,600
and 12.900 in subsequent quarters. The in-
terdiction campaign has absorbed most of
the increase in deployed attack-capable air-
craft in the past years. .

A substantial air interdictioncampaign is
clearly necessary and worthwhile. In addition
to putting a ceiling on the size of the force
that can be supported, it yields three signif-
icant military effects. First, it effectively
harasses and delays truck movements down
through the southern panhandles of NVN
and Laos, though it has no effect on troops in-
filtrating on foot over trails that are virtually
invisible from the air. Our experience shows
that daytime armed reconnaissance above
some minimum sortie rate makes it prohib-
itively expensive to the enemy to attempt
daylight movement of vehicles. and so forces
him to night movement. Second. destruction
of bridges and cratering of roads forces the
enemy to deploy repair crews, equipment,
and porters to repair or bypass the damage.
Third, attacks on vehicles. parks, and rest
camps destroy some vehicles with their car-
goes and inflict casualties. Moreover, our
bombing campaign may produce a beneficial
effect on U.S. and SVN morale by making
NVN pay a price for its aggression and by
showing that we are doing what we can to
interdict the enemy. But at the scale we are
now operating, I believe our bombing is yield-
ing very small marginal returns, not worth
the cost in pilot lives and aircraft.

II. Consolidation and extension of
OVN control.

Pacification. Based on available reports
of questionable validity, the table on the
following page [not printed in the REcoRn]
indicates the various degrees of GVN and
VC-NVA population and hamlet control.
In the 14 months between July 31. 1965
and September 30, 1966, the GVN report-,
edly gained control of an addtiional 1.-
500.000 people, raising its control of the total
SVN population from 47 per cent to 55 per
cent-the highest level to date. During the
same period VC-NVA control of the total pop-
ulation decreased 6 per cent, a loss of 800,000
people. GVN control of the rural population
rose from 23 per cent to 35 per cent, while
VC-NVA rural control fell from 35 per cent
to 28 per cent during the same period.

It is highly likely that these figures are
grossly optimistic. It should be noted that
about 30 per cent of the reported gains prob-
ably came from movement of refugees into
cities and towll ".nother report Indicates
that OVN increased its control of area only
from 6 per cent to 12 per cent in 1966 through

September. Since 1965 the VC NVA hae
claimed control of 80 per cent of the SVN
territory and 75 per cent of the population.
At the end of September 106. the GVN con-
trolled about 25 per cent of the vital roads
in SVN. It controlled about 2) per cent rf
the total ronds, down from 35 per cent In
1065 and 40 per cent in 1901. The re,t werc
marginal or closed and could be traveled only
with aderejnte security precamions.

The parlfration prnoiram han bn stalled
for years: it is .st aled today. The situation in
this regard is no better--po;Ihthlv-than it
was In 1965. 1963, and 1961. The large mitt
war, at which we are stwcceerlinc fairly well.
i largely irrelevant to patfeatiIon as long as
we keel) the regsilsr VC NVA units from Iri-
terfering and do not Ilse the major battles.

rhe most important problem are reflected
in the belief of the rural Vietnnmese that
the OVN will not stay long when it come
into an area but the VC will: the VC will
punish cooperation with the GVN: the OVN
is Indifferent to the people's welfare; the
low-level GVN officials are tools of the local
rich: and the GVN is excessively corrupt from
top to bottom.

Success in changing these beliefs. and in
pacification, depends on the interrelated
functions of providing physical security. de-
stroying the VC organization and presence.
motivating the villager to cooperate, and
establishing responsive local government.

Physical security must come first and is
the essential prerequisite to a successful
revolutionary development effort. The secu-
rity must be permanent or it is meaningless
to the villager, and it must be established
by a well organized "clear and hold" opera-
tion continued long enough to really cicar
the area and conducted by competent mi:-
tary forces who have been trained to sho-x
respect for the villager and his problems. So
far this prerequisite has been absent. 1I.
almost no area designated for pacification in
recent years have ARVN forces actualv
"cleared and held" to a point where cadre
teams could have stayed overnight in ham-
lets and survived. let alone accomplished
their missions. VC units of company and
even battalion size, too large for local de-
fenses, have remained in operation.

Now that the threat of a Communist kare-
unit military victory has been eliminated. we
must allocate far more attention and a
significant portion of the regular milita-7
forces (at least half of the ARVN) to p-
viding prmanently secure areas In which Re-
volutionary Development (RD) teams. police.
and civilian administrators can root out the
VC infrastructure and establish the GVN
presence. This has been our task all alon.-
It is still our task. The war cannot come to a
successful end until we have found a way' to
succeed in this task.

Assignment of ARVN to Revoluntionar
Development Role. The increasingly unsatis-
factory performance of ARVN in combat
operations is reflected In U.S. Army advisory
reports and in ARVN and U.S. operational
statistics. During the January-September
period for which data are available, U.S. field
advisors rated combat effectiveness as urn-
satisfactory or marginal in up to 32'. of
all ARVN combat battalions. Over 115.71.4
SVN military personnel (19',) deserted in
1965, and desertions in 1966 through Otober
were at the annual rate of 130.000. 21'; f
forces. The poor ARVN performance cr1-o
shows in the operational statistics. ARVN
made contact in only 46'., of Its large-saie
operations against a U.S. contact rate of 90"r.
Similar actions for small unit actions are not
readily available.

ARVN effectiveness against the enemy has
declined markedly during the January-Sep-
tember 1966 period. A.RVN kills of VC-NVA
dropped from a weekly average of 356 to 238.
while the U.S. average rose from 476 to 57
per week. VC-NVA killed per ARVN killed per
ARVN battalion per week averaged 1.8 com-
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pared to 8.6 for U.S. battalions. Conversely,
the friendly killed rates were .6 per ARVN
battalion and 1.7 per U.S. battalion per week.
The enemy-friendly killed raos for ARVN
and U.S. were 3.2 and 5.4 to I respectively.

In view of the ARVN's low efficiency in
major combat operations and the increasing
difficulties that SVN forces have had in
recruiting and retaining the planned forces
in an overtnxed economy, I believe that we
should not increase the SVN forces (ARVN
Regional and Popular Forces) above the pre-
sent strength of 158 battalions with 610,000
men. It is likely that GVN control can be
extended most rapidly by using SVN forces
mainly for revolutionary development, and
using additional recruitable personnel for
non-military and para-military revolu-
tionary development duty. The ARVN must
be retrained and assigned to RD duty, and
General Westmoreland plans to do so. The
performance of the ARVN and other SVN
forces as nnstruiment for winning popular
support for the GVN has been decidely un-
satisfactory. Apparently ARVN personnel
have not appreciated the decisive importance
of revolutionary development and popular
support: the importance of these items will
be heavily emphasized in the retraining
programs.

The Problem of Inflation. To unite the
population behind the Government-indeed,
to avoid disintegration of SVN society-a
sound economy is essential. Runway infla-
tion can undo what our military operations
accomplish. For this reason, I have directed
that a "plaster budget" be established for
U.S. military funded activities. The intent of
this program is to hold military and con-
tractor piaster spending to the minimum
level which can be accomplished without
serious impact on military operations.

Ambassador Lodge has asked that U.S.
military spending be held to P42 billion
(piasters) in CY 67. The ambassador's pro-
posed program of tightly constrained -U.S.
and GVN civilian and military spending will
not bring complete stability to SVN; there
will still be, at best, a PlO billion (piasters)
inflationary gap. It should, however, hold
price rises in CY 67 to 10 per cent to 25 per
cent as opposed to 75 per cent to 90 per cent
in the current year. Unless we rigidly con-
trol inflation, the ARVN desertion rate will
further increase and effectiveness will decline
thus partially canceling the effects of in-
creased U.S. deployments. Further, govern-
ment employees will leave their jobs and civil
strife will occur. nocsibly collapsing the GVN
and, in any event, seriously hindering both
the military and the pacification efforts.

The success of our efforts to hold U.S. mili-
tary expenditures to P42 billion plasterss)
depends, among other things, on U.S. force
levels. The impact of three differing deploy-
ment plans on plaster spending at constant
prices is shown in the table below. The actual
level of piaster spending associated with each
deployment program is, o'f course, deter-
mined by what policies are pursued in saving
piasters. The planning factors used in the
table are based on little actual experience
and may be either too high or too low to serve
as a reliable basis for projection. They do,
however. reflect first quarter FY 67 experi-
ence. MACV planning factors, and expected
anti-inflationary programs.

The table clearly illustrated that with the
deployment of 463.000 troops the CY 67 goal
of P42 billion plasterss) is feasible. The
planning factors used, however, entail a
"pushing down" of O&M and personal spend-
ing from the MACV planning factors ($360
per man year for personal spending, $600 for
O&M) in light of past performance and likely
future savings; application of the MACV
planning factors result in P46 billion plaster
spending. If these later planning factors hold,
the P46 spending rate would increase the in-
flationary gap by 40% and would be a severe
blow to the stabilization program. if infa-

tion occurs and U.S. expenditures are main-
tained in constant dollar terms, plaster ex-
penditures will increase and the problem will
be worsened. If the CINCPAC construction
program were approved, similar problems
would result. It appears imperative to adopt
a plan, such as the one exemplified in the
table above, which will call for a strong ef-
fort to reduce spending below the levels em-
bodied in the MACV planning factors.

In addition to U.S. military spending, sta-
bilization of the SVN economy requires strict
limitation of RVNAF spending. We must plan
to support the RVNAF at no higher than the
ambassador's requested leyel of P50 billion
during CY 6.

[From the Philadelphia Inquirer, June 27,
19711

BACK IN 1966, L.B.J. RESISTED PRESsURE To
SEND TRoOPs INTO LAoS, CAMDODIA

(By Loye Miller, Jr.)
WASIIINGTON.-U.S. military leaders were

constantly pressuring President Lyndon B.
Johnson to expand the ground war from
South Vietnam into Laos and Cambodia dur-
ing 1966 and 1967, the secret Pentagon papers
show,

There was even some serious discussion
about using U.S. troops to invade North Vi-
etnam in force.

But Mr. Johnson. Defense Secretary Robert
McNamara and other top civilians in the
government steadily resisted these requests
from the generals, the Pentagon archive in-
dicates.

Mr. Johnson did allow bombing and covert
use of Special Forces troops in Laos and
bombing in Cambodia.

But it remained for Mr. Johnson's succes-
sor, President Nixon, to approve partially the
much larger military pleas by expanding the
ground war into Cambodia and launching a
major foray into Laos years later.

Mr. Nixon sent U.S. and Suth Vietnam-
ese ground troops into Cambodia on April 30,
1970, setting off a political uproar that swept
the campuses in this country and led to the
killing of four students by the Ohio Na-
tional Guard at Kent State University.

The American troops were withdrawn by
June 30, but South Vietnamese units are
still fighting in Cambodia.

BADLY BATTERED

And earlier this year, at. Nixon's urging,
South Vietnamese troops, with heavy U.S.
air cover and logistic support, attempted to
cut the Ho Chi Minh Trail during a six-week
foray into Laos. Some returned badly bat-
tered.

The pressure on Mr. Johnson and McNa-
mara to approve far wider .incursions into
these "sanctuaries" adjacent to South Viet-
nam began building during 1966.

Massive infusions of U.S. ground troops
were resulting in heavy losses to North Viet-
namese and Vietcong units in South Viet-
nam at that time.

But even as these successes unfolded. Wil-
liam Westmoreland. U.S. Vietnam command-
er, was complaining that "sanctuaries" of
Laos and Cambodia and the jungle infiltra-
tion routes from them posed a major peril
to the security of South Vietnam.

During this period, the limited and se-
cret use of small numbers of U.S. troops in
the jungles along the Laotian border was
conducted under the code name Operation
Shining Brass.

The Pentagon.analyst writes that on Feb.
21, 1967. the Joint Chiefs of Staff petitioned
President Johnson for a series of new mili-
tary moves, including expansion of Shining
Brass.

SUGGESTION DENIED

The study shows that Johnson approved
extension bf the operations up to 20 kilom-
eters (about 13 miles) into Laos. but de.
nied the general's suggestion that "batta
lioA-sise forces" be moved aCroes the border,

Lat.r in the sprlnmg. McNamara submitted
to Mr. Johnson a summary of U.S. activities
against Laos. Cambodia and North Vietnam.
It noted:

"At the present time, no actions-except
air strikes and artillery fire necessary to
quiet hostile batteries across the borders-
are allowed against Cambodian territory

"In Laos. we average 5000 (air) sorties a
month against the infiltration routes and
base areas, we fire artillery from South Viet-
nam against targets in Laos and we will be
providing three-man leadership for each of
twenty 12-man U.S.-Vietnamese Special
Forces teams that operate to a depth of 20
kilometers into Laos.

8,000 ATTACK SORTIES

"Against North Vietnarmfi we average 8000
or more attack sorties a month against all
worthwhile fixed and LOC (lines of com-
munication) targround targets across the
DMZ (Demilitarized Zone); we fire from
naval vessels afloat...; we mine their inland
waterways."

With U.S. efforts in South Vietnam becom-
ing bogged down. Westmoreland returned to
Washington in April 1967 to urge another
major escalation in troop levels

The Pentagon study discloses that in meet-
ing with the President at the White House
In April, Westmoreland laid out plans to
move South Vietnamese troops into Laos and
Cambodia.

UNDER U.S. covEa
The study says the general "believed we

should confront the DRV (North Vietna-
mese) with SVN (South Vietnamese) forces
in Laos.

"He reviewed his operational plan for
Laos, called High Port. which envisioned an
elite SVN division conducting ground opera-
tions in Laos against DRV bases andinfiltra-
tion routes under cover of U.S. artillery and
air."

Westmoreland. the study continues, be-
lieved that eventually Laos would become
"a major battlefield. a development which
would take some of the military pressure off
the south."

The general also proposed the same type
of High Port operation into Cambodia near
the town of Chu Pong, "again using SVN
forces but this time accompanied by U.S.
advisers."

WHEELER HAWKISH

At this same meeting, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff chairman, Gen. Earle G. Wheeler, was
even more hawkish.

Wheeler told the President that "U.S.
troops may be forced to move" against
North Vietnamese troops in Laos and Cam-
bodia. the study says.

Beyond that. Wheeler said, "we may wish
to take offensive action against the DRV"
by invading North Vietnam with U.S. ground
forces.

"The President remained skeptical, to say
the least," writes the Pentagon analyst.

Later in the spring, the Joint Chiefs sug-
gested expansion of Laos. operations with a
new project to be dubbed Prairie Fire and
a Cambodian escalation to be named Daniel
Boon.

INTERNAL RESISTANCE

They also wanted to mount an Operation
Footboy to build up internal guerrilla resist-
ance to the enemy government within North
Vietnam, although all such previous efforts
had failed badly.

But the Pentagon study indicates these
ideas brought a shower of opposing memos
front civilian leaders within the State De-
partment and Pentagon, and were disap-
proved by the President.

The paper that most effectively summed up
these objections was written by Assistant
Defense Secretary John McNaughton who
argued that any ground movement into
North Vietnam would bring China to the
enemy's aid with .'both ground and air
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forces' and cause ho Soviet Union to pro-

voke "a serious confrontation" with the
United States elsewhere in the world.

NI:W FRONTS FEARED
McNaughton also argued against any sern-

oxis troop movement into Laos or Cambodia,
warning that this would simply add new bat-

le fronts closer to the North Vietnamese

supply Ilies.
Discyingst the idea of a troop commit-

ment to aos. lie predicted "a brigade will
beget division and a division A corps, each
calling down matching forces from the Dry
(North Vietnamese) into territory to their
liking land suggesting to Hanoi that they
take action in northern Laos to suck us fur-
ther in.

"We would simply have a wier bar, with

.. world opinion against us. And no sDlu-

tion either to the wider war or the one we

already had in Vietnam."

IFroin the Philadelpia Inquirer. June 27,

1971
Dotiao Tirosy HAs LEo U.S. POLICY SINCE

190. PAPERS SHow
(By Saul Friedman)

WAsmINGTON.-Oln March 27. 1950, Presi-
dent Harry S Truman gave his approval to

.NSC 64." the first National Security Coun-

c memorandum to deal solely with Indo-

chinia.
That spritmg. echoes of World War II could

still be heard. The cold war had set in. Main-

land China had fallen to Mao, and the Ko-

rean War would soon begin.
Against that background, according to the

opening chapters of the Pentagon's study of
the Vietnam War. "NSC 64" gave birth to the
"Domino Principle"--the theory that if one
country falls, its neighbors in succession will
follow.

SET TUE PATTERN

As the history of the Vietnam conflIct and

the Pcntagon Papers available to Knight
Newspaper." make clear, the Domino principle
spvwied its n set of dotiinoes, which fell
succesuivelv on the administrations of Mr.
Trimsan. Dwiciht 1). Eisenhower. Joht F. Ken-

ned' and Lndon it. Johnson.
Dr. Daniel llsierg--wio is said to have

been a source of the Pentagon documents-

has called that early period one of the most

important chapters because it set the pat-
tern for much of what was to come.

Adopted by the Trumian Administration,
NSC 64 warned that "the threat of Commu-
nist aggression against Indochsina is only one
phase of anticipated Communist plans to
seize all of Snutheast Asia."

SERIES SPELLED OUT

" is important to U.S. security interests,"
the still-secret memno said. "that all practi-
cable neaslures be taken to prevent further
Communist expansion-its Southeast Asia. . .

"Te neighboring coitries of Thailand
and Burma could be expected to fall under
Communist domination if Indochina were
controlled by a Comnunist-dominated gov-
ernment. The balance of Southeast Asia
would then be in grave hazard."

France granted limited independence in
February 1950 to Laos, Cambodia and Viet-
nanm.

ACH17SONS REASONS
On Feb. 2. then Secretary of State Dean

Ache-on, in a memo to the President. recom-
mended recontilon of the three new states,

Acheson gae these reasons: "Encourage-
merit to national aspirations under non-
Communist governments in areas adjacent
to Communist China . . . and . . . a dem-
onstration of displeasure with Communist
tactics which are obviously aimed at even-
tual domination of Asia, working under the
guise of indigenous nationalism,"

Two weeks after Acheson's memo France
requested U.S. assistance to fight the Oom-
munLst-dominated Viet Minh.
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Secretary of Defense Louis John'on backed
the request, In language that would be heard
many times in the next two dcde:

"The choice confronting the U.S. is to sup-
port the legal governments in Indochina or
to face the extension of Communism over
the remainder of the continental area of
Southeast Asia and possibly westward.-

Thus in March 1950, this country sent to
Southeast Asia the first of countless ms-
sions. On May 1, Mr. Trunian approved the
first military assistance funds for Indo-
china-$l0 million

The French installed as head of govern-
ment the Emperor Bao Dal, something of a
playboy, WhO had spent the war and the
Jap. nese occupation of his country exiled In
Europe.

SLAP AT AO DAI

On the emperor's return to Vietnam from
exile, the Pentagon study shows, Acheson
sent him a sharp cable, telling Bao Dai that
"many people, including great number
Americans, have been unable to understand
reasons for emperor's 'prolonged holiday' on
Riviera and have misinterpreted it as an in-
dication of lack of patriotic attachment to
his role of chief of state." Acheson suggested
the emperor shape up.

The Truman Administration was also deep
in the Korean war and under criticism as
"soft ons Communism."*

The Pentagon analyst writes, "The 'dom-
ino principle' in its purest form wps written
into the 'general considerations' section of
NSC 124-2" adopted in June 1952. It said:

"Ccmmunist domination, by whatever
means, of all Southeast Asia would seriously
endianger in the short term, and critically
endanger in the longer term, U.S. security
interests.

SOMEBODY IMPRESsED
"The loss of any of the countries of South-

cart Asia to Communist. agression would have
critical psychological, political, and economic
consequences.

". . . The Ioss of any single country would
probably lead to relatively swift submission
to or an alignment with Communism by the
remaining countries of this group . . an
alignment with Communism of the rest of
Southeast Asia and India, and in the longer
term, of the Middle East . . . would in all
probability progressively follow. Such wide-
spread alignment would endanger the sta-
bility and security of Europe."

(At this point, some anonymous reader of
the Pentagon documents penned in the mar-
gin the word: "Wod.")

.3E- F.EEDED JUDD

The National Security Council menmo went
on to warn that Communist control of
Southeast Asia "would" seriously endanger
the American position in the Far East and
the Pacific and could force "Japan's eventual
accommodation to Communism.'.

"Southeast Asia, especially Malaya and
Indonesia, is the principal world source of
natural rubber and tin, and a producer of
petroleum and other strategically important
commodities. . . .". NSC 124-2 concluded.

DDULLES' WARNING

A few months after later, Dwight D. Eisen-
hower became President, with John Foster
Dulles as Secretary of State. In spring of 1953
they sent a special study commission to Indo-
china headed by Rep. Walter Judd (R.,
Minn.).

His report set the tone of the Eisenhower
Administration policy. It said: "'The area of
Indochina is immensely wealthy in rice, rub-
ber, coal, and iron ore. Its position makes it a
strategic key to the rest of Southeast Asia.

"If Indochina should fall . . . Commu-
nism would the be in an exceptional posi-
tion to complete iAt perversion of the polit-
ical and social revolution that is spreading
through Asia . . . the Communists must be
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prevented from achieving their ohjectives in
Indochina."

Duiles said in September: "A inule Com-
munist aggressive front extend, from Korea
on the north to Indochina in the outh."

FIANCE 13OWFD OUT
Then in a new NSC paper q(ioted the

domino principle as explicity as Mr. Trrman
had, and in much the same laniiage.

Washington repeatedly urted the French.
after their defeat hy Ho Chi Minh at Dien
Bien Phu, to refuse to negotiate or even ac-
cept a cease-fire. But France agreed at Geneva
on electIons, which probably would have
brought Ho to power throughout the country.

SUBVERTED ELECTIONS

Dulles who declined even *) shake hands
with China's Chou En Lal at Geneva--would
have none of that, the Pentagon analyst re-
ports.

After trying to get U.S. military aid to the
French at Dien Bien Phu, he backed a new
strong man for South Vietnam--Ngo Dinh
Dem.

Dulles sought "united action" with France
and England, preaching the domino prin-
ciple to them.

Failing in that, the documents ay. Dulles
told Diem to do nothing that would -instill
life" into the Geneva accords. Consequently.
the elections wre never held.

On Nov. 22, 1961-after several more U.S.
missions to Vietnam-President Kennedy
approved National Security Memoranduum
111. This Incorporated mutch of a mremno to
him from Secretary of State Dean Ruak and
Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara.

KENNEDY COttSE

That memo was reproduced in full by the
Pentagon analyst because it set the Kennedy
Administration's course towards Vietnam. It
began: "The lOsS Of SOuth Vietnam would
make pointless any further discussion about
the importance of Southeast Asia to the
free world; we would have to face the near
certainty that the remainder of Southeast
Asia and Indonesia would move to a com-
plete accomodation with Communism .-.
(and) would determine the credibility of
American commitments elsewhere.

JOINT CHIEFS sWAYEDO

Mr. Kennedy increased military aid to
Vietnam and sent helicopter pilots, more
advisers and logistical personnel.

According to the Pentagon documents, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, from 1950 to about
19G2 (when Maxwell Taylor became chair-
man), were generally opposed to becoming
bogged down in an Asian war. But once U.S.
forces were committed, they pressed for
more and more. The specter of military hu-
miliation had become an important ingre-
dient in the domingo principle.

In Spring 1964, the new President, Lyn-
don B. JohsIon, ordered a full-scale review
of the war, arid asked whether It was neces-
sarily true that loss of Vietnam lead to the
fall of Southeast Asia.

jFromr the Philadelphia Inquirer, June 27,
19711

R}tsK FEARED WORLD OPINION ON SABOTAGE
OF PEACE TALnS

(By Robert S. Boyd)
WAsHINGTON.-Secretary of State Dean

Rusk, in a private message to Defense Sec-
retary Robert McNamara, warned of "gen-
eral International revulsion" if U.S. bombers
raided Hanoi during a Canadian peace feeler,
the Pentagon papers disclosed.

In early June 1966, Canadian Ambassador
Chester Ronning was about to leave for
Hanoi to try to find a basis for peace talks
between the U.S. and North Vietnam.

On June 7, Rusk, traveling in Europe,
learned that the Pentagon was planning to
hit petroleum supplies in Hanoi for the first
time.

- .-- -- -- - - ..
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husk flaslhed an urgeit cable to President
Johnson from ris.sels.

"Regarding special operation in Vietnam
we had uder considerate on. I sincerely hope
that timing can be postponed intil my re-
turn. A major question in my mind is0 * 0

The next day, the Pentagon papers disclose,
Rusk cabled McNamara:

"I am deeply diitirbed by general interna-
tional revision. and perhaps a great deal at
home. if it becomes known that we took an
action which sabotaged the Ronning mission
to which we had given agreement."

Rusk argued that if Ronning failed to find
Hanoi ready to talk, "as we expect, that pro-
vides a firmer base for the action we contem-
plate and would make a difference to people
like (British] Prime Minister Harold) Wilson
and (Canadlan Premier Lkster) Pearson.

"If. on the othcr hand. lie learns that there
Is a serious breakthrough toward peace, the
President would surely want to know of that
before an action which would knock such a
possibility off the track. I strongly recom-
mend. therefore, against (Bombing on) the
Dh or 10th. -

That e.xchange is one of the fascinating
glimpse.% Into the world of secret diplomacy
that emerges frolls tie Pentagon papers on
the history of the war.

The portion of the papers made available
to Knitght New.spapers does not include nn
especially sensitive volume devoted entirely
to international diplomacy. Government offh-
cials count end that publication of this volume
could harm the national security even at this
time.

The diplomatic maneuvers referred to in
the available documents reveal no previously
undisclosed secret negotiating channels. But
fresh liiht is shed on the attitude of John-
son Admiinistration figures toward peace talks
and toward third parties who were trying to
get talks started.

The documents show:
That U.S. officials were not really interested

in peace talks in the early years of the war.
While publicly professing their desire for
peace. they privately maneuvered to avoid
talks-except on very favorable terms-until
South Vietnam was stronger.

That periodic bombing halts were designed
less to bring about negotiations than to pre-
pare U.S. and foreign opinion for further
escalation.

'That as late as March 1968, less than a
month before Hanoi agreed to come to the
Paris peace table, senior U.S. officials were
arguing that U.S. should stiffen its peaca
terms and predicting that Hanoi would not
accept them.

Discussing the five-day bombing pause in
May 19G3, for example, the Pentagon analyst
who wrote this ,section of the report said-
Joluson wanted to see if Hanoi would re-
spond by de-escalating the war. But he
added:

"Yet the President also saw a pause as a
means of clearing the way for an increase
in the tempo of the air war in the absence
of a satisfactory response from Hanoi."

In November 1G5, discussing plans for the
37-day bombing pause and sensational "peace
offensive" of that winter, McNamara argued
for what he called a "hard-line pause."

"Under a hard-line pause we would be
firmly resolved to resume bombing unless the
Cormsuniss were clearly moving toward
meeting our declared terms," McNamara said.
Under a "soft-line pause." in contrast. "we
would be willing to feel our way with less
insistence on concrete concessions by the
Communists."

DOUBLE PURPOSE

McNamara said the purpose of the pause
would be twofold: "First we must lay a foun-
'dation in the mind of the American public
and in world opinion for such an enlarged
phase of the war, and second, we should give

North Vietnam a face-saving chance to stop
the agRession."

The Prntrgon analyst noted that these
wero "nio?, very att reactive options." for hIanoi.

After the, 37-cay pause failed, there was a
fiu'ry of peace-making activity by third par-
ties. The Pentagon papers mentioned
maneuvers by President Nkrumnh of Ghana,
President Abdul Gamal Nasser of Egypt. Pres-
ident Charles de Gaulle of France, Prime Min-
ister Wilson, Soviet Premier Alexl Kosygin,
Indian President Raiharrishnon, Canada's
Pearson and Ronning; UN Secretary-General
U Thant, Dutch Foreign Minister Luns and
various Algerans. Rumanians and Guineans.-

HALT RECOMMENDED
None of these got anywhere, and Mc-

Namara. who was rapidly becoming disilu-
sloned with the war effort, recommended in
October 1966, that the U.S. halt the bombing
and began "covert moves toward peace."

One such move, code-named "Operation
Marigold" involved a Polish effort to open
talks in Warsaw. It collapsed when the U.S.
raided Hanoi in December.

lFrom Newday, June 25, 19711
SECRET ESCALATION PLANS IN 1964 DESCRIBED

IN JOHNSON MEMtoras-BoOK SUPPORTS
PENTAGON DATA

(By Brian Donovan)
Lyndon Johnson's still -unpublished White

House memoirs acknowledge that his admin-
istration was privately preparing in early 1904
for large-scale American military involve-
ment in Vietnam, long before the depth of
the U.S. commitment was known to the
public.

The memoirs, to he published in November,
support many of the findings of the classi-
ficd Pentagon study of the war's origins,
which the government has been fighting to
keep secret. The former President's book,
now largely in galley form at the New York
publishing house of Holt, Rinehart & Win-
ston. is entitled "The Vantage Point: Per-
spectives of the Presidency." Newsday ob-
tained information about the material from
a publishing industry source.

Johnson depicts himself in the book as
having been hesitant for several months over
approving military advisers' recommenda-
tions for bombing raids against North Viet-
nam. But in February of 1965, he writes,
he told his aides that he was approving the
bombing. "'We have kept our gun over the
mantel and our shells in the cupboard for a
long time now,' I said. 'And what was the
result? They are killing our men while they
sleep in the night. I can't ask American sol-
diers out there to continue to fight with one
hand tied behind their backs.'"

Johnson says in the book that he first
decided to pursue President Kennedy's pol-
icy of defending South Vietnam's sovereignty
while flying back to Washington only a few
hours after Kennedy was assassinated in
November, 1963.

In the highlights of his chapters on yiet-
nam, portraying more than five years of
growing U.S. involvement, Johnson says:

On March 17, 1964, he approved a recom-
mendation by Defense Secretary McNamara
that U.S. forces should be prepared for a
"'program of graduated military pressure
against the North."

During the 19G4 presidential campaign,
Robert Kennedy volunteered to go to
South Vietnam s the U.S. ambassador.

During the same campaign, all that he
meant by his often-quoted statement that
he would not send U.S. troops "to do the
fighting that Asian boys should do for them-
selves" was that America should not "take
charge" of the war or provoke a conflict with
China. "I did not mean that we were not
going to do'any fighting, for we had already
lost many good men in Vietnam."

In September, 1964, Johnson approved a

contain cen e' plan for bonmhin r. recommended
by the military, to be implemented if Com-
munist forces maide a "r.peciaclar" attack in
the South. But he then wair c until Feb. 7.
1965, to start bombing. twice rejecting mill-
tary advice to begin earlier.

On Feb. 17. 1965, Johnon met with former
Pre!.ident Eisenhower and was urged to
mount a "campaign of pressure" against the
North.

About three weeks after th first major
battle involving^ American ground troops in
a campaign in June. 1965. Johnson author-
ized a 25,000-man troop increase to 75.000.
He writes, "I was convinced that our retreat
from this challenge would open the path to
World War MI."

AtWthe 1967 Glassboro summit conference,
Soviet Premier Kosygiin told Johnson that if
the U.S. stopped bombing, peace negotiations
would start, but no mutually agreeable terms
for pursuing that peace feeler could be
reached.

Johnson prefaces his chronology of his
Vietnam decisions by saying. "I have not
written these chapters to say, 'This is how
it was,' but to say. 'This is how I saw it from
mny vantage point.' "

In 1964. while taking the steps that led to
an extensive U.S. military effort in Vietnam.
Johnson writes, "I had moments of deep dis-
couragement, times when I felt that the
South Vietnamese were their own worst en-
emies. The South Vietnamese seemed to have
a strong impulse toward political suicide."

Johnson's portrait of his early policy-
making stance coincides to a certain extent
with the picture drawn in the embattled
Pentagon study, indicating a President con-
sidering plans for major military operations
while hesitating at several points to put those
plan:; into effect. The picture becomes par-
ticularly clear in Johnson's account of the
steps leading to the U.S. bombing raids.

Although no "formal" bombing proposal
had been advanced by his advisers during
his first year in the White lose, Johnson
writes. "the idea of hitting North Vietnam
with air power, either on a reprisal basis or
a sustained campaign, had been discussed
inside the government, in Saigon and in the
American press for some time . . .

According to the classified Pentagon study
that has surfaced in recent days, the Presi-
dent, in June of 1964, considered "the politi-
cal conventions just around the corner and
the election issues regarding Vietnam clearly
drawn." So he held back, the study said,
from seeking any major escalation and from
seeking any congressional approval for it.

Then, on Sept. 9, 1964, a little more than
a month after the Tonkin Gulf incidents,
Johnson received recommendations. from
the State and Defense Departments lie
writes, supporting the idea of bombing the
North. Johnson says he ordered th-t con-
tingency plans for such raids be prepared.
"Acting on Ithatl order, the military force s
made plans to, retaliate by air against the
North if the North Vietnamese or Viet
Cong hit U.S. forces or carried out soni kind
of 'spectacular' attack in South Vietnam."
he writes. "Twice before the year was out. I
was asked to put those contingency plans into
effEct."

The first time, he writes, was after an at-
tack on the air base at Bien haa; the sec-
ond, after the bombing of an American (i-
ficers' billet in Saigon. It was not until
February of 1965, when an attack on a U S.
base at Pleiku killed eight Anmerican. how-
ever, that the strikes finally were authorized,
he writes.

Despite the decision to prepare to begin
bombing came in September of 1964, Johnson
was presenting a far different impression to
the public at that time. During a campaign
appearance before a gathering of steelworkers
in Atlantic City on Sept. 26, Johnson, in
a. slap at his Republican opponent, Sen.
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Barry Goldwater. rId: "You know it takes
a man who loves his country to Iuild a house
Instead of a raving. ranting demagogue who
wants to tear one down." At another cnm-
paign appearance. hc described the contest
between Goldwater and himself as one "be-
tween the center and the fringe, between
the responsible mainstream of American ex-
perience and the reckless and rejected ex-
tremes ... "

And in another statement that month,
Johnson said: "There are those who say,
'You ought to go north and drop bombs to
try to wipe out the supply lines,' and they
think that would escalate the war. We don't
want our American boys to do the fighting
for Asian boys. We don't want to. .. get tied
down in a land war in Asia."

Johnson comments on that statement, and
several similar ones he made during the
same period, with these words in his book:
"I was answering those who proposed, or
implied, that we should take charge of the
war or carry out actions that would risk a
war with Communist China. I did not mean
that we were not going to do any fighting, for
we had already lost many good men in Viet-
nam."

According to the Pentagon study, Johnson
also ordered. in private meetings with advis-
ers during that same month, several more
military steps in addition to the bombing
cont ing:ency pla ns. They included the re-
sumptloti o (' :;t royer patrols oiT North Vict-
Rim nind covert. Sout h Vietnamese com-
imnido raid:; in North Vietnam with Amer-
Iemns suppori, ine st idy said. Those raids, un-
der the code name of 34A, originnily ordered
by Johnson to increase pressure against North
Vietnam, grew in scope during the summer
of 1964, according to the Pentagon papers.
During some of the raids, U.S. ships, includ-
ing destroyers, were standing by in interna-
tional waters off North Vietnam, the study.
said. Two of the destroyers, the Maddox and
the Turner Joy, figured in a key international
incident..

According to Johnson's account, he received
a report from a Pentagon duty officer on
Aug. 2 that the Maddox had been attacked by
three North Vietnamese torpedo boats. John-
son rites that he decided that day against
any immediate retaliation. Two days later,
Johnson writes, the Turner Joy was attacked
But Johnson's book goes along with other ac-
counts in reporting some confusion at the
scene over what actually happened. "The
destroyer Maddox questioned whether the
many reports of enemy torpedo firings were
all valid." he writes.

Nonetheless, the Pentagon study said,
Johnson then ordered limited retaliatory
strikes against the North, using contingency
plans already prepared. "The Tonkin Gulf re-
prisal constituted an important firebreak,
and the Tonkin Gulf resolution set U.S. pub-
lic support for virtually any action," it said.

Johnson writes that in early 1965, with the
full-scale bombing of the North finally un-
derway, he received more advice supporting
a further widening of the war. On the night
of Feb. 7. the day that Johnson ordered the
air strikes. special presidential adviser Mc-
George Bundy came back from Saigon with a
recommendation that the war policy be one
of "gradual and continuing reprisal."

Ten days later. Johnson writes, he met with
Eisenhower and was urged to continue a
"campaign of pressure." Johnson says Eisen-
bower told him that during the Korean war,
Eisenhower had told the enemy that if a set-
tlement was not reached, the U.S. would
remove "thp limits we were observing as to
the area of combat and the weapons em-
ployed."

It was against the background of such
advice, Johnson writes, that his administra-
tion began in that period to move into a
ground war. "In March, I agreed to Gen.
[Williami Westmoreland's request that we
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land two Marine batnlions to provide secu-
rity for the Da Nang air base."

According in the Pentgon study, Hanoi's
failure to respond to the initial air strikes
with an offer of negotiations surprised and
discouraged the Johnson administration.
After a month, the study said, Johnson de-
cided that the only alternative was to step
up the war on the ground as well.

Johnson writes that during the first two
days of April, he approved an increase of
18.000 to 20,000 men in American support
forces, the deployment of two more Marine
battalions and a Marine air squadron, and a
change in the previously defensive Marine
mission.

That change, the book says, permitted
"their more active use" subject to approval
from the State and Defense Departments.
By the end of April, the total ground troop
level had exceeded 50,000, and the U.S. was
well on its way to a deeper involvement.

But nearly three months later, on July 28,
Johnson was still saying publicly that the
troop deployments did not signal any change
in the nation's Vietnam policy. At a news con-
ference that day, he said: "It does not imply
any change in policy whatever. It does not
imply any change of objective."

During the bombings, Johnson writes, the
U.S. crews "made fantastic efforts" to avoid
killing civilians. But he adds: "They could
not be totally saxcessful, it is true, and that
was a constant source of sorrow to me."

Johnson's Vietnam chnpters also touch on
sonic of the diplomatic maneuvers accom-
panying the escalation of the war. At one
point, hisacncount seems to confirm previ-
ously published reports that in February,
1967, Harold Wilson, who was then the Brit-
ish prime minister, received a pence feeler
from Hanoi through Alexei Kosygin, then the
Soviet premier. Kosygin, in London at the
time, said that stopping the bombing and
reducing U.S. troop strength would lead to
peace talks. Johnson writes.

Johnson responded with his own set of
proposals, according to the book, and asked
for an answer from Hanoi within 24 hours.
Wilson then complained, Johnson writes,
that 24 hours was not enough time. In the
end, the book says, there was no response
from Hanoi. When Kosygin returned to Mos-
cow, the J.S. resumed bombing.

At the Olassboro conference in June of
1967, Johnson writes, Kosygin again said that
a bombing halt would lead to peace negotia-
tions. Johnson reiterated his insistence, he
writes, that Hanoi not take advantage of a
bombing cessation. Kosygin relayed that po-
sition to Hanoi, Johnson writes, but the U.S.
never received an answer.

At one point in this account, Johnson
writes that the concept of turning the war
over to the South Vietnamese was a major
goal of his administration in 1968. Some-
what pointedly, he writes that that policy
was later adopted by President Nixon and
called Vietnamization.

At another point, the Johnson book says
that two French intermediaries returned to
Paris after a visit to Hanoi and told Henry
Kissinger, then a Harvard professor and now
a key Nixon foreign policy adviser. that Ha-
noi would begin talks if the bombing stop-
ped. The intermediaries said that the halt
need not be billed as permanent step, accord-
ing to the book.

Johnson writes that the U.S. relayed to
Hanoi a message that it would accept those
terms if the North'Vietnamese pledged not
to take advantage of the move by infiltrating
troops. Hanoi refused to give such a gua-
rantee, Johnson writes.

Summing up his thoughts on his Viet-
nam years, Johnson's narrative says, "Look-
is' back as I left the presidency, I knew not
everything I did' about Vietnam, every de.
cision I made about it, had been correct."
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Exifrn I
Tr.xr 7or GuarTiN OrNroN UPorDING TIT

TtMF.s ANi), KAUrMAN * OnrMIF.XTTNDTNG
I1AN
On Juno 12. Jtne 13 ann Juine 14, 1071.

the New York T mes publieir F urinanries
unt pmrt.ln o of th t'xt. of two ri(riir-n tI.. -

rertain volunen from IL 1 0 IPent;i."ora r#tAcly

relating to Vietrim and a mmnnrnary E)f a
1905 Defenso Department study relating to
the Tonkin Gulf incident. The United States
sues to enjoin the Times from "further dis-
semination. disclosure or divulgence" of ma-
terials contained in the 1968 study of the
decision-making process with respect to Vi-
etnamn and the summary of the 1965 Tonkin
Gulf study. In its application for a tempo-
rary restraining order the United States also
asked the Court to order The Times to fur-
nish the Court all the documents involved
so that they could be impounded pending
a determination. On June 15 upon the argu-
ment of the order to show cause the Court
entered a temporary restraining order
against The New York Times in substance
preventing the further publication until a
determination by the Court upon the mer-
its of the Government's application for a
preliminary injunction. The Court at that
time, in the absence of any evidence, refused
to require the documents to be impounded.

The Government contends that the docu-
-ments still unpublished and the information
in the possession of The Times involves a
serious breach of the security of the United
States and that the further publication will
cause "irreparable injury to the national
defense."

The articles Involved material that has
been classified as Top-Secret and Secret, a]-
though the Government concedes that these
classifications are related to volumes rather
than Individual documents and that in-
cluded within the volumes may be docu-
ments which should not be classified in such
high categories. The documcnts involved are
a 47 volume study entitled "History of
United States Decision-Making Process on
Vietnam Policy" and a document entitled
"The Command, and Control Study of the
Tonkin Gulf Incident Done by the Defense
Department's Weapons System Evaluation
Group in 1965." There is no question that
the documents are in the possession of The
Times.

The issue of fact with respect to national
security was resolved in the following man-
ner. In view of the claim of the Government
that testimony in support of its claim that
publication of the documents would involve
a serious security danger would in itself be
dangerous the Court determined that under
the "Secrets of State" doctrine an in camera
proceeding should be held at which only the
attorneys for each side, witnesses for the
Government and two designated representa-
tives of The New York Times would be pres-
ent. It was believed that this would enable
the Government to present its case force-
fully and without restraint so that the ac-
commodation of the national security inter-
est with the rights of a free press could be
determined with no holds barred. It was with
reluctance that the Court granted a hearing
from which the public was excluded, but it
seemed that there was no other way to serve
the need of Justice. My Anding with respect
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to the testimony on security will be ad-
verted to below.

1. This case is one of first impression. In
the researches of both counsel and of the
Court nobody ha% been able to find a case
remotely resembling this one where a claim
is made that nat lonal security permits a prior
restraint ol the publication of a newspaper.
The Time; in allidavils has indicated a ninm-
ber of situations in which classified informa-
tion has been "leaked" to the press without
adverse governnental or judicial action. It
cites news stories and the memoirs of public
oilli:lls who have used (shortly after the
events) classified material in explaining their
versions of the decision making process. They
point out that no action has ever been taken
against any such publication of "leaks." The
Government on the other hand points out
that there has never been an attempt to
publish such a massive compilation of doc-
uments which is probably unique In the his-
tory of "leaks." The Vietnam study had been
authorized by Secretary of Defense McNa-
mara. continued under Secretary Clifford and
finally delivered to the present Secretary of
Defense Laird. The White House was not
given a copy. The work was done by P. group
of historians, including certain persons on
contract with the Government. It is actually
called a "history." The documents in the
Vietnam study relate to the period from 1945
to early 1968. There is no reference to any
material subsequent to that date. The Ton-
kin Gulf incident analysis was prepared in
19G5, six years ago. The Times contends that
the material is historical and that the cir-
cumstance that it involves the decision mak-
Ing procedures of the Government is no dif-
ferent from the descriptions that have
emerged in the writings of diarists and mem-
oirists. The Government on the other hand
contends that by reference to the totality
of the studies an enemy might learn some-
thing about United States methods which
he does not know, that references to past re-
lationship. with foreign government might
affect the conduct of our relations in the
future and that the duty of public ofllcials to
advise their superiors frankly and freely in
the decision-making process would be im-
peded if it was believed that newspapers
could with impunity publish such private
information. These are indeed troublesome
questions.

This case, in the judgment of the Court,
was brought by the Government in absolute
good faith to protect its security and not
as a means of suppressing dissident or con-
trary political opinion. The issue is narrow-
er-as to whether and to what degree
the alleged "chill" the right of newspapers
to publish. That the attempt by the Gov-
ernment to restrain The Times is not an act
of attempted precensorship as such is also
made clear by the historic nature of the
documents themselves. It has been public-
ly stated that the present Administration
had adopted a new policy with respect to
Vietnam. Prior policy must, therefore, be
considered as history rather than as an as-
sertion of present policy the implementation
of which could be seriously damaged by the
publication of these documents.

2. The Times contends that the Govern-
ment has no inherent power to seek Injunc-
tion against publication and that power of
the Court to grant such an injunction can
be derived only from a statute. The Gov-
ernment has asserted a statutory authority
for the injunction. namely, the Act of June
25, 1948. c. 645, 62 Stat. 736; Sept. 23. 1950,
c. 1024. Tit. I. Sec. 18. 64 Stat. 1003 (18
U.S.C. 793). The Government contends more-
over, that it has an inherent right to pro-
tect itself in its vital functions and that
hence an injunction will lie even in the ab-
sence of a specific statute.

There seems little doubt that the Govern-
ment may ask a Federal District Oourt for

injunctive relief even in the absence of a
specific statute authorizing such relief.

The Supreme Court has held that "(o)ur
decisions have established the general rule
that the United States may sue to protect
its interests. . . . This rule is not necessary-
Ily inapplicable when the particular govern-
mental interest sought to be protected is
expressed in a statute carrying criminal pen-
alties for its violation." Wyandotte Co. vs.
U.S.,3890U.S. 191, 201-2 (1007).

In recent times the United States has ob-
tnined an injunction against the State of
Alabama from enforcing the miscegenation
laws of that State, U.S. vs. Brittain, 319
F. Supp. 1058. 1061. The United States has
been held entitled to restrain a collection
of a tax because "the interest of the na-
tional government in the proper implemen-
tation of its policies and. programs involving
the national defense such as to vest in it
the "non-statutory right to maintain this
action." U.S. vs. Arlington County, 326 F.
2d, 929, 932-33 (4th Cr. 1964). Recently
in U.S. vs. Brand Jewelers, Inc., 318 F. Supp.
1293, 1299, a decision by Judge Frankel of
this Court collects the authorities illustrat-
ing the various situations in which the clas-
sic case of In re Debs, 158 U.S. 564 (1895)
has been cited. Accordingly, even in the ab-
sence of statute the Government's inherent
right to protect itself from breachs of se-
curity is clear.

Thatliowever, is only the threshhold ques-
tion. Assuming the right of the United States
and, indeed, its duty in this case to attempt
to restrain the further publication of these
documents, the Government claims and the
Times denies that there is any statute which
proscribes such publication. The argument
requires an analysis of the various sections
(792-799) contained in Chapter 37 of Title
18 of the U.S. Criminal Code entitled "Es-
pionage and Censorship." The statute seems
to be divided into two parts. The first, which
for lack of a better term may be considered
simple espionage, and the second, the pub-
lication of information. The Government re-
lies upon Section 793. There are two sub-
sections concerning which the question of
Interpretation has arisen. Subsection (d)
deals with persons with lawful possession... .
"whoever lawfully having possession of any
document, writing, code book, etc. . . . re-
lating to the national defense or Information
relating to the national defense which in-
formation the possessor has reason to believe
could be used to the injury of the United
States or to the advantage of any foreign
nation . . ." It seems clear that neither The
Times nor the Government now claim that
subsection (d) applies, since it is fairly ob-
vious that "lawful" possession means the
possession of Government officials or others
who have authorized possession of thedocu-
ments. The Government, however, relies on
subsection (e) which reads as follows:

"(e) Whoever having unauthorized posses-
sion of, access to, or control over any docu-
ment, writing, code book, signal book, sketch,
photograph, photographic negative, blue-
print, plan, map, model, instrument, appli-
ance, or note relating to the national defense,
or information relating to the national de-
fense which information to the possessor
has reason to believe could be used to the
injury of the United States or to the ad-
vantage of any foreign nation, willfully com-
municates, delivers, transmits or causes to
be communicated, delivered, or transmitted,
or attempts to communicate, deliver, trans-
mit or cause to be communicated, delivered,
or transmitted the same to any person not
entitled to receive It, or willfully retains the
same and fails to deliver It to the officer or
employee of the United States entitled to
receive it; or" ,

"PULICATZON',' IS NOT MENTIONED
It will be noted that the word "publica-

tion" does not appear in this section. The

Government contends that the word "com-
municates" covers the publication by a news-
paper of the material Interdicted by the sub-
section. A careful reading of the section
would indicate that this is truly an espionage
section where what Is prohibited Ls the secret
or clandestine communication to a person
not entitled to receive it where the p;c.essor
has reason to believe that it may he used to
the injury of the United State: or the ad-
vantage of any foreign nation. This conclu-
sion is fortified by the circumrtance that in
other sections of Chapter 37 there Is specific
reference to publication. The distinction is
sharply made in Section 794 entitled "Gath-
ering or Delivering Defense Information to
Aid Foreign Government." Subsection (a)
deals with peace-time communication of
documents, writings, code books, etc. relat-
ing to national defense. It does not use the
word "publication." Subsection (b) on the
other hand which deals with "in tWme of war"
does punish anyone who "publishes" specific
information "with respect to the movement,
numbers, description, condition or disposi-
tion of any of the Armed Forces, ships, air-
craft or war materials of the United States
or with respect to the plans or conduct, or
supposed plans or coflduct of any naval or
military operations, or with respect to any
works or measures undertaken for or con-
nected with, or intended for the fortifica-
tion or defense of any place, or any other in-
formation relating to the public defense,
which might be useful to the enemy...."

Similarly, in Section 797, one who pub-
lishes photographs, sketches, etc. of vital mil-
itary and naval installations or equipment is
subject to punishment. And finally, in Sec-
tion 798 which deals with "Disclosure of
Classified Information" there is a specific
prohibition against one who "publishes" any
classified information. This classified Infor-
mation is limited to the nature, preparation,
or use of any code, cipher, or cryptographic
system of the United States or any foreign
government; or the design, construction, use,
maintenance, or repair of any device, ap-
paratus, or appliance used or prepared or
planned for use by the United States or any
foreign government for crytographic or com-
munication intelligence purposes; or the
communication intelligence activities of the
United States or any foreign government; or
obtained by the processes of communica-
tions of any foreign government, knowing
the same to have been obtained by such
processes.

The Government does not contend, nor do
the facts indicate, that the publication of
the documents in question would disclose
the types of classified information specially
prohibited by the Congress. Aside from the
internal evidence of the language. in the var-
ious sections as indicating that newspapers
were not intended by Congress to come with-
in the purview of Section 793, there is Con-
gressional history to support the conclusion.
Section 793 derives from the original espo-
nage act of 1917 (Act of June 15, 1917, Chap.
30, Title I. Sections 1, 2, 4, 6, 40 Stat. 217,
218, 219). At that time there was proposed
In H.R. 291 a provision that ["during any
national emergency resulting from a war to
which the United States Is a party or from
threat of such a warthe President may, by
proclamnation. prohibit the publishing or
communicating of. or the attempting to pub-
lish or communicate any information relating
to the national defense, which in his judg-
ment is of such character that it is or might
be useful to the enemy.") This provision for
prior restraint on publication for security
reason limited to wartime or threat of war
was voted down by the Congress. In the de-
bate Senator Ashhurst In a scholarly speech
stated the problem as follows:

"Freedon of the press means simply, sole-
ly, and only the right to be free from a
precentorship, the right to be free from
the restraints of a censor. In other words,
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under the Constitution as Amended by
Amendment No. 1, 'freedom of the press'
means nothing except that the citizen is
guaranteed that he may publish whatever he
sees fit and not be subjected to pains and
penalties because he did not consult the
censor before doing so."

NOTES CONGRESSIONAL REFUSAL

It would appear, therefore, that Congress
recognizing the Constitutional problems of
the First Amendment with respect to free
press. refused to Include a form of precen
sorship even in wartime.

In 1957 the report of the United States
Commission on Government Security, in urg-
ing further safeguards against publication of
matters affecting national security, recog-
nized that "any statute designed to correct
this difficulty must necessarily minimize
constitutional objections by maintaining the
proper balance between the guarantee of the
First Amendment, on one hand, and required
measures to establish a needed safeguard
against any real danger to our national se-
curity." Report of the United States Commis-
sion on Government Security 619-20 (1957).

Senator Cotton, a sponsor of the bill, rec-
ognized in debate that "it should be made
crystal clear that at the present time penal-
ties for disclosure of secret information can
only be applied against those employed by
the Government. The recommendation ex-
tended such control over those outside the
Government." The bill proposed was never
passed. The significance lies, however, in the
awareness by the Congress of the problems
of prior restraint and its determination to
reject them except. in the limited cases in-
volved in Section 794 and Section 798 involv-
ing codes, communication intelligence, and
the like.

The injunction sought by the Government
must, therefore, rest upon the premise that
in the absence of statutory authority there
Is inherent power in the Executive to pro-
tect the national security. It was conceded
at the argument that there is Constitutional
power to restrain serious security breaches
vitally affecting the interests of the Nation.
This Court does not doubt the right of the
Government to injunctive relief against a
newspaper that is about to publish informa-
tion or documents absolutely vital to cur-
rent national security. But it does not find
that to be the case here. Nor does this Court
have to pass on the delicate question of the
power of the President in the absence of
legislation to protect the functioning of his
prerogatives--the conduct of foreign rela-
tions, the right to impartial advice and mili-
tary security, for the responsibility of which
the Executive is charged against private citi-
zens who are not government officials. For I
am constrained to find as a fact that the
in camera proceedings at which representa-
tives of the Department of State, Department
of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff tes-
tified, did not convince this Court that the
publication of these historical documents
would seriously breach the national security.
It is true, of course, that any breach of
security will cause the jitters in the security
agencies themselves and indeed in foreign
governments who deal with us. But to sus-
tain a preliminary injunction the Govern-
ment would havc to establish not only ir-
reparable injury, but also the probability of
succens in the litigation itself. It is true that
the Court has not been able to read through
the many volumes of documents in the his-

'The First Amendment reads:
"Congress shall make no law respecting an

establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof; or abridging the free-
dom of speech. or of the press; or the right
of the people peacefully to assemble, and to
petition the Government for a redress or
grievances."

tory of Vietnam, but it did give the Gov-
ernment an opportunity to pinpoint what it
believed to be vital breaches to our national
security of sufficient impact t6 contravert
the right of a free press. Without revealing
the content of the testimony, suffice it to say
that no cogent reasons were advanced a.s to
why these documents except in the general
framework of embarramment previously
mentioned, would vitally affect the recurity
of the Nation. In the light of such a finding
the inquiry must end. If the statute (18
U.S.C. 793) were applicable (which I must
assume as an alternative so that this decision
may be reviewed by an appellate court) it is
doubtful that it could be applied to the ac-
tivities of The New York Times. For It would
be necessary to find as an element of the vio-
lation a willful belief that the information
to be published "could be used to the injury
of the United States or to the advantage of
any foreign nation." That this is an essential
element of the offense is clear. Gorin v. U.S..
312 U.S. 19 (1941).

I find that there is no reasonable likeli-
hood of the Government successfully proving
that the action of the Times were not in
good faith, here irreparable injury to the
Government. This has been an effort on the
part of The Times to vindicate the right of
the public to know. It is not a case involv-
Ing an intent to communicate vital secrets
for the benefit of a foreign government or to
the detriment of the United States.

3. As a general matter we start with the
proposition that prior restraint on publica-
tion is unconstitutional. Near v. Minnesota,
283 U.S. (1931). As the Supreme Court ob-
served in Grosjean v. American Press Co.
Inc., 297 U.S. 233:

"The predominant purpose of the . - -
(First Amendment) was to preserve an un-
trammeled press a vital source of public in-
formation. The newspapers. magazines and
other journals of the country, it Is safe to say,
have shed, and continue to shed, more light
on the public and business affairs of the na-
tion than any other instrumentality of pub-
licity; and since Informed public opinion is
the most potent of all restraints upon mis-
government, the suppression or abridgement
of the publicity afforded by a free press can-
not be regarded otherwise than with grave
concern."

Yet the free press provision of the First
Amendment is not absolute. Near v. Minne-
sota, supra. In th Near case the Court said
that "no one would question but that a
government might prevent actual obstruc-
tion to its recruiting service or the publica-
tion of the sailing of transports or the num-
ber or location of troops. The illustration ac-
cent how limited is the field of security pro-
tection in the context of the compelling force
of First Amendment right. The First Amend-
ment concept of a "free press" must be read
in the light of the struggle of free men
against prior restraint of publication. From
the time of Blackstone it was a tenet of the
founding fathers that precensorship was the
primary evil to be dealt with in the First
Amendment. Fortunately- upon the facts ad.
duced in this case there is no sharp clash
such as might have appeared between the
vital security interest of the Nation and the
compelling Constitutional doctrine against
prior restraint. If there Is some embarrass-
ment to the Government in security aspects
as remote as the general embarrassment that
flow from any security breach we must learn
to live with it. The security of the Nation
is not at the ramparts alone. Security also
lies in the value of our free Institutions.
A cantankerous press, an obtinate press, a
ubiquitous press must be suffered by -those

in authority in order to preserve the even
greater values of freedom of expression and
the right 'of.the people to know. In this case
there has been no attempt by the Govern-
ment at political suppression. There has been
no attempt to stifle criticism. et in the last

analysis It is not merely the opinion of the
editorial writer, or of the columnist whlch
Is protected by the First Amendment. It Is
the free flow of Information so that the pub-
lic will be informed about the Government
and its actions.

These are troubled times. There is no
greater safety valve for discontent and
cynici;m about the affairs of Government
than freedom of expres.;ion in any form. This
has been the genius of our institutions
through our history. It has been the credo
of all our Presidents. It Is one of the marked
traits of our national life that distinguLch us
from other nations under different forms of
government.

For the reasons given the Court will not
continue the restraining order which ex-
pires today and will deny the application of
the Government for a preliminary injunc-
tion. The temporary restraining order will
continue, however, until such time during
the day as the Government may seek a stay
from a Judge of the Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit.

The foregoing shall constitute the Court's
findings of fact and conclusions of law under
Rule 52(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure.

So ordered.
(S) M. I. GURreMN,

S. S. D. J.
Dated: June 19, 1971.
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JUDGE KAUFMAN'S ORDER

The Government has moved for a stay
pending appeal from an order of the District
Court denying a preliminary injunction and
I have heard brief oral argument.

A serious question has been presented con-
cerning thet right of the Government to
restrain prior to publication certain informa.-
tion and reproductions of specific documents
relating to the past conduct of hostilities in
Vietnam. It is apparent that Judge Gurfeln
has been and this could will be presented
with factual, statutory. and constitutional
questions of immediate practical moment
and involving fundamental rights guaranteed
by the First Amendment of the Constitution.

It appears likely that unless the status quo
is maintained for a further brief period. the
jurisdiction of this court over this proceed-
ing will, in practical effect. be defeated.

The ultimate disposition of this appeal
must be made by a panel of at least thee
judges. For the purpose of preserving the
jurisdiction of this court in this matter, it is
necessary that I, sitting as a single judge of
this multi-judge court, do not by my sole
action permit this case to become moot be-
fore other members of this court have had
an opportunity to pass on this application
or to consider the issues raised. Institutional
considerations compel my action.

Therefore, and emphatically intending to
intimate no views as to the merits of the
Government's appeal nor as to whether I
would have granted a temporary restraining
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order in the first instance. I nn required to
extend the temporary restraining order
issued by Judge Gurfein dated June 15.
1971 .unt it a full panel of this court can meet
to consider this application. A pannel will con-
vene in regular se:sioin on Monday morning.

Accordingly. I extend the temporary re-
straining order until this application is pre-
sented to and pqy~sed upon by a full panel
of this court. In any event, this extension will
expire on June 21 at 12 noon. So ordered.

(S) IRVINOR. KAUFMAN,
U.S.C.J.

NGRESSIONAL RECORD - SENATE S 9525
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their functions ns voters and citizens. More
than any other officials of government, Mem-
bers of Congress have relations with the
public that gives them a crucial concern with
the public's right to know.

We ngree with the position of the defend-
ants New York Tiics nti Washington Post
that the court have no iherent authority,
ahent a statute, ntoprevent puibliention of
the documinot'ts involved here, nd thai. no
such stat utory nt horit y exists. We confine
our argunieni. however, to the broader con-
slitutioal i:nues rindnuroe upon the Court
three ftindamnental lpropositions: (1) that
Information which comes to light other than
by strictly lawful process is nevertheless en-
titled to the full protection of the First
Amendment: (2) that the attempt by the
Government to suppress publication of these
documents violates both the legislative nnd
the public right to know; and (3) that the
doctrine of prior restraint forbids advance
censorship of material published by the
press.

L INFORMATION WIIICH COMES TO LIGHT OTHER
THAN BY STRICTLY LEGAL PROcSS IS NEvER-
THELESS ENTITLED TO THE TULL PROTECTION
OF THE FIRST AMENDMENT
The general approach which ought to gov-

ern solution of the problem now before the
Court has been well expressed by James Madi-
son in his Report on the Virginia Resolu-
tions:

"In every State, probably, in the Union,
the press has exerted a freedom in canvassing
the merits and measures of public men of
every description which has not been con-
fited to the strict limits of the common law.
On this footing the freedom of the press has
stood; on this footing it yet stands.-.-. -
Some degree of abuse is inseparable from the
proper use of everything, and in no instance
is this more true thtn in that of the press.
It has accordingly been decided by the prac-
tice of the States, that it is better to leave
a few of its noxious branches to their lux-
uriait growth than, by pruning them a way,
to injure the vigour of those yielding the
proper fruits.'I

The Government's approach has been quite
different. The Government conceives of the
problem as if the only issue were one of
stolen goods. It bases its claim upon a propri-
etary interest in the information involved,
urges that it is entitled to recover its stolen
property, and contends that neither Members
of Congress nor the general public can have
any right to the purloined information.

The Governments position might be valid
if all that was involved were a stolen auto-
mobile. It might even be sound as applied
to the physical documents themselves, or to a
copyrighted manuscript of a private author.
But this approach has no valid application
to information about public events. Such
information, whether or not it comes to light
within "the strict limits of the common law,"
is part of the common fund of knowledge
available to the general public In its role
as ultimate decision-maker. This informa-
tion. therefore, comes within the ambit of
the First Amendment and the issue moves to
a higher. constitutional level.

It is well known to observers of public
affairs that vast amounts of information be-
come available to Congress and the public
In a manner which does not conform to the
Executive's national security classification
scheme. The affidavits of Max Frankel, Ben-
jamin Bradle, and other newsmen on file in
the present proceedings make this entirely
clear. Indeed, one of the principal functions

'Report on the Virginia Resolutions,
Madison's Works, vol. iv, 544.

2 After commencement of the proceedings
the President, as a matter of grace, made the
materials available to members of .Gongress.

N.Y. Times, June 24, 1971.

of a free preas in this country is to ferret
out information which the Executive wishes
to conceal. Executive officials themselves con-
sistently disclose classified information, or
engineer leaks, for the purpose of influenc-
ing public decision-making. Much other
classified materir.l emerges in memoirs, gov-
ernment documents taken when the official
leaven office, and similar sources. The exist.-
ence of nch n commounientions system in
fact imarRa the rlifTerence between a free prenn
and a controlled prerns, between a democratic
system of free expresion and a totalitarian
system of controlled expression.

The Executive regulations on classification
can govern the internal operation of the
Executive agencies. Thay cannot, under the
First Amendment, control communication of
information outside the government. To pitt
it colloquially, a cat in the bag cannot be-
treated the same way as a cat outside the
bag. Once the information gets outside the
Executive-once the Executive loses its con-
trol for any reason-the information be-
comes part of the public domain.?

The results that flow from this state of
affairs are twofold. First, once having lost
control of the information the Government
can, as a practical matter, rarely get the
information back. The events of the past few
weeks fully demonstrate the truth of this
proposition. Second, whatever the rights of
the Executive may be with respect to the
person who first obtained the information
in breach of the classification rules,. the
Executive should not be allowed to try to re-
gain control of the information through
muzzling the press. Such an effort, involving
suppression of information at whatever point
it crops up in the conmmunications sys-
ter, under the guise of frct or opinion or
even art or literature, could only be accom-
plished by the kind of controls that are
characteristic of a police state.
rr. TIE ATTEMPT BY TlE EXACT riVE TO SPPRESS

PtIDLICATION OF ThESE DOCUMENTS VIOLATES
DOTIs THE LEGISLATIVE AND THE PUBLIC RIGHT
TO KNOW
The defendants in these proceedings have,

quite naturally, stressed the protection which
the First Amendment extends to the speaker,
the writer and the publisher of information.
This case also presents, in a way no other
case in our history has before, the other side
of the First Amendment coin,-the right to
listen, to hear, and to obtain information.
Two aspects of this right to know are in-
volved here. We discuss first the right of
Members of Congress and second the right of
the general public,

A. The legislative right to know
The legislative right to know derives from

the position and function of the legislative
branch in the general structure of our gov-
ernment. It has been recognized many times
in the decisions of this Court. See, e.g., Wat-
kins v. United States, 354 U.S. 178 (1957),
The legislative right to know also derives
from the First Amendment. That constitu-
tional mandate was designed to maintain an
effective system of freedom of expression and
members of the legislature are entitled, as
are private citizens, to share its benefits
and protections.

It would be hard to overestimate the im-
portance to our form of government of the
legislative right to know. That right is in-
dispensable to the performance of every
function of the legislative branch. Clearly
legislative access to information ought to be
at least on a par with that of the Executive
For the legislative function is not only to
initiate the basic policies which the Execu-

3 We are not discussing here the right of
Congress, one of its members, or the general
public to force the Executive to disclose in.-
formation U1ider powers inherent in the
legislature, the First Amendment, or statutes
such as the Freedom of Informistion Act,

tive branch must follow, but to review the
administration of those policies by the Ex-
ecutive and revise them in the light of that
knowledge.

The legislative right to know is of par-
ticular importance at this peri i of devel-
opment in our national affalrn. The constant
growtli of the executive power has been a
major characteristics of our gr. Miore and
more lhe people of ir ronitry have bren
citerir iat.ihn, the explonnhon of execut.1 ei
p wer I pti 0it itii orittnal balance con-
temrplairei by the frarners of our Contttiluton,
that. monopoly of power in the Executive has
resulted in the government loring touch with
the needs and desires of its own citizens, and
that enhanced power in our elected repre-
rentatives is imperatIve to restore a healthy
division of authority in government.

There are a number of reasons for this un-
paralleled and dangerous growth of Execu-
tive power in the United States. There cal
be no doubt, however, that one of the princi-
pal reasons is the far greater access of the
Executive to information, and its unwilling-
ness to share that knowledge with Congress
and the public. In today's world, control of
the information process is the key to power.

It Is crucial to note, also, that the legisla-
ture cannot adequately perform its function
upon the basis of "official" information sub-
mitted to it by the Executive branch. Every
observer of government knows that "official"
information, in most situations, tells only
half the story. Any bureaucracy, by the na-
ture of the institution, tends to reveal only
what it believes will support its own poi-
tion and advance its own policies. A relis-
tic fund of information must depend upon
materials which lie far below the surface.
The system of checks and balances cannot
rest upon such bland sources of information
as Executive haid-outs.

In this process of obtaininCg fuller, richer
and more realistic information the press
plays a vital role. It is not too much to say
that this is perhaps the most important
function of a free press. Obviously it is not
a function that can be performed by a press
under governmental constraint.

There is no need to stress here that the
documents involved in these proceedings
could not be more relevant to the issues
now pending in Congress. Termination of
the war in Vietnam, extension of Selective
Service, appropriations for the conduct of
the war, and numerous other questions are
before the House and the Senate at this
very moment. In addition, broader problems
going to the respective powers of Congress
and the President in connection with the
making of war and the conduct of foreign
relations are pressing for attention. It
thwarts common sense that thg information
here in question should be withheld from
Members of Congress.

In sum, to close off access to the kind of
material the Government is now attempting
to suppress would cripple the legislature in
the performance of its constitutional func-
tions. It would go far to relegate the legis-
lative branch to second rate status in rela-
tion to the Executive, to jeopardize the bal-
ance of power between the branches of gov-
ernments and to alter the whole constitu-
tional structure.

B. The public right to know
The public right to know has been re-

peatedly recognized by this Court as a vital
aspect of our system of freedom of expres-
sion. As Mr. Justice Brennan said in his
concurring opinion in Lamont v. Postmaster
General:

"It is true that the First Amendment con-
tains no specific guarantee of access to pub-
lications. However, the protection of the
Bill of Rights goes beyond the specific guar-
antees to protect from congressional abridg-
ment those equally fundamental personal
rights necesatry to make the express guar-
antee fully meanngful... I think the
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right to'receive publications is such a funda-
mnental right. The dssenintion of ideas can
accomlplish nothing if otherwise willing ad-
dressees are not free to receive and consider
them. It would be a barren marketplace of
idews that lnw only sellers and no buyers."
381 U.S. 301. 308 (1965).

The public right to know was the basis of
the decision upholding the fairness doctrine
in Red Lion lroadcasting Co. v. F.C.C., 395
U.S. 367 (1)69). nd the right to rend what
one plcnses in Stanley vr. Georgia. 394 U.S.
557 (1969). Lower Federal course have like-
wise applied the principle to uphold tho in-
terests of the public as recpients of Informa-
tion in an untranneled system of freedom
of expression. See. e.g., Offic of Communica-
tions of United Ch urch of Christ v. F.C.C.,
359 F. 2d 994 (D.C. Cir. 1966); Mandel v.
.illitchell 39 L.W. 2530 (1971).

Members of Congress. of course, have the
same interests as other citizens in protec-
tion of the right to. know. They also have
a particular interest as members of the legis-
lative branch. EfTective performance of their
duties as elected representatives depends
upon a knowledgeable constituency. Mem-
bers of Congress and the people they repre-
sent must operate on a shared basis of un-
derstanding, upon a common wavelength. It
Is vital to the functioning of a democratic
system that the electors have enough infor-
mnation to grasp the issues upon which their
representatives are voting. It Is likewise es-
sential to the Member of Congress that he
relate to the Ideas and responses of his con-
stituents. This reciprocal relation depends
upon the fullest access possible to a common
store of information. The public right to
know, therefore, takes on a special import-
ance when it concerns matters pending be-
fore the legislature.

Once again. it is difficult to imagine any
Information more relevant to the public right
to know than the documentiwhich the Gov-
ernment is here trying to keep the public
from seeing.

The precise degree of protection afforded
by the doctrine of the right to know, as em-
bodied in the First Amendment, has not yet
been fully developed. It may be some years
before the specific rules can be worked out.
Yet the starting point is clear. It is that
members of the public have, as a general
proposition, the right to know all informa-
tion upon which decisions that affect their
lives and property are based. This is the
fundamental premise of a democratic sys-
tem. Exceptions to the general rule must be
narrow and specific. They would be recog-
nized only in such special areas as military
weapons and operations, current negotiations
with a foreign country, or damage to in-
dividual reputation by premature disclosure
of investigative data.

Wherever the line of exceptions may be
drawn it has not. been reached in these
cases. Judge Gurfen and Judge Gesell have
both found, after a full hearing, that no sub-
stantial breach of national security is in-
volved. The withholding of the information
here in question has a maximum impact up-
on the constitutional right to know and the
function it is designed to perform. There is
no sound ground for not giving full effect to
the constitutional principle in these cases.

A genuine and whole hearted insistence
upon maintaining the right to know is vital
to the welfare of the nation and its ability
to cope with the many problems that now
confront it. Much of the frustration, mis-
trust and misunderstanding that prevails
in many quarters of the land today is due to
our failure to keep the decision-making
process on a more open and observable
basis. Vigorous enforcement of the constitu-
tional right to know would go far to re-
store confdence In our institutions and
evoke support from the people who are mot
affected by their operation.

I1U. TImE DOCTRINE o rRIOR RE1VTRAINT FORBIDS
ADVANCE CENSORSHIP OF TIFE MATERIAL HERE
INVOLVED
The doctrine of prior restraint, growing out

of revulsion to the English censorship laws,
holds that governmental restrictions cannot
be imposed upon expression in advance of
publication. Even though the expression may
be subject to sutbsequent punishment or can
otherwise be restricted at a later point, it
cannot he procribed prior to pitblication.
The doctrine wan madie ptrt of our constitu-
tinial Inw in Near v. Minnenrta. 2113 U.S. 697
(11)31). It ha since been repeatedly con.
firmed. See e.g.. Locl v. Griffin, 303 U.S. 444
(1038): Kunz v. N.Y., 340 US 290 (1951);
Carroll v. President and Commissioners of
Princess Anne, 393 U.S. 175 (1068).

The theory of the prior restraint doctrine
is that a system which requires a publisher
to submit his material in advance to a gov-
ernment censor Is so repressive by Its very
nature as to be inevitably destructive of free
expression. The reasons for this have been
stated as follows:

"A system of prior restraint is in many
ways more inhibiting than a system of sub-
sequent punishment: It is likely to bring
under government scrutiny a far wider range
of expression: it shuts off communication
before it takes place; suppression by a stroke
of the pen is more likely to be applied than
suppression through a criminal process; the
system allows less opportunity for public ap-
praIsal and criticism; the dynamics of the
system drive toward excesses, as the history
of all censorship shows."

So oppressive is a scheme of prior restraint
that it is not an exaggeration to say that it
smacks of totalitarian rather than democrat-
Ic methods of control.

All the parties to these cases, and all the
courts that have passed on the various
aspects of them, recognize the critical Im-
portance of the doctrine of prior restraint.
The issue here has turned, not on the valid-
ity of the doctrine, but upon whether an ex-
ception should be made to it in the case of
national security. In a dictum in Near v. Min-
ncsota the Court stated that there might be
exceptional cases where the doctrine would
not be applied, mentioning "actual obstruc-
tion to ithel recruiting service or the publi-
cation of the sailing dates of transports or
the number and location of troops;" "ob-
scene publications;" and "incitements to acts
of violence and'the oVerthrow by force of
orderly government." 283 U.S. at 716. An ac-
tual exception has been made in the case
of motion picture censorship boa ds to the
extent of upholding laws which require ad-
vance screening of films against possible Il-
legal obscenity. Times Film Corp. v. City of
Chicago. 365 U.S. 43 (1961); Freeman v.
Maryland, 380 U.S. 51 (1965). No other ex-
ceptions have been permitted. It has never
been suggested by any court that the press
could be subject to any form of advance cen
sorship.

In the cases at bar, for the first time in the
history of this country, various formulations
have been proposed for an exception apply-
Ing broadly to national security matters. The
Government, if we understand its position
correctly, urges that an exception be made
for any classified document would per se
constitute such a breach. Judge Gurfein
would allow an exception for "information
or documents absolutely vital to current na-
tional security." The Court of Appeals for
the Second Circuit approved censorship of
items which "pose such grave and immediate
danger to the security of the United States
as to warrant their publication being en-
joined."

We submit that any of the above formula-
tions would effectively nullify the prior re-

' T. r. Emersos.,'2te System of Freedom of
Expression (1970),p. 50.

straint doctrine in the area of national secur-
ity matters and would gravely jeopardize the
whole system of freedom of expres;ion. The
Government's proposal would permit an in-
jinction agant the publication of any
classified material unless ithe publll:,her couli
show that the cIa';ifleiation was arbitrary
and capriciorus. If ti Court sanctions sue h
a rule the precs will be at the mercy of the
Department of Juntice. Th Governrnrnt wei
ho icn a por .ion to leak any c ifit;_ln-
formttion thnt serves Ii', own prpeer."; andl
shut e f comtiervitillmi lIforimti.iLo. Th 1-:x-
ecuItivo would be aroigatiIn1 to iLz!f ile-
tatorial power over the diu;:eminatilon of
large quantities of information bearing upon
national defense, foreign policy, and most of
the other important issues of the day.

The formulations of Judge. Gurfin and
the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.
although more stringent on their face, would
be almost equally destructive of a free pres
in America. We do not make this statement
lightly. We ask the Court to consider care-
fully how the doctrines put forward In these
courts below would operate in practice. Under
any of these formulations the Executive can
hold up publication simply by alleging that
a serious breach of national security would
occur. The Court would then issue a restrain-
ing order, allow the Government to present
its case, and then decide whether there was
sufficient danger to warrant issuance of an
injunction against publication. This process
in itself is a system of prior restraint. It in-
volves an examination of the material by
Executive officials, an order to withhold pub-

~ lication. and a governmental decision as to
- whether the material could be published or

not. The exception has swallowed up the rule.
Moreover, most of the proceeding-cer-

tainly the critical parts-would take place
in camera. Both the New York Times and
the Washington Post cases followed this pro-
cedure, on the ground that otherwise the
injury to national security would occur in
the course of hearing the case. Only the de-
fendants and their counsel were permitted
to attend the in camera session. More than
that, no one was allowed to be present unless
he was first given security clearance by the
Government. Hence the plaintiff in the case
was able to dictate what individual de-
fendants, and what counsel, were entitled to
participate in determination of the issue.
Such a procedure can hardly be recom-
mended in a democratic society.

In any event, we submit that any rule for
allowing exceptions which would create a
systetn of prior restraint in the very process
of applying the rule cannot be reconciled
with the First Amendment. We do not say
that under no circumstances can an excep-
tion to the prior restraint doctrine be justi-
fied. But it seems clear that a rule based, as
are the rules suggested above, upon the
gravity of the breach of security can only
operate to install a Yull, not exceptional, sys-
tem of prior restraint in the whole "national
security" area.

The task of formulating a workable rule
for exceptions is a complex one. Any such
rdle would probably have to be couched in
terms of allowing the exception only for cer-
tain very specific kinds of information. As the
Court suggested In Near, information on
troop movements in times of war might fall
within the excepted category. Perhaps dc-
tails concerning the design of military weap-
ons would be another category. Beyond the
immediate area of military operations there
should be few, if any, classes of information
subject to advance restraint. Very little con-
sideration has been given to the problem and
no one is in a position to give a satisfactory
answer at this time.

Even Judge Gesell's formulation in his
opinion refusing a preliminary injunction
would raise troubling questions unless con-
sidered in the context of his rulings taken
as a whole. Judge Gesell, after considering
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there matters in the preliminary injunction
stnges. save a stricter formulation than did
Judge Gurfein. rcquirlnrg a showingg of an

4 immediale. gravc threat to the nailoni secu-
rity . . . in clo'- and narrowiv iefined circum-
stances." Applying this test Judge Gesell cor-
rectly refused to npply eny, restraint.

The Government's complaint contained no
nllegation of any conrreie facts which would
suggest a breach of national security in any
specific itea that might conceivably be sub-
ject to nn exception to the prior restraint
rule. Under such circumstances no tempo-
rary restraIning order should have been Is-
sued nnd the complaint should have been
dismissed. Therefore, the decision of the
Court of Appeals for the District of Colum-
bla should be further elucidated. "Closely

and narrowly defined circumstances" must be
ahown to be as narrow as those exceptional
circumstances alluded to in Near v. Miane-
sota.

We uirge the Court to follow this course.
Especially we urge the Court not to accept

any formulation of exceptions to the prior
restraint rule which will undermine the force
nnd vitality of that traditional doctrine.

CONCLUSION
The issues involved in these cases go to the

hieirt of the decision-making process in this
country. The tendceicy of government in ri-

cent seira lhS been toward ever more secrecy
in its operations, and toward a consequent
monopoly of power in the hands of a few high
E.iecutive omlcials. We suggest that this di-
rection of events is fraught with danger. Sc-

crecy in government Is fundamentally anti-
democratic. It perpetuates bureaucratic er-
rors and leads ultimately to disaster. It is
time our constitutional doctrines were culled

ino ploy in opposition to those forces and
invoked to promote conditions under which

&ln Open, representative and balanced gov-
ernment will be assured.

We respectfully submit that the complaints
In these proceedings should be dismised.

Bon EcHAs.nr.
New Haven, Conn.

TnrciaTYs I. Emrasos.
Washingtofl, D.C.

Attorneys for Amicd.
June 25, V671.
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iSupreme Court of the United St.tes, Nos.
1873 and 1885, October Term, 10701

NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY. PETITIONER, V.
UNITED STATES

On writ of certiorari to the United States
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.

UNITED STATES PETITIONER, 1885 V. THE
WASHINGTON POST COMPANY ET AL.

On writ of certiorari to the United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit.

[1June 30, 1971]
Per Curiam.
We granted certiorari in these cases in

which the United States seeks to enjoin the
New York Times and the Washington Post
from publishing the contents of a classified
study entitled "History of U.S. Decision-Mak-
ing Process on Viet Nam Policy."-U.S.-
(1971).

"Any system of prior restraints of expres-
sion comes to this Court bearing a heavy
presumption against its constitutional
validity." Bantam Books, Inc. v. Sullivan, 372
U.S. 58,.70 (1963); see also Near v. Minnesota,
283 U.S. 607 (1931). The Government "thus
carries a heavy burden of showing justifica-
tion for the enforcement of such a restraint."
Organization for a Bctter Austin v. Keefe,-
U.S.-(1971). The District Court for the
Southern District of New York in the New
York Times case and the District Court for
the District of Columbia and the Court of
Appeals for the District of ColumbIa Circuit
in the Washington Post case held that the
Government had not met that burden. We
agree.

The judgment of the Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia Circuit is therefore

.affirmed- The order of the Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit is reversed and the
case is remanded with directions to enter a
judgment affirming the judgment of the Dis-
trict Court for the Southern District of
New York. The stays entered June 25, 1971,
by the Court are vacated. The mandates
shall issue forthwith.

So ordered.

ISupreme Court of the United States, Nos.
1873 and 1885. October -Term, 19701

NEW YORK TiMsEs COMPANY. PETITIONER. V.
UNITED STATES

On writ of certiorari to the United States
Court of Appeals for the Second Circult.
UNITED STATES, PETITIONER, v. THE WASHING-

TON PosT COMPANY ET AL
On writ of certiorari to the United States

Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit.

[June 30, 19711
Mr. Justice Marshall, concurring.
The Government contends that the only
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issue in this c:se is whether in a suit. by the
United States. "the First. Amendment bars a
court from prohibiting a newspnper from
pulslishing titerinl whoe disclosure would
pose a grave und immediate clanger to the
security of the United Stntes." Brief rof the
Government. it 6. With all due respect, I
believe the ultimate issue in this case is even
more basic than the one posed by the Solici-
tor General. The issue is whether this Court
or the Congress hns the power to make law.

In this case there is no problem concern-
ing the President's power to classify informa-
tion a "secret" or "top secret." Congress ha
speclfically recognized Presidential authority,
which has been formnlIly exercised in Execu-
tive Order 10501, to classify documents and
information. See; e.g.. 18 U.S.C. 1 798; 50
U.S.C 783.' Nor is there any issue here
regarding the President's power as Chief Ex-
ecutive and Commander-in-Chief to protect
national security by disciplining employees
who disclose information and by taking pre-
cautions to prevent leaks. ng

Ths problem here is whether in this par-
ticular case the Executive Branch has au-
thority to invoke the equity jurisdiction of
the courts to protect what it believes to be
the national interest. See In re Debs, 158 U.S.
564. 584 (1895). The Government argues that
in addition to the inherent power of any-
government to protect itself, the President's
power to conduct foreign affairs and his
position as Commander-in-Chief give him
authority to impose censorship on the press
to protect his ability to deal effectively with
foreign nations and to conduct the military
affairs of the country. Of course, it Is beyond
cavil that the President has broad powers by
virtue of his primary responsibility for the
conduct of our foreign affairs and his posi-
tion as Commander-in-Chief. Chicago &
Southern Air Lines. Inc. v. Waterman Corp.,
333 U.S. 103 (1948); Hirabayashi v. United
States, 320 U.S. 81, 93 (1943): United States
v. Curtiss-Wright Export Co., 299 U.S. 304
(1936j.' And in some situations it may be
that under whatever inherent powers the
Government may have. as well as the im-
plicit authority derived from the President's
mandate to conduct foreign affairs and to
act as Commander-in-Chief there is a basis
for the invocation of the equity jurisdiction
of this Court as an aid to prevent the pub-
lication of material damaging to "national
security," however that term may be de-
fined.

It would. however, be utterly inconsistent
with the concept of separation of power for
this Court to use its power of contempt to
prevent behavior that Congress has specifi-
cally declined to prohibit. There would be a
similar damage to the basic concept of the3e
coequal branches of Government if when the
Executive has adequate authority granted by
Congress to protect "national security" it
can choose instead to invoke the contempt
power of a court to enjoin the threatened
conduct. The Constitution provides that
Congress shall make laws. the President exe-
cute laws, and courts interpret law. Youngs-
town Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S.
579 (1952). It did not provide for govern-
ment by injunction in which the courts and
the Executive can "make law" without re-
gard to the action of Congress. It may be
more convenient for the Executive if it need
ony convince a judge to prohibit conduct
rather than to ask the Congress to pass a
law and 4t ma' be more convenient to en-
force a contempt order than seek a criminal
conviction in a jury trial. Moreover, it may
be considered politically wise to get a court
to share the responsibility for arresting those
who the Executive has probable cause to be-
lieve are violating the law. But convenience
and political considerations of the moment
do not justify a basic departure from the
principles of our system of government

Pootnotes at end of article.
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In this case we are not faced with a situtm- the current. soilvity of the newspapers un-
tion where Congress has filed to provide the lawftil. When Congress sperificaly declines
Executive with broad power to protect the to make conduct inlawfuil it i not for this
Nation' from disclosure of damaging ntate Court to redecide those issues--to overrule
secrets. Congress has on several occasions Congress. See Youngq.town ShLet & Tube v.
given extensive consideration to the problem Sawyer, 345 U.S. 579 (1952).
of protecting the military and strategic On at least two occasions Congress has re-
secrets of the United States. This consiclera- fused to enact legislation that would have
tion has resulted in the enactment of made the conduct engaged in hore unlawful
statutes making it a crime to receive, dis- and given the President the power tha. he
close, communicate, withhold, nnd publish seeks in this case. In 1917 during the debate
certain documents, phltnographs. instru- over the original Espionage Act., still the
ments. appliances, and information. The bulk basic provisions of ; 793. Congress rejected
of these statutes are found to chapter 37 of a proposal to give the President in time of
U.S.C., Title 18, entitled Espionage and Cen- war or threat of war authority to directly
sorship." In that chapter, Congress has pro- prohibit by proclamation the publication of
vided penalties ranging from a $10,000 fine information relating to national defense that
to death for violating .the various staitutes. might be useful to the enemy. The proposal

Thus it would seem that in order for this provided that:
Court to issue an injunction it would reqiure "During any national emergency resultIng
a showing that such an injunction *ould from a war to which the United States is a
enhance the already existing power of the party, or from threat of such a war, the
Government to act. See Bennett v. Laman, President may, by proclamation, prohibit the
277 N. Y. 368, 14 N. E. 2d 439 (1938). It is publishing or communicating of, or the at-
a traditional axiom of equity that a court of tempting to publish or communicate any in-
equity will not do a useless thing just as it formation relating to the national defense
is a traditional axiom that equity will not which, in his judgment, is of such character
enjoin the commission of a crime. See Z. that it is or might be useful to the enemy.
Chaffe & E. Re, Eqity 935-954 (5th ed. 1967); Whoever violates any such prohibition shall
1 H. Joyce, Injunctions 1 58>0a (1909). be punished by a fine of not more than $10,-
Here there has been no attempt to make such 000 or by imprisonment for not more than
a showing. The Solicitor General does not 10 years, or both: Provided, That nothing in
even mention In his brief whether the Gov- this section shall be construed to limit or
ernment considers there to be probable cause restrict any discussion, comment, or criticism
to believe a crime has been committed or of the acts or policies of 'the Government or
whether there is a conspiracy to commit its representatives or the publication of the
future crimes. same." 55 Cong. Rec. 1763.

If the Government had attempted to show Congress rejected this proposal after war
that there was no effective remedy under against Germany had been declared even
traditional criminal law, it would have had though many believed that there was a grave
to show that there Is no arguably applicable national emergency and that the threat of
statute. Of course, at this stage this Court security leaks and espionage were serious.
could not and cannot determine whether The Executive has not gone to Congress and
there has been a violation of a particular requested that the decision to provide such
statute nor decide the constitutionally of power be reconsidered. Instead, the Execu-
any statute. Whether a good-faIth prosecu- tive comes to this Court and asks that it be
tion could have been instituted under any granted the power Congress refused to give.
.statute could, however, be determined. In 1957 the United States Commission on

At least one of the many statutes in this Government Security found that airplaneae
area seems relevant to this case. Congress has journals, scientific periodicals, and even the
provided in 18 U.S.C. 793(e) that whoever daily newspaper have featured articles con-
"having unauthorized possession of, access to, taking information and other data which
or control over any document, writing, code should have been deleted in whole or in part
book, signal book . . . or note relating to the for security reasons." In response to this
national defense, or information relating to problem the Commission, which was chaired
the national defense which information the by Senator Cotton. proposed that "Congress
possessor has reason to believe could be enact legislation making it a crime for any
used to the injury of the United States or person willfully to disclose without proper au-
to the advantage of any foreign nation, will- I thorization, for any purpose whatever, in-
fully communicates, delivers, transmits . . . formation classified 'secret' or 'top secret,'
the same to any person not entitled to receive knowing, or having reasonable grounds to
it, or willfully retains the same and fails to believe, such Information to have been so
deliver it to the officer or employee of the classified." Report of Commission on Govern-
United States entitled to receive it . . . shall ment Security 619-620 (1957). After substan-
be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned tial floor discussion on the proposal. it was
not more than ten years, or both." 18 U.S.C. rejected. See 103 Cong. Rec. 10447-10450. If
I 793(e). Congress has also made it a crime the proposal that Senator Cotton chan-
to conspire to commit any of the offenses phoned on the floor had been enacted, the
listed in 18 U.S.C. I 793(e). publication of the documents involved here

It is true that Judge Gurfein found that would certainly have been a crime. Congress
Congress had not made it a crime to publish refused, however, to make it a crime. The
the items and material specified in I 793(e): Government is here asking this Court to re-
He found that the words "communicates, make that decision. This Court has no such
delivers. transmits . . ." did not refer to power.
publication of newspaper stories. And that Either the Government has the power un-
view has some support in the legisative his- der statutory grant to use traditional crim-
tory and conforms with the past practice of final law to protect the country or, if there is
using the statute only to prosecute those no basis for arguing that Congress has made
charged with ordinary espionage. But see 103 the activity a crime, It is plain that Con-
Cong. Rec. 10449 (remarks of Sen. Hum- -gress has specifically refused to grant the
phrey). Judge Gurfen's view of the authority the Government seeks from this
statute is not, however, the only plausible Court. In either case this Court does not
construction that could be given. See my have authority to grant the requested relief.
Brother WHrrE's concurring opinion. It is not for this Court to fling itstif Into

Even if it Is determined that the Govern- every breach perceived by some Government
ment could not in good faith bring criminal official nor is it for this Court to take on
prosecutions against the New York Times itself the burden. of enacting law, especially
and the WashiJgton Post, It is clear that law that Congress has refused to pass.
Congress has specifically rejected passing I believe that the judgment of the United
legislation that would have clearly given the States Court of Appeals for the District of
President the power he seeks here and made Columbia should be affirmed and the judg-

I'
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ment of the United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit should be reversed
insofar as it remands the case for further
hearings.

FOOTNOTES

~See n. 3. infra.
'lint see cnt v. Dfulles, 357 U.S. 116

(1958); Younrgsfown, Sheet & Tube Co. v.
Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579 (1952).

1 There are several other statutory provi-
slons prohibiting and punishing the dis-'
semination of information, the disclosure of
which Concresa thought sufficiently imperiled
national security to warrant that result.
These include 42 U.S.C. 5 2161 through 2166
relating to the authority of the Atomic
Energy Commission to classify and declassify
"Restricted Data" ["Restricted Data" is a
term of art employed uniquely by the Atomic
Energy Act . Specifically, 42 U.S.C. 2162 au-
thorizes the Atomic Energy Commission to
classify certain information. 42 US.C. 2274,
subsection (a) provides penalties for a per-
son who "communicates, transmits, or dis-
closes . . . with intent to injure the United
States or an intent to secure an advantage
to any foreign nation. . " "Restricted Data"
Subsection (b) of 2274 provides lesser pen-
alties for one who "communicates, transmits,
or discloses" such information "with reason
to believe such data will be utilized to injure
the United Stales or to secure an advantage
to any foreign nation . . ." Other sections of
Title 42 of U.S.C. dealing with atomic energy
prohibit and punish acquisition, removal,
concealment, tampering with, alteration,
mutilation, or destruction of documents in-
corporating "Restricted Data" and provide
penalties for employees and former employees
of the Atomic Energy Commission, the
armed services, contractors and licensees of
the Atomic Energy Commission, 42 U.S.C.
H1 2276. 2277. Title 50 U.S.C. Appendix 781
(part of the National Defense Act of 1941, as
amended. 55 Stat. 236) prohibits the making
of any sketch br other representation of mil-
tary installations or any military equipment
located on any military installation, as spec-
ified; and indeed Congress in the National
Defense Act conferred jurisdiction on federal
district courts over civil actions "to en'oln
any violation" thereof. 50 U.S.C. App. H11152.
50 U.S.C. 1 783(b) makes it unlawful for any
officers or employees of the United States or
any corporation which is owned by the United
States to communicate material which has
been "classified" by the President to any per-son whom that governmental emoloycee
knows or has reason to believe Is an agent or
representative of any foreign government or
any Communist organization.

jSupreme Court of the United States, Nos,
1873 AND 1iR15.--OcTonrs TnM, 19701

Nw YoK TIMrs COMPANY, ErFTITrONER, 7.

UNrrED STATES
On Writ of certiorari to the United States

Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit,
UNrrED STATES, PETITIONER, v. THE WASHING-

TON POST COMPANY ET AL,
On writ of certiorari to the United States

Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit.

[June 30, 1971
Mr. Justice White, with whom Mr. Justice

Stewart joins, concurring.
I concur in today's judgments, but only be-

cause of the conceded extraordinary pro-
tection against prior restraints enjoyed by
the press under our constitutional system.
I do not say that in no circumstances would
the First Amendment permit an injunction
against publishing information about gov-
ernment plans or operations. Nor, after,
examining the materials the Government
characterizes as the most sensitive and de-
structive, can I deny that revelation of these

Footnotes at end of article

docunients will do substantial (Imnige to
public interests. Indeed, I am confident that
their disclosure will have that result. lit
IT nevertheless ngree that the United States
has not satisfied the very heavy burden which
it must meet to warrant an injunction
against publication in these cases, at least
in tho absence of express nd appropriately
limited congressIonal authorlsation for prior
restraints in cIrcumstances such as these.

The Government's posItion is simply
stated: The responsibIlity of the Executive
for the conduct of the foregn affaIrs and for
the security of the Nation is so basic that
the President is entitled to an injunction
against publication of a newspaper story
whenever he can convince a court that the
information to be revealed threatens "grave
and irreparable" injury to the public inter-
ests;2 and the injunction should issue
whether or not the material to be published
is classified, whether or not publication
would e lawful tinder relevant criminal sta-
tutes enacted by Congress arid regardless of
the circumstances by which the newspaper
came into possession of the information.

At least in the absence of legislation by
Congress, based on its own investigations and
findings, I am quite unable to agree that the
inherent powers of the Executive and the
courts reach so far as to authorize remedies
having such sweeping potential for inhibit-
Ing publications by the press. Much of the
difficulty inheres in the "grave and irrepara-
ble danger" standard suggested by the United
States. If the United States were to have
judgment under such a standard in these
cases, our decision would be of little guid-
ance to other courts in other cases, for the
material at Issue here would not be avaIlable
from the Court's opinion or from public rec-
ords, nor would it be published by the press.
Indeed, even today where we hold that the
United States has not met its burden, the
material remains sealed in court records and
it is properly not discussed in today's opin-
ions. Moreover, because the material poses
substantial dangers to national interests and
because of the hazards of criminal sanctions,
a responsible press may choose never to pub-lish the more sensitive materials. To sustain
the Govrnment in these cases would start
the courts down a long and hazardous road
that I am not willing to travel at least with-
out congressional guidance and direction.

It Is not easy to reject the proposition
urged by the United States and to deny re-
lief on its good-faith clairns in these cases
that publication will work serious damage to
the country. But that discormfittre is con-
siderably dispelled by the infrequency of
prior restraint cases. Norinall y, publication
will ocetur and the damage he done before
the Government has either opportunity or
grounds for suppression. So here, publication
has already begun and a substantial part of
the threatened damage has already occurred.
'The fact of a massive breakdown in security
is known, access to the documents by many
unauthorized people is undeniable and the
efficacy of equitable relief against these or
other newspapers to avert anticipated dam-
age is doubtfut at best.

What is more. terminating the ban on
publication of the relatively few sensitive
documents the Government now seeks to
suppress does not mean that the law either
requires or invites newspapers or others to
publish them or that they will be immune
from criminal action if they do. Prior re-
straints require an unusually heavy justin-
cation under the First Amendment; but fail-
ure by the Government to Justify prior re-
straints does not measure its constitutional
entitlement to a conviction for criminal pub-
lication. That the Government mistakenly
chose to proceed by injunction does not mean
that it collilt not successfully proceed in
another was',e I

When the Espionage Act was under con-
uideratlon in 1917, Congress elinated from

the hill a provison that woulri whave given
the President broad powers in ire of war to
proscribe, under threat of criminal penalty,
the publItationn 'f varrti car'torles of tr-
formation related to the nslatia doetente.i
Congress at that time wa iniling to
clothe the President wit.h such far-reachlng
powers to monitor the press, and thoee op-
posed to this part of the legilar Ion ar.:,nmcd
that a nece sary concomitant of such power
was the power to "filter out t ! e new'; to the
people through tome man." )5 Cong. Rec.
2001 (1917) (remarks of Senator Ashurst).
However, these same members of Congress
appeared to have little doubt that news-
papers would be subject to criminal prose-
cution if they insisted on publishing infor-
mation of the type Congress had itself de-
termined should not be revealed. Senator
Ashurst, for example, was quite sure that the
editor of such a newspaper "should be pun-
ished if he did publish information as to the
movements of the fleet, the-troops, the air-
craft, the location of powder factories, the
location of defense works. and all that sort
of thing." 55 Cong. Rec. 2009 (1917).'

The criminal code contains numerous pro-
visions potentially relevant to these cases.
Section 797- makes it a crime to publish
certain photographs or drawings of militaryInstallations. Section 798" also in precise
language, proscribes knowing and willful
publications of any classified information
concerning the cryptographic systems or
comsmunlcation intelligence activities ef the
United States as well as any information ob-
tained from communication intelligence op-
erations.' If any of the material here at issue
is of this nature, the newspapers are presurm-
ably now on full notice of the position of the
United States and must face the conse-
quences if they publish. I would have no
difficulty in sustaining convictions under
these sections on facts that would not justify
the intervention of equity and the irnposi-
tion of a prior restraint.

The same would be true under those sec-
tions of the criminal code casting a wider net
to protect the national defense. Section
793(e), makes it a criminal act for any un-
authorized possessor of a document "relating
to national defense" either (1) willfully to
communicate or cause to be communicated
that document to sny person not entitled to
receive it or (2) willfully to retain the docu-
ment and fall to deliver it to an officer of
the United States entitled to receive it. The
subsection was added in 1950 because pre-existing law provided no penalty for the Un-
authorIzed posses;or unless deroand for the
documents was moride." "The dangers sur-
rotinding the inauithorized po'e'ion of
such items are seif-evident, and it.Is deemed
advisable to require their rmrrender in inch
a case, regardless of demand. especially since
their unauthorized possessIon may be tn-
known to the authorIties who would other-
wIse make the demand." S. Rep. No. 2369,
81st Cong., 2d Sess., 9 (1950). Of course in
the cases befet'e us, the unpublished docu-
ments have been demanded by the United
States and theirfIlport has been made known
at least to counsel for the newspapers in-
volved. In Gorin v. United States. 312 U. S.
19, 28 (1941), the words "national defense"
as used in a predecessor of 793 were held
by a unanimous court to have "a well under-
stood connotation"--a "generic concept of
broad connotations, referring to the militaryand naval establishment and the related
activities of national preparedness"-and' to
be "suitclently definite to apprise the public
of prohibited activities" and to be consonant
with due process. 312 U. S., at 82. Also, as
construed by the Court in Gorin. informa-
tion "connected with the national defense"
is obviously not limited to that threatening
grave and irreparable" injury to the United

States.15
It is thus clear that Congress has ad-

dressed itself to the problems of protecting
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the security of the country and the national tho rest-rainta of a cennor, mans the absolute
defene from uonitlhorlzed disclosure of liberty and right to pbihclrh whatever you

potentially ulamun1tiot informnilon. Cf. winh; htt yrnt tiko youtr chnnern of pun-
1oing'fioirn .heMrt A- T7ue Co. v. Soimyrr, '43 othihont Intn tihnniirt.n of your country for
U. S. 5711. f5r ,rltc (101.); fie nik tm., at the violt of t.he itwn of lwi., slander and
b0:9 (121 (lrnhkfurter, J., conurring). It has treson." 6r) Cong. Ite'e. 2005 (1917).
not., however, authorized the ijinctivo 9S8ection 707, 11 U.S.C., provide:
remedy against threatened publicition. It "On and after thirty days from the date
has apparently been satisfied to rely on upon which the President defines any vital
criminal santions and their deterrent efTcct military or naval installation or equipment as
on the responsible as well as the irresponsible being within the category contemplated un-
press. I am not, of course, saying that either der section 795 of this title, whoever repro-
of these newspapers has yet committed a duces, publishes, sells, or gives away any
crime or that either would comngtt a crime photograph, sketch, picture, drawing, map,
if they published all the material now in or graphical representation of the vital
their possession. That matter must await military or naval installations or equipment
resolution in the context of a criminal pro- so defined, without first obtaining permis-
ceeding if one is instituted by the United sion of the commanding officer of the mlli-
States. In that event, the issue of guilt or tary or naval post, camp, or station con-
innocence would be determined by proce- cesned, or higher authority, unless such pho-
dures and standards quite different from tograph, sketch, picture, drawing, map, or
those that have purported to govern these graphical representation has clearly indicated
Injunctive proceedings. thereon that it has been censored by the

FOOTrNO'TS proper military or naval authority, shall be
fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not

I The Congress has authorized a strain of more than one year, or both."
prior restraints against private parties in In relevant part 18 U.S.C. 1 798 provides:
certain instances. The National Labor Rela- "(a) Whoever knowingly and willfully
tions Board routinely issues cease-and-desIst communicates, furnishes, transmits, or other-
orders against employers whom it finds have wise makes available to an unauthorized per-
threatened or coerced employees in the exer- son, or publishes, or uses in any manner prej-
cise of protected rights. See 29 U.S.C. I 160(c). udicial to the safety or interest of the United
Similarly, the Federal Trede Commission is States or for the benefit of any foreign gov-
empowered to impose cease-and-desist orders ernment to the detriment of the United
against unfair methods of competition. 15 States any classified information-
U.S.C. S 45(b). Such orders can, and quite "(1) concerning the nature, preparation,
often do, restrict what may be spoken or or uso of any code, cipher, or cryptographic
written under certain circumstances. See, system of the United States or any foreign
e.g., NLRB v. Gissel Packing Co., 395 U.S. government; or
575, 61G-620 (1969). Art. I, 1 8 of the Con- "(2) concerning the design, construction,
stitution authorizes Congress to secure the use, maintenance, or repair of any ddvice, ap-
"exclusive right" of authors to their writings, paratus, or appliance used or prepared or
and no one denies that a newspaper can planned for use by the United States or any
properly be enjoined from publishing the foreign government for cryptographic or com-
copywrighted works of another. See Wester- munication intelligence purposes; or
mann Co. v. Dispatch Co. 249 U.S. 100 (1919). "(3) concerning the communication intel-
Newspapers do themselves rely from time to ligence activities of the United States or any
time on the copyright as a means of protect- foreign government; or
ing their accounts of important events. How- "(4) obtained by the processes of commu-
ever, those enjoined under the statutes re- nication intelligence from the communca-
lating to the National Labor Relations Doard tions of any foreign government, knowing the
and the Federal Trade Commission are pri- same to have been obtained by such
vate parties, not the press; and when the processe-
press is enjoined under the copyright laws "Shall be fined not more than $10,000 or
the complainant is a private copyright holder imprisoned not more than ten years, or both."
enforcing a private right. These situations 7'The purport of 18 U.S.C. 1 798 is clear.
are quite distinct from the Government's re- Both the House and Senate Reports on the
quest for an injunction against publishing bill, in identical terms, speak of furthering
information about the affairs of government, the security of the United States by prevent-
a request admittedly not based on any stat- ing disclosure of information concerning the
ute. cryptographic systems and the communlca-

' The "grave and irreparable danger" tion intelligence systems of the United States.
standard is that asserted by the Government and explaIning that "[tihls btll makes It a
In this Court. In remanding to Judge Gurfen crimo to reveal the methods, techniques, and
for further hearings in the Times litigation, materiel used in the transmission by this
five members of the Court of Appeals for Nation of enciphered or coded messages. . ..
the Second Circuit directed him to determine Further, it makes It a crime to reveal methods
whether disclosure of certain items specd- used by this Nation in breaking the secret
fled with particularity by the Government codes of a foreign nation. It also prohibits
would "pose such grave and immediate dan- under certain penalties the divulging of any
ger to the securty of the United States as Information which may have come into this
to warrant theIr publication being enjoined." Government's hands as a result of such a

a"Whoever, In time of warn violation of code-breakIng." H.R. Rep. No. 1895, 81st
reasonable regulations to be prescribed by Cong., 2d Sess., 1 (1950). The narrow reach
the President, which he is hereby authorized of the statute was explained as covering "only
to make and promulgate, shall publish any a small category of classified matter, a cate-
information with respect to the movement, gory which is both vital and vulnerable to
numbers, derer!ption, condition, or dispose. an almost unique degree." Id., at 2. Existing
tIon of any of the armed forces, ships, air- legislation was deemed Inadequate.
craft, or war materials of the United States, "At present two other acts protect this in-
or with respect to the plans or conduct of formation, but only in a limited way. These
any naval or military operations, or with are the Espionage Act of 1917 (40 Stat. 217)
respect to any works or measures undertaken and the act of June 10, 1933 (48 Stat. 122).
for or connected with, or intended for the Under the first, unauthorized revelation of
fortification or defense of any place, or any information of this kind can be penalized
other information relating to the public de- only if it can be proved that the person mak-
fense calculated to be useful to the enemy,' ing the revelation, did so with an intent to
shall be punished by a fine . . . or by Im- injure the United States. Under the seond,
prisonment . . . ." 55 Cong. Rec. 2100 (1917).- only diplomatic codes and messages transmit-

4'Senator Ashurst also urged that ". . . ted in diplomatic codes are protected. The
freedom of the press' means freedom from present bill is designed to protect against

S 10103
knowing and willfil puhilc-ition or a~ny other
revelation of all important lnforrn-ston af-
feeting thn United Stntes c;,mmnu tis.n In-
telllgenre operations and all dirrrt lr:f.rma-
tion nalrtn all UnIted Sttes cpdet.s and
ciphrn." Ibil..

Section 7011 obvlously was inftneld ti cover
publications by non-employee;, of the Gov-
ernment and to ease the Government's bur-
den in obtaining convictions. See H-R. Rep.
No. 1895, supra, at 2-5. The identic.al Senate
Report, not cited in parallel in the text of
this footnote, in S. Rep. No. 111, 81st Cong.,
1st Sess. (1940).

a Section 793(e) of 18 U.S.C. provides that:
"(e) Whoever having unauhorized posses-

sion of, access to, or control over any docu-
ment, writing, code book, signal booc,. sketch,
photograph, photographic negative, blue-
print, plan, map, model, instrument, appli-
ance, or note relating to the national defense,
or information relating to the national de-
fense which information the possessor has
reason to believe could be used to the injury
of the United States or to the advantage of
any foreign nation, wilfully communicates,
delivers, transmits or causes to be communi-
cated, delivered, or transmitted, or attempts
to communicate, deliver, transmit or cause to
be communicated, delivered, or transmitted
the same to any person not entitled to receive
it, or willfully retains the same and fails to
deliver it to the oicer or employee of the
United States entitled to receive it;"
is guilty of an offense punishable by 10 years
in prison, a $10,000 fine, or both. It should
also be noted that 18 U.S.C. J 793(gl, added
in 1950, see 64 Stat. 1004-1005 (1950: S. Rep.
No. 2369, 81st Cong., 2d Sess., 9 (1950), pro-
vides that "[if two or more persa=.s con-
spire to violate any of the foregong provi-
sions of this section, and one or more of such
persons do any act to effect the object of the
conspiracy, each of the parties to such con-
spiracy shall be subject to the punishment
provided for the offense which is the object
of such conspiracy."

*The amendment of 1 793 that added sub-
section (c) was part of the Subversive Activ-
Ities Control Act of 1950, which was In turn
Title I of the Internal Security Act of 1950.
Sec. 64 Stat. 987 (1950). The report of the
Senate Judiciary Committee best explains
the purposes of the amendment:

"Section 18 of the bill amends section 703
of title 18 of the United States Code
(espionage statute). The several parnr.aphs
of section 793 of title 18 are designated as
subsections (a) through (g) for purposes of
convenient reference. The significant changes
which would be made in section 793 of title
18 are as follows: -

"(1) Amends the fourth paragraph of
section 793, title 18 (subsec. (d) ). to cover
the unlawful dissemination of "informa-
tion relating to the national defense which
information the possessor has reason to
believe could be used t the injury of the
United States or to the advantage of any
foreign nation.' The phrase 'which informa-
tion the possessor has reason to bcliere could
be used to the injury of the Unifcd States
or to the advantage of any foreign nation'
would modify only 'information rc:ating to
the national defense and not the ot':cr items
enumcratcd in the subsection. The fourth
paragraph of section 793 is also amended to
provide that only those pith lawful posses-
sion of the items relating to national defense
enumerated therein may retain. them subject
to demand therefor. Those wio have un-
authorized possession of such items are
treated in a separate subsectioui.

"(2) Amends section 793, title 18 (subsec.
(e) ), to provide that unauthorized possessors
of items enumerated In paragraph 4 of sec-
tion 793 must surrender possession thereof
to the proper authorities without demand.
Existing law provides no penalty for the un-
authorized possession of such items unless a
demand for them i made by the person en-
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titled to receive them. The dangers surround-
ing the munauthorized possession of such
items are self-evident, and it is deemed
advisanble to require their surrender in such a
case. regardless of demand, especially since
their unauthorized possession may be un-
known to the authorities who would other-
wise make the demand. The only difference
between subsection (d) and subsection (e)
of section 793 is that a demand by the person
entitled to receive the items would be a neces-
sary element of nn offense under subsection
(d where the possession Is lawful. whereas'
such a demand would not be a necessary
element of an offense under subsection (e)
where the possession is unauthorized." S.
Rep. No. 2369. 81st Cong.. 2d Ses., 8-9 (1950)
(emphasis added).

It seems clear from the foregoing, contrary
to the intimations of the District Court for
the Southern District of New York in this
case, that in prosecuting for communicating
or withholding a "document" as contrasted
with similar action with respect to "informa-
tion" the Government need not prove an
intent to injure the United States or to bene-
fit a foreign nation but only willful and
knowing'conduct. The District Court relied
on Gorin v. United States, 312 U.S. 19 (1941).
But that case arose under other parts of the
predecessor to i 793, see 312 U.S., at 21-22-
parts that imposed different intent standards
not repeated in I 793(d) or j 793(c). Cf. 18
U.S.C. 9i;793 (a), (b), and (c). Also, from
the face of subsectio'n (e) and from the con-
text of the act of which it was a part, It
seems undeniable that a newspaper, as well
as others unconnected with the Government,
are vulnerable to prosecution under I 793(e)
if they communicate or withhold the ma-
terials covered by that section. The District
Court ruled that "communication" did not
reach publication by a newspaper of docu-
ments relating to the national defense. I
intimate no views on the correctness of that
conclusion. But neither communication nor
publication is necessary to violate the sub-
section.

" Also relevant is 18 U.S.C. 1 794. Subsec-
tion (b) thereof forbids in time of war the
collection or publication, with intent that it
shall be communicated to the enemy, any in-
formation with respect to the movements of
military forces, "or with respect to the plans
or conduct . . . of any naval or military
operations . . . or any other information re-
lating to the public defense, which might
be useful to the enemy...."

[Supreme Court of the United States, Nos.
1873 and 1885.-October Term, 1970]

.NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY, PEITIONE, 1873
v. UNITED STATES

On Writ of Certiorari to the United States
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.'

UNITED STATES, PETITIONER, 1885 v. Tas:
WASHINGTON POST COMPANY ET AL.

On Writ of Certiorari to the United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Colum-
ba Circuit.

[June 30, 19711
'Mr. Justice Stewart. with whom Mr. Jus-

tice White joins, concurring.
In the governmental structure created by

our Constitution, the Executive is endowed
with enormous power in the two related areas
of na ssnal defense and international rela-
tions. This power, largely unchecked by the
LegislativeI and Judicial' branches, has been
pressed to the very hilt since the advent of
the nuclear missile age. For better or for
worse. the simple fact Is that a President of
the United States possesses vastly greater
constitutional independence In these two
vital areas of power than does, say, a prime
minister of a country with a parliamentary
form of government.

In the absence of the governmental checks
and balances present in other areas of our
national life, the pnly effective resaInt up.
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on executive policy and power in the areas But I cannot say that disclosure of any of
of national defense and international affairs them will surely result in direct. immediate,
may lie in an enlightened citizenry-in an and irreparable damnage to our Nation or it
informed &nd critical public opinion which people. That being so, there can under the
alone can here protect the values of demo- First Amendment to put one judicial resou-
crate government. For this reason, it is per- tion of the isues before us. I join the judg-
haps here that a press that is alert, aware. ments of the Court.
and free most vitally serves the basic pur- FOOTNOTF..
pose of the First Amendment. For without 'The Presidents pwer to make treaties
an informed and free press there cannot be and to appoint ambassadors Is of course
An enlightenedpeople limited by the requirement of Article, II. I 1.Yet It is elementary that the successful of the Constitution that he obtain the adviceconduct of International .diplomacy and the and consent of the Senate. Article 1, 8.maintenance of an effective national defense empowers Congress to "raise and support
require both confidentiality and secrecy. Armies," and "provide and maintain a Navy."
Other nations can hardly deal with this And, of course. Congress alone can declare
Nation in an atmosphere of mutual trust war. Thin power was Iat exercised almost
unless they can be assured thn heir confi- 30 years ago at the inception of World War II.
dances will be kept. And within our own ex- -Since the end of that war in 1945, the Armed
ecutive departments the development of con- Forces of the United States have suffered
sidered and intelligent international policies approximately half a mIllIon casualties In
would be impossible if those charged with various parts of the world.
their formulation could not communicate 2 See Chicago & Southera Air Lines v. Wa-
with each other freely. frankly, and in con- terman Steamship Corp., 333 U.S. 103: Hira-
fidence. In the area of basic national defense bayahi v. United States, 320 U.S. 81; United
the frequent need for absolute secrecy is bates v. Curites-Wright Export Corp, 299
of course, self-evident. US.304 cf. MCra v. McNamara, cort. denied

I think there can be but one answer to 38 U.S. 934
tis'-dtlemma, If dilemma It be. The respon- 2'It is quite apparent that if, in the main-
sihliit.y must be where the power is. If the tenance of our international relations, em-
Constitution gives the Executive a large barrassnient,-perhnps serious embarrass-
degree of unshnred power in the conduct of ment-is to be avoided and success for
foreign affairs and the maintenance of our our aims achieved, congressional legislation
national defense, then under the Constitu- which is to be made effective through nego-
tion the Executive must have the largely un- tiation and inquiry within the international
shared duty to determine and preserve the field must often accord to the President a
degree of internal security necessary to exer- degree of discretion and freedom from statu-
cise that power successfully. It is an awe- tory restriction which would not be admis-
some responsibility, requiring judgment and sible were domestic affairs alone involved.
wisdom of a high order. I should suppose that Moreover, lie, not Congress, has the better
moral, political, and practical considerations which
would dictate that a very first principle of prevail in foreign countries, and especially
that wisdom would be an insistence upon is this true in time of war. He has his
avoiding secrecy for its own sake. For when confidential sources of information. He has
everything is classified, then nothing is clas- his agents in the form of diplomatic, con-
sified, and the system becomes one to be sular and other officials. Secrecy in respect
disregarded by the cynical or the careless, of information gathered by them may be
and to be manipulated by those intent on highly necessary, and the premature dis-
self-protection or self-promotion. I should closure of it productive of harmful results.
suppose, In short, that the hallmark of a truly Indeed, so clearly is this true that the first
effective internal security system would be Presidentrefused to accede to a request to
the maximum possible disclosure, recognizing lay before the House of Representatives
that secrecy san best be preserved only when the instructions, correspondence and docu-
credibility is truly maintained. But be that ments relating to the negotiation of the Jay
as it may. It is clear to me that It is the con- reaty-a refusal the wisdom of which was
stitutional duty of the Executive-as a mat- yrecognzeubythe sisom ondwhishnwas

ter f sverignpreogatve nd ot s a recognized by the House self and has never
ter of sovereign prerogative and not as a since been doubted. . . ." United States v.
matter of law as the courts know law- Curtis-Wright Corp., 299 U.S. 304, at 320.
through the promulgation and enforcement
of executive regulations, to protect the con- (Supreme Court of the United States, Nos.
fidentiality necessary to carry out its respon- 1873 and 1885.-October Term, 19701
sibilities In the fields of international rela- NEW YoaK Tras COMPANY, PE'rrroNr,
tions and national defense. 187 o . UIME ED STATS

This is not to say that Congress and the 1873 v. UNITED STATES

courts have no role to play. Undoubtedly On Writ of Certiorari to the United States
Congress has the power to enact specific and Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.
appropriate criminal laws to -protect govern- UNIrTED STATEs, PETrroNER, 1885 v. THE
meant property and preserve government se- WASHINGTON POST COMPANY ET AL.
crets. Congress has passed such laws, and On Writ of Certiorari to the United States
several of them are of very colorable relevance Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
to the apparent circumstances of these cases. k Circuit.
And if a criminal prosecution is instituted, [June 30, 19711
it will be the responsibility of the courts Mr Justice Brennan, concurring.
to decide the applicablty of the criminal law
under which the charge is brought. More- I
over, if Congress should pass a specific law I write separately in these cases only to
authorizing civil proceedings in this field, the emphasize what should be apparent; that our
courts would likewise have the duty to de- judgment in the present cases may not be
cide the constitutionality of such a law as taken to indicate the propriety, in the future,
well as its applicability to the facts proved. of issuing temporary stays and restraining

But in the cases before us we are asked orders to block the publication of material
neither to construe specific regulations nor sought to be suppressed by the Government.
to apply specific laws. We are asked, instead, So far as I can determine, never before has
to perform a function that the Constitution the United States sought to enjoin a news-
gave to the Executive, not the Judiciary. We paper from publishing information in its
are asked, quite simply, to prevent the pub- possession. The relative novelty of the ques-
lication bY 'two newspapers of material that tions presented, the necessary haste with
the Executive Branch Insists should not, in which decisions were reached, the magnitude
the national interest, be published. I am of the Interests asserted, and the fact that
convinced that the Executive is correct with all the parties have concentrtaed their argu-
respect to some of the documents involve&. mente upon the question whether permanent
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restraints were proper may have justified at
least soine of the restraints heretofore im-
pored in these caesci. Certainly it is diimcult
to fault the several courts below for seeking
to sure that the issues here Involved were
preserved for ultimate review by this Court.
But even if It be wrssumed that nome of the
interim restraints were proper in the two
c.ses before us. ilthat. istnption has no bear-
iug upon the propriety of similar judicial
action in the iuiture. To begin with, there has
now been ample time for reflection and judg-
ment: whatever values there may be in the
preservation of novel questions for appellate
review may not support any restraints in the
future. More important, the First Amend-
ment stands as an absolute bar to the
imposition of judicial restraints in circum-
stances of the kind presented by these cases.

it
The error which has pervaded these cases

from the outset was the granting of any in-
junctive relief whatsoever, interim or other-
wise. The entire thrust of the Government's
claim throughout these cases has been that
publication of the material sought to be en-
joined "could." or "might," or "may" preju-
dice the national interest in various ways. But
the First Amendment tolerates absolutely no

- prior judicial restraints of the press predi-
cated upon surmise or conjecture that un-
toward consequences may result.* Our cases,
It is true, have indicated that there is a
single, extremely narrow class of cases in
which the First Amendment's ban on prior
judicial restraint may be overriden. Our cases
have thus far indicated that such cases may
arise only when the Nation "is at war,"
Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47, 52.
(1919), during which times "no one would
question but that a Government might pre-
vent actual obstruction to its recruiting serv-
ice or the publication of the sailing dates of
transports or the number and location of
troops." Ncar v. Minnesota. 283 U.S. 697, 716
(1931). Even if the present world situation
were assumed to be tantamount to a time
of war, or if the power of presently available
armaments would justify even In peacetime
the suppression of information that would
set in motion a nuclear holocaust, in neither
of' these actions has the Government pre-
sented or even alleged that publication of
items from or based upon the material at
issue would cause the happening of an event
of that nature. "The chief purpose of [the
First Amendment's) guarantee (is to pre-
vent previous restraints upon publication."
Near v. Minnesota, supra, at 713. Thus, only
governmental allegation and proof that pub-
lication must inevitably, directly and im-
mediately cause the occurrence of an event
kindred to imperiling the safety of a trans.
port already at sea can support even the
issuance of an interim restraining order. In
no event may mere conclusions be sufficient:
for if the Executive Branch seeks judicial aJd
in preventing publication, it must inevitably

0 Freedman v. Maryland. 380 U.S. 51 (1965),
and similar caes regarding temporary re-
straints of allegedly obscene materials are not
in point. For those cases rest upon the propo-
sition that "obscenity is not protected by the
freedoms of speech and press." Roth v. United
States, 354 U.S. 476 (1957). Here there Is ro
question but that the material sought to
be supprescd is within the protection of the
First Amendment the only question is
whether, notwLhstanding that fact, its pub-
lication may be enjoined for a time because
of the pretence of an overwhelming national
interest. Similarly, copyright cases have no
pertinence here: the Government is not as-
serting an interest in the particular form
of words chosen in the documents, but ise
seeking to suppress the ideas expressed there-
in. And the copyright laws, of course, pro-
tect only the form of expression and not the'
Idea expressed. .

submit the basis upon which that aid is
sought to scrutiny by the judiciary. And
therefore, every restraint innued in this ease,
whatever ita form, has violated the First
Amendment-and none the less so because
that restraint was juntified as necessary to
nfTord the court an opportunity to examine
the claim more thoroughly. Unless and until
the Government has clearly made out its
case, the First Amendment commands that
no injunction may Issue.

[Supreme Court of the United States. No.
1878 and 1885.-October Term, 19701

NEW YORK TIMEs COMPANY, PETITIoNER, 1873
v. UNrrED STATEs

On Writ of Certiorari to the United States
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit

UrrED STATS, PETroNra. 1885 v. Trz'
WASHINGTON PosT COMPANY ET AL.'

On Writ of Certiorari to the United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Colum-
bia Circuit,

[June 30, 1971
Mr. Justice Douglas, with whom Mr. Jus-

tice Black joins, concurring.
While I join the opinion of the Court I

believe it necessary to express my views
more fully. -

It should be noted at the outset that the
First Amendment provides that "Congress
shall make no law . . . abridging the free-
dom of speech or of the press." That leaves,
in my view, no room for governmental re-
straint on the press.'

There is, moreover, no statute barring the
publication by the press of the material
which the Times and Post seek to use. 18
U.S.C. I 793(e) provides that "whoever hav-
ing unauthorized possession of, access to,
or control over any document, writing. . . .
or information relating to the national de-
fense which information the possessor has
reason to believe could be used to the in.
jury of the United States or to the advan-
tage of any foreign nation, wilfully com-
municates . . . the same to any person not
entitled to receive it . . . shall be fined not
more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more
than ten years or both"

The Government suggests that the word
"communicates" is broad enough to en-
compass publicntion.

There are eight sections in the chapter
on espionage and censorship, If 792-799. in
three of those eight "publish" is specifically
mentioned: I 794(b) provides "Whoever in
time of war, with the intent that the same
shall be communicated to the enemy, col.
lects records, publishes, or communicates...
[the diposition of armed forces)."
- Section 797 prohibits "reproduces, pub-

lishes, sells, or gives away" photos of defense
installations.

Section 798 relating to cryptography pro-
hibits: "communicates, furnishes, transmits,
or otherwise makes available . . . or pub.
lishes."'

Thus it is apparent that Congress was cap-
able of and did distinguish between publish-
ing and communication in the various sec-
tions of the Espionage Act.

The other evidence that 1793 does not ap-
ply to the press Is a rejected version of 17 3.
That version read: "During any national
emergency resulting from a war to which the
U.S. is a party or from threat of such a War,
the President may, by proclamation, prohibit
the publishing or communicating of, or the
attempting to publish or communicate any
information relating to the national defense,
which in his judgment Is of such character
that it Is or might be useful to the enemy."
During the debates in the Senate the First
Amendment was specifically cited and that
provision was deifted. 65 Oong Re. 2166.

Judge Gurfein' holding In the r meos

Footnotes at end of article. k

that thli Act does not apply to thin case was
therefore preeminen tly sound. Moreover, the
Act of september 23. 1950, In amending 18
U.S.C. J 793 staten In I1(b) that:

"Nothing in this Act shall be construed to
authorize, retire, or eslabll'h military or
civilian censor;hIp or In nny wny to limit or
infringe upon freedom of the press or of
speech as guaranteeri by the Con.tituton of
the United Stats and no regul;t.Ion shall he
promulgated hereunder having that effect."
64 Stat. 997.

Thus Congre;s has been faithful to the
command of the First Amendment in this
area.

So any power that the Ggvernment pos-
sesses must come from its "inherent power."

The power to wage war is "the power to
wage war successfully." See Ilirabe y*nshi v.
United States, 320 U.S. 81, 93. But the war
power stems from a declaration of war. The
Constiution by Article I, 8. gives Congress.
not the President,. power "to declare war."
Nowhere are presidential wars authorized.
We need not decide therefore what leveling
effect the war power of Congress might have.

These disclosures may have a serious im-
pact. But that is no basis for sanctioning a
previous restraint on the press. As stated by
Chief Justice Hughes in Near v. Minnesota,
283 U.S. 697, 719-720:

". . . While reckless assaults upon publc
men, and efforts to bring obloquy upon those
who are endeavoring faithfully to discharge
official duties, exert a baleful influence and
deserve the severest condemnation in public
opinion, it cannot be said that this abuse
is greater, and it is believed to be less, than
that which characterized the period in which
our institutions took shape. Meanwhile, the
administration of government has become
more complex, the opportunities for mal-
feasance and corruption have multiplied,
crime has grown to most serious proportions.
and the danger of its protection by unfaith-
ful officials and of the impairment of the
fundamental security of life and property
by criminal alliances ard official neglect, em-
phasizes, the primary need of a vigilant and
courageous press, especially in great cities.
The fact that the liberty o the press may
be abused by miscreant purveyors of scandal
does not make any the less necessary the im-
munity of the press from previous restraint
in dealing with official misconduct."

As we stated only the other day in Orga-
nization for a Bctter Austin v. Keefe, -
U.S.-, "any prior restraint on expression
comes to this Court with a 'heavy presump-
tion' against its constitutionat validity."

The Government says that it has inherent
powers to go into court and obtain an in-
junction to protect that national interest,
which in this case Is alleged to be national
security.

Near v. Minnesota, 283 U.S. 697. repudiated
that expansive doctrine In no uncertain
terms.

The dominant purpose. of the First
Amendment was to prohibit the wide-
spread practice of governmental suppre;-
sion of embarrassing information. It is
common knowledge that the First
Amendment was adopted against the
Widespread use of the common law of
seditious libel to punish the dissemina-
tion of material that is embarassing to
the powers-that-be. See Emerson, The
System of Free Expressions, c. V (1970):
Chafee, Free Speech in the United
States, c. XIII (1941). The present cases
will, I think, go down in history as the
most dramatic illustration of that prin-
ciple. A debate of large proportions goes
on in the Nation over our posture in
Vietnam. That debate antedated the dis-
closure of the contents of the present
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documents. The latter are highly rele-
vant to the debate in progress.

Secrecy in government is fundamen-
tally anti-democratic, perpetuating bu-
reaucratic errors. Open debate and dis-
cu.ion of public issues are vital to our
national health. On public questions
there should be "open 'and robust de-
bate." New York Timcs, Inc. v. Sullivan,
376 U.S. 254. 269-270.

I would affirm the judgment of the
Court. of Appeals in the Post case, vacate
the stay of the Court of Appeals in the
Times case and direct that It affirm the
District Court.

The sta.ys in these cases that have
been in efteet for more than a week con-
stituie a flouting of the principles of the
First Amendment as interpreted in Near
V. Minnesota.

FOOTNOTF.

See Reaulharnais v. Illinofs, 343 U.S. 250.
267 idisscnting opinion of MR. JUSTICE

Br.AcK . 284 (my dissenting opinion); Roth
v. United States, 354 U.S, 476. 508 (my dis-
senting opinion which M. JUSTICE BLACK
joined): Yates v. United States, 354 U.S. 298,
339 (separate opinion of M. JUSTICE BLACK
which I joined); New York Times v. Sulti-
ran. 376 U.S. 293 (concurring opinion of MR.
JUSTIcr. BLACK which I joined); Garrison v.
Louisiana. 379 U.S. 64, 80 (my concurring
opinion which MR. JUSTICE BLACK joined).

'These papers contain data concerning the
communicat ions system of the United States,
the publication of which is made a crime.
But the criminal sanction is not urged by
the United States as the basis of equity
power.

1 There are numerous sts of this material
in existence and they apparently are not un-
der any controlled custody. Moreover, the
President has sent a set to the Congress. We
start then with a case where there already
is rather wide distribution of the material
that is destined for publicity, not secrecy. I
have gone over the material listed in the in
catiera brief of the United States. It is all
history, not future events. None of it is more
recent than 1968.

[Supreme Court of the United States. Nos.
1873 and 1885.-October Term, 19701

NEw YORK TIMES COMPANY, PETITIONER,
1873 v. UNITED STATES

On Writ of Certiorari to the United States
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.

UNITED STATE'S, PETrrIONER, 1885 v. THE
WASHINGTON PosT COMPANY ET AL.

On Writ of Certiorari to the United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit.

[June 30, 19711
Mr. Justice Harlan, with whom The Chief

Justice and Mr. Justice Blackmun join, dis-
senting.

These cases forcefully call to mind the-
wise admonition of Mr. Justice Holmes, dis-
senting in Northern Securities Co. v. United
States, 193 U.S. 197, 400-401 (1904):

"Great cases like hard cases make bad law.
For great cases are called great, not by rea-
son of their real importance in shaping the.
law of the future, but because of some acci-
dent of immediate overwhelming interest
which appeals to the feelings and distorts the
judgment. These immediate interests exercise
a kind of hydraulic pressure which makes
.what previously was clear seem doubtful,
and before which even well settled principles
of law will bend."

With all respect, I consider that the Court
has been almost irresponsibly feverish in
dealing with these cases.

Both the Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit and .the Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia,Crcut rendered judg.

~ meat on June 23. The New York Times' pe-
tition for certiorari, its motion for accelerated
consideration thereof, and its application for
interim relief were filed in this Court on
June 24 at about 11 a.m. The application of
the United States for interim relief In the
Post case was also fled here on June 24, at
about 7:15 p.m. This Court's order setting a
hearing before us on June 20 at 11 am., a
course which I joined only to avoid the pos-
sibility of even more peremptory action by
the Court. was issued less than 24 hours be-
fore. The record in the Post case was filed
with the Clerk shortly before 1 p.m. on June
25; the record in the Times case did not ar-
rive until 7 or 8 o'clock that same night.
The briefs of the parties were received less
than two hours before argument on June 20.

This frenzied train of events took place in
the name of the presumption against prior
restraints created by the First Amendment.
Due regard for the extraordinarily important
and difficult questions involved in these liti-
gations should have led the Court to shun
such a precipitate timetable. In order to de-
cide the merits of these cases properly, some
or all of the following questions should have
been faced:

1. Whether the Attorney General is author-
ized to bring these suits in the name of the
United States. Compare In re Debs, 158 U.S.
664 (1895), with Youngstown Sheet & Tube
Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579 (1962). This ques-
tion involves as well the construction and
validity of a singularly opaque statute-the
Espionage Act, 18 U.S.C. I 793(e).

2. Whether the First Amendment permits
the federal courts to enjoin publication of
stories which would present a serious threat
to national security. See Near v. Minnesota,
283 U.S. 697, 716 (1931) (dictum).

3. Whether the threat to publish highly
secret documents is of itself a sufficient im-
plication of national security to justify an
injunction on the theory that regardless of
the contents of the documents harm enough
results simply from the demonstration of
such a breach of secrecy.

4. Whether the unauthorized disclosure of
any of these particular documents would
seriously Impair the national security.

5. What weight should be given to the
opinion of high officers in the Executive
Branch of the Government with respect to
questions 3 and 4.

6. Whether the newspapers are entitled to
retain and use the documents notwithstand-
ing the seemingly uncontested facts that the
documents, or the originals of which they
are duplicates, were purloined from the Gov-
ernment's possession and that the newspapers
received them with knowledge that they had
been feloniously acquired. Cf. Liberty Lobby,
Inc. v. Pearson, 390 F. 2d 489 (CADC 1968).

7. Whether the threatened harm to the na-
tional security or the Government's posses-
sory interest in the documents justifies the
issuance of an injunction against publica-
tion in light of-

a. The strong First Amendment policy
against prior restraints on publication:

b. The doctrine against enjoining conduct
in violation of criminal statutes; and

c. The extent to which the materials at
- issue have apparently already been other-

wise disseminated.
These are difficult questions of fact, of

law, and of judgment; the potential con-
sequences of erroneous decision are enor-
mous. The time which has been avalable
to us, to the lower courts,* and to the parties

* The hearing in the Post case before Judge
Gesell began at 8 a.m. on June 21, and his
decision was rendered, under the hammer of
a deadline imposed by the Court of Appeals,
shortly beibre 5 p.m. on the same day. The
hearing in the Times case before Judge Our-
'fein was held on June 18 and his decision
was rendered on June 19. The Government's
appeals in the two passes were heard by the

has been wholly inadeeItate for giving these
cases the kind of consideration they deserve.
It is a reflection on the stability of the judi-
clal process that these great issues-as im-
portant as any that have arisen during my
time on the Court--should have been de-
cided inder the pressires engendered by the
torrent of publicity that has attended these
litigations from their inception.

Forced as I am to reach the merits of these
cases. I dis;ent from the opinion and judg-
ments of the Court. Within the severe limi-
tations imposed by the time constraints un-
der which I have been reciired to operate. I
can only state my reasons in telescoped form,
even though in different circumstances I
would have felt constrained to deal with
tlhe eaes ii the fuller swep indicated above.

It is a sumlIent. bns for affirming the
Cnurt of Appeals for the Second Circuit in
the Tine.t litigntlon to ob.s;erve that its order
must, rest on the conclusion that because of
the tune elements the Government had not
been given an adequate opportunity to pre-
sent its case to the District Court. At the
least this conclusion was not an abuse of
discretion.

In the Post litigation the Government had
more time to prepare; this was apparently
the basis for the refusal of the Court of Ap-
peals for the District of Columbia Circuit on
rehearing to conform its judgment to that
of the Second Circuit. But I think there is
another and more fundamental reason why
this judgment cannot stand-a reason which
also furnishes an additional ground for not
reinstating the judgment of the District
Court in the Times litigation. set aside by the
Court of Appeals. It is plain to me that the
scope of the judicial function in passing -
upon the activities of the Executive Branch
of the Government in the field of foreign
affairs is very narrowly restricted. This view
is, I think. dictated by the concept of sepa-
ration of powers upon which our constitu-
tional system rests.

In a speech on the floor of the House of
Representatives, Chief Justice John Marshall,
then a member of that body, stated:

"The President is the sole organ of the na-
tion in its external relations. 'and its sole
representative with foreign nations.' Annals,
6th Cong.. col. 613 (1800). From that time,
shortly after the founding of the Nation. to
this, there has been no substantial challenge
to this description of the scope of executive
power. See United States v. Curtiss-Wriht
Export Corp., 299 U.S. 304. 319-321 (1936),
collecting authorities.

From this constitutional primacy in the
field of foreign affairs, it seems to me that
certain conclusions necessarily follow. Some
of these were stated concisely by President
Washington, declining the request. of the
House of Represent atives for the papers lead-
ing up to the negotiation of the Jay Treaty:

"The nature of foreign negotiations re-
quires caution, and their success must often
depend on secrecy; and even when brought
to a conclusion a full disclosure of all the
measures, demands, or eventual concessions
which may have been proposed or contem-
plated would be extremely impolitic: for this
might have a pernicious influence on future
negotiations, or produce immediate incon-
veniences. perhaps danger and mischief. in
relation to other powers." I J. Richardson,
Messages and Papers of the Presidents 194-
195 (1899).

The power to evaluate the "pernicious in-
fluence" of premature disclosure Is not. how-
ever, lodged in the Executive alone. I agree
that, in performance of its duty to protect
the values of the First Amendment against
political pressures, the judiciary must re-
view the Initial Executive determinatIon to

Courts of Appeals for the District of Colum-
bia and Second Circuits, each court sitting
en banc, on June 22. Each court rendered
its. decision on the following afternoon.
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the point of satisfying itself that the subject [JUNE 30, 1971 source, without censorship, Injun.tions. orMatter of the dispute does lie within the Mr. JUSTICE BLACK, wtth whom Mr. Jus- prior rstraints.proper compvrs of the Presidnet's foreign re-' TICF. DOVI-LAs joins, concurring. In the First Amendment the cFundng

tiobd pomweCnstitutonml ens dicioa I adhere to the view that the Government's Fathers gave the free press the -etinforbid "a Com ete abaniosn.ent of Judicial case eganst the Washington Post should it must have to fulfill it-s eaent rol. incontrol.' Cf. Unit,( d States v. Rynolht.sl5 have been dismissed and that the injunction our democracy. The pres was - s serve theU.S. 1, 8 (9li3). treover, the Judicary aralnst the New York Times should have been governed, not the governors. The Govern-
that disclosure of th subject matter ould vacated without oral argument when the ment's power to censor the pres as abol-thabiscly imp or thesubjet matteroultyd cases were first presented to this Court. I ished so that, the press would rensm n forevermade by the p b ad of the Executive Depart- believe that every moment's continuance of free to censure the Government. The pressmeant concerned-here the Secretary of State the injunctions against these newspapers was protected so that it could tare themen cocered-her th Seri~aryof tat serets of government and tiform e peosa'e.or the Secretary of Defense-4lfter actual per- amounts to a flagrant, indefensible, and con-O sACre andgov rentrand nrm :ie pep-snal consideratlonl by that omcer. Thts safe- tilnulng violation of the First Amendment. Only a free and unrestrained pret. an ec-guard is reqllired in the analogoTss area of Furthermore, after oral arguments. I agree tively expose deception In govern-.nt. Andexecutive claims of privilege for secrets of completely that we must affrm the judgnment paramount among the rcsponslbi iIes of aexecutive cainis of prvilege for secret of fe pres is theduytprvn r ,1st-ate. See Uinted States v. Reynolds, supra of the Court of Appeals for the District of treeres nte duty to present 5:-cy part oiat 8 and n. 20: Dnean v. Camrcll, Laird Columbia and reverse the judgment of the the gdin m ffrom deceiving the peopleCo., (1942 A. C. 624. 638 (House of Lords). Cort of Appeals for the Second Circuit for and seingem off to distant l2:s to heBut in my judgment the judiciary may not the reasons stated by my Brothers DoUcLAS of foreign ever and foreign shot and shell.properly go beyond these two inquiries and and BRENNAN. In my view it isunfortunate my view, far from deserving ccudemna-tion for their curageous r eportin 'Ja-,heN-a'redetermine for itself the probable impact of that some of my Brethren are apparently YonkTmrthe co ragosrePornd therdisclosure on the national security. willing to hold that the publication of news rk Times, the Washnigton Post -ed o'her"TJhe very nature of executive decisions may sometimes be enjoined. Such a holding newspapersas to foreign policy is political, not judicial, would make a shambles of the First Amend- sng the purpose that the Found'--n Fa'hesSuch decisions are wholly confided by our mient. av o clearly. In revealing the WatConstitution to the political departments Our Government was launched in 1789 government that led to the Viet Na 'war theof the government, Executive and Legislative. with the adoption of the Constitution. The tesPoners oped dd rused e, whoud

They are delicate, complex, and involve large Bill of Rghts, including the First Amend- donelements of prophecy. Thley are and should ment, followed in 1791. Now, for the first time Tsbe undertaken only by those directly respon- in the 182 years since the founding of the premises entirely different from e sesible to the people whose welfare they ad.. tRepublic, the federal courts are asked to hold guided the Framers of the First Am ment.vance or imperil. They are decisions of a that the First Amendment does not mean The Solicitor General has careful, endmeCn-kind for which the Judiciary has neither what it says, but rather means that the Gov- phatically stated:aptitude, facilities nor responsibility and ernment can halt the publication of current 'NowcMr. stcey -which his lolg been held to belong in the news of vital importance to the people of this tio , ofM. Jsthe Flrst Amendoer' Istwe-domain of political power not subject to Judi- country. known, and I certainly respect Itr You sawcial intrusion or Inquiry'." Chiago & South- In seeking injunctions against these news- that no law menns no law, 1and .th; hon d4 

Air Lines v. Waterman StcanshJp Corp., papers arnd in its presentation to the Court, be obvious. I can only say, Mr. J e tlh'333 U.S. 103,El (1948) (Jackson, J.). the Executive Branch seems to have for- to me it is equally obvious that 'no aw' d( CEven if tihereis some room for the mdi- gotten the essential purpose and history of not mean 'no law, and I would scre l1 per-clary to override tile executive determina- the First Amendment. When the Constitu- suade the Court that that -is true. . T I hretioll, it Is pdinl that tile scope of review tion was adopted, many people strongly op- are other parts of the Constitution 'Ar".ganaist be exceedinly narrow. I can see no posed it because the document contained power and responsibilities to the -xecuive
tric ti rt ll the oinion of A els theDis- no i of rights to &afeguard certain basic and . . . the First Amendment was not in-trict Court or the Court of Appeals in the freedoms. They especially feared that the tended to make it impossible for the Exee-Post litigation that the conclusions of the new powers granted to a central government tive to function or to protect the security ofExecutive were given even the deference might be interpreted to permit the govern- the United States."Owing to nn administrative agency, much onent to curtail freedom of religion, press, And the Government argues in its rdef thatless that going to a co-equal branch of t.le assembly, and speech. In response to an in spite of the First Amendment. "It heGovernment operating within the field of Itsoverwhelming public clamor, James Madison authority of the Executive Depactasent toconstitutional prerogltived offered a series of amendments to satisfy protect the nation against publicst-n of in-Accordingly, I would vacate the Judgment citizens that these great liberties would re- formation whose disclosure would endangerof the Court of Appeals for the District of main safe and beyond the power of govern- the national security st-ems from two Inter-Columbia Circuit on thls ground and re- fent to abridge. Madison proposed what related sources: the constitutional 'ower ofmand the case for further proceedings in later became the First Amendment in three the President over the 'conduct of foreignthe District Court. Before 'the commaence- parts, two of which are set out below, and affairs and his authority as Commsnder-in-mentuOf such further proceedings, due op- ne of which proclaimed: "The people shall Chief."'pornt shrpould be afforded the Govern- not be deprived or abridged of their right other words, we are asked to hcd thatmet for procuring from the Secretary of to speak, to write or to publish their senti- .despite the First Amendment's emphaticState or the Secretary of Defense or both an mns n h reonO h rsa nexpression of their views on the Issue of na - ments; and the freedom of the press, as one command, the Executive Branch. the Con-ona siuofty. he vewsuOngthevIseofy h_ of the great bultwarks of liberty, shall be gress, and the Judiciary can make :ws en-
tional seCurity. The ensuing review by the . violable." The amendments were offered joining publication of current news andtrict Court should be in acpcordance with to curtail and restrict the general powers abridging fresedoi of the pressInt onamethe reasons stated above I would affrm the granted to the Executive, Legislative, and of "national security." The Governmet doesjudgment of ttae Court of Appeals for the Judicial Branches two years before in the not even attempt to rely on any ac'. cf Con-Second Cicft. original Constitution. The Bill of ights gress. Instead it makes the bold an-z danger-Pending further hearings in each case con- changed the original Constitution into a usly far-reaching contention that the courts-Pdndtngudrthehaprisiachgundareo- new charter under which no branch of gov- should take it upon themselves to -make"ducted under the appropriate ground rides nwcatrudrwic obac fgv a law abridging freedom of the re.s n theI would continue the restraints on publica-' enent could abrdge the people's freedoms name of equity, presidential power ind na-tion. I cannot believe that the doctrine pro- of press, speech, religion, and assembly. Yet ionalefurity, even when the real :-epenta-hibiting prior restraints reaches to the point the Solicitor General argues and some mem- tives of the people In Congress have yheredof preventing courts from maintaining the bers of the Court appear to agree that the t f c m of th Frs Avescdientstatus quo long enough to act responsibly In general powers of the Government adopted nd rehedommakofe calt A .e men-matters of such national importance as those in the original Constitution should be in- curring opinion of Mr. Jsic c DaUC a c. pofinvolved here. terpreted to limit and restrict the specific at - To find th.at the iredent ' . '-in-and emphatic guarantees of the Bill Of herent power" to halt the puhdt-.o ofSUPREMr COURT OF TiE UNrrED STATES Rights adopted later. I can imagine no news by resort to tha courts would we;n outNos. 1873 AND 

18
85.-OcTO1R TERM, 1970 greater perversion Of history. MadIson' and the First Amendment and destroy the utIlsa-NEW Yo.K TiMiEs Co., PETrrzoNEn the other Framers of the First Amendment, mental liberty andsecurity. of the vtruapen-NE W EY OS K T I E DCo., T E'rs'rbor ', able m en th at they w ere, w rote in language e m ent s e sr t o m ae e. cue ."U Vr SUsEUNDTED STATES Uyntheonment hopsto mWkCthey earnestly believed could never be mtis- No one can read the history of the adoption

On Writ of Certiorari to the United States understood: "Congress shiall make no law,,,. of the First Amendment without be.ncr con-Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. abridging the freedom of the press .,13th vInocc beyond any doubt that it was rnjoc-UNrEr STATS, PsrCoAT T.. THZ the history and language of the it Amend- tons like those sought hefe that MadisonWASiNGTONPOSeTr oMPteY T AL . meant supportethe view that the presa must and his collaborators Intended to ouaw inOn Wrt of Certiorri to the United Sttes be b it frae to publish news, whatever the this Nation for atl time.Court of Appeals fo the District of Columbia 
The word "security" is a broad, vagute gen-Circuit, r.tno..at -nd of article, estlity whose contours should not be invoked
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to nbrolat' the fnmdain5ci al law embodied
i, the Firti Atnendin'it. The rnardlin of
inilitary O11dI diplomntC rei'retn at the ex-

pen' ( of Inlormietd repIreoet..lve govern-

ment provides no real scuril y for our Ite-
public. The Framers of the First Amendment,

fml ivware of boti the need to defend a
new nat ion and the abuses of the English
rnd Colonial governments, sought to give
this new society strength and security by

providing that freedom of sp.och, press, re-
ligion. and assembly should not be abridged.
Tnis thought was eloquently expressed in
1937 by Mr. Chief Justice Hugher-great man
and great Chief Justice that he was-when
the Court held a man could not be punished
for attending a meeting run by Communists.

"The greater the importance of safeguard-
ing the community from incitements to the
overthrow of our institutions by force and
violence, the more imperative is the need to
preserve inviolate the constitutional rights
of free speech, free press and free assembly
in order to maintain the opportunity fear
free political discussion, to the end that gov-
ernment may be responsive to the will of the
people and that changes, if desired, may be
obtained by peaceful means. Therein lies the
security of the Republic, the very foundation
of constitutional government."'

FOoTNOTrEs
In introducing the Bill of Rights in the

House of Representatives, Madison said:

"iBlut I believe that the great mass of the
people who opposed (the Constitutioni, dis-
liked it because it did not contain effectual
proviseios against the encroachments on
particular rights. . . ." 1 Annals of Congress

433 (1834). Congressman Goodhue added:
"(Ilt is the wish of many of our constitu-
ents, that something should be added to the
Constitution, to secure in a stronger manner
their liberties from the inroads of power,"
Id. at 426.

2 The other parts were:
"The civil rights of none shall be abridged

* on account of religious belief or worship, nor
shall any national religon be established,
nor shall the full and equal rights of con-
science be in any manner, or on any pretext,
infrmiged.

"The people shall not be restrained from
peaccably assembling and consulting for
their common good; nor from applying to the
Legislature by petitions, or remonstrances,
for redress of their grievances." 1 Annals of
Congress 434 (1834). (Emphasis added.)

. Transcript of Oral Argument, at 76.
1 Brief for United States, at 12.

3 Compare the views of the Solicitor Gen-
eral with those of James Madison, the author
of the First Amendment. When speaking of
the Bl1 of Rights in the House of Represent-
atives, Madison said: "If they (the first ten
amendments) ree incorporated into the Con-
stitution, independent tribunals of justice
will consider themselves in a peculiar man-
ner the guardians of those rights; they will
be an impenetrable bulwark against every
asssUmption of power in the Legislative or
Executive; they will be naturally led to resist
every encroachment upon rights expressly
stipulated for in the Constitution by the dec-
laration of rights." 1 Annals of Oongress 439
(1834).

'DeJongc v. Oregon, 299 U.S. 353, 365
(1937).

[Supreme Court of the United States, Noe
1873 and 1885.-October Term, 19701
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I join Mit. tiri:r. II ATIAN In his dissent,
I alo iam in enmbhsantial accord with molsh

that MNi. Jsric WhiTrT. says, by way of ad-
monition, in the latter part of li'l opInion.

At this point the focus is on onLY/ the
comparatively few documents specified by
the Government as critical. So far as the
other material-vast in amount-is con-
cerned, let It be published and published
forthwith if the newspapers, once the strain
in gone and the sensationalism is eased, still
feel the urge so to do.

But we are concerned here with the few
documents specified from the 47 volum..
Almost 70 years ago Mr. Justice Holmes, dis-
senting in a celebrated case, observed:

"Great cases like hard cases make bad
law. For great cases are called great, not by
reason of their real importance in shaping
the law of the future, but because of some
accident of immediate overwhelming interest
which appeals to the feelings and distorts
the judgment. These immediate interests ex-
ercise a kind of hydraulic pressure . . .
Northern Securities Co. v. United States, 193
U.S. 197, 400-401 (1904).
The present cases, if not great, are nt least
unusual in their posture and implications,
and the Holmes observation certainly has
pertinent aplpicaton.

Te New York Times clandestinely devoted
a period of three months examining the 47
volumes that came into its unauthorized
possession. Once it had begun publication
of material from those volumes, the New
York case now before us emerged. It im-
medIately assumed, and ever since has main-
tained, a frenetic pace and character. Seem-
ingly, once publication started, the inate-
rial could not be made public fast enough.
Seemingly, from then on, every deferral or
delay, by restraint or otherwise, was abhor-
rent and was to be deemed violative of the
First Amendment and of the public's 'right
immediately to know." Yet that newspaper
stood before us at oral argument and pro-
fessional criticism of the Government for
not lodging its protest earlier thn by a Mon-
day telegram following the initial Sunday
publication.

The District of Columbia case is much the
saie.

Two federal district courts, two United
States courts of appeals, and this Court-
within a period of less than three weeks from
inception until today-have been pressed
into hurried decision of profound constitu-
tional Issues on inadequately developed and
largely assumed facts without the careful
deliberation that, hopefully, should charac-
terize the American .judicial process. There
has been much writing about tise law and
little knowledge and less dIgestion of the
facts. In the New York case the judges, both

trial arid appellate, had not yet examined
the basic material when the case was brought
here. In the District of Columbia case, little
more was done, and what was accomplished
in this respect was only on required re-
mand, with the Washington Post, on the ex-
cuse that it was-trying to protect its source
of information, initially refusing to reveal
what material it actually possessed, and with
the district court forced to make assumptions
as to that possession.

With such respect as may be due to the
contrary view, this, in my opinion, is not
the way to try a law suit of this magnitude
and asserted importance. It is not the way
for federal courts to adjudicate, and to be
required to adjudicate, issues that allegedly
concern the Nation's vital welfare. The ooun-
try would be none the worse off wore the
cases tried sickly, to be sure, but in the
customary and properly delberative manner.
The rmost recent of the material, tt Is said,
elates no later than 168, already about tare
yearn ago, and the Tmes Itself took three

.JUUlC -p), 1971
mont ha to formulare its plan of preo)terur
and, thii,. depriveri 11:; poh

1I for that prioi.
*i First, Amendmr nt, after al, I onay

one part. or an entire CondtitotTn_. ArirI 1 It
of the great cdociimnt vests in the EY""u-

tivn Branch primary pouer ov'r toe conduct
of foreign affairs and pls'en in that branch
the re-ponsibility for the Na'->iI's safety.
Each provision of the Con:;'tutlon is In-
portant, and I cannot subscrib to a do~
trine of unlimited absolute for the First
Amendment at the cost of downcrsdmn other

provisions. First Amendment' a olu' n has
never commanded a majori

t
y rf tis Court.

See, for example, Near v. Mnne eta 283. U.S.

697. 708 (1931), and SgtenkI v. Unitcrf
States, 249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919). What is needed
here is a weighing, upon prrpery developed
standards, of the broad right of 'he press to
print and of the very narrow --- ht of the
Government to prevent. Such standards are
not yet developed. The parties here are in
disagreement as to what thee standards
should be. But even the newspapers con-
cede that there are situations where restrant
is in order and is constitution. Mr. Justice
Holmes gave us a suggestion when he said
in Schenck:

"It is a question of proximity and degree.
When a nation is at war many thins that
might be said in time of peace are such a
hindrance to its effort that their utterance
will not be endured so long as men fight
and that no Court could regard them as pro-
tected by any constitutional rIght. 249 U.S.
at 52.

I therefore would remand these ca-cs to
te developed expeditiously, of course. but en
a schedule permitting the orderly presenta-
tion of evidence from bth sdes, with the
use of discovery, if necessary, as authorize'i
by the rules, and with the preparation cf
briefs, oral argument and cou- opinions of
a quality better than has been seen to thli
point. In making this last statement, I ceti-
cize no lawyer or judge. I know from past
personal experience the agony of time pres-
suro in the preparation of litgatlcn. Bu
these cases and the issues Involved and the
courts, Including this ore, dese-e better than
has been produced thus far.

It may well bo that if these cases were
allowed to develop as they shoud be de-
veloped, and to be tried as lawyers should
try them and as courts should hear them.
free of pressure and panic and sensationa.-
ism, other light would he shed on the situa-
tion and contrary consderations, for ne,
might previl. But that is not the present
posture of the litigation.

The Court, however. decides the cases to-
day the other way. I therefore add one finI
comment.

I strongly urge, and sincerely hope, that
these two newspapers will be fully aware cf
their ultimate responsibilities to the United
States of America. Judge Wilkey, dissenting.
in the District of Columbia case, after a re-
view of only the afidavits before his couot
(the basic papers had not then been made
available by either party), concluded th
there were a number of exarn7les of docu-
ments that, If in the possession of the Post.
and If published, "could clea.rlv result ,m
great harm to the nation." and he defined
"harm" to mean "the death of soldiers, the
destruction of alliances, the greatly Increased
difficulty of negotiation with our enemies.
the inability of our dlplona*3 to nao-
tiate.. , for one, have now been able to
give at least some cursory study not only o
the affidavits, but to the material itself. I
regret to say that from this examnnattn I
fear that Judge Wilkey's statements have
possible foundation. I therefore share hs

concern. I hope that damage already tas
not been done. If, however, damage has be-en
dane, and if, with the Court's action today.,
these newspapers proceed to publish the
critical documents and there result thee-
from "the death of solders, the destructIon
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of alliances, the greatly increased difficulty
of negotiation with our enemies, the in.
ability of our diplomats to negotiate." to
which list I might add the factors of pro-
longation of the war and of further delay in
the freeing of United States prisoners, then
the Nation's people will know where the re-
sponsibility for these sad consequences rests.

[Supreme Court of the United States. No.
1873 and 1885.-October Term, 1970
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Ma. CmIEF JUSTICE BURGEa, dissenting.
So clear are the constitutional limitations

on prior restraint against expression, that
from the time of Near v. Minnesota, 283 U.S.
697 (1931), until recently in Organization for
a Better Austin v. Keefe,-U.S.- (1971). we
have had little occasion to be concerned with
cases involving prior restraints against news
reporting on matters of public interest. There
is, therefore, little variation among the mem-
bers of the Court in terms of resistance to
prior restraints against publication. Adher-
ence to this basic constitutional principle,
however, does not make this case a simple
one. In this case, the imperative of a free
and unfettered press comes into collision with
another imperative, the effective functioning
of a complex modern government and specifi-
cally the effective exercise of certain constitu-
tional powers of the Executive. Only those
who view the First Amendment as an absolute
in all circumstances-a view I respect, but
reject-can find such a case as this to be sim-
ple or easy.a

This case is not simple for another and
more immediate reason. We do not know the
facts of the case. No District Judge knew all
the facts. No Court of Appeals judge knew
all the facts. No member of this Court knows
all the facts.

Why are we in this posture, in which only
those judges to whom the First Amendment
is absolute and permits of no restraint in any
circumstances or for any reason, are really
in a position to act?

I suggest we are in this posture because
these cases have been conducted in unseemly
haste. Mr. JUsTICE HARLAN covers the chron-
ology of events demonstrating the hectic
pressures under which these cases have been
processed and I need not restate them. The
prompt setting of these cases reflects our*
universal abhorrence of prior restraint. But
prompt judicial action does not mean un-
judicial haste.

Here, moreover, the frenetic haste is due in
large part to the manner in which the Times
proceeded from the date it obtained the
purloined documents. It seems reasonably
clear now that the haste precluded reason-
able and deliberate judicial treatment of
these cases and was not warranted. The pre-
cipitous action of this Court aborting a trial
not yet completed is not the kind of judicial
conduct which ought to attend the disposi-
tion of a great 1.ue.

The newspapers make a derivative claim
under the First Amendment; they denomi-
nate this right as the public right-to-know;
by implication, the Times asserts a sole trus-
teeship of that right by virtue of its journ-
alist "scoop." The right is asserted as an
absolute. Of course, the First Amendment
right itself is not an absolute, as Justice
Holmes so long ago pointed out in his
aphorism concerning the right to shout of-
Are in a crowded theater. There are other
exceptions, some of which Chief Justice

Hughes mentioned by way of example in
Near v. Minnesota. There are no dobut other
exceptions no one has had occasion to de-
scribe or discuss. Conceivably such exceptions
may be lurking in these cases and would
have been flushed had they been properly
considered in the trial courts, free from un-
warranted deadlines and frenetic pressures.
A great Issue of this kind should be tried In
a judicial atmosphere conductive to thought-
ful, reflective deliberation, especially when
haste, in terms of hours, is unwarranted in
light of the long period the Times, by its own
choice, deferred publication.

It Is not disputed that the Times has had
unauthorized possession of the documents
for three to four months, during which it
has had Its expert analysts studying them,
presumably digesting them and 'preparing
the material for publication. During all of
this time, the Times, presumably in its ca-
pacity as trustee of the public's "right to
know," has held up publication for purposes
it considered proper and thus public knowl-
edge was delayed. No doubt this was for a
good reason; the analysis of 7,000 pages of
complex material drawn from a vastly greater
volume of material would inevitably take
time and the writing of good news stories
takes time. But why should the United
States Government, from whom this infor-
mation was illegally acquired by someone,
along with all the counsel, trial judges, and
appellate judges be placed under needless
pressure? After these months of deferral, the
alleged right-to-know has somehow and sud-
denly become a right that must be vindi-
cated Instanter.

Would it have been unreasonable, since
the newspaper could anticipate the govern-
ment's objections to release of secret mate-
rial, to give the government an opportunity
to review the entire collection and determine
whether agreement could be reached on pub-
lication? Stolen or not, If security was not
in fact jeopardized, much of the material
could no doubt have been declassified, since
it spans a period ending in 1968. With such
an approach-one that great newspapers
have in the past practiced and stated edi-
torially to be the duty of an honorable
press-the newspapers and government
might well have narrowed the area of dis-
agreement as to what was and was not pub-
lishable, leaving the remainder to be re-
solved in orderly litigation if necessary. To
me it is hardly believable that a newspaper
long regarded as a great Institution in Ameri-
can life would fail tQ perform one of the
basic and simple duties of every citizen with
respect to the discovery or possession of
stolen property or secret government docu-
ments. That duty, I had thought-perhaps
naively-was to report forthwith, to respon-
sible public officers. This duty rests on taxi
drivers, Justices and the New York Times.
The course followed by the Times, whether
so calculated or not, removed any possibility
of orderly litigation of the issues. If the ac-
tion of the judges up to now has been cor-
rect, that result Is sheer happenstance.

1

Our grant of the writ before final judg-
ment in the Times case aborted the trial in
the District Court before It had made a
complete record pursuant to the mandate
of the Court of Appeals. Second Circuit.

The consequence of all thls melancholy
series of eventA Is that we literally do not
know what we are acting on. As I see it we
have been forced to deal with litigation
concerning rights of great magnitude with-

'Interestingly the Times explained its re-
fusal to allow the government to examine its
own purloined documents by saying in sub-
stance this might compromise their sources
and informaditia The Times thus asserts a
right to guard the secrecy of Its sources
while denying that the Government of the
United states has that power.

out an adequate record. and surely without
time for adequate treatment eIther in the
prior proceedings or in this Court. It is in-
teresting to note that counsel in oral argu-
ment before this Court were frequently un-
able to respond to questions on factual
points. Not surprisingly they pointed out
that they had been working literally "around
the clock" and simply were unable to review
the documents that give rise to these cases
and were not familiar with them. This Court
is in no better posture. I agree with Mx.
JUsTICE HARLAN and MR. JUsTIcE BLACKmUN
but I am not prepared to reach the merIts.'

I would aMrm the Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit and allow the District Court
to complete the trial abo'ted by our grant
of certiorari meanwhile preserving the status
quo in the Post case. I would direct that the
District Court on remand give priority to the
Times case to the exclusion of all other busi-
ness of that court but I would not set ar-
bitrary deadlines.

I should add that I am in general agree-
ment with much of what MR. JusTicE WHrrz
has expressed with respect to penal sanc-
tions concerning communication or reten-
tion of documents or information relating to
the national defense.

We all crave speedier judicial processes but
when judges are pressured as in these- cases
the result is a parody of the judicial process.

I1.

S 10411
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THE QUAGMIRE MTTH AND THE STALEMATE
MACHINE

(By Daniel Ellsberg)
In South Vietnam, the US. had stumbled

Into a bog. It would be mired down there a
long time.-Nikita Khrushchev to Ambassa-
dor Thompson. July 1962.

By middle of the First Indochina War,
French journalists, contradicting the gen-,
erals, *Vere telling French readers of a bog in
Indochina. Lucien Bodard's account of the
1948-1950 period-which looks quasi-pro-
phetlo today-was entItled Th* Bogging

Down," or In its American edition. The
Quicksand War.1 By the mid-I9CGQ Amer-
cans had similar stories to ten. The parallel
account was David Halberstam's The Makin,.
of a Quagmirc,2 published just as the real
buildup of American ground forces and air-
p)ower was beginning.

"Many people thought the title was too
harsh, more pessimistic than was warranted."
iHalberstam recalls. Within two years many
of the same people had come to find that
title just right. This Included some former
oMcials-Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.. for one.
and later Richard Goodwi and Townsend
Hoopes-who now saw the war, with Its
greatly Increased human and material costs.
reflecting good Intentions but wrong pre-
mises and offering lIAle promise of success.

For a great many, perhaps most Americans,
images of "quagmire . . . morass . .. quick-
sand . . . bog" dominate their perception of
America's relation to the Second Indochina
War. Along with the notion of "stumbling
in." these metaphors convey a particular.
widely-shared understanding of the process
of decisionmaking that has yielded a steadily
expanding American military Involvement In
Indochina.

It Is a conception that Arthur Schlesinger,
Jr.. has made precise, as we shall see below.
ItA Implications of lack of foreight, nware.
ness. or calculation nre not highly flattering
to past responsible officials but are at least
extensunting. They accord with the almost
universal presumption that the outcome of
the process-'in Schlesinger's words, "that
nightmare of American strategists, a land
war In Asia"-must be "a war which no
President . . . desired or intended," a war In
which "we"-Presldents and all-"find our-
selves entrapped."I

Yet the quagmire conception Is, it will be
argued here, a profoundly misleading one.
The factual premises on which it is based.
about what the President was told to expect
from various courses, are mistaken. On more
inferential matters, it suggests answers that
are probably wrong to the questions: What
did our Presidents think they were doing?
What was aimed at, what hoped for? What
was the causal role of inattention, bureau-
cratIc conflict, and overoptimism? With re-
spect to the future working of the decision-
making process, the "quagmire" notion is
likely to ylbld poor predictions, and poor
advice on how to bring about change.

For one critical decision period, at least-
the fall of 1961-information now publicly
available is sufficient to test, and indeed to
establish, these propositions. That is possible
mainly because of the revelation by the
"Kennedy historians" of much previously
concealed data relating to the decisions. For
few other periods are the public data relat-
ing to the decisions. For few other periods
are the public data comparably adequate.
Thus, until more such materials are made
public, readers who have not had official ac-
cess to them can only regard most of the
propositions presented here with respect to
periods other than 1961 as hypotheses. As
such, their implications, at least, can be an-
alyzed; and they can be tested to some extent
against the Judgments of others who have
had relevant governmental experience, as well
as against past and current events.'

Let us begin by examining the late-19G1
decisions in detail, as a test of Schlesinger's
"quagmire model," which is first defined.
Then we shall turn to the origins In 1949-
1950 of American military involvement In
support of the French, for clues to an alter-
native understanding of presidential mo-
tives, perceptions, and choices. One hypoth-
esis that seems to fit well many otherwise
puzzling aspects of choices over the entire
period from 1950 to 1968, and perhaps later,
is presented In the form of a "stalemate ma-
chine": a set of decision rules that Presidents

Pootnotes at end of article.

Source: Public Politics, Spring 1971.
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(four so far, going on five) have acted "as
If" they obeyed. After exploring some of the
patterns in policy and performance that
emerge from applying such rules to the prob-.
lem., officials have perceived in Indochina,
we wiUl return to the "quagmire model" to
consider why, flawed as it is empirically it
appears so plausible and appeals so strongly.

THE SCHLESINGER sQUAGMIRE MODM"

The precise implications of the "quag;
mire" notion for an understanding of the
policy process have been spelled out by Ar-
thur Schlesinger. Jr., in two much-quoted
passages, the first referring to the increases
in the level of military advisers in Vietnam
under President Kennedy in November 1961:

"This was the policy of 'one more step'-
each new step always promising the success
which the previous last stcp had also
promised but had unaccountably failed to de-
liver . . -1,

"And so the policy of 'one more step' lured
the United States deeper and deeper into the
morass. In retrospect. Vietnam is a triumph
of the politics of inadvertence. We have
achieved our present entanglement, not after
due and deliberate consideration, but through
a series of small decisions. It is not only idlo
but unfair to seek out guilty men. President
Eisenhower, nft er rejecting American military
intervetnt ion in 1951. set in motion the policy
of support for Saljon which resulted, two
President lat er, in American military inter-
vention in 1%5. Each step in the deepening
of the American commitment was reasonably
regarded at the limC as the last that would
be necessary. Yet, in retrospect, each step led
only to the next, until we find ourselves en-
trapped in that nightmare of American stat-
egists. a land war in Asia." -

With this dynamic "quagmire" model,
"step by step, each one promising success,"
Schlesinger purports to explain the whole
process that led from Eisenhower's support to
DIem in 1954 to American military interven-
tion in 1965. The model can as well be meas-
ured against the longer period from our first
direct military grants to the French in 1950
under Truman-Schlesinger curiously ne-
glects these Democratic roots-to the present.
Many would find it equally persuasive, com-
pellingly so, for the whole period.

It is an unusually satisfying abstraction. It
Is simple, even elegant. It sums up a long
series of decisions coherently to explain a
baffling outcome. It is unquestionably plau-
sible: almost surely more so than any simple
alternative drawing upon publicly available
evidence. So many of the gross, observable
features of our involvement are encompassed:
the gradualness; the public, sometimes clear-
ly genuine optimism; evidently surprising
setbacks followed by new commitments. And
It accords with the major, almost universal
presumption that the "nightmare" outcome
must have been as unforeseen even as a
strong possibility by those who made the
decisions leading toward it; or else they
would have drawn back, or warned the pub-
lic of the demands ahead.

As a generalized account of the important
decisions, and the consderations that led to
them, whIch increased American involvement
in Indochina. this explanation is marred only
by being totally wrong for each one of those
decisions over the last twenty years.

This is not to deny that these were months
and years in those two decades when ill-
founded optimism-whlch was publicly as-
serted almost continuously by officials to the
American people-actually ruled the minds
of most Insiders including the President. For
example, this was true during most of 1962; 1
likewise, parts of 1955, 1957, and 1967. But
none of these were years in which significant
new U.S. commitments were determined or
begun. Indeed, what needs explaining is not
how optimism led regularly to decisions to

Footnotes at end of article.

escalate-there is no such pattern, nor even
a major instance through 1968-but how
bureaucratic optimism developed after, and
out of, decisions to expand the nature of U.S.
Involvement. The latter decisions, as re-
vealed in internal documentation, reflected
desperation more than hope.

The specific years in which these new In-
volvements and new programs were chosen
and begun were without exteption periods of
crisis and pessimism, generally far blacker
than ever admitted to the public. Nor, in
retrospect, do the dark assessments during
these periods appear nearly so distorted or
unfounded as do, now, the moods of opti-
mism that regularly came later. In the actual
years of decision, the gap between estimates
and realIty--covering both the current situa-
tion and the prospects of the option actually
chosen-was relatively small, surprisingly
and creditably so.

Not one of these decision points, in fact-
1950, 1954, 1955, 1961, 1963, 1965 (see the dis-
cussion below)-fits Schlesinger's general-
ization to the.slightest degree. For not one
of them, viewed from the inside, is that de-
scription anything but radically misleading.m

That Is strikingly true of the very decision
that Schlesinger characterizes as typifying
tho "policy of 'one more step' ": John F.
Kenecty's decision to break ope-nly through
tho 1954 Genoval ceiling on U.S. military
personnel in South Vietnam, starting the
climb from under 1,000 to over 16,000
"advisors" and support personnel at the time
of his death,

To be sure, newspaper accounts at the
time of this episode of policymaking-whose
public aspects began with Kennedy's send-
ing General Maxwell Taylor and Walt W.
Rostow on a mission to Saigon-fully sup-
port. in retrospect, the "quagmire" inter-
pretation. But those accounts were mistaken,
based partly on official lies. Ironically, it is
Schlesinger's own account that reveals the
facts that contradict both these earlier,
"managed" Inferences and his own general-
ization. Because the phenomenon of decep-
tion is part of what is to be explained, let
us look first at the newspaper versions, then
at Schlesinger's report.

THE NOVEMBER 1961 DECISION

The day that General Taylor and his
mission left Washington for South Vietnam,
the New York Times headlined a story by
Lloyd Garrison: "Taylor Cautious on GI's for
Asia"; "Departs for South Vietnam-Hints
US Reluctance to Commit Troops."'

The story noted:
"Last week President Kennedy announced

that he was sending General Taylor and an
eleven-man mission to South Vietnam to
make 'an educated guess' about whether the
United States would be required to send
troops to stop Communist advances in
Southeast Asia. . . .

"Before he departed aboard a military jet
airliner, General Taylor, who is the Presi-
dent's special military adviser, was asked to
comment on reports that President Kennedy
was becoming increasingly reluctant to com-
mit United States forces to a fighting role
in South Vietnam. . . .

"General Taylor declined to speak for the
President, but declared: "Any American
would be reluctant to use troops unless abso-
lutely necessary."

"His remarks appeared to reflect a tend-
ency on the part of high Administration
sources to pull back from earlier warnings
of the possible use of United States troops
in the fighting."

James Reston, in a column from Washing-
ton dated October 19, declared that reports
aroused by the Taylor mission that "the
United States is about to plunge into the
guerrilla warfare of Southeast Asia . - .
should be take-aiwith considerable skepti-
cism, at least for the time being."

"General Taylor is not only a soldier but
a philosopher with a soldier's respect for

power and geography, and a philosopher's
sense of perspective. Accordingly he is not
likely to favor plunging bitherly..into a
Jungle war 7.000 miles from home where the
landscape and the logistics favor - the ene-
my....

"President Kennedy is not eager to add to
his problems in Germany by mounting an
adventure In Southeast Asia, and while ad-
ditional troops may be sent there to help
train and direct the defenders. General Tay-
lor has certainly not gone there to orga-
nize an invasion."

Over the next week, speculation continued
to focus on Taylor's conclusion 4s to whether
or not U.S. combat troops would be needed
in South Vietnam. Speaking at the airport
as he left Saigon, Taylor agreed that this
issue was "one of the principal things I have
been asked to look at," but kept his opinions
for the President.

"I am going back with my own impressions
of what might be done.. .Obviously I can-
not discuss what these recommendations
will be as they are primarily the property

- of my President and he will have to decide
what to do about it," General Taylor de-
clared.

- "I have great confidence In the military
capability of South Vietnnm to cope with
anything within Its border," hoewent on. and
to defend the country against conventional
attack." '1

On Novcpsb2r3, General Taylor returned to
Washingto'n, spoke to reporters at the air-
port, then saw President Kennedy for two
hours at the White House. The lead story in
the News York Times on November 4, by E.
W. Kenworthy, reported:

"On his return from a three-week mission
to Southeast Asia, General Taylor said that
President Ngo Dinh Diem had the 'assets'
available to prevail against the Communist
threat.

"The General declined to comment directly
on whether he would recommend sending
United States combat troops to stiffen the
Vietnamese forces in their fight against the
Viet Cong (Communist) guerrillas.

"However, when General Taylor was re-
minded at the airport that his remarks be-
fore leaving Saigon had been interpreted as
meaning that President Ngo Dinh Diem's
problem was not manpower, the general
replied: "That is correct. It Is a populous
country.'

"Officials said it was correct to infer from
this that General Taylor did not look favor-
ably on the sending of United States combat
troops at this time. . . .

Although some officials in the White
House and the State and Defense Depart-
ments are known to favor the dispatch of
American forces, there would be considerably
surprise here if General Taylor recommended
such a move.u

"Furthermore, the President Is known to
be opposed to sending troops except as a last
resort. . . .

"While opopsing the sending of American
combat forces, General Taylor is, understood
to favor the dispatch of necessary military
technicians and to propose intensified train-
ing of South Vietnamese elite troops in anti-
guerrilla warfare by United States Rangers."

On November 16. Kenworthy reported:
"President Kennedy has decided on the

measures that the United States is prepared
to take to strengthen South Vietnam against
attack by Communists.

"The measures, which received final appro-
val yesterday at a meeting of the NatIonal
Security Council, closely follow the recom-
mendations made by General Maxwell D.
Taylor, the President's military adviser. . . .

"The United States' plans do not include
the dispatching of combat units at this time.

"Officials emphasized that President Ken-
nedy and the National Security Council had
not foreclosed the possibility of sending
ground and air combat units if the situation
deteriorated drastically. The President, it was
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eaid, does not wish to bind himself to a
"never-position."

"However, the President and General Tay-
lor are agreed, according to reliable inform-
ants here. that the South Vietnamese Gov-
ernment is capable of meeting and turning
back the Communists' threat provided it
speeds the training of its regular forces, solves
the problem of mobility, develops a reliable-

intelligence system and adopts reforms In itS

military staff structure to free It from politi-
cal interference."

From this series of articles, based on "rell,
able, official" sources, uncontradicted by any
official, readers of the Ncw York Times could

only conclude that Taylor and Rostow. sent

over to Vietnam to evaluate the need for

combat units. had recommended against

sending such forces and had assured the Pes-

ident that the programs he adopted, which
did not Include combat units and which al-
legedly encompassed their recommendations,
were adequate to meet U.S. objectives.

This was the opposite of the truth.
What Taylor and Rostow actually recom-

mended was exposed to the public by Arthur
Schlesingeri own account, half a decade
later:

"The Taylor-Rostow report recommended
an enlargement of the American role. essen-
tially through the penetration of the South

Vietnawme s army and government by Ameri-
can "advisers," attached to Vetnamnc:O mili-

tary units of government offices and designed
to Improve the level of local performance.
Taylor and Rostow also recommended that
an American military task force-perhaps
10,000 men-go to Victnam. commissioned to
conduct .combat operations for self-defense
and perimeters security and, If the Vict-
namese army were hard pressed. to act as an
emergency reserve. The report concluded by
saying that this program would work only
If infiltration from the north were stopped
and that, therefore, should this infiltration
continue, the United States should consider
a contingency policy of retaliation against
the north, graduated to match the Intensity
of Hanoi's aid to the Viet Cong.

"Kennedy rejected both the northern stra-
tegy and the use of combat soldiers.-.-- .
He Increased the number of military ad-
visers." 1

Schlesinger does not seem to have noticed
what damage this account does to his prop-
osition just two sentences later concern-
Ing Kennedy's decision: "This was the policy
of 'one more step'-each step always promis-
Ing the success which the previous last step
had also promised but had unaccountably
failed to deliver."

He reports, after all, no promises what-
ever concerning the set of programs Kennedy
actually adopted, which omitted both of the
critical elements mentioned. "the northern
strategy and the use of combat soldiers."
And in fact, for what remained, no prom-
ises were made by Taylor and Rostow, or by.
anyone else.

The implications of this discrepancy are
obscured by Schlesinger's rather offhand
comment that Taylor and Rostow "also"
recommended-er as he put it elsewhere.
"even envisaged" ' sending an American com-
bat task force. Such phrases hint that this
proposal was presented as merely one among
many, perhaps as a tentative luxury that
could be discarded without affecting essen-
tially the prospects of an otherwise-adequate
strategy.

The fact is that Taylor described the send-
Ing of U.S. ground combat units as essential
if the U.S. were to reverse the current down-
ward trend of events. He reported that he

- did not, in fact, believe that the program to
save South Vietnam would succeed without
it. As Theodore Sorensen report., "Many be-
lieved that American troops were needed less

Footnotes at end of article.

for their numerical strength than for the
morale and will they could provide to Diem's
forces and for the warning they could pro-
vide to the Communist.""4
1 But If these were, as Sorensen describes
them, "speculative psychological reasons,"
Taylor and Rostow did not put them for-
ward lightly. The immediate problem they
found in Vietnam was "a double crisis of
confidence: doubt that the United States was
really determined to save Southeast Asia;
doubt that Diem's methods could really de-
feat the Viet Cong." r No alternative action,
Taylor maintained, could be so convincing
of U.S. seriousness of purpose and hence so
reassuring to the people and government of
South Vietnam and to her allies as the in-
troduction of U.S. forces. The Vietnamese
and Southeast Asians would undoubtedly
draw definitive conclusions, Taylor and Ros-
tow believed, in the coming weeks and
months concerning the probable outcome and
would adjust their behavior accordingly.
What the U.S. did or failed to do (i.e.. in that
period) would be decisive to the end result.

A force large enough to have the psycho-
logical elTects required, Taylor suiggested,
must be more thnn a bare token, and must
be capable of performing tasks of significant
value, Including (in Schlesinger's para-
phrase), "conducting combat operations for
self-defense and perimeter security and, If
the Vietnamese Army were hnrd pressed, of
providing an emergency reserve."'

6

Taylor underlined the urgency by making
explicit his recognition of an Impressive list
of disadvantages of the proposed move. These
included: an increased engagement of U.S.
prestige; the difficulty of resisting pressure to
reinforce the first contingent if it were not
enough (there was no limit to the possible
commitment, he warned, if we sought ulti-
mately to clean up the insurgents, unless we
attacked the source In Hanoi); and the risk
of escalation into a major war In Asia.

It was in the face of all these possible
drawbacks that he made his recommendation
to introduce a task force without delay-
made it on the grounds that a U.S. program
to save South Vietnam simply would not suc-
ceed without It.

Thus, the initial task force was presented
as necessary to success. Would it also be suffi-
cient? Certainly not in case of invasion,
which it might possibly provoke; In that
case, It was made clear, the initial 8,000-
10,000 troops would be no more than an
advance guard. But even short of that con-
tingency, the report emphasized that con-
tinued infiltration-which was more likely
than not-would require not only larger U.S.
forces, but the bombing of North Vietnam,
In Schlesinger's words:

"Taylor and Rostow hoped that this pro-
gram (i.e. including the Task Force) would
suffice to win the civil war-and were sure
it would if only the infiltration from the
north could be stopped. But if It continued,
then they could see no end to the war.
They therefore raised the question of how
long Saigon and the United States could
be expected to play by the existing ground
rules, which permitted North Vietnam to
train and supply guerrillas from across the
border and denied South Vietnam (sic) the
right to strike back at the source of aggres-
sion. Rostow argued so forcibly for a con-
tingency policy of retaliation against the
north, graduated to match the intensity of
Hanoi's support of the Viet Cong. that
"Rostow Plan 6" became jocularly estab-
lished in the contingency planning some-
where after SEATO plan 5,"

In the spring of 1981, for an audience
at the Fort Bragg Special Forces School and
later in public writing, Rotow had de-
scribed the "sending of men and arms across
internatiotsgl boundaries and the direction
of guerrilla war from outside a sovereign na-
tiol", s a new form of aggression, calling

for unilateral retaliation against the -ult-
mate source of aggression" in the absence
of international action." (Appare.ly the
major lesson Rostow and Taylor had learned
from the Bay of Pigs operation, wch took
place about the same time as Postow's
speech, was that Castro. or Khrushnhev, bad
the right to bomb Florida. and Washington.)

In a passage of his report later revealed
by President Johnson, Taylor foreshadowed
the "Rolling. Thunder" bombing campaign
that Johnson initiated three years later.
when Taylor was Ambassador to So-uth Viet-
nam:

"It Is clear to me that the time may come
in our- relations to Southeast Asia when we
must declare our intention to attack the
source of guerrilla aggression in Nors.h Viet-
nam and impose on the Hanoi Government
a price for participating In the current war
which Is commensurate with the danage be-
ing inflicted on its neighbors to the south."

Such were the views of President Ken-
nedy's most trusted military advise, whom
he had brought out of retirement and later
named Chairman of the Joint Chles of Staff.
Sent to Vietnam precisely to evaluate which,
If any, of several proposed schemes of U.S.
combat deployment to Vietnam woud be ap-
proprinte, Taylor came back to tell the Prexl-
dent his answer: The situation wa.; "serious
but not hopeless." I.e., not hopcel if and
only if the President promptly dm'patched
slaable U.S. combat units, with tre under-
standing that more troops, and bombing of
the North, would probably be required as
later steps.

The initial program, as a whole, was pre-
sented as adequate for the short run: prob-
ably inadequate for the long run. requiring
major additional measures; almost surely
inadequate for both long-run and short-run
aims without the vital element of the task
force, for which there was no convincing
substitute.

President Kennedy bought the program
minus the task force.

Nor was this rejection of the task force
because Taylor and Rostow were alone In
their advocacy of It. As Sorensen reveals,-
the Joint Chiefs of Staff had advocated a
commitment of U.S. ground troops to Viet-
namn (and/or Laos) as early as May 1961, as
had an interagency task force.? A.ter Taylor
return, the Joint Chiefs of Staff reiterated
this recommendation. Moreover., they sub-
scribed to Taylor's emphasis on it's urgency
and, among the whole shopping lst of pro-
posals, Its critical role. Moreover. In the first
week in November 1961, Secretary of Defense
Robert McNamara and his Deputy, Roswell
Gilpatric, strongly associated themselves with
the appreciation and recommendations of
Taylor and the JCS.

It must be underscored that there was no
haziness in Internal discussion about the
distinction between U.S. ground combat
units, on the one hand, and the mixed bag
of advisors, logistics, and combat support
troops, including intelligence, communica-
tions, and helicopter personnel, on the other.
These two categories were regarded by all as
posing very different risks and benefits: and
by October 1961, even prior to Tay'tr's trip. it
was regarded as almost a foregone conclusion
that the latter would be supplied.

Given the expectation prior to s'e Taylor-
Rostow Mission that at least the advisory
build-up and other measures short of troops
would be approved, and given the recommen-
dations he actually received. it seens likely
that the Preskient himself and his high-level
advisors regarded his rejection of the pro-
posal to 'sen combat units immediately as
his most, perhaps only significant decision
of the period (although, as such, it was suc-
cessfully concealed from ' the public). As
Sorensen puts It: "All his principal advisers
on Vietnam favored it," calling is the 'touch-

'stone' of our good faith, a symbol of our de-
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termination. But the President in effect voted
'no'-and only his vote counted."" Yt at
the same time the President voted "yes" to
a set of remaining programs which every one
of his advisors described as almost surely
inadequate in the light of his various "no's,"
and perhaps in any case: inadequate not
only to achieve long-run success but to avoid
further deterioration in the mid-term..

Why the President may have cast his pair
of votes this way is a question for later-and
more speculative--discussion; likewise, the
consequences of his doing so, and a critical
evaluation of such choices. What can be said
unequivocally about this description of the
alternatives and forecasts presented to Ken-
liedy, and of his choice, is that it flatly con-
tradicts Schlesinger's "quagmire" model. It
defines what is to be explained about the
actual decision process in terms quite differ-
ent from Schlesinger's.

There is no basis whatever for describing
the President in this instance as taking a
#.small step" because he was promised suc-
cess with It, or because it was "reasonably
regarded as the last that would be necessary."
What he was told was the contrary, and that
from virtually every source. His decisions, he
,a"s assured, held out the almost certain
prospect that new, larger steps, or else re-
treat, would present themselves as hard
choices in the not-distant future.

The "promise" of inadequacy of the chosen
measures was not limited to the Pentagon,
nor did It relate merely to the omission of
combat forces. Each agency had its own top
candidates for features of U.S. policy "essen-
tial" to success in Vietnam. Before the year
was out, the policy had given up pretensions,
at least temporarily, to maintaining any one
of these features.

Thus the State Department pressed polit-
ical reforms and "broadening" of the Saigon
regime ma "ersential": without these. it was
judged, even the full military commitment
recommended by the Pentagon would prob-
ably fall. In Saigon, the MAAG continued
to emphasize administrative and command
changes as "essential" to long-run success.

Both of these proposals had bureaucratic
opponents who argued that however useful
or even necessary they might be in the long
run, they were risky or "counterproductive"
in the short term: "rocking the boat," risk.
Ing the stability of the Diem regime or U.S.
influence on it needed for more pressing mat-
ters. Nevertheless. in contrast to the pro-
posed combat task force both of these sorts
of "reforms" were included in the programs
determined by Kennedy in mid-November
and pre.unted by the Ambassador to Presi-
dent Diem. 1ly December or January, both
had been, for practical purposes. abandoned.
Critical mea..ures urged by AID and CIA
met the same fate.

Advocates of short-run priorities had won
out bureaucratically, in the face of Dlem's
open resistance to these attempted "inter-
ventions." (Diem's intransigence and U.S.
lack of "leverage" were even more marked
than usual. reflecting embarrassment on both
sides that he was getting neither the bilat-
eral defense treaty for which he had pri-
vately asked nor the U.S. troop commitment,
for which Taylor had led him to hope.) Thus,
the new presidential prygr.srn for Vietnam
preserved the peculiar character of omitting
every feature emphasized by any U.S. agen-
cy-or by the Dem regime-as "essential"
to long'r-run succv-s.

The President, of course, had his reasons.
Many of them were good enough reasons,
even in retrospect. But they had little to do
either with optimism or inattention. For one
thing. John F. Kennedy. who had first visit-
ed Indochina in 1951 and had criticized the
French effort and U.S. intervention in the
Senate, was one of the few officials-George
Ball was another-who both knew the French
experience and could perceive it as a warning
even to Americans.

Moreover, by November, 1961. PresIdent
Kennedy-"hls skepticism deepened by the
Bay of Pigs experience and the holes in the
Laos report" 2-had bureaucratic lessons of
his own to draw upon. Both bodies of experi-
ence pointed to the same moral: the threat
of quicksand. Or, to change the metaphor,
as Kennedy did in a pithy remark to Sches-
Inger relating to Taylor's request, the risk
of addiction:

"They want a force of American troops...
They say it's necessary in order to restore
confidence and maintain morale. But it will
be just like Berlin. The troops will march in;
the bands. will play; the crowds will cheer;,
and in four days everyone will have forgot-
ten. Then we will be told we have to send in
more troops. It's like taking a drink. The
effect wears off, and you-take another."

"Yet"-the sympathetic historian is wrceQ
to record-"he felt obliged to ,offer a small
drink himself, and he increased the number
of advisers."

"More drinks were still to come. At the end
of 1961 there were 1,364 American military
personnel in South Vietnam; and the end of
1962, 9.865; at the time of Kennedy's death
In November 1963, about 15,000. This was the
policy of 'one more step'. . . ." W

Why? Why that small cdrink? Ignorance of
the risks of addiction is belied by Schlesing-
er's own anecdote of his conversation with
the President: belief that one small drink
was all that the doctor ordered, as Scheles-
iger's generalization implies, is belied by his
whole account. If the President was not will-
ing to do more than he did, why did he not
do much less? Why court both commitment
and costly failure?

TWO DECADES Or CHOOSING STALEMATE

It appears, in the light of internal docu-
mentation, that the elements of paradox
above apply virtually across-the-board to
major presidential Initiatives on Vietnam
over the last two decades. (This study, how-
ever. addresses decisions only through 1908.)
No more than in 1901 were the measures of
Increased involvement that were actually
adopted promised or expected to be adequate
"last steps" or, indeed, anything but hold-
ing actions, adequate to avoid defeat in the
short run but long shots so far as ultimate
success was concerned. This is true of each
of the major years of decision over that
generation:

1. 1950, when the first $10 million in cred-
Its were granted by the Truman administra-
tion to the French and Vietnamese efforts
against the Viet Minh (in May, a month
before the Korean invasion);

. 2. 1954, when direct entry into the war was
considered and rejected by Eisenhower, fol-
lowed by a gradually hardening commitment
to the support of Diem;

- 3. late-11. I:
4. 1963. the Kennedy decision to encourage

the overthrow of Diem;
5. 1965, the Johnson decisions to bomb

North Vietnam. then to deploy U.S. troops
In limited numbers to South Vietnam and
employ U.S. air support, then after mid-
July. to accept open-ended ground force
commitment;

6. 1968, when proposals to mobilize re-
serves and expand the war to Cambodia and
Laos were consIdered and rejected, followed
by "Vietnanization" and talks

In some of these years-e.g., 1954, 1961,
1965, 1968-certain approaches were pre-
sented by ther proponents as winning strat-
egies-and this reassurance that a "win"
was possible may have had some influence
on the climate of policy-making-but these
were never the options chosen. This fbct
underscores the perceived Inadequacy of the
courses actually adopted, which emerges

even more directly from intelligence esti-
nates at the 'tme; these estimates rarely

Footnotes at end of artile. .

endorsed even the optimistic claims made by
"operators" for the more drastic proposals
that were rejected. In other years-e.g., 1950,
1955-56-the policy followed was seen by all
as about the best available, yet offering
little promise of victory.

In fact, perhaps the most striking discov-
ery to be made by someone surveying the in-
ternal documentation for the first time
(probably approaching it with something
like the quicksand model in mind) is the
persistent skepticism about long-run non-
Communist prospects and about proposals
for improving them, a pessimism almost un-
relieved, often stark-yet in retrospect, cred-
itably realistic, frank, cogent-that runs
through the intelligence estimates. That is
true especially from 1950 through 1961, but
after as well.

As for policy analyses and proposals, as
distinct from intelligence estimates, one pe-
culiar format for major recommendations on
policy is so generally characteristic that it
might be called the Proposal Pattern, or more
suggestively (since these recommendations
came close to adoption, or were chosen, only
In crisis periods) the Desperate Proposal
Pattern. This takes the form, not (as the
quagmire model suggests) "Do this, because
it will work, or, work better, cheaper, faster,
or with less risk," but simply "Do this-be-
cause the alternatives are certain to fail-
and failure would be 'unacceptable, intol-
erable.' "

It is of the essence of the Desperate Pro-
posal Pattern (DPP) that these limited as-
sertions are all thcre is to it. There is no
mention, in particular, that the proposed ap-
proach Itself will work, with any degree of
probability. Although It is implied, and
sometimes stated, that the proposed course
might "succeed," in contrast to alternatives,
there is no mention at all of the probable
total scale or costs of the recommended pro-
gram or, even roughly, its probability of suc-
cess. or the consequences of failure.

fow could decision-making proceed on
such a basis? How could Preaidents, time
after time, tolerate recommendations being
presented in such a form, without pressing
for more Information?

To come this close to the fine grain of
official choices on Vietnam is to be con-
fronted with puzzles and doubts, to be mired,
Indeed, In uncertainties. What seemed clear
as one listened to speeches, or observed offl-
cIal actions, or compared the two, It less so
when files are opened, and concealed ac-
tions, official estimates, and internal argu-
ments emerge. Under the magnifying lens,
previously evident over-all patterns-like the
quagmire hypothesis-dissolve like the ca-
nals on Mars.

As Leslie 0elb sums up this long period, in
an important forthcoming paper: "

"The system worked. The story of United --
States policy toward Vietnam is either far
better or far worse than supposed. Our Presi-
dents and most of those who influenced their
decisions did not stumble step-by-step Into
Vietnam, unaware of the quagmire. U.S. in-
volvement did not stem from a failure t&
foresee consequences."

Almost regardless of his attitudes on the
war, a reader is likely to rise from a survey
of internal evidence baffled and troubled,
with the question on his mind: "How could
they?" How could four Presidents-Truman,
Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson-in the face
of estimates and program analyses and rec-
ommendations like these, so persistently
have chosen what were almost always pre-
sented at the time of decision as long shots,
almost surely inadequate in the long run,
potentially costly and risky, in favor either

. of measures purported to be more effective or
of lesser involvement?

Documentary evidence on the Internal de-
cision-making process is far from adequate
to answer the critical question of what con-
aiderations were salient to presidential atten-
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tion at a given moment. The President-
having no formal need to persuade a Al-
perior. to coordinate a proposal or to justify
a decision internally-puts much less down
on paper than other participants in the bu-
reaucratic process. Because of his overlapping
roles, he conceals or dissembles his own views
even more than other participants. except
selectively to his closest associates. They in
turn guard them closely, for reasons of
loyalty. their own access, and politics, even
when they later come to write "history."

In fact, certain general considerations cau-
tion the analyst/historian not to take the
mosaic of bureaucratic inputs to presiden-
tial decision as a close or highly reliable guide
to the President's own view of a matter, his
private expectations and aims.

First, the President mny, to some degree,
disbelieve the estimates. He may believe
that a pessimistic tone reflects a bins, or a bu-
reaucratic hedge. (Although in retrospect,
the intelligence analyses of the 1950s, and
to a somewhat lesser extent the 1960s, look
realistic, not vague or excessive, in their pes-
simism; they read well today.)

As for claims that measures he has de-
cided to reject or postpone are "essential,"
he may feel (often with justice) that this
language is largely a bureaucratic ploy, an
attempt to tie his hands or to make a record
as a future hedge.

Most Presidents probably acquire, fairly
quickly, some skepticism about assertions
that they "must" act immediately, or adopt
a proposal in full or on a vast scale, if they
are to Avoid disaster or have any likelihood
of success. They are likely to be drawn to
converting a program into a sequential deci-
sion. "buying time, awaiting information,
keeping options open." They can also claim
to be doing so, as a way of rejecting a pro-
posal without foreclosing its proponents'
hopes."

Moreover. as Richard Moorsteen has
pointed out to me, many Presidents, as suc-
cessful politicians. are likely to exhibit these
same traits for temperamental reasons as
well. A strong focus on the short run, a hope-
ful attitude toward one's future, a tendency
to put ofi painful decisions in the hope, and
with some confidence, that "something will
turn up" (to make the decision either un-
necessary, or easier): All these are part of
the typical make-up of a politician. A Presi-
dent, as Moorsteen puts it, will have at-
tained that office only by winning a long
succession of long shots; by the time he gets
there he is likely to have a strong belief in
his lucky star, a confidence that he can get
away with what looks like chance-taking
where others might not, confidence that
something will always turn up for him. A
Bay of Pigs experience comes to him as a
special shock; yet even that will probably
not erase the traits permanently.

These considerations go some part of the
way to explain discrepancies between the
President's view and choice and the estimates
and proposals pressed on him by his advisers.
But they cannot really bear the main weight
of explanation. To explain these actual dis-
crepancies almost wholly in terms of pres-
identIal operating straits or tempersment,
for example, would imply White House wish-
fulness, or a general exclusive focus upon the
short run, so extreme as to seem almost
psychotic. Rather. it is likely that the factors
above did work marginal differences in de-
gree in the President's thinking from that of
his advisers, but unlikely that they counted
for more than that. There is simply no evi-
dence that, in any instance, a President was
radically more optimistic than the expressed
appreciations of odds and possibilities pre-
sented to him: a conclusion which leaves us
still facing the earlier puzzles.

Thus, when all this is said, the stumbling-
Into-quicksand image cannot be revived when

Footnotes at end of article.

one looks at the internal record. Instead
one sees, repeatedly, a leader striding with his
eyes open into what he sees as quicksand,
renewing efforts and carrying his followers
deeper in, knowingly. Why? Presumably,
because he sees no alternative, and hopes to
find a way through, or because the alterna-
tives seem even more threatening. worse in
the short run. But what is the alternative
future that the DPP describes as "intoler-
able"? What is the failure so ominous that
it must be postponed at such costs. while
concealing its prospect from the public?

Looking only at the set of critical decision
points, one sees, not an unwary traveller
miring down imperceptibly, but a different
image: Eliza, fleeing across the broken ice of
the river, leaping from block to block as
each begins to slip. ... And the question be-
comes: What whips threaten, whaj, are the
hounds that bay on the departed shore?

In one .period, at least, 1949-1950, the
identity of the pursuers was in little doubt.
A close look at that decision point-when lack
of prior involvement screens out several of
the hyipotheses competing for attention
later-suggests answers to many of the ques-
tions raised so far.

1950 THE EDcE or' THE BOC
At the time an American President first left

solid ground behind to step into the Indo-
china War, the main pursuers to his rear had
known faces and names, and their accents
were American. The voices included those of
such Senators as William Knowand, Styles
Bridges, Kenneth Wherry, and Pat McCarran,
three "Asia-iirst" Republicans and a right-
wing Democrat, who denounced the China
White Paper issued by the State Department
on August 5, 1949, as "a 1.054-page whitewash
of a wishful, do-nothing policy which has
succeeded only in placing Asia in danger of
Soviet conquest." And even Arthur Vanden-
berg: "I think we virtually 'sold China down
the river' at Yalta and Potsdam and in our
subsequent official demands for coalition with
the armed Chinese Communists." 8 And
Richard Nixon, whose questioning of Alger
Hiss in 1048 had broken down the Hiss defense
and whose efforts were more responsible than
any others in bringing an indictment against
Hiss (and helped him defeat Helen Douglas
for the Senate in the fall of 1050 on the
theme of her "soft attitude toward Commu-
nism"). But also, a man who was to defeat
Richard Nixon a decade later-in part on the
charge that the Republicans had lost Cuba to
Communism-who was granted one minute
to address the House as follows on Janu-
ary 25, 1949:

"Mr. Speaker, over this week end we have
learned the extent of the disaster that has be-
fallen China' and the United States. The re-
sponsibility for the failure of our foreign
policy in the Par East rests squarely with the
White House and the Department of State.

"The continued insistence that aid would
not be forthcoming unless a coalition govern-
ment with the Communists was formed, was
a crippling blow to the National Government.

"So concerned were our diplomats and their
advisers, the Lattimores and the Fairbanks,
,with the imperfection of the democratic sys-
tem in China after 20 years of war and the
tales of corruption in high places that they
lost sight of our tremendous stakd-In a non-
Communist China.

"Our policy. in the words of the Premier of
the National Government, Sun Fo, of vacilla-
tion, uncertainty, and confusion has reaped
the whirlwind.

"This House must now assumes the re-
sponsibility of preventing the onrushing tide
of Communism from engulfing all of Asia."

Thus the Democratic Representative from
Massachusetts, John F. Kennedy.

Above all, by the spring of 1950 there was
the voice. f Senator Joe McCarthy, whose
sensational charges of Comnunlst Infiltra-
tion of the State Dqeatment began 18 days
after Has was ovioted in a second tal-

or two weeks after Secretary of State Ache-
son announced. "I will not turn my back on
Alger His"-with his speech in Wheeling,
We.st Virginia, on February 9. 1950.

"How can we account for our present
situationn" McCarthy was to ask laler, unless
we believe that men high in this government
are concerting to deliver us to disaster? This
must be the product of a great conspiracy on
a scale so immense as to dwarf any previous
venture in the history of man." "

Or more specifically, in a Senate speech on'
March 30, 1950:

"It was not Chinese democracy under Mao
that conquered China, as Acheson, Latti-
more, Jessup and Hanson contend. Soviet
Russia conquered China and an important
ally of the conquerors was this small left-
wing element in our Department of State." -

In less that nine months, criticism of "our
loss of China" had moved from condemna-
tion of our "wishful. do-nothing" policy to
discern a more sinister meaning in what had
seemed passivity. As Graebner paraphrases
the attack:

"United States policy failed, in short, be-
cause it had pursued the goals, not of this
nation, but of the Sovfet Union." 3

Meanwhile, in December 1949, Chinese
Communist troops had reached the borders
of Indochina. At that point, granted sanctu-
ary, supplies and expert advisers, it became
virtually impossible for the Communist-led
nationalist forces of the Viet Minh to lose
to the French. But for the same reason. given
the domestic environment in the U.s. de-
scribed above, it had become "intolerable"
to the Truman Administration that they
should win.

"The unfortunate but inescnpnble fact Is
that the ominous result of the civil war in
China was beyond the control of the govern-
ment of the United States. Nothing that this
country did or could have done within the
reasonable limits of- its capabilities could
have changed that result: nothing that was
left undone by this country has contributed
to it. It was the product of internal Chinese
forces, forces which this country tried to in-
fluence but could not. A decision was arrived
at within China, if only a decision by
default."'

There is a statement that might have sug-
gested itself, in every year from 1049 to the
present, as providing the format for explain-
ing a U.S. government decision to abstain or
extricate itself from involvement in Indo-
china. But it is doubtful if that thought ever
came to bureaucratic consciousness: the re-
ception of the China White Paper did not en-
courage it. The argument simply did not
"sell." even though its logic rested on the
facts that opposing forces in China were im-
mense and dynamic, no American troops were
engaged, and there was no real U.S. support
for their involvement. As Acheson has put it
recently, the conclusion above "was unpalat-
able to believers in American omnipotence, to
whom every goal unattained in explicable
only by incompetence or treason." ' What
the State Department learned then, and evi-
dently has never forgotten, was the number
of such believers, and their power to wreck
policies, administrations, . . . and careers.

In this atmosphere there was no im-
patience in the State Department to com-
mence the drafting of a parallel Indochina
White Paper. In Indochina the battle against
Communist-led guerrillas, whose ultimate
direction-here Acheson agreed with his
attackers--was seen in "the Kremlin," was
being carried by Western troops unquestion-
ably able and willing toutilize U.S. materiel.
No U.S. troops were needed, or desired: at
least, to avert defeat, to bring about a stale-
mate. On the other hand, temporary stale-
mate was about all that U.S. estimates offered
as the outoome of U.S. aid at that time: at
-least, in the absence of changes in political
strategy that France was extremely unlikely
to adopt. Yet the need was urgent; official
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estimates at the end of 1149 gave French
forces in Tonkin only six to nine more
months. lacking U.S. aid.

In February 1919. at the apparent initiative
of the new Secretary of SL-te, Acheson, the
NSC had recommended withholding supplies
already earmarked for China. Senator
Vandenberg argued suctcernfilly mmgainst the
move, even though he admitted that Coin-
munist victory seemed inevitable; "I decline
to be responsible for the last push which
makes it possible."-'M The aid continued; even
this did little to protect the administration
from its critics, yet it was becoming evident
that to have done any less would have been
still more risky, more ominously "question-
able."

A year later, the position of a proponent
within the State Department for withholding
military aid from our NATO ally. France,
thereby accepting full responsibility for its
prompt defeat in Indochina by the forces
of the Kremlin. would have been an isolated
one. And this despite the fact that estimates
at the time held out scant hope that France
would accept the politcal strategies that one
might give a significant chance of ultimate
victory.b

No matter how slim the probability of
"winning." there was little debate within
the government as to whether the open-
ended direct aid policy we commenced in
Myn 1950. with a first installment of $10
million, was worthwhile. It could (and did)
buy a stalemate: and the alternative was to
add the Democrats' "loss" of Indochina to
their "loss" of China. That was enough to
know. To postpone the loss of Tonkin beyond
the tenure of the Truman Administration
evidently seemed worth more than the several
billion dollars (and one must add, the French
and Vietnamese lives) that it cost.

What leads one to what would otherwise
seem a harsh and cynical interpretation is,
beside the fact of timing, the great difficulty
otherwise of explaining a decision directly to
involve ourselves in this struggle-against
what was perceived within the U.S. govern-
ment as a nationalist movement, Commu-
nist-led but with the support of the great
majority of Vietnamese people-especially
given the extreme pessimism of official esti-
mates concerning French prospects in the
long run, even with our aid. No more in
this first instance than In later ones did the
promise of the quicksand model apply: "one
small step promising success."

Moreover, other hypotheses on possible mo-
tives for accepting a long shot, plausible in
later periods, cannot apply here. In 1950, it
could not be said that we had to carry out
prior commitments or promises; or that our
prestige rested on earlier involvement; or
that, our own forces having been engaged,
we could not afford our own "military de-
feat."

The relevant events determining our re-
sponse had taken place outside Indochina.
They were the fall of China, following earlier
disappointments in Eastern Europe, the
Czech coup, and in general, the Cold War;
and the response of Republican leadership
to these events and to the stunning frustra-
tion of their 1948 electoral defeat. (Senator
Taft's decision to back McCarthy was an im'-
portant part of this response.) After these
developments, even had there been no prior
U.S. involvement in Indochina, "a commu-
nist victory in Asia that the U.S. might have
prevented" was sure to be read as a defeat
for the U.S., a culpable failure by the ad-
ministration, a basi, even, for charges of
conscious treachery.

The facts that involvement posed the
likelihood of greater costs in future, risks,
even, of major war with China or Russia if
the Chinese Communists should enter, all
uncompensated by significant promise of
eventual success: none of this outweighed

Footnotes at end of article,

the credible promise of intervention to "buy
time." i.e., to postpone defeat, and to avert
the political and personal consequences of
charges of "softness on Communism."

With the outbreak of the Korean War, fol-
lowed rapidly by public disenchant.ment
(and chiorpes that Achenon had even invited
It), the message of Republican victories in
the fall, and above all the entry of the
Chinese Communists into the war, all the
earlier motives were sharpened for "buying
time" in Indochina. But still not "at any
price." Despite the renewed judgment -that
the strategic stakes in Southeast Asia were
of the highest order, there was even less in-
terest than before in committing U.S. ground
troops to Indochina. The "Never Again Club"
in the Pentagon was in the process of con-
solidating. And controversy over General Mc-
Arthur's dismissal in April 1951 both mo-
bilized critics of administration policy and
publicized a premise already present earlier
in the attacks by the "Asia-first" Republicans
This was a belief that "victory" was not only,
as MacArthur emphasized, indispensable, but
that it could be had on the cheap, by a
patriotic and resolute administration: by a
combination of commitment to victory, un-
restrained use of airpower, and strong. sup-
port of Asian allies To have to employ U.S.
ground troops against Asians showed weak
strategy, incompetence, irresolution, or ne-
glect of potential Asian allied troops; to lose
an area to Communism marked either culpa-
ble negligence or treason.

Anyone who has witnessed from inside the
U.S. government decision-making on Indo-
china In such a period as, say, the autumn
of 1904 (perhaps the nadir of U.S. hopes re-
garding South Vietnam in the last decade)
will almost surely feel on reading accounts N
of the 1948-1954 period that he is learning,
at least, the genesis of many bureaucratic-
political premises of the later debate. Such
books describe the events that scratched the
minds of a generation of bureaucrats and
politicians.

Patterns evident today that become im-
mediately explicable from this history, in
career and party terms, include powerful
Inhibitions against:

1. Proposing "coalition" with Communists
(as Marshall was charged with doing In
China), or regarding local accommodation as
less than tantamount to Communist victory;

2. Pressuring an Asian ally toward "re-
forms," to the point of risking the charge
of weakening his confidence or political base
or military capability;

3. Regarding Communist adversaries as
anything but terrorists and aggressors
(though blessed with "organizational
skills");%

4. Withholding approval, indefinitely, from
military proposals for "victory through air-
power";

5. Strongly questioning the assurance,.
speed, or impact on U.S. Interest of an Asian
accommodatoro" to the Communists after
Communist victory in South Vietnam (the
"domino theory");

6. Appearing to "do nothing" in face of
a possible "loss to Communism" (whether
or not an action of any promise of effective-
ness is at hand); r regarding such a pos-
sible loss as anything but "intolerable." "

Thus. for example, in illustration of the
last point, an argument made in late 1964
and early 1965 for commencing the bombing
of North Vietnam by some who did not hold
out high hopes for Its effect on the North
Vietnamese efforts was that "even if it failed,
it would have been worthwhile; it would have
demonstrated our willingness to risk, to.
bloody our opponent, to go the last mile for
an ally. . . ." Demonstrate to whom? Al-
legedly, to foreigners: opponents and allies.
Yet the confident assurance-mocked by
events-that'Vueh benefits would outweigh
costs and risks seemed peculiar, even at the
time; unless one. noted that "doing some-

thing" to hurt Communist opponents, nn
matter how costly and unpromising, would
be strong protection against domestc charges
of culpable underestimation of a Communist
threat, or of defeatism, or even-fantastic
as these would have seemed before 190-
of literal treason.

Omclein writing rrach phranr's 'in internal
memoranda in 1964 had allmno!;t surely not
read Vandenberg's diary on his 1949 plea-
"I decline to be responsible for the lst push
. . ."-but its bureaucratic echoes had lasted
fifteen years. What had been lost to memory
was Acheson's counterargument, a.s expressed
at the beginning of 1950 with reference to
American involvment in the defense of For-
mosa: "The Chiefs again objected to the
involvement of American forces but proposed
some funds for military materiel and a fact-
finding mission. I objected to this toying
with the mousetrap. . . ."4 To a reader in
1971, that last comment appears almost stun-
ning in its cogency and prescience. Yet to an
impartial political scientist writing in the
mid-1950s, it marked an attitude and a set
of tactics that were simply "politically fool-
hardy":

"Now, it may be true that Chiang could
have been saved only by very large-scale in-
tervention by the United States 'beyond the
reasonable limits of its capabilities' (as Ach-
eson asserted in the 1949 White Paper.) But
it seems to be carrying logic in the.conduct
of foreign affairs to self-defcating extremes
to make that belief a justification for at-
tempting to block all substantial aid, in or-
der to cut American losses. By spending ex-
peditiously a few hundred million more oi
military aid, as the GOP requested, and by
sending as many military advisers as could
possibly be spared, the State Department in
1947 could probably still have forced the Re-
publicans to share public responsibility for
any later decision to cut the losses. . . . If
then the American public had shown a will-
ingness to press on, the rewards of victory
or even a stalemate would have been vastly
greater than was eventually the case in
Korea." I

There is the domestic political case for
"toying with mousetraps": even if the out-
come should be the "rewards of stalemate."
That was the lesson that stuck, for Acheson
and a generation of successors, when it came
to drawing morals for Indochina from the
debacle of China policy.

Of course, to point to domestic political
considerations -as of critical importance to
a particular foreign policy decision is not
to say either that (1) only such donmestio
concerns figured in the decision; or (2) do-
mestic and international-strategic factors
were independent; or (3) domestic consid-
erations were of only one simple sort, e.g.,
.winning the next presidential election. Let
us consider these points in reverse order.

Relevant aspects of domestic "politics"
that can be influenced by or influence a par-
ticular foreign policy include: the prospects
of passing a current legislative program (e.g.,
the Great Society program in 1964); the com-
position of the next Congress, with its Im-
plications for subsequent programs and
elections; a President's chances for renomi-
nation by his own party, as well as for re-
election (see 1968): the prospects of tumul-
tuous controversy during primaries and the
election campaign, with Its implications for
effective governing again. 1968); the future
of one's party (e.g.. the feasibility in the
1970s of creating a "new Republican major-
ity"): a President's reputation. his place in
history, and his own self-respect (thus. the
concern of both Johnson and Nixon not to be
"the first U.S. President to lose a war").

Each of these considerations interacts with
strategic concerns or with other matters of
domestic policy. No President, after all, be-
lieves that victory for himself or his party,
or the defeat of a particular opponent, Is of
no more than selfish interest to himself and
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his supporters: Important issues of foreign "The President told Mansfield that he had cia! Assistant Irenry A. Ki'-;inger has re-
and domestic policy anid concern are seen been having serious second thought about ported in numerous "bakgroinders":
nas dependent on these legislative and elec- Mansfild's argument and that he now nereed "If we had cionc in our first year what
torni outcomes. And a "humiliation" for an with the Senator's thinking on the need for . our Iouest critics called on un to do. the
American President is sen--especially by a complete military withdrawal from 13 percent that voted for Wallace would have
that President.. but not only by him-as in- Vietnam. grown to 35 or 40 percent: the first thing
evitably a setback for the prestige and in- "*ut I can't do it until 165-fter I'm the President ret out to do was to neutralize
finece of the United States as well. re-elected' Kennedy told Mansfleld. that fiction." ')

Moreover, to somewhat varying degree each "Prelidcnt Kennedy felt, and Mnnsfiold Sorensen's final comment s in Knnedy
one of th'ise post-war Presidents has been a agreed with him, that if he annomnced a to- (published in 195) on his Chief's Vietnam
"true believer" in the premises of cold-war tal withdrawal of American military person- legacy are not unduly upbeat, biut they need
policy that have figured consistently in their nel from Vietnnm beore the 1964 election,, interpreting. They begin:
rhetoric. And they themselves have contrib- there would be a wild conservatism outcry "lie could rhow little gain -in that situa-
xited crucially to making these premises in- against returning him to the Presidency for tion to pass on to his r.uccev.or. either in the
fluential factors in domestic politics, matters a second term. military outlook or the progress toward re-
of potential vulnerability for an incumbent. "After Mansfleld left the office, the Presi- form. His own errors had not helped.""
Thus. in their eyes, the imperatives of do- dent told me that he had made up his mind In this, of course, Kennedy does not suf-
mestic politics point in the same general di- that after his reelection he would take the fer by comparison with his two predecesors
reCtion as do their instincts of "What Is right risk of unpopularity and make a complete or his successor. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr..
for America." withdrawal of American forces from Vietnam. spans his account of the Kennedy term in

In the spring of 1950, although Indochina 'In 1965. I'll be damned everywhere as a The Bitter Heritage with the sentences: "In
was surely not prominent among the con- Communist appeaser. But I don't care. If I January, 1961 the Vietnam mess fell to a new
cerns of officials of the Truman administra-. tried to pull out completely now, we would American president . . . [in 19631 a new
tion, all the considerations above pointed to have another Joe McCarthy red scare on our President inherited the trouble." From the
one conclusion. sufficient to determine pol- hands, but I can do it after I'm reelected. President's perspective of 1961, was thigh
icy: "This is not a good year for this admin- So we had better make damned sure that I failure, or was it reasonable success? Just
Istration to lose Vietnam to Communism." am reelected.'" the same statements, after all, could be said

Nor was 1951. Or 1952. Korea. the Chinese There is no way, starting from O'Donnell's for the comparable milestones 1953. 1961,
Communists. MacArthur, an upcoming presi- understanding of Kennedy's views at this 1969. And in no case was this assessment at
dental election, all ensured that. time, to attribute either (1) the con- the end of a term worse than had been

Nor-for a new administration that had tinued buildup of advisers throughout most predicted internally-though this was not
come :o office on charges of Democratic "loss- of 1963, or (2) the encouragement of the revealed to the public-at the earlier mom-
es" and with loud talk of "rollback" and of Diem coup, or (3) Kennedy's continued ent the President had chosen to sustain
"unleashing" Chiang-was 1953 a good year avowals in 1963 of the domino credo and our and deepen the nation's involvement. Had
to abandon Vietnam; or. after 1954, South unswerving commitment, either to (n) in- any of them honestly expected more (ex-
Vietnam. . . . . attention or inadvertence, or (b) confidence cpt for intermittent periods)? If not-as

A decade after 1950, a new Democratic in subordinates' optimistic promises, or seems likely-what does this tell us about
President inherited the task, among others, (c) perception of "no alternative," due to the pressures driving these four Presidents,
that he had defined sometime earlier: "pre- the involvement or pledges of predecessors, about their alms and motives?
velniinj the onrushing tide of Communism or to international concerns. To go on with Sorensen:
from engilfing all of Asia." Nine months into Indeed. in the light of these revelations of "But if asked why he had increased this
his first year in office, he had experienced the the President's pessimis-m and intentions, nation's commitment, he might have sum-
Bay of Pigs. the need to seek a negotiated- there seems no way to read his measures in med up his stand with the words used
and probably unstable-aettlement In Laos, 1963 increasing or confirming national in- by William Pitt when asked in the House
Vienna. the Wall and Khrushchev's threats volvement in and commitment to the war in of Commons in 1805 what was gained by the
on Berin. and the resunption of Soviet ni- Vietnam, except as reflections of John Ken- war against France: 'We hare gained every-
clcar testing. After all this, John F. Kennedy nedy's judgment that 1963 was a worse time thing that we would have lost if we had not
found 1961, like 1950 and the years between, than 1965 for him to lose a war to Commu- fought this war.' In the case of Vietnam,
a bad tinme to decide to lose South Vietnam nists so that he would just have to keep it that was a lot." (Italics added.)
to CommunIsm. going till then. Specifically, that was-as John F. Kennedy

Likewise, most of 1962. Yet by that year's To be sure, "continuing a war" in Viet- had hoped in 1963 dr-a Democratic victory
end, the situation might have been seen dif- nam did not mean just the same thing in in 1964, although not for himself.
ferently. at least on the international front. 1963 that it did in 1965, or 1970, especially It does not seem enough.
The Cuban Missile Crisis had established for Americans. As O'Donnell pointed out to THE STALEMATE MACHINE
Kennedy's resolve, split further the Soviets me recently (February 24. 1971): "43 Amern-
and Chinese Communists, ended the Berlin cans had been killed in Vietnam at the time Although the data that have been dis-
confrontation and prepared the way for the of President Kennedy's death. We lost that cussed are adequate decisively to reject the

test ban. At the same time, Kennedy's White many in the last two weeks over Laos." (The Schlesinger "'quagmire model" of the gen-
House Chief of Staff, Kenneth O'Donnell, difference for the Vietnamese between the eration-long process of U.S. involvement,
has revealed, the mood of optimism about two periods, although significant, was con- they do not point conclusively to an alterna-
Vietnam that had set in during 1962 had siderably less.) tive. They do begin to suggest some answers
been drained for his boss by the end of the Nevertheless, as quoted by O'Donnell, Ken- to puzzles Identifiedearlier and it is time

year, and still more by the following spring. nedy did not even claim that he might avoid What follows s a discussion of a particu-
In O'Donnell's account.' seconded by Sen- or reduce the "McCarthy red scare" by post- lar "decision model-in the form of "presi-

ator Manseld, Kennedy had been disturbed poning it-"In 1965, "I'll be damned every- denial decision rules in Vietnam crises"-
in late 1902 to find himself agreeing with an' where as a Communist appeaser"-but mere- that does, given actual perception and prem-
unexpected argument by Mansfield that he ly that he could prevent it from interfering ises of Washington decision-makers, Imply
should stop sending more military reinforce- with his re-election. He proposed to do -s policy choices and executive performance
ments to South Vietnam and then withdraw by accepting two more years of U.S. involve- conformingin considerable detail to those
all U.S. forces from that country's civil war. ment, with its evident risks, unless he were actually obtainingat major escalation points

A continued steady increase of American "damned sure" to be re-elected, and perhaps between 1950 and 1968. (Presidential dcci-,
military advisers in South Vietnam, the Sen- even then-of later escalation, U.S. combat sion siniiand eclt. he nture of
ater argued, would lead to sending still more involvement, vastly increased American and s.ns significantly escalating the nature of
forces to beef tip those that were there, and Vietnamese deaths, and domestic disaster. U.S. Involvement have occurred, in fact.only
Foon the Amiericans would be dominating In crisis situations of Impending failure.)soo thea Ai sna cv wol bet domntingr All these risks were realized. Kennedy did That is all I can say for it, at this point.
tie combat in a civil war that was not our not live either to win the election or to leave I cannot prove, or even feel sure, that any
war. Taking over the military leadership and the war. Instead he willed the war to a Presi- particular President has actually cree his
fiartnd, w1d thVitamrar, Masield dent determined not to be the first to IFe decision problem and constraints in just
warned would hurt American prestige In one leaving an unchanged U.S. policy toward this way. Similar models but with differentAla nd woutid not help the South Viet- Vietnam to an insecure successor who had emphases can be equally consistent with therirthe; to stand on their own two feet, some reason to fear the political conse- data; see, for example, Leslie Gelb's papereither. quences-even at the hands of the dead Pres- cited earlier. The same might be true for

Impre'sed. Kennedy still did not change his dent's heirs. officIals, and supporters-of radically different approaches. however, none
public position on the need for U.S. sup- publicly abandoning it. that I have seen or considered explains so
port of Diem. But when Mansfield renewed (The risk that "losing" Vietnam would well so many characteristics of the availabletPe argument In the spring of 1963 the pose some risk from a faction within the data.Presi(entcallehimrIn privately, and 'Doa-'President's own party was one that Johnson One of these characteristics happens to. benell (a witness) reports: in 1964 shared with Eisenhower in 1954. Even the striking impression of the sadness of

Richard Niitfth has seen himself as facing the bureaucratic debate, in substance, tone.
Footnotes at end of article. ,'. comparable problems in 1909-1971, his Spe- and agency position, and of its relation to
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presidential choice. at decision points
throughout the twenty-year period. This is
in itself a surprising. if subjective, datum,
given the difTerences in circumstances-e.g.,
the steadily rising level of prior U.S. involve-
ment-and in the character of the several
Presidents.

The obvious difTerences bcvtween adminis-
trations do not, after all. seem to have made
much difference in Vietnam policy; at least..
so far as concerns a determination to stay
in Vietnam. to do what was necessary at
any given time to avoid losing. and not, at
that time, much more. (As Morton H. Hal-
perin has pointed out, this does not mean
that a permutation of the sequence of actual
Presidents would have made no difference at
all: for example. if Lyndon Johnson--or still
more. Richard Nixon-had come earlier than
he actually did. escalation might well have
started sooner and gone further.) This same-
ness suggests that a single, perhaps com-
plex. hypothesis might cover the whole set
of decisions with more validity than a set
of purely ad hoc explanations. (To this de-
gree, one sympathizes with Schlesinger's ap-
proach.)

In any case. it appears that an appropriate
abstraction of elements of the initial 1950
decision to intervene-despite the lack of
major prior coninitminent or involvement-fits
very well all the major subsequent decisions
to escalate or to prolong the war, at least
through 1968 and probably beyond.

We have already seen one presidential rul-
ing at work both in 1950 and 1961: "This is a
bad year for inC to lose Vietnam to Commnu-
ntsrm." Along with some rules on constraints
(see below), this amounts to a recursive for-
mula for calculating presidential decisions
on Vietnam realistically, given inputs on al-
ternatives. anytime from 1950 o). The mix
of motives behind this judr-ment can vary
with circumstances and Presidents. but since
1950 a variety of domestic political consid-
eratim:.s have virtually always been present.
These have been sufficient underpinning in
those years when (unlike, say, 1961) "stra-
tegie" concerns were not urgent.

In brief: A decade before what Schlesinger
alls Kennedys "low-level crisis" in South
Vietnam. the right wing of the Republican
Party tattooed on the skins of politicians and
bureaucrats alike some vivid impressions of
what could happen to a liberal administra-
tion that chanced to be in oflice the day a
red flag rose over Saigon.'4

Starting in early 1050, the first administra-
tion to learn painfully this "lesson of China"
began to undertake-as in a game of Old
laid-to pass that contingency on to its suc-

cessor. And each administration since has
found itself caught in the same game.

Rule I of that game is: "Do not lose the
rest of Vietnam to Communist control be.
lore the next eleccfion."

But the rules do not end with that. There
is also-ever since late 1950, when Chinese
Communists entered Korea-Rule 2, which
asserts among other things: "Do not com-
mit U.S. ground troops to a land war in Asia,
either."

Breaking Rule 2 (which has some further
clautes will not expose one to the charge of
treason. but otherwise the political risks-
loss of electoral support, loss of Congress, loss
of legisative program. loss of reputation-
are about the same. And many of the very
same pursuers who would be howling and
pointing at the scent of a violation of the
first. rule would be among the pack chasing
a President who proposed to ignore the sec-
ond,

It sp happens that a factional attitude
.within Congress or the public of intense
appreciation of U.S. stakes in a non-Com-
munist Southeast Asia does not go with a
willingness politically to support costly or

Footnotes at end of article. -

risky or domesticnly unpopular measures to
protect those stakes. On the contrary, it tends
to be coupled precisely with a determination
to oppose and punish many such measures
(in company with those who do not believe
the stakes are all that important), because
it is typically part of a philosophy asserting
such efforts to be both unnecessary-to a
patriotic and resolute administration willing
to rely on Asian allies and the threat or use
of U.S. airpower-asnd dangerous to the econ-
omy.

Suppose. then, an administration fears
attack by or needs the support of the par-
ticular faction that holds these attitudes
(which is suspected of being able to mobilize
a much larger following on these issues in
a crisis). What if the President is informed
that he cannot avoid enraging that faction
by losing part of Southeast Asia in the near
future to Communist control, except by an-
tagonizing other major groups (and perhaps
it is well) by committing troops, or mobiliz-
ing reserves, or risking war with the Soviet
Union or China?

In that case, the President is in a bind.
The Indochina Bind.

That dilemma is all the more certain to
recur because of some other politically-
derived premises that constrict policy. One
of the sacred beliefs, inherited from the late
1940s, that any U.S. omcal must appear to
share (and probably does share) is that
toleration of an overt Communist Party in a
less-developed country, or a provisional or
coalition government Including Communists,
must inevitably lead to total Communist
domination. Any prospects of these develop-
ments. then, are proscribed under Rule 1.

But that means that acceptable U.S. long-
run aims for South Vietnam must be quite
ambitious: the total exclusion from national
power of the Communist Party;. the assur-
ance indefinitely of a totally non-Communist
regime.

These were internally-stated U.S. goals un-
til at least 1969; lest they appear too ambi-
tiotms or interventionist, they were rarely
spelled out publicly, and the public position
was ambiguous. It is not clear yet-and ap-
pears doubtful-whether recent changes in
public formulae correspond to genuine oper-
ational changes in the outcomes perceived
as "tolerable."

U.S. intelligence analyses have generally
recognized that in the face of the actual
strength of the Communist Party of Viet-
nam, such goals could not be achieved-
without major U.S. involvement indefinite-
ly-by the sort of narrow, conservative, for-
eign-oriented, anti-Communist, authoritar-
ian regime. (supported mainly by Catholics,
the Army, bureaucrats, and the rich) that
alone among Vietnamese political elements
was willing to pursue such an aim. Hence,
for the long-run goal of an acceptable out-
come at an acceptable cost to the U.S., civil-.
ian analysts have regularly stressed "reform"
and "broadening" of the Saigon regime.

But this runs into another sort of blind.
For even proponents of those political
changes admit that such a "broadened" gov-
ernment, or even U.S. pressures to achieve
it or reduce the influence of the Army, would
increase to some degree the risk in the short
run of 'instability"-coups, chaos, military
weakening, governmental paralysis-and
thus quick Communist take-over. Thus any
measures-U.S. "leverage," political strate-
gies, genuinely "revolutionary" social-polit-
ical approaches, broad-based regimes-to
achieve such long-run aims conflict directly
with Rule 1. and perhaps with Rule 2 as
well. The rules have always won out.

It follows that in those periods when major
U.S. policy innovations have actually been
determined, long-run success at acceptable
cost, if attainable at all, has been perceived
to depend either 'oli U.S. rnllitary measures
that ,involved high domestic risks-unless
they wee sure to be' quickly successful,

which could not be guaranteed and which
Presidents tend to doubt-or upon political
strategies in Vietnam that posed the equally
high domestic political ri'ks of short-run
instability and failutre in Vietnam.

The standard resolution at such moments
has been simply to turn away from long-
run aims and the measures assocIated with
them, to concentrate almost exclusively upon
the aim of minimizing the short-rnn risk
of non-Communist collapse or Crimmunist
take-overs. To this end the policy relies heav-
ily on means that do not raise domestic
apprehension and opposition, but it also in-
cludes those types of instruments "restricted"
under Rule 2-their acceptability roughly
in the order listed below-judged by the
President minimally necessary to this short-
run aim.

Rule 2 (extended) : Do not, unless needed
to satisfy Rule 1:

1. Bomb North Vietnam;
2. Commit U.S. combat troops to Viet-

nam;
3. Commit U.S. combat troops to Laos or

Cambodia;
4. Mobilize reserves;
5. Destroy major cities in North Viet-

nam;
6. Institute wartime domestic controls;
7. Take major risks of war with Soviet

China or Communist China;
8. Invade North Vietnam;
9. Use nuclear weapons.
Strong political inhibitions against initiat-

ing such "restricted" measures are revealed
by the prolonged unwillingness of any ad-
ministration to introduce any of them un-
til needed to sustain Rule 1: i.e., to prevent
defeat in Vietnam before the next election.
The President himself must be persuaded
that they are essential for that purpose;
this is usually long after their use has been
urged by others. Indeed. most of these meas-
ures have never yet been used. Although

.'most of them have been considered or rec-
ommended at various times, often on the
.more-or-less plausible grounds that they
were essential, or highly important, to
achieving real "success," Presidents have not,
in fact, been willing to adopt any one of them
unless and until it was judged essential to
avoiding short-run defeat: I.e. to restore a
stalemate.

A general presidential tendency to preserve
flexibility, or to focus on or value only short-
run consequences, or to economize on means,
could not explain the strength and speci-
ficity of these inhibitions. Nor have Presi-
dents been strictly indifferent to longer-
run prospects, or to the possibility of "vi-
tory." The chosen policy usually employs far
more in the way of "nonrestricted" instru-
ments than is needed merely to avoid defeat.
These include: non-U.S. ground forces; com-
mitments and assurances to allies, warnings
to opponents; clandestine activities; econom-
ic and military aid; advisers; combat, logistic,
mobility, and air support (even to allied in-
vasion forces).

Moreover, once a "restricted item" is first
used to avoid defeat, its use may be great-
ly expanded In pursuit of ultimate "success":
thus, Johnson's use of U.S. ground troops in
South Vietnam and bombing of "military tar-
gets".in North Vietnam and Laos, after they
had been introduced in 1965 to avoid im-
minent defeat. Yet even in the optimistic

-mood of 1967 and despite the urgings of
his military commanders that new means
could bring a "win," Johnson resisted going
further down the list-e.g., to drop all White
House controls on the target list in North
Vietnam, or to invade Laos or Cambodia, or
mobilize reserves-in the absence of an
urgent need to avert failure.

After March, 1968, de-escalation was sub-
ject to limits similar to those earlier for
escalation; again, choices had the desired ef-
fect of avoiding short-run collapse. in this
ease, on the U.S. domestic front: in other
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words. once more "buying time" rather than
winning or losing; buying stalemate; pro-
longing the war.

Many of the paradoxicl features of U.S. es-
calating decisions as seen from the inside-
the 'discrepancies" noted earlier between
chosen policies, on the-one hand, and internal
predictions, recommendations and long-run
aims on the other-can thus be seen to re-
flect conflict between domestic political re-
quirements on outcomes and domestic poli-
tical constraints on means.

A peculiar effect of a strong domestic poli-
tical ingredient in policymaking in greatly to
enhance the salience and importance. of
short-run considerations. There are always
a legislative program and presidential tip-
pointinents to get through Congress this year.
nd C ngreasional elections no inter hanit

next year. even when a presidentini eietion
is not.. ele at hand.

It. so happens that. in Viecnamin policy
alternate ives h:ive not allowed Asubtle adjust-
ment of long-term md short-term consid-
cral ions. which appear in sharp conflict. The
President is challenged, in effect, to pursue
one or the other. Thus, the long-run aim
of a .self-sufticient and relatively democratic
South Vietnam not entirely dominated by
Communists seems to demand an npproach-
e.g.. a regime based on Southern, civilian,
nationalist, and non-Catholic religious lead-
ership, drawing peasant and union support-
that poses relatively high risks in the short
run of governmental collapse or of "accom-
mnodation" to Communists. To decide that.
short-run interests fre very important is to.
bins policy namost entirely toward a short-
run orientation: away from such approaches
ns that above, whatever their long-run
merits, toward policies whose only advantages
lie In their higher degree of U.S. control and
security against short-run "disaster."

Thus, among the consequences of apply-
ing Rules 1 and 2 to policy choices, as of-
ficials have perceived the alternatives in
Nietnam, are several of the -patterns ob-
served earlier:

1. Chosen policies appear from the inside
as oriented almost exclusively to short-run
considerations; evidently ignoring or trad-
Ing off very large differences in predicted
long-run costs, risks, benefits, and prob-
ability of success in pursuit of small reduc-
tions in the short-run risk (tacitly, of "los-
ing" South Vietnam prior to the next elec-
tion).

2. Chosen programs are predicted intern-
ally to be inadequate-or at best "long
shots"-either to "win" or even to avert de-
feat in the long run (in contrast to public
statements, and to somerecommended poli-
cics that pose higher short-run domestic
risks).

3. Actual policies emphasize predomi-
nantly military-rather than political-
means, aims, considerations, and executive
responsibility, on both the Vietnamese and
Americans sides, for reasons of short-run
security.

4. The U.S. supports-intervening as
necessary to Instate or maintain-a narrow-
bMcd, right-wing, anti-Communist, "pro-
American." authoritarian (since 1963, es-
sentially military) regime in Saigon, with
heavy Northern and Catholic influence: de-
spite its inability to win wider support for
lonri-run sef-sufficiency.

All of these features combine to give
American policy its peculiar appearance, seen
from inside, of being dedicated to preserving
a Etatemate, at ever-increalang levels of
viocnce.

Moreover, at least three other characteris-
tics of U.S. government performance, not dis-
cussed earlier, correspond to the Implica-
tions of this decision model: lack of "lever-
age," lying, and self-deception. Let us ex-
amine these in turn..

The notable weakness of U.S. Influence on

the polieles, either political or military, of its
principal ally-first the French and then the
OVN-despte near-total dependence of the
allyon U.S. support to pursue the war, fol-
lows directly from the U.S. political impera-
tives.

Rules 1 and 2 together led us, from 1950 to
1966, to accept the role continuously of
adviser and supporter to another government
carrying the responsibility for administra-
tion and fighting-even when our limited
role seemed to risk imminent defeat of the
non-Communist efforts. From time to time
in those fifteen years, administration leaders
would point out publicly of the ally we were
aupporting: "It is, after all, their fight." Butt
these ofilcials' private perceptions would have
been better expressed: "In view of our strnte-
gic (and 'domestic political) interests, it is
our fight nl right, but they hnve got to fight
it for us; because if they don't, we might
have to. and that would be nearly na bad a

-lonintg."
Oven the domestic political constraints

embodied in Rule 1, U.S. leaders saw the
avoidance of Communist take-over of nll of
Vietnam as of very considerable importance,
both internationalI-y and domestically. Yet
for the same reasons as reflected in Rule 2,
they had to hope urgently they could induce
others to do the fighting, and take the respon-
sibility for the failures and the casualties,
leaving us only with the burden of dollars,
material, and advice.

This "bargain"-first with the French, then
with the GVN-has always seemed in danger
of breaking down, facing the current admin-
istration with the loss of South Vietnam or
with a necessity to take over the combat our-
selves. Hence, our officials rarely felt they
could afford to strain the bargain by "pressur-
ing" our ally into fighting better or differ-
ently, or into taking political measures to
which it was, in fact, adamantly opposed,
even when we suspected that such changes
were critical to success. In effect the U.S. had

-no leverage to use, despite the intelligence
perception that the military-political chal-
lenge of the Communist-led forces would al-
most surely grow, and the ability of the ally
(French, then the GVN/RVNAF) to meet it
would decline, unless these changes did occur.

Meanwhile, as an essential part of the bar-
gain with our ally-serving to keep it in
power, fighting-high U.S. officials provided
verbal and symbolic encouragement and evi-
dence of U.S. concern and commitment. This
came "cheap" in terms of current demands
on the U.S. public. But it was making ever
more certain the provision of U.S. combat
forces if that became essential to holding
Vietnam.

To convince the OVN (and its Vietnamese
critics and rivals)-in lieu of sending U.S.
troops immediately-that we would do
"whatever necessary" to support them, the
administration had to say so publicly, and
to assert that major U.S. interests were at
stake; likewise, to warn HanQi's leaders and
deter them from pressure. N

On the other hand, to get sizeable enough
sums of money out of Congress. these offm-
cials had to say, again, that major U.S. in--
terests were at stake, implying that even ma-
jor commitments would be justified; but at
the same time suggest that there was very
little likelihood that these programs would
lead to U.S. combat involvement. The only
way in which these requirements could be
harmonized was to profess, at any given time,
great optimism for the results of the GVN's
performance it the U.S. aid were sent (com-
bined with pessimism, and the prospects of
major losses for the U.S. if it were not)..

Here, then, is the explanation for the news
management recounted earlier. Deceptive
gamesrwith Congress and public are played
for serious stakes. The President's resolution
of the &tInflictIng demands and constraints
upon him called for suppressing any indiea-
tion4 of possible inadequacy of the programs

he proposed. The penalty f'r frankness could
be to ally against his programs those who
might conclude thcee were not worth at-
tempting at all, and those who would con-
demn him for not doing much more. Yet the
latter could be expected to oppose him if
he did ask and do much more, unless he won
quickly, which he did not expect: and the
former would desert him if he took their
advice, and lost Vietnam. Honesty, it ap-
peared, would only earn him opposition
whatever he did, and sooner than otherwise.

But in this cane, internal analyses, esti-
mates, reports, planning, recommendations,
all indicated that in a whole variety of ways
these program were inadequate. Thus all
these doctimentA and opinions had to be con-
cenled, by secrecy autL deception,

In ahort, the loblic is lid J to: about what
the PrersieiAt.' decision is, what advice he
rejects. whnt lie wn told to expect, what he
for:ean nndl intentin for thn future.

When he ecides to Fo Alfw and nnil,
na in November 1IDG, th fact that much
more wan considered and recommended is

uppreafed lest douihts he rained on the
meaningfulness of the program. James Res-
ton's remark at the outset of the Taylor mis-
sion that Taylor was not a man who would
"blithely" recommend committing U.S. com-
bat units to a jungle war was presumably
right likewise Taylor's own comment that
"any American" would be reluctant to do so
"unless absolutely necessary." Nevertheless,
that Is what Taylor did recommend. The fact
that he did so, therefore, carried an impor-
tant message about the seriousness of the sat-
uation, and the prospects of the lesser course
the President chose. To suppress the fact of
this recommendation, as the President chose
to do, was to conceal this information. And
for officials to lie to reporters about Taylor's
views-which were shared by Rostow and the
JCS. and initially at least by McNamara and
Gilpatric-was to convey the opposite, un-
trite impression.'

By the same token, when a President
finally decided to go in big, the schedule and
total commitment were concealed, with in-
crements-actually programmed in advance-
being announced as if based on a sequence
of ad hoc decisions on "small steps," lest
public fears be aroused on the costs of the
program, and the ultimate risks and com-
mitment. This was the nature of the "public
Information" program associated with the
early bombing campaign against North Viet-
nam, the build-up of troop levels to 75.000
in the spring of 1965, and the open-ended
build-tip of troops to 175.000 and beyond,
determined in July 1965 (the latter after
an announcement of mobilization had been
tentatively decided on and drafted-by me,
for one-then abandoned).

One pertinent effect of this information
policy was that it considerably distorted the
public view, then and later, of what the
President thought he was getting us into,
what he thought of the chances and the
relevant goals, and just what was in the
inner pages of the contracts Congress and
the public were being asked, implicitly, to
sign.

From such a mistaken understanding of
this and the other choices, bad predictions
and prescriptions must follow. It leads to
wrong questions and wrong inferences about
presidential motives, and about what
changes in his calculations and in the pres-
sures on him might influence his choices.
It could lead, for example, .to the inference
that "the only thing we have to fear is
(presidential) hope": when, in truth, un-
realistic presidential hopes were not a promi-
nent factor in any major decisions to press
onward.

Thus those who keep secret the past
condemn us to repeat it.

Footnotes at end of artile.
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Yr-A.ATtO(t, rYA-.r. D: TIM. QuAGMIT.
MAC1INV,.

Both of the deceptive practices noted above
hear on the question: Wiy i-I ihe qutgmre
niodel. flawed as It is, so plaitible to the
public eye?

Part of the answer is that Presidents
choose to foaler to a misleading iegre ini-
pressIons tiat their Viet nam d cision-mr-ak
ing is subject to a "qitcksnd process." They
do this despite a nuimbor of uifavorable
itplicetions: "Indcu-ri dce": itnrrance; iI-
attention: lack of Presidential control; lack
of realistic planning: lack of expertise;
over-ambitiois s-ams for mns-s ssed: over-
optimistic expectations. They choose to en-
couriage. ultimately, these particular criti-
cisms becaitae either a dIffercnt substantive
policy or a more accurate puhc le uiderstand-
ing of their actual policy seen-s to their to
poze cvii cresier dtsavat ages and risks.

All very caletilated. this. Itut. It turins out,
this positre of secrecy and deception toward
Congress id +he publtc. nittained over
ttle. thies its internal toll. Ironically, one
price is that all of the atvo imputed flaw-s
attd tlitmtionS Itnraslnt vdo characterizre
the executivPe dcc'otu-m'ing process. Anrd
for a inier of reasons, as the chosen
policy iceins to h itcnlelented, internal
optratiot:t rtporting. pregra in nailyses, id
liesh-lovelt\jS e iti ona(s 'ornadiutalv drift in
the <dlree tte of hue pbitlic optimsmt ex-

ir ii . :ttt lvfrom lie outlet,
Tlitht; roil ho-e - ill-founied liopes-tol-

luw i:trti u111)1 ithe ertis choices. eventtually
replacing itphoi v ttiInvalid niitiim with
giuntm i.id ot imistn.

A'n. the alt-r-tth of the Novemtber
Itt1 decision I ,t1 vocal. Schlcsinger reports
t w ll: hie strikinu:t move to optitnst- in

otital expect at ionI i19"2, a reversal which
the public tmsread as vindicatioi- of earlier
esii:nates." U.S. ccmnbat troops. it. was now
nppetrin. had nos been essentiall" after
a. (if thie Pr-sidetnt had. Indeed. suspected
tha etriier. he was the only one who seemed
vindicated.) Butt to recriminaions blossotmted
in this atmombhere; only mutual cotgratu-
latios that the long shot was paying off.

Roger Iilsman reports a meeting in Hono-
lulu in April. 53. at which, -

"General Hiarkins gave uts all the facts and
figures--the cn-ber of strategic hamlets es-
tabishel, number of Viet Cong killed, op-
erations initiated by government forces, and
so on. Ife could not, of course, he said, give
Sny guarantees. but he thocieht he could say
that by Christmas it trould be al over. The
Secretary of Defense was elated. He reminded
me that I had attended one of the very first
of these meetings, whent it had all looked so
blcc.-cnrd tza had been only a year and

Why the fast tutrn-aroundi? For several
reasons. none peculiar to this case. First, the
new procra:ns had been accompanied by new
oMcias directed to carry them to success.
Ignorant of past estiniates and curent reali-
ties in Vetnam, they had no strong reason
to assume that the ta-ks they had been given
were infea-bte with the means at hand. And
they ochcy learned that W ashngton tended
to re.y on report:g up through the chain
of operational command whbih is to say,
their performance in their jobs would be
evaluated by their own renorts of "progress"
in tlceir re-aec.:vs fields. As an Amercan di-
vimon conmnandcr told Ole of his district ad-

-er. who msisted on reporting tile per-
sitient presence of unpacifoed VC hamlets in
his area: "Son, you're writing our own report
card in this country . Why are you failing
us?' "

rven when this did not lead to conscious
dishetnesty at the higher levels in Sagon, it
created a bias toward accepting and reporting
favorable information from subordinates

Footnotes at end of article.
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nnd Vietname'o "counterparts," neither of
whom failed to notice.

Thus, it was more mechanism than coin-
clioette that In 1962 and ealy 1963,

"The strategy of unconditional support of
Diem combined with tlhe military adviser sys-
tem seemed to he working-or so at least the
senior American oMials in Sagon assured
the President.' tP

Sucit assurances said nothing more nor less
than that the two officials themselves were
working' -succeeding-in the precise two

progrants they had been sent by Kennedy rer
spetivel to an1 age.

"Ngo Dinh Nhu mnade the strategic hamlet
program his personal project and published
glowIng reports of spectacular success. One
might have wondered, whether Nhu was just
the man to mobilize the idealism of the vil-
lages: but Ambassador Nolting and General
Iiatkins listened uncritically to his claims
rnd pti mred them bCk to Wis1hinitlton as
facts, where they were read with elation.'

One alight also have wondered-but no one
even seemed to--whether Nhu was just the
man uniquely to report upon "his personal
project"; or whether Nolting was just the
man to report the effects and value of re-
assuring Diem and Nhi, or Harkins the suc-
cess of the military adviser system, their own
respective personal projects.

Dut to emplhastze exclusively subordinate
bureaucratic influences in tils process of
Internal sel f-d'reeption wmild h o really to
nderrtto the Impact of ihe President Win-

eelf, anl of bits Ithight-level p ttee. They,
too, like Nolting, llarkins, or Nn, had their
"personal projects," larger onic, on which
they' reported to those who controlled their
budgets and their tenure: Congress and the
public. And they too, thanks to the security
system and executive privilege, "wrote their
own report cards"; with a little help from
their subordinates.

Precisely as at lower levels, but with enor-
mouly broader impact, the needs of the
Preliet and the Scretarie s of Stats od
Defense to use "inFormation" to reassure
Congress and the public had its effect on the
internal flow of information up to the Pres-
ident. Reports and analyses that supported
the administration's public position andi
could be released or leaked to that end were
"helpful" and welcome, while "pessidsm"
was at best painful, less "useful," if not even
dangerous to have down on paper. Executive
values like these (vastly sharpened in 1966-
1968, when skeptics and critics wcre louder
tnd had to be refuted) translate into pow-
erful incentives at lower levels to give the
Chief what he so obviously wants.

Thus-granted human wishfulness, as
well. as a factor at all levels-pessimism re-
garding an ongoing policy is a fragile, u-
stable phenomenon within the government.
Ironically, even the VC and the GVN (earlier,
the Viet Minh and French) played their role,
too, in providing indicators of allied "prog-
ress" and intervals when things "seemed to
be working." In 1951, 1956, 1962, and 1965,
bureaucratic pressures toward optimism
were catalyzed by actual effects of the new
programs on allies and opponents in the de-
sired direction. Bitt "in the field" these ef-
fects proved very temporary, whereas our
reading of them did not. As Kennedy had
predicted, the effects of a "small drink" on
friend and opponent faded quickly. What he
may not fully have foreseen was the far more
lasting afterglow in our own system.

In each case, the aftermath of escalation
was an increased emphasis on military fac-
tors, and an accompanying alteration of
mood from pessimism to great optimism.
Thus, when U.S. combat units flooded into
Vietnam from 1965 on, the pessimism of
later 1964 gave way increasngl' to buoyant
hopes, by 1967, of an essentially military vlc-'
tory. But this ' hw-ad its counterpart as
early as 1951, tWr U.S. materiel and Amer1-
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Mcanvw-Jh, the Viet Min, ancl >'er the
VC, had a characteristic re-pen- tt a new
U.S.-GVN sarategy or a scaling-up wtr in-
volvement h-it further ene e d our
switch to nbtunded optimrom. 'fr suf-
feritg init ai setbncks, it has been ' r:r prac-
tice to lie low for an ex'encd pe 1. a'her
data, an:7'- experience. dcv -. and test
new adapted strategles, ti-en pln or- 7- prepare
carefully before launching them. Nothing,
our Vietnam experience tells u. culd be
niore un-Armsrican.)

Since so reat a part of U.S. Cad OVN
knowledoc of enemy activities cnc-s from
operational contacts, there scein -o be an
irresistible tendency for U.S. epe-ra:ors to
believe that data concerning con- - s reveals
enemy cap-.bilities, i.e., that I-ned VC
combat operations indicate lesser. ed capabil-
ity. Another mechanism then: U.S. c-i:mism
grows d'tring VC "Inactvity"-pC-t1ds when
VC activities are of a sort we do not hob-
serve--rcachng a peak, ironically, when ex-
treme VC cuiescence is due to ir.ernce pre-
parations for an expllorion.

Crisis periods, then, are typica'y pr-c.cdlt
by itigh poInts in U.S. oteial exetatitns.
Thus, leaks of IT.S.optmlitn ot-uccs--] itt isto
1953 i bfore D)ietienpu) Il (when
guerrilla ' arfre ccwut at'tu t Io rectamniee),
early 'sri bthe VC harlIteen t:tClhig the
vulneratbi lil -( of tho ratet'c h- e-t pro-
gram, rind ieanwhle itflltratinit na vely),
and late I07 (during last-inute rscrtitint
and preparations for the Tet offensive, int-
cluding feints a.t the borders).

If a fever chart of U.S. expc''a.on-say,
anticipatinns of success-conld i-e drawn
meaningfully for the la-st twenty ears, it
would have a recurrent saw-'ooh shape: an
acceleratin-, rise of optimIsm just before an
abritpt decline (Figure I Is a cc nzoptal
sketch of such a graph). Our pcrcptcual and
emotional experience in Vletnam can be re-
garded as a sequence of two-phase ccles, in
which Phase B-optimoism--evoes causally
in large part from decisions ths follow
Phase A. a crisis period of pessin-ctsm.

(The 13-phases in Figure 1 have t-n drawn
with a reverse S-shape, signifyIng three -b-
phases: ats initial period in whib the VC
suffer real reverses and the GVN stabilizes
on the basis of new programs; the-a period
in which, in reality, the VC have acd-apted and
the GVN is declining, but U.S. expectations
remain at a plateau rather than being re-
duced; finally, the VC begin quietir prepar-
Ing for a major offensive, causing 1 7- hopes
to soar.)

If major escalating decisions q,,at ativCey
increasing our involvement had so ly been
nade during Phase B's, that wol be the
quagmire model. It has never been the case.

However. during the B-phases, a: though no
new major policies or commitments are in-
troduced, U.S. aims may change sgnficantly
in the atmosphere of optimism. especally
In the last stage, going beyond the avoidance
of defeat--dominant aim in Phase A and the
early Phase B stage-to achIeving a victory.
At the same time, real optimism leads citals
to be much less cautious in public alms and
predIettons: to give commanders rore lee-
way, to monitor operations less c' sely; and
to indulge in operations that are e-1ly n
many terms) and of low effect rces but
may speed the coming win. A ' liese
responses lead to toleration of ra:its rising
costs, and hence to a feeling, w-n a new
crisis brings the return of Phase A. that the
stakes, the investment, the commItmrent have
become still higher than before, the need to
avoid "defeat" being now even geater.

Nevertheles, this poet-escalaton euphoria.
or "quagmire phase" of the cycle ?Mbs to
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play no essential role in the escalation proc-
ess. It simply relinforces the presidential
tendency to escalate if and an necessary to
avoid a short-run "defent" or "loss of all
Vietnam to Communists." As leslie (lb has
put it: "-ach nainisitrt lon was prepared
to pay the costs it could forese for Itself."
Political, along with strategic, motives under-

lying that tendency were already strong
enough in 1850 to induce the initial U.S.
commitment without any prior or current
period of American optimism. And they al-
most surely were felt strongly enough in sub-
sequent years to have induced much greater
escalation than occurred if that had ap-
peared both necessary and effective in the
short run.

Consciously oriented as'escalating decisions
actually were, when chosen, to the defensive
aim of averting short-run Communist take-
over, cach of these decisions of the past two
decads can be said to have achieved its ini-
tial, infernal aim.

In Gelb's phrase: "The system worked."
In fact, these presidential policies and tactics,
in sequence had the effect of holding South
Vietnam out of Communist hands "cheap-
ly"-i.c., without sizeable numbers of U.S.
combat troops-for fifteen years, from 1950
to 195.

.Whether efforts and sacrifices, by Amen-
cans and Vietnamese. of even these limited
but increasing manitudes could easily have
been justified to various parts of the elec-
torate in terms of such limits asms-in stark-
est terms, the restoration of stalemate, and
the postponement of a possible Communist
take-over in Vietnam beyond the date of the
next U.S. election-is another question. No
administration chose to find out. To publicize
more idealistic or strategically decisive goals,
as they all did, was to forego credit for meet-
ing successfully the limited short-run ob-
jectives that cach-it is inferred here-pri-
vately accepted. More seriously, it was to in-
cur the likelihood of suffering an appearance
df recurrent failure df programs to meet their
announced alms, and failure of administra-
tion predictions or "hopes" to be confirmed.
But these impressions of failure. however em-
barrassing politically, each administration
since 1950 has preferred either to the risks of
candor on its private aims and expectations
or to the risks of accepting the "loss of Viet-
nam" during or soon after its term in office.

In these respects, too, the policies
"worked." Until 1968, at least, each President
avoided the kinds of political costs related
to Vietnam that his tactics were meant to
avert. In fact, up to the present, no President
has had to face a political penalty for losing
South Vietnam. Not even LBJ will be blamed
in history for that, although he is blamed
for other things.

Yet the earlier "cheap victories," year by
year from 1950 to 1965, were purchased at a
long-term price, one not yet paid in full.
Presidential policies and tactics actively sus-
tained and encouraged over that period a
high estimate of U.S. strategic stakes in the
conflict within the U.S. executive branch
and the military, the Congress, and the pub-
lIe. Meanwhile they failed-as was highly
likely, in the light of earlier internal esti-
mates-either to strengthen adequately non-
Communist Vietnamese efforts; to modify
Communist aims; to deter or prevent an in-
crease in Communist capabilities: or, of
course, to induce the acceptance by Hanoi's
leaders or revolutionary forces in South Viet-
nam of the U.S. role, presence, or aims in
South Vietnam, or of the U.S.-supported
Saigon regime.

Thus these presidential policies and tactics
locked together with these other factors to
produce, from the perspective of most of that
fifteen-year period, a high probability that
U.S. troops would end up fighting in South
Vietnam, and U.S. planes bombing through-
out Indochina: i.e., high probabilities that
they would be sent if necessary; and that
they would be necessary. .

This is the future that three U.S. Presi-
dents failed to resist: indeed, knowingly co-
operated with and prepared. Not, of course.
tWhat any President liked, wanted, or hoped
for the darker developmenti that nctially
emerged-the deaths, the costs. the dt;rup-
tions--only that they preferred the risk of
these, and later the certainty, to certain,
other prospects they saw as alternatives. Thus
the first three Presidents determined the
reality of large-scale war that the next two
-accepted and sustained. That is a generation
of Presidents: all the Presidents within the
lifetime of a recent college graduate.

Will the tradition end with the current
President? How many more could it encom-
pass? Nothing in the generalizations we have
abstracted in this paper from experience of
the last two decades gives a clear hint of a
definite breaking-point, or a foreseeable
change in basic motives and values either for
the Communist-led forces or the U.S. gov-
ernment. On its face, that is simply a limita-
tion of the analysis, a characteristic-per-
haps a defect-of the model suggested.

Or perhaps it is a property of reality.
If so, it is a human and political reality.

and humans can, in principle, change it. But
change would not be easy. Rule I has deep
roots in politicians' fears and motives, and
in public responses, that have been power-
fully influential for twenty years, through
some hard times and challenges. There is
little indication yet that it will not speak
commandingly to Presidents after this one.
(Of its authority for the'present one, there
can be no real doubt.) U,

Improved Presidential foresight-even the
awareness that might be attained from this
analysis-would not probably supersede Rule
1. If anything, it might serve to relax the
constraining influence of Rule 2.

In the spring of 1965 President Johnson is
reported to have received calls almost daily
from one of his closest advisors telling him
(what no one had to tell him): "Lyndon,

-don't be the'ftrst American President to lose
a war."

It is true that such advisers omitted warn-
ings of other deadly errors. They neglected to
caution him: "Don't, over more than one
or two years, lie to the public; or mislead
and bypass Congress; or draft and spend and
kill and suffer casualties at the rate your
military will propose; or abort negotiations;
or, even once, allow your generals to de-
scribe the enemy as defeated on the eye of
their major offensive." "

But if they had, and if he had seen the
cogency of their warning: Would he then
have decided to lose the war? Or would he,
,mindful of the time constraints, have acted
to win it within them?

The same question applies to earlier presi-
dents; and later.

THE 14ACES OF THE QUAGMIRE

Why is the quagmire model so- often
pressed? And why is it so widely accepted?

Looking at where their policies and tactics
have brought us so far, it is easy to under-
stand why the past four Presidents would
want, before and after, to conceal and depre-
cate their own foreknowledge and inten-
tions.r And it is no harder to guess why-
perhaps unconsciously-participant-observ-
ers of one of these administrations or an-
other have promoted the same interpretation
of foresight and purpose. values and priori-
ties, influence and responsibility, respecting
their past colleagues within and outside gov-
ernment. Indeed, they make no secret of the
conclusion they wish to convey by the quag-
mire metaphor and model concerning the
responsibility of individuals and groups.

Thus, Townsend Hoopes, acutely and per-
ceptively critical of the policies under John-
son and earlier Presidents, extends what
Richard.alk has caJled "the circle of respon-
sibility" widely Indeed, in explicit purpose to

Footnosee at end of article.

relieve the burden of those seeminly at its
center. Traumatized by a linch %_ two re-
porters from I1he Villlee Vofre wh'- cr"fSted
that ho himn'f. aLs A;.isnntflft, "/cr"-<ry rf the
Air Force Undr Johnson. might hase been
guilty of war crimes (their su .e'nt ar-
ticle wa titled: "The War Crimln'Ifs Hedge
Their Bets"). Hoopes has p'ibliihed several
rejoinders tnd discurssions of the problem of
responsihIlTy..In the flret of the.. after de-
scribing his chief concern in the d;.'urbing
lincheon converatinn ai baing been "The
broad quodIon of how the entire aion had
stumbled down the lon- sIlpper- slope of
self-delusion into the engulfing morass.-
Hoopes concludes:

"The tragic story of Vietnam is not, in
truth, a tale of malevolent men bent upon
conquest for p'raonal gain or imperial glory.
It is the story of an entire generation of
leaders (and an entire generation of fol-
lowers). . '. [ Johnson's principal advisers
were, almost uniformly, those considered
when they took office to be among the ablest.
the best, the most humane and liberal men
that cold be found for public trust. No one
doubted their honest, high-minded purilt
of the best interests of their country, and
indeed of the whole non-communist world.
as they perceived those interests." ;
. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.. less generous in his
appreciation of some civilian Johnson lieu-
tenants, is no less reluctant to since them or
their Chief out as "guilty" in any special way
for their role in our vast national under-
taking. In the ' "quarInire" (literally.
"morass") passage so often cited In this
paper, he asserts:

"It is not only idle but unfair to seek out
guilty men. . . . we find ourselves entrapped
today in . . . a war which no President. in-
cluding President Johnson, desired or in-
tended. The Vietnam story is a tracdy with-
out villains. No thoughtful American can
withhold sympathy as President Johnson
ponders the gloomy choices which lie
ahead." r

One can read some of these psr-ages as
reflections of the sentiment Hoopes ex-
presses: "What the country needs is not ret-
ribution, but therapy. . . ." (It is just pos-
sible that both are needed, at this point, in -
the interests of our country and of others.)
He completes the sentence, plausibly. "ther-
apy in the form of deeper understanding of
our problems and of each other'; but in all .
of these passages and the larger arguments
in which they are embedded. one senses that
the drive for sympathetic therapy is setting
back the cause of understanding.

Both the substance of the tentative con-
clusions in this paper, and my experience of
the heuristic process that gradually pointed
toward them. warn that a deeper analytical
understanding of these well-guarded data
and controverted events will not be likely to
be reached by a searcher committed and de-
termined to see the conflict and our part in
it as "a tragedy without villains": war crimes
without criminals, lies without liars, a proc-
ess of immaculate deception.

The urge in these former officials to defend
American institutions and legitimate author-
ity (and surely some former administration
leaders and colleagues, if not themselves)
from the most extreme charges and sanc-
tions ("Lyndon Johnson, though disturb-
ingly volatIle," Hoopes remarks, "was not in
his worst moments an evil man in the Hit-
lerian sense") leads them as analysts to es-
p6use and promulate a view of process, roles.
and motives that is grossly mistaken-as
should be known to them from their own
experience and access to information as of-
ficials.

Thus, an effort to defend against percep-
tious or charges of "immorality," in alleged
pursuit of "objective judgment." leads in
this caso to historical and analytical error.
And It has political consequences: It under-
writes deceita that have served importantly
A suooes on f Presidents to maintain sup.
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port for their substantive polices of inter-
vention in Vietnam.

Of course, to promulgate a view is not nec-
essarily to have it accepted. But this one has
a powerful appeal. Earlier we asked. "Why is
the quicksand model accepted by so many?"
and offered some cognitive answers. But we
can suspect that an image spenks to deeper,
more emotional concerns when it is presented
regularly in the broad strokes of political
cartoonis in mass-circulation newspaper.
That is what happened on the nation's edi-
torial pages during the Cambodian invasion.

That week, while photographs on the front
page showed unwonted images of blitzkrieg-
tanks in formation driving across fields trail-
ing plumes of dust, and locust swarms of
American armed helicopters moving across,

new borders-and while reporters offered
verbal pictures of the Cambodian village of
Snoul being destroyed and looted, the draw-

ings O ttthe editoial page wre of Unle
Sams and 01 Jos en';uifed. bemused, flound-
ering from a swamp marked "Vietnam" to
one marked "Cambod I." Images, curiously,
if impotence. liu.:.vi y: Irinialsily cintrast-

lg ioth wlith e w n'.; nut Ilie photographs
of what Aincricain rli;outihea:t Asia were
actually doing and wit h the President's an-
nounced intent to expunge notions of Amer-
ica as a "pitiful. he:! g~ant."

One cartoon. reproduced in Tine, left the
quamiire synibol to how the "U.S. citizen"
in tatters on a raft, confronting three enor-
mous, wide-mout led whales, labelled: 'Viet-
nnm," "Cambodia," and "Laos."

Whales?
The imagery, pressed too far, reveals its

key. The scale, and the menace, have simply
been reversed. The actual role of America and
Americans in and toward Indochina is dis-
to'rted, to a staggering degree, in the very
process of suggesting that it be reconsidered.

Looking back to the quicksand cartoons,
one sees their self-pity, their preoccupation
with Uncle Sam's predicament, and one
finally asks: %Where are -the Asians? Where
are the Cambodiar.s, the Lao, the Vietnamese
in these drawings?

Presunably-there is no other sign-they
are the particles of the bog, bits of the por-
ridgey quagmire that has seized GI Joe and
will not free him. ., . .

It is not, after all, only Presidents and
Cabinet members who have a powerful need
and reason to deny their responsibility for
this war. And who succeed at it. Just as Pres-
idents and their partisans find comfort and
political safety in the quicksand image of
the President-as-victim, so Americans at
large are reassured in sudden moments of
doubt by the same image drawn large,
America-as-riclim. It is no more real than
the first, and neither national understand-
ing nor extrication truly lie that way.

To understand the process as it emerges in
the documents behind public statements, the
concerns never written that moved decisions,
the history scratched on the minds of bu-
reaucrats: to translate that understanding
into images that can guide actions close-
related to reality, one must begin by seeing
that1 t -IsAmericans, our leaders and our-
'elves, that bu",d the bog,irap much more
for other victims: our policies, our politics
the quagmire in which Indochina drowns,

FOOTNOTES
* This article is part of a larger study

of "nr.echanisms" and perceptions that have
shaped Anerican involvement in Indochina,
noW in progress at the Center for Interna-
tional Studies, Marsachusetts Institute of
Technology. My particular debt to Leslie Gelb
Is acknowledged below (see footnote 26). I
have also benefitted greatly by discussions
with Morton Halperin and Richard Moor-
steen.

An earlier and longer version of this paper,
entitled "Escalating in a Quagmire," was de-
livered at the Annual Meeting of the Ame.
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can Political Science Association,, Los An-
geles, September 12, 1970. ThIs Nabridgement
does not fully reflect the many valuable
comments elicited by a wide Informal dis-
tribution of that version.

I Lucien Bodard The Quicksand War: PrE-
udc to Vicinam (Boston: Little, Brown,
1967), which combines, somewhat abridged,
translations of L'Enlisemcnt (Paris, 19063)
and its sequel, L'Ilumilfaion (Paris, 1965).

2 David Halberstam, The Making of a Quag-
mire (New York: Random House, 1964).

3 Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., The Bittcr Herit-
age (rev. ed.; New York; Fawcett World,
1968), p. 47.

4 The assertions and speculations below on
U.S. decision-making reflect the writer's ex-
perience as Special Assistant to the Assist-
and Secretary of Defense (ISA), August 1964
to August 1905; member of General Lans-
dale's Senior Liaison Oice in Vietnam, Au-
gus 1005 to lDveoembvr r 111 M poeiai AslsL.
ant to the Deputy Ambrpsador, Snigon, De-
comber 1960 to June 1907; and research since
that time, in part nn a cnnsuinnt, with olm-
cini necess. All of .hene finctions npoed theo
responsiiiity and oppormiity to 1r dnita
on earlier decision-minakipg. Unsntisfactory
nas it is to present generalizations and asser-
tions without specific citation, it seems less
so than either to rely entirely on the public
record or to pretend to do so, to forego gen-
eralizations or to silbscribe to wrong ones.

* Schlesinger, op. cit., p. 39: italics added.
6lbid., p. 17; italics added. It is only be-

cause this statement of a familiar point of
view is so explicit, and because his own
factual testimony is critical to refuting it,
that Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.-who has else-
where said many cogent and useful things
about our Vietnam invovement-is so often
cited in this paper in such a way as to ap-
pear inadvertently as a whipping boy.

I See Schlesinger's accurate description of
the exuberant mood in that year, going into
1963: op. cit., pp. 41, 42; and see the dis-
cussion'below of the causal mechanisms by
which optimism follows from escalation.

* The same is true of a more recent forms-
lation by Schlesinger, which focuses speci-
fically on military promises and responsi-
bility. "At every stage of our descent into
the quagmire, the military have played the
dominant role. . . . At each point along the
ghastly way, the generals promised that just
one'more step of military escalation would
bring the victory so long sought and so
steadily denied." See Partisan -Review,
XXXVII (No.4, 1970), 517.

'New York Times (October 16, 1961; story
datelined October 15). All newspaper stories
cited in this section are from the New York
Times; dates are dates of publication of
stories (generally datelined a day earlier). All
italics added.

10 New York Times (October 26, 1961).
11 As we shall see, he had recommended it

formally by cable two days earlier, to no one's
very great surprise.1

Schlesinger, op. cit., p. 39; Italics added.
2 Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., A Thousand Days

(Boston: Houghton Auffin, 1965; page refer-
ences here are to the paperback edition, New
York: Fawcett World, 1967), p. 604.

1 Theodore Sorensen, Kennedy (New York:
Harper and Row, 1965), p. 653.

3 Schlesinger, A Thousand. Days, op. cit.
p. 501.

1 Ibid.
17 Ibid., p. 505.
Is W. W. Rostow, "Guerilla Warfare in

Underdeveloped Areas," In T. N. Greene (ed.),
The Guerilla-And How to Fight Him (New
York: Praeger, 1962), p. 60.

sILetter from President Johnson to Sena-
tor Henry M. Jackson, quoting the "Taylor
Report," Jew York Times (March 8. 1967);
cited in Chester ] . Cooper, The Lost Crusade
(New York, 1970).II

A Sorensen, op. cIt., p. 652.

S 9957
7 It is not clear that this was true of Rusk

at this time.
2 Sorensen, op. cit., p. 653.
72 Ibid., p. 652.
4 Schlesinger, The Bitter Heritage, op. cit.,

p. 39.
2 Ibid.
'Leslie H. Gelb, "Vietnam: The System

Worked," revised version of a paper delivered
at the Annual Meeting of the American Po-
litical Science Association, Los Angeles, Sep-
tember 1970, to be published in a forthcom-
ing issue of Foreign Policy:

I am happy to acknowledge great stimula-
tion from discussions with Geb-now at the
Brookings Institution, formerly an acting
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(ISA)-whose studies of the earlier periods
preceded my own and who i particular
pointed out that the propositions emerging
from my study of 1061 and my experience in
1904 1005 Applied A well to d cimsl going
back to the 1040s and 1950s.

" This is what I1linman claim Kennedy did
with the proposal to r.end combat forces in
1901. "11 an ltrerei.inrg ex rinpe or one typo
of ganihit. In the poli.1( of Washingon
policy-making, the President avoided A direct
'no' to the pioposal for introducing troops."
See Roger Ililsman, To Move a Nation (Gar-
den City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1967). p. 124.
Such a tactic could account for the success
of efforts to keep secret the Taylor/JCS rec-
ommendations to send troops. The hope of
still persuading the President would discour-
age leaks among proponents of the measure.

"Norman Graebner. The New Isolationism
(New York: Ronald Press, 1956), p. 45.

2 Arthur H. Vandenberg, Jr. (ed.), The Pri-
vate Papers of Senator Vandenberg (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1952), p. 536.

"Congressional Rccord-House, (January
25, 1919). pp. 532, 533.

3 Graebner, op. cit., p. 28.
= Alan D. Harper, The Politics of Loyalty

(Westport: Greenwood, 1969), p. 133.
23 Graebner, op. cit., p. 15.
"6 United States Relations with China, with

Special Reference to the Period 1944-1949
(Washington. D.C.: Government Printing

Office. 1949), p. xvi.
'3 Dean Acheson, Present at the Creation

(New York: Norton, 1969). p. 303.
- Vandenberg, op. cit., p. 532; italics In

original.
"See Harper, op. cit., chaps. 5 and 9; and

Graebner, op. cit., chaps. 3 and 5.
M In addition to those cited, see in partic-

ular Tang Tsou, America's Failure in China,
1944-50 (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1963); H. Bradford Westerfield, Foreign
Policy and Party Politics (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1955); and Earl Latham,
The Community Controversy in Washington
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1966). And look again at the 1949 quotation
presented earlier from John F. Kennedy.

"'This last evaluation-unchallengeable
bureaucratically by prudent rules of the
game since 1950-leads directly to the logic
of the Desperate Proposal Pattern. To avoid
an "intolerable" (infinitely negative) out-
come, any measure with some chance of su-
ces justified, no matter how low Its prob-
ability of success, or how high its cost and
risks. Hence no need to report or even cal-
.culate the latter characteristics: enough to
say that, unlike current policy, the one pro-

sposed Is not certain to fail.
"Acheson, op. cit., p. 350: italics added.
' Westerfield, op. cit., p. 358.4 "LBJ and the Kennedys." Life (August

7, 1970). Mansfield was subsequently quoted
in interviews as confirming in substance.

* Derek Shearer, "Kissinger Road Show:
An Evening with Henry," The Nation (March
9, 1971). 297. reporting on an off-the-record
meeting with Kissinger at Endicott House,
January 29, 1971. The quotation is accurate,
although the political judgment seems highly
dubious. It was for this reason, Kissinger
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explained. that the pace of "withdrawal" had
been slow, although "We are ending the
war . . . the war is trending down, und it will
continue to trend down. . . ."(Unknown
to his audience because of a news embargo.
the bombing of Laos had been stepped up
that evening to a near-record level, prepara-
tory to invasion.) ,

"Sorensen, op. cit.. p. 664; italics added.
1' According to his White House Chief of

Staff, O'Donnell.
"This lesson was implanted so powerfully

between 1949 and 1954 that some special cir-
cumstance of that. period. limiting its future
validity. may well have been overlooked.
Thus, Truman's startling victory in 1948,
prolonging almost by accident what was al-
ready a sixeen-year Democratic reign, not
only assured that Democrats would still be
in omce for the fast-appronching victory of
Communists in China, but assured that this
vulnerability would be exploited to the hilt,
and beyond, by the madly frustrated Repub-
licans. For a provocative discussion of this
thesis, see Latham, op. cit., pp. 5-7. 410-423.

Fear of McCarthy's and McCarthyism's
power at the polls may always have been
overdrawn, even in 1950-52, and still more
so today. See Michael Paul Rogin. The In-
tellectuals and McCarthy, (Cambridge, Mass.:
M.I.T. Press, 1967). Yet what matters, of
course. is what Congressmen and officials be-
lieve their risks to be, and what risks they
are willing to take. (See the citation of Kis-
singer earlier.)

47To my knowledge, no other paper chal-
lenged the Times, or the administration, on
these versions of Taylor's advice. Nor did any
different version appear until the appearance
in 1965 of the Schlesinger and Sorensen his-
tories, neither of which drew attention to the
fact that they directly contradicted all news-
paper stories of the time and subsequent ac-
counts. See, for example, the comments in
Robert Shaplen, The Lost Revolution (rev.
ed.: New York: Harper and Row, 1966), pp.
153, 154; or in David Halberstam, op. cit., p.
6l: "Above all else, Taylor wanted to keep
American combat troops out of the Viet-
namese jungles."

So much for the belief, widely held in
some circles and encouraged by the govern-
ment, that "everything comes out in the
New York Times. . . . There are no real
secrets," and that the Times is an adequate
basis for understanding an ongoing or past
decision-making process within the Execu-
tive Branch,

"@See Schlesinger, A Thousand--Days, op.
cit., p. 508, and The Bitter Heritage, op. cit.,
pp.11, 12.

"Hibsman, op. cit., pp. 166. 167; italics
added.

r* Schlesinger, The Bitter Heritage, op cit.,
p. 40.

ut Ibid.
w See Senator John F. Kennedy's speech in

1951, cited in Schlesinger, The Bitter Herit-
age, op. cit., p. 27, on official optimism under-
lying a Truman-Eisenhower "credibility gap"
in Indochina.

" The discussion has gone only through
1968; no attempt is made here to apply the
conjectures and generalizations of this paper
to the statements and actions of the current
administration. That is left as an exercise
to the reader.

Nothing in the past attitudes and history
of the current President, or any of his pub-
lic statements or official actions so far in
office suggests in any way that these gen-
eralizations should be less applicable to him
than to any of his predecessors; thus this
extrapolation should be a fair test. One might,
for example, address the question: WhichL
year between now and 1977 might Richard
Milhous Nixon consider an acceptable one,
for him, to lose South Vietnam to Con-
munist control?

lbr my own views, see my article, "Murder

in Laos: The Reason Why," New York T1c-
view of Books (March I, 1971). 13-17: "Like
Kennedy and Johnson before him, Richard
Nixon believes he cannot hold the White
House for a second term unless he holds
Saigon through his first."

*' No advisor is perfect. There are things
Presidents have to learn for themselves. One
supposes no one told President Nixon be-
fore the event: "Don't condone the shoot-
ing of white students by National Guards-
men just after crossing a national border
with troops without consulting Congress.
the public, or the country invaded."

" No event, and no presidential decision, of
course, occurred because it "had" to, in any
sense of certainty or absolute determinism,
What does? On the other hand, in every
major case, from the perspective of existing
inside knowledge and opinion years earlier,
what nctunlly occurred in the way of presi-
dentinl decision and of resulting develop-
ments in Vietnam would have seemed the
way to bet.

"Townsend Hoopes, "The Nuremberg Sug-
gestion," Washington Monthly (December
1909), italics added; reprinted, with reply, in
"The Hoopes Defense," by Judith Coburn
and Geoffrey Cowan (authors of the original
article referred to above, Village Voice, De-
cember 4, 1969), Village Voice (January 29,
1970). See also the cogent comment by lawyer
Peter Weiss (with reply by Hoopes), Wash-
ington Monthly (June 1970, 1-8).

In none of his comments (nor in his later
Foreign Affairs article, "Legacy of the Cold
War in Indochina" July 1970) does Hoopes
dissent from this earlier general evaluation
of the aims and values of the Johnson ad-
visors, although it would seem fair to re-ex-
amine these on the basis of their official per-
formance as it becomes increasingly known;
and on their sense of social responsibility for
events, shown after leaving office.

nSchlesinger, The Bitter Heritage, op. cit.,
pp. 17, 18; italics added. Schlesinger's more
recent comments, quoted earlier-"At every
stage of our descent into the quagmire, the
military have played the dominant role.-.-. -
At each point along the ghastly way, the
generals promised . . ."-do, of course, add
villains to the tragedy, although not civilian
ones. If he no longer thinks It Idle to seek
out guilty men, he has nevertheless managed
to be unfair.

TRANSCRIPT or ELLSI3RG INTERvIEW ON TV
Following is the transcript of an interview

with Dr. Daniel Ellsberg by Walter Cronkite
on the C.B.S. Television 7 P.M. news pro-
gram last night, as recorded by The New
York Times:

Dr. ELLsBExG. The fact is that in the 7,000
to 10,000 pages of this study I don't think
there is a line in them that contains an es.
timate of the likely impact of our policy on
the over-all casualties among the Vietnamese
or the refugees to be caused, the effects of
defoliation in an ecological sense, nor a calcu-
lation of past offense ever, and the docu-
ments simply concern the internal concerns,
reflect the internal concerns of our officials.
That says nothing more nor less than our
officials never did concern themselves in writ-
ing and I think in no Informal way either,
with the effect of our policies on the Viet-
namese.*

I was struck by the cover of Newsweek
here. I refer to this super-history of Vietnam
-a map of Vietnam with the faces of im-
portant people who effected that secret his-
tory of Vietnam. You notice they are all
Americans. Every one of them. That reflects
accurately the way the history of Vietnam
emerges from those studies-that is, from
the internal documents of the United Statee,

WAS "PAAT OF STSTEM"
It affects the way the Vietnam War is seen

from Wasiington, as to who matters and
who doesn't. And there IS great reallan to

that., actually. As I say I'm familiar. I was
part of that system I know how that's looked
at. There's realism to that.

The war has been an American war and
there is certainly realism to the way that it's
been reflecting the Activil attitudes of the
people who make decisions.

Nowhere in thon!e cables or estimates. I
think outside of memo'. by a few people. Gen-
cral Ansfled being one, I think, will the pub-
lic finch when they read the:ie Vietnamere
leader (dercribrr with onrr'rn, friendship.
respect or evaluated in any terms other than
as an instrument of Amerrian policy.

The Vietnamer-e leaders with whom we've
been dealing unfortunately have the charac-
ter that they tend to r'se themselves that way
and the other Vietnamese know it.

As for Vietnamese who aren't leaders,
they're not in the study at all. They're just
not there. Only this side and that's a large
part of what's been wrong.

I came back then with this sense, An ad-
ditional sense, of concern then about what
we were doing to the people of Vietnam as
well as what was happening to this country.
a concern that many people shared by '67
and '68.

By '68 I had read most of this study, writ-
ten in a draft for one volume of it, and well,
can you Imagine yourself what you'd feel like
to have read those 7,000 pages judging from
the 1,000 or so you've seen summaries or so
far? And reading the news to the public
every night, not able to tell them of the ex-
istence of the study or what it was you'd
read.

FELT VERY CONCERNED

I've been reading about myself obviously
in these accounts and it's-some of ii's-al-
most amusing, the inferences of my being
very tortured by guilt. Actually I had to say
I didn't feel guilty for things that I'd done
in Vietnam. I felt very concerned. I felt that
the knowledge gave me a kind of responsi-
bility that others didn't have.

A very simple explanation came to me as
to the Impression I apparently have been giv-
ing to people over the last year is that I read
this history, I read all of it and I've read it
several times. I think it obviously led me
to kinds of activity against the war publicity.

It was simply very baffling to my col-
leagues, none of whom had read the study,
almost none of whom knew of its existence
or the fact that I had read it.

I think maybe they'll understand some
strange things about my intensity that they
describe a month from now. I hope we'll see
some more intense involvement in ending
this war.

I'm sure this story is more painful for
many people at this moment than for me,
because, of course, it is familiar to me having
read it several times, but it must be painful
for the American people now to read these
papers-and there's a lot more to come-and
to discover that the men whom they gave so
much respect and trust as well as power re.
garded them as contemptuously as they re-
garded our Vietnamese allies.

CaoNsrrE. It's a black history as it's been
drawn so far. Are there any heroes in it?'

WYLAK sOLDIER A HERO

ELLSBERG. I think that a man I read about
named Bernard who put his rifle down to the
ground at the risk of his life and refused the
orders of his superior commander to fire at
civilians at Myla. He's a hero,

CRONKITE. You don't find them on a higher
level?

ELLSBERG. That's a hard question you've
asked me. I hate-I hate not to find it easy
to answer. I hate as an American not to find
it easy to answer. Looking at the record it
seems hard for me to find men who have
lived up to the responsibilities of their office
in terms ot not only of what they did but of
what they could have done, what they should
have done, given their feelings.
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CRONKITE. What would you expect to be

revealed from the documents that might
come out In future days or week.? What's
still back there that we can look forward to?

ELLSnIYRG. Well, I think that the real lessons
to be drawn are yet to be seen by the public,
and they're not from any one period or any
one episode. They really come from seeing
the whole sweep of the history.

There's never been in a year when there
would have been a war in Indochina with
American money fueling it. The perception
that I had, Just like most people in the
country. that this was in some sense an on-
going war which we had joined for good or
bad, screened out many of the moral aspects
of the conflict, and to discover on the con-
trary that in Indochina if we had not been
supplying money and the napalm and buying
soldiers and equipment and finally supplying
our own soldiers there would have been vio-
lenac. thern would have been violence among.
lion-Communists, among the sects, political
violence. there would have been assassina-
tiotis, raids, some degree of guerrIlla action,
Communist' agniist other Comimu ist, the
Trot'kylten were wiped out by o lier Commu-
nin;i in Snigan in '46, thero wouldn't have
been anything that looked like a war, and to
say that is to rzay that Americans now bear
major responsibility, as I read this history,
for every death in combat in Indochina in
the last 25 years, and that's one-million to
two-million people. J
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